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August 6, 1984

Mr. Roderick A, DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Employee Benefit Hearings

Dear Mr. DeArment:

As a practitioner in the employee benefit ield, I am quite
concerned regarding the Treasury Department and Congress' review
regarding employee benefits and their tax status.

Specifically, Mr. DeArment, I would like you and those memebers of
Congress who are reviewing the tax status of employee benefits to
know that I believe:

1. Employees would receive less benefits if employer
sponsored benefit programs did not exist;

2. The tax advantage status of these benefits promulgates
their development;

3. Many of these benefits are essential to the economic
security of employees and their dependents;

4. Benefits are generally not descriminatory. Although
there are some abuses, for the most part benefits do
not go principally to higher paid executives within a
firm, nor are they reserved for male population only.
I have yet to witness substantial descrimination with-
in an employee benefit plan.

I have been a practitioner in the employee benefit field for the
past 8 years. The field is evolving and responding to the concerns
of the general public. Currently, health care cost containment is a
*front-burner item" that is receiving everyone attention. The
private sector can and will address this issue successfully.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sin c~v y, /_ .

(1)
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August 13, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee On Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-215
Washington, D. C. 20510

i-ear Mr. DeArment:

RE: TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS HEARINGS JULY 26, 27 and 30, 1984
(SENATOR PACKWOOD)

I strongly believe that tax laws should encourage employers to provide to all
employees fringe benefits and services such as medical, dental, day care,
educational assistance and long-term welfare such as profit sharing, retirement,
pension, etc. I feel the -1irrent rules governing these benefits are sufficient
to ensure that benefits do n_ principally go to the highly paid or to men only
and that all employees benefit fairly from tax incentives.

Fringe benefits are an essential tool for employers in attracting good personnel;
likewise, these benefits allow the etuployee to choose employment based on benefits
offered. It is obvious that both the employee and the employer would suffer if the
employer-sponsored benefits did not exist.

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement covering the
needs of employees through the employee benefit system. It is far superior to
any government program which would replace it. It should not be systematically
dismantled in the name of greater tax revenues. The employee needs are there and
must be met. If private enterprise is not encouraged to meet their needs,
government must and I believe the ultimate price to our nation will be greater.

Sincerely,

REK:ns

Academic Fmriai l Sirvces Associalon
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CHARLES K. CAUTHEN
PREIr)NT RETAILER OF THE YEAR

TO: Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on ,pyee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance lofmittee, subcomittee
on Taxation and Debt Management

FROM: Acme Markets of Tazewell, Va., Inc., Its Divisions and Subsidlaries

We have a deep concern for our loyal and trustworthy employees found not only in
the supervisory but also in rank and file positions of our various retail opera-
tions and also our distribution center. our company has, since its inception,
demonstrated strong social concerns for all employees regardless of economic circut-
stance or racial origin. Our records of almost 100 years will indicated that roughly
one half of our employees are female and we have always felt an equal responsibility
to our ladies.

Although we are not a large company, we feel that we have been fortunate in building
an effective and balanced employee benefit system. We feel that the vast majority
of our employees would not want it replaced by a government benefit system. We feel
that we can provide maximum satisfaction to our employees and give maximum benefits
for the least cost possible. we feel that private enterprise should be encouraged
to meet the reasonable needs and incentive should be offered by the government to
this end. If unrealistic regulation is imposed, we feel that the incentive for
private enterprise will be. squelched and ultimately, the employee will suffer the
greatest loss.

Your help in preserving a sound employee benefits system through private enterprise
will be greatly appreciated.

Yours very truly,

Ch "les E. Cauthen
President
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ADDISON PRODUCTS COMPANY
ADDISON , MICHIGAN ' 49111

PHONE (it7) S 1.6131

August 7, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

Statement of Oral L. Goble, Executive;Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer of Addison Products, in connection with the
hearings of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on taxation and debt
management on the subject of fringe benefits, July 26, 27, and 30,
1984.

Addison Products Company, employing 750 persons, vigorously
protests the possib, lity of taxing fringe benefits which are necessary
to the health and general welfare of its employees.

Through many years of development, employers across the nation have
worked diligently to improve health care, life insurance, and
security of retirement.

Employers have provided and supported affordable benefits with
group purchasing power, despite dramatic inflationary increases
in the costs of such benefits.

Taxation of fringe benefits means that employers and employees must
eventually pay more for like benefits or, reduce benefits offered
and needed to a lesser level. Neither result is compatible with the
needs of productive companies and employee groups everywhere.

Taxation of fringe benefits would be an undeserved penalty to
working Americans who are productively contributing to the economic
and social strength of our country. Penalizing this group is
another step towards stifling national productivity to counter
excess government spending for non-productive endeavors.

Sincerely,

ADDISON PRODUCTS COMPANY

Oral L. 6 oble
Executive Vice President
Chief Operating Officer

OLG/ph HEATING AND COOLING PRODUCTS
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AD HOC COMMITTEE
FOR A RESPONSIBLE TAX POLICY

1750 PENNSYLVANA AVENUE. N.W

SUITE 1201
WASHINGTON. D.C 20006

(202) 737-7945

August 6, 1984

WRITTEN STATEMENT
OF

THE AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR A RESPONSIBLE TAX POLICY

Submitted For The
Senate Finance Comnmittee's

Hearings on Major Tax Reform Options
August 7 and 9, 1984

Winston Churchill called democracy the worst form of

government, except for all the others. Similarly, the

progressive income tax may be the most unfair system for

raising Federal revenue, except for all the others. We

abandon either at our peril.

Clearly, paying taxes is a painful business for everyone,

and levying them an onerous responsibility of office.

Ever since the enactment of the progressive income tax we

have tried to lessen the pain, share the burden more

equitably and end abuses.

It is complicated and frustrating process, for taxpayer

and lawmaker alike. But it is a process which recognizes

the inextracable and complex links between taxation,

equity and economic health. Our tax laws are both

delicate and mighty instruments of public policy.
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But they are also far from perfect and seemingly never

finished, overly complex, needing constant attention,

adjusting, tuning. The impulse to throw out the whole

baggage and start again with something simpler is

obviously appealing and must strike a responsive chord in

the heart of anyone who has ever filed a form 1040.

A flat-rate income tax is an apparent simple proposal. It

would sweep away deductions, shelters and capital gains

exclusions. It would be easy. It could also be a

disaster.

Many economists say it would unintentionally shift the tax

burden to moderate-income wage earners while cutting taxes

for those earning more than $50,000 annually by $40

billion. It could stifle needed investments and sap

economic growth. Because it would be so gross-grained,

infinitesimal rate increases could mask subtle but

dramatic policy changes. A hundred invisible taxes could

pass under the cloak of an increase of a fraction of a

single percentage point.

The Committee for a Responsible Tax Policy believes you

cannot reform the progressive income tax by discarding

it. Its underlying theory, that those who earn more

should pay more, is reasonable and works.
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It is crucial. as the debate is joined in the months

ahead, for this most important subject to receive full and

thoughtful examination -- and for its effects to be

measured against the well-being of our nation and its

future health.

It should be noted that on the whole the American tax

system has been compared to all others -- a great

success. Its provisions have encouraged home ownership

(more than 65% of American families own their own homes)

and the concomitant social stability. American taxpayers

have a record of voluntary compliance that is the envy of

other countries, though no matter what the tax system is

like there will be those who try to evade paying taxes.

Our economic system, at least in comparison with others,

has also been a success.

Proponents of change appear to believe that a tax system

actually could be "simple" by eliminating all those

provisions as to credits, exemptions, and exclusions. But

what they appear to overlook is that the very terms which

any tax code must employ would contain, in its definition,

a world of complexity. Consider the very phrase, a "tax

on income." Now, what is "income?" In a remarkably

39-707 0 - 85 - 2
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level-headed dissection of the flat tax and its effect on

the average taxpayer, Professor Deborah Schenk. Vice

Chairman of the Committee on Low Income Taxpayer Problems

of the Section of Taxation of the American Bar Association

and a visiting professor at the New York University School

of Law, has noted the enormous difficulty in defining

income. Is one dollar equal to every other dollar, as the

flat tax people say? Is a dollar in fringe benefits worth

to its recipient a dollar of wages, or is it worth

something Less? Can we put an income value on the working

conditions -- on the relative luxury of offices, or the

free use of telephones, or health care, or legal

services? Representatives of the Treasury Department have

on occasion characterized owning ones own home as giving

rise to theoretical "rental" income.

What about "transfer payments" such as Welfare? Does this

constitute "income?" And if it does, then shouldn't a tax

be put on it? Or food stamps? Professor Schenk has

concluded that such a system (flat-rate taxes) is not

likely to be either equitable or simle. She also

cautions that, although adoption of flat-rate taxes might

eliminate sonte of the current problems in the tax law, it

will introduce a host of new ones. For example, do the
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proponents mean to imply that the expense of producing

income will no longer be deductible? Should a young

doctor in private practice who grosses $100,000 and pays

$60,000 in related expenses (e.g. nurse, rent, electricity

and depreciation of medical equipment) pay twice the

amount of tax as does his colleague who is working for a

$40,000 salary?

The flat tax and similar tax plans promise a false

simplicity, complexity cannot be avoided because the very

terms "income" and "deduction" require definitions that

are complicated.

As things now stand, the government uses the tax system to

channel certain investments. By offering tax advantages,

for example, it encourages private investors to build and

maintain low-income housing. In a flat tax system such

tax advantages would disappear. Some appear to assume

that public support for low-income housing would also

magically disappear. It would not. What would happen is

that this would become a function of the government. And

the government would with its usual inefficiency,

inattention to administrative costs, and general

meddlesome proclivities, create a bureaucracy to oversee
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its new real estate business. The current Administration

has clearly and properly rejected this approach. So we

have a choice, we can either have such housing built by

private investors taking advantage of provisions of the

tax code, or we can have the government do it with its

usual clumsiness.

And what about those provisions which proponents claim

they would maintain even under a flat tax system -- such

as the home interest deduction, or the deduction for

charitable contributions. Once the prinpjpe of no

credits, exemptions, or deductions is accepted, then it is

but a short step to the achievement of a "pure" flat tax.

Indeed, Senator Bradley, the leading proponent of the flat

tax, has made no bones about it. He opposes in principle

all such deductions and exemptions and wants them retained

only on political grounds: they are too popular to be

thrown overboard. What this means is that if the flat tax

or a modification of it, were to be enacted, it would only

* be a matter of time before its purist proponents would be

agitating for the "full" version of it. Now home

ownership is more than a means to improve neighborhoods.

It also has a profound effect on social, and hence

political stability. People who own their own homes tend

to have a stake in their community that others do not.
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This is particularly true in areas where they can act as a

break on spendthrift local governments -- since it is

property taxes of homeowners, they have a stake in keeping

local public expenditures in check. A similar threat

comes from the possible ending of charitable deductions.

The burden on state and local governments which impose

income, tax sales, and property taxes, would grow as the

after-tax cost of these items to the everyday taxpayer

would increase by up to 100% (to taxpayers presently in

the 50% bracket). The interest costs of public debt of

state and local government levels would soar as the

relative tax benefit of tax-exempt income would diminish

and municipal bond rates soar.

It should be pointed out that more than economics is at

stake. A flat tax would essentially deprive Congress of

its tax-writing power. Much of Congress' power is derived

from this function. The power of the Executive Branch

would be greatly increased -- and the power of Congress,

the traditional break on the Executive, diminished.

The progressivity of the income tax has always been its

most acceptable feature. Although many resent that the

"rich" get a larger tax break from a dollar of deduction
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than do the poor, almost none of them disagree that the

better off should pay a higher proportion of their

income. The very essence of the American tax system has

for decades been its progressive nature. Most of us

believe that the tax rates should be higher for higher

income levels than for lower income levels. We believe it

just that someone who earns $1,000,000 a year should pay a

far higher proportion of his income than someone who earns

$10,000. The "flat tax" would do away with

progressivity. It would shift the burden of taxation away

from the richest taxpayers to the middle and lower income

groups.

The United States leads the world in the percentage of

people owning their own homes. It is not accidental that

our tax system provides incentives for home ownership.

Life insurance too is widespread and serves a critical and

valuable function, again reflected in provisions in the

Code that encourage the taking out of life insurance

policies.

Before any other consideration we must face'squarely the

issue of what kind of tax system we want: one that is

simply used to raise revenues, or one that, while it

raises revenues, also encourages certain activities and

investments and discourages others.
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How do we go about encouraging private investment in the

"sunrise" industries? The way we do it, of course, is to

make investment in fledgling enterprises, enterprises that

offer little in the way of current yields (dividends) but

much in the way of potential capital appreciation, more

attractive. And the way we do this is to ta capital

gains at a maximum rate of 20%, while ordinary income is

taxed at a maximum rate of 50%. Thus, investors are

willing to forego current profits for the possibility of a

much larger profit later on, oni made more tempting by the

favorable capital gains treatment. Bradley-Gephardt would

eliminate the distinction between capital gains and other

income. The result, obviously, would be that investors

would deem it more prudent to play it safe, to invest in

long established enterprises with a higher annual yield.

Safe, guaranteed debt investments would attract money

which today is committed to equity positions in new

companies, research and development of new technologies

and products, energy exploration and real estate

development. Thus investments would be channeled away

from the smaller, potentially higher-growth industries,

which historically have also been the source of new jobs.

The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for tax policy,

John Chapoton, has testified that a flat tax would give
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those earning over $50.000 a year a $40 billion tax cut.

Since all parties agree that total revenues will not be

diminished by a flat tax that $40 billion a year will have

to come from those earning less than $50,000.

It simply isn't true that a "flat tax" or "fair tax,"

involving a massive overhaul of the system is the only way

to make things work. In fact, the IRS. has been doing a

good job of making the rich ante up. In 1979 the top 5%

of the taxpayers pa:J 37% of all taxes. Since then the

wealthiest members of society have found it still harder

to avoid or diminish taxes. There has been an enormous

increase in the investigation of tax shelters. There are

currently 327,000 investigations being conducted by the

IRS; a decade ago it was 400.

In addition, the question of fairness of the tax system,

by means of a minimum tax for all taxpayers, has already

been addressed by Congress, in part, in a responsible and

reasonable fashion. Congress in 1982 passed the Tax

Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA).

TEFRA requires that all taxpayers, after completing their

tax returns, review the tax returns and do an additional

calculatioh. In reality, this additional calculation is
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only required for the taxpayers in the upper tax

brackets. Effective since 1982, the alternative minimum

tax on tax preference income (including untaxed capital

gains, certain accelerated deductions and excess itemized

deductions) is 10% for amounts from $20,000 to $60,000 and

20% on the excess above $60,000.

If a taxpayer overutilizes itemized deductions or tax

shelter investments, the aiternative minimum tax

effectively imposes a flat tax of 20% (lower for the first

$60,000) on his adjusted gross income, calculated under

the alternative minimum tax formula. Accordingly, a form

of flat tax in the form of the 20% alternative minimum tax

on the very rich already exists. An across the board flat

tax would merely constitute a massive tax giveaway to this

group by eliminating the higher progressive rates.

In recent hearings before the Senate Finance Committee,

Senator Grassley indicated that he had reviewed statistics

indicating that esentially all Americans are how paying

taxes as a result of the alternative minimum tax

calculation.

Accordingly, the issue of fairness of the present tax

system is not in question, at least, when one looks at the
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issue of whether at the upper end of the income scale

there are taxpayers who are being required to pay their

fair share of taxes, even if they are making investments

which would otherwise provide them with tax deductions.

Since 1982, as Senator Grassley indicated, there have been

four or five different revisions to tax laws enacted,

including, most recently, the 1984 tax bill, which go even

further to insure that the alternative minimum tax and

similar provisions aimed at insuring the fairness of our

tax system be part ef our current tax law. The present

system, which is a graduated tax system, does not provide

free rides for any individuals at the upper income

brackets.

In testimony before the Joint Economic Committee, August

19, 1982, Jerome Kurtz, former Commissioner of the IRS,

testified before Congress: "if a flat tax rate were

applied, even to a greater simplified and therefore

expanded definition of income, the result would be

substantial increases in the taxes of most lower and

middle--income taxpayers and corresponding reductions in

the tax liabilities of those with the highest incomes. It

is sometimes claimed that a flat-rate tax would not reduce

taxes for the rich because, with tax shelters and special
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benefits, they pay little taxes today. This assertion is

untrue. While some wealthy people do pay little or no

tax, many pay very substantial amounts. On average, our

income tax remains progressive ... all proposals for flat

rate taxes would cause large tax reductions for the

highest income tax payers at the expense of the less

affluent."

We should continue to try to simplify the administration

of the income tax. We should support simplifying the

present system of credits and deductions for dozens of

items which may be applicable to the average lower and

middle-income taxpayer. replacing it with an expanded

standard or non-itemized deduction, with the goal of

permitting 70% of all individual taxpayers to file simple,

short forms without requiring professional assistance. We

support continued review and modification to the

alternative minimum tax to ensure that it fulfills its

purpose effectively. We also recognize that the tax code

should be a supple instrument of policy susceptible to

constant and fluid change just as the economy itself is.

Selective tax cuts, the adoption of investment tax credits

and shorter depreciable lives in 1982 for real estate and

equipment fueled the present economic recovery,
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masterminded by this Administration. In tact, those

changes were the most important tool used by government in

assisting business and labor to generate our current

economic recovery, while slashing unemployment and

reducing inflation. Should this economic tool, a

progressive tax system embodying incentives and dictated

by public policy be discarded after its power,

effectiveness and success has just been reaffirmed?

In economics, as well as in politics, the extreme and

radical "solution" may have unforseen, surprising, and

dangerous consequences. We cannot afford to take such a

risk with our ecGiaomy and our society.
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-I lp a Dhska Richard H. Smith, Jr, CLU
400 Renarssance Center Seiw AcorA Exwnr"

Suite 770
Detroit Michan 48243 co . fl o: 3*
(313) 259-8674

July 25, 1984

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Senate Russell Building
Room 259
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

You have announced that you will be holding hearings on July 26, 27 and
30 on the issue of fringe benefits.

I would like to express my personal concern about the current tax
environment for employee benefits.

Over the years, employers in this country have been responsible for a
tremendous increase in the personal security enjoyed by American workers
and their dependents. Voluntarily created employer-sponsored life,
health, and disability insurance, pension plans, and other benefits
cover the vast majority of employees. These programs have been en-
couraged by favorable federal tax treatment and have, in turn, saved the
federal government substantial suns which would otherwise have been
necessary to fund and operate government welfare programs.

As the Senate Finance Cmittee assesses the current tax environment for
fringe benefits, I think it is important to keep in mind that employee
benefit plans are the most efficient and cost-effective way the xerket
has devised for delivery of economic security to employees. This
economic security extends to employees at all wage and salary levels and
is a critical part of their financial well-being.

Preferential tax treatment for these plans has encouraged their growth
and is a wise investment in the future economic security of our nation.
If tax policy ceased to encourage employee benefits, additional strain
would inevitably be placed on public institutions and programs, ranging
from community hospitals through the Social Security Retirement and
Disability Income System.

Congressional tax policy should continue to foster employee benefits and
not regard the. as simply an untapped source of revenue.

Rich KhH.mith, CLU
Senior Account Exe utive
Employee Benefits 5)ivision
sob

AEtna Life Insurance Company
One of the AETNA LIFE A CASUALTY comrp1ww
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We welcome this opportunity to share with the Subcommittee our views on

whether it is necessary and proper for the Congress to continue to provide

tax-favored treatment for employee benefits.

*tna Life Insurance Company is the largest group insurer in the country.

We have over 50,000 employer customers who are pension and welfare benefit

plan sponsors. We insure or administer benefits for more than 12,000,000

employees and dependents under plans providing life and health insurance.

We have as pension clients 80 percent of the Fortune 500 companies. In

addition, we are a major plan sponsor for about 80,000 of our own employees

and their dependents nationwide. We have a great appreciation of the

social value of employee benefits and an intense interest in tax policy

toward benefit plans.

RATIONALE FOR PRESENT TAX POLICY

Employee benefits, especially pensions and health insurance, have made

enormous contributions to the economic security of American workers and

their families across the income spectrum. For most employees, anxiety

over large medical expenses and an adequate level of retirement income has

been substantially alleviated or even, particularly in the case of health

insurance, virtually eliminated. This degree of economic security is a

fairly recent phenomenon that is due to the growth in scope and

availability of private benefit plans and to the Social Security retirement

income and Medicare programs. The value of this combination of private and

public plans in terms of social stability and the public welfare is

immeasurable and, we think, beyond argument.
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The Congress, in its wisdom, has long recognized the value of promoting

organized, efficient ways for people to provide for their future economic

security. The Congress has done so directly, with the Social Security

system, and indirectly through the private sector by means of tax policy

that encourages retirement planning and health insurance in the employment

setting. There are those who advocate a reversal of this tax policy now

for the purpose of raising additional tax revenue. We believe tax

preferences for employee benefit plans are in the public interest, need to

be preserved and, indeed, may need to be expanded in at least one

direction.

Tax-favored treatment of contributions to employee benefit plans has

encouraged development of the most efficient way yet devised to provide

pension and insurance benefits to the greatest number of people at the

lowest possible cost. The group distribution system for benefits is far

less costly than individual marketing, which would be the only

alternative. Intense competition in the group insurance and plan

administration business, economies of scale and the relatively

sophisticated buying power of employers and organized employee groups

result in employee group coverage that is as much as fifty percent less

costly than coverage available in the individual market. Even more

important, underwriting of health and life insurance on a group basis makes

benefits available to employees and dependents who, because of their age or

health status, may find it difficult or impossible to find individually

underwritten coverage.
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Recognition of these advantages of employee benefit plans over alternative

systems of distribution has contributed to dramatic growth in the numbers

of people covered by these plans. There are some who argue that the

employee welfare benefit system is mature; that tax policy has hastened the

achievement of this maturity; and that the Congress should now withdraw the

tax preferences for employee benefits. On the contrary, the goal of

adequate coverage for all workers and their families has not yet been

reached, especially with respect to the private pension system. Although

health insurance (except for dental care) is almost universally available

across income levels, its comprehensiveness still varies widely among

employers. Furthermore, coverage under private pensions is still less than

adequate for lower and lower-middle income employees and for those working

for smaller employers.

Considerable progress is being made in this respect, but it is gradual and

incremental. The private pension system is not yet at the point where we

can say confidently that virtually all middle income workers will be

substantially relieved of financial anxiety after retirement because of

private pensions. Until we reach that point, it would be premature and

unwise to reduce or eliminate the current tax incentives for retirement

planning.

39-707 0 - 85 - 3
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CONSEQUENCES OF CHANGING TAX POLICY

The consequences, both political and economic, of eliminating or greatly

reducing the encouragement given by tax policy to private social protection

systems would be severe. While nobody knows precisely how employers would

respond, reducing the tax incentives enjoyed by employee benefit plans

would definitely shift the preferences of both employers and employees

toward cash wages. This would reduce the rate of growth in the formation

of new private benefit plans. Because those people who are presently least

likely to be covered are lower income people, they are the ones who would

be most disadvantaged. Without growth in private benefit plans, coverage

of the poor who are now excluded would be postponed further, probably

indefinitely.

Low income people who are presently covered are also likely to be severely

affected. Employer-sponsored group insurance plans are likely to be the

only kind of coverage low income people can afford. If employers drop

those plans, low income people are much less likely than higher income

people to replace those benefits from their own resources. Higher income

people would continue to have the capacity to save (by means of IRAs,

annuities, life insurance, etc.), but the future economic security of other

workers and their families would be jeopardized. Furthermore, the effect

of the Social Security payroll tax, combined with other taxes, would mean

that all employees, including lower income workers, would face

significantly higher taxes.
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There is also a serious political problem associated particularly with the

current generation of working Anmericans. Because of the high levels of

Social Security (including Medicare) benefits, relative to past payroll

taxes paid, that are enjoyed by those currently retired or approaching

retirement, it is inevitable that the majority of those now working w1l

get back less in Social Security benefits than the time-adjusted valije of

their and their employers' payroll taxes. This situation is likely to be

politically sustainable only if the current generation of workers perceives

that it can supplement Social Security benefits with reasonable private

sector benefits (particularly pensions). If, however, working Americans

find that their private sector benefits have become less adequate at the

same time as they are being asked to accept a lower return on their Social

Security contributions, the social contract needed to sustain the Social

Security system is likely to unravel.

Those who argue that the tax preferences for employee benefit plans should

be reduced or eliminated contend that high income people are uniquely

advantaged by these plans and would be the only ones to be seriously

disadvantaged by taxation of these plans. Yet there is ample evidence that

rank and file workers regard employee benefits at least as highly as

owners, executives and professionals. In a recent survey by

Cambridge Reports, Inc. on employee satisfaction with wages and benefits,

lower income households reported being considerably more satisfied with

their employee benefits than with their wages. Among higher income

households there was virtually no difference.
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% Very or Somewhat Satisfied

Total Household Income Wages Benefits

$ 0 - $ 8000 54 65

8,000 - 12,000 27 59

12,000 - 15,000 57 71

15,000 - 20,000 66 80

20,000 - 25,000 67 63

25,000 - 35,000 71 76

35,000 and over 79 79

Unions, even in companies close to bankruptcy, have been reluctant to give

up their benefits. Under the present tax structure, they have been more

willing to give up wages instead. It benefits became presently taxable,

the opposite result would be more likely. Lower income people especially

would find it difficult to pay taxes imposed on benefits. After all, these

taxes would have to be paid out of their remaining cash income which would

presumably not have increased accordingly.

COST EFFECTIVENESS OF PRESENT TAX POLICY

We cannot, however, have our cake and eat it too. We know what public

policy should be. The issue is, can we afford to support it? The answer

to this question involves two other issues: How cost-effective is the tax

preference in buying social protection through the private sector? And

where do we rank tax-favored employee benefits in the hierarchy of all the

tax preferences in the Internal Revenue Code?
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First, it is clear that tax incentives are a particularly cost effective

way for the federal government to accomplish the goal of widespread

employee protection. Tax incentives act as a lever, encouraging employers

and employees voluntarily to skew the compensation package so that it

incorporates socially valuable savings and insurance benefits which would

otherwise have to be provided by the government. In other words, the

government gets a dollar's worth of benefit by spending only 30 to 40

cents.

Second, there is a problem with the way in which the cost or "tax

expenditure" for private pensions is estimated by Treasury. While the tax

preference accorded health insurance plans is an exemption, taxes on

pension contributions are merely deferred. Eventually taxes will be paid

when the participants collect their retirement benefits. Obviously, the

true estimate of foregone tax revenue is composed of the cost to the

Treasury of postponing the receipt of the revenue in time plus (minus) the

impact of the retirees being in lower (higher) tax brackets than they were

as workers.

Instead, however, of performing this longitudinal estimate, Treasury uses a

cross-sectional estimate of tax expenditure, subtracting taxes on this

generation of retirees from the foregone taxes on the pension contributions

for this generation of workers. Because of the rapid growth in both

participation and benefit levels in U. S. pension plans, this is an

extremely biased estimate of the true long-run cost to the Treasury of

encouraging private pensions. In the long run, the true "cost" to the

Treasury may be less than half of what it is projected to be.
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Third, the context of these hearings is the need to broaden the tax base in

order to raise revenue. The decision on whether or not to tax employee

benefit arrangements can be made only after the cost-effectiveness and

equity issues that prompted this hearing are asked of other tax preferences

too. For example, the tax benefits accorded to home ownership are received

by fewer than one-third of all tax-payers (since only one-third itemize

deductions) and among these the distribution is heavily skewed toward high

income individuals. It would be extremely difficult to make a convincing

case that the tax preferences which promote widespread health and pension

coverage and are enjoyed by the vast majority of workers, provide a less

valuable and less universal social benefit than those supporting home

ownership.

In the end, if the objective is to broaden the tax base, the question is

which of the panoply of tax preferences should be modified, Only after the

whole range of tax preferences has been examined should employee benefits

be considered for this purpose.

CONCLUSION

The value to society of present tax policy toward health benefits, pension

plans and life insurance is clearly established and has long been

recognized by the Congress and the public. Tax preferences for these

benefit plans are cost-effective and have promoted a highly efficient means

of assuring financial security for workers and their families through the

private sector.

9
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Changing this tax policy now would be premature. The full value of

employee benefit plans, particularly private pensions, has not yet been

realized by lower and lower-middle income employees. More must be done.

Those most in need of an organized, employer-sponsored delivery system

would be most adversely affected if tax policy ceased to encourage growth

in these plans.

In fact, we believe tax preferences should be expanded in at least one

direction. There is a growing awareness that the need for financing

long-term care for the elderly will soon become a social problem of

alarming proportions. Currently, these are very few private benefit plan

arrangements that address this issue. We would urge the Congress to

consider ways in which federal tax policy could encourage employers and

employees to conduct more adequate financial planning for long-term care

for the next generation's elderly population.

The Congress should be applauded for its enlightened policy toward employee

benefit plans. We sincerely urge the Congress not to jeopardize the future

success of these plans.

10
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AA&H ADMINISTRATORS INC.
2615 NOIM t241H STT, SUIE 220
OROX31W, VWSCONN 06
(41) 7861585

August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room S;)-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 70510

Rp. Employee benefit lleiri'gs

Dear Mr. DeArment:

It is truly disconcerting that the whole idea of providing employee benefits
with non-taxed dollars has to be "sold" to our representatives in Congress.

Do our representatives understand that without the protection that we em-
ployers offer our employees through group Life and Health policies, these
obligations would most likely fall upon the taxpayer. Many employees, if
given an option of paying for coverage with taxed dollars or not having it,
would choose not to pay for it.

If there is any suggestion that the federal government would "provide" a
minimum level of benefits in lieu of employer sponsored plans, I am totally
against such a proposal.

The financial uncertainties posed by the Social Security System is evidence
of the poor planning that our legislators have done. I do not need another
federal obligation which I have no control over.

Our present system is equitable and has enhanced employer-employee relations
over the years. And most importantly, it is cost effective.

Sincerely,

Jerome F. Tokarz, President
A & H Administrators, Inc.

JFT/kz
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AID InsuranCe Companies
P0 Box 974

August 10, 1984 701 Fifth Avenie
Des ones. Iowa 5004

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirkeen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. DeArment:

T understand that Senator Packwood held hearings on Fringe Benefits on
July 26, 27 and 30, and that he has asked for written statements from
plan sponsors of as many companies as possible who are concerned about
the future of employee benefits.

As a manager, I believe that private business has shown the capacity
to respond to employee needs; we are better equiped to identify those
needs and adjust more quickly to change than could any government
program.

As a member of a protected class that is highly represented In matters
of employee relations, I resent the naive assumptions of Congress that
Human Resourse professionals are not effective in communicating the
needs of all employees to top management. In fact, my experience has
been contrary to the misconception that the highly-paid are the primary
recipients of employee benefits.

In summary, I believe that employee benefits are essential to the
economic security of our workers, retirees and their dependents. Our
workers would suffer if employer sponsored benefits no longer existed.

Sincerely,

X -

Harla Franklin
Asst. Vice President
Personnel Department

MF/cg
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AIKEN

~~ 9(~~ August 9, 1984 ~4~c

Mr. Roderick A, DeArment

Chief Counse1, Committee on Finance

Dirksen Senate Office Building# Room SD-219

Washington, DC 20510

Re: Senate Firance Subcommittee Hearings on Taxation of Tholoyee Benefits,

July 26, 27, and 30, 1984.

Dear Mr. DeArment:

%ployee benefits, with the City of Aiken, are essential to the economic

security of city employees, retirees, and dependents. These benefits permit

the City of Aiken to remain competitive with area businesses and

governments, without direct financial compensation or competition. Private

enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement covering the

needs of city employees through the employee benefit system. This is far

superior to any government program which would replace it, and it should not

be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax revenues. The

employee needs are there and nust be met. If the City of Aiken is unable to

meet these needs, the federal government must step in with additional, and

costly, federal programs. We believe the ultimate price to our nation will

be greater.
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The city's benefits are spread equally among all city employees, male and

female, and among employees of all races and ages. Our pension plan is

geared to particularly benefit the lower paid employees. The retirement

salary for these employees, with both Social Security and the city's private

pension plan combined, oqual a greater percentage of pre-retirement pay than

for those employees in the higher compensation brackets. The city's

payments for hospitalization insuranc.e for all employees is a greater

percentage of total compensation for lower paid employees, and all employees

benefit from our benefits package.

Although we do not adjust our pension plan as often as wee would like, we do

make occasional adjustments in the pension plan for the negative effects of

inflation on our retirees. On Di.cember 7, 1983, we notified our retirees

that pensions were being adjusted to provide for a 10% increase in City of

Aiken pensions, with a minimum of $25 per month increase for each retiree.

% do appreciate this opportunity for comment on taxation of employee

benefits. Our benefits are a very important part of our total compensation

package, and our employees rely on these benefits to provide both the

quality of life and the economic security necessary. Of course, we are

always available for additional information and assistance.

Very truly yours,

H. 0. Weeks

Mayor

cc: Mr. W. D. Blalock, FLMI
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF

CAPTAIN ROGER A. BRUGGEMEYER, CHAIRMAN

NATIONAL RETIREMENT AND INSURANCE COMMITTEE

AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION, INTERNATIONAL

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

U.S. SENATE

ON THE TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

AUGUST 13, 1984

The Air Line Pilots Association, International represents more than 34,000

pilots under separate collective bargaining agreements with 45 airline

carriers. The Association appreciates the opportunity to supplement our views

on the taxation of employee benefits presented orally before this Subcommittee

on July 30, 1984 by Captain Bruggemeyer.

The Association considers the Federal tax treatment of employee benefits to

be a key factor in collective bargaining with employers. As a result, the

Association has been successful in securing for its membership significant

levels of retirement, life, disability and health benefits through qualified

pension plans, insurance and voluntary employees beneficiary associations

(VEBAs). Thus, the tax-exempt status of the qualified pension trust, the

exclusion from current income of employer contributions to the trust and the

favorable tax treatment accorded distributions from such trust all work

together in determining the value of the retirement benefits negotiated on

behalf of our members. Similarly, the exclusion from current income of health

premiums or benefits and premiums for the first $50,000 of life insurance add
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to the value of those benefits. The tax-exempt status of negotiated VEBAs has

helped to assure our members that adequate funding levels will be maintained

with respect to negotiated benefits provided thereunder. Any alterations

which lessen the favorable status of the tax treatment of these benefits and

trusts will seriously impact the value of the benefits which have already been

negotiated, reduce the funding levels of the trusts and undermine the value of

our members' existing collective bargaining agreements.

A clear example of the reduction in the value of our existing contracts

occurred with the passage of TEFRA. Because pilots' working careers are often

shorter than most other employees', due to both the strict medical standards

which pilots must satisfy and the Federally-mandated retirement age of 60,

retirement benefits are of special significance. TEFRA drastically cut back

the maximum levels of retirement benefits and contributions which can be

accrued under qualified plans, directly affecting the negotiated retirement

benefits and retirement planning of many of our members. Contrary to the

collective bargaining process itself, these cutbacks constituted

Congressionally-mandated bargaining concessionm to the employers with whom the

Association negotiates, in terms of the lower level of funding required by the

lower benefit and contribution limitations. In addition, TEFRA altered the

status of prior law raising from 55 to 62 the age at which an actuarial

reduction is required from the maximum limits for defined benefit plans. This

change further reduced the value of the retirement benefits negotiated on

behalf of our members, who by Federal law must retire at age 60.

Another clear example of a cutback directly affecting existing benefits is

the modification made to the tax treatment of VEBAs and other funded welfare

benefit plans by the Tax Reform Act of 1984. This modification will severely

limit the ability of employers to fund adequately for benefits over an extended

period. As stated previously, pilots are required to satisfy strict Federal
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medloal standards in order to continue flying. As a result, disability

benefits are very important to our membership. In many cases, these disability

benefits are provided through VEBAs. However, the stringent medical

requirements make claim experience in this area even more unpredictable than

it is with respect to other occupations not so regulated. In this regard, a

VEBA funded under the new statutory guidelines could very quickly become

inadequate to pay disability benefits from one year to another.

Similarly, the provision of retiree medical benefits through a VEBA is

jeopardized if the VEBA cannot be funded on a level basis over the working life

of the employee, with due consideration given to the escalating costs of

medical care. The limitations on VEBA funding may result in employers opting

simply to fund these and other benefits on a pay-as-you-go basis, with

potentially devastating results in the long run.

Thus, the Association's intention in providing disability and medical

benefits through a VEBA, to meet our members' unusual needs on a more level

funding basis, has now been legislatively thwarted.

The Association feels that recent legislative cutbacks in employee benefits

such as those discussed above are too harsh and does not wish to see further

erosion in the value of our negotiated benefits in the name of deficit

reduction.

However, the Administration has now proposed to place annual limits on the

amount excludable from employees' current compensation by reason of employer

contributions for employee health care coverage. The two goals expected to be

reached by the proposal are to raise revenues and contain health care costs.

However, there is no evidence that either of these goals will be reached.
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If a cap is placed on tax-free contributions for health care, the most

likely result will be a wholesale reduction in the provision of health care

coverage in thetUnited States to the levels that may be purchased with the

amount of tax-free contributions. Second, contributions previously made to

purchase tax-free health benefits will be shifted, in some cases with union

encouragement, to purchase other benefits retaining tax-free status. Third,

lowering health care coverage will result in the more frequent utilization of

the medical expense deduction by individual taxpayers forced to pay expensive

medical bills themselves. Obviously, none of these three results of placing a

cap on tax-free health care coverage will yield an increase in tax revenues.

Assuming health care coverages are limited to the levels which can be

purchased tax-free, the first benefits to be deleted will be those added most

recently, namely, preventive care benefits. Such benefits include dental and

vision care plans, outpatient services and other benefits, all designed to

contain health care costs . However, the deletion of preventive care benefits

would only give rise to additional claims for such basic benefits as hospital

and surgical benefits, the most expensive health care benefits provided. Of

course, additional claims for such expensive benefits will yield higher, not

lower, health care costs.

Besides failing to achieve the goals of raising revenues and reducing

health care costs, the current proposal to limit tax-free health care coverage

takes aim at the wrong taxpayer group-the American worker. Because health

care costs are equal whether an Individual is in a lower or a higher income

bracket, the placement of a cap will disproportionately affect the lower income

worker. Assuming health care coverage continues to be provided at a cost above

the cap, creating a previously untaxed portion of compensation, lower and

middle income workers will suffer a disproportionately higher income tax

burden. Assuming health care coverage is dropped to a level which may be
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purchased at or below the cap, lower and middle income workers will suffer a

disproportionately higher health care burden. Because the costs of health care

are concededly Righ, this effect will be devastating to the lower and middle

income worker.

It Is the very nature of health care coverage, as universally needed by all

workers, regardless of income level, which prompted Congress to provide for

the tax-free status of employer contributions for such coverage in the first

place. Previous attempts to shift the burden of paying for such coverage to

those least able to afford it have been recognized as regressive and have been

defeated by Congress. Health care simply is not an appropriate vehicle for

deficit reduction.

In sumary, the Association believes that excessive erosion in the value of

negotiated benefits has already taken place. Attacking hard-fought gains in

the area of health care Is certainly not the answer to the problems of either

deficit reduction or health care cost containment.
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STATEMENT OF A I R C A P I N D U S T R I E S, I N C.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF

FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27, AND 30, 1984

It has recently come to our attention that the Senate Finance

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management has taken under

consideration certain changes in the tax structure of fringe

benefits. We feel that it is our responsibility to express

an opinion on behalf of our employees as well as ourselves.

The changes undergoing examination, if implemented, would

have a severe economic and social impact on the welfare of

our employees. The changes would necessitate a curtailment

in our company-sponsored fringe benefit programs. We have

worked diligently to tailor a fringe benefit package that

would best suit the needs of our employees. These programs

would see a benefit reduction necessitated to offset the additional

tax burden under review by your Subcommittee.

Our group insurance plan provides for medical coverage, life

insurance, accidental death and dismemberment insurance, and

weekly income insurance. We are located in a rural area of

the country with a work force of primarily unskilled labor.

39-707 0 - 85 - 4
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The pay scale as dictated by this skill level of the workforce

would simply not enable the labor force to obtain adequate

coverage on their own. Our group insurance plan is presently

within the means of our employees. The coverage is extended

to all of our employees. Of the total of 642 employees covered,

487 are hourly workers and 155 are managerial or office workers.

The program covers 243 females and 399 male employees. Minority

groups represent 43% of the total number of employees.

Any taxation of the fringe benefits that our employees are

entitled to under our insurance program must be offset by

a reduction in the benefits. To do this at a time of escalating

health care costs, puts those employees in an extremely precarious

and unjustified position when weighing their health care require-

ments. We don't want to put our employees In a position where

their decision on whether or not to seek needed medical treatment

is dictated solely by economics. Implementation of a taxation

structure on fringe benefits will accomplish just that result.

We have also imlemented a 401(K) plan in which 612 of our

eligible employees elected to participate. The participation

is comprised of 524 hourly and 88 salaried employees. Enthusiasm

and support for the program has been very high among our employees.
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We feel that our employees should have an opportunity to share

in the overall success of the company. To this end, we implemented

a profit sharing plan that additionally affords our employees

a highly beneficial savings plan. Our plan is structured

to match the savings of our employees. The amount of employer

match is dependent on the profitability of the company. Employees

can contribute up to 8% of their earnings to the pre-tax portion

of the plan with the company match based on the first 6% of

such contribution. The plan offers an opportunity to save

an additional 10% in a post-tax savings plan.

One of the prime reasons for the success of the program has

been due to our encouragement of all our eligible employees

to participate and to contribute whatever they can afford.

In many cases, participants contribute only $5.00 per week.

The plan has given these people the incentive to save, many

for the first time.

If a fringe benefit taxation plan is implemented, our company

will not be able to provide the same level of savings match.

This diminution of benefits will most adversly impact those

participants for whom this plan represents the sole means

of providing for the future.
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We sincerely feel that the proposed changes in the tax status

of fringe benefits is not In the best interest of our employees.

Yours very truly,

Patrick J. Bdyle

Financial Planning Manager

PJB/cjc
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ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

HARRY P. HANLEY, CLU EXECUTIVE AND GENERAL OFFICES
O4RECTOR.EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 20TH FLOOR OLIVE R BUILDING
412,62 4376 PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15222

41.562-4050

August 9, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
C(miittee on Finance
Room 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeAnnent:

We appreciate the opportunity co provide the Senate Finance Comittee

with a written statement for inclusion in the record of the Ccmmittee's

hearings held on July 26, 27 and 30 regarding the tax status and cost of

employee benefit plans.

At Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, we have provided employee bene-

fit plan protection for our hourly and salary rated employees for over

fifty years. We were motivated to provide such plans in order to meet the

needs of our employees:

" Because of their inability to work as a result of an illness or

accident.

" Because of their premature death.

" Because of their retirement from active employment and need for

incce replacement.

" Because of their medical and dental costs associated with an illness

or accident to them or to a member of their family.

We were also required by Federal and State legislation to provide vari-

ous benefit plans and plans were also instituted as a result of collective

DEDICATED TO QUALITY SPECIALTY STEEL
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bargaining agreements. As a responsible employer in the many communities we

serve, it was aA'so good business to provide our employees with above average

employee benefit plan prot..ction. THEREFORE, WE WMRE NDT MTIVATED BY FEDERAL

LWGISLATIN AND RrXUIATICNS to provide most of the plans we sponsor.

The major part of our Company's expenses for employee benefit plans fall

into the areas of health care and retirement benefits. For 1983, our annual

pension contributions were in excess of $23 million with over 65% of the

amount going towards funding the future benefits for hourly rated employees

and the balance for salaried employees. In pension benefit payments alone

for 1983, we paid out over $30 million with 68% going toward benefit payments

for retirees and surviving spouses of hourly rated employees.

For health care expenses in 1983, the Company spent more than $14.6 million

with $7.9 million going toward the coverages for hourly rated employees and

their dependents and $2.4 million for salary rated employees and their

dependents plus $4.3 million for both hourly and salaried retirees.

We feel that your Comaittee should review the current status of how bene-

fits are taxed under our plans and other Corporate plans. In soe cases, tax

revenue may be considered lost at the point of contribution by the company

but the payment of benefits causes a taxable event.

For Exanmple:

1) Group Life Insurance - Beyond the amount purchased for the active

enrloyee by the Company, he or she can buy additional coverage only

with after-tax dollars. An employee whose Company purchased insur-

ance amount exceeds $50,000 incurs imputed income each year and

now, under DERA, a retiree may ,icur imputed income.

2) Wage Continuation in Cases of Disability

e Mien full salary is continued both F.I.T. and FICA taxes are paid.
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* Mien weekly sickness and accident benefits are paid (where benefits

are less than full wages) both FIT and FICA taxes are paid.

o %ben long term disability plan benefits are paid, such inoome is

subject to taxation. All benefit payments are reported to the

goverent on IRS Form W-2 or W-2P for all payees.

3) Wage Continuation in Case of Job Loss - Severance payments and

Supplemental Unemployment Benefit Plan payments are both subject

+to current taxation.

4) Pension Plan - Although retirement plan contributions are not taxed

to the employee when they are made by the Cmvpany, they are cer-

tainly subject to taxation when received. In fact, there is man-

datory FIT withholding from all pension payments unless specifically

waived, in writing, by the retiree or the surviving spouse.

5) Current Federal Tax law encourages employees to save for their

future welfare and we provide the defined onntribution plans so

that employees may elect to participate in such plans. But, Fed-

eral tax law also provides for the taxation of in-service with-

drawals and final distributions made from such 116 "qualified

plans."

Historically, our Federal Goverment has dnoraged it citizens to

become financially independent and our tax laws and regulations have refleLted

this desire. As a Ompany, through our many employee benefit plans, we

provide a sense of dignity to our active and retired employees. We encourage

the Senate Finance Camittee to explore the beneficial impact (bmpany

sponsored employee benefit plans have had on their employees, the ecorw

and on the Federal Government. However, because of repeated changes to the

tax laws and regulations in recent years, the day to day administrative costs
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to provide these benefit plans has risen dramatically and the Cbrporate

employee benefit cwmunity needs a moratorium on tax law changes in order to

digest the current lew and regulations and to improve the efficiency of

plan design, ommunication and administration.

This letter is respectfuiLy submitted for the Senate Finance Ccnmittee's

consideration.

Very truly ~S"

Harry P. Hanley
Director, Employee Benefits

HPH/tas

OC: The Honorable H. John Heinz, III
The Honorable Arlen Spector
The Honorable Dan Quayle
The Honorable Richard Lugar
The Honorable Christopher Dodd
The Honorable Lowell P. Wicker, Jr.
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ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AME.ICA
ALCOA BUILDING
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15219 "iG 37 ALCOA
CHARLES W. PARRY
Chairman end Chief Executive Officer

1984 August 07

The Honorable Bob Packwood
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

Aluminum Company of America ("Alcoa") appreciates this oppor-
tunity to submit written comments concerning possible fringe
benefit legislation. The recent IRS ban against cash-outs in
§105 medical reimbursement accounts is a salient issue for
Alcoa.

While we support the IRS' effort to correct abusive benefit
arrangements, we believe the IRS §125 proposed regulations go
too far when nonabusive §106 plans, such as Alcoa's Benefits
Security Accounts, are adversely affected. We, therefore, urge
the Congress to affirm the propriety of cash-outs in nonabusive
medical benefit accounts.

DESCRIPTION OF ALCOA BENEFITS SECURITY ACCOUNTS

The Alcoa Benefits Security Account was established in connec-
tion with a new comprehensive medical plan with deductibles and
co-payments which replaced a first dollar medical reimbursement
plan. The savings that were anticipated to result from the
higher deductibles and copayments were placed in the new reim-
bursement accounts. The Benefits Security Account is not a zero
balance reimbursement account ("ZEBRA") nor is it a salary
reduction plan.

Alcoa's new medical program covers 13,000 union and 9,000
salaried employees. Each year about $58 per month up to $700
annually is credited to a covered employee. Participation in
the account is mandatory and reimbursements from the account are
available only for qualified medical expenses incurred during
the year. Any unused amount is paid to the employee as taxable
income as soon as administratively feasible following the end of
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The Honorable Bob Packwood
1984 August 07
Page Two

the plan year. We view the "cash-out" provision as essential to
our health care cost containment effort.

Alcoa's plan covering bargaining unit employees was negotiated
in 1983 as part of the collective bargaining agreements between
the Company and the following unions:

The International Union, United Automobile,
Aerospace and the Argricultural Implement Workers of
America,

The Aluminum, Brick and Glass Workers International
Union,

The Aluminum Trade Council,

The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
A.F.L.-C.I.O.-C.L.C.,

The International Union,
United Plant Guardworkers of America,

The International Diesinkers' Conference,

The International Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Chauffeuers, Warehousemen and Helpers of America,

The National Industrial Union,

The Brickmasons, Masons, Plasterers, Marble Masons and
Tilesetters Union,

The Office and Professional Employees International
Union.

Under the current agreement, union employees will participate in
the Benefits Security Account for two plan years. While the
majority of our union employees will participate from 1984
June 01 to 1986 May 31, some union employees will not begin
participation until 1984 September 01 and still others will not
participate until 1984 December 01. Thus, the special
transition rule recently provided by the Congress does not cover
all of our Company's union plans for one plan year even though
"substantial implementation" costs for these plans were incurred
prior to 1984 February 10.
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The goal of Alcoa's new medical plan is also one of the nation's
goals -- health care cost containment. The new plan is not and
never was tax motivated. It is not an attempt to recharacterize
taxable compensation as tax-free medical reimbursements. As
mentioned in the attached Alcoa 1984 Second Quarter Shareholder
Report:

"Alcoa recognizes that unchecked, spiraling health care
costs impede the Company's ability to compete in the price-
conscious world market place. The company is taking steps
to remedy the rising cost situation both inside and outside
Alcoa . . . . Cost containment strategies at Alcoa are
aimed at two areas: reducing utilization of medical

--- benefits (through the Benefits Security Account] and
promoting alternative health care delivery systems [such as
HMO' s]."

While employees have resisted such efforts, U.S. business has
been determined to push harder for all employees to bear a
larger share of medical costs. The Company's Benefits Security
Accounts are designed to ease the acceptance of deductibles and
co-payments by employees when "first-dollar coverage" is
initially rescinded. Without the cash-out provision, the
employee has a disincentive to be an economical health care
consumer.

It is estimated that the new Alcoa medical plan will reduce
total plan costs by 7% to 14%, due solely to reduced health care
utilization. This is health care cost containment and is good
health policy. As indicated in the attached article from the
PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE, dated May 22, 1984, citing Alcoa Vice-
Chairman James S. Pasman's address before the 1984 Pennsylvania
Governor's Conference, health care bills in Pennsylvania alone
have reached more than $12 billion per year. On a country-wide
basis, this cost has reached a staggering amount of over $355.billion per year, nearly one-third of which is borne by private
sector employers.

From a Federal revenue standpoint, medical benefit accounts
which-replace first dollar medical plans do not erode the-tax
base but in fact, enhance it. To the extent the employer saves
medical costs, It has less tax deductions and therefore more
taxable income. Sharing this cost savings with employees
replaces tax-free dollars (i.e., amounts spent for medical care)
with taxable dollars (i.e., savings paid to employees in the
form of taxable income). The cash payout fuels the cost-saving
feature; without the cash payment, the cost-saving incentive is
destroyed. Under these circumstances, we are confident that any
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perceived tax abuse situations can be resolved without changing
the tax rules (albeit mid-stream) on legitimate medical
arrangements such as the new Alcoa program.

The Service's position on cash pay-out type medical plans is of
doubtful validity under existing court decisions and revenue
rulings. See, for example, Rev. Ruls. 65-275, 1965-2, C.B. 385
and 78-392TT978-2, C.B. 252 which should permit cash-outs under
§105 plans without adversely affecting the tax-free status of
medical reimbursements. In the interest of simplicity, while at
the same time addressing the clear tax abuse situations,
legislation should be enacted to approve non-abusive medical
accounts with cash-out features. A reasonable safe-haven dollar
cap could be included for such non-abusive accounts.

From a pure fairness standpoint, we ask the Congress to
alternatively place a moratorium on the §125 regulations as they
apply to medical plans that have cash-out features. Such a
moratorium should last until the results of the legislatively
mandated study into the impact of flexible spending arrangements
on health care cost containment have been valuated by the
Congress. In no event, however, should the moratorium be
allowed to expire at a time which would adversely affect any
plan which was initiated under or in conjunction with a
collective bargaining agreement entered into on or before
January 01, 1984, for the normal duration of such agreements.
It is only proper that the tax rules applicable at the time such
bargaining agreements were executed not be changed after the
fact and without a full debate of the relevant legal issues
involved.

We stand ready to assist the Congress to help resolve
constructively this very sensitive employee benefit issue in the
best interests of all concerned.

Sincerely,

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA

Charles W. Parry /
Chairman of the Board
and Chief Executive Officer

Attachments
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Shareholder Report Aluminum Company
ALCOA for the Second Quarter of America

For the period ended June 30. 1984

Financial Highlights Second Qurter 1964 1983
Sales and operating revenues $1,452,333,608 $1.257.909.066
Net income $112,846,040 $34.631.702

Per common share $1.38 $.43
Primary aluminum production (metric tons) 362,000 293.000
Aluminum product shipments (metric tons) 422,000 435.000
Iii Months 1984 1983

Sales and operating revenues $2,935,681,140 $2.400,081.833
Net income $210,646,589 $20.304.189

Per common share $2.58 $.24
Primary aluminum production (metric tons) 718,000 564,000
Aluminum product shipments (metric tons) 871,000 867.000
Return on average shareholders' equity (annualized) 12.7% 1 3%
Return on average invested capital (annualized) 10.7% 3 1%

Operating Highlights
Camargo Correa to invest in Alcoa Aluminio
(page 5)
Proppant plant expansion begins (page 5)
Caravan to demonstrate fuel savings of
compressed natural gas (page 5)
Alcoa attacks rising health care costs
(page 6)

Directors declare dividends
On July 6, the board of directors declared
a quarterly dividend of 30 conts a share
on Alcoa common stock. The dividend is
payable August 25. 1984 to shareholders
c record at the close of business on
August 3, 1984. The dividend is unchanged
from the previous quarter.

The directors also voted a regular divi.
dend of 9314 cents a share on Alcoa's
$3.75 cumulative preferred stock, payable
October 1, 1984 to shareholders of record
o:i September 14, 1984.

TO Fellow Alcoa Shareholdert
Improved prices on many mill products,
greater operating efficiencies and
higher productivity contributed to sec-
ond quarter 1984 earnings for Alcoa
of $112.8 million, or $1.38 a common
share. In the second quarter of 1983,
Alcoa earned $34.6 million, or 43 cents
a common share.

Primary aluminum products
accounted for 14 percent of total ship-
ments in the 1984 quarter compared
with 18 percent in the 1983 quarter

Although shipments declined six
percent from the first quarter of 1984,
sales and operating revenues were only
slightly below the record set in the
first quarter.

Equity earnings in the second quarter
were level with the 1984 first quarter,
excluding a nonrecurring gain of
$5.3 million in the first quarter from
a real estate transaction. Earnings from
Alcoa of Australia, before foreign cur-
rency exchange adjustments, were
lower due to continuing soft prices for
alumina and aluminum.

Ingot Pie deolne oontuhve
Ingot prices continued to decline in the
second quarter. The U.S. spot price for
primary aluminum Ingot was 62 cents
a pound at the end of June, compared
with 711'4 cents a pound at the end
of March.

Our inventories Increased slightly,
and we shut down two potlines at
Vancouver (Wash.) Operations and one
half potline at Tennessee Operations
in June. Our U.S. smelting rate is now
92 percent of capacity, down from
99 percent.

Prices have softened on some com-
mon alloy products that are closely tied
to ingot prices. Demand for some prod-
ucts is down from the high level of the
previous quarter, reflecting price-hedge
buying earlier this year.

We expect the continuing economic
recovery in much of the world to bolster
worldwide aluminum demand later
this year.

Chairman of the Board and
Chief Executive Officer

July 31, 1984
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Aluminum Company of A;meriXStatement of ConWsidated Income unaudited) and csolte i

Second quarter ended June 30 Six months ended June 30
(in thousands, except per share amounts) 1964 1983 1904 1983

Sales and operating revenues ................................... $1,452,333 $1,257,909 S 2,935.1 $2.400,082
Other income ................................................. 9,213 5.631 36,113 12,.374

1,461,546 1,263,540 2,973,794 2,412,4,36
Cost of goods sold and operating expenses ........................ 1,066M,636 1,002,843 2,221,26 1,973.188
Selling. general administrative and other expenses ................... 69,836 81,732 178,320 165,531
Provision for depreciation and depletion ............................ 68,344 84,130 170,272 168,503
Interest expense ............................................. 4 ,2H 49,180 97,551 97,598
Texs other than payroll and severance taxes ....................... 17,795 16,028 36,215 31,674

1,307,N67 1,233,913 2,703,622 2,436,494
Income (loss) before United States and foreign taxes on income.. 153,679 29,627 270,172 (24,038)

Provision (credit) for United States and foreign taxes on income (a) ...... 63,053 5,900 110,500 (18,700)
Income (loss) from operations .............................. 89.,26 23,727 159,372 (5,338)

Equity earnings (losses) from entities not consolidated-
Alcoa Aluminio S.A .......................................... 4,557 326 10,677 3.419
Alcoa of Australia Limited ..................................... 13,039 5.900 22,568 18,988
Alcoa Properties, Inc .......................................... (110) 2.359 3,778 2,318
Other entities owned 20 percent or more ........................ 5,534 2,314 14,252 917

23,020 10,905 51,275 25,642
Net income for the period (b) ............................... $ 112,046 $ 34,632 S 210,647 $ 20,304

Earnings per common share (b) .................................. $1.38 $.43 $2.56 $.24
Average number of common shares outstanding ..................... 61,037 79,025

Footnotes mWs suppeet Inta esaatmt
(a) The tax provision for the 1964 period is based on the company's estimated effective tax rate for the ful year. The difference between the estimated

effective tax rate of 410 percent and the statutory rate of AS percent is prima due to investment tax credits The provision for the 1983 period was
based upon the statutory tax rate. adjusted prnc ipay for investment tax credits earned dunng the portion of the year expired

(b) Shown below is supplemental information on the results of operations conparinV the last-in, first-out (LIFO) method to the average cost method, using
current standard production coats for inventory valuation The company's financial statements and tax returns are prepared principally on the LIFO
method, and this information is not Intended to replace the primary LIFO.based put*lshed financial statements. The company believes the LIFO
method results in a better match of coats aNd revenues and prefers this method. The comparison is presented to provide users with supplemental
information to compare with operating results of companies not on LIFO.

Second quarter ended June 30 Six months ended June 30
1984 1963 1984 1963

LIFO Avg Cost LIFO' Avg. Cost LIFO Avg. Cost LIFO* Avg. Cost
Cost of goods sold and

operating expenses $1.066.636 $1.063,310 $1,002,643 $1.060.004 $2,221,256 $2,208.575 $1.973,166 $2,065,926
U.S. and foreign taxes on income 63,853 65.350 5.900 (20.400) 110.800 116.600 (18.700) (61.400)
Net income (loss) 112.846 114.675 34,632 3.771 210,647 217,528 20.304 (29,736)

Per common share 1.38 1,41 43 .04 258 2.67 24 (.39)

'Includes inventory profits (after tax) of $6.100 for the quarter and $30.000 for the six months.
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Consolidated Balance Sheet (unauded) Aluminum Company of America
and consolidated subuidiaries

(in thousands, except share amounts)

Assets
Current assets:

Cash ............................
Short-term investments. at cost

approximating market...........
Receivables from customers,

less allowances: 1984, $3,824;
1983, $7,314 .....................

Other receivables...............
Inventories .......................
Prepaid expenses and other

current assets...............
Total current assets...........

Investments:
Alcoa Aluminio S.A .................
A'.oa of Australia Limited ...........
Alcoa Properties Inc..............
Other.............

Total investments ...............

Other assets and deferred charges

Properties, plants and equipment,
at cost.........................

Less, accumulated depreciation,
depletion and amortization .........

Net properties, plants and
equipment .....................

TOal assets................

Current liabilities:
$ 31,139 $ 28,137 Accounts payable, trade..........

Accrued compensation and
156,171 238,879 retirement costs...............

Taxes, including taxes on Income .....
Accrued Interest ..................

841,916 736,952 Other current liabilities............
68,53 76,689 Long-term debt due within one year...

676,533 500,884 Total current liabilities..........

52,624 41.736 Long.term debt, less amount due
within one year ...................1,827,166 1,623,277 Noncurrent liabilities and deferred
credits ..........................

Future taxes on Income............

Total liabilities..............
271,665 209,537 hwahlders' equity
420,956 391,940 Serial preferred stock, $100 par value,
141,569 139,062 660,000 shares authorized; $3.75
266,87 225.485 cumulative preferred series,

1,121,308 966.024 659,909 shares outstanding...
Class 8 serial preferred stock,
$1 par value, 10,000,000 shares
authorized ......................

156,542 151,974 Common stock, $1 par value,
300,000,000 shares authorized;
Outstanding-81,065,490 shares
(79,145,402 in 1983), .............

6,326,093 6,125,090 Additional capital...................
Translation adustment (a),.........

3,053,574 2,918,173 Retained earnings .................
Total shareholders' equity .........

3,274,509 3,206,917 t*l u1w . and
$6,381,527 $5.948,192 _ asarlde.'equity ........

$ 340,115 $ 271,616

142,472 281.201
61,2W 11,505
49,170 49,160

127,738 89,055
51,741 35,703

772,534 738,240

1,617.379 1.693,457

154,143 131.133
449,341 324,963

2,993,397 2,887,793

85,991 65,991

61,065 79,145
395,111 334,942
(39,683) (37,173)

2,65,646 2,617,494
3,38,130 3.060,399

65,381,527 $5,948,192
Fotnete:

(a) Included is an after-tax amount of S(25.073) at June 30, 1964 and $128,361) at June 30. 1983 resulting from the devaluation in early 1983 of the
Venezuelan currency. With that devaluation, the Venezuelan Government decreed a preferential rate of exchange for the repayment of approximately
$102.000 of U S. dollar obligations of the company's Venezuelan affiliates provided the obligations are deferred and repaid over a period of five years
beginning in 1986 During the 1984 first quarter, the government significantly increased the exchange rate relating to the payment of Inteest on these
options and imposed other conditions on availability of the preferential rate. As a result of these actions, the affiliates are incurring losses which
have an adverse effect on the company's investments in Venezuela.
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Aluminum Company of America
and consolidated subsidiariesStatement of Changes In

Consolidated Financial Position (unaudited)

(in thousands)
Six months ended June 30
1M84 1983

Funds provided from opertiens
N et inco m e ....... ...... ..............................................................
Items not requiring an outlay of cash:

Depreciation and depletion ..............................................................
Future taxes on incom e ................................................................
Equity earnings (before provision for U.S. taxes) In excess of dividends received.................
O ther . ...... ....... ..... .. ....... . . ... .. .... ... ... ... .... ........ . .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ...

Funds provided from operations .....................................................

Otr funds provided (used)
(Increase) reduction in working capital' .............. ......................................
Book value of asset disposals ............................................. ...............
O th e r .. ... ... ........ .... ... ...... . .. . ... ... ... ..... . .......... ... ... .. . . . ........ .
Dividends paid to shareholders ................................................ ..........

Funds available before financing activities ....................................
Funds from financing activities
Common stock issued .......................................................
Additions to long-term debt ................................. ..................
Payments on long-term debt .............................................................

Total funds provided, excluding cash items ..... ......................................

Funds used for investment tivitles
Additions to properties, plants and equipment ..............................................
Additions to investments, net ..................................................

Total funds used for investment activities ..............................................
Components of translation adjustment In shareholders' equity
Reduction in investm ents .................................................................
Change in future incom e taxes .............................. ............................
Translation adjustment in shareholders' equity .................... ..... ....... .............
Other ..................................... ............ .................

Effect on funds provided or used ....................................................
Increase (reduction) In cash and sbsort-term Investments ...............................

,Woo knge c tpil cemponemts
(excluding cash, short-term investments and current portion of long-term debt)

Reduction in receivables .. .......................................
(increase) reduction In Inventones ........... . .......... .......... .. ......... .. ..........
(Increase) reduction in prepaid expenses snd other current assets ........... .........................
Increase (reduction) in accounts payable and accrued expenses .......................................
Increase (reduction) in taxes, including taxes on income ................................ . .........

(lnerse) reduction tIn welktis eapftat ....... ...............................

Ouy additional common stocki
Alcoa pays fees
Alcoa's Shareholder Investment Service
offers registered shareholders of AlCoa
common stock two easy ways to buy addi-
tional shares of AlCoa common stock-and
Alcoa pays all the fees. Through the divi-
dend reinvestment plan, dividends are auto-
matically reinvested to purchase addItional
shares of stock. With the cash payment
plan, shareholders buy additional shares by
making direct cash payments ranging from
$25 to $1,000 in any one month. Participa-
tion in either program can be terminated at
any time.

170,272 168,503
71,081 4,401

(43,892) (36.714)
(5,271) 15,109

402,837 171.603

(197,491) 271,059
50,366 3.672

(32,661) (14,984)
(49,865) (48.641)

173,186 382.709

4,427 6.523
22,010 38,061

(38,213) (52.142)

161,410 375,151

227,794 168,861
17,532 19,141

245,326 188.002

2,066 54,390
(3,909) (25,771)
(4,589) (30,253)
6,432 1,634

$ (83,916) $187,149

$ 34,170 $125,972
(125,100) 112,535

(9,481) 258
(127,459) 81,503

30,379 (49.209)
!M197,4911) $271.059

Participating shareholders receive regular
reports on the number of transactions com-
pleted between stock purchases and the
current number of shares in the account.
The amount of dividends Credited to the
account is reported each year.

To receive an authorization card and bro-
chure explaining the Service, contact Man-
ager-Treasury Services, 936 Alcoa Building,
Pittsburgh, PA 15219,(412) 553-4432.

39-707 0 - 85 - 5

$ 210,647 $ 20.304
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News of the Second Quarter

Alcoa, the AGA, Consolidated
Natural le rally for 0MG
Alcoa, the American Gas Association.
Consolidated Natural Gas Company and
27 other utilities believe so strongly that
compressed natural gas (CNG) is superior
to gasoline as a vehicle fuel, they're going
to drive all over the country to prove it.

A caravan of CNG-powered vehicles,
equipped with fuel tanks made of Alcoa
aluminum and an exhibit trailer will leave
Washington D.C. on September 6 for a
two-month. 16-city "Rally for Fuel Savings.'
The rally's goal is to convince fleet owners,
government officials and business leaders
that CNG is a cleaner, cheaper and more
efficient vehicle fuel than gasoline.

Compressed natural gas costs about
70 cents a gallon less than gasoline. Fleet
owners have reported savings of $1000
annually per vehicle, And because CNG is
clean burning, it helps engines last longer
and eliminates pollution.

Alcoa makes the CNG fuel tanks at CNG
Cylinder Corp., a subsidiary In Long Beach,
Calif. Extrusions for the tanks are supplied
by Lafayette (Ind.) Works.

Camergo Correa will buy up to
35 percent of Alcoa Aluminlo
One of Brazil's largest private companies,
Construcoes e Comercio Camargo Correa
S.A., will invest as much as $240 million
over the next two years in Alcoa Aluminio,
representing as much as a 35% interest in
Alcoa's Brazilian subsidiary. The money will
be uscd to build Alcoa Aluminio's portion
of a second potline at the Alumar project
near Sho Luis, which includes a 100000
metric ton per year potline scheduled for
inauguration in August. The second potline,
a 135,000 metric ton per year line, should
be completed in late 1986. The Alumar Con.
sortium is a joint venture of Alcoa Aluminio
and Billiton Metais SA.

Investor briefs
> Norton-Alcoa Proppants broke ground
June 25 for a $50 million expansion of its
proppant plant in Fort Smith, Ark. The
expansion will triple annual capacity there
to 300 million pounds. Proppants are tiny
bauxite beads that prop open rock fractures
to increase flow rates from oil and gas wells.
> Alcoa agreed to sell its 30 percent inter-
est in the Twin Oak Steam Electric Station
and feeder lignite reserves in Robertson
County, Texas to subsidiaries of Texas Utili-
ties Company, the 70 percent owner. Alcoa
believes its presently committed power sup.
plies are sufficient for its projected power
needs in Texas. If approved by the Public
Utility Commission of Texas, the sale will be
retroactive to April 1. 1984.

Auto racer Bobby Unser and Alcoa Prsident Fred Fettroif motor around Pittsburgh in a Ford Ranger
fueled by compressed natural gas. carried in cylinders made by an Alcoa subsidiary,

New officer dosilnations,
vice presidents announced
On July 6. the board of directors approved
the creation of two new officer designations
to reflect the company's intent to move
decision-making closer to its business units
and to recognize the major staff functions.

Named new group vice presidents were
vice presidents Harold S. Evans, inter-
national; Clyde R. Gillesple, engineered
products; Ronald R. Hoffman, flat-rolled
products; and Vincent R. Scorsone, primary
metals.

Named senior vice presidents were vice
presidents Richard L. Fischer, general coun-
sel; Donald A. Whitlow, employee relations;
and James W. Wirth, finance.

Also on July 6, Controller Earnest J.
Edwards, Treasurer Robert F Slagle and
Alcoa Laboratories Director Peter A.
Bridenbaugh were elected vice presidents
by the board.

Mr. Edwards joined Alcoa in 1965 as a
controlership trainee at Cleveland (Ohio)
Works. In 1977, he became controller-
forgings division and, in 1979, controller-
flat-rolled products division. He was named
general manager-Alcoa Management Infor-
mation Systems in 1981 and was elected
controller in 1982.

Mr. Slagle joined Alcoa in 1964 as a
trainee at Tennessee Operations. He was
manager-international planning and later
assistant district sales manager, Atlanta,
before becoming director and presidet of
AlcOa Aluminio in 1976. In 1980, he was

named general manager-technology mar-
keting division and was elected treasurer
in 1982.

Dr. Bridenbaugh joined Alcoa in 1968
at Alcoa Laboratories. New Kensington, Pa.
He was manager-fabricating metallurgy at
the Labs and manager-quality assurance
at Tennessee Operations before becoming
operations director-mill products research
and development at the Labs in 1981. He
was named director of the Labs in 1983,

Earnest J. Edwads Robert F Slag

Poa t rdnog
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Prognosis Is Good As Alcoa Battes
Rising Health Care Costs

eadlines confirm daily what mos
Americans' checkbooks have
been telling them since the mid.
603: "Health Care Costs Rising

Faster Than Any Other Commodity or
Service."

Americans spent $42 billion for health
care in 1965. In 1983, we spent $355 billion
a 770 percent Increase. In other words,
Americans now spend almost $1 billion a
day on health care. That constitutes a Code
Blue to many companies such as Alcoa,
which pay nearly 30 percent of the nation's
health care tab In addition, corporations
pay an estimated $100 billion annually in
absenteeism, long-term disability and pre-
mature death costs.

Alcoa recognizes that unchecked, spiral-
ing health care costs impede the companys
ability to compete in the price-conscious
world marketplace, The company is taking
steps to remedy the rising cost situation
both inside and outside Alcoa.

In 1983. Alcoa spent over $100 million
to provide health care to its 32.500 U.S.
employees and their dependents and to
20.000 U.S. retirees and their dependents.
The increase in the cost of providing health
care to these groups on a per active
employee basis was double the rise of the
Consumer Price Index from 1982 to 1983.

Cost containment strategies at Alcoa
are aimed at two areas: utilizing medical
services more effectively and promoting
alternative health care delivery systems.

Benefits restrswitured
Until 1983, Alcoa employees were the recip-
ients of a growing list of first-dollar medical
coverages. First-dollar coverages cost the
employee nothing

Alcoa paid virtually all expenses that
employees were charged for health care.
More diagnostic tests meant more money
for the hospital or doctor.

"Providers responded with great enthu-
siasm to help employees spend Alcoa's

health care money,"
Richard G. Wardrop,
Alcoa's general
manager of com-
pensation and bene-
fits, recently told a
Congressional com-
mittee investigating
health care costs.

Richad 0. Wardrop "First-dollar cover-
age fueled demand.

We needed a strategy to again Involve
employees in health care decisions so that
utilization could be reduced."

The strategy is to replace first-dollar cov-
erage with coverage that requires deduct-
ibles and co-payments. Nearly two-thirds
of Alcoas U.S. employees, after satisfying
a deductible, will pay 20 percent of all
covered medical expenses, with a $700

I ceiling. Alcoa pays 100 percent of covered
expenses above the $700 ceiling.

In conjunction with the plan change,
Alcoa established a $700 reimbursement
account for each employee. It can be used
to pay deductibles, co-payments and cer-
tain other medical expenses. Any amounts
not spent in the plan year on qualified medi
cal expenses will be paid to the employee
as taxable income.

I Alcoa expects this new system will help
employees become wiser consumers of
health services and will reduce Alcoa's med
ical benefits plan costs by 7 to 14 percent.

AltematIve reimbm'sement systems
In addition to first-dollar coverages, the tra-
ditional fee-for-service system has pushed
up health care costs. So, over three years
ago, Alcoa endorsed the use of alternative
delivery systems. The health maintenance
organization, or HM, Is one such system.

Historically, payment to the hospital or
doctor has been made on a fee-for-service
basis. In an HMO, a prepaid fee covers all
services contracted for by the employer.
The prepaid system profits from cost-con-
scious behavior, while the fee-for-service
system rewards ever-increasig cost
behavior.

"We want to develop a network of HMOs
to give employees a choice of competing
health care plans," Mr. Wardrop said. "Until
we change the reimbursement system for a
significant number of employees, our costs
will probably continue to rise at unaccept-
able rates."

Geography has hampered rapid enroll-
ment in HMOs by Alcoans. Some locations
are not serviced by a convenient HMO.
However, nearly 3000 employees at 10 loca-
tions are members of HMOs. More than
1800 of Davenport (Iowa) Works' 3100
employees use an HMO. At Corona (Calif.)
Works, over 180 of the 280 employees
use an HMO.

Cost containment work is ongoing at all
U.S. locations. Plant managers are reducing
their locations' sickness and accident costs.
Labor-management teams at some plants
are developing cost containment strategies
and are teaching employees to be better
health care consumers.

Outele Alos
Alcoa Is looking past its own income state.
ment to the effects health care costs have
on society in general.

The company is active on the national
scene through the Washington Business
Group on Health, an organization that
works to create an open marketplace for
health care. Mr. Wardrop is a director.

Alcoa's expertise Is evidenced at the
state level as well. In Pennsylvania, for
example, Vie Chairman James S. Pasman,
Jr. chaired the Pennsylvania Business

Council's health subcommittee. He recently
summarized the committee work In a
speech to Pa. Governor Richard Thorn-
burgh's Annual Conference on Alternative
Health Delivery Systems.

The subcommittee proposed a combi-
nation of voluntary action and regulatory

.- reform to provide
incentives for the
health care system
in Pennsylvania to
function more effi-
ciently, Among other
suggestions, the
subcommittee rec-
ommended limiting

James S Pasman. Jr hospital capital
expenditures.

In its headquarters city of Pittsburgh,
Alcoa is active in the Pittsburgh Business
Group on Health, an organization it helped
form that seeks to reduce hospital over-use
and increase participation in prepaid sys-
tems. Many other Alcoa locations are active
in similar business/medcal coalitions.

At Alcoa, the cost of health care is more
than a malady about which we wonder and
shake our heads, uncertain of what treat.
ment to prescribe. Here, it's a condition on
the road to recovery,

Shareholder Information
Common stceek
Ticker tape symbol AA
Traded on the New York Stock Exchange and the

European stock exchanges in Basel Geneva,
Zurich, Lausanne. Frankfurt and London

C lelgt prce as of 91"18e41 $34
Hlgh/law pelee range
Second quarter 1984 $401 high. $31 % low
Last 12 months: $48% high; $31 % low
Beek wake per shoe
As of 6/30/84. $40 98
COeepeats average daft vewlme
Second quarter 1984" 283.432 shams
Lest 12 months: 271.584 shares
Cerumee seok diviend
Record date: 8/3/84
Payment date: 8/25/84 1$ 30 per share)
Thia wil be the 180th consecutive Alcoa dividend.
Yield for 12 months ending 6/30/84: 3.6%

Aluminum Company of Amerca
1501 Alcoa Buiding
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Office of the Treasurer (412) 553-4705
Office of the Secretary (412) 553-4707
Shareholder questions should be directed

to the Secretary.

Aluminum Company of America
1501 Alcoa Building
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
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A I MURRAY H. FINLEY JACOB SHEINKMAN
Preident Socrtary.Troasurer

4 9 SCOTT HOYMAN
ZEcutive Vice President

AFL-CIO. CLC
818 SIXTEENTH ST., N.W. s WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008
(202) 628-214

ELIZABETH M. SMITH, Director
Legislative and Political Education Department

July 27, 1984

STATEMENT OF THE
AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE WORKERS UNION

AFL-CIO, CLC

MURRAY H. FINLEY JACOB SHEINKMAN

PRESIDENT SECRETARY-TREASURER

to the

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

S. 2680, A Bill to Provide the President with Authority to

Accelerate Certain Staged Rate Modifications to the Tariff
Schedules of the United States

ACTWU opposes enactment of S. 2680 during a time when the

textile/apparel sector faces a trade deficit of such staggering

proportions. In 1983, textile and apparel imports increased by

25 percent over 1982. In the first 4 months of 1984, textile/apparel

imports increased by 49 percent over the same 4 months in 1983. Since

1980, we have lost over 200,000 jobs in the textile/apparel sector.

Accelerating the tariff cuts will only stimulate imports -- and thus

more job losses -- at a time when our industry and its workers are

already reeling from the surge in textile and apparel imports.

.*4mw
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During the MTN negotiations, the United States cut its textile

and apparel tariffs an average of 4.5 percent. This is a greater cut

than those made by any of our major trading partners -- Japan's

averaged 2.5 percent and the European Community's averaged 3.5 percent.

S. 2680 seeks to accelerate U.S. tariff cuts on textiles and apparel

still further.

Moreover, textile products are subject to the Multif:ber Arrangement

(MFA) which will expire July 1986. Section 504 of the Trade Agreements

Act of 1979 provides for a snapback of tariff rates on apparel and textile

products to January 1, 1975 rates if the MFA is not renewed or a suitable

successor arrangement is not in place. Section 504 is only operative,

however, before the final rate of duty for textiles and apparel has

become effective. If S. 2680 is enacted, the MFA would expire after

most of the phased tariff reductions have been completed. Thus, enactment

of this bill will mean greatly diminishing this country's leverage to

secure renewal of the MFA or a suitable successor arrangement.

The Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, along with

many other organizations, supported the MTN. We did so based on the

commitment that its tariff cuts would be phased in over a specified period

of years. By requesting authority to accelerate the scheduled cuts in

tariffs, the U.S. Government is breaking faith with those of us who were

part of the process which brought about the successful conclusion of

these negotiations.

We urge the Committee to reject S. 2680.
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S. 2712, A Bill to Return the Ad Valorem and Specific Duties on

Necktie Imports to the Levels in Effect as of January 1, 1981,

for a Period of 5 Years

Many of ACTWU's members work in the necktie industry and the recent

dramatic rise in necktie imports has made these workers very concerned

about their future livelihood in this industry. A number of these workers

have not developed skills which will be of much use to them outside the

neckwear industry. Imports which cause Job losses in this industry will

lead to permanent displacement for many workers.

S. 2712 would temporarily increase duties on necktie imports to

1981 levels for a period of 5 years. The legislation is necessary

because of the unprecedented increase in necktie imports which we could

not have foreseen during the MTN negotiations when necktie duties were

so drastically cut. Imports increased by 250 percent from 1980 to 1983.

And the first five months of 1984 paints an even gloomier picture --

imports of neckties were 133 percent greater than the first five months

of 1983. Import penetration has gro%n from just over 4 percent in 1980

to a projected 23 percent for 1984. Imports will also capture most

of the projected growth in the U.S. market this year. We believe

S. 2712 will help stabilize the necktie industry during this period of

overwhelming import growth and help it adjust to new market conditions.

ACTWIJ, therefore, urges the Subcommittee to pass S. 2712.
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S. 2839, A Bill To Amend the Tariff Schedules of the United
States ReQgPinng the Classification of Certain Articles of

Wearino Apparel

ACTWU strongly supports enactment of S. 2839, which closes a

tariff loophole which allows garments classified as apparel "sets"

to enter the United States at a lower rate than most individual

garments.

As a result of the MTN tariff concessions, a lower duty rate

was created on garments which were classified as "sets" than on the

same garment which was classified individually. As a result, imports

of so-called "sets" have been on the upswing in order to take advantage

of the lower duty rates. S. 2839 closes this loophole by defining

what constitutes an apparel "set" for tariff purposes. ACTWU urges

enactment of S. 2839 to close what has clearly become a tariff loophole

used by foreign apparel producers and domestic importers to avoid

paying proper duty rates.
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STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ACTUARIES

TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

HEARINGS ON FRINGE BENEFITS
JULY 31, 1984

Background

On July 26, 27, and 30, the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of the

Senate Committee on Finance held hearings on the taxation of fringe ,eneflts. The

comments below are submitted for the record of these hearings on behalf of the

American Academy of Actuaries ("Academy").

Interest of the Academy

The Academy Is a professional association of over 7,600 actuaries involved in all areas of

specialization within the actuarial profession. Included within our membership are

approximately 8.5% of the enrolled actuaries certified tender the Employee Retirement

Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), as well as comparable percentages of actuaries

providing actuarial services for other employee benefit plans such as life, health, and

disability programs.

The Academy finds it difficult to comment on tax legislation in general, since we are not

advocates on major public policy decisions which are not actuarial in nature. The

Academy views its role in the government relations arena as providing information and

actuarial analysis to public policy decision-makers, so that policy decisions can be made

with informed judgment.
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Nevertheless and in spite of the fact that actuarial considerations are unlikely to ever be

the driving force behind major decisions on tax policy, actuarial input can be quite useful

in shaping and molding tax policy to deal appropriately with the extremely complex, yet

vitally important, employee benefits area. For example, the determination of required

contribution levels to plans to provide the benefits, setting appropriate reserve levels to

meet future obligations, and financial calculations involving the time value of money are

all actuarial in nature.

General Comments on Employee Benefit Plans

Employee benefit plans provide an array of insurance and retirement benefits which

greatly increase the present and future economic security of millions of Americans.

Salary dollars cannot replicate an annuity at retirement that cannot be outlived, life

insurance for the family of a deceased worker, the cost of hospitalization in the event of

major illness, or income to a disabled worker. Employee benefit plans deliver dollars at

the time they are needed most. Moreover, in general, these benefits can be more

economically provided on a group basis to an employee workforce than on an individual

basis, due to the significant savings in administrative costs and to the stability that

comes with a pooling of risks across a broad cross section of employees.

There is no question that the growth of employee benefit plans In the past few decades

has been greatly stimulated by tax policy toward those plans. This tax policy has been

the result of deliberate Congressional intent which has been demonstrably successful in

fostering the development of employee benefit plans. It would be naive and erroneous to

assume that employers would continue to provide the same level of benefits in the event

that the favorable tax treatment of certain types of employee benefit plans were
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significantly curtailed or even eliminated. The pressure from employees with the basic

attitude "If I have to pay taxes on it anyway, give it to me in cash" would simply be too

great. The end result would be a decline in the level of protection provided by the

private sector, inevitably leading to greater demand and strain on governmental

programs. Given the financial difficulties facing programs such as Medicare and Social

Security, a decline in private sector programs would hardly seem to be in the public

interest.

Need for National Policy

We hope these hearings will be useful in focusing attention on the need for a coherent,

stable, and strongly articulated public policy toward employee benefit plans by the

federal government. The fact that no such policy exists leads to a seemingly endless

series of ad hoc changes and confused signals toward employee benefit plans. In the tax

area alone in just two short years we have seen the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility

Act of 1982 and the Deficit Reduction Act of 1994. And now before this last biln has

even been printed into final form, Congress is talking about changing it all around again

in 1985.

There is a crying need here for more stability in the tax treatment of employee benefit

plans. Pension and insurance plans in particular involve long-term arrangements and

commitments. Plan sponsors are finding it increasingly difficult to make rational

decisions in such a chaotic environment. Much as this continual turmoil may provide

additional work for actuaries, it hardly seems to be in the public interest to make the

rules so complex and to change them so often iat the typical plan sponsor has no chance

of coping. The administrative costs of complying vith all the changes being imposed on
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plans has risen significantly and is Increasingly becoming a burden, particularly on small

plans.

Tax Exemption vs. Tax Deferral

In some of the debates on tax policy the distinction between tax exemption and tax

deferral seems to get lost. Although some employee benefit plans do provide tax exempt

benefltsp others do not. In particular, the major retirement income programs provide for

tax deferral, not tax exemption. Within debates on tax deferral we increasingly hear

arguments involving the concept of the "time value of money." This is a concept at the

heart of actuarial science.

It is quite true that a dollar to be paid in the future is worth less than a dollar today

because of the interest that can be earned in the interim. Translating this into tax policy

for the federal government, the argument is heard that $1,000 of taxes today is worth

$1,000, but if these $1,000 of taxes can be deferred for ten years their present value is

worth only $386 if discounted at a 10% rate of interest. Thus, the argument is made that

it is better for the Treasury to get the money now rather than later.

What this analysis overlooks, however, is that in many cases the Treasury will get more

than $1,000 at the end of ten years. For example, consider a defined contribution

pension plan in which the account balances are growing at a 10% rate of interest. $1,000

in tax deferral will continue to grow in the account and will amount to $2,594, not

$1,000, in ten years. The present value of $2,594 discounted for ten years at a 10% rate

of interest is exactly $1,0001
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In the real world, of course, things are seldom this simple. Differences in value will arise

if the rate of accummulation is different than the rate used in computing the present

value. Also, there Is a question about how the tax rates in ten years which will then

apply compare with the tax rates which would apply today. However, the example does

clearly ilustrate that introducing the concept of the time value of money does not, on its

own merits, make a convincing case against tax deferral. It is a valid analytical tool, but

must be carefully applied in any analysis to present meaningful comparisons.

Public Sector Programs

If Congress intends to take a comprehensive look at the taxation of employee benefit

plans in order to create a more coherent tax policy toward such plans, then it would seem

appropriate to consider the tax treatment of public sector programs as part of such a

comprehensive review. For example, at the present time the tax treatment of

retirement benefits attributable to employer contributions under Social Security is

different than for private sector retirement plans. This may or may not be good public

policy -- that is not an actuarial judgment. However, we do urge the Congress to

review tax policy toward insurance and pension benefits under government programs as

well as private sector programs in any comprehensive review of the taxation of employee

benefit plans.

It is also important to consider how private sector and public sector programs fit

together. For example, the integration of private pension plans with Social Security has

been a controversial tax issue for a number of years. Actuarial considerations are vital

in structuring sound integration rules for pensions or other employee benefit plans.
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Actuarial Issues

There are six actuarial Issues related to the general subject of the taxation of employee

benefit plans which we address below.

1. Financial Condition

The maintenance of a well-run insurance or pension employee benefit plan

Involves the determination of both an appropriate contribution level to provide

the expected benefits and appropriate reserve levels to cover the accrual of

benefit obligations. Both of these are actuarial processes.

Tax policy should recognize the need for these determinations to be made

according to sound actuarial principles and practices. Such recognition does

exist in the pension area under ERISA. However, that recognition is not as clear

in connection with cc.rtan insurance programs.

The Academy stands ready to work with Congress and regulatory agencies to

define such sound actuarial principles and practices where required. A major

priority for the Academy at the present time is the establishment of a structure

within our profession to articulate actuarial standards of practice. This

structure would be appropriate to deal with issues such as actuarial principles

and practices in connection with insurance and pension employee benefit plans.

Included in actuarial principles and practices are such matters as disclosure

requirements and the content of an actuarial report.
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2. Qualifications

Along with a recognition of the need for plans to be operated according to sound

actuarial principles and practices there is the need to define the qualifications of

the actuaries certifying the plans.

Of course, this need was clearly recognized in ERISA and in that instance

Congress chose to create a 3oint Board for the Enrollment of Actuaries to

examine and license Individuals as "enrolled actuaries."

Another example has arisen in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. This act

provides that In connection with funded welfare benefit plans (including

voluntary employees' beneficiary associations (VEBAs) under section 501(cX9) of

IRC) reserves In excess of "safe harbor" limits will be permitted if certified by a

"qualified actuary" (to be determined under Treasury regulations).

Academy membership includes actuaries in all areas of practice and serves as the

hallmark of a qualified actuary in the United States. However, we recognize

that not all actuaries are necessarily qualified for all assignments. Accordingly,

our Guides to Professional Conduct contain extensive guidance to ensure that:

"The member will bear in mind that the actuary acts as an expert when giving

actuarial advice and will give such advice only when qualified to do so."

The Academy has a Committee on Qualifications to address issues such as

these. We strongly urge direct participation of the actuarial profession in

defining the qualifications of an actuary to engage in any particular assignment.

The Academy has a strong commitment to self-regulation and is prepared to

work closely with the Treasury if such regulations are to be developed.
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3. Actuarial Assumptions

The setting of actuarial assumptions is a key ingredient in any actuarial

assignment. The provisions relating to funded welfare benefit plans in the

Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (cited above) require that assumptions be

reasonable in the aggregate. This is quite appropriate and follows the precedent

set by ERISA in the pension area.

However, the Conference Report goes further and indicates that "in addition to

requiring that actuarial assumptions are to be reasonable in the aggregate,

Treasury regulations may prescribe specific interest rate and mortality

assumptions to be used in all actuarial calculations." Such a simplistic approach

would ignore the fact that experience is different from plan to plan for a variety

of reasons (age/sex composition of group, nature of work, geographical area,

etc.). Attempting to mandate any set of uniform assumptions will inevitably

result in inappropriate assumptions being used for large numbers of plans.

Setting appropriate actuarial asumptions requires the application of actuarial

judgment to fit the facts and circumstances at hand.

We are concerned at the prospect that the Treasury might attempt to prescribe

specific actuarial assumptions for funded welfare benefit plans. We believe the

approach used in ERISA for setting actuarial assumptions for pension valuations

is much more appropriate.
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'Current Tables

Certain portions of the Internal Revenue Code require the use of actuarial tables

promulgated by the Internal Revenue Service. Examples are the tables for the

taxation of group term life Insurance under Section 79, the tables for the

taxation of annuities under Section 72, and the tables used for the taxation of

life estates and remainders.

Some'of these tables have been allowed to get out-of-date. For example, the

uniform premium table for group life Insurance under Section 79 was changed in

1983, but the prior table had been In effect since 1966, during which time group

term life rates dramaticaly changed. As another example, the current tables

undor Section 72 have not been changed since their release In 1934.

The use of actuarial tables to compute certain values required in the IRC is quite

appropriate, but may appear arcane or even obscure to many taxpayers.

Maximum credibility will be achieved if taxpayers perceive that the tables are

based on current interest and mortality factors rather than ones that may appear

obsolete. Such credibility should be an objective of tax policy.

S . Deslxn Asoects

On occasion, actuarial insights on design aspects of certain tax proposals may be

useful For example, in the Academy testimony to the Senate Committee on

Finance on June 22, 1983 on proposals for a health insurance tax cap, our

Committee on Health Insurance pointed out some technical flaws with the
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proposal to base the tax cap on premiums. The Committee went on to suggest

basing It on the richness of coverage provided as an alternative which would

avoid these flaws.

(Notes The Academy neither supports nor opposes such a tsx cap. This Is a public

policy decision up to Congress and Is not an actuarial Issue. However, we are

concerned with the technical details of any such proposals and their full

ramifications.)

6. Adverse Selection

A rather subtle, but potentially quite important, actuarial concept is the notion

of "adverse selection." There is a natural tendency for any person covered, or

potentially covered, by an insurance or pension plan to exercise any options

available to his or her apparent advantage, I.e. to select against the plan. Within

limits, the cost of such adverse selection can be absorbed by a plan. For

example, In pension plans with lump-sum options, retirees in poor health will tend

to elect lump sums, while those in good health will tend to elect life annuities.

In such a case, the plan sponsor has been willing to assume any extra costs

Involved In allowing such options.

In some cases, however, adverse selection could present more serious problems.

For example, consider a voluntary health insurance 1,rogram with substantial

employee contributions required (either directly through payroll deduction or

indirectly through a health insurance tax cap). Younger, healthier employees will

tend to opt out of the program if they do not perceive they are receiving

adequate value for their contributions. If this happens, the group left behind will

39-707 0 - 85 - 6
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increasingly consist of older or less healthy employees, and costs would Increase

significantly. In extreme cases, this could result In a vicious cycle of further

def-.ctions of healthy employees as costs rise and spiralling cost increases for

remaining particpantsp until the entire financial structure of the plan is

undermined.

Although the collapse of a plan due to adverse selection alone may appear a bit

far-fetched, it is not impossible. On a lesser scale, adverse selection can and

does increase the costs of certain plans.

Congress should be careful in structuring tax policy toward employee benefit

plans to be aware of such subtle possibUiltes and not inadvertently undercut the.

financial strength of plans to pay benefits which have been promised.

Summary

In summary, we encourage Congress to proceed carefully in structuring a rational tax

policy for employee benefit plans. To the extent that revenue enhancement is the

objective, Congress must weigh this "gain" against the costs if private sector plans are

discouraged, and less economic security is thereby provided by the private sector. To the

extent that elimination of real or perceived tax abuse is the objective, we strongly

encourage Congress to use the scalpel and not the meat ax, since the large majority of

benefits under employee benefit plans are not being provided with tax avoidance as the

primary motivation.
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We appreciate the opportunity to present these comments for the record. The Academy

is available to offer an actuarial perspective on the taxation of employee benefit plans In

future considerations of such policy. We would be happy to answer any questions or

provide further Information for the Subcommittee upon request.

Respectfully submitted,

Stephen G. Kellison

Executive Director
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American Benefit Plan Administrators, Inc., the company which I serve

as Senior Vice President, specializes in administrative services to several

hundred employee benefit Plans throughout the United States. Most of these

Plans are the product of collective bargaining and are directed by Boards of

Trustees composed of equal representation of management and labor.

In round numbers, these plans cover more than 400,000 employees and

their dependents -- for a total population of one million men, women and

children. Health care benefits paid by these Plans amount to more than $300

million per year.

We are intimately involved in the financial life of these Plans and the

very vital services they render, since our functions include the collection

of employer contributions, determination of participant eligibility for

benefits, and evaluation and payment of benefit claims for the covered

population.

We are, therefore, deeply concerned by various proposals currently

circulating, that programs of employer-financed medical, hospital and other

health care benefits should be subject to Federal taxation, either by

limiting tax-exempt level of employer contributions, or limiting tax-exempt

level of benefits to the recipients.

Among the reasons presented by proponents of the benefit taxing recom-

mendations are the following:
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1. The availability of health care benefits financed by tax-emempt

employer contributions results in excessive use of hcalth care

services by the members of these Plans, thereby creating infla-

tionary pressures on health care costs;

2. Contributions by employers to health care trust funds may be a

tax-evasion device by employers, since the financial reserves of

certain health benefit programs appear to be, at times, far in

excess of current costs.

In refutation of such reasoning, I respectfully submit the following:

1. Medical care costs have certainly been rising over the years at a

pace far in excess of the increasing costs of all other components

of the Consumer Price Index. While we believe that there is

partial justification for increased costs -- improvements in

medical and general health care technology and technics certainly

do entail added costs -- a major factor in the inflation we have

experienced has been the unrestrained rise in medical fees.

Curing inflation can most sensibly be achieved by placing curbs and

restraints on medical and other health care service fees.
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Rampant inflation, as a disorder in the health care scene, cannot

sensibly be cured by punishing its victims. It is only in

primitive societies that victims of disease were stoned or

otherwise subjected to punishing treatment in the belief that such

treatment would drive out the evil spirits. That course of therapy

should not prevail In civilized society.

2. Particularly in the case of collectively-bargained health funds

financed by employer contributions under the terms of

labor-management agreements, the accumulation of reserve funds

cannot possibly be a tax dodge by employers. These reserves cannot

serve as slush funds set aside by employers to keep their tax

levels low, to be recaptured by these employers at some convenient

time in the future. The terms of Collective Bargaining Agreements

and Trust documents establishing these Funds clearly preclude any

such reversions.

The reserves accumulated by these labor-management health benefit

Trust Funds serve a very vital purpose. They ensure the continuity

of benefits to their covered participants in times of business

recession.

As an~example, let me cite the very recent experience of one of the

many health benefit programs administered by my company in Southern
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California. The Fund represents craftsmen in the construction

industry and is financed by employer contributions to a

jointly-managed Trust Fund. The employer contribution rate, for

each hour worked is set forth in the Collective Bargaining

Agreement.

In 1981, the Health Benefit Fund reserves of this group amounted to

$31 million. The Plan's annual level of benefit payments averaged

$35 - $40 million. This Fund then had reserves equal to nine (9)

months of benefit payments.

During 1982 and 1983, construction activity in Southern California,

as in other areas of the country, experienced a sharp decline. The

drastically reduced number of hours of employment was reflected in

comparable reductions in contribution income to the Trust Fund.

Since the eligibility rules of this Plan provide for continuation

of benefits for participants for extended periods beyond the period

for w1ich contributions are made, the Fund was able to fulfill such

commitments only by the use of its reserves. By mid-year of 1983,

those reserves had been reduced from $31 million to $6 million,

less than two (2) months of benefit costs.

I am pleased to say that construction activity during the latter

part of 1983 arid the early part of the current year has had a

healthy rebound and the reserves of this Fund are now in the

process of being rebuilt.
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In the example cited, the reserves played a vital role in permJtting

the benefit program to continue. Had they not been there, severe hardships

and health hazards would have afflicted Plan participants and their

dependents. Many would have been compelled to turn to Medicaid or other

public health resources to secure the care they needed.

The reserves clearly served the needs of the participants in the first

instance, -but they also protected the public interest by preventing a drain

on public health resources.

As for the notion that taxing employees for health cere contributions

above certain arbitrary levels, is a means of curbing excessive use of

medical, dental, hospital and other health care services, we believe that it

is poor public policy and poor economics to place the use of health care

services in the same category as the consumption of alcohol and tobacco.

The need for medical care is very real. Its use is not a frivolous

habit and it is certainly not a hazardous-to-health indulgence, to be curbed

by imposition of a "sin-tax."

Taxing the patients when their health care benefits go above some

arbitrary limits, such as those which have been suggested, cures nothing.

Such arrangements are clearly soak-the-sick schemes, which would heartlessly

compound the problems already affecting the sick and disabled. And while
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doing so, they take our eye off the ball, the real source of our problem --

unrestricted increases in health care fees imposed bi the medical-hospital-

dental community.

Such tax proposals are detrimental to the health of the public, and

hazardous to the economic health of the nation.

We respectfully urge, in any legislation affecting so-called fringe

benefits, proposals for direct or indirect taxation of employee health

benefit plans be rejected, and that the policy of legislative encouragement

of voluntary health benefit programs be affirmed.
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AMERICAN BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.
0 Branch Omce: 9l Home Offce

159 MacBeth Drive 414 W. Main St., Lansdale, PA 19446
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July 18, 1984

Roderich A. DeArment
Chief Counsel Committee on Finance
Room 219 Dirksen Senate&Office BuildIng
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Nr. DeArment:

The Senate Finance Committee will hold hearings on the taxtion

of fringebenefits and I want to express my opinions on this subject.

Our companies, American Business Insurance Services, Inc. and

Buckingham International Underwriters, Ltd., have 13 employees.

I believe it is in the best interest of our country to encourage

employers to provide fringe benefits. we currently provide group life,

short term disability and health benefits and will add dental benefits.

We plan to add a pension program, a 401K plan, long term disability

income benefits over the next few years and maybe a deferred compensation

program. We would ddd none of these programs if we lose our corporate

tax doduction. If our employees were to be taxed on these beneftis we

may not initiate or may even disolve our group plan because the only advantage

to the employee would be a discount on the premium.

Employee "snefits should not be structured in such a manner as to

become a exclusive benefit for highly paid employees or business owners.

On the other hand, these people make the company and country run and pay

higher income taxes. I do not have any problem with higher paid employees

being rewarded by higher fringe Abeneflts.

Insurance Representatives for- The Pennsylvania Tavern Association Insurance Plane The North Penn Chamber of Commerce
Group Health & Dental Plans The Greater Valley Forge Chamber ofCommerce Group Health & Dental Plans * The Montgomery
Tavern & Rtstaurant Association Fire & Liability and Group Health & Dental Plans eThe Bucks County Tavern Association Fire
& Liability and Group Health & Dental Plans * The Westmoreland County Tavern Association 9 The Main Line Business
Association Group Health & Dental Plans
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I believe our current rules concerning fring benefits are sufficient to

ensure that all employees benefit fairly from the tax incentives.

I do not beleive the government could even come close to providing

benefits at a lower cost than our current competitive system. M, y

employees could not afford those benefits without the advantage of bulk

group purchasing power and tax incentives. They may eventually be forced

to apply for some government subsidy without these benefits and this would

not benefit society or the individual.

I beleive tax incentives for employer-provided fringe benefits play

a major role in a employees choice of employement. The benefits provide

immediate security and are often the only means of accumulating enough

wealth to retire and live at a reasonable standard of living. Ltployees

are not foolish and are very aware of the importance of fringe benefits.

Our companies have grown rapidly over the last three years. Almost every

potential employee we have interviewed has asked about our benefit package.

We expect to hire an additional seven people over the next 18 months and we

are making plans to increase our benefit package to make it easier for us

to attract the caliber of employees we need to continue our successful

growth pattern.

Sincerely,

Charles H. Thompson

President

CHT/rkr
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AMERICAN
COMPENSATION
ASSOCIATION

F W. MOW. OP
Eo wo August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I am writing on behalf of the American Compensation
Association (A.C.A.) to present our views on taxation of
employee benefits to the Subcommittca on Taxation and Debt
Management of the Committee on Finance. A.C.A. is a non-
profit association of approximately 8,000 professionals
who design, implement and manage employee compensation and
benefits programs in their respective organizations. The
vast majority of the Fortune 500 firms along with some
3,000 other organizations are represented.

To begin with, we believe the employee benefits system
developed by private enterprise in the United States has
been effective and efficient in meeting the financial
security needs of employees and retirees. If private
enterprise is not encouraged to meet these needs, government
will be called upon to do so and the ultimate cost will be
far greater.

It also seems clear to us that the growth in health insurance
and pension coverage would not have occurred without the tax
incentives which Congress has provided. According to recent
studies by the Employee Benefit Research Institute, ninety
percent of full-time, full-year, civilian non-agricultural
workers had health insurance coverage in 1982. Their studies
also show that more than 825,000 employer pension plans pro-
vided coverage to more than fifty million workers during that
same year. The vast majority of these employees receiving
this coverage earned less than $25,000 per year in 1983.
Removal of tax incentives would be likely to reduce coverage
substantially among low income workers and their families ane
thus increase the cost of public programs.

continued . . .

PU. BOX 1176 • SCOT"ODALE ARZONA 85252 * [6021951-9191
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
August 13, 1984
Page Two

The private sector system of health and pension coverage
will become even more vital as younger social security
participants see the return which they receive when their
social security contributions decline. The resulting
weakening of support for social security will be much mole
serious unless the system is buttressed by employer-based
programs.

In short, A.C.A.'s membership believes the present system
of tax incentives has accomplished its objective of
encouraging private sector importers to provide income
security for workers and retirees. This has resulted in
a higher level of productivity--as workers and their
families have less need to worry about medical bills and
retirement income--and has reduced the burden on government
social programs. Thus, while we recognize that there must
be limits to tax incentives accorded to employee benefits,
we urge that the effects of any changes in tax treatment
on the benefit delivery system be given very careful analysis.

Sincerely,

John A. Turney
President, Board of Directors
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Taxation and Debt Management

The United States Senate

July 26, 1984
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Introduction

Senator Packwood and members of the Subcommittee on Taxation and

Debt Management, I am pleased to be able to appear and testify

today on the issue of fringe benefit taxation. I am Cheryl Westphal,

RDH and current President of the American Dental Hygienists' Association.

My permanent residence is Totowa, New Jersey.

Comments on Fringe Benefits Taxation

The American Dental Hygienists' Association is pleased to have this

opportunity to submit a record statement to the Senate Finance

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management on the issue of fringe

benefits.

The Association represents approximately 30,000 dental hygienists

who are specialists in the delivery of preventive dental care. The

majority of the members of the Association practice dental hygiene in

offices of private practice dentists but an increasing number practice

in institutional settings which include nursing homes, long-term caic

facilities for the aging, special care facilities for the disabled

and handicapped, correctional institutions, hospital dental clinics,

dental hygiene and dental schools, community health centers, etc. As

preventive oral health specialists, the role of dental hygienists is
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expanding substantially in reducing the incidence of dental caries

and preventing the onset of periodontal disease.

The Association submitted a record statement to the Senate Committee

on Finance in May 1983, addressing the proposed "tax cap" on employer-

paid health insurance. The Association was concerned at that time

that estimated income to be derived from a tax on health insurance

would be used to finance a health insurance program for the unemployed

which the Committee was also considering. The Association expressed

deep concern that the linkage between the "tax cap" proposal and

health insurance program for the unemployed be carefully studied

before any action was taken by the Committee. We are pleased that

the Committee did not act on either proposal-.and that now a record

is being developed on the issue of fringe benefits generally, with

a view towards developing tax policy that will be fair for employers

and employees.

The Association understands that the Subcommittee wishes "to develop

a full, fair hearing record on current fringe benefit topics" but,

as providers of preventive dental care, our statement for the July

1984 hearing will focus on dental insurance and the importance of

maintaining the oral health of more than one third of the nation's

population who have employer-paid dental insurance for employees and

their families.

39-707 0 - 85 - 7
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The Health Care Financing Administration has just reported that spending

for dental care in 1984 should reach $23.7 billion. Only $1 billion of

this amount represents federal, state and local governments funds.

Patients out-of-pocket expenses totaled $15.8 billion and private

dental insurance accounted for $6.9 billion. Expenses for dental care

are expected to increase to approximately $31 billion in 1987 and $39

billion in 1990. The proportion of this total generated through

employer-paid private dental insurance can be expected to increase,

with such increases continuing through this decade. It appears

possible that employer-paid dental insurance could account for up

to $10 billion of the estimated $39 billion dental expenditures in

1990.

Among the vast array of fringe benefits that will be considered

during the July 1984 hearings, the Association will confine its

comments to private dental insurance plans and urge that this fringe

benefit remain completely tax free for employers and employees. The

Association's rationale for urging that the status quo be maintained

on dental health insurance plans was presented to the full Senate

Committee on Finance last year and it is unchanged in 1984.

As an organization which represents preventive oral health specialists,

it is logical that the Association encourage the Committee to develop
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tax laws which encourage employers to provide fringe benefits, especially

oral health benefits, for their employees. For the past 40 years health

care benefits have been the central part of what is now known as

"fringe benefits" which are negotiated between labor unions and

industry and among these, beginning in 1954, was included dental

pre-payment insurance (the International Longshoremen's and Warehouse-

men's Union-Pacific Maritime Association and the west coast shipping

industry).

The pre-payment of dental services, both preventive and restorative,

has been a fact of life for three decades and has led to a life style

that rewards dental health as ranking in importance with general health

and well-being. The 98th Congress recently passed the comprehensive

debt reduction bill, leaving the proposal to tax health care benefits

for the next Congress to consider and current law, which does not

require that health care benefits be taxed, is still in force.

Do Employees Benefit Fairly From
the Tax Incentives?

Dental benefit plans, according to the American Dental Association,

help to control dental costs. Dental insurance rewards patients who

take care of their teeth in order to avoid oral disease which would

require expensive restorative care.
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Major dental benefit plans, in most instances cover 100 percent of

the cost of diagnostic and preventive treatment, which includes

routine oral examinations, prophylaxis, fluoride treatment, pit

and fissure sealant applications, x-rays, tooth charting and perio-

6ontic charting. All of these procedures, performed generally by

.dental hygienists in most dental offices, are preventive oral health

measures intended to help patients avoid dental disease, such as

dental caries and periodontia.

Most dental benefit plans are negotiate under the collective

bargaining system between labor and management. While the plans

may vary in dental coverage from industry to industry, they provide

benefits fairly among the employees. Co-payment requirements in

most dental benefit plans help to control the cost of dental services

and encourage employees to care for their teeth. Failure to do so,

with the co-payment features of these plans, requires more out-of-

pocket expenses by employees.

Are Existing Benefits Effective in Encouraging Employer to Provide
Them to Employees at a Lower Cost Than Government?

Earlier in this statement, we cited a current report of the Health

Care Financing Administration on the nation's spending for dental

care in 1984. It is significant that spending for dental care by
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federal, state and local governments was only $1 billion of a total

annual expenditure of $23.7 billion. On the other hand, patients

themselves spent $15.8 billion and dental benefit plans accounted

for nearly $7 billion of the 1984 dental bill.

It appears that existing benefits for dental care do encourage

employers to provide dental care at acceptable low cost levels,

as opposed to providing benefits by governmental agencies. The

provision of dental care under Medicare and Medicaid has been

historically and traditionally minimal and inadequate.

Conclusion

The American Dental Hygienists' Association is a health provider

organization and is unquestionably dedicated to providing preventive

oral health services to the people of this nation. It the Association's

goals and objectives to eliminate dental disease appear to represent

a special interest group to theSubcommittee, we can offer no dis-

claimers or apologies. Our special interest is the promotion of oral

health to all who seek it and need it.

The Association believes that taxing health care benefits, namely

dental benefit plans, is an unhealthy Idea which will defeat the

great progress made by the dental hygiene and dental professions

.. . o -Ade -7he incidence of dental caries has
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declined and periodontal disease has become a focal point of treat-

ment by the dental hygiene and dental professions. If oral health

is a national goal and objective -- and the Public Health Service

Surgeon General thinks it is -- we believe that dental benefit plans

should remain tax free a.ld that current statuatory law should not be

changed.

Despite our bias in addressing the issues of fringe benefits, the

Association recognizes that the Senate Finance Committee, and the

Congress generally, are confronted with a dilemma. The plethora of

fringe benefits is impacting on the nation's revenue base. Congress

and the Executive Branch as well, are compelled to act. If revenues

must be increased to offset deficits, it is apparent that the tax-

free health insurance fringe benefit will be carefully scrutinized.

The Association recognizes the problem of fringe benefits which the

Subcommittee is addressing in this hearing and we are sensitive to

the need in Congress to develop solutions to increase revenues in

order to reduce massive federal deficits. It is our hope, however,

that fringe benefits for health care, especially oral health care,

will not need to be'taxed.

We know that the Committee and Congress will need to make some

difficult decisions about whether fringe benefits should be taxed.
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IfMthe concept of taxation of employee benefits is accepted, the

next step is to decide which ones to tax and which to allow to

remain tax free. It is our hope that Congress will opt for

healthy Americans and Americans with healthy teeth and gums and

save the tax free status of dental benefit plans.
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August 10o 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Esquire
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20501

Finance Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management
Hearing s on Fringe Benefits

Ju y 26, 27 and 30

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Regarding the referenced hearings, we respectfully

submit the following responses to the questions posed by

Senator Bob Packwood:

Question 1: Should the tax law encourage employers to pro-

vide fringe benefits; and if so, which benefits or services

should be encouraged and what type and level of tax incen-

tive is appropriate?

Answer: We believe that the tax laws can influence the

direction of society in providing its citizens with the

incentive to provide for all or part of certain vital wel-
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Roderick A. DeArment, Esquire
August 10, 1984
Page 2

fare benefits and retirement benefits in conjunction with

day-to-day employment. We do not maintain that current

incentives should be expanded to a large degree. We do

feel these tax advantages should be maintained and, in some

cases sikch as group life, these should be adjusted. The

tax incentives should be available to employees who volun-

tarily purchase welfare and retirement benefits and/or to

employers which purchase such benefits for employees. The

types of benefits which encourage employee self-sufficiency

which merit continued favorable tax treatment are:

a. Hospital, surgery, and major medical reimbursement

plans;

b. Disability income;

c. Group life insurance up to $100,000 face amount

(the current $50,000 limit under Section 7908 of

the Internal Revenue Code precedes recent'price

inflation which has depreciated the value of bene-

fits and made the old limit obsolete). In fact, a

face amount equal to two or three times salary

might be more equitable and would automatically

adjust to price increases;
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d. Retirement plans in general. Considering the

strains on the Social Security System and its

intended use as a minimum benefit plan, both employ-

ers and employees should be given incentives to

provide savings for retirement;

e. Deferred compensation plans.

Question 2: What conditions or restrictions are appropri-

ate off tax incentives to encourage employers to provide

fringe benefits?

Answer: Tax policy should assist with the control of ris-

ing medical provider costs and problems of needless volun-

tary utilization, for example, the tax advantage should be

contingent upon and requiring that the patient pay first

dollar costs out of pocket each year in an amount equal toN

at least $300 (other figures in the range of $200 to $1,000

may be suggested). It is well to continue restrictions in

tax-favored retirement plans which penalize taxpayers who

use the accounts for purposes other than benefits at retire-

ment. Retirement plans which realize tax advantages

should, as a matter of social policy, continue to be
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required to be non-discriminatory as to eligibility of all

classes of employees to participate. Equality of benefits

should be Judged on the basis of ratios of pre-retirement

income, rather than equal dollar amounts of contribution or

benefits. Plans should be allowed -to continue taking

Social Security into account in formulas determining equal

treatment.

Question 3: Are the existing rules concerning fringe bene-

fits sufficient to ensure that all employees benefit fairly

from the tax incentives?

Answer: Every effort should be made to make the definition

of so-called cafeteria plans offered under Section 125 of

the Internal Revenue Code clear and simple so employers

will not hesitate to make these plans available and will be

able to afford the administration of these plans. These

plans recognize the varied needs of different employees and

help avoid costly duplication of benefits. These plans are

correctly restricted to prevent conversion of normally tax-

able items to a non-taxable status. TAe cafeteria plans

should provide those benefits beneficial to the well being

of employees, such as medical benefits, disability bene-
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fits, group life insurance, dependent child care and educa-

tional assistance. All of these help maintain the quality

of life, assist those who are self-supporting, and encour-

age human advancement. When provided through an employer

plan, whether by salary reduction or as an employer-paid

benefit, the cost of these benefits should be tax-shelter-

ed. Cafeteria plan monies not used by the employee for

non-taxable benefits should be payable to the employee only

in cash on a fully taxable basis.

Question 4: Are the existing tax incentives for benefits

such as health care, life insurance, day care, educational

assistance, and cafeteria plans effective in encouraging

employers to provide these benefits to a broad cross sec-

tion of employees at a lower total cost than if the Govern-

ment provided the benefits directly, if employers provided

the benefits on a taxable basis, or employees purchased

these benefits on their own?

Answer: We believe that the revenue lost to the government

through the tax-sheltering of basic welfare an8 retirement

programs provided by employers is less than the administra-

tive cost of providing such benefits under comprehensive
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government programs. We believe th6t current tax incen-

tives, with some adjustments, would tend to encourage

initiative and self-sufficiency and could be delivered more

efficiently under simpler statutes and simplified reporting

systems.

Question 5: How will tax laws that encourage employers to

provide fringe benefits affect compensation planning?

Answer: To the degree that employer-paid benefits are ta%-

deductibl1, employers will tend to be able to make avail-

able more welfare and retirement programs of a more compre-

hensive nature than could be purchased by an employee with

after-tax dollars.

Question 6: Will tax incentives for employer-provided

fringe benefits affect potential employees' choice of

employment?

Answer: Surveys indicate that employees rank the desira-

bility of a given Job first on feelings of accomplishment.

However, compensation is also near the top in reasons for

selecting a particular job. Today's employee tens to
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judge direct and indirect compensation as closely related

issues. This means that, all other factors being equal,

employees tend to select jobs with the best benefits at the

least after-tax cost to them.

Yours v er u l y,

Stephen P. Garrett
Vice Prsident

SPG:sV
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The AICPA Federal Tax Division's offi.-ial position, in the

fringe benefits area dates back to April, 1979 when it

published Fringe Benefits: A Proposal for the Future. This

publication was the culmination of a study whose purpose was

to examine the development of the issues, to recognize

existing economic practices, and to formulate comprehensive

rules to be used in the determination of the taxability of

employee fringe benefits and the related issues of valuation

and administration.

It was determined in the study that the rules to be for-

mulated by legislation should be durable, practical, uni-

form, operational, and generally acceptable. They should

also be equitable and nondiscriminatory. Benefits that are

job related or that are part of working conditions should be

distinguished from those that mere clearly constitute com-

pensation. In addition, administrative feasibility, which

includes identifiability, measurability, and de minimis

demarcation, should be recognized. The broader issues of

economic stability and planning, control of inflation,

equitable distribution of resources, and the consequences of

economic realignment between different industries and groups

were also considered.

A fringe benefit is defined as a payment, in cash or in

kind, that benefits an employee in addition to or as part of

salary or wages. The purpose of a fringe benefit program is

to satisfy both employer and employee business objectives,
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including the creation of business and economic advantages

that motivate employees to greater productivity and enhance

job satsifaction. Economic feasibility, cost-benefit fac-

tors, and tax considerations are part of any compensation

planning that involves fringe benefits.

Fringe benefits are, in general, included in the definition

of gross income under present law. The "Tax Reform Act of

1984", however, provides a statutory framework for the taxa-

tion of employee fringe benefits. The division generally

supports the overall concept of the law with an explanation

of its opinion and exceptions it takes to the law following.

In deriving its position on the taxability of fringe bene-

fits not covered specifically by statute, the division had

reexamined the 1975 discussion draft of IRS proposed regula-

tions and commentary on issues presented therein. The

discussion draft reflected a formal attempt to establish

guidelines in the fringe benefit area as regulations rather

than as legislation. It was felt, however, that legislation

was required because the discussion draft proposed to exempt

items that would be taxed under section 61 of the Internal

Revenue Code. The division, in proposing legislation, also

made substantive changes in the method of valuation

suggested in the 1975 discussion draft and in the for-

mulation of rules to provide more objective standards under

which to determine which benefits are excludible from gross

income. The following rules were proposed.

39-707 0 - 85 - 8
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The General Rule.

General Rule--Where an employer generally makes available to

its employees facilities, goods, or services that exist

incidentally to its trade or business, the resulting bene-

fits to employees and their immediate families (to-+nclude

only spouse and dependent children) shall not be treated as

compensation includible in gross income under the following

circumstances:

1. The facilites, goods, or services are produced, held
for sale, or furnished by the employer to customers
in the normal conduct of trade or business and not
primarily for the personal use or consumption by the
employees of the employer; and

2. The facilities, goods, or services are made avail-
able to the employees under terms and conditions
such that the employer incurs no substantial addi-
tional cost in making them so available; and

3. The facilities, goods, or services are made avail-
able on a nondiscriminatory basis to employees
generally or to reasonable classifications of
employees determined, for example, on the basis of
the nature of their work, seniority, or similar
factors.

If all three tests are met, a benefit is considered non-

taxable.

The Special Rule. In a number of instances, a benefit will

not satisfy the general rule. Further examination is

necessitated. Therefore, a special rule is provided to test

the benefit for possible exclusion. The special rule covers

the relationship of the benefit to the employee's job, the

business requirements of the employer, and the safety of the

employee.
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The special rule is proposed as follows:

Special rule--Other benefits. Where facilities, goods, or
services are made avaiLable under circumstances that do not
meet all three of the requirements of the general rule,
whether or not the benefit conferred constitutes gross
income, will be determined as follows: If the facilities,
goods, or services satisfy any one of the three requirements
of the general rule and any one or more of the following
tests, the business-use portion will be excluded from gross
income. In determining whether requirement 2 or 3 of the
general rule applies, the facilities, goods, or services
involved need not be produced, held for sale, or furnished
by the employer in the normal course of its trade or busi-
ness. If the de minimis exception is satisfied, any
personal-use portion may also be excluded.

1. The benefit is considered as part of working
conditions and has a proximate relation to work
performed by the employee.

For example, in meeting this test and one of the tests under

the general rule, working conditions may include items used

by an employee at the job site during normal working hours

or facilities, goods, or services which expedite the conduct

of company business or improve efficiency in job perfor-

mance. Office furnishings satisfy this provision.

Incidental food and beverages furnished at a job site would

also qualify. Parking space provided by the employer may

come under this provision, particularly in the case of

salesmen who must spend time both in and out of the office.

2. The benefit furnished or the expense incurred
accommodates an important business requirement
of the employer.

Specific benefits covered by this provision and one or more

of the tests under the general rule may include the use of
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corporate assets and supper money, taxi services, firm par-

ties, and tickets provided to a function at which the

employer must be represented.

3. The benefit is provided primarily to insure the
employee's safety by protecting against significant
risk arising from the employment relationship.

Night taxi service, body guards, and security systems may

all fulfill this provision.

De Minimis Rules. Following the precedent of Revenue Ruling

59-58, 1959-1 C.B.17, which permits gifts of relatively

small value to be given to employees to promote good will,

the division recognizes the administrative need for de mini-

mis rules. The proposed rules are as follows:

De minimis exception.

1. Where a facility or asset's primary purpose and use
is business related, incidental personal use shall
not result in income to the employee or user.
"Incidental personal use" should be defined in terms
of a percentage of total use during the taxable
year. If the personal use is not incidental under
this rule, the taxable amount of the personal use
for the taxable year (such amount being considered a
single transaction) may be exempted under paragraph 2.

2. The provision of facilities, goods, or services
shall not be deemed to give rise to compensation
includible in gross income when the amount of such
item is so small or unidentifiable as to make
accounting for it unreasonable or administratively
impractical. This rule should be applied on a tran-
sactional basis, rather than on an aggregated basis,
unless each transaction is found to be part of an
overall plan to provide a package of specific and
previously identified items. For the purpose of
this rule "the amount of such item" shall be the
amount determined under the rules for the valuation
of taxable fringe benefits.
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Valuation of Taxable Fringe Benefits. To ensure fairness

and enforceability, the division recommends a procedure

whereby the taxable income to the recipient of the benefit

would be the lower of--

1. The incremental or allocated cost of the
benefit to the employer, or

2. The equivalent cost of the benefit to an
unrelated third party.

We do not agree with the Conference Report on the "Tax

Reform Act of 1984" (effective 1/1/85), which uses fair

market value for valuation of taxable fringe benefits.

The division's proposed rule is as follows:

Amount of income. If it is determined that an item is
compensaEincdgule in an employee's gross income, then
the amount included in gross income is the lower of cost to
the employer or fair market value of the item, which is the
amount that the employee would have had to pay, on an arm's-
length basis, to obtain use or possession of equivalent
facilities, goods, or services. Such inclusion, however,
may be eliminated as a result of the application of the de
minimis rules.

1. Cost is incremental cost, except allocated cost
should be used when property is furnished to
employees primarily for personal use.

2. The regulations prescribed under this rule shall
define employer cost with respect to the taxation
of specific benefits to the employee.

Incremental cost is marginal cost, which is the additional

,cost to the employer of furnishing the benefit to the

employee. Allocated cost, rather than incremental cost,

should be used when property is furnished to employees or

their families primarily for personal use. A proportionate
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part of fixed cost, such as depreciation and insurance, is

included in allocated cost. Such primary personal use is

taxed to the employee, and the valuation of the benefit is

the lower of allocated cost or the amount that employee

would have to pay on an arm's-length basis. Cost is not to

include lost-profit or opportunity cost.

The division disagrees with the "qualified employee

discount" provision of the new law. The employee discount

should not be limited to any specific percentage of normal

retail price. This provision may cause more problems than

it solves, by imposing additional as well as onerous record-

keeping requirements on employers relating to the com-

putation of gross profit percefitages. Further, in many

industries, it is quite common for employers to offer their

products to the general public at sale prices well below a

20 percent markdown. We believe that the proper test for an

employee discount should provide that the item offered is

one generally provided in the employer's normal business at

no substantially additional cost.

OTHER PROPOSALS

Withholding of Taxes. Because it is desirable to minimize

employer's administrative problems, the division recommends

that no income or payroll taxes be required to be withheld

from the employee, or paid by the employer, on the amount of

income determined to arise from taxable fringe benefits. In
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implementing this recommendation, Congress should consider

whether to continue or to change the treatment of certain

benefits currently subject to payroll taxes.

Reporting of Fringe Benefits. The compensatory value of

fringe benefits should be reported as "other compensation"

on Form W-2.

Other Recommendations. Prospective application of legisla-

tive rules is recommended. All employee groups in our

society should be covered by these provisions. They should

apply to military, congressional, and other government

employees as well as to those in the private, commercial,

and not-for-profit sectors.

RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

The division reached its conclusions after considering

several alternative approaches to resolution of the issues

in fringe benefit taxation. The decision to recommend the

codification of most of the status quo was made in an

attempt to provide simplification and greater certainty in

the treatment of a large number of diverse situations. It

is essential to recognize that many taxpayers have relied on

long established practices in making choices. There should

be no sudden disruption in corporate and individual planning

and the conduct of business.
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These proposals, however, leave room for gradual change.

The proper procedure for such modification will be either

through the enactment of changes in the broadly stated sta-

tutory rules or, with respect to their applicability to spe-

cific benefits, throught the regulatory process. As

clarification is needed or if decision making must be

illustrated for specific situations, regulations rather than

rulings should be issued in order to benefit from the public

comments received on exposure drafts.

The division has attempted to make its recommendations broad

in scope but not so definitive as to prevent evolution of

the law in this area as it becomes necessary. It, therefore,

has not attempted to cover all possible employee fringe

benefits nor all the situations in which they might be

furnished.

The general rule has been designed to exclude a large number

of mass benefits which are presently excluded as a result of

historical development, or custom. These benefits are simi-

lar in nature to those currently defined in Subchapter B,

Part III, Sections 101 through 127.

When benefits cannot be excluded by meeting each of the

tests under the general rule, the special rule reduces

uncertainty by providing an alternative which requires

justification of the "benefit because of its relationship to

the employer's business or the employee's safety in his
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employment. The tests in the special rule must be used in

conjunction with those in the general rule in order to

exclude the benefit. In any case, current law is not to be

superseded where the benefit is not provided solely to meet

an important need or requirement of the employer. In other

words, if the personal use of a facility, good, or service

is not judged de minimis, the personal benefit is taxed to

the employee. An example is the use of a company automobile

for personal reasons or for commuting.

When taxable, the value of the benefit to be included in

income must be determined as equitably and objectively as

possible. Where the employee is furnished a benefit pri-

marily because of a business requirement, such as the provi-

sion of a demonstrator automobile for the salesman's use,

the division believes that it is only equitable that the

measure of compensation be the lower of the employer's

incremental cost or third-party equivalent cost in valuing

the employee's personal use of the automobile. However, the

division believes that where the benefit is furnished for

primarily personal reasons and contains a significant ele-

ment of compensation, such as the use of a company automo-

bile by family members, the application of the lower of

allocated cost or third-party equivalent cost in determining

the amount taxable to the employee will result in greater

horizontal equity. On the other hand, if in any situation

the percentage of personal use or the value of the benefit
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is considered to be de minimis under the suggested rules,

the amount of the fringe benefit should be excluded from

income.

The division has considered only the issues involved in the

provision of nonstatutory fringe benefits to employees.

There has been no attempt to consider these rules as they

might be applied to independent contractors, partners, or

other self-employed persons. These are significant groups

of taxpayers who have a dual status similar to that of both

an employer and an employee.
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STATEMENT

of the

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

to the

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

RE: Taxation of Fringe Benefits

August 6, 1984

The American Medicil Association takes this opportunity to submit its

comments on the subject of taxation of fringe benefits. The principal

concern of the American Medical Association in this area at this time is

the tax treatment of employer-provided health benefits to employees.

Today 85% of Americans with private healtji coverage are covered

through group plans obtained at their place of employment. Employers and

labor unions play significant roles in our health care system by helping

to assure that employees receive adequate protection against the costs of

health care. Federal tax law has encouraged this positive development by

exclsiding from an employee's taxable income the amounts contributed by an

employer for employee health costs. We urge continuation of the current

policy, with modifications discussed below, so that the private sector

will continue to assure appropriate health coverage for the employee

population.
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The Health Care Cost Problem

The cost of health care is increasingly important in our public

policy debates. Employers are becoming more concerned with their overall

health care costs. Major business enterprises have assumed commitments

to provide comprehensive health benefits coverage to their employees.

Many are now reviewing the wisdom and necessity of total coverage and are

placing more responsibility on workers to share in the costs. Some

industry is now concerned that fringe benefit costs place American

business at a disadvantage with foreign competitors having lower total

labor costs.

For some years health care economists have focused on the provisions

of the internal Revenue Code which exclude from employee income the

amounts paid by the employer for health insurance. Some have said that

Americans tend to overinsure against predictable health care costs and

pinpointed the federal tax subsidy for private health insurance plans as

a prime contributor to the problem.

In 1978 the AMA adopted a recommendation of the National Commission

on the Cost of Medical Care that there be a ltmi&-tion on the tax-free

status of employer-provided health plans.

Following his election, President Reagan appointed a Health Policy

Advisory Group ciuaired by William Walsh, M.D, Director of Project HOPE.

Dr. Walsh stated that we should "make certain that our tax laws will not

penalize efficiency and cost-effectiveness. . .*. Cost-conscious business

and labor forces should also have Incentives in the form of tax-free

rebates in order to expand efforts already begun in the private sector to

purchase health protection at a competitive, reasonable cost. . . . We
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should reward citizens who select cost-effective plans, just as federal

policy should reward cost-effective physicians, hospitals, and other

providers of care. These policy changes will stimulate competition in

health care delivery--a more effective stimulus for cost-containment than

mere regulation. . . The primary causes of the increase in our health

bill have been the infusion of payment for health care which have taken

both the consumer and the provider out of the transaction. . . . As a

result of all participants in the health transaction being exempt from

the consequence of their decisions, federal policy makers cannot rely on

the normal cost restraints imposed at the marketplace."

The Winston Task Force appointed by then Health and Human Services

Secretary Schwelker in 1981 recoLctended that a limit should be imposed on

the current exclusion from taxable income of an employee's share of

employer-paid health plan contributions or premiums. With regard to an

employee who selects a lower-cost health plan option, the task force

decided to recommend that a tax-free rebate for choosing a low-cost

option be made optional with the employer.

Secretary Schweiker also convened an internal HHS staff task force to

consider health care financing reform options. This task force also

recommended changes in the tax system. It recommended that employers be

prohibited from deducting as a business expense health plan contributions

exceeding a certain dollar amount per month. The group also recommended

that tax credits equal to some fraction of an employer's start-up costs

be granted to employers who offer their employees a choice of health

plans. To qualify for this tax credit, the internal task force

recommended that employers offer a choice of cost-effective health plans.
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In the 97th Congress various pro-competition/consumer choice bills

contained tax changes to create Incentives for greater consumer choice in

health plans.

In 1983 a far-reaching new project was launched by the AMA: the

Health Policy Agenda for the Antrican People. This unique and important

cooperative program will contit~ue until mid-1986. It brings together

more than 350 representatives from some 150 groups and represents a

coordinated private and public health sector effort to develop a

long-term, consistent approach to the health care issues facing the

nation.

One of the principles adopted in Phase I of thIs project declares

that "Government spending and taxing policies should encourage efficient

production and consumption of health services." In supporting language,

the report of the Health Policy Agenda indicates that "tax treatment of

employer contributions for health insurance and individual tax deductions

for health expenditures Influence the level of insurance coverage thereby

affecting the demand for health care. This, in turn, impacts on the

utilization of health care and expenditures."

The above statements, recommendations and findings all underline the

fact that this nation's tax policies have a significant impact on the

health care marketplace. In addition, as reformers seek solutions to the

problems in our health care payment mechanisms many consider changes in

the tax system to reverse "perverse incentives" that may exist there.

AMA Position

The American Medical Association supports a limitation on the current

unlimited tar-free status of employer-provided health insurance.
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A bill introduced in this Congress at the request of the

Administration, S. 640, would provide that employer contributions to a

health plan would be includible in gross income of the employee to the

extent that they exceed $70 per month for an individual employee or $175

per month for family coverage. The AMA supports this bill.

Although in this time of large deficits many might view the tax cap

proposal as desirable primarily from a revenue-enhancement point of view,

our support is based on the expectation that such a cap would increase

consumer cost-consciousness and thereby help to reduce the increases in

health care-costs. We believe that the levels for any cap should be high

enough to provide for an adequate health insurance policy.

A cap on the tax-free health insurance benefits received by an

employee could lead to a re-examinatlon of expensive first dollar

coverage and could result in the offering of less-expensive plans incor-

porating larger deductible or copayment amounts. Studies, notably one

conducted recently by the Rand Corporation, indicate that even modest

deductibles and copayments can have a significant impact on reducing

inappropriate demand for health care services by increasing consumer

cost-consciousness.

The AMA continues to support modifications to the tax code to modify

the incentives that encourage expensive first-dollar coverage in employee

health benefit plans, and we have developed principles for consumer

choice health insurance programs. The principles are intended to

stimulate competition by providing the employee with multiple options for

health insurance coverage and enabling the employee to make a prudent

selection. A copy of these principles is attached to this statement.
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The tax cap proposal would assist In reducing overall health costs by

restraining demand for health services, and it represents a preferable

alternative to regulation of the supply of health services through

central planning" which ultimately leads to the rationing of health care.

At a time when all are concerned about the increasing expenditures

for health care, we feel that the tax cap proposal is an appropriate step

toward removing one of the incentives to overinsure and overutilize

services.

A cap would eliminate the bias toward increased health benefits

rather than Increased cash salary that exists under current law.

Currently the employee effectively receives a full dollar for every

dollar paid by the employer for insurance premiums. If the employee

takes the same dollar in salary, its benefit to htm would be reduced if

he had to pay tax and use the balance remaining to pay the insurance

premium. While the purchase by the employer is not itself a problem, the

resulting comprehensiveness of coverage can stimulate excesses in the use

of the health system. Under a tax cap, employees will be faced with a

different tax consequence where additional benefits provided through an

increased premium contribution will come from "after tax" dollars. In

the final analysis, a reasonable "cap" will cause a closer analysis by

employees of the need for a premium expenditure and will result in

greater Individual responsibility in the use of the health system.

We believe that it is important that legislation providing for a tax

cap contain indexing provisions to recognize future increases in the cost

of medical care and a concomitant increase in employer health plan

costs. In this way the cap will, continue to discourage primarily the
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very expensive first-dollar health plans but wil not Impose undue tax

consequences on workers whose health plans become more expensive solely

due to Inflationary trends. We believe that the medical care component

of the consumer price Index is the most appropriate index.

Our second concern focuses on the scope of benefits offered by the

employer. We urge employers, employees, and third party payors to adjust

plans by increasing patient cost-sharing and by offering multiple plans

with varying deductibles and levels of coinsurance. Plan costs should

not be arbitrarily reduced simply by reducing the breadth of benefits

provided by health insurance plans. We believe that employer-based

health insurance has proven to be an extremely successful mechanism for

providing most Americans with access to comprehensive health care ser-

vices, and this feature of our health care system should not be weakened

in order to maintain first-dollar coverage with its demonstrated increase

in demand.

Conclusion

The American Medical Association supports the adoption of a tax cap

on employer-provided health coverage. We believe such an action would

represent an important first step in rationalizing economic

decision-making by encouraging the offering of less expensive health

plans providing for greater patient cost-sharing and individual

responsibility. The existing incentive for overinsuring (through federal

subsidy) should be eliminated, and the Administration's proposal as

embodied in S. 640, if modified, is a reasonable and measured response

addressing the problem. We urge the Committee to give favorable

consideration to this proposal and to provide for appropriate indexing of

the tax cap level.

1496p/l
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ATTACHMENT

CONSUMER CHOICE PRINCIPLES

The nearly universal coverage of medical expenses by health Insurance
or Government health programs has insulated most Americans from consider-
ation of the cost of medical services. It is said that this Is partly
responsible for the continuing rise In medical care costs. Government
responses have usually Imposed limits on the supply of medical services;
it has been AM& policy that demand for services must be addressed. Thus
competition and individual choice must be enhanced as alternatives to
regulation.

The following principles should be considered as a whole. They spell
out a policy for greater individual choice and for incentives for prudent
behavior by individuals. While the principles may singly state appro-
priate policy, it Is Intended that all principles be considered in
reviewing consumer choice/competition legislation.

1. Employsent-Based Health Insurance. The growth of employment-based
group health insurance for employees and their families should
continue to be encouraged through tax incentives.

2. Adequate Benefits. Each health Insurance plan offered to employees
should contain adequate benefits, including catastrophic coverage.
Plans which do not have adequate benefits should not qualify for tax
deduction as a business expense for the employer.

3. Multiple Choice of Plans. Health insurance plan options, with vary-
ing levels of coinsurance and deductibles, should be available to
employees; accordingly employers, through tax incentives, should be
encouraged (but not required) to offer employees a choice of several
health insurance plans. Multiple options will better meet individual
and family needs and encourage greater individual responsibility in
utilizaion of medical care services.

4. Equal Contributions. Equal employer contributions should be made for
health benefit plans, regardless of the plan selected by the employee.

5. Limitation on Tax Deductibility of Excessive Health Insurance Pre-
mium. A limit should be placed on the amount of health insurance
premiums paid by an employer that would be tax exempt income to the
employee, as with life Insurance. This amount should be high enough
to provide for adequate benefits and should be adjusted for inflation.

In order to discourage overinsurance and "first-dollar coverage"
which can cause increased demand for care, amounts paid by the
employer in excess of the limit would be taxable income to employees.

6. Rebate to Employees. In order to stimulate prudent selection of
health insurance by employees, employees may receive non-taxable
rebates when choosing an insurance policy where the premium cost is
less than the amount of the employer contribution.
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7. Quality of Care. Employer health insurance plans should assure
employees the free choice of sources of medical care services.
Services should be of high quality. Plans should provide comparable
benefits for treatment of physical and mental illness.

1496p/2
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JIMMY I. ROSSER
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR. AL . July 26, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Cmittee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-219
Washington DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Regarding the July 26, 27 and 30 hearing, Taxation

of Employee Benefits, the following is submitted for

your consideration.

It is this Company's position that private enterprise

has built an effective and efficient arrangement covering

the needs of employees through the employee benefit system.

It is far superior to any government program which would

replace it.

There is a definite need evidenced, and this is being

fairly met under our present system.

Sincerely,

-JLR:Js

AMERICAN FURNITURE COMPANY INC. * MARTINSVILLE VIRSINIA 24112
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q4 pL 2433
August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg, Rm. SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: Public Hearings of July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

Taxation of Employee Benefits

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The management staff at American Mirror Company, Inc., is of the
opinion that the existing tax laws do encourage employers to provide
fringe benefits to our employees. It is our feeling that all our
employees do benefit fairly at the present time from these current
tax incentives.

Our benefits for medical insurance, disability income protection and
group life insurance are uniform for all of our employees. We do not
provide these fringe benefits just to the highly paid employee nor only
to male employees. All employees are treated equally and fairly with
otr company-sponsored plan of benefits.

The cost for medical care is now extremely expensive. If the government
was to make the cost of medical benefits we provide for our employees
as taxable income to the employee and remove the tax deduction from
the employer, as an employer we would no longer have an incentive to
provide medical insurance, disability income, life insurance, etc.
to our employees. It would be much easier administratively to eliminate
all fringe benefit plans and to simply increase the hourly rate of pay
for our employees to purchase their own insurance for their own needs.
However, the employee does not have the group purchasing power that
the employer has. Many individual policies, especially medical insurance
do not provide the broad coverage which our group plan provides.

Thus, it is our contention that our employees would not purchase their
own individual policies or get as much coverage for their dollar as
the employer provides. We feel that our employees would definitely
suffer if employer-sponsored benefits do not exist. We feel that
employee benefits are essential to the economic security of our employees
and their dependents.
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dowWA cUPAW INC.
P~ .&I sex

I" VO 243 J

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment August 13, 1984
Page 2

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement
covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit system.
It is far superior to any government program which would replace it.
It should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax
revenues. The employee needs are there and must be met. If private
enterprise is not encouraged to meet its needs, government must.
And we believe the ultimate price to our nation will be greater.

Very truly yours,

enis S. Morris

Corporate Secretary

GSM/jp
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10 August 1984

The Honorable Robert Packwood
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Psychiatric Association, a medical specialty
society representing over 29,000 psychiatrists nationwide,
is pleased to provide its views of proposed tax law
changes relating to fringe benefits. As you may be aware
from previous testimony we have submitted to the Senate
Finance Committee, we are most seriously concerned about
past and present efforts to alter the current tax-exempt
status of employer-paid employee health insurance premiums.

We know from a recent painful experience with the Federal
Employee Health Benefit Plan that when benefits are cut --
as they would be in this case to reduce premium costs --
the first cutbacks are those for the treatment of mental
illness. History has instructed us well that the voiced
or unvoiced concerns of the mentally ill, whose benefits
under most employer plans already are restricted at best,
are not heeded at such times.

Similarly such a cap could have other serious, but more in-
direct adverse effects on mentally ill, other chronically
ill and older workers. If employers responded to the
tax cap by offering employees a choice of plans -- a low
option which is non-taxable and a high option which is
taxable - those wio perceive themselves as healthier
likely would choose the lower-cost, minimal coverage plan.
Less healthy workers would want the protection of a more
comprehensive, higher cost (and therefore taxable) plan.
Over time, the cost of providing services to the high
users would drive up the premium of that group, and those
remaining healthier workers would drop out. This adverse
selection would put the cost of the more comprehensive pro-
tection out of reach for those who need it. Thus, those at
greatest risk for high health care costs, for whom the con-
cept of health insurance is intended to serve and who
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are the least able to bear the increased tax burden imposed by the tax cap,
among them the mentally ill, mentally retarded or handicapped, will be
least able to afford the insurance coverage itself.

During your Subcommittee's hearing on the fringe benefit issue, Chairman
Dole noted that "the exclusion from an employee's gross income for em-
ployer-provided health care coverage was intended to encourage employers
to provide comprehensive medical coverage for all workers. Certainly, this
desirable social goal has been achieved through the use of tax incentives."
He then supported the Administration's proposal to alter such benefit's tax
status through the imposition of a cap on such insurance benefits.

We are deeply concerned that changing the current tax status of such health
benefits most likely would lead to damaging alterations in that "comprehensive
medical coverage" which would work to the detriment of this nation's workers
and their families. Further, we understand it will not raise the revenues
which the Administration suggests could then be utilized to shore up either
the Federal deficit or the Medicare program.

The National Center for Health Services Research, the Employee Benefits
Research Institute and Price Waterhouse have all determined that the revenues
projected to be raised by the imposition of such a cap are based on poorly
founded assumptions. For example, it is assumed that employees will maintain
their insurance coverage above a capped level. The facts are to the contrary;
employees will opt for lower-cost coverage, avoiding the tax and raising no
revenues. As stated at the outset baLued upon FEHBP experience, benefit
packages likely will be reduced to hold down premium costs.

We urge the Committee to retain the current tax status of employer-paid
employee health insurance premiums not only because of its hollow promise of
increased revenues, but because of the hardship it will work upon a significant
number of mentally ill, mentally retarded, handicapped and chronically ill
in this country -- populations already too often burdened by high insurance
premiums for inadequate coverage.

Sincerely,

Jy B. utler
Special Counsel and Director
Division of Government Relations

JBC:TF:bj
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The Honorable dob Packwood
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers appreciates this opportunity
to present its views on taxation of employee educational assistance
provided by their employers. We request that the attached statement on
this issue be included in the record of the hearings conducted by the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, July 26, 27, and 30, 1984,
on taxation of fringe benefits.

Adult and continuing education is particularly important for engineers,
who must stay abreast of rapidly changing technology. We hope our
statement is useful to the Subcommittee as it reviews this important
issue. Please let us know if we can provide any further information or
can be of assistance.

Sincerely,,/ ,/, '

George Kotnick
President

GK/PW-: In
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Statement of

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Submitted for the Hearing Record

Subc committee on Taxation and Debt Management

of the

Committee on Finance

United States Senate

Hearings on Employee Fringe Benefits

August 10, 1984
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The American Society or" Mechanical Engineers (ASME) appreciates the

opportunity to submit its views on the reinstatement of Section 127 of

the Internal Revenue Code to the Taxation and Debt Management

Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee. ASME is a technical and

educational society founded over 100 years ago. Membership in ASME

exceeds 100,000 engineers.

One of ASME's goals is to ensure the technical competence of engineers

throughout their working life. With rapid changes in technology.

continuing education is especially critical for engineers to krep up to

date in their field or to switch areas of engineering speci .lization. We

wish to stress that continuing education has two functions: 1) To

enable engineers to keep pace with rapidly changing technology in their

field; and 2) To provide for retraining to avoid unemployment in a

diminishing field.

Until its expiration on December 31, 1983, Section 127 of the Internal

Revenue Code exempted qualified employer educational assistance from

employee Federal income taxes. Since the law now requires employees to

pay taxes on tuition paymnts made by their employers unless the courses

are strictly "job-related," we believe there will be a substantial drop

in adult and continuing education. Over 95 percent of the participants

in ASME's continuing education courses since the outset of its

professional development program have been supported by their employers

through tuition reimbursement.

In the absence of Section 127, employers and employees must return to the

old "Job related" test. That test has serious ambiguities which will
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create uncertainty and have a chilling effect on employer support for

continuing education.

Reinstating Section 127 would be analogous to the GI Bill of Rights which

provides for an investment in the future. Continuing education should be

viewed as an investment, not a fringe benefit. It should be considered a

business expense, required for a company to remain competitive. With the

appropriate mix of educational programs, we can improve our quality of

life while improving the nation's industrial competitiveness and balance

of trade; we can improve productivity while improving the quality of our

products.

To illustrate the importance of Section 127, we offer two examples of how

it affects workers of different ages. In 1979, a 55 year-old aerospace

engineer found himself not working on a space program because his

employer re-assigned him to a synthetic fuels project. Even though his

undergraduate education, made possible by the GI Bill, allowed him to

help put a man on the moon, he required retraining to apply his

engineering knowledge to a program trying to ensure the nation's energy

independence. His retraining through continuing education should not be

considered a fringe benefit. It is a means for that person to grow

professionally and maintain the competence necessary to stay employed.

In 1984, a 29-year old welder is facing unemployment because the steel

industry for which he has been working cannot compete with the Japanese

steel industry. The welder could be retrained for employment as a

welding inspector in another industry or possibly enter a program in

computer aided manufacturing to help revive the competitiveness of the
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!.S. steel industry. This retraining is not a fringe benefit. If

pursuant to a qualified educational plan under Section 127, the cost of

retraining would not be taxable income to the welder. Without Section

127, it is unclear whether It is "job related" under Section 165.

These examples demonstrate that failure to provide continuing education

and retraining frequently results in unemployment, and hence a lower tax

base. More importantly, middle income people who would benefit most from

education to enhance their job skills would be hurt the most and

unemployed first.

Congress has long debated the need and methods for improving skills of

the worKforce to maintain employment and compete in international

markets. Recently, the Congress approved a $400 million program to boost

math and science education. We support this effort, but note that

reinstatement of Section 127 would cost the U.S. Treasury only a fraction

of $400 million; the Department of Treasury itself estimated the cost of

Section 127 would be $25 million in 1984. On the other hand, the cost to

the Treasury for every one percent Increase in unemployment is $30

billion. Clearly, Section 127 is a cost-effective investment in the

future of America.

Congress has also expressed concern about commercial utilization of

technology. Unless engineers and others in the work force have the

ability to move easily from one technical project to another, much

technology with commercial potential will continue to collect dust on

shelves.
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Just a few weeks ago, the Senate approved legislation to enhance new

ianufacturing technologies, including autonated manufacturing and

robotics. For new, efficient manufacturing technologies to be

successfully implemented, thousands of engineers and technicians will

need to learn new skills through continuing education. Exempting tuition

reimbursement from taxable income would greatly facilitate this process.

In conclusion, we urge the Subcommittee to move expeditiously to approve

legislation to reinstate Section 127 and make clear that employer

expenses for employee education are legitimate business expenses which

are not taxable income to the employee. Continuing education is a

cost-effective investment, not a fringe benefit.

0243A
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a"sp9A
Managing Human Resources

Chairman
James ". Skaggs, APM

Corporate Personnel Director
Del e. Webb Corporation
3800 North Central Ave.
Phoenix. AZ 85013
(202) 264-8370. Cat. 370

August 10, 1984

The Honorable Robert Packwood
United States Senate
259 Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

The American Society for Personnel Administration would like to present
Its position on the status of current employee benefit legislation. We
would also take this opportunity to express our views on the subject of
potential legislation which may change the way employee benefits tradi-
tionally have been taxed.

We feel that a description of the key issues In employee benefit legisla-
tion being considered by the Congress and the Society's reaction to each
of these points would be beneficial to the Committee.

Tax Reform Act of 1984

With respect to the Tax Reform Act of 1984 there are several Items that
cause considerable concern to the business community. First, for those
companies that use 501(c)(9) trusts to fund disability and medical plans,
very restrictive limits will be placed on the funding of these benefits
with the Imposition of higher administrative fees and complex rules
governing reserves. The 501(c)(9) trust vehicle was an extremely valuable
tool to allow companies to pre-fund for the cost of post-retirement medical
benefits for their retirees. With the much publicized concern for the
continued fiscal Integrity of Medicare and Medicaid it seems Inconsistent
that Congress should enact legislation that would stifle private sector
initiative to ease the federal burden by pre-funding industry sponsored plans.

Secondly, we are concerned with the abrupt nature of the -IRS reaction to
cafeteria plans. While the stated motivation for such a position was the
loss of tax revenue, It would appear totally Inconsistent with the federally
endorsed position to curb the alarming escalation of health care costs
throughout the nation. Many of our member companies have introduced cafeteria
plans with flexible spending accounts for the express purpose of controlling

VtAmerican Society For Personnel Administration
National Headquarters a 606 M. Washington Street . Alexandria. Virginia 22314 a Phone: 703/548-3440
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health care costs. Instead of a "use It or lose It" approach which may,
In fact, encourage employees to spend even more without concern about
cost containment, Incentive features could be retained by allowing employees
who do not use'the flexible spending account amount to roll-over or carry
forward these amounts Into ensuing years without penalty. This would afford
them the Incentive to spend these monies In a more cost-conscious fashion.

Third, we are concerned with the loss of tax exemption for employee educa-
tionnl assistance plans. Companies have sponsored employee educational
assistance plans for many years. These plans have given employees the oppor-
tunity to seek broadened career opportunities which would not have been
financially available to them in the absence of the assistance programs. We
feel that the legislation should focus on the objective of producing the
most educated workforce in the world and not to hinder the opportunity for
employee self-improvement which has been the foundation of our nation's growth.
There are a number of other Items In the bill which merit comment but time
will not allow.

The Retirement Equity Act of 1984

With respect to the Retirement Equity Act of 1984, we are in general agreement
with the versions being considered by the Senate and the House of Representa-
tives with one major exception.

There is a proposal In the Congress that early retirement supplements, benefit
options, and many other aspects of pension plans will be considered part of
the accrued benefit for all participants and, therefore, not subject to re-
moval from the plan. This would effectively eliminate the use of "window"
plans which encourage employees who are eligible to retire to do so, and in
most cases, receive a form of bonus for such election. This plan allows for
the continued employment of workers who may have been laid off or terminated
If these job opportunities had not materialized.

We feel that employers should be allowed a degree of flexibility in supple-
menting retirement benefits to achieve a current economic objective and not
be saddled with a perpetual obligation for a pension benefit that is no longer
meaningful in light of current economic conditions.

The Future

I would like to briefly address our feelings about the potential areas of
benefit legislation in 1985 and beyond.

There has been considerable speculation that there will be major tax reform
legislation In 1985. While we concur with the objective of Congress to reduce
the huge federal deficits, we respectfully request that Congress not lose
sight of the enormous economic security that employer and union sponsored
employee benefits provide to workers and retirees. Deficit reduction is crucial
to continuation of American economic vitality. Yet great care must be exercised
in devising a program to achieve this goal. Some tax favored programs actually
Increase future tax revenues or reduce needs for government services. For
example, tax favored savings programs like pensions, IRAs and 401(k) plans in-
crease countrywide savings and thus stimulate capital formation and economic
growth. Other tax favored employee benefits like health insurance efficiently
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provide "needed services that would otherwise require less efficient govern-
ment provision. And, no doubt, employees would rather go to their own
company benefits manager to answer their health Insurance questions than
to some anonymous government agency.

Too many times we hve heard of the flagrant abuses of tax-exempt benefits
by certain Individuals. Representatives of management and labor need more
opportunities like these hearings to express their viewpoints to Interested
legislators concerning employee benefits and the relationships to social
values and other national Issues such as health care cost containment.

When benefit issues are addressed in light of tax reforms, consideration
should be given to the social and economic problems that will result if
employee benefits are no longer tax exempt. The heaviest tax burden will
be Imposed on the "middle class" which is reported to represent over 70 per-
cent of those Individuals covered by pension and welfare plans. It is
Interesting to note that less than three percent of covered employees earned
over $50,000. Consideration should also be given to the fact that employer
sponsored plans remove a significant amount of pressure from federally spon-
sored social programs.

Industry is willing to continue to bear a significant part of the cost to
provide these socially desirable programs for their employees and retirees
but a sense of equity demands that there be a continuation of the tax ex-
emption for employee benefits.

Additionally, we believe that all of us, both In public life and in private,
need to keep in mind that the constant changes effected and proposed In the
employee benefits arena in the past decade have also added significantly to
the costs borne by employers in administering these programs and in communi-
cating and effecting frequent, and often confusing, changes. This impacts
not only employers in the process of administering these benefit programs
and in effecting changes, but also the average employee who is often confronted
with confusing and highly technical options, and frequently is unable or un-
aware of how to take advantage of them. As the Committee looks at our em-
ployee benefits programs, we would do well to keep in mind the need for
simplicity and cost effectiveness.

We thank the Committee for this opportunity to present our views on these
Important matters. Our objective is to deal with these Issues on an equitable
and sound fiscal basis and we would be pleased to assist the Committee and
Its staff to achieve these results.

Sincerely,

James H. Skaggs
Chairman

39-707 0 - 85 - 10
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Statement of AT&T

in Connection with the Hearings

of the Senate Finance Subcommittee

on Taxation and Debt Management

on the Subject of Fringe Benefits

August 13, 1984

We appreciate the opportunity to offer our comments and

opinions on issues relating to private employee benefit plans. AT&T

has provided employee benefits since 1913 and currently has benefit

plans providing coverage to approximately 375,000 active and 70,000

retired employees.

In order to state our position on the relative issues

impacting employee benefits as succinctly and as accurately as

possible, we felt it would be effective to use a question and answer

format. Therefore, we have divided our statement into two parts:

Questions that we would normally raise ourselves in addressing employee

benefit plan issues and questions raised by Senator Packwood concerning

employee benefits.
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AT&T Questions and Answers

QUESTION: WHY DO EMPLOYERS PROVIDE BENEFITS?

ANSWER: We believe employers sponsor employee benefit plans

primarily because such programs fulfill a need for personal

and family financial security which individual employees may

not always recognize or provide for themselves. Employers

also provide benefits to assure their competitive position

in attracting high calibre employees. The employment

relationship offers both a cost efficient vehicle and a

degree of expertise in benefit planning that are unique to

the workplace. Specifically, employers can take advantage of

a group pricing structure which eases the cost impact

attributable to demographic changes of the work force over

time and concurrently obtain various economies of scale.

Furthermore, employers can design benefits which (1) take

into account the relative levels of income of the employees

thereby responding to a measure of employee needs, and (2)

can be coordinated with benefits provided by Federal and

State governments in order to avoid duplication.
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QUESTION: WHAT ARE THE ESSENTIAL BENEFITS THAT NEED TO BE PROVIDED?

ANSWER: At a minimum, we believe that the employer should provide

protection against risks that arise infrequently and impact

significantly upon the employee and the employee's family.

Such risks are usually attributable to sickness and death.

As employees mature in the work force and ultimately retire

from the business, we believe that provisions should be made

for them to retire in an orderly manner at a fair and

reasonable level of income and security. Irrespective of

tax policy, these considerations are the major items of

concern to most employers and have been addressed by

companies since the early 1900's. With respect to

retirement benefits, we believe that defined benefit plans

are clearly superior to defined contribution plans. Defined

benefit plans provide a more predictable level of wage

replacement at retirement than defined contribution plans,

thereby providing employees with a sense of security that is

generally beneficial to the well-being of the entire work

force. AT&T provides these benefit coverages to all of its

375,000 active employees, 96% of whom earn less than

$50,000.

QUESTION: WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES TO SOCIETY OF EMPLOYER-PROVIDED

BENEFIT PLANS?
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ANSWER: We believe that the provision for employee benefits reduces

the burden of welfare expenditures by government and serves

as a financial planning aid to employees. In most cases, we

believe that individual employees would not make the same

comprehensive financial arrangements that are provided

through the medium of the employer sponsored benefi plans.

Furthermore, benefits provided by employers react more

quickly and accurately to the needs of the population in

that the benefits are provided to smaller groups in society

whose needs are subject to better definition.

For these reasons, we believe that employee benefits are

responsive to employee needs and expectations and beneficial

to society in general.

QUESTION: WHY DO EMPLOYERS PREFER TO ADVANCE FUND POST-RETIREMENT

BENEFIT COVERAGES?

ANSWER: AT&T believes that the advance funding of post-retirement

benefits through the establishment of "off-balance-sheet"

assets secures the promise to provide the benefits to our

retirees. The establishment of a fund irrevocably committed

to the provision of employee benefits leaves little doubt

that the employer is acting in good faith when promising the

payment of a future benefit. Additionally, such funding

creates a supply of capital which can be directed to long
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term productive use for a healthy and growing economy rather

than immediate consumption. Funding provides a higher level

of both savings and employment in our economy than would

otherwise be the case. Furthermore, we believe that unless

costs are funded over the period of time during which

benefits are earned, i.e., spread over the working life of

the employees who are earning the benefits, business in

general will be-hard pressed to remain competitive both

nationally and internationally. The reason for this is that

the absence of advance funding will over time lead to higher

employer financing requirements with respect to post-

retirement benefits.

Finally, annual accounting recognition of the costs of

post-retirement benefits over the active working life time

of employees is likely to be mandated by FASB in the future.

Advance funding for such benefits will serve to discharge

the annual obligation as it arises and would avoid the

undesirable accumulation of large liabilities on employers'

balance sheets.

QUESTION: HOW SHOULD TAX POLICY AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS BE RELATED TO

EACH OTHER?
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ANSWER: It is our opinion that the Federal government should

encourage employee benefits that (1) provide significant

financial protection against events which are not subject to

individual financial planning, and (2) encourage savings for

retirement. We believe the current emphasis on deficit

reduction with respect to employee benefit tax policy is

short-sighted. With regard to group term insurance, such

benefits provided by employers result in a reduction

expenditures in government welfare programs. With regard to

post-retirement benefits, the Federal government's role

should be to provide a tax deferral - not a tax elimination

- to encourage employers to guarantee post-retirement

benefits.

In the legislative analysis and related material we have

seen with respect to tax policy issues, there is an

implication that the elimination of tax incentives will

increase revenues to the Federal government on a one-to-one

relationship and leave everything else unchanged. We

believe this assumption to be false. If funding of post

retirement benefits is cut back because tax incentives are

diminished, we expect that post-retirement benefit levels

will be reduced. Employers will not contribute as much as

they had been contributing in the past, and employees will

not make up the difference. The ultimate result of this

scenario will be to convert current savings to current

consumption and to shift the burden from the private sector
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to the governmental sector, i.e., social security and

Medicare. This, in our opinion, produces an unintended and

undesirable effect. Indeed the burden on certain government

programs is already extreme as can be seen from the 1984

Trustees Report on Social Security. This report shows that

for the Hospital Insurance fund, expenditures during the

first half of the next century will be almost three times

the income to the fund.

Questions Raised by Senator Packwood and Responses of AT&T

QUESTION: Should the tax law encourage employers to provide fringe

benefits; and if so, which benefits or services should be

encouraged and what type and level of tax incentive is

appropriate?

ANSWER: We feel that the tex law should provide incentives to

encourage employers to provide benefits that protect the

employee and the employee's family against the risks

attributable to sickness and death, and to encourage

retirement benefits and the prudent advance funding of such

benefits. The type and level of tax incentive should depend

upon the benefit involved. In the case of term life

insurance, it is probably better to tax the benefit provided

to the beneficiary and allow for appropriate deductions or
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credits. With respect to reserve accumulation of post-

retirement benefits, the taxes should be deferred until such

time as the benefit is paid. Flexibility in funding

benefits should be allowed and broadened from its current

status. Choices from among several actuarial methods and

amortization schedules should be. permitted.

QUESTION: What conditions or restrictions are apDropriate on tax

incentives to encourage employers to provide fringe

benefits?

ANSWER: Rules should be designed to permit plans to provide coverage

to a broad group of employees through simple percentage

tests. Demographic factors should not be employed in

discrimination tests.

Absolute dollar limits on the amount of benefits that can be

paid from a qualified pension plan should be removed where

the cost associated with providing benefits in excess of

such limits is, in the aggregate, small. If Congress is

concerned with limiting deductible amounts, rules should

provide that funding may be provided but that deductions in

excess of stated maximums must be deferred to the time of

benefit payout. Integration should be permitted in order to
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reflect equity in pension benefits. In .eneral, an offset

approach would be sufficient, e.g., 80% of final pay less

100% of primary social security.

QUESTION: Are the existing rules concerning fringe benefits sufficient

to ensure that all employees benefit fairly from the tax

incentives?

ANSWER: It is apparent that some of the rules are very restrictive.

Executives are removed from benefit plans even where the

benefits are not deemed to be discriminatory. Thus the

individuals who are responsible for decisions regarding the

security and welfare of the lower and middle income

employees are removed from the protective auspices of the

plans.

Also many of the rules require excessive and unnecessary

documentation and notification to the employees which are

costly to the corporation and provide little if any benefit

to the employees (e.g., summary annual reports, notices

regarding IRS filings, notices regarding certain prohibited

transactions, etc.).

QUESTION: Are the existing tax incentives for benefits such as health

care, life insurance, day care, education assistance, and

cafeteria plans effective in encouraging employers to
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provide these benefits to a broad cross section of employees

at a lower total cost than if the government provided the

benefits directly, if employers provide the benefits on a

taxable basis, or employees purchased these benefits on

their own?

ANSWER: We believe that employers have demonstrated that they are

providing benefits to a broad cross section of employees at

all income levels on a more cost effective basis than could

the government. However, the continuation and proliferation

of changing and additional regulations are having a negative

effect on employers. These regulations are excessive,

change too frequently and hamper efficient planning and may

cause elimination of some benefit plans.

QUESTION: How will tax laws that encourage employers to provide fringe

benefits affect compensation planning?

ANSWER: Compensation planning is directed at current and deferred

compensation. Deferred compensation in large businesses is

provided to help secure employees from financial

catastrophes and provide retirement income. Employers

establish target levels of total compensation for each of

their positions which may be delivered in either cash or

non-cash forms. Compensation policy is concerned with

attracting, retaining, and motivating employees. When tax
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laws encourage benefits, they become a more attractive

option to employees and thus an increased part of the

compensation mix. Finally, it is disruptive to change

compensation practices on a regular basis. A stable tax

policy and stable benefit regulations would allow employers

to commit themselves to ongoing cash and non-cash programs

with this stability having a positive effect on employee

security, expectations, and attitudes.

QUESTION: Will tax incentives for employer-provided fringe benefits

affect potential employees' choice of employment?

ANSWER: While direct pay is still a very important consideration, we

feel that employees will continue to assign a high value to

the level of benefits that are available to them and this

will impact on their choice of employment.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

At AT&T, we have a long history of providing employee

benefits and view our commitments to our employees as long-term.

Accordingly, we have made provisions to meet these financial

commitments. Fulfilling these commitments has certainly not been

helped by the legislative actions of Congress during the past several
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years. The frequent changes imposed by recent tax legislation

affecting the business community impacts employers and employees

adversely by creating instability in long-term employer commitments and

by undermining individual employee financial planning. In the future,

we hope that Congress will continue to solicit employer views on tax

issues and how they affect the provisions of employee benefits before

proposing legislation.

Plan sponsors who wish to provide a sound and secure benefit

environment for their workforce need help from Congress. Congress must

recognize that abusive tax shelters is an issue that must be isolated

from legitimate tax incentives provided to employee benefits and that

it should be dealt with separately. As a start we believe the

following should be studied:

e Reasonable tests for discrimination:

e.g., Tests should be designed to prevent the abuses, if any,

with which Congress is concerned. Thus, the rules imposed on

different sizes, forms, and types of business employers should

not necessarily be the same.

* More precise definitions of:

- accrued benefits

- actuarial equivalents

- special one time arrangements

- individual equity in funded benefit plans
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* The Implications of maximum limits on benefits relative to tax

deductions, funding and plan terminations, and

* Flexibility to finance and provide benefits that are responsive

to changing employer and employee needs.

These items need to be worked out and then adhered to for

several years in order to avoid reacting prematurely to problems which

are more imagined than real.

We appreciate this opportunity to present our comments to

this Subcommittee. Again, we strongly believe that the availability of

tax incentives and employer sponsored programs are the most efficient

and cost effective methods of providing benefits for individuals.
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The American Trucking Associations, Inc. (ATA) is the

national trade association of the trucking industry, a federation

of associations in all 50 states and the District of Columbia

representing both regulated motor carriers and private fleets.

Our member trucking companies provide a wide range ol' benefits to

their employees both directly and through collectively bargained

pension, health and welfare plans. We are concerned that Con-

gress, in its well-intentioned attempts to eliminate abuses of

the current tax rules concerning fringe benefits, will

unintentionally disrupt existing relationships between trucking

companies and their employees to the detriment of both.

Therefore, we welcome this opportunity to comment on fringe bene-

fits in connection with the hearings which your subcommittee held

on July 26, 27 and 30, 1984.

Tax Code Should Complement Legitimate Employee Fringe Benefits

The Internal Revenue Code has long been used as a means of

ensuring that workers and their families have financial protec-

tion in times of sickness, death and old age. As employers have

responded to changes in the work force and ia the economy over

the years in structuring their employee benefit programs, Con-

gress has made complementary changes in the tax code. In

response to rising costs of health insurance, for example, Con-

gress permitted employers to self-fund medical and other benefits

for their employees. As family needs have changed and more
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employees have become covered under a spouse's benefit programs,

Congress has permitted employers to provide more flexible bene-

fits through so-called "cafeteria plans" which avoid needless

duplication of benefits and unnecessary costs for the employer.

This past year, however, has represented a marked departure

from Congress' traditional willingness to work with employers to

provide adequate benefits to employees at a reasonable cost.

With little study or discussion, proposals to cap employer

deductions for medical benefits were made and, to the extent such

benefits are provided through exempt trusts, enacted in the Defi-

cit Reduction Act of 1984. We are particularly disturbed that

these limits were imposed on employer contributions to plans,

including collectively-bargained plans, covering large numbers of

workers without adequate study. There is no indication that Con-

gress had examined such plans to see what the effect of the

proposals would be on employers and their employees. Nor did

Congress find any evidence of tax abuse in the funding of such

plans.

Other provisions of the Deficit Reduction Act highlight the

difficulties created when Congress acts quickly to enact provi-

sions affecting employee benefit plans without adequate study.

In 1982, Congress made significant changes concerning qualified

pension plans. In 1984, Congress was forced to modify many of

those provisions because they were either unworkable or did

unintended harm. For example, in 1982 Congress enacted new

39-707 0 - 85 - 11
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distribution rules which required plans to pay survivor benefits

within 5 years of an employee's death unless the beneficiary was

the employee's surviving spouse. This change, while intended to

prevent wealthy individuals from reducing their tax burden by

spreading payments over the life of a young beneficiary, produced

a negative result.

Many pension plans provide survivor benefits for the life of

an employee's children, particularly where the children are

minors or are dependant because of a physical handicap or mental

illness. Once Congress learned that such provisions were wide-

spread and served legitimate and desirable purposes, it moved to

correct the problem, but not before creating a great deal of

uncertainty and expense for both plans and employers in amending

plans which now must be re-amended to comply with the new law.

This seemingly constant changing of plan standards with little

public discussion beforehand is both disruptive and costly.

Congress Should Move Cautiously in Enacting Legislation Changing

Employee Benefits

In looking for ways to reduce the federal deficit, fringe

benefits may seem an attractive target as "luxuries" that the

federal government can ill-afford in times of fiscal austerity.

Yet these so-called luxuries often provide necessary protections

to employees and their families in areas such as health care,

disability benefits, life insurance and pensions. Reducing tax
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incentives for these employee benefits as a cost-savings measure

is short-sighted. The cost of many of these benefits would ulti-

mately be borne by federal programs such as Medicare, Medicaid or

Social Security, at more cost to the federal government and less

efficiently than if such benefits continue to be provided direct-

ly to employees by their employers.

As employers, the members of ATA are as concerned as Con-

gress at the rising costs of employee benefits and are striving

to keep those costs down. Unfortunately, much of the discussion

about reducing "tax-favored" benefits has focussed on cafeteria

plans, which permit employees to choose among a number of

available benefits. Many employers have instituted such plans as

cost-saving measures rather than as means of offering exotic new

benefits. By allowing employees to choose among available bene-

fits in a cafeteria plan rather than providing a fixed benefit

package for all employees, employers can eliminate the cost of

benefits that are unneeded or that duplicate other coverage that

the employee has. At the same time, the employee who must decide

how to spend his or her benefit dollars is more aware of the cost

of those benefits than the employee who is merely "given" the

benefit. Deductibles and co-insurance features in health insur-

ance programs, even when coupled with cash to meet the employee's

portion of the medical costs, can reduce the total cost of health

coverage as employees become more careful consumers of medical

services. The result is a more efficient benefit package that
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suits the needs of each employee without increasing the

employer's costs. Congress should be applauding such efforts

rather than moving to stifle them.

Another area that has come under attack is employer funding

of health and welfare benefits for employees. The impact of

restricting funding of such benefits must be carefully considered

before any changes are made. Recent news stories have focused on

retirees and their beneficiaries who have lost medical benefits

when a former employer went out of business. The Financial

Accounting Standards Board is considering proposals that would

require employers to recognize the cost of retirees' benefits on

their balance sheets. At the same time, a proposal passed by the

House of Representatives would have arbitrarily limited an

employer's funding of retirees' benefits. That measure was

modified before enactment to permit funding of retirees' benefits

on an actuarially sound basis over their working lives. The very

fact that an arbitrary limit was included in a major tax bill,

however, illustrates the danger of moving to correct perceived

abuses without considering the long-term impact on both employees

and employers.

These concerns have been brought to the tie by the recent

changes affecting employee health and welfare plans which Con-

gress enacted as part of the Deficit Reduction Act. Even more

disturbing, however, have been suggestions to restrict contribu-

tions to pension and profit-sharing plans or to tax income of
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such plans. Changes mandated by the Employee Retirement Income

Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) and subsequent legislation over the

past ten years have already substantially increased employers'

costs for their retirement plans. Ironically, complaints about

the large untamed body of pension assets overlook the fact that

pension assets are large today precisely because Congress

mandated funding of pension benefits in ERISA as a safeguard for

employees' pensions. Far from representing some type of elab-

orate tax-shelter, retirement plans -- both traditional pension

plans and the more recent 401(k) plans -- offer security for em-

ployees in their later years to supplement a Social Security

system which has already reached its limits.

Conclusion

ATA urges the Congress to be cautious in making changes that

affect the millions of American workers who are covered by pen-

sion, health and welfare plans for all of the foregoing reasons.

Indeed, these hearings are an important step in that direction.

ATA stands ready and willing to examine specific proposals for

changing employee benefit plans to determine their impact, and

where abuses are found to exist, to support such changes.
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AMERTEC

MARTA L THORTON 225 West Randolph Street HO 17-F
Vice President ChicaO. iIs 60606

312/750-5440

August 10, 1984

1$,. Roderick A. DeArment
',ef Counsel

0C mittee on Pinance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Finance Sub-Committee on Taxation and Debt Management
Hearing on Fringe Benefits, July 26, 27, and 30th, 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Ameritech, Inc. welcomes the opportunity to comment on the
hearing on fringe benefits named above to be included in the
printed record of the hearing. Ameritech wants to thank Congress
for its traditional interest in and support of employee benefits.

Ameritech presently employs about 79,000 people In the Midwest
and there are over 141,000 retired employees and their dependents
of our five Bell Operating Companies for whom we provide
benefits. Obviously, the encouragement that tax laws have
provided In the past fostered the development of employee
benefits. Our employees and retirees are highly appreciative of
their benefits. But given unfavorable tax treatment, we foresee
reductions over time of important benefits, such as
post-retirement medical, and increased salary demands by
employees to offset the tax consequence of remaining benefits.
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Ameritech has always had a high percentage of female employees,

currently about 52%, and we traditionally have encouraged full

career service. Our pension benefits replace a higher percentage

of pay for the lower paid and our benefit plans and company

philosophies do not reflect any bias.

Without tax incentives, the benefits our employees have come to

rely upon would become prohibitively expensive for our company to

continue at present levels, especially given competitive times

and the challenges which face our industry in particular

post-divestiture.

The vast majority of benefits are most efficiently and

effectively provided by private employers rather than government

agencies. Companies are in the best position to communicate with

their workforce, develop benefit plans which address employees'

welfare and security needs, and implement those programs. As you

know, there are large costs incurred in this process... costs

which are only partially offset by favorable tax treatment.

Ameritech feels that the tax treatment currently afforded

employee benefits continues to fulfill objectives which are good

for our economy and society in general and have their foundation

in historical tax policy. Benefits are a cost of doing business

and they are indirect compensation to employees. As such, they

ought to continue to receive their traditional tax incentives.

We would like to see Congress encourage the private sector to

maintain its traditionally high levels of employee benefits which

are so important to American workers and their families. We

would also ask Congress to enact future legislation which

simplifies rather than complicates the already involved and

expensive task of administering employee benefits. Clear rules

on flexible plans are also important to Ameritech and our

employees.
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Ameritech wishes to thank you once again for the opportunity to

express our views. We believe that the private sector or our

economy needs to be given the opportunity and incentive to do the

best we can in the area of employee benefits.

Sincerely,
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PRACTICE LIMITED TO UROLOGY BY APPOINTMENT

KENNETH N. ANDERSON, M.D., INC., P.S.
801 BROADWAY SUITE 730

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98122
623-5912

August 10, 3984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building SD 219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment,

Consistent with your requirements: I am submitting this letter
and attached statement to be included as part of the record
of the Hearing On Employee Fringe Benefits to be held July
26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Comittee, Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Kenneth N. Anderson, M.D.

KNA: jv
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THIS REPORT IS BEING SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF MY EMPLOYEES FOR THE
MAINTENANCE OF A VIABLE QUALIFIED PENSION AND OR PROFIT SHARING
RETIREMENT PLAN.

The only way this great nation can regain fiscal stability is
through support and promotion of private sector, qualified
pension and profit sharing retirement plans. Citizens of the
United states contribute less percentage wise to saving than
virtually any other population in Western Civilization. There
are a few incentives for our populous to save. Qualified
pension and profit sharing retirement plans are an outstanding
exception to this general rule. IRA and KEOGH plans are an
additional help.

Without the tax incentive(deductible deposits) the private
sector would surely close their Qualified Plans, take larger
bonuses, and benefit no one but the owners. Few would continue
to provide Pension Plans to their employees unless required to do
so by Union contract. As the Social Security tax becomes more
burdensome, the pressure to cancel Pension and Profit Sharing
Plans increases even now while they are deductible. The tendency
to cancel all Plans would certainly increase dramatically if
deposit were not deductible

The private sector provides a substanstial benefit to large
numbers of employees, that would not have a supplement to Social
Security without this support from private industry. The very
fact that most people do not have an IRA and that most people
wou.d not set aside the tax money presently paid on Social
Security, proves that Social Security and private Pension Plans
are both necessary for the continued good of this country. As
workers have strived for their entire life to accumulate and
seldom accumulate much more than their home (which is even
becoming more difficulty to do under the high inl resl rl e),
it is necessary that the private sector provide a substanstial
amount of the total income for retirement.

Doing away with the private sector will possibly help Social
Security. If people did not have the private-sector supplement
for their retirement, they would have to continue working
(postponing) payouts from Social Security) and they would continu
to pay taxes.

Enclosed with-t-is report is a recent advertisement from the
Wall Street Journal from Mobil expressing additional benefits of
the private sector.
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A
Statement For

Inclusion in the Written Record of the

United States Senate
Committee on Finance

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
July 26. 27 & 30, 1984

On

The Fairness and Cyclical Costs of Eployer Pension Plans
Now Survey Findings

By
Dr. Emily S. Andrews*

The views In this statement are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect those of the Employee Benefit Research Institute, its Trustees,
members or other staff. This statement does not represent an attempt to aid
or hinder the paspage of any bill pending before Congress.

Emily Andrews earned her PhD in economics from the University of Pennsylvania
Dr. Andrews presently holds the position of Research Associate at the Employee
Benefit Research Institute. Previous positions include.those of Branch Chief
at the Social Security Administration and Labor Economist with the U.S.
Department of Labor.
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SUMMARY

This testimony* investigates two basic issues concerning the fairness and
efficiency of eunployer pension plans, the keystone of our employer benefit
system:

(1) Does. the existing system of tax incentives ensure that
pension benefits treat all employees fairly? and;

(2) What are the relative cyclical costs of the pension
system for a cross-section of employees?

The data supporting the analysis stem from a new nationwide survey sponsored

by the Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) in conjunction with the

Department of Health and Human Services, and conducted by the U.S. Bureau of

the Census in 1983. The survey represents, in part, a follow-up to a

similar effort conducted in Hay 1979 and funded by the Department of Labor

and the Social Security Administration. The EBRI/HHS survey parallels the

Hay 1979 effort but adds new information on lump-sum benefits, individual

retirement accounts (IRAs) and section 401(k) salary reduction programs.

Analysis of the distribution of coverage and vesting by earnings category

indicates that pensions are broadly distributed among lower and middle

income workers. In particular, 76 percent of all nonagricultural wage and

salary earners covered by a pension earn $25,000 a year or less. Similarly,

70 percent of all vested benefits belong to nonagricultural employees

earning $25,000 or less.

* Portions of this testimony were drawn from a forthcoming EBRI study, The
Changing Profile of Pensions in America and from EBRI Issue Brief #33, "New
Survey Fin4ings on Pension Coverage and Benefit Entitlement" (August 1984).
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Hay 1983 EBRI/HHS survey data also show that women are gaining pension

entitlement in greater numbers than ever before. Among those women meeting

ERISA standards for plan participation, coverage expanded by 2.2 million

workers since 1979 and nearly 1.3 million more women became entitled to

pension benefits at retirement.

The 1983 EBRI/HHS survey also provides the first information on entitlement

to lump-sum benefit receipt. The addition of lump-sum benefits increases the

total vesting rate by over 10 percentage points for private-sector employees

and by nearly 20 percentage points for public-sector workers. Total vested

benefits increase gradually with age providing greater protection as workers

near retirement ago. A comparison of total vested benefits with utilization

rates from IRA and 401(k) plans indicates that coverage provided by employer

plans is broader than that selected by individuals themselves.

Changes in coverage and pension entitlement between the Hay 1979 and Hay

1983 surveys are also investigated in order to determine the cyclical costs

of the recession on the pension system. At the time of the survey the

unemployment rate was at 10.1 percent, just six months after the business

cycle trough. Nevertheless, employment growth since 1979 among those

workers meeting ERISA standards led to an increase of over one million

workers covered by a pension plan or a total of 38 million employees.

(Coverage among all nonagricultural wage and salary workers totaled 49.5

million.)
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STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Employer pension plans are frequently regarded as the cornerstone of our

employer benefit system. Consequently, any assessment of the effectiveness

of tax incentives in encouraging employer benefits must consider the success

of pension plans in meeting future retirement income need. The nation

appears to be approaching a crossroads in pension policy. While tax

incentives for the development of a fair employer pension system have been a

consistent pulbic policy landmark, the recent deficit crisis suddenly has

placed pensions on the firing line. Some researchers even predicted a

diminution of policy support for retirement before the current balooning

deficit. In 1980 William Graebner stated in A History of Retirement,

A century after retirement became an important instrument of
social and economic policy, we are preparing for Its
disappearance, again in a context established by the needs of
capital and with the acquiescence of most Americans. We
expected too much from retirement. We believed retirement
would rejuvenate and stabilize the teaching profession, the
churches, and the factories; spare us the distress of art
aging bureaucracy; allow the payment of lower salaries;
distribute work in declining industries and in an economy
that, in many, sometimes lengthy periods over the last
century, has failed to employ all who wanted to work. In our
current difficulties, we assume that by reversing the process
and dismantling the edifice of retirement, we can
reinvigorate an economy that has lost its fine competitLve
edge. This is the mirror-image of the historic assumption
that retirement is a powerful and inexpensive instrument of
social reconstruction. A new myth replaces the old."

Public policy must not be conducted by the perpetration of myths. Today's

information technology enables researchers and legislators to carefully

consider the facts before proposing legislative changes. Senator Packwood's
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statment that the purpose of the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt

Management hearings is "to develop a full, fair hearing record on current

fringe benefit topics" reflects the desire of Congress to rely on facts

rather than myths.

Work-in-progress at the Employee Benefit Research Institute Institute (EBRI)

can provide insights into some of the issues of interest to the Subcommittee

in their investigation of the effect of tax policy on employer benefits.

This testimony presents new findings on the fairness and efficiency of the

pension system using data from an EBRI-sponsored survey on pension coverage

and entitlement, funded in conjunction with the Department of Health and

Human services.

The survey, conducted by the Bureau of the Census in May 1983, represents a

follow-up to an earlier May 1979 effort funded by the Department of Labor

(DOL) and the Social Security Administration (SSA). The May 1983 survey

goes beyond the scope of the previous study, however, by asking additional

questions about lump-sum, distributions, individual retirement accounts

(IRAs) and deferred compensation plans under section 4Ol(k).I/

In particular, using the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement, we will

address two issues of policy interest to the Subcommittee on the equity and

economic costs of the system:

(1) Does the existing system of tax incentives ensure that
pension benefits treat all employees fairly? and;

(2) What are the relative cyclical costs of the pension
system for a cross-section of employees?
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In terms of equity, the following topics are pursued. What income groups

benefit from employer pensions? Do patterns of benefit entitlement ensure

that workers will be entitled to pension benefits when they reach retirement

age? Do men and women partake equally in the pension system?

Analysis of the pension supplement data provides insights into the fairness

of the pension system that have been neglected in earlier studies. In

addition, earlier findings on coverage and benefit equity are reevaluated

and the extent of vesting is recalcualted using new information on IRA

participation, 401(k) coverage and lump sum benefits from the updated

survey. Pension benefits are found to be broadly basid and can be expected

to provide an important income support for million of future retirees.

Because the May 1983 EBRI/IHHS CPS pension supplement was conducted just

after the 1982 recessionary trough, the effect of the worst cyclical

downturn in four decades can be analyzed. The cyclcial behavior of coverage

measures the cost of the downturn for pension protection. While the

recession adversely affected plan growth, pensions still covered a majority

of the labor force and the number of vested workers expanded. Private

sector coverage rates fell less strongly than public sector rates suggesting

that during the downturn the costs of coverage slippage were less severe for

private sector employees.

Furthermore, employer pensions have not suffered a financial crisis

comparable to that suffered by Social Security. Funded plans are designed

to withstand cyclical uncertainties. The pay-as-you-go Social Security

39-707 0 - 85 - 12
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system was buffeted by the results of sluggish economic growth in which

prices rose fester than wages. As a consequence, indexed benefits exceeded

contributions culminating in a period of double digit unemployment. In sum,

although the pen,,ion system bore certain recessionary costs, its structural

underpinnings remained sound.

WHO BENEFITS FROM EMPLOYER PENSIONS

The fairness of the pension system will be analyzed according to information

on the distribtuion of coverage and vesting by earnings, age and sex. The

core of the May 1983 pension supplement lies in a series of questions about

pension coverage and entitlement. These remained virtually unchanged from the

May 1979 DOL/SSA pension supplement to ensure comparability. The three core

questions in these and other surveys of this type are on coverage

participation and future benefit entitlement.2/

Although these three questions appear straightforward, many survey respondents

appear to have difficulty interpreting them and provide inappropriate answers

from time to time. This problem has been recognized by other analysts of

pension coverage and entitlement. It is probably a result of the complex

nature of the pension system itself.

In particular, evidence suggests that certain employees misinterpret the

coverage question and respond as if they were asked about participation, i.e.

whether they were Includ in the plan. Because this leads to incorrect

participation responses, the coverage question appears to provide the most
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reasonable way to count the number of employees who may be eligible for future

retirement benefits. Only findings on coverage and future benefit receipt are

reported in this Testimony.

Much of the analysis focuses on two groups in the labor force--paralleling

previous EBRI work on this topic.3/ The first group consists of all

nonagricultural wage and salary workers. The noncorporate self employed are

excluded as they can provide their own coverage through Keogh plans. Farm

workers tend to be a temporary low-wage work force whom many believe are

better covered through federal programs such as Social Security and

Supplemental Security Income (SSI).

The second group consists of those workers with sufficient labor force

attachment to accrue meaningful retirement benefits if covered by an employer

pension plan. This group is referred to as the ERISA work force and is

composed of employees meeting ERISA participation standards. These workers

are between twenty-five and sixty-four years of age who work at least 1,000

hours annually and have been with their employer for one year or more.

A Middle Income Berefit

Table 1 provides information on the distribution of benefit entitlement from

three perspectives. The top panel shows the absolute number of

nonagricultural workers employed, covered or vested in a public or private

pension plan. Of the 88.2 million nonagricultural wage and salary workers,

49.5 million were covered by a pension plan and 28.7 million had accrued
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vested benefits. Both statistics far exceed the 13.7 million employees who

earn ov.r $25,000. The majority of employees who have a pension plan never

see an expense account or a $olden parachute.

The tabulations in the second panel of table 1 have traditionally been used to

analyze pension coverage. They show that coverage and vesting rates generally

rise with higher earnings. The ratio of covered workers to employment rapidly

increases from less than one out of four workers earning under $5,000 a year

to nearly two out of five earning between $20,000 and $24,000 a year.

Coverage rate increases tend to moderate by the $20,000 level.

The third panel of table 1 shows the distribution of employment, pension

- coverage and vesting across income groups: in other words, the ratio of all

workers within a particular income bracket who are employed, covered or vested

in a pension plan to the total number of employed, covered or vested workers.

These statistics clearly show the prevalence of pensions among middle-income

workers. More than half the work force, 51 percent of all nonagricultural

employees, earns between $10,000 and $25,000 per year. A greater proportion

of pension coverage is directed towards these middle-income workers, however.

Covered workers within those income categories constitute nearly 59 percent of

pension coverage. Furthermore, almost 62 percent of all vested workers fall

within the *10,000 to $25,000 per year range.
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TABLE 1: EMPLOYMENT, COVERAGE AND VESTING:
DISTRIBUTION BY EARNINGS FOR NONAGRICULTURAL

WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS, MAY 1983

Number of Workers (000's)
EARNINGS Employment Coverage Total Vested Benefits

Total 88,214 49,530 28,708

$1-4,999 10,014 2,433 358
$5,000-9,999 15,323 5,747 2,023
$10,000-14,999 17,827 10,328 5,484
$15,000-19,999 13,101 9,422 5,874
$20,000-24,999 10,283 8,159 5,641

$25,000-29,999 5,515 4,365 3,048
$30,000-50,000 6,611 5,547 4,071
$50,000 and over 1,615 1,371 1,106
Not reported 7,924 2,158 1,105

Percentage Distribution Within Earnings Group
Employment % Covered % Vested

to Employed to Employed

Total 100.00% 56.15% 32.52%

$1-4,999 100.00 24.29 3.57
$5,000-9,999 100.00 37.51 13.20
$10,000-14,999 100.00 57.93 30.76
$15,000-19,999 100.00 71.92 44.83
$20,000-24,999 100.00 79.34 54.85

$25,000-29,999 100.00 79.14 55.26
$30,000-50,000 100.00 83.91 61.57
$50,000 and over 100.00 84.90 68.50
Not reported 100.00 27.23 13.94

Percentage Distribution Across Earnings Groupsa

% Employ- % of % of Total
ment Coverage Vesting

Total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

$1-4,999 12.47 5.14 1.30
$5,000-9,999 19.08 12.13 7.33
$10,000-14,999 22.20 21.80 19.87
$15,000-19,999 16.32 19.89 21.28
$20,000-24,999 12.81 17.22 20.43

$25,000-29,999 6.87 9.21 11.04
$30,000-50,000 8.23 11.71 14.75
$50,000 and over 2.01 2.89 4.01

SOURCE: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement.

a Percentages exclude 9.0% of eployees %hose earnings are not reported.
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Another way to examine the distribution of pension benefits is through

statistics on the cumulative distribution of employment, coverage, and

vesting by earnings. The data in table 2 are presented in this manner,

In this case, the proportion of employment, coverage, or vesting held by

employees earning less than a specific amount is calculated. Nearly 83

percent of all nonagricultural wage and salary workers earn lose than the

$25,000 cut off. Pension coverage and vesting roughly parallel the

income distribution with 76 percent of covered workers and 70 percent of

those holding vested benefits earning less than $25,000 as well. These

roughly equivalent distributions are found despite the fact that many

workers earning less than $5,000 a year do not meet ERISA participation

standards.

The May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement expanded the definition of

vesting to include workers expecting lump sum distributions as well as

those anticipating future pension benefits. The proportion of vested

workers earning less than $25,000 a year is raised two percentage points

above the 68 percent rate posted when only future pension receipt is

considered. In fact, 77 percent of those expecting only lump sum

distributions earn less than $25,000.

IRAs and Earnings--The cumulative distribution of vested benefits by

earnings under employer pension plans can be compared to the cumulative

distribution of IRA participation using tables 2 and 3. Table 3 shows

that 61 percent of nonagricultural employees using IRAs earn less than

$25,000 per year in comparison to 70 percent of those vested in a

4
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TABLE 2: CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT, COVERAGE AND VESTING
BY EARNINGSa FOR NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS

AND THE ERISA WORK FORCE, MAY 1983

Employment
Distri-

Coverage
Distri-

Vesting Distributions
Total Benefit

EARNINGS button button Vesting Entitlement
unauunuu nagricultuamm l W8mzU3andSalarnyWonrUkWer

Nonagricultural WaE and Salary Workers

Total Employees
(000's)

than
than
than
than
than

$5,000
$10,000
$15,000
$20,000
$25,000

88,214

12.47%
31.55%
53.57%
70.07%
82.88%

49,530

5.14%
17.27%
39.07%
58.96%
76.18%

28,708

1.30%
8.63%

28.50%
49.78%
70.21%

22,217'

1.26%
7.78%

26.30%
47.13%
68.12%

less than $30,000 89.75% 85.39% 81.25% 79.77%
less than $35,000 97.98% 97.10% 96.00% 95.51%
Total Earnings 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

ERISA Work Force

Total Employees
(000's)

less
less
less
less
less

than
than
than
than
than

$5,000
$10,000
$15,000
$20,000
$25,000

less than $30,000
less than $35,000
Total Earnings

mmuu|mmuumlmun s=uinuuuin=mmin.muiuizuu 3~Uxm inUUUmmm s

SOURCE: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement.

a Percentages exclude 9.0% of nonagricultural wage and salary workers
and 4.1% of the ERISA work force whose earnings are not reported.

less
less
less
less
less

54,363

2.50%
16.21%
39.46%
59.54%
76.48%

85.89%
97.13%

100.00%

38,058

1.05%
9.67%

30.70%
52.39%
71.98%

82.86%
96.48%

100.00%

25,480

0.61%
6.54%

25.45%
46.98%
68.40%

80.08%
95.71%

100.00%

20,027

0.54%
5.98%

23.82%
44.85%
66.67%

78.85%
95.23%

100.00%
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pension plan. Spousal IRAs are lss well distributed toward middle-income

workers with only 40 percent of spousal IRAs held by those earning less than

$25,000. Those eligible to contribute to a spousal IRA ore more likely to be

found in the upper income brackets. Only 47 percent of those contributing to

an IRA with a nonworking spouse earn less than $25,000 a year. (The eligible

population represents about 20 percent of all IRA participants.)

employer provided pensions are concentrated toward the lower three-quar.ers

of the income distribution and provide more broad-based coverage than the

coverage employees provide themselves through individual retirement accounts.

Women are Gaininm

Table 4 provides comparative statistics on coverage and vesting for men and
k

women. Women made considerable employment gains between 1979 and 1983

growing by 3.3 million nonagricultural wage and salary earners. Women's

employment gains were translated into improvements in coverage and-yesting.

The number of female wage and salary earners covered by a pension plan

increased by 660,000 workers, while the number of women entitled to future

retirement benefits jumped by 1.2 million.

By contrast, male employment edged down by 278,000 employees in the face of

the most severe recession since World War II. Pension protection for men

slipped through layoffs, eismissals and plant closings in many of the high
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TABLE 3: CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF
IRA AND SPOUSAL IRA PARTICIPATION BY EARNINGSa

FOR NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS
AND THE ERISA WORK FORCE, MAY 1983

Employ- IRA Distribution among Those
ment Distri- Eligible for Spousal IRA
Distri- button Contributes Established

EARNINGS bution to IRA Spousal IRA
uuuiuinunnmiU~min uwaaininMUsininUminU u Zinms nm unsmain a=====m~m~

Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Workers

Total Employees 88,214 14,972 2,988 1,718
(000'.)

less than $5,000 12.47% 5.08% 2.91% b

less than $10,000 31.55% 14.45% 7.98% 5.39%
less than $15,000 53.75% 28.91% 17.47% 11.30%
less than $20,000 70.07% 45.98% 31.93% 25.57%
less than $25,000 82.88% 61.47% 47.48% 40.36%

less than $40,000 89.75% 73.40% 60.35% 51.58%
less than $50,000 97.98% 92.76% 84.87% 79.98%
Total Earnings 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00%

ERISA Work Force

Total Employees 54,363 11,900 2,373 1,413
(000's)

less than $5,000 2.50% 1.11% 0.88% 1.30%
less than $10,000 16.21% 8.86% 4.18% 3.09%
less than $15,000 39.46% 23.52% 13.77% 9.39%
less than $20,000 59.54% 41.07% 28.63% 21.99%
less than $25,000 76.48% 57.58% 43.61% 38.34%

less than $30,000 85.89% 70.96% 57.81% 50.31%
less than $50,000 97.13% 91.87% 83.65% 79.05%
Total Earnings 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

SOURCE: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement.

S Percentages exclude 9.9% of nonagricultural wage and salary workers

and 4.1% of the ERISA work force whose earnings are not reported.

b Number of workers too small for reliable rates to be calculated.
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coverage manufacturing industries.4/ As a result, the proportion of women

among covered wage and salary workers increased from 39.1 percent to 42.4

percent. Similarly, the proportion of future pension benefits claimed by

women jumped from 31.7 percent to 36.1 percent. (The proportion of total

vested benefits accrued by women was 37.9 percent in 1983.) These gains were

in keeping with the increase in the share of female employment from 43.1 to

45.4 percent of all workers.

TABLE 4: THE STATUS OF COVERAGE AND VESTING AMONG
WOMEN AND MEN, MAY :1979 AND MAY 1983

Women (000's) Hen (000's) _ percent Female
1979 1983 1979 1983 1979 1983

========m=~======== ============= =======~=====s===-=======s =

Nonagric-ultural Wage and Salary Workers

Employment 36,704 40,C15 48,477 48,199 43.1% 45.4%
Covered Workers 20,355 21,015 31,664 28,515 39.1% 42.4%
Total Vested a 10,884 a 17,824 a 37.9%
Workers

Workers Entitled 6,790 8,018 14,6 09 14,199 31.7% 36J%
to Future Benefit

ERISA Work Force

Employment 18,847 22,970 30,888 31,393 37.9% 42.3%
Covered Workers 12,972 15,207 23,918 22,851 35.2% 40.0%
Total Vested a 9,427 a 16,053 a 37.0%
Workers

Workers Entitled 5,778 7,065 13,164 12,962 30.5% 35.3%
to Future Benefit

SOURCE: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement and May 1979
DOL/SSA CPS pension supplement.

a Data not available for 1979.
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The number of women meeting KRISA standards for plan participation also
grew considerably as full-time employment became more prevalent. In
1979 only 51.3 percent of all female wage and salary workers were in the
ERISA work force, compared to 63.7 percent of men. By 1983 the female
percentage rose to 57.4 percent, as the proportion of men meeting ERISA
standards edged up to 65.1 percent. The increase in the proportion of
women in the ERISA work force represented a gain of 4.1 million workers.
Coverage for this group expanded by 2.2 million workers and nearly 1.3
million more women gained entitlement to future pension benefits.

Those imp-ovements in pension protection increased the proportion of
women among covered and vested workers within the ERISA work force. By
1983 over 40 percent of all covered workers and 35 percent of all future
benefit recipients were women. (Women made up 37 percent of those
entitled to total vested benefits, including lump-sum distributions.)
The relative gains in pension coverage and benefit entitlement allocated
to women stem from increased female employment and from a larger
percentage of that work force meeting ERISA standards.

Despite these gains, the most striking difference in labor force
characteristics between men and women has been the persistence of the
wage gap. A large body of economic literature tries to explain the
existence of wage differentials between men and women. Leaving these
unanswered questions aside, table 5 provides greater detail on the
distribution of earnings for the ERISA work force. Women are more than
four times as likely to earn less than
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$10,000 and over twice as likely to earn loss than $15,000 than men. Those

earning less than $10,000 are lose likely to be covered by a pension plan and

more likely to have a higher social Security replacement rate. Nonetheless,

76 percent of pension coverage is allocated to the 81 percent of the women

within the ERISA work force who earn less than $20,000 a year, reinforcing the

conclusion that pensions are a middle income benefit distributed closely in

accordance to the income distribution.

TABLE 5: CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION
OF EMPLOYMENT AND COVERAGE BY EAIGSa

FOR WOMEN AND MEN IN THE ERISA WORK FORCE, MAY 1983

Distribution of Wmop n Distribution of Men
EARNINGS Employment Coverage Employment Coverage

Total Employees
(000's) 22,970 15,207 31,393 22,851

less than $5,000 4.84% 2.10% 0.76% 0.35%
less than $10,000 28.56% 18.32% 7.01% 3.88%
loss than $15,000 60.81% 51.51% 23.56% 16.77%
less than $20,000 81.28% 76.28% 43.35% 36.40%

less than $25,000 92.30% 90.23% 64.70% 59.77%
less than $30,000 96.62% 95.61% 77.89% 74.33%
less than $50,000 99.66% 99.54% 95.23% 94.44%
Total Earnings 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

SOURCE: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/OI CPS pension supplement.

a Percentages exclude 4.8% of men and 3.1% of women whose earnings are,
not reported.
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Now Xvidence on Vesting

Table 6 shows that the percentage of private-sector workers with vested

benefits generally Increases with age. Around two-thirds of all covered wage

and salary workers forty-five years of age and older are vested. Vesting

rates fall again once workers reach sixty-five years of age. The proportion

of vested public-sector workers follows a similar age pattern with vesting

peaking in the early 60's at 88 percent of coverage.

Using the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement, vested benefits can be

broken down into two complementary components for the first time: (1)

entitlement to future retirement income and (2) entitlement to a lump-sum

payment. The addition of lump-sum benefits increases the total vesting rate

by over 10 percentage points for the private sector and by nearly 20

percentage points for public sector wage and salary workers. Comparable

vesting gains are found for the ERISA work force as well. Furthermore, the

age profile of entitlement to future retirement income charts a steeper path

than that exhibited by total vested benefits. As a consequence, the addition

of lump-sum benefits totally changes our conception of the degree of vesting

provided by employer pensions.

Employees anticipate the receipt of lump-sum benefits in several ways: (1) as

cash outs of their own contributions, (2) as distributions of defined

contribution plan balances upon separation from the firm, or (3) through

cash-out provisions for very small vested benefits from defined benefit

plans. The age profile of lump-sum entitlement is the opposite to that found
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for benefit entitlement at retirement. A greater percentage of younger

workers anticipate lump-sum cash outs. Although the expectation of lump-sum

recipiency jumps at age twenty-five to 13 percent of covered private sector

employees and 27 percent of covered public-sector workers, it diminishes

thereafter. Private-sector rates tumble at age sixty to just 5 percent. This

decline may reflect two factors. First, younger workers are mors likely to

change jobs, and their expectation of lump-sum entitlement probably reflects

this reality. Second, younger workers may be more likely to be employed by

expanding firms who have recently instituted defined contribution plans.

Lump-sum entitlement among public sector employees is nearly twice as high as

that in the private sector. Within the BRISA work torce, more than one-fifth.

of all covered public employees expect to receive only a lump-sum benefit,

compared to less than one-eighth of those covered under privata-sector

employment (see table 6). The higher public-sector rate reflects the greater

prevalence of contributory plans which may be cashed out upon termination of

employment.

Public-sector rates of future benefit entitlement within the ERISA work force

average over one-third higher than private-sector rates. These factors lead

to nearly a 25 percentage point spread between private sector and public

sector total vesting rates. Public sector vesting runs at just under 85

percent of coverage and that of the the private sector just pauses 60

percent. These higher vesting rates, however, mask one characteristic of many
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TABLE 6: VESTING AMONG NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY
WORKERS AND THE ERISA WORK FORCE BY AGE AND SECTOR, MAY 1983

Percent Vested of Covered
Covered Total Percent Percent
Workers Percent Entitled Entitled
(000's) Vested of to Future to Lump

AGE Covered Benefit Sum Only
u = liin=inmzu M === m~aa~in m .=ininini=n=uwwU "Ua=unnumi an== =mUinUa

Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Workers

Private Sector

Less than 25
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 59 year
60 to 64 years
65 years and older

Public Sector

36,458

5,285
11,516
8,576
6,185
2,912
1,520

465

13,072

51.02%

19.63
42.80
59.77
67.41
69.88
69.97
51.28

77.33%

40.32%

11.87
29.47
48.61
56.45
62.53
64.88
45.82

57.50%

10.69%

7.77
13.34
11.16
10.96
7.35
5.08
5.46

19.45%

Less than 25 1,092 45.67 28.25 17.43
25 to 34 years 3,723 73.66 46.56 27.10
35 to 44 years 3,656 82.89 61.50 21.39
45 to 54 years 2,552 83.32 68.33 14.99
55 to 59 years 1,159 84.05 72.43 11.62
60 to 64 years 664 88.07 76.56 11.51.
65 years and older 227 67.17 59.25 7.92

ERISA Work Force

Private Sector

25
35
45
55
60

to
to
to
to
to

34
44
54
59
64

years
years
years
years
years

Public Sector

25 to 34 years 3,184 78.08 49.7% 28.36
35 to 44 years 3,261 88.22 66.30 21.92
45 to 54 years 2,365 86.39 71.36 15.03
55 to 59 years 1,082 87.81 76,29 11.52
60 to 64 years 616 91.70 79.29 12.40

SOU1CK: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplemint.

27,550

9,883
7,779
5,7'56
2,708
1,424

10,507

60.11%

46.81
63.07
70.11
73.13
70.98

84.90%

48.21%

32.33
51.38
58.72
65.38
65.91

64. 201.

11.90%

14.48
11.69
11.39
7.75
5.07

20.69%
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public plans. Public pensions are often the only source of coverage for

government employees. At the time of the survey, no federal workers

participated in Social Security and neither did 43 percent of the state

and local work force.

Vesting vs. Voluntary Contributions--A comparison of total vested

benefits for private nonagricultural wage and salary earners (from table

6) with section 401(k) and IRA utilization rates (from table 7) shows the

relative difference between coverage selected by the individual worker

and that provided by employer pension plans. Utilization of IRAs for

every age group is far below the proportion of vested benefits provided

by private-sector employers. The utilization of 401(k) plans among wage

and salary workers is comparable at very young and very old ages to

vesting rates provided by private sector pension plans. Private plans

provide considerably greater vesting for workers between twenty-five and

sixty years of age than workers provide for themselves under 401(k)

arrangements. Pension plan vesting rates exceed section 401(k)

participation rates by ofer 15 percentage points for the ERISA work force

between thirty-five and fifty-nine years of age.

In sum, new findings from the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement

show that vested benefits for employer plans exceed previously reported

vesting rates by 10 to 20 percent when lump-sum distributions are added

to benefit entitlement at retirement. Furthermore, comparisons with new

data on voluntary participation in IRA9 and 401(k) plans suggest that

employer pensions provide a greater degree of coverage for workers at

younger ages than they would provide for themselves.
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TABLE 7: UTILIZATION OF VOLUNTARY RETIRMENT PROGRAMS
AMONG PRIVATE NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS

BY AGE AND TYPE OF PROGRAM, MAY 1983

Section 401(k) Individual Retirement
Deferred Comvensatign Accounts
Number Percent Number Percent
Offered Utilize- of Utiliza-

AGE Plan tion Workers tion
(000's) (000'.)

UiaauawwUU~uuumininumiWU nuamsa mm~lmlaU*mmuaini=uinuinauuuuunsma

Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Workers

Total Employees 4,822 39.31% 72,465 16.49%

less than 25 555 19.79 16,415 2.30
25 to 34 years 1,627 30.71 21,553 11.00
35 to 44 years 1,364 43.04 14,681 18.51
45 to 54 years 795 49.51 10,627 30.25
55 to 59 years 302 56.90 4,723 39.90
60 to 64 years 139 68.13 2,834 37.13
65 years and over a a 1,630 20.30

ERISA Work Force

rotul Rmployees 3,833 43.68% 42,458 21.96%

25 to 34 years 1,404 33.75 15,977 11.87
35 to 44 years 1,262 44.42 11,479 19.57
45 to 54 years 749 50.96 8,781 30.55
55 to 50 years 281 58.35 3,919 41.21
60 to 64 years 138 68.65 2,302 38.32

ma anmuuna m m .m m=umssmmm msinuusmwuunaa m W m U=mmm UsUm

SOURCE: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement.

a Number of workers too small for rates to be calculated reliably.

39-707 0 - 85 - 13
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TiO COSTS OF TiE BUSINESS CYCLE

The timing of the May 1983 CBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement provided the first

opportunity to analyze the sensitivity of employer pension plans to business

cycle conditions. The predecessor survey, the May 1979 DOL/SSA CPS pension

supplement, was conducted during relatively buoyant economic times. According

to the National Bureau for Economic Research, a 58 month economic expansion

was in full swing in May 1979 as the economy surged toward its January 1980

cyclical peak just eight months later. By contrast, four ynars later in May

1983, the economy had just passed the November 1982 cyclical trough marking

the most severe recession since World War IX.

The period between the surveys war, not one of strong economic growth. Real

Gross National Product expanded at less than a 1 percent annual rate between

the second quarter of 1979 and the second quarter of 1983. Furthermore, the

Consumer Price index increased at an average annual rate of 8.2 percent

between Hay 1979 and May 1983. Although prices moderated considerably by

1982, the sequence of double digit inflation and severe recession would be

expected to have a marked effect on every sector of the economy.

A sharp economic downturn Is unlikely to lead to robust plan growth. As the

economy headed toward the recessionary trough, employers would be unlikely to

add to compensation costs by instituting new pension plans where none were

previously available. similarly, employees who had suffered real wage losses

during the inflationary spiral would be willing to agree to trade current

compensation for future pension benefits, While some employees might choose
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tax-sheltered deferred compensation from a second plan in lieu of current

salary increases, probably most would not. A Priori, growth in pension

coverage could not be expected between May 1979 and May 1983.

The fate of employer pensions is closely linked to the labor market. The

difference in unemployment rates between the two pension supplement surveys is

striking. In May 1979, the civilian unemployment rate reached its lowest

point since the passage of RRISA, at a seasonally adjusted rate of 5.6

percent. By contrast, the civilian unemployment rate for May 1983, at 10.1

percent was one of the highest since before World War II. (Nationwide double

digit unemployment had disappeared in this country after the Great Depression

ran its course.) While the unemployment rate eased to 7.1 percent by June

1984, the ZBRI/HHS May 1983 CPS pension supplement took place in mid-1983

before the beginning of the recent robust expansion.

The Aaxrato Filures

Table 8 presents data on employment, pension coverage and future benefit

receipt for five employment groups in May 1979 and May 1983. The figures

range from the broadest definition of employment, that of all civilian

employees plus the self-employed, narrowing to the BEISA work force, those

emloyees meting KRXSA standards for plan paoticipatiom. This latter group

is most likely to represent workers who will have enouh years of service to

build an adequate employsnt-based pension. In table 8, the KRISA work force

is gradually augmented to incluee those on their current job for less than a

year, those working fewer than 1,000 hours, those workers under age

twenty-fiv, and over age sixty-five, and, finally, agricultural workers and

the self-employed.
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The data show that the coverage rate for the ZIA work force, at 70 pefreent,

is higher than that of any of the expanded employment groups. This finding is

consistent with the economics of the labor market and retirement planning.

BXSA participation standards were set on the following premises: (1) the

labor force attachment of many part-time employees and those with less than a

year on the Job may be too weak to build up meaningful pension benefits; (2)

workers les than twenty-five years of age are likely to have high turnover

rates *as they start their careers; and (3) those over -.'xty-five are more

likely to be retired and employed at a part-time Job. Farm workers are

segmented out because they tend to have low wages and transient employment.

Although the noncorporate self employed may establish a Keogh plan, More than

95 percent do not, probably preferring to reinvest their funds in the growth

<of their own company. ....

The comparative findings of the May 1983 and the May 1979 surveys are

thought-provoking. Umployment of nonagricultural wage and salary workers (the

second row on table 8 for each year) increased by 3 million employees between

the 1979 and 1983. On the one hand, pension coverage did not keep up with

this trend and fell b& nearly 2.5 million workers primarLly through a drop in

coverage among employees under age twenty-five and sixty-five years and

older. On the other hand, the number of workers who anticipate benefit

entitlent at retirement Increased by over 800,000. in other words, even

though aggregate coverage among wage and salary workers fell after the 1982

recession, benefit entitlement remained strong. Nevertheless, because of the

labor force expansion, coverage and vesting rates both declined regardless of

increases in the number of covered and entitled workers.
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Changes in the 1lISA work force (the last row in table 8 for each year)

between 1979 and 1983 toll a different story. Employment gains between the

two years were even stronger with 4.6 million workers added to the RISA work

force. The number of covered workers also &rey by over one million employees

to 38 million workers. GCains in vesting surpassed one million to total 20

million workers. (And, of course, these figures omit the additional S.S

million employees who anticipate receiving a lump-sum benefit.) Nonetheless,

both coverage and vesting raltes declined from their 1979 rates. By 1983, the

coverage rate for the RRISA work force wes 70 percent with 53 percent of

covered workers of all ages anticipating future benefit receipt. In 1979

coverage for the RRISA work force had reached 74 percent, although only 51

percent of covered workers anticipated benefits at retirement.

The reasons behind these changes are not easily analyzed. The first apparent

conundrum is the issue of declining coverage among nonagricultural wage and

salary workers during a period of increasing employment. As table 8 shows.

most of the decline in the number of covered nonagricultural workers falls

among workers under twenty-five years of age and sixty-five years and older.

The most perplexing question arising from the BRI/IHHS Nay 1983 CPS pension

supplement findings is why coverage gains among the BRRSA work force did not

keep pace with increases In employment.

An Industrial Analysis

Part of the explanation for the fall in pension coverage rates despite

expanding employment lies in the effect the recession had on employment by

industry. Typically, manufacturing has been considered a high coverage
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TABLE 8: EMPLOYMENT, COVERAGE AND FUTURE BENEFIT ENTITLEMENT
BEFORE AND AFTER THE RECESSION, MAY 1983 AND MAY 1979

Employment Coverage Future Benefit
(000's and (000's and Entitlement
% of % of (000's and
Employed) Employed) % of Employed)

asmnuugnmum uammuuaisnsnuauuuuuunu~mmwnusmassenmnssmsu

18_3

Civilian Employment 98,964 51,530 24,095
(All employees & self- 100.00% 52.071 24.35%
employed)

Nonagricultural Wage 88,214 49,530 22,217
and Salary Workers 100.00% 56.15% 25.19%

Nonagricultural Wage 68,252 42,463 20,934
and Salary Workers 100.00% 62.21% 30.67%
age 25 to 64 only

Nonagricultural Wage 61,586 40,702 20,476
and Salary Workers 100.00% 66.09% 33.25%
age 25 to 64, working
1000 huurs or more

ERISA Work Force 54,363 38,057 20,027
(age 25 to 64, working 100.00% 70.01% 36.84%
1000 hours or more, one
year of tenure or more)

1979

Civilian Employnent 95,372 53,445 22,633
(All employees & self- 100.00% 56.04% 23.73%
employed)

Nonagricultural Wage 85,181 52,019 21,399
and Salary Workers 100.00% 61.07% 25.12%

Nonagricultural Wage 63,201 42,576 19,836
and Salary Workers \ 100.00% 67.37% 31.39%
age 25 to 64 only

Nonagricultural Wage 58,009 40,830 19,522
and Salary Workers 100.00% 70.39% 33.65%
age 25 to 64, working
1000 hours or more

ERISA Work Force 49,736 36,890 18,941
(age 25 to 64, working 100.00% 74.17% 38.08%
1000 hours or more, one
year of tenure or more)

ininnmnlmuumniniummuimnlaaisnuinumnnunmuunuunabninuminnun~mwuinnmms

SOURCE: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement and May 1979
DOL/SSA CPS pension supplement.
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industry and the service sector a low coverage industry. Industrial shift

between services and manufacturing could bring about the decline in th

coverage rate observed in 1983.

Tables 9 and 10 present statistics on employment and coverage for the 3311

work force for May 1979 and May 1983 and data on certain employment-relatt

characteristics.;/ Industries are presented in two groupings: recession

sectors and growth sectors. In general, the recessionary sectors ai

comprised of the older industrial infrastructure, Including manufacturin

which exhibited employment losses. The growth sectors are heavily weight

towards those service-related industries which experienced employment growth.

The Recessionary Sectors--The recessionary sectors include manufacturiv

transportation (excluding railroods),j/ construction and government. Betw

1979 and 1983, most of these industries exhibited strong across-the-bo

declines in employment or significant downturns within major component

Government is the only sector with growth in employment and coverage. It

among those affected by thecession, however, since weak economic growth

high inflation undoubtedly influenced the public's desire to reduce taxes

government spending.

The bulk of employment in the recessionary sectors of the economy is typif

by pension coverage rates of over 70 percent. Employment end covers los

were significant. Led by construction industry declines of over 11 percent

points, these sectors all showed coverage rate reductions of 3 to 5 percent

points. Yet In each industry the complex set of factors influencing

decline in the coverage rate differed.
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For instance, two primary sources of employment and coverage loss among the

durable goods manufacturing industries were primary metals (representing the

steel industry, for the most part) and automobiles. Coverage losses in these

industries alone accounted for more than half the total losses in- durables

manufacturing. Yet the coverage rate for auto workers did not decline because

of significant plant closings and broadly based layoffs and permanent

separations. The rest of durables manufacturing provides an example of a more

standard recessionary adjustment process. As many workers in large unionized

firm were laid off during the 1982 recession, employmnt fell but coverage

fell even more loading to lower coverage rates. Coverage rates today should

be higher to the extent that laid-off workers were rehired as the recovery

gained momentum.

While many other industries were affected by a variety of special factors,

coverage rates in government were particularly depressed in comparison to the

private sector. Whereas the government coverage rate fell 5.1 percentage

points from 93.4 to 88.3 percent, the coverage rate for all private sector

industries only slipped 3.7 percentage points from 68.6 to 64.9 percent. In

particular, the federal government appears to have hired more workers outside

of the Civil Service Rtirement System. Although specific recessionary end

growth industries, such construction and mining, also posted large coverage

rate losses in percentage terms, the government figures are particularly

striking in view of pension coverage rates that traditionally have been narly

universal.

I
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INDUST

TABLE 9: CYCLICAL CHANCES IN EMPLOYMENT AND COVERAGE IN THE
ERISA WORK FORCE BY INDUSTRY, MAY 1979 AND MAY 1983

R¥ Employment Employment CoveraSe Percent Covere
1983 Change 79-83 Change 79-83 1979 1983

(000's) (000's) (000'.)
n mgm um~sm ~insm *smuwu u~sz a lRumcessionarzy =Sectow~nrs

Recessionary Sectors

GOVERNMENT

DURABLE MANU.
Primary Metals
Automobiles

NONDURABLE MANU.
Apparel
Chemicals

TRANSPORTATION
(ex-railroads)

CONSTRUCTION

PUBLIC UTILITIES

COMMUNICATIONS

MINING

FINANCE, INSURANCE
& REAL ESTATE

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

WHOLESALE TRADE

RETAIL TRADE

BUSINESS & PER-
SONAL SERVICES

11,905

8,492
702
823

5,862
697
970

1,454

2,130

811

1,200

660

3,444

6,401

2,682

5,833

3,184

750

(446)
(257)
(190)

321
(175)
(104)

.a

102)

Growth Sectors

159

277

177

581

1,578

403

503

668

93 93.36%

(795) 84.74
(251) 91.98
(155) 90.48

a 77.08
(84) 46.21

(109) 93.17

(82) 72.64

(295)

129

215

117

435

961

138

182

225

55.75 44.56

96.06%

92.04

88.73

71.94

64.96 63.95

68.36

46.89

33.87

63.26

45.96

33.83

~umumnmuuwuuunm aimzum inuinm wiusnzainu~wnuummuuammmasmmm uuin mm|u

SOURCE: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement and May 1979
DOL/SSA CPS pension supplement.

a Number of workers too small to be statistically significant.

88.26%

79.84
89.81
92.56

72.56
45.82
91.89

68.98

93.11%

88.75

82.72

72.42
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TABLE 10: CYCLICAL CHANCES IN EMPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE ERISA WORK FORCE BY INDUSTRY, MAY 1979 AND MAY 1983

Average Tenare Covered by Large Company:with ftlyr oCor¢ 500 -or More Workers
itEmyloyer- Union- Contract

1979 1983 1979 1983 1979 1983
INDUSTRY (years) (percent) (percent)

Recessionary Sectors

GOVERNMENT

DURABLE MANU.
Primary Metals
Automobiles

NONDURABLE MANU.
Apparel
Chemicals

TRANSPORTATION
(ex-railroads)

CONSTRUCTION

PUBLIC UTILITIES

COMMUNICATIONS

MINING

FINANCEOINSURANCE
& REAL ESTATE

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

WHOLESALE TRADE

RETAIL TRADE

BUSINESS & PER-
SONAL SERVICES

10.54

12.12
15.65
13.02

11 76
9.21

13.54

10.89

10.59

11.42
14.06
15.22

10.68
7.90

12.12

9.57

9.04 8.24

Growth

14.95 13.96

14.39 13.08

11.14 10.27

9.74 8.23

50.05. 52.54%.

45.18
64.97
72.70

39.96
43.03
32.09

52.00

42.08

Sectors

50.34%.

59.56

41.87

6.78

35.49
55.17
59.21

32.39
34.83
22.35

40.72

31.07

42.58%.

58.49

28.57

5.10

a a

77.32%.
83.93
92.41

71.24
48.93
85.41

59.74

72.38%.
85.79
88.28

69.10
57.31
88.24

57.94

26.79 24.07

85.42

87.07

80.40

56.45

81.96.

84.02

76.57

59.21

7.63 6.87 12.22 13.04 42.66 41.81

9.60

8.49

8.68

9.45

7.49

6.27

15.38

16.37

13.02

13.82

14.f3

10.80

39.97

42.86

34.74

36.99

45.74

31.81

muuuuuurnainuuummmrnmmmnmmmmmmmminuuuumimnmuuuuuurnmnmmumrnnsuimmmm

SOURCE: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement and May 1979
DOL/SSA CPS pension supplement.

a Data on firm size not applicable to federal government employment.
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Table 10 provides part of the framework for a more general analysis of these

changes. Throe factors found to influence coverage rates are provided by

industry for 1979 and 1983. "These factors consist of average on-the-job

tenure, the likelihood of being Included in a union contract, end the

likelihood of being employed by a company employing 500 or more workers.

Industries with long-tenure workers tend to have greater pension coverase both

because employers want to provide benefits for long-tenure employees and

because mployees want to work longer at firms with pension benefits. Large

firms tend to establish pensions more readily because of scale economies in

personnel and asset management. Unionization is closely tied to pension

protection. Benefits have been a subject of collective bargaining for many

years and ultiemployer agreements Increase the scale economies of pension-

:provision by banding together smaller contributions within the Taft-Hartley-

plan.Z7

Within the recessionary sectors, declines have taken place in average tenure,

unionization and the extant of employment in large firm. Shifts in

unionization and firm size are probably a result of layoffs in larger more

highly unionized plants. Unionized firms appear more. ready to reduce costs

through temporary layoffs during a recession rather than through

across-the-board wage 4uts. In Nay 1983, those. laid-off workers were either

collecting unemployment insurance, or, if reemployed, working at smaller

less-unionized firms.
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5n QGroh Uetors-ith the exception of mining, sectors eUbibitins

eploeint gains wore all within the servic.-providing industries. Table I

shos tht those S major Industry roupings led to an increase in employment

of 4.3 million workers between 1979 and 1982. The number of covered workers

in these industries expanded by 2.4 million esployees, While the service

sector is typically regarded as a source of low-v s low-benefit employment,

6.1 million workers, or 25 percent of the the growth sector, are in industries

with coverage rates of over 70 percent. Another 9 million workers, or 37.5

percent of this work force, are in industries with coverage rates of over 60

percent. Two patterns of change are exhibited: coverage rates for half the

industrLes fell while those for the other half held constant.

Public utilities, communication, mining and wholesale trade exhibited

declines in coverage rates despite an Increase of nearly 600,000 in the number

of covered workers in those industries. In the mining and public utilities.

significant declines in the extent of unionization, combined with a shift

toward smaller companies, nay have led to the decline in the coverage rate.

Nevertheless, in 1983, coverage rates for three of these four jndustries

surpassed S0 percent even during this recessionary period.

Coverage rates hold virtually constant in the financial sector (finance.

insurance, and real estate), in the services (professional services end

business and personal services) and in retail trade. The number of covered

workers increased by a hefty 1.8 million employees. Zn other words, despite a

variety of factors militating *toward lower coverage, Including the recession
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and some tendency toward shorter job tenures, covered* rates did not decline.

Over three-quarters of these workers were found in the financial sector and in

professional services which posted covered* rates of 72 end nearly 64 percent

respectively.

In summary, losses in employment and coverage stemming from a recessionary

economy differed significantly according to industry. In some industries, the

survey missed enumerating out-of-work covered workers who did not experience a

break-in-service. By now, pension coverage has rebounded in those sectors as

manufacturing workers returned to their jobs during the expansion.

Employment growth in the service-related sectors was robust in view of the

recessionary conditions. In absolute numbers, millions of covered workers

were added to that sector alone, taking up much of the loss suffered in

manufacturing. Many service sector coverage rates were remarkably stable.

Lower pension coverage growth would be expected during a recession. New

employers would be less likely to provide a pension in their compensation

)ackage; old employers would be less likely to institute a pension if they did

iot have one. Furthermore, some argument could be made that lower cost

mployers, those without pensions, may find it easier to expand during a

-yelical downturn.

Itatistical Ouirks

fortunately an industrial analysis does not se#m to answer all the questions

bout what happened to pension coverage between the two surveys. A number of

urely statistical issues make the data difficult to interpret and perhaps
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suggest that pension covered remained more robust than indicated by the raw

percentags. While changes in coverage appear to be associated with the

extent of unionization, average Job tenure and firm sixe, the decline in

covers within the hRIZA work force appears surprisingly broad in view of the

relatively small compositional changes in many of those variables affecting

coverage rates.

For this reason a preliminary statistical analysis was conducted for thode

members of the ERISA work force with valid responses for all items used in the

anlysis.f/ The regression included factors likely to affect pension coverage

to explain the change in the coverage rate. Variables similar to those in

table 9 were found to influence the extent of pension coverage as well as

industry, earnings and to a lesser extent, age and geographic region of the

country.

In addition to service sector growth and a contraction in manufacturing,

changes took place in the distribution of age, tenure and earnings within the

KISA work force between the two survey years. This preliminary analysis

indicated a downward shift in the structure of the determinants of pension

coverage not related to differences in the compositional shifts in the work

force. This may represent the effect of the recession on pension growth.

Muted 2Jsamssa--A further explanation for the shift iii the structure of the

coverage equation and the coverage rate may lie in the distribution of

unreported responses in the survey. In 1980, the Vresidnt's Coamission on

Pension Policy contracted with ICI, Inc. to allocate missing answers to the

May 1979 DOL/MS CPS pension supplement resulting from question refusals,
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skipped questions and *don't know' responses.j/

Table 11 presents statistics on employment, coverage and future benefit

receipt for 1979 and 1983 comparable to those presented in table 8 but using

imputations to fill in missing or incomplete data. For both years, the

imputed responses for items that were not reported leads to an increase in the

number of persons covered by a pension plan and in the number of persons who

anticipate the receipt of future pension benefits. The survey findings using

the imputed data differ for coverage and for benefit receipt because of

different patterns of nonresponse for the two questions. Many more employees

did not know whether they were entitled to future pension benefits.

While the number of covered workers increases for both years using the imputed-

variables, the increase in coverage ins greater for 1983 than 1979. Analysis

suggests that more high salaried workers, more employees in government, and

more persons working in large firms were among those without reported

responses in 1983. The reason for this shift in nonresponse has not been

identified. Suffice it to say that although more wage and salary workers were

covered in 1979 than in 1983, using the imputed responses, the gap in coverage

fell from 2.5 million workers to under 150,000. Coverage increased to 53.9

million workers in 1983 or 61 percent of all nonagricultural employees.,

Between 1979 and 1983. coverage rose by 2.6 million employees for the ZRISA

work force using the imputed data, compared to an increase of just over 1.1

million based on the CPS raw counts. Part of this greater coverage growth

resulted from the addition of 1.8 million workers to the RICA work force for

May 1983 after imputations were made for issing, responses to job tenure and
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annual hours worked. This raised the proportion of employment in the IRISA

work force from 55 to 57 percent. Furthermore, even though the coverage rate

fell between 1979 and 19830 the decline was smaller using imputed data.

Imputations improve the status of future benefit receipt within the population

even more. This results from the large traction of the population which

reported that they did not know whether they wore qualified for retirement

benefits. Zn 1979 nearly 15 percent of covered nonagricultural employees and

the covered members of nISA work force had not reported whether or not they

would be entitled to a benefit at retirement. Although the figure fell to

around 12 percent in 1963, suggesting greater employee information about

pensims the degree of nonresponse remained substantial.

Imputed data on future benefit receipt increased the number of workers vested

for retirement benefits for both years but did not greatly alter the

relationship between the two years. Concentrating on May 1983, the data

indicate that the imputations increased the number of workers expecting

retirement benefits by 6.7 million to a total of 28.9 million workers. Within

the hSA work force the number of workers looking forward to a pension rose

by 5.3 million to 25.3 million workers. Thus 63 percent of covered workers of

all ages were eligible for retirement benefits. If the 5.5 million persons in

the nt1MA work force who expect lump-am benefits are added to this sum, the

nuM4er Of total vested workers rises to 30.8 million or 76 percent of all

covered eployees of all ages meeting MUA participation standards.
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TABLE 11: EMPLOYMENT, COVERAGE AND FUTURE BENEFIT ENTITLEMENT
BEFORE AND AFTER THE RECESSION, MAY 1983 AND MAY 1979

(Figures include imputations for missing data) :

Employment Coverage Future Benefit
(000's and (000's and Entitlement
% of % of (000's and
Employed) Employed) % of Employed)

-inuuims nuusssmaznsmmmwmussunaazummsa~mgm~uinuinUUas

Civilian Employment 98,964 56,018 30,850
(All employees & self- 100.001 56.60% 31.17%
employed)

Nonagricultural Wage 88,214 53.932 28,894
and Salary Workers 100.00% 61.14% 32.75%

Nonagricultural Wage 68,252 45,379 26,569
and Salary Workers 100.00% 66.49% 38.93%
age 25 to 64 only

Nonagricultural Wage 63,833 43,723 26,143
and Salary Workers 100.00% 68.501 40.95%
a$e 25 to 64, working
1000 hours or more

RRISA Work force 56,153 40,441 25,326
(age. 25 to 64, working 100.001 72.021 45.101
1000 hours or rnre, one
year of tenure or more)

Civilian Employment 95,372 54,374 28,168
(All employees & self- 100.001 57.01% 29 53%
employed)

Nonagricultural Wage 85,181 54,079 28,005
and Salary Workers 100.001 63.49% 32.881

Nonagricultural Wage 63,201 43,907 26,009
and Salary Workers 100.001 69.47% 41.15%
age 25 to 64 only

Nongricultural Wage 59,217 42,252 25,512
and Salary Workers 100.00% 71.35% 43.081
age 25 to 64, working
1000 hours or more

ERIBA Work force 50,562 37,903 24,494
(age 25 to 64, working 100.001 74.771 48.441
1000 hours or more, one
year of tenure or more)

mRi uuwuue minwmmmmmmnniimminimminiiumummmmmmmiinmm uuummmumm

SOUR : Preliminary Roploye Denefit Research Institute tabulations of
the Bay 1983 E3I3/lMOS CPS pension supplment and Nay 1979 DOL/SSA
CP8 pension supplement using inputations provided by ICY Inc.

39-707 0 - 85 - 14
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THll FULL PICTURE

Evaluating changes in coverage and future benefit receipt between the May 1979

DOL/SSA CPS pension supplement and the Hay 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension

supplement is a complex task. The dual effects of unfavorable economic

conditions and changing patterns of survey response must be considered. On

the one hand, changes in response patterns between 1979 and 1983 appear to

minimize the growth in the number of covered workers and maximize the decline

in the coverage rate.10/ On the other hand, even using imputed responses,

pension coverage did not keep up with employment gains during a period of

massive unemployment and low economic growth. This resulted in a decline in

the ratio of covered workers to employment between May 1979 and Hay 1983.U/

Coverage rates posted in May 1983 were adversely affected by the 1982

recession in several ways. First, many workers in manufacturing we,.e on

layoff lowering the overall coverage rate. Second, this effect may have been

compounded to the extent that unionized employment responded to the recession

through layoffs rather than wage cuts. Third, employers without a pension

plan would have been unlikely to institute one during a period' of high

unemployment and lagging demand. Plan growth among employers without coverage

should accelerate during the current expansion to a rate more in keeping with

# long run expansion 2ath.

Seven though the expansion of coverage was not proportional to the expansion of

employment causing the coverage rate to edge off from 75 percent in May 1979

to 72 percent in May 1983 using imputed responses, the number of covered
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workers expanded by 2.6 million workers for the CRISA work force. This

expansion indicates that even during adverse conditions employer pensions have

continued to provide protection for the majority of employees meeting RRISA

participation standards.

given during a recession pension plans continue to cover predominantly lower-

and middle-income workers. Table 12 compares the distribution of employment,

coverage and pension receipt by earnings for the ERISA work force in 1979 and

1983. Although the proportion of workers earning less then $25,000 (in 1983

dollars) increased from 74 percent in 1979 to 76 percent in 1983, the

proportion of covered workers earning loe than $25,000 also increased from 70

percent in 1979 to 72 percent in 1983. Furthermore, the proportion of workers

,expecting future retirement benefits (excluding lump-swm distributions) and

earning less than $25,000 increased from 63 percent of all workers in 1979 to

67 percent in 1983. In other words, pension coverage continues to protect

middle income employees even as the income distribution worsened.

Furthermore, the employer pension system did not suffer the financial

difficulties experienced by the Social Security system in recent years.

Between 1979 and 1982 Social Security trust fund assets fell from $24.7

billion to $22.1 billion and would have run out had interfund transfers not

taken place and had the 1983 Social Security Amendments not been passed. This

unfortunate situation was a direct result of sluggish economic growth with

wage rates lagging prices over an extended period. By contrast, assets held

by private, state and local government plans continued to grow. Accumulated

holdings in these employer pension funds were $522.9 billion in 1979 and

$815.8 in 1982 despite a sluggish economy. While no employed workers lost
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TABLE 12: CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF
EMPLOYMENT, COVERAGE AND VESTING BY EARNINGSe

FOR THE ERISA WORK FORCE, MAY 1979 AND MAY 1983 IN 1983 DOLLARS

Employment Coverage Benefit
Distri- Distri- Entitlement

EARNINGS button button Distribution

Total Employees* 54,363 38,058 20,027
(000's)

less tih -$5,000 2.50% 1.05% 0.54%
less than $10,000 16.21% 9.67% 5.98%
less than $15,000 39.46% 30.70% 23.82%
less than $20,000 59.54% 52.39% 44.85%
less than $25,000 76.48% 71.98% 66.67%

less than $30,000 85.89% 82.86% 78.85%
less than $35,000 97.13% 96.48% 95.23%
Total Earnings 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Total Employees 49,736 36,890 18,941
(000's)

less than $5,000 1.86% 0.82% 0.26%
less than $10,000 14.33% 8.74% 5.06%
less than $15,000 36.19% 28.72% 21.15%
less than $20,000 57.18% 50.59% 42.76%
less than $25,000 74.22% 69.95% 63.34%

less than $30,000 85.17% 82.57% 77.45%
less than $50,000 97.43% 97.07% 96.09%
Total _Earnings 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

SOURCE: Preliminary Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of
the May 1983 EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement and May 1979
DOL/SSA CPS pension supplement.

a Percentage* exclude 4.9% of employees in 1979 and 4.1% of employees

in 1983 whose earnings are not reported
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Social Security coverage during the recession, the costs to maintaining

benefit entitlement for a system that was not self-regulating at the time were

borne by workers and retirees alike through the 1983 Amendments.

ConclusionM

Pension coverage appears to be sensitive to business conditions, exhibiting

less rapid growth during cyclical downswings. employer pensions continued to

provide coverage, however, to the vast majority of workers who are most likely

to accrue meaningful benefits no matter the state of the economy. These

employees vest in their pension plans as they grow older, probably accruing

benefits at a faster rate than they would on their own. Furthermore, more and

more women have become entitled to pensions In their own right as they enter

the labor force in greater numbers. Finally, the vast majority of employees

benefiting from employer pension plans continue to be middle income workers

earning less than $25,000 a year. All these benefits are observed in a system

with strong financial reserves enabling it to weather the worst depression in

four decades.
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1/ Both the 1979 and the 1983 surveys were supplements to the ongoing Current
Population Survey (CPS) which is conducted monthly by the Bureau of the
Census to collect national statistics on employment and unemployment.
Consequently, in addition , to Information on pension coverage and
entitlement, the survey provides valuable data on labor force status,
demographics and income.

j/ In the case of the 1983 survey, the questions are (1) Does your employer
contribute to a pension or retirement plan...? (2) Are you included in the
employer or union sponsored plan? and (3).. .Could you receive some
benefits at retirement?

3/ See Sylvester J. Schieber and Patricia M. George, Retirement Income
Oovortunities in A Aing America. Coverexo and Benefit Intitlement,
(Washington, DC: Employee Benefit Research Institute, 1961).

4/ The next section ef this testimony discusses the effect of the recession
on coverage and vesting

/ Changes in the 1970 and 1980 Censumes mean that employment totals for the
Key 1979 CPS and the May 1983 CPS are not strictly comparable. In
particular, the 1960 Census corrected a previous undercount, so that were
the 1979 CPS benchmarked to the latest Census, the population totals would
be somewhat higher. That implies that employment increases may be
slightly too robust and employment decreases may be slightly
underrepresentd. Thus the recessionary impact on. coverage may be
understated, The effect of this undercount on calculated rates should be
minimal.

6/ Following past survey practices, respondents were instructed to exclude
Social Security and Railroad Retirement from their responses.

7/ Olivia S. Mitchell and Emily S. Andrew, "Scale Economies in Private
Multi-Employer Pension Systems", Industrial jnd Labor Relations Reyiew,
July 1981, pp. 522-530.

8/ Final findings will be presented in Roily S. Andrew, The Changing Profile
of Pensions in America, (Washington, DC: 1BI, forthcoming).

I/ More ambitious imputations for those individuals who were eligible for the
survey but did not respond to any of the pension supplement questions were
not included.

j&/ There is also some evidence that a change in the wording of the key
coverage question way have led to a decline in reported coverage. The 1983
survey substituted the phrase "contribute to a pension plan" for "have a
pension plan."

11/ Other surveys of pension coverage also show coverage rates edging off
since 1979. These include calculations of prior year pension coverage
among employed workers from the annual March Current Population Survey and
pension coverage among large and medium-sized firms from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics' Level of Benefits Survey.
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment

Chief Counsel

Committee e \Finance

Dirkeen Senate Office Building, Room SaD.219

Vashington, D. C. 2510

Re Public hearings July 26, 27, 30, 1984 on subject Taxation of Employee

Benefits.

Arrowood Mills of North Carolina is opposed to taxation on emloyee benefits.

An Arrowood Mills employees, without ezeption, are provided medical and life

insurance coverage for themselves at no cost to the employee. This boAfit

Is provided to ompoyees In appreciation for their efforts on behalf of e

company. Many employees would not and oculd not avail theselves of this protection

if they had to bear the expense of such a pvgram. The purpose of this benefit

would be defeated If employees vere taxed for the costs incurred by the cmpary.

In this time of rising medical costs, we are hapff that we can offer our enoyees

the security of adequate coverage at no expense to them.

Privet* enterprises, such a Airowoo, an covering the needs of employees

through their employee benefit system. They are far superior to any government

program w h would replace them. Private system should not be systeuatically

dismantled in the nioe of greater tax revenues. Bpleyee needs are there and
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and must be met.

go. ermnent must.

greater.

If private enterprise is not encouraged to meet its needs,

And we believe the ultimte price to our nation will be

Linda Braswell

Personnel Director
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AGC is:

* More than 30,000 firms including 8,400 of America's leading
general contracting firms responsible for the employment of
3,500,000-plus employees;

* 111 chapters nationwide;

More than 80% of America's contract construction of commercial
buildings, highways, industrial and municipal-utility
facilities and of the contract construction by American firms
in more than 100 countries abroad.



The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) represents

more than 30,000 firms, including 8,400 of America's leading general

contracting companies which are responsible for the employment of more

than 3,400,000 individuals. These member contractors perform more than

80 percent of America's contract construction of commercial buildings,

highways, industrial and municipal-utilities facilities and of the

contract construction performed by American firms abroad. We appreciate

the opportunity to submit written testimony regarding the federal tax

treatment of employer provided fringe benefits.

AGC supports the long established national policy of excluding

fringe benefits from taxation at the employee level while allowing

employers to deduct the cost of the benefits as a business expense.

AGC also believes that the tax treatment of non-statutory fringe bene-

fits has been more than adequately addressed in recent legislation.

Rather than imposing more restrictions, traditional provisions of the

Code such as Section 127 education expense deductions should be renewed.

The reforms and the numerous restrictions covering statutory fringe

benefits in the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA)

and the Tax Reform Act of 1984 (TRA) have made the present tax treatment

of fringe benefits the most restrictive in modern history. Any further

restrictions of employer provided fringe benefits will only serve to

dismantle the efficient private sector benefit program. This system

has no rival in any public sector system.

TEFRA dramatically reduced and froze the maximum contribution

amounts for pension and profit sharing plans. This freeze was extended

in the 1984 TRA. New "top heavy" plan rules were incorporated into

the Code to limit the benefits of senior corporate officials. Severe
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restrictions were placed on voluntary employee benefit trusts in the

1984 Act. Reserve account restrictions were also established for a

variety of benefit categories by the 1984 Act. The 1984 Act also re-

quired extensive recordkeeping and compliance requirements for employ-

ers furnishing general fringe benefits, such as merchandise discounts

and working condition fringes.

AGC continues to believe that the traditional national policy

of encouraging employer provided fringe benefits should be followed.

This policy correctly attempts to develop and foster a private employer

benefit system. The clear acknowledgement of the superiority of a pri-

vate system is well founded. The needs of a local workforce are best

.net at the employer level. This system allows employers to tailor their

benefit programs to their employees specific needs on a local basis.

For example, if the workforce is relatively young, medical insurance

covering family needs may be a high priority of the employees. These

needs can be easily adjusted for by the employer in designing a benefit

program. This flexibility enhances the efficiency of the private sector

system in a way that no public system can match. Restricting this flexi-

bility with limitations on maximum medical insurance benefits as has

been suggested recently does not serve the public interest. If two

similar workforces requiring the same level of benefits are located

in areas where the service costs vary significantly a cap will restrict

the benefits of one group more than a.,other. We do not believe the

marginal revenue gains of the federal treasury justify the discrimin-

atory effects on benefits and employees.
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The clear superiority of the private sector delivery systems versus

public systems represents revenue savings to the federal government

which are far more significant than the tax revenues which could be

raised by taxing fringe benefits. The present system has been extensive-

ly reformed in recent years and no further restrictions of the system

are in the public interest.
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Associated Insurance Service, Inc.

Mr. hkoorick A. treatment
Ulief (buumel
(Amlittew on Finance
kom i

VLrk&u Seate Uffice ilding
W&Shjn~ton, b.e. AU10

Lear i r. LmAnnet:

(C4usistemt with your requirements, I am su1zuitting tais letter and
the attacAed stateawt to be included ss part of the reoro of tue ieariuf
on azployoe Fringe benefits hold cc July ,W, 27 saQ Mj by the United States
Seate Mavice (4wnittee, Subcommittee (m t'axtion snia Let kanagement.

'n&" you for your assistance.

Uincerely,

Yresicm~t

Lnclosure

Associated * P.O. Box 6137 a Louisville, Kentucky 40206
Schowe a 604 East Spring Street * New Albany, Indiana 47150

Harry A. Shapard
Clyde White, Jr.
Michael R. Halloran
Joeaph T. Altobeills
Norman E. Faliot
Richard E. Farrer
Linda Tichanor
Nancy Hlawrin
James D. Wetlerar

Louisville, Ky.(502) 895-0603

New Albany, nd.
(812) 944-53

August 4j, lksb
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buuitwo as par' of tue recur of the waring ou aployee rinie
iseefits bld on July ';, -7 ana W1 by the Lnitu tates kinance
Wauittee, bubecnittee on 'wmtio anu LAot .Awnagauent. Liy Associatea
Insurauce *rvics, Inu., 'tJ0 10 point Circle, wuisville, &eaxu*y ,i(q0.

1. 'be private oiployee Leneiit plan system dom serve a useful social
aua ecunic syst s.

d. Current regulations uoes not unit uiscriuanatiwn favorable to ni&4
palo t oIyUe~b.

;. , We arz a smal1 business witu only I& employees and coulo not continue
our uployee bLaivdits without prewwt tax inowntives.

. hiay of our " u piA .t triiuL1i to tneir pursoual ILA, uovtr,
all employes will Uave to have our pension plan in oruer to retire at
nonmal retirmu*n age.

U. Social urity oeuefitb tohetLer with poroual ILiAs is not sufficieut
to penit our eaployeeb to retire at normal retirement abe.

b. P.veryone we have talked to about this is outraged that there is even
talk about recmini* eiployw unefits.

harry A.
President
Associated insurance bervice, Inc.
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Mr. Chairman, I am Merlin K. DuVal, M. D., President

and Chief Executive Officer of the Associated Health Systems, an

Association of twelve multi-institutional, not-for-profit health

care organizations. The members of the Association represent 178-

hospitals located across the United States and employ about

100,000 individuals. We appreciate very much this opportunity to

speak to some of our concerns about certain Federal tax policies

relating to employee fringe benefits and their impact on the

costs and financing of health care.

Mr. Chairman, we wish to focus our remarks on two of

the provisions in the Federal tax code with which we have par-

ticular concerns. The first of these deals with the treatment of

health insurance benefit expenditures. As you know, employer

contributions made on behalf of employees for health insurance

are currently excluded from employee taxable income. Because

such contributions are excluded, employees have very strong in-

centives and preferences to seek the most extensive employment

based health benefit coverages they can from their employers.

This is because a dollar's worth of health insurance is worth a

full dollar, while a dollar's worth of wages is worth far less,

because wages are subject to Federal income and social insurance

payroll taxes.

The effect of present tax policy, therefore, is to

encourage the purchase of as much employment-based health insur-

ance as possible or to press continually for more and more bene-

39-707 0 - 85 - 15
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fits to existing coverages. This has often led to the purchase

of first-dollar protection for such generally self-budgetable

expenses as dental and routine vision care services. Overly-rich

health plans often impose little if any cost-sharing requirements

on any of the services covered, and effectively insulate patients

and their families from any sense of the real costs of the health

care services they use. And, because employees protected by many

of these plans are not aware of the true costs of health care,

they have no incentives to shop for services or for health plan

coverages with an eye toward saving money.

Mr. Chairman, at a time of unprecedented Federal defi-

cits and at a time in which Congress has expressed great concerns

about the rising costs of health care in the United States, does

it make any sense to provide unlimited tax subsidies to finance

levels of health insurance coverage that largely remove price as

a consideration by working Americans in the use of health care

services? We believe, Mr. Chairman, that this Committee and the

Congress must carefully consider ways to alter the present tax

treatment of employment-based health benefits, if serious efforts

are to be made to bring rising health spending under any reason-

able kind of control. Current law only provides an unwarranted

and very costly stimulus for increasing the demand for health

care that must be reexamined.

Since about 85 percent of private health care coverage

is provided through employment, we believe that changes in cur-

rent tax policies relating to health insurance present the
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Congress with meaningful opportunities to promote cost contain-

ment goals. Limits must be placed on the amount of employer-paid

health insurance that employees may receive without paying some

taxes on such amounts. And, if limitations on the current tax

exclusion are not possible, Congress must at least consider ways

to link the tax benefits of this feature of law--which fuels the

demand for health services--to health plans that meet certain

design requirements for tax exclusion. For example, increased

cost-sharing in comprehensive employer-sponsored indemnity plans

has been shown to be one of several effectiv e methods that could

be used to bring some degree of price sensitivity in spending

decisions about health care.

Parenthetically, Mr. Chairman, we are also pleased that

Congress has directed a study, to be submitted by April of next

year, on the possible impacts that cafeteria-type fringe benefit

programs, including flexible spending arrangements, could have in

the containment of health care costs. We firmly believe that

cafeteria arrangements offer a unique mechanism for addressing

cost containment issues in ways that are acceptable both to

workers and to employers.

Mr. Chairman, our other area of concern deals with the

tax treatment of employer-sponsored health promotion programs.

Section 531 of the recently enacted Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

revises the Code dealing with the exclusion of certain fringe

benefits from gross income. First, this section makes explicit

that fringe benefits which are not explicitly excluded from the
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definition of gross income will be treated as income to an em-

ployee. Second, the section provides, under a special rule, for

an exclusion from gross income of the value of "on premises" gyms

and other athletic facilities, which are operated by an employeL

and the substantial use of which is by employees, their spouses

and their dependent children. Thus, it appears to us that pay-

ments by employers for such health promotion pLograms involving

facilities not on an employer's premises would be treated as

taxable income to employees.

The conference agreement on the Deficit Reduction Act

also provides a Levised general definition of fringe benefits

which are excludable from gLoss income, but we do not find quali-

fying health promotion or wellness programs named under these

provisions. If our understanding of these provisions in the

Deficit Reduction Act is correct, it would appear that Congress

may be encouraging, through tax policies, the development of

health promotion programs only among those employers large and

wealthy enough to provide and staff on-premises wellness activi-

ties. In our view, this would be discriminatory and not in the

public interest, because it would discourage large numbers of

small businesses in the United States from offering health promo-

tion programs to their employees. Therefore, we would propose

amending the Revenue Code to make it clear that the term "gross

income" does not include the value of any wellness, health promo-

tion, or physical fitness programs financed or provided by an

employer to his employees, whether or not located on the premises

of the employer.

V?
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Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to present

our views on these matters.
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INTRODUCTION

The Associated Specialty Contractors, Inc., is an

"umbrella" organization of eight national associations of

construction specialty contractors, whose combined membership

totals about 25,000 firms. The member associations are the

Mason Contractors Association of America (MCA), the

Mechanical Contractors Association of America (MCAA), the

National Association of Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors

(NAPHCC), the National Electric Contractors Association, Inc.

(NECA), the National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA),

the Painting and Decorating Contractors of America (PDCA),

and the Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors'

National Association (SMACNA). All chapters, local and

regional affiliates and contractor members of the affiliated

associations are regarded as affiliates of ASC.

The segments of the industry represented by ASC

affiliates, as reported in the 1977 Census of Construction

Industries, consist of about 165,000 business establishments

with annual sales of about $63 billion and 1,300,000

employees.

OVERVIEW

The purpose of these hearings, fringe benefit taxation,

should not come as a suprise to those In the business

community after reviewing the recent tax debate. Congress

and the Administration are in pursuit of budget revenues and

no stone will remained unturned. This Is not necessarily



construction investment, and the economic health of our

industry.

THE ECONOMY

Clearly the greatest problem for the construction

industry is interest rates that are too high. While below

the temporary peaks of the late 1970's, the average interest

rates of the early 1980's have been far too high, especially

in relation to the much lower inflation rate. In short, the

record real interest rates inhibit investment and

construction from reaching its potential. While the nation's

overall construction economy has improved from the depths of

the recent recession, business is still not as good as in

years before the recession. !t is important to remember that

many large urban areas' economic conditions for our industry

have yet to improve from recession conditions. With interest

rates again on the rise to the levels that brought on the

last recession, our industry is greatly concerned with the

tax and budget policy promoted by the Congress and the

President.

Briefly, the policies that have given our nation record

trade deficits, record budget deficits, and record real

interest rates must be changed before we find our economy

again in a deep recession. The new recession will be caused

by too large a federal government debt. Without trying to

assess blame for the current economic dilemma, ASC agreeC

with economic policymakers who demand we shrink the federal
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budget deficit as soon as possible. However, higher taxes

are not the only answer. They can short-circuit the

construction recovery just as fast as can higher interest

rates. The formula should include no less than equal cuts ir.

spending and revenue increases if the task is to succeed. It

is important that business not be asked to bear a far greater

burden through higher taxes as has been the case in the lavt

two tax bills.

TAXES AND SMALL BUSINESS

Beginning in 1982, the federal government has passed at

least one major tax bill each year designed solely to

Increase federal revenues. The merits of each bill have been

questionable but in the rush to cut deficits, inadequate

attention to detail is becoming all too common. That trend

continued this year with a tax package that is expected to

raise over $50 billion, after subtracting new spending

initiatives, during the next three years. The construction

industry was especially hard hit in the recent tax bill a::

Congress, with the President's approval, cut investment

incentives for construction projects of various types. The

reason for the tax hike was not that the incentives were

unnecessary for stimulating investment but ',ecause the budget

debt is out of control and more revenues are needed. Indeed,

there is a general perception that a huge tax hike will be

first on the agenda in 1985 no matter which party's candicatt..

Is successful in November.

While high interest rates and a high federal debt harr
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construction, so do higher taxes resulting from short-sighted

tax legislation. We disagree with those who are suggesting

far higher taxes on construction and business in order to

balance the budget. It can't be done on the back of small

business. One member of Congress recently remarked that

business is the goose that lays the golden eggs--jobs,

profits, higher wages, and improved living standards,

etc.--and that Congress has been all too interested in the

fruits of business and not in the health of business.

Without reasonable care it is too easy, and politically

expedient, to hike taxes on construction and small businoz

without making the tough decision to cut spending and

inequitable income tax breaks.

Separately or in combination, the elimination or

restriction of tax incentives to rehabilitation or new

construction will hurt the construction industry just as it

appears that the recovery is forthcoming. Recent

Congressional testimony has documented that the sectoral

distribution of capital spending has been concentrated in

equipment rather than investment in structures. The

seriousness of the unbalanced capital formation picture will

only be worsened by removing the incentives currently

available. While ASC clearly understands the Congress'

desire to raise tax revenues, it seems inequitable to reduce

or eliminate construction tax incentives during a time of

fragile recovery and rising interest rates. Large tax hiker

on the construction industry will not improve the

construction economy or general economic growth. The fragile
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economic recovery in the construction industry needs

continued investment Incentives and lower interest rates.

The Committee should recognize the importance of the

contribution of the construction industry and the tax

incentives that are needed for its growth. The Congress and

the President should promote construction incentives to

stimulate investment and jobs. Higher taxes on small

business are simply counterproductive .o the expressed goal

of a strong economy.

FRINGE BENEFITS

Specifically, the Associated Specialty Contractors (ASC)

opposes taxes on fringe benefits. As our statement has

outlined, taxing small business cannot be viewed in isolated

terms. When depreciation incentives, industrial development

bonds, leasing incentives, and other tax incentives are cut

or eliminated, It hurts the construction economy. To adJ to

the small business tax burden with fringe benefits taxes

further strains the fragile business recovery.

If Congress believes that there is wide-spread abuse in

the area of fringe benefits, it should say so, identify

specific abuses, and make a recommendations to correct them.

But to tax fringe benefits, many of which are part of the

social contract between the nation, employers and employees.

solely to compensate for over-spending or unwise tax policy

is unfair. ASC welcomes a Congressional or Administrativc

review of fringe benefit packages to seek out potential

abuses. If found these abuses should be acted upon by
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Congress with support from the business community. But,

again, we emphasize there cannot be abuses in defense

contracts or other areas of the budget that are ignored if

employer-employee fringe benefits are offered up for reventle

purposes.

In a recently released report from its Small Business

Administration Office of Advocacy, researchers examined the

extent of coverage, characteristics, administrative practices

and costs of pension and health care plans in small business-

es. The SBA sudy found that benefits coverage is far less

extensive for employees in small business than for workers in

large businesses. Only 30 percent of employees in small

firms (10 employees or less) have both health and pension

benefits. In firms larger than 2,500 employees, over 95

percent of workers have both types of coverage. Insufficient

profitability, benefit plan complexity, and plan costs all

inhibit small business from providing or expanding benefit

packages. Taxing the benefits will only cause businesses to

reduce the number, extent, and variety of fringe benefit

packages.

Most of our members assemble their benefit packages

based on collective bargaining agreements. While these

agreements vary from contract to contract, region to region,

there are some similarities. The types of benefits range

from job training assistance, education benefits, health and

welfare benefits. In soot) areas travel benefits, journeymar

upgrading, and scholarship funds are available. No matter

what the benefit, it is very probable that if the benefits
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are ta.ed, exployees acting alone or through their union

representatives will seek greater benefits or higher wages to

offset losses to income. The management-labor agreement may

be subject to challenges as workers try to maintain an agreed

upon wage and benefit package. Clearly, taxing fringe bene-

fits will be an added financial burden on small business as

labor passes on the costs of tax increases through to the

business. The consumer then pays for the tax if the small

business Is able to pass on the added cost. Otherwise, it

will become another burden for the business to absorb through

reeuej', economic activity or lower profitability.' Whatever

Is the result, cutting federal spending is preferable to

starting a chain reaction of Inflationary pressure through

the overburdened small business community.

CONCLUSION

ASC believes that the driving force to tax fringe benefits

and to increase taxes on a whole range of other small busi-

ness activities is the desire to increase revenues. Taxing

fringe benefits is not a proposal to increase the equity of

the tax code or correct abuses but is simply a move to raise

taxes to offset federal deficit spending. Therefore, until

the case can be made that spending has been cut in an equita-

ble manner In defense, social services, and the many cther

areas within the federal budget, we consider It premature tc

endorse further tax increases on small business and their

employees. We feel that most policymakers would agree thaL
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ngress has a long way to go in income tax reform and

spending cuts before new tax hikes are proposed in employee

personal benefit packages.

The Associated Specialty Contractors and its members

have been vocal participants in the current tax debate. We

offer our assistance and counsel as the revenue picture is

examined by Congress in its attempts to reduce the budget

deficits. However, to view tax proposals piecemeal, separate

from budget cuts, rather than in a comprehensive budgetary

manner, will produce results counterproductive to tax code

reform and small business equity.
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The Assocation of Urban Universities
1346 Connectiut Avenu. NW. Suit 22.Wahington. DC Z l 2O?7367-2130".

July 27, 1984

Hon. Bob Packwood, Chairman
Subcommittee on Tax and Debt Management
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

Father William Byron, President of the Catholic University
of America will be testifying before your Subcommittee this week
in support of the reinstatement of Sec. 127 of the Internal
Revenue Code. We will not impose upon youjr already crowded
schedule by requesting time to reiterate what Father Byron will
probably say more eloquently.

The Association of Urban Universities, representing the
nation's public and private urban universities, supports his
testimony with respect to Sec. 127 with enthusiasm. While there
is probably not a college or university in America which does
not include in its student body some men and women who would not
be there if it were not for assistance from their employer, and
for the incentive afforded by Sec. 127, we do take some pride in
the thought that the urban universities and community colleges
are probably the principal learning sites for employer-assisted
students. And the focus of our concern are those members of the
work force whose employers are foresighted enough to realize that
a better-trained worker is an asset to business,and to the
nation.

We believe that a continuation of the tax policy which
encourages workers to become more productive, is a more direct
assault on inflation than the short-sighted "saving" of $25
million which is the most the repeal of Sec. 127 can mean to the
Treasury.

Given the legislative history of Sec. 127, and its wholly
unanticipated disappearance in the recent conference on the
Deficit Reduction Act, we most strongly urge you to reinstate
Sec. 127 as an investment in the future, and to lo so in a timely
manner so as to avoid an unexpected and inequitable tax burden
falling on the workers who have counted on Sec. 127 in good
faith.

Sincerely,

Jimrrison
President
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February, 1984
The Members of the Association of Urban Universities (and Board of Directors):

Brooklyn College, Robert Hess, President
Chicago State University, George E. Ayers, President

Cleveland State University, Walter Waetjen, President

Columbia College, Mike Alexandroff, President

University of the District of Columbia, Robert L. Green, President

George Mason University, George Johnson, President

Georgetown University, Rev. Timothy S. Healy, S. J., President

Georgia State University, Kathleen Crouch, Vice-President

University of Houston System, Charles Bishop, President

University of Illinois at Chicago, Donald Langenberg, Chancellor

University of Massachusetts/Boston, Robert Corrigan, Chancellor

University of Minnesota, C. Peter Magrath, President

University of Missouri/ Kansas City, George Russell, Chancellor

University of Missouri/ St. Louis, Arnold Grobmmn, Chancellor

University of Nebraska/Omaha, Del Weber, Chancellor

New Jersey Institute of Technology, Saul Fenster, President

University of New Orleans, Cooper Mackin, Acting Chancellor

City College of New York, Bernard Harleston, President

City University of New York, Joseph S. Murphy, Chancellor

New York Institute of Technology, Vatthew Schure, President

New York University, John Brademas, President

Northeastern University, Kenneth G&. Ryder, President

Northeastern Illinois University, Ronald Williams, President

Old Dominion University, Alfred B. Rollins, Jr., President

Pace University, Edward J. Mortola, President

St. Peter's College, Rev. Edward Glynn, S.J., President

Temple University, Peter Liacouras, President

Texas Southern University, Leonard Spearman, President

Tulane University, Eamon Kelly, President

University of Tnllsa, J. Paschal Twyuan, President
Associate Board Members:

Representing the National Association of Independent Colleges and
Universities--Daniel Perlman, President, Suffolk University

Representing the National Association for Equal Opportunity in
Higher Education--Andrew Billingsley, President, Morgan State University

Board Members Emeriti:
Dr. Werner Baum
Dr. Carlo Golino
Dr. James G. Miller
Dr. Donald Riddle
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Dundalk Community College
July 24, 1984

Office of the President

The Honorable Bob Packwood
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

Fy understanding is that in late July the committee
will be holding hearings on the Tuition Assistance Programs
that represent special provisions of the new tax legislation
that was passed by Congress recently. It is my further
understanding that "in person" testimony will not be made,
but that interested parties can submit written testimony
directly to the committee. Attached for your review is
my testimony which addresses matters of critical concern
to not only Dundalk Community College but to community
colleges nationally.

Should you have any questions or concerns or would
want to hear from me directly, please contact me at
your earliest convenience.

Very truly yours,

Philip R. Day, Jr. -
President

Attachment

PRD:Jbe

CC: Dr. Frank Mensel
Mr. James Mahoney
Dr. John E. Ravekes
Dr. John M. Kingsmore
Senator Mathias
Senator Sarbanes
Congressman Long

?1)0 Si,., I'm,,il R , D iilkiiI. Mx ,,iwu 21222 4692 - 301.282 6700

39-707 0 - 85 - 16
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Testimony of

Philip R. Day, Jr.

Presented

United States Senate

to the

Finance Committee

on the Topic

Tuition Assistance Program

of
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DRAFT

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

MY NAME IS PHILIP R. DAY, JR. I AM THE PRESIDENT OF

DUNDALK COMMUNITY COLLEGE WHICH IS LOCATED IN THE SOUTHEASTERN

PART OF BALTIMORE COUNTY.

I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TO DISCUSS THE MATTER

OF TUITION ASSISTANCE PROVIDED BY THE EMPLOYERS TO THEIR EMPLOYEES.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WE READ WITH GREAT ANXIETY THE NEW TAX

LEGISLATION THAT WAS PASSED BY THE CONGRESS LATE LAST MONTH.

THE PROVISION OF TAXING OF TUITION BENEFITS THAT THE EMPLOYEES

RECEIVE FROM THEIR EMPLOYERS IS DETRIMENTAL TO HIGHER EDUCATION.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IS KNOWN FOR ITS WORKER

EDUCATION. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS PLAYED A PIVOTAL ROLE IN THE

EXPANSION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES TO THE ADULT LEARNER

THROUGH THE PASSAGE OF LIFELONG LEARNING LEGISLATION IN THE

EDUCATION AMENDMENT OF 1976, THE RECENTLY COMPLETED STUDY

"PUT AMERICA BACK To WORK PROJECT"'SPONSORED BY THE AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES (AACJC) EMPHASIZES

THE NEED FOR A CONCERTED NATIONAL EFFORT TO INSURE THAT WELL

TRAINED WORKFORCE IS AVAILABLE TO OPERATE THE BUSINESSES AND

INDUSTRIES OF THE FUTURE. WITHOUT THIS EFFORT, THE ROAD TO A

HEALTHIER, MORE PRODUCTIVEo COMPETITIVE AND TECHNOLOGICALLY

UP-TO-DATE PRIVATE SECTOR WILL BE FAR MORE PAINFUL (ELLISON, 1983).

RAPIDLY CHANGING TECHNOLOGY, PLANT SHUTDOWNS, JOB DIS-

LOCATION, AND SKILL OBSOLESCENCE ARE FORCING THE ADULT WORKERS

TO THE CLASSROOMS FOR PERIODIC RETRAINING AND EDUCATION,
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MANY WORKERS HAVE BEEN AVAILING THEMSELVES OF THIS RETRAINING

AND EDUCATION THROUGH THE PROVISION OF EMPLOYER-PAID TAX-FREE

TUITION@

THERE ARE SEVERAL BENEFITS IN THE TUITION AID PROVISION

FOR THE EMPLOYER, AND WORKERi AS WELL AS THE EDUCATIONAL

INSTITUTION. THE TUITION AID PROGRAM FOR THE EMPLOYER CAN BE

A VERY IMPORTANT TOOL IN THE HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, IT

PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY TO UPDATE THE WORKER IS SKILLS AND

KNOWLEDGE, IT ATTRACTS POTENTIAL WORKERS TO THE COMPANY.

THE TUITION AID PROGRAM IMPROVES THE CHANCES OF THE WORKER TO

REMAIN IN THE WORKFORCE OF THAT COMPANY.

THE TUITION AID PROGRAM FOR THE WORKER CAN FULFILL THE

EDUCATIONAL AND CAREER GOALS OF THE WORKER. IT PROVIDES AN

OPPORTUNITY FOR UPWARD MOBILITY, IT ALLOWS THE WORKER TO LEARN

THE STATE-OF-THE-ART. IN ADDITION, IT BUILDS THE WORKER'S

CONFIDENCE.

THE TUITION AID PROGRAM FOR THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION

IMPROVES ENROLLMENTS. IT OFFERS CUSTOMIZED TRAINING PROGRAMS

AT THE WORK-SITE AS WELL AS ON CAMPUS. IT ESTABLISHES CLOSE

COMMUNICATION AND MUTUAL BENEFICIAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN

EMPLOYERS, WORKERS, AND THE INSTITUTION.

ACCORDING TO THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR t'ORK AND LEARNING,

MORE THAN 80 PERCENT OF THE COMPANIES WITH 500 OR-MORE EMPLOYEES

HAVE TUITION AID PROGRAMS. THE N.I.W.L. ESTIMATES BETWEEN 17 AND
25 MILLION WORKERS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE TUITION AID PROGRAM$
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT ESTIMATES

ABOUT 7 MILLION EMPLOYEES ARE RECEIVING TUITION ASSISTANCE FROM
THEIR EMPLOYERS,

A RECENT TELEPHONE SURVEY OF EMPLOYERS OF BALTIMORE COUNTY
REVEALED ABOUT 50 PERCENT OFFERED A TUITION ASSISTANCE PLAN,
A SURVEY OF OUR OWN STUDENTS IN 1983 SHOWED 47 PERCENT OF THE
EMPLOYERS OFFERED A TUITION ASSISTANCE PLAN.

DUNDALK COMMUNITY COLLEGE IS SITUATED IN THE INDUSTRIAL

HUB OF THE SKILLED TRADES AND HEAVY INDUSTRIES. CORPORATIONS

LIKE BETHLEHEM STEEL, GENERAL MOTORS, LEVER BROTHERS, ARMCO STEEL,

CONTINENTAL CAN, AND OTHER MAJOR INDUSTRIES DOT THE LANDSCAPE OF

THIS SOUTHEASTERN SECTOR OF METROPOLITAN BALTIMORE, NEARLY A

QUARTER MILLION WORKERS ARE EMPLOYED IN THESE AND OTHER INDUSTRIES.

A MAJORITY OF WORKERS ARE BLUE COLLAR WORKERS WHO RECEIVE SOME
KIND OF TUITION ASSISTANCE FROM THEIR EMPLOYERS. ACCORDING TO

THE 1980 SURVEY, 50 PERCENT OF THE CREDIT STUDENTS IN COMMUNITY,
JUNIOR, AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES WERE OVER THE TRADITIONAL COLLEGE

AGES OF 18 TO 2J (AACJC, 1981), AT DUNDALK COMMUNITY COLLEGE,

75 PERCENT BELONG TO THIS AGE GROUP. THE AVERAGE AGE OF THE

STUDENT BODY AT THE COLLEGE IS 33 YEARS, AND MORE THAN 80 PERCENT
ARE PART-TIMERS WHO HOLD A JOB IN ONE OF THE INDUSTRIES,

THE ABOVE TAX PROVISION WILL PARTICULARLY HURT PEOPLE

WHO ARE TRYING TO ADVANCE IN THEIR CAREERS, THE IMPACT OF THIS

LEGISLATION IS EVEN GREATER ON WOMEN AND MINORITIES, METRO-

POLITAN COMMUNITY COLLEGES LIKE DUNDALK ARE THE PRIMARY SITES
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FOR RETRAINING WORKERS, THE TAX BENEFITS HAD PROVIDED MANY

WORKERS WITH A WAY TO GAIN NEW SKILLS AND ENHANCE THEIR CONTINUED

EMPLOYABILITY, AND REPRESENT A HUMAN "ASSET" TO THEIR RESPECTIVE

COMPANIES. THESE WORKERS WHO WOULD BENEFIT MOST FROM LEARNING

NEW SKILLS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO AFFORD THE EXTRA COST OF ENROLLING

IN RETRAINING COURSES,

THE RECENTLY PASSED LEGISLATION REQUIRES EMPLOYEES TO

PAY TAXES ON THE TUITION PAYMENTS MADE BY THEIR EMPLOYERS UNLESS

THE COURSES ARE STRICTLY JOB-RELATED. THIS WILL RESULT IN FEWER

ADULT WORKERS ' ENROLLMENT.

ACCORDING TO THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND

DEVELOPMENT, ABOUT 55 PERCENT OF THE WORKERS WHO TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE TUITION ASSISTANCE PLAN EARN LESS THAN $25,000 PER YEAR.

THESE WORKERS CAN NOT AFFORD TO PAY TAXES ON AN EXTRA $1,800 TO

$2,000 FOR THE COURSES THEY HAVE TAKEN, FURTHER, IT WILL BE A

GREAT BURDEN UPON THEM TO PROVE TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

THAT THE COURSES THEY HAD TAKEN WERE REALLY "JOB-RELATED".

EMPLOYERS, ON THE OTHER HAND, FOR ECONOMIC OR OTHER REASONS

MIGHT RESTRICT THE WORKERS FROM GETTING THE NEEDED TRAINING,

MR. CHAIRMAN, WE BELIEVE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS THE

RESPONSIBILITY FOR EXPANDING THE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES TO

THE ADULT LEARNER. EXTENSION OF TAX-FREE STATUS OF EMPLOYER-

PAID TUITION REGARDLESS OF THE TYPES OF COURSES EMPLOYEES TAKE

WOULD GO A LONG WAY IN MEETING THIS GOAL.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I SINCERELY THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY

TO TESTIFY BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE.
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A.t Affilite of Hu1son Associates

1960 WILL ROSS COURT * CHAMBLEE, GEORGIA 30341 * (404) 458.8511

July 25, 1984

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Umloyee Finge
Benefit. held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance
Committee, Suboommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: J. Robert Conley, President
Atlantic Planning Consultants, Inc.

For the past 14 years my company has provided administrative services
to Private ftployee Benefit Plans for approximately 40 small commercial
banks and many of their oomeercial customers in Georgia.

I understand that certain questions regarding the need and/or advisa-
bility of continuing the currently available tax incentives for these types
of plans are being investiga$ed by Senator Packwood and the Senate Finance
Committee.

In my opinion, the reduction or elimination of the existing tax
incentives would result in the immediate termination of the majority of
qualified Plans which we service.

The small bank or business which accepts the social responsibility
of attempting to help its employees provide a measure of future security
by transferring a portion of its earnings to an employee retirement Trust
should certainly be encouraged to do so, as is done by the existing
regulations.

Discontinuing private employer funded Plans could result in significant
pressure from (former) plan participants to expand the already troubled
Social Security system to replace the lost benefits to some degree.

Analysis of IRA accounts show that the majority have been funded with
money which was already in, or going to be deposited into savings plans
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anyway - that little "new" retirement funds have been created.

If the private sector is to continue to attempt to provide retirement
benefits to supplement the Social Secarity and individually funded programs,
the existing tax incentives are vital to the effort.
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STATEMENT OF ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY

IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS

OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984.
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Atlantic Richfield Company is a diversified resource company and is among the twelve

largest industrial corporations in the United States. It sponsors a comprehensive package

of employee benefits that provides a "safety net" of protection against economic hazards

to all employees. Most of the employee benefit plans that are offered are made possible

only because of enabling provisions in the Ifternal Revenue Code. These tax favored

provisions allow employees, particularly lower and middle income employees, to build

upon the basic level of protection afforded by Social Security. We believe very strongly

that tax preferences for welfare benefit plans and pension plans are critical in achieving

broad employee participation in these programs. Our own experience with our Section

401(k) CODA Plan provides ample evidence of this. The abolition of these preferences tor

employees will very likely significantly reduce coverage in effect for those who are at

lower income levels. In addition, since defined benefit and defined contribution plans

constitute the major source of savings for middle and lower income employees, the

restriction or elimination of these plans will have a significant detrimental effect on the

already low rate of personal savings.-

Atlantic Richfield Company's benefit package offers employees welfare benefit plans that

protect them against current economic hazards, retirement income programs that build

upon Social Security benefits, and capital accumulation programs chat promote long term

employee saving. Exhibit I shows the major plans and the number of employees covered

by them.

The Company maintains benefit programs in order to provide financial protection auid

security (alleviating problems which could reduce productivity in the employees) and to

maintain our competitive ability to attract and retain high quality employees. Our

retirement program is designed to maintain a retirement standard of living that

approximates a middle income employee's pre-retirement standard of living. The

employee savin3s program has two parts - a savings plan and a capita, accumulation
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(401(k)) plan. The former has a degree of flexibility that allows employees to withdraw

their accumulated savings in order to meet financial emergencies. As an example, there

were a large number of withdrawals by employees living in parts of Texas after a

particularly damaging tornado hit that state. The latter plan, as its name implies, is a

long term plan which encourages employees to save for their retirement; withdrawals by

active employees are discouraged by a rest ;ctive withdrawal provision in the plan.

In the face of massive federal deficits, Congress is legitimately concerned whether tax

benefited employee benefits are really necessary. The majority of employees and

employers would answer in the affirmative. The United States, like most economically

advanced countries, long ago decided that its citizens were entitled to some degree of

protection agaiiist one or more of a large variety of social ha7ards, Hence, the creation

of a near universal Social Security System whose benefits are based on presumptive need

and which provides a minimum floor of protection against economic risks. This system is

of necessity biased in favor of social adequacy; the balance between social adequacy and

in -ividuai equity has been maintained largely by programs sponsored by employers.

Indeed, Congress has encouraged the creation of such private programs by enacting, at

various times, provisions in the Internal Revenue Code which provide stimulus for the

development of private programs. The result has been the creation, in the private sector,

of a fairly comprehensive "Safety Net" of protection to employees against economic

hazards. In the absence of this safety net, there would no doubt be extreme pressure on

the government to provide similar benefits. This raises the question of which is more

preferable, for employers to meet thpse social needs or to provide them via a direct

expenditure by the government? The Atlantic Richfield Company believes that the first

alternative is preferable since, by and large, the private sector has fulfilled its mandate in

a creditable manner. The Senate Finance Committee's Subcommittee on Taxation and

Debt Management will no doubt receive testimony from organizations such as EBRI that

will support this assertion as to the performance of the private sector in the aggregate.
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Atlantic Richfield can only share with the Comm .tee the experience of our Company in

providing employee benefits to our employees. Accordingly, we attach several exhibits to

this letter giving statistical Information about ARCO's employee benefit programs.

The very success of the private sector in providing for the economic security of workers

has been responsible for the inflation In employee benefit costs. At Atlantic Richfield

Company, this escalation of costs is a matter of great concern to us. To deal with this

problem, we have done the following:

(1) Taken a very conservative position on the creation of new employee benefit

programs

(2) Designed our Capital Accumulation Program with an economic incentive for

employees to participate, causing the generation of significant long term personal

savings to be available only at termination or retirement. Over time, this will allow

the Company to phase out our supplementary retirement program. (This plan grants

periodic ad hoc retirement supplements to compensate retirees for the erosion of

retirement income due to inflation)

(3) Redesigned our medical plan to contain the rate of increase in health care costs.

Specifically:

* Employees have a choice between a "first dollar" plan or a comprehensive plan

that requires a greater amount of cost sharing on the part of the employee.

The former costs the employee substantially more in monthly contributions.

Employees are also offered a wide selection of Health Maintenance

Organizations (HMO's).

* The company is active in employer coalitions in Los Angeles, Philadelphia and

Houston. A Company executive chaired the Los Angeles Coaliti-bn in 1981-

1982.

We have initiated a pilot program of utilization review in California.
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We have a sophisticated claims data base system that pinpoints areas of over-

utilization.

In conclusion, we believe that despite deficiencies in the system, no drastic overhaul is

needed at this time. Any major change, on balance, would likely be more disruptive than

beneficial. This would occur, for example if Congress either made employer contributions

to employee benefit plans currently taxable to employees, or denied deductions to the

employer for the cost of these programs. In the latter event, even the most generous

employer would have little choice but to curtail or eliminate most employee benefit

programs. If Congress believes that there are abuses of the tax system by employers,

then this should be dealt with administratively rather than by legislative fiat. Congress

should proceed with extreme caution when modifying social goals that have been

embodied in the tax system, particularly when the only viable alternative is substantially

increased federal expenditure levels. The success of both the public and private sector in

meeting the economic security needs of Americans should be a matter of pride to all of

us. The abolition of employee benefit programs, that will result if Congress repeals tax

preferences, will undoubtedly create greater demands on public social programs and place

sudden demands on the limited resources of lower and middle income workers.
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EXHIBIT I

Plan
Name

Atlantic Richfield
Retirement Plan

Capital Accumulation
Plan (CAP)

Savings Plan

PAYSOP

Medical and Dental

Life/Survivor Income

Short Term Disability

Long Term Disability

Participant*
Count

43,000

25,000

23,000

36,000

36,000**

36,000

36,000

28,000

Eligibility

Employees with
Six months
Company Service

Immediate

Employees with
Six months
Company Service
and elective
deferral of at
least 1% to CAP

Immediate for all
full time employees

Immediate for all
employees

Immediate for
All Employees

Immediate for
All Employees

Immediate for
All Employees
who are
full time
and under 69Y2

Benefit

1.15% of final
average salary
(3 yrs) up to
Social Security
Tax Base + 1.5%
of the excess

1-10% Salary
deferral

Company match
of $2 for every $1
of employee
saving to a maxi-
maximum of 4%
of salary.

1/2 percent of
payroll

Medical & Dental
Expenses; re-
quires cost
sharing by
employee.

One times salary

Depends upon
length of employ-
ment.

Represented
employees
receive 50% of
pre disability
salary. Others
receive 60%, with
required contribu-
tions for
employees
earning in excess
of $40,000

* Rounded to nearest thousand
** Does not include approximately 40,000 dependents

who are also covered
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EXHIBIT H

Retirement Program

The Company sponsors a number of defined benefit and defined contribution plans. The

former are designed to replace, in conjunction, with Social Security, a significant

percentage of employees pre-retirement income. The latter are primarily Capital

Accumulation Plans, except for the Sec. 401(k) plan which is designed to provide

retirement income supplements. Our experience shows that moderate income employees

are not inclined to save on their own, an experience similar to other such employees

across the nation. Accordingly, we designed a Savings Plan that is linked to the Sec 401(k)

plan, whereby employees cannot get the benefit of the Company's matching contribution

to the Savings plan unless they also contribute to the Sec. 401(k) plan. This approach is

apparently successful, as almost 90% of eligible employees participate in the Savings

program. In addition, the Company has a supplemental retirement program that replaces

a portion of retirees income that has been lost due to inflation.

Attached are examples of replacement ratios for the Atlantic Richfield Retirement Plan

(ARRP), which is the largest defined benefit plan in the Atlantic Richfield controlled

group. It should be noted that the benefit formula is such that low to middle income

employees benefit proportionately more than high income employees.



ATLANTIC RICHFIELD RETIREMENT PLAN
PRE-TAX AND POST-TAX REPLACEMENT RATIOS

JANUARY 1, 1994 RETIREMENT DATE WITH 30 YEARS OF SERVICE
MARRIED

AFC
Final 5% Salary
Pay A sumption

$ 25,000.00
$ 50,000.00

$ 70,000.00
$100,000.00
$150,000.00

$ 23,092.62
46,185.24

64,659.33

92,370.48

138,555.71

Pre-
Estimated Retirement
Federal & Diposable

Local Taxes Income

$ 5,572.27 $ 19,427.73
15,699.84 34,300.16

25,568.64 44,431.36

41,895.00 58,105.00

72,207.20 77,792.80

Social
Security
Benefit

$13,2120.00

13,212.00

13,212.00

13,212.00
13,212.00

Pre-Tax
Benefit

ARRP Total As a % of
Benefit Benefit Final Pay

$9,246.44

19,638.12

27,951.46

40,421.48

61,204.84

$
$

22,386.44

32,850.12

41,163.46

53,633.48

74,416.84

Post
Retirement
Estimated
Federal &

Local Taxes

89.55%$ 253.89
65.70% 2,103.87

58.80% 4,684.21

53.63% 11,071.34

49.61% 20,960.69

Total
Post-Tax

Retirement
Income

$22,132.56

30,746.25

36,479.26

42,562.14

53,456.15

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD RETIREMENT PLAN
PRE-TAX AND POST-TAX REPLACEMENT RATIOS

JANUARY 1, 19M RETIREMENT DATE WITH 30 YEARS OF SERVICE
SINGLE

AFC
pial 5% salary
Pay Assmtption

$ 25,000.00
$ 50,000.00

$ 70,000.00
$100,000.00

$150,000.00

$ 23,092.62

46,185.24

64,659.33

92,370.48

138,555.71

Pre-
Estimated Retirement
Federal & Dispoable

Local Taxes Income

$ 6,994.60 $ 18,005.40

19,395.36 30,604.64

30,632.85 39,367.15

49,039.85 50,960.15

80,541.15 69,458.85

social
Security
Benefit

$ 8,760100

8,808.00

8,808.00

8,808.00

8,808.00

Pre-Tax
Benefit

ARRP Total As a % of
Benefit Benefit Final Pay

$9,246.44

19,638.12

27,951.46

40,421.48

61,204.84

$ 18,006.44
28,446.12

36,759.46

-, 229.48

70,012.84

Post
Retirement
Estimated
Federal &

Local Taxes

72.03%$ 808.71

56.89% 3,259.71

52.51% 7,792.32
49.23% 13,594.63

46.68% 25,129.05

Total
Post-Tax

Retirement
Income

$17,197.74

25,186.41

28,967.14

35,634.85

44,883.78

Total
Post-Tax

Income as %
of Pre-

Retirement
Disposable

113.92%

89.64%

82.10%

73.25%

68.72%

Total
Post-Tax

I ome as %
of Pre-

Retirement
Disposable

95.51%

82.30%

73.58%

69.93%

64.62%
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ATLANTIC RICHFIELD RETIREMENT PLAN
RETIREMENT WITH 30 YEAPS OF SERVICE AT AGE 65
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EXHIBIT II

Long Term Disability

Atlantic Richfield designed the long-term disability program to replace a portion of

income lost when an employee becomes permanently and totally disabled. In addition to

receiving monthly payments from the Long Term Disability (LTD) plan, disabled

employees continue their medical coverage on the same terms as when they were actively

employed.

The attached graph shows that 91% of those receiving benefits are those employees who

at the time of their disablement were earning less than $40,000. Note that under the

terms of the plan, active employees earning more than $40,000 must contribute towards

the cost of the plan. In return, their benefits from the plan are higher.
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ARCO LTD Replacement Ratios by Salary

AVERAGE REPLACEMENT RATIO

Ratio of
LTD Plus Social Number

Final Retirement Security of LTD
Benefit Only Total Cases

Under 10000 35.8% 20.9% 56.7% 6
10000 - 15000 34.7% 17.5% 52.2% 30
15000 - 20000 35.3% 22.6% 57.9% 104
20000 - 25000 34.6% 18.9% 53.5% 109
25000 - 30000 33.9% 15.9% 49.8% 83
30000 - 35000 42.1% 11.1% 53.2% 27
35000 - 40000 37.4% 11.2% 48.6% 14
40000 - 45000 49.0% 6.2% 55.2% 10
45000 - 50000 53.9% 7.0% 60.9% 8
50000 - 55000 58.4% 2.9% 61.3% 5
55000 - 60000 56.6% 7.5% 64.1% 6
60000 - 65000 55.5% 5.8% 61.3% 4
65000 - 70000 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0
70000 - 75000 50.5% 7.5% 58.0% 3
75000 - 80000 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0
80000 - 85000 60.0% 0.0% 60.0% 1
85000 - 90000 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0
90000 & Over 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0

Total 409
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EXHIBIT IV

Health Care

The Company sponsors medical plans covering all active employees and those retirees

aged 55-65. Retirees age 65 and above are covered by plans that supplement Medicare.

The plans are designed to provide both a comprehensive level of medical care and

catastrophic protection. The latter is set at a $1,000,000 limit, which, although never

reached, is not unrealistic. A few months ago, an employee incurred mt.dical bills in

excess of $800,000.

The attached graph shows company contributions to the medical plan as a percentage of

employees salary. Here too, the benefits go primarily to rawik and file employees.
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EXHIBIT V

Death Benefits

The Company generally provides active employees with life insurance protection

equal to their annual salary. This is given to them at no cost. Additional amounts

of life insurance can be purchased by employees at their option.

The table below shows that 64% of all settlements for the past two years were for

those employees whose salary at death was $40,000 or less.

PERCENT OF ARCO DEATH CLAIMS UNDER OPTION A (ONE TIMES SALARY)

Total Number Number of
Final of Death Claims Claims with
Salary (All Options) Option A Percent

Under 10000 0 0 0.0%
10000 - 15000 1 1 100.0%
15000 - 20000 7 5 71.4%
20000 - 25000 16 6 37.54
25000 - 30000 30 6 20.0%
30000 - 35000 20 8 40.0%
35000 - 40000 7 2 28.6%
40000 - 45000 9 2 22.2%
45000 - 50000 7 3 42.9%
50000 - 55000 4 0 0.0%
55000 - 60000 8 0 0.0%
60000 - 65000 4 0 0.0%
65000 - 70000 6 0 0.0%
70000 - 75000 3 0 0.0%
75000 - 80000 1 0 0.0%
80000 - 85000 1 0 0.0%
85000 - 90000 0 0 0.0%
90000 - 95000 1 0 0.0%

95000 - 100000 U 0 0.0%
Over 100000 2 0 0.0%

Total 127 33
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1904 NE 16th, Portland, Oregon 97213
(503) 284-7762 1-800-452-7246

Larry Portwood ecutive Director

August 2, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD, 219 Dirksen
Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: USS Committee on Finance, Sub Committee on Taxation
and Debt Management, (fringe benefits)

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Please enter this statement in the printed re cord of the above hearing.

Our Trade Association represents many small employers in the Western

States.

A common problem of these employers and their employees is the ability

to obtain Health Insurance at an affordable premium.

One of the benefits that our Trade Association provides is the ability

for our members to obtain Health Insurance through the private sector at a

reasonable cost.

We can do this in part because there is incentive for the employer to

provide these benefits and because we have access to a private delivery

system.
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Roderick A. DeArment
Page - 2 -

We urge members of the Congress to preserve the private delivery system

in Health care by pursuing a taxation policy that will allow incentive for

private enterprise to meet this need of delivering Health care.

The real test is how is the consumers need best fulfilled. We feel pri-

vate enterprise can do the job best.

Sincerely,

Larry P rtwood
Executive Director

tb

cc: S.P.B.A.
Hon. Robert Packwood
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AWBREY OILFIELD CONSTRUCTION
NOUTE 5, SOX 7 - COINSUX0, T(XAU 71139

PNONC: (5 ) 3 1 4637

JFUr AWIR[Y
ENMCNAL MANAUCS

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment

Chief Counsel

Committee on Finance

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219

Washington, DC 20510

RE: Taxation of Employee Benefits
Hearing dates of July 26, 27, and
30, 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Our company benefits are not just principally offered to the highly

paid, because both medical and life insurance are provided for all

employees whether management, office staff, truck drivers, operators,

welders, mechanics, or laborers. Even though our company is such that

it is mainly staffed with men, they do not receive greater or better

benefits than the female employees.
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Page 2

Taxation of Employee Benefits

Our company is relatively a new company, so therefore, we

have not offered a pension plan at this time. However, if

in the future we do offer a pension plan, we would feel a

cost of living raise should be included.

Our workers would suffer if employer sponsored benefits did

not exist, because the majority of our employees would not

be able to carry medical benefits on their own. Therefore,

denying them adequate medical coverage when needed would not

be just. Also, the absence of life insurance would cause them

worry as to the family's welfare and well-being in the event

of their death.

Our employee benefits are essential to our workers economic

security. Due to the economic depression in this particular

area, our workers are dependant upon benefits to compensate

and to raise their standards of living.

We feel the needs of our employees are being met through our

benefits and we hope to continue to be able to compensate them

in the future.

Sincerely,

M. Thomas Awbrey

MTA: prs
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Badische Corporation

P. 0. Drawer 0
Williamsburg, Virginia 23187

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

SUBMITTED AS PART OF THE RECORD OF THE HEARING ON EMPLOYEE FRINGE
BENEFITS HELD ON JULY 26, 27, AND 30 BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION
AND DEBT OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the
attached statements to the included as part of the record of the Hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management of the Senate Finance Committee.

Thank you for your assistance.

nc elq

v t
A. R'. Trevarhen
V.P. Human Resources
on behalf of Badische Corporation

ART:cla
Enclosures

Telephone: 804-887-6000. Telex: 82-3446, TWX: 710-882-1255

..4

Member of the BASF Group
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.BADISCHE CORPORATION PLANS

Badische Corporation employs approximately 4,000 employee in the U. S. and
makes monthly payments from its three U. S. pension plans to approximately 270
retirees and survivors. Our active employees participate in various company
offered and/or company paid benefit plans, as listed below:

Medical Care Life Insurance
Voluntary Group Accident Travel Accident
Dental Salary Continuation
Accident and Sickness Long Term Disability
Tuition Reimbursement Savings Plan
Severance Pay Pension

Benefits in these plans are handled consistently among employees and do not
discriminate in favor of highly compensated employees for eligibility or
participation purposes. Women are covered in the same fashion as men.

Badische takes an active role in reducing health care costs by actively
participating in medical/business coalitions, by making significant plan
changes to encourage Badische Corporation employees to be better health care
consumers, and by implementing a companywide wellness program. Badische has a
philosophy of encouraging employee participation in its group medical and life
insurance programs. Employees make payroll contributions to help defray the
cost of such insurance programs.

The pension plans are not top-heavy. Every fulltime, active employee is
covered under a pension plan. In the past, Badische has adjusted pension
benefits to reflect a need for increases due to post-retirement inflation.

THE NEED FOR PRIVATE PLANS

The economic security provided by private welfare and pension plans relates
primarily to the need for continuing income in the event of old age, death or
disability, and the need to meet expenses associated with health care.- Many
of these benefits are funded in advance, thus creating a high degree of
security.

Conventional wisdom holds that these economic security needs are met by the
so-called three-legged stool -- government benefits, employer-provided
benefits, and personal savings. In reality, government and employer provided
benefits are more significant. Although personal savings are important for
many reasons, they provide a much smaller part of total benefit protection
than the other two sources.

Our national policy should recognize this, and should encourage the growth of
private welfare and pension plan coverage. The economic security needs of
individuals will not diminish if their private plan coverage is reduced or
eliminated. To the extent such coverage does disappear, it will create
pressures for government benefits to expand and fill the gap. Should the
government not fill the gap, the real losers from restrictive legislation may
well be the "average" employees who are eliminated from coverage and who have
no adequate means of replacement.
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SUMRY

Badische Corporation supports the need for continued incentives for companies
to sponsor private pension and welfare plans.

In our Judgment:

There is a need for voluntary, private employee benefit plans.
Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement
covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit system.
It is far superior to any government program which would replace it.
They provide meaningful economic security for more than 150 million
individuals, and do so in a cost efficient manner.

* National policy for these plans should not be driven by tax policy
alone; other social and economic objectives need to be recognized,
even though they sometimes conflict with revenue considerations.

* Discriminatory practices, which occur only in a small percentage of
plans, should be eliminated in ways that do not adversely affect
those plans that do not discriminate.

Private plans should be permitted to integrate with Social Security
benefits in such a manner that total benefits from both sources,
public and private, are distributed in an acceptable and
nondiscriminatory way.

* National policy on benefits should be stable, should permit the
establishment and maintenance of plans without the need for constant
modification and should avoid burdensome administrative requirements.

Badische strongly believes in the need for the private system to provide
employee benefits and in the system's integrity. We at Badische are committed
to supporting its continued growth and expansion.

If private enterprise is not encouraged to meet its needs, government must.
And we believe, in the latter event, the ultimate price to our nation will be
greater.
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Connie Baker
1640 Foxhaven Drive Apt. 9
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment,

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the

attached statement to be included as a part of the record of the hearing on

Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate

Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Sincerely,

Connie Baker

39-707 0 - 85 - 18
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August 9, 1984

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits

held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee,

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management. By Connie Baker

Privately funded empldSee benefit plans do serve a useful purpose to more than

highly paid employers. I am married and involved in an occupation that is an

occupation of the heart rather than an occupation for high monetary compensation.

As a medical assistant, a fairly new occupation, I make a yearly salary that is

basic in supporting my family. Knowing that my employer is able to make a contribution

to a retirement plan for me is an essential fringe benefit. Unable to make a

contribution to any other retirement account on my own, this benefit gives me

security.

This benefit is an essential employee tienefit that is provided by my employer.

The Social Security system needs all the help and support that it can receive.

! can not safely see that there will be a S6cial Security System when I reach

the age of retirement. Please reconsider your thoughts on this matter as it is a

benefit that should not be deleted.
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£71L gYown of !BaIXan
ROUTE I. OX to

CHISHOLM, MN. 55719
TELPHONE M2161 254-307

August 6, 1984

Roderick A, DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Rooom 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment,

The Town Board of the Town of Balkan would like to go on record
as being in suprt of the current tax favored treatment of
employee pension and welfare benefits.

We hope that you will consider our opposition to taxing benefits
at the upcoming legislative sessions.

Sin rely,

Donald H. Sever, Chai rmoZ
Town Board

DHS/jf
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YAYMONO0 bMLARD WALr t. SLLAV

BALLARD BROTHERS ELECTRIC COMPANY
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL WIRING

1396 BROADWAY

MACON, GEORGIA 31206

PHONE 741-1106

July 25, 1984

TO WHOM IT HAY CONCERN:

Public Hearing on Employees Fringe Benefits
Hearing dates- July 26,27, 30, 1984
Regarding Taxation of Employee Benefits.

We are opposed to taxation of employee benefits as we provide a

group life and hospitalization plan for our employees, with com-

pany paying 55% and employee paying 45%, approx. All participating

employees have same benefits regardless of pay or sex, and we feel

this act would put an unnecessary burden on our employees.

Sincerely,

RAYMOND 0. BALLARD, PARTNER
ROB/rb
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Ball Corporation
345 South High Street, Muncie, Indiara 47302 (317) 747-6100

Duane E. Emerson
Vice Presient
Adminisraion

(i)747OW

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I am submitting the following comments as a statement for inclusion in

the record of Senate Finance Committee hearings held July 26, 27 and 30

on the taxation of employee benefits.

Please oppose any efforts to tax additional employee benefits. Some

educational assistance is now taxed and discussion has begun on taxing

additional benefits. I believe it is a dangerous trend.

One of the great strengths of the American social system is the provi-

sion of a variety of social services by the private sector in an econom-

ically efficient manner. Health care, educational assistance, life in-

surance, day care and retirement programs are provided for individuals

by their employers, greatly reducing the pressure on the public sector

to provide these services.

This is not an accident of history. It has resulted, in part, from

carefully developed federal tax policy. Employers have been encouraged

to provide these benefits, which are judged valuable to the society, by
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August 10, 1984
Page 2

allowing the costs to be deducted as business expense while not taxing

the benefits.

Despite the great success of these programs the system is now coming un-

der attack. While several reasons for this attack have been put for-

ward, it is difficult to find one that withstands careful analysis.

One theory is that untaxed benefits unfairly benefit the rich. Hardly;

often untaxed benefits are identical or nearly so for all employees.

Therefore, the percentage of total compensation paid as untaxed benefits

is higher for employees at the lower end of the pay scale. Many-provi-

sions are already in place to ensure that benefit programs do not

discriminate against lower paid employees.

A second theory is that untaxed benefits skew economic decision-making.

Exactly; they skew the content of employer-employee agreements toward

including more socially valued benefits. Educational assistance helps

to balance the shortage of candidates in a number of highly skilled

positions and the surplus of candidates in lower skilled areas.

Pensions produce the dual benefit of increasing savings and relieving

pressure on the social security system. Health care provides medical

services for employees and families while relieving local welfare

departments from the burden of assisting citizens whose savings would be

inadequate to survive a major illness. All of these untaxed benefits

are provided in some form to many citizens through tax dollars.
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U
August 10, 1984
Page 3

Another theory is that taxing benefits would be a relatively painless

way of raiEtng revenue. Unrealistic; no action, not even a general tax

increase could possibly have a negative impact on more constituencies.

Companies, who have worked hard to develt.) quality programs, and unions,

who have bargained hard for employee benefits, will both be outraged.

The National Employee Benefits Institute reports that over 150 million

Americans are participants and beneficiaries of employee benefit

programs.

A final theory is that taxing of benefits could be done in an adminis-

tratively efficient manner. Doubtful; because it would require an en-

tirely new set of records and would add variables to the computing of

income for each employee. AL the number of variables increases, so does

the likelihood of an increased administrative burden.

The taxing of all employee benefits fails fundamental tax tests. It is

not fair. It does not serve social policy. It is not politically

palatable. It is not efficient. Surely there must be better

alternatives.

Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments on this important issue.

Sincerely,

D. E. Emerson
Vice President, Administration
Ball Corporation
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THE BALZER COMPANIES, INC.

August 7, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bulding, Room SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Reference: Taxation of Employee Benefits (Reference:
July 26, 27, and 30, 1984 hearings)

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I believe it would be a gross error to shift the burden
of furnishing employee benefits from private enterprise programs
to government.

Specifically, any shift of such responsibility will undoubtedly
increase the overall cost as government must receive its share
of tax dollars for administration and the set-up of added
bureaucracy. In addition, I could see any program following the
path of our questionable Social Security program-maximum cost for
minimum benefit.

We have a benefit and profit sharing plan that benefits all
employees whoever they are. There is little doubt that this
beneficial program helps and that changes of responsibility to
government by taxing such programs will only serve to kill them
and directly effect the employee.

Very truly yours,

40

Alvin L. Balzer

ALB/pv

I(M:')0, WM ftM 51 St' 100 *HOUSTON, TEXAS 77099 e (713)495 9980
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Bnnp Life lnsurn Compey
M70 R~gCh SoulymW

Aoclcvk. Merylen X65
(301) 27$.4I0

August 21, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Hearings on Employee Benefits

July 26, 27, 30, 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment :

Banner Life Insurance Company wishes to take this opportunity
to present its testimony for inclusion in tho record of the
hearings on employee benefits legislation held July 26, 27
and 30, 1984.

The Company has enclosed the required copies.

Sincerely,

Kathie P. Freck
Law Assistant
Legal Department

Enclosure

KPF/dg

A mnemb of the workfd Lqe & Gem Group
wkh - e ow 11 bWo, founed i K
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STATEMENT TO THE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
HEARINGS OF July 26, 27, 30, 1984

Over the last 40 years, the private sector of American

, employerss has built a broad-based, comprehensive system of

pension and welfare benefits for employees.

These benefits include profit sharing, pension plans,

educational assistance, long-term disability, life insurance,

and health and dental insurance. Some employers also provide

day care for children, cafeteria plans, and many other varied

benefits.

Banner Life Insurance Company ("Banner") presently provides:

o life insurance

o health and dental insurance

0 pension plan

o profit sharing

0 long- and short-term disability plans

These benefits are available to all employees, low and highly-

paid. There is no differentiation in income levels for any

of the benefits. Life insurance, for example, is a flat rate-

twice base annual salary - not on a graded scale and is at no

cost to the employee. Health and dental coverages are

available at the same cost to any employee who wishes to

participate, from the President of the Company to a mail

clerk. Over 60% of the Company's health insurance benefits

are used by low-to middle-income workers.
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Banner's employees are divided 50% to 50% men to women

approximately. Women use 60% of the benefits paid each year,

men 40%.

Banner attempts to adjust pension benefits for Inflation.

It is the Company's contention that, if employer-sponsored

benefit programs do not exist or are materially lessened due

to the new taxation, the workers, and especially the low-

income workers, will suffer tremendous set-backs.

Taxing the benefits as compensation, and not permitting the

Company any deductions, will most assuredly hinder the

Company's ability to provide a broad range of benefits to its

employees. If the range of bene:!its is curtailed, employees

would have to purchase the specific coverages as individuals,

at far greater cost. Lower- and mid-range employees would

not be able to afford as comprehensive a plan of protection

as that to which they were accustomed.

Many employees, especially lower-salary employees, would not

be able to provide for retirement and the retirement years

without employer-provided pension plans, profit-sharing,

stock purchase and such tax-free or tax-deferred programs.

The loss of life and health insurance benefits as provided by

the employer would impose a severe economic strain on our low-

income and retired personnel - as some are uninsurable (i.e.

long term disabilities, over age 65, handicapped) and would

find it extremely difficult to obtain coverage anywhere.
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Banner Life Insurance Company vehemently urges the Committee

on Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management to

reconsider before making a decision that will drastically

alter the lifestyles of millions of low to middle income

workers.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward Bove
Staff Attorney

Barbara A. Esau
Director of Personnel

Kathie P. Freck
Law Assistant

Matthew F. McGuire
General Counsel
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J. Carroll Thomas
SSenlor Vice President

201 South Tryon Street P.O. Box 31488 Charlotte. North Carolina 28231

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeAnment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter
and the attached statement to be included as part of the record
of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27
and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely#

/kpb

Attachment

SarclayAmez rianCorporaUon, an affiliMe of

704/372-0060

F

jr-;i;; -
r9w IIAM LAVS- BM)k
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"Private Enterprises has build effective and efficient arrangements
covering the needs of employees and their dependents through the
Employee Benefit System. I feel it is far superior to any government
program(s) which might replace such a system. Therefore, I feel
that the tax incentive which currently supports the benefit system
should remain in place and should not be tampered with in any
fashion.

The Employee Benefit System that has been built by Private
Enterprises consistently covers all employee groups indiscriminately.
Therefore, all classes of workers would suffer if employer sponsored
benefits did not exist. Removing tax incentives would go a long
way in destroying our current Employee Benefit System."
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\ Bath Iron Works Corporation A MnoCC17xV

700 WASWI TON STREIT, 1ATH, MAINE 0450 (27) 443-3311

WILLIAM E. HAGGETT
Presdent

and
Chief ExecutN* office August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Sir:

Employee Benefits Legislation

The Bath Iron Works Corporation (Bath, Brunswick and
Portland, Maine) provides our employees and their dependents
a very comprehensive and competitive benefit package. All of
our full-time production employees and their dependents receive
this package at no cost to them. These benefits include:

. Hospitalization - pays the full cost of a
semiprivate room anywhere for up to 121 days;

. Surgical and Diagnostic - pays 100% of the usual,
customary and reasonable charge of the physician;

* Major Medical - after $100 deductible pays 80% of
all eligible expenses including office visits,
prescriptions, therapy, etc.;

Group Term Life Insurance - pays a death benefit
of $14,000. Coverage maintained following
retirement with 10% reduction of original face
value each anniversary to a minimum benefit
of $3,000;

• Weekly Indemnity - pays a weekly benefit of $145
for up to 27 weeks covering accident or illness
occurring outside the workplace;

Business Travel Accident - pays a death benefit
equal to four times base earnings. Benefits
also available for dismemberment and permanent
total disability;
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment August 13, 1984

Retirement Plan - Defined Benefit Pension Plan.
Benefit based on years of credited service
times negotiated multiplier. Ten-year vesting.
Early retirement available at age 60 with 15
years of continuous service. Benefit reduced
by .005% each month early. Total disability
benefit upon ten years service. Survivors
benefit upon ten years service, and pays 75%
of benefit accrued to date of death;

- Our retirement plans plus Social
Security virtually guarantee benefits
between 60% and 75% of pre-retirement
income.

Being the largest private employer in the State of Maine,
with 7,000-plus employees, we have always regarded our total
benefits program as being very significant to our employees.
Consequently, we, from time to time, take steps to improve,
modify and expand the types of benefit programs that are
offered our employees. For example, we will propose this
year a new pension plan that includes an employee contribution
savings plan.

The above outlines and describes benefits for our production
employees. All other groups--clerical represented, technical
represented and salaried employees--receive benefits comparable
to the above with other additives and/or variations.

In conclusion, we feel that any further tax policy will
prove to be a significant disincentive in both the development
and expansion of our employee benefits.

As a very concerned employer, we urge the Committee to
resist any further overhaul of employee benefits tending to
impose a burden on us and to our employees.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William E. Haggett
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AREA CODE (209) PHONE 582-0241

August 7, 1984

Er. Roderick A. DeArmnt
Chief Counsel
Cemittee on Finance
loom DS-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArmnt;

With reference to the public hearing held on July 26, July 27 and July 30
by the Finance Subcomittee on Taxation and Debt Managenent concerning the
issue of fringe benefits, the following is my written statement on the subject.

Beacon Oil Company has operated a S01(c)(9) trust for the benefit of our
employes for over five years. The reason we selected this form of financing
is that it provides the most efficient and cost effective mthod of delivering
needed benefits. Additionally, this method allows the various programs to
reflect the wishes and desires of the employees. The employer is able to
respond to such program needs because of the preferential tax treatment that
this trust receives and the benefit of this tax treatment accrues to the
employee.

It would be my opinion that congressional tax poll*ies should encourage
the growth of oloyee benefit plans, not retard them. If employers like
ourselves cannot use the 501 (c)(9) trusts as we havj, the alternative is to
return to prepackaged program available in the comrcisl market place. lost
of these prepackaged program cannot respond to the employee needs. The value
of these Voluntary Employee Benefit Associations (VIA's) is the flexibility
that is inherent in then.

39-707 0 - 85 - 19
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Beacon Oil's ability to provide medical/dental/vision, long term
disability, survivor income and retiree medical benefits is greatly enhanced
by the current provisions of the tax code. Actions to curtail this ability to
delivery necessary benefits vill only result in restrictions being placed on
what the employee can expect in future benefits.

Tax policy should encourage the growth of benefits, not reduction.

Very truly yours,

CON 01 CONPANY

Lee R. Lockhart

Vice President, Administration

LKL:cb
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August 13, 1984

United States Finance Committee

Subcouittee on Taxation and Debt Management

Re: Employee Fringe Benefits

Submitted as part of the record of Hearing Employee Fringe Benefits held

on July 26, 27, and 30, by the United States Finance Committee, Subcommittee

on Taxation and Debt Management.

By Robert I. Behar, CPA, Behar & Associates, PC, Certified Public

Accountants, Columbus, Georgia.

This statement is submitted on behalf of our clients who are currently

maintaining or considering providing qualified Pension and/or Profit Sharing

retirement plans to their employees.

Our firm represents mall businesses exclusively. Our largest client

employees less than 125 employees with our typical client employing 12 to 20

employees. These business people are involved in a constant quest for a way

to be able to afford to compete effectively with large business, both in the

market place for their product and services and in an ability to lure and

maintain qualified workers/enmloyees, so that they may survive and grow.
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These businesses typify the American dream of "equal opportunity". Our

typical client is not looking for an opportunity to go up the ladder of a

large corporate employer, and most definitively is not looking for a hand out

from his government. They are, in fact, the antithesis of the large

corporate employee. Our clients are, in fact, typically made of the Sam

stock that made America great. They are the pioneers of our current

society. Striking out in small businesses creating jobs and employment,

trying to personify the ideals of our capitalistic society.

Our typical client is not looking for h'lp and would, in fact, be pleased

to give up all help in exchange for a reduction in interference. Small

business is required to spend an inordinate amount of its time, energy and

resources attempting to comply with federal rules and regulations that are

most often frustrating and in any number of cases have actually killed

incentive to try. It seems as though the over regulation of business,

particularly small business with its never ending stream of computer

generated penalties for failing to follow obscure regulations no matter how

hard we try to conform are intended to eliminate the small business

existence.

On this particular subject, eqloyee fringe benefits, my clients are

particularly troubled. I have been frequently told that I would like to
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provide comparable benefits, but that the coat of administration alone

prevents me from attempting to do so. We now are faced with even more

stringent requirements.

I would like to address a few specifics at this point.

While there is no question but that the owner/employer is looking forward

to establishing retirement benefits for themselves, all employees benefit as

a result of the current pension law and benefit in much the same ratio as the

business benefits from their efforts with respect to the business, i.e. since

salaries are reflective of the value of the employee to the business and

since under the current law, except for distortions that require benefits to

be distributed with prejudice towards the lowly paid employees, retirement

benefits benefit the employees in a fair ratio of their contribution to the

business enterprise. Back to the old American way of rewarding effort.

As an employer of more than fifteen years now, I have watched large

business institute all types of affirmative action programs in order to try

to achieve the parody between men and women, black and white, that already

existed within small business. Among my clients, we do not find that

benefits go principally to men, but that benefits are distributed again among

4
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the employees in their ratio of their contribution to the business effort.

Again, with certain restrictions, that tend to distort the benefits for the

more lowly paid, benefits will prorate in ratios to wages which would be turn

provide benefits without discrimination as to between men or women, black or

white.

In order to attract the best qualified employees, it is necessary for

small businesses to emulate their larger business counterparts and to develop

more and more sophisticated and complex employment compensation packages. In

my specific case, even as to my own accounting firm, I find it necessary to

compete with companies such as Pratt Whitney for staff and future partners.

When these people consider where they will work, they look at salaries,

fringe benefits, and opportwifty for growth. When the administrative cost is

spread among the much larger population of employees, typical of the large

American corporation# the cost per employee for benefits can be maintained at

relatively low levels. When the same laws and regulations are applied to the

small businessmen, the cost per employee sky rockets to intolerable levels.

When the small businessman is not given some incentive in the form of tax

breaks in order to maintain these programs# he is encouraged to eliminate the

benefits altogether, drawing instead the benefits otherwise set aside for the

employees as a group for themselves. Now he reaches the dichotomy. If he
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does not provide the benefit, he does not have access to the best employees

and therefore, his business growth is stunted and perhaps even stalled

altogether. If he does provide these benefits, he may no longer be

competitive in the market place inasmuch as his cost per unit of product

produced will be much higher than that of a larger business. It is an

accepted fact in our country small business provides the majority of all jobs

and provides for the vast majority all growth in jobs. If our country is to

continue to grow, it is going to be necessary for our government to recognize

the value of the small business in our society and begin to provide

incentives for small business, not through new plans, but through reduced

regulation, not through tax incentives, but through relaxed regulation, not

through reduced taxation, but through tax policy stability. The small

business person is a resilient individual, the very character of his

existence provides him, by nature, with the ability to endure reverses that

would sink large business. At the same time, they lack the staff and carrot

afford to buy the professional services necessary to keep abreast of the

continuously changing regulatory environment imposed by the Federal

government through its tax law.

Leave the small men alone and he will provide the revenue through

tremendously increased profits that this country needs for its survival.

Taxing and regulating him out of existence and the country will fall with

him.
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At the present time, our government is operating at a rate of

approximately 200 billion dollar a year deficit. No company could survive

the deficit spending rate of the Federal government. Any company or private

enterprise, put in this position would be bankrupt and out of existence and

out of business long ago. The Federal government is dependent upon the

private sector to fund its deficit. The United States of America borrows the

same place I do, from the American people. Pension and Profit Sharing plans

are an encouragement to save. The stronger the encouragement, the more

likely savings will take place. These savings represent a method for the

Federal government to fund its deficit as these savings represent an increase

in the available capital base which will ultimately be loaned to someone and

at the present time the vast majority of these funds will be loaned

ultimately to the Federal government. I suggest that in lieu of restricting

qualified Profit Sharing and Pension plans, the government might well

consider encouraging them more aggressively as a source of funds to fund the

national debt.

when considering the question of whether business ought to be encouraged

-to provide for the retirement of its employees, or if this is a function to

the Federal government; the question is raised, Can these benefits be

provided for at a lower cost by the Federal government that provide for by

free enterprise. I think that the answer to this question is clear. When we

look at the Social Security problem, it must be obvious with all of the
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resources at the government's disposal can barely keep itself above water,

why should we believe that an expanded Federal retirement program would be

any better. I think that it is also significant to consider the fact that

with the exception of the fact of the partially funded Social Security

program, all other Federal retirement programs are "un-funded" obligations of

the Federal government. The private industry is not allowed to provide

un-funded qualified retirement program, while the Federal government goes

forward with these programs with immunity. What is the actuarial calculated

liability of the Federal government to its employees for pensions? This

un-funded liability represents an additional deficit to be paid by the

American people in the future. This is a mortgage on my children's and my

client's children's, all American's children's lives. How can we possibly

consider adding to our children's burdens, the responsibility for the

retirement programs which are destined to fail if administered by the Federal

government in the manner similar to that of the current MediCare, MediCaid

and Social Security programs. Private enterprise retirement programs, even

with their isolated disasters, are well managed, guarantees of American's

golden years. These private pensions are funded and provide billions of

dollars in capital for private enterprise and the Federal government as well

as providing for retirement with dignity for American people.

A major problem in the United States today, if not the most singularly

moat important problem in our society today-is our shortsightedness. We
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fail to update our industry. We sacrifice long term profits for short term

benefits. We have a tremendous need in the United States to raise taxes at

this time and as such it appears as though we may be willing to further

mortgage our future. Let us one time take a long look at where we are going

and the long term benefit and the long term cost of our qualified retirement

programs. Yes, you may raise more dollars today by eliminating qualified

programs, but the financial burden that you place on our children and our

children's children is an unreasonable burden. Let us instead of taking from

our children, let us give to our children. Let us go down in history as

those who cared enough to change the trend from the now generation to the

caring generation. Let us now sacrifice so that they have more and better

lives. You, the members of this coemittees can make a difference. You ,can

begin to look at qualified retirement programs not just as a method of

raising more taxes (by eliminating them), but as a low cost method of

providing for our senior citizens without placing unreasonable burdens on our

children and our children's children. Remember we have that chance. Are we

the now#, m, It 1opic genration or do we care about them and are we

prepared to take those step necessary to see to it that there is in fact a

future.
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BELL ATLANTIC

Written Statement on Benefits

for

United States Senate Committee on Finance

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

Hearings on Employee Fringe Benefit

August 13, 1984
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This is to provide written testimony of Bell Atlantic's

interest in ihe subcommittee's questions concerning federal

tax law support of employee fringe benefit programs.

Bell Atlantic is one of the regional holding companies

established as a result of the divestiture of American Telephone

& Telegraph Corporation. Our Subsidiaries provide local access

telephone services to seven states: Chesapeake & Potomac

serving Virginia, Maryland, West Virginia and Washington,

D.C.; Bell of Pennsylvania serving Pennsylvania; Diamond

State serving Delaware; and New Jersey Bell serving New Jersey.

Bell Atlantic has several other subsidiaries which provide

communication services to the same seven state area. We have

over 80,000 employees and almost 30,000 retirees, and they

have dependents.

A variety of employee benefits are provided to our employees.

Among our benefit plans are two qualified defined benefit

pension plans, self funded and insured medical benefit plans,

self funded short and long term disability plans, two qualified

thrift plans, on insured dental plant an insured vision care

plan, and a life insurance plan. All of our employees are

eligible to participate in all of our plans on the same basis

and all plan benefits are provided uniformly. These benefits

in partnership with existing, public programs such as Medicare

and Social Security and personal self-sufficiency have formed

an effective web of economic security for the vast majority

of our work force.

It is our concern that if Congress decided to revoke
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tax-favored status for our existing plans, serious negative

consequences for Bell Atlantic and its employees would result.

We believe that the employer-sponsored benefit system which

has evolved through the encouragement of existing tax provisions

should be allowed to continue, and even increase. The taxation

of employee benefits is a reversal of long-standing tax policy

and will lead to a contraction of the employer-sponsored fringe

benefit delivery system. If benefits currently provided by

employers are not provided, employees will turn to the government

to provide those benefits, perhaps through some form of social

health care program.

We will now focus our attention on questions posed in

the Subcommittee's press release of June 4, 1984, announcing

hearings on employee fringe benefits. In response to question

one, should the tax law encourage employers to provide fringe

benefits, we feel the tax law should encourage employers to

provide fringe benefits.

Tax laws should encourage employers to provide benefits

for retirement, disability, medical and death benefits. Additionally,

tax incentives should also be provided to aid economically

hard hit employees in today's work force. One example would

be educational assistance through career development and training

programs. An effective incentive was Section 127 of the Tax

Code which was eliminated from the June Congressional Tax

Conference. Section 127 of the tax code enabled retraining

of employees faced with loss of employment as a result of

mechanization or other changes in the job market. Congressional
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unwillingness to exempt employee relocation programs from

coverage, under the new discount and interest-free law provisions

of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, similarly ignores the

need of companies to relocate employees where they can be

more productive. It should also be noted that a large percentage

of our employees are represented by the Communication Workers

of America. The elimination of education assistance will

adversely affect these union employees* many of whom need

retraining to prepare for changing employment opportunities.

A third issue that Congrese should keep in mind in designing

and restructuring benefit tax incentives is that more distinctions

should be drawn between large employers and small employers

and between employers with union-represented employees and

those without. The requirement that an incentive stock option

plan receive shareholder approval presents problems for a

large publicly held Corporation. Tax incentive laws should

not be subject to rules which are costly or difficult to administer.

In response to the Subcommittee's question concerning

conditions or restrictions appropriate for tax incentives,

Bell Atlantic strongly supports tightening of the rules concerning

the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation. Specifically, federal

insurance premiums should be risk-related so that employers

who fund their plans above the minimum funding standard pay

lower premiums. Plan funding and plan termination rules should

be changed to minimize the risk to large employers like Bell

Atlantic.

Another 'condition" that should be addressed is the requirement
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that employee benefits tax incentives comply with regulations

issued by the Internal Revenue Service. The Internal Revenue

Code is complex and many of the sections dealing with benefit

plans are inter-related. A change in one section can cause

unanticipated results and complications in another. The IRS

is extremely slow to issue regulations in employee benefit

matters and often seem to change legislative intent.

We hope that future employee benefit legislation will

not contain a broad grant of regulatory authority and that

statutes passed by Congress contain all the material and conditions

affecting tax incentives.

In regard to the question of the effect of existing rules

on receipt of benefits by all employees, Bell Atlantic supports

Congressional efforts to assure that benefits provided by

an employer are provided to all employees. As stated earlier

in this statement all of our employees are eligible to participate

in all of our tax deductible benefit plans on the same basis.

As to questions of cost comparison among employer-provided

tax-favored benefits, Government-provided benefits, employer-provided

benefits on a taxable basis, and employee-purchased benefits,

it is our position that sound benefit plans must exist to

cover catastrophic situations for America's work force and

their dependents. If there were no tax incentives for providing

fringe benefits, it is anticipated that a severe reduction

of employer-sponsored plans would result. The tax burden

for companies would remain the same and employees would press

employers to "keep them whole" for the additional personal
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tax liability for benefits which heretofore have not been

taxed. Employees, once taxed on their employer-sponsored

fringe benefits, might then choose not to be covered under

Company benefit plans. This could further erode the ability

of employees to adequately provide for a portion of their

own economic security and that of their dependents. The provision

of benefits by the employer on a nontaxable basis-maximizes

employee selection of benefits over cash compensation. If

tax savings are involved and employers are paying part or

all of the benefit cost directly, employees are more likely

to participate in a comprehensive medical expense benefit

plan rather than take immediate cash compensation. Of course,

the federal government could enter the benefit business.

Given the recent problems with Medicare and Social Security

versus the success of the private sector in providing benefits,

however, it appears that the private sector should continue

its efforts in the benefit area. Recognizably, this effort

will require the continued support of Congress in providing

appropriate tax incentives.

The last area that we will comment on concerns incentives

for employers to provide flexible or ("cafeteria") benefit

plans. At present, we do not have a flexible plan, however,

we are in the process of studying the feasibility of implementing

such a plan. Like other companies, we are attempting to control

our costs while at the same time giving employees increased

choice and equity. Benefit costs over the last 10 years have

soared largely due to virulent medical expense inflation.
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our benefit costs are around 40% of payroll. From our analysis

of flexible benefit plans to date, they help in controlling

cost by eliminating unnecessary benefits (e.g., high levels

of life insurance for single employees) and eliminating duplicate

coverage (e.g., overlaping medical plans for two career couples).

Additionally, flex plans maintain the value of benefits to

employees while reducing cost. Based on our analysis, we

strongly encourage continuing and increasing favorable tax

treatment for flexible benefit plans. Such plans give employees

choices and enable plans to meet the changing needs of today's

work force.

In summary, we at Bell Atlantic would encourage Congress

to develop a thorough understanding of the affects on benefit

programs before changing tax laws or imposing additional rules.

We are pleased that this understanding process has been started

by this subcommittee. If changes are necessary, please write

the law to correct abuse without adversely affecting benefit

programs which are valuable to millions of people and which

contribute to national objectives. Lastly, we would urge

Congress not to make frequent changes in laws affecting benefits

as they are costly and difficult to administer for employers

an6 disruptive to employees.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide this statement

in support of tax incentives to employers to provide employee

benefits and would welcome an opportunity to comment on specific

proposals that may come about as a result of the Committee's

hearings.

39-707 0 - 85 - 20
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© BONl
CommrcReach

290 'Wt Mt. Peasant Av nub
Lmvngston, NJ 07039
Phone (201) 740-3333

August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment,
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Bui
Washington, DC 20510

Esq.

Hiding

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the written statement of Bell Communications Research,
Inc. regarding taxation of employee benefits which was the subject of the
hearing of the Subcommittee on Taxation of Debt Management held on July
26, 27, and 30, 1984.

I thank you for the opportunity to express the opinion of Bell Communications
Research on this very important issue.

Sincerely,

S. L. King, Jr.
wos Pegshde
Pp~sonnei
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STATEMENT OF BELL COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH, INC.
ON THE TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Bell Communications Research, Inc. currently has 7,016 employees. In my
opinion, the economic security of active and retired employees is heavily
dependent on employee benefits. The benefits provided by our Company
satisfy important and significant social goals that would be seriously
undermined if the current tax treatment of employer-provided fringe benefits
is altered. Employee benefits do not discriminate in favor of the highly paid,
but provide a wide range of protection to all workers.

The taxation of benefits such as medical, health insurance and educational
assistance will increase the tax burden for thb average worker while adding
nothing to his or her earnings. Employer-provided benefits such as health
insurance plans provide employees with security against catastrophic losses.
If such benefits were taxable to the employee, many would be inclined to
refuse coverage, even if the benefits are needed to protect themselves or
their families. In addition, many employers are likely to drop or reduce
their benefit plans if the employer no longer receives favorable tax treat-
ment for providing benefits and the benefits become taxable to the employee.
Many employees may not purchase necessary supplemental insurance on their own
and as a result, will become vulnerable to the possibility of incurring
enormous health care expenses.

The private sector has provided the most comprehensive benefit package
available to employees. According to Census Bureau data, of workers who earn
less than $25,000, 76% are covered by corporate pension plans and 78% partici-
pate in group health care plans. Without employer-provided plans, employees
would be more dependent on the federal government. There is no evidence
that the government could run these programs as efficiently as they are run
by private employers or that the government would be prepared to assume the
cost to do so. Already several of the major public programs in the United
States - Medicaid, Medicare and Social Security, for example - are producing
large cost, overruns.

rhe need for benefit diversity can best be met through employer-provided
)enefit plans and not through plans provided by the government. Employers
provide a mix of benefits that is tailored to meet the .specific needs of
"heir workforce and can do so more efficiently and at a much lower cost
:han the government can.
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DRS. BIZER.COSIO, MPC
1206 Spring Street

JEFFERSONVILLE. INDIANA 47130

Telephone 282.4-31

Mier Bier. M.D.
Julio Cosio, M.D.
Gaston Maya, M.D.

August 3, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Offioe Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArent:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States
Senate Finance Comittee, Subcotnitte on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

cnerely

oyHuff Stidas
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Submitted as Part of the Roord of the Bearing on ftgloreo &AM
ggL j held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States Finance omitted,

Subommittee on Ta=tion and Debt Management.

By Joy Buff Stidam

If the element of tax incentive for the private employee benefit
plan system is no longer in effect, it will effect and probably eliminate

-- the plan for muV of the low and middle income people vho work for the
small business in our countrT.

I am not a highly paid employee, and I do benefit from this plan that
my employer might not be able to offer without the tax incentive.

As a working mother of a middle income young family, there Is seldom
extra cash and especially enough to start an IRA. With the apparent unstable
situation of the Social Seourity Systemp u benefit plan may be all that I
will have by the time I reach retirement age.
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OF HKXIORY "
July 31, 1984

Sentor Bob Packwood
Dicken Senate Of fioe building
Wadhington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

ENployee benefit programs are Provided to aciew eplyee current and

long tem social a eovadc reads. Thlir continued i op mew t uhould be

encouraged by tax incentives to companies who help this area. The tax

incentive along with ocapetition betin benefit plan providers would be

cheaper then govermuiet operated program. The private section will bring a

level of benefits that can be provided to the employees based on the crwny's

eanics. If the function was left to the disresslon of the employees, there

would be a large gap in individual coverage due to their not purchasing because

of ost and then falling short at time of need.

The Oipmny would be controlled by the level of benefits offered by cost

levels they can justify against competition and provide an inflation control.

This in turn is balanced by the consumr who says what cost they will pay for

Product or service. The Carpany can use its' benefit to attract good workers to

their organization and enlace its' prouctivity.

To provide benefits at a chear cost by govnment without a check and

balance system does not appear feasible. The check and balance system ontrolled

by product, service and productivity must be our system. We should be a government

trying to provide incentive to challenge individuals to higher performance rot

restraint their growth by providing equal rewards.

Post Office Box 1733 Hickory. North Carolina 28603 Tel: 704 322 5995
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Tm dwnes oanritiais for liividuals and famlies in their bemfit requize-

mnts. If we are going to service the needs of siployees in the future then we

reed flexabilities in program. 7he ability to dhng benefit structure

to an emloyee should be an aetable practice. Orgw aticns can afford to

spend some amumt on each aeloyee; so let the two pidc wat suit the needs. But

for the amount available to sPed, the burden should rest with the employee who

is also the ultimte ommer. He will ter-me what he is willing to pay a

price for a product or service.

Simely yours,

O04 rA - -O Cn -

Me. C. Massie
Oxtroller - Vice-President MutLnistraticn
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Benefit Actuaries, Inc.
146 Monroe Center N.W., Suite 660 * Grand Rapids, Michigan 49603 e 616/4%90133

July 31, 1984

To: Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Council

Committee on Finance
Room SD219
Derkson Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Employee Benefit Hearings

Dear Sir:

As a Third Party Administrator we are administering health insurance pro-
grams for dpproximately 15,000 individuals. These health plans are non-dis-
criminatory in that all parties in each firm are provided the same health bene-
fits and dependent coverage is either provided or avialable on an equal basis.
With the exception of 3 major size group. we administer for 2,392 stores and
shops with an average of 3.67 employees and 2.11 dependents. With the rapid,
out of control esculation of health care costs over the past several years the
expenses of health insurance has risen to be a major expenditure for all these
employers. More and more of the employers are starting to consider sharing
costs with employee's and some actually do so. If the health care premiums are
removed from preferential tax status then the entire cost of the coverage will
be passed on as income to the employees, The effects of this would undoubtedly
be serious.

In our opinion, based on 15 years of administration of health plans and
close contact with the individual insured groups, the following would be the
probable result:

(1) Young single employees would ot out of the plans.
(2) Young married couples would tend to opt out unless a health problem or

maternity claim was immerent.
(3) There would be heavy reliance on Medicade in the metropolitan areas.
(4) Of the Ilk million dollars we annually pay in claims at least 502 (5

to 6 million dollars) would revert to governmental programs.
(5) With the young group destroyed the remaining participants would be the

older, costlier members with the need for exorbitant premiums.
(6) In short, the removal of health benefits from tax deductibility would

undoubtedly create a great hardship on both employers and employees and
would encourage both to act in such a manner that would endanger the
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private sector health insurance plans.

If our predictions are correct, or even if they are substantially correct,
the potential tax income to the coffers of the Federal Government are a pitt-
ance compared to the outflow of added expense to the public agencies for health
care assistance. It has been suggested that the fact that small business owners
do not communicate with their representatives is indication that they do not re-
gard the non-taxable status of fringe benefits important. Nothing could be
less true. If this insidious movement to tax fringe benefits continues to its
desired culmination we predict a response that will send the same proponents
scrambling to reverse the action and thus "rescue the small businessman." Some,
seemingly, do not realize that the vast majority of the small business community
are those employers that average 5 employees or less. They are legion and,
like a sleeping tiger, best not aroused.

We sincerely hope that long and serious thought is expended before revers-
ing the previously encourgaged practice of providing health coverage for em-
ployees on a tax deductible basis. In our opinion, it would be a counter-pro-
duction move.

Sincerely yours,

.11 i E. Rowen
Pr eldent
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August 9, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Comittee on Finance
Room SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

To Whom It Concerns:

I am writing in regard of the hearings on fringe benefits which are being held
by the above named committee. I wish to submit a written statement for inclusion
in the printed record of the hearing.

I am a partner in the employee benefit consulting firm, Benefits, Inc., in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. We represent the employee benefit interests of inexcess of 300 corporate
clients. In this capacity we are instrumental in defining and implementing
corporate philosophies with regard to compensation and, in particular, fringe
benefit packages. We feel we can represent the feelings of our corporate clients
which are a cross section of the Milwaukee Metropolitan area in this matter.

Employers in our area share a common commitment to provide personal security to
employees and their dependents. Voluntarily created employer sponsored life, health
and disability insurance, pension plans and other benefits, cover the majority of
employees working on a full-time basis by our clients. These programs have been
encouraged by favorable Federal tax treatment and, in turn, saved the Federal
government substantial sums which would otherwise have been necessary to fund and
operate government welfare plans.

We and our clients are concerned that the tax environment for employee benefits is
becoming less comfortable for a number of reasons. The search for new tax revenue
is intensifying. There is a growing perception that increases in tax preferred
employee benefits and retirement income incentives are eroding the existing tax
base and compromising the stability of Social Security. There is also a wide spread
bias among congressional and treasury staff against employee benefits because they
are perceived as unfairly discriminating in favor of highly compensated employees.

A number of proposals to reduce the favorable tax treatment of employee benefits
were considered in the recent tax conference or are on the horizon. They cover
a wide range of tax preferences including, for example, restrictions on voluntary
employee benefit associations and cafeteria plans, a cap on the exclusion of
employer contributions to group health insurance plans in particular or on all
employer sponsored benefits in general, taxation of employer funded educational
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assistance, imposition of Social Security tax on all nonretirement benefit plans,
or restrictive limits on pension benefits, prohibition of IRA deposits for employees
who are vested in their employer's pension plan, and a variety of flat tax proposals
that would eliminate the exclusion of benefits from employee income.

We are concerned that a change in the tax environment will affect the system of
providing employee benefits adversely. Employee benefit plans have proven to be
a most efficient andcost effective way to deliver economic security to employees.
Employee awareness of the importance of quality benefits havc created a need for all
employers to provide quality benefit programs in order to attract high caliber
employees.

Pension, life insurance, disability, health insurance plans and other benefits are
provided for employees at all wage and salary levels, not just highly compensated
top executiveb. While it is not uncommon that top executives may receive some
discriminatory benefits, these are almost exclusively provided through arrangements
which are not tax favored.

Preferential tax treatment for these plans has encouraged their growth and is a wise
investment in the future of economic security of the nation. If tax policies cease
to encourage employee benefits, additional strain would inevitably be placed upon
public institutions and programs ranging from community hospitals through the Social
Security retirement and disability income system.

Congressional tax policy has fostered the growth of employee benefit plans and the
laws P.ave been effective in assuring benefits will be provided on a nondiscriminatory
basis. We hope Congress will resist the temptation to regard employee benefits as
simply an untapped source of revenue. A change in congressional attitude at this time
would inevitably result in a loss of personal security to all employees.

In summary, we believe the system as now established is extremely successful and
believe any revision should enhance the current benefit delivery system, not detract
from it. The cornerstone of success has been favorable tax treatment which has
encouraged employers to provide quality employee benefits and a change in tax treatment
at this tirz would undo the good which has already been done.

Thank you for consideration o our comments.

Sincery yus,

William H. Siehr

WHS/kkc
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BUICK July 23, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment,

This letter is in regard to the Public Hearings that will be held on July
26, 27, and 30, 1984, on the issue of Employee fringe Benefits. We feel
that the benefits we offer do not principally go to the highly paid and
are equally paid to women and minorities. We feel that our workers will
suffer if employer-sponsored benefits do not exist and that employee
benefits are essential to the economic security of our workers, retirees,
and their dependents.

We feel that enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement
covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit system. It
is far superior to any government program which would replace it. It
should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax
revenues. The employee needs are there and must be met. If private
enterprise is not encouraged to meet its needs, government must. And we
believe the ultimate prices to our nation will be greater and hope that
we as a private enterprise will be attempted to continue to offer all
our employees fringe benefits that they so badly need.

inetly,

R rM.Bennett
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JULY 27, 1984

Mr. Roderick A..DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I enclose a statement to be included as part of the record
of the hearing on employee fringe benefits to be held on July 26,
27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

I vould appreciate it if you would arrange for this
statement to be included in the record. Thank you for your
assistance.

Y s ve y u'

David B. McKinney
Of BOBSCNE, McDERMOTT & ESKRIDGE

DBM: r i

AREA CODE 010
a*3-777
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STATEMENT

Statement submitted as part of the record of the hearing on
iployee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
.ates Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
management.

By David B. McKinney
320 South Boston, Suite 1300
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74103
918-583-1777

I am an attorney who has developed retirement plans for
:ivate businesses for the last 9 1/2 years in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
am a partner with the firm of Boesche, McDermott & Eskridge.
practice includes several other areas of concentration, so I

a not dependent for my livelihood upon the continued government
gulation of fringe benefits.

I have assisted in the development of benefit plans for
oployers having from three to six hundred employees. Although
iere are some obvious differences in the desires of different
)mpanies, there are also some universals.

By far the most pressing need of these employers is the need
r consistency in regulation. Employers, especially smaller
nployers, find it very difficult to justify a benefit program
iat requires constant tinkering. Even if they adopt one of the
sister plans, and thereby avoid attorney fees in amending their
lans, they are still faced with substantial additional
-counting costs in constantly revising their books to take
ccount of amendments.

The second biggest need in employee benefits is to improve
employee relations. My experience has been that most employees
ould rather Have cash than a retirement plan contribution. This
s obviously shortsighted, and employers are really protecting
heir employees from themselves by establishing a "forced
savings" retirement program. I do not believe that my clients
ill continue to fight the employee relations battle if Congress
adically changes the benefit rules.

Congress would be doing a great disservice to the rank and
ile worker if it limited retirement benefits to those which
ould be provided by some sort of expanded individual retirement
ccount. The people who really need a retirement would never
pen an individual retirement account.

A corollary of the need for better employee relations is the
eed for employee loyalty. An employer's biggest resistence to a
retirement plan is almost uniformly the vesting schedule, because
he employers know that good employees really will quit to get
heir retirement money once they are 100% vested. If Congress
Peeds up the vesting schedule to any material degree, it will
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see a massive termination of retirement plans.

I supported the TEFRA amendments, especially the top-heavy
amendments and the elimination of the cost of living increases in
plan contributions. The Section 415 limits are virtually
impossible to explain even to an educated man, but I urge that
they not be altered any more. One can eventually understand the
law, but there are very few managers who will take the time to
learn something as difficult as a Section 415 limit if it is
amended every year.

If Congress must tinker with the benefit system to raise
taxes, I urge that it limit its focis to some areas which will
not destroy the retirement safety net which has been established.
Here are those areas:

1. Lower the dollar limits on contributions and benefits. I
believe that most plans would continue if the defined
contribution limit were reduced to $15,000, and the defined
benefit limit were reduced to $45,000. People who make enough
money to make bigger contributions or benefit accruals can afford
to defer their income in other ways.

2. Eliminate all loans, but with a grandfather clause for
loans which have already been made I urge Congress, however,
not to eliminate the administrator's right to make premature
W-stributions for bona fide purposes. I have seen many
unfortunate situations in which a good worker would have had to
quit his job to get his retirement money if the emergency
istribution exception had not existed.

3. EliMinate the tax deferral on income on voluntary
contributions.

4. Require that a 2rcentage of the retirement plan fund be
invested n overnment obligations. If this were limited to
funds of over $1,000,000, this would provide additional funding
for the national debt, would avoid some of the potential Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation obligations, and probably would not
concern anyone.
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TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

A Statement By
The Boeing Company

August 20, 1984
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The taxation of employee benefits has been a subject of considerable debate

over the past few years, As the Senate Finance Committee undertakes to review

the options available for revising the federal tax system, it again beconws a

key issue. The following statement represents The Boeing Company's position

for the record concerning the matter of employee benefit taxation.

The Boeing Company currently employs over 87,000 employees, most of whom live

in Washington, Kansas and Pennsylvania. The large majority of these

employees, regardless of income level, are covered or are eligible for

coverage under qualified health and pension plans. Starting with a modest

amount of group life insurance coverage in 1921, Boeing now offers a variety

of corporate and subsidiary employee benefit plans. These include health,

disability and life insurance plans that protect our employees and their

families against major current financial risks, as well as pension and profit

sharing plans that are designed to provide them with future income security.

However, Boeing does not sponsor group legal, automobile, day care, cafeteria

or other flexible benefit plans.

Boeing's benefit plans provide coverage to employees regardless of their

income level. For example, it is important to note that over 90 percent of

our employees -- at all income levels -- are covered under a single corporate

defined benefit pension plan.
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The evolution of employee benefit plans has occurred at Boeing as well as

other employers for a variety of reasons. Few would deny that the favorable

tax treatment received by both employers and employees has played an important

role in the evolution. But at the same time that tax law has encouraged the

development of employee benefit plans, Congress has also taken the initiative

to set certain social policies that are to be reflected in these plans. The

question that is now being considered is whether the tax system should

continue to support the social policies that are an integral part of the

evolution of employee benefit plans.

While the government has taken the responsibility for the financial protection

of certain sectors of the population including the poor, employers have been

encouraged to take such responsibility for the employed population and, in

many cases, their families. Such encouragement is reflected in:

0 the passage of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

(ERISA) as a global protection of employee rights under qualified

private sector welfare (health) and pension plans;

o the provision included in the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility

Act of 1982 (TEFRA) requiring that Medicare coverage be secondary

to an employer's coverage for active employees between ages 65 and

70;

4 ffWWWjV"
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0 the 1984 pension equity legislation passed by Congress requiring

among other things that the minimum age for participation under

pension plans be lowered from 25 to 21 and that more liberal rules

regarding the retention of individual retirement credits be

applied when breaks in service occur; and

o legislation considered by Congress in past years to require the

extension of group health insurance coverage to laid off

eml oyees.

These are but a few examples of the directions given employers by Congress to

ensure the availability of fiscally and socially responsible program for

empl oyees.

If Congress were to now pass legislation that would result in taxing employers

for their costs associated with employee benefits, employers would be faced

with conflicting messages. Although it is impossible to precisely predict

what would happen if benefits were to become taxable, it is probably safe to

assume that at least a number of employers would continue to fund their plans

in the near term to comply with collective bargaining agreements or because of

a feeling of social responsibility. It is important to note, however, that

the additional costs that employers would face because of such increased

taxation would have to be met in one of two ways, by either raising prices in

the marketplace or by reducing benefits and/or compensation to employees. In

the first case, higher prices would contribute to both inflation in the

economy as well as to a more tenuous position for employers competing in the
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international marketplace. In the latter case, it would likely be the lower

income employees who would be hurt most by the reduced benefit and

compensation levels.

Of greater concern to public policy makers, however, should be the impact that

employee benefit taxation would have on employees of those companies who

choose not to continue the funding of their benefit plans in the absence of

favorable tax treatment. With no incentive to do so, it is not hard to

imagine that certain employers, especially smaller ones, would find it

financially infeasible or at least no longer practical to continue their

plans. This in turn would leave millions of workers with little or no

financial protection against immediate or future risks. Again, the advantages

of expanding the tax base could be expected to be offset by the added costs of

providing government supported programs to replace this protection.

Recognizing the policy implications of taxing all employee benefits, many

would propose the more moderate approach of applying a tax cap to health

insurance premiums. The argument is that a tax cap represents an option that

would likely restrain the future growth of such tax exempt benefits while also

encouraging employers to continue to provide at least some level of health

care coverage. The difficulties of such an approach are that tax caps often

di scrimi nate again nst:

o those workers in regions of the country where health care costs

are highest, and

A WiEZ
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o lower income workers who suffer most when benefits are reduced to

bring premiums in line with the tax cap.

With regard to the first point, Boeing perhaps offers a good example of how a

tax cap might discriminate against certain regions of the country. In 1983,

Boeing's medical care costs for hourly employees in the Midwest were 15

percent higher than comparable costs under the same coverage for hourly

employees in the Pacific Northwest. Other data sources have shown comparable

differences between the Pacific Northwest and other parts of the West Coast.

The question that should be considered, then, is whether employees in one part

of the country should be subject to a greater tax burden than employees in

other areas even though all are covered under the same plan. This issue of

varying levels of taxation on the same benefit plan and the subsequent

employee discontent is an issue that not only employers will have to face but

also one that ultimately members of Congress will have to address with their

constituents. Thus, while the tax cap approach may perhaps be a more

palatable approach to taxation of benefits, a number of social policy ques-

tions must be addressed before such a cap can be appropriately designed.

For many years, Boeing has pursued a variety of efforts to control employee

benefit costs, both in an effort to remain competitive in the marketplace as

well as to keep our costs down under government contracts. These efforts

include: taking an active role in the legislative and public health planning

process to prevent unnecessary health care cost increases; redesigning our

benefit plans to include cost control features such as mandatory second

surgical opinions; pursuing more aggressive administrative guidelines for our

plans, including the development of a more extensive data base; and working

""ArZW"
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with the health care comwnity in Joint efforts to control costs, including

Boeing's initiation of hospital concurrent peer review programs in Seattle and

Wichita. The point is that because we share many of the same concerns as

Congress with regard to rising benefit costs, we and other employers are

making every effort to control costs while protecting the integrity of the

system.

In short, we believe that the current system of providing employee benefits

has been directed by a public policy that has generally been both financially

and socially responsible. We therefore urge Congress to carefully review each

of the options being proposed for taxing employee benefits with an eye toward

whether it will serve to maintain or replace, with comparable efficiency and

security, the current financial protection afforded the employed population of

the nation.

* * *
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August 1, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Consel
Committee on Finance
Room 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Sir:

I am writing in support of. the current tax favored treatment of employee pension
and welfare benefits. As a life insurance agent with 22 years of experience, I
have seen the effects of these benefits as they favor the rank and file people
of our country.

I am currently paying a $20,000 death claim to the benefit of a young Mexican-
American who would not have had this insurance if it were not for the tax benefits
given to her employer to provide group insurance to his employees.

Each week we see evidence of the good that comes from favorable tax treatment of
employee benefit plans. The tax advantages are one of the reasons employers
have these plans for the benefit of their employees.

I feel that anything that can be done to encourage employers to implement employee
benefit plans should be done. Removing tax incentives will result in wholesale
lapsing of employee benefit plans by employers. Please do not remove these
incentives.

If anything you should consider increasing tax benefits for employers who have
employee berlerit plans involving life and luig term disability insurance.

Thanks very much for listening to me.

Sincerely,

M. E. Hoffman, Cu

MFH /c p

Bowie, Electra, Henrietta. Wichita Falls
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Booke &Company

August 10, 1984

Submitted as Part of the Record of Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July

26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee, Subcomittee on Taxation and

Debt Management.

By Booke & Company

Booke & Company is an employee benefits consulting and actuarial firm located in

Winston-Salem, North Carolina with branch offices in Columbus, Ohio and Birmingham,

Alabama. In its role, the Company primarily provides services to a large number of

small and medium-sized employers throughout the Southeast and Midwest. Roth

through our business functions and as an employer serving the needs of 245

employees, we are acutely concerned about the growing misperception of many

members of Congress that tax-favored employee benefits are a valid source of reve-

nue. The tax bills of 1982 and 1984 demonstrate beginning attempts at wholesale

destruction of effective arrangements serving the needs of millions of employees.

The private enterprise system has built an efficient arrangement to cover the needs

of employees through the employee benefit system. Through employer-sponsored

employee benefits, basic financial security is provided for medical care, for the

necessary income replacement due to disability or to death and for retirement, as

well as for other day-to-day needs which assist in the general welfare of the

employee. Because of an employer's more specific knowledge of its employee

demographics and consequently their particular needs, it can design a more

efficient and effective benefit package.

Poet Oft 66/Wnston-Sem North Carolina 27102/(919) 748.1120
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Booke & Company provides such a package for its own employees on a nondiscrimina-

tory basis. Of these benefits, only a small portion is truly tax-exempt, the

remainder being in the form that will be taxed when paid out to employees. By

doing so, employee morale and security are increased by the assurance of some

financial protection.

If the private sector is not encouraged to meet these employee needs, then govern-

ment must do so. Current structure in fact recognizes that employees either would

not, or could not, provide their own benefits. The government is currently not in

a position financially or organizationally to adequately or effectively provide

such needed protection. Ultimately, the cost on a national basis will be far

greater for government sponsorship. The private benefit system should not be

systematically dismantled in pursuit of greater tax revenues.

We would urge careful consideration of a national tax policy on employee benefits:

a policy that considers the basic social issues involved and makes affirmative

decisions regarding what benefits should be provided, who should provide them, and

how the benefits delivery system should be structured. Simultaneously, and as an

integral part is a consideration of how this benefits policy should be encouraged

and implemented. After this thorough analysis, we believe the private sector

system of employer-sponsored programs should ultimately prevail as the most cost

efficient and effective way to serve the general public interest.
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Jack B. Brabham
215 West Woodstone
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808
July 26, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219, Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

In compliance with your requirements, I am submitting this letter including the
following statement which I request be made a part of the record of the Hearing
On Employee Fringe Benefits held on Jbly 26, 27 and 30, 1984, by the Unif --
States Finance Committee, Sub-Committee on Taxation and Debt Management:

I am submitting this statement in support of the Private Pension System.

American workers are enjoyirng savings growth through tax sheltered investments
in American companies, U. S. Government securities and other investments. If
it were not for the tax advantages (tax deductible contributions, tax deferred
savings and favorable tax treatment at retirement) of our present retirement
plans, many American workers would not have money for retirement. These re-
tirement plans offer incentives for the employers to provide their employees,
at no cost to the employees, a retirement plan other than Social Security,
etc.

Individual Retirement Accounts do not constitute a replacement for pension or
profit sharing plans because IRA funds may be withdrawn by the employee, thus
defeating the retirement nature of the funds.

It does not seem wise to tamper with a system that is working so well and
benefiting so many. I urne you to support the private pension system as it
is presently structured.

Very truly yours,

JBB/mm
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Ronald D. Brannock
1428 E. Piedmont Road
Marietta, Georgia 30062

August 3, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter
and the attached statement to be included as part of the record
of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held cn July 26, 27
and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommit-
tee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Roald D. Brannock

Taxpayer

RDB/wsj

Attachment
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance
Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: Ronald D.-Brannock
1428 E. Piedmoat Road
Marietta, Georgia 30062

I am please to submit to your Subcommittee my comments and opinions
on issues relating to private employee benefit plans.

I support these hearings aisd compliment the Subcommittee for its
efforts in developing a full, fair hearing record with respect
to employee benefit plans.

My statement will address the following topics:

- There is a need for private plans;

National policy for these plans should not be driven
by tax policy alone;

Discriminatory practices, which occur only in a small
percentage of plans, should be eliminated in ways that
do not adversely affect plans that are not discrimina-
tory;

- Private plans should be permitted to integrate with
Social Security benefits;

- Whatever our national policy, it should be stable; it
should permit employers to put plans and support systems
in place without the need for almost constant modifica-
tion, as is now the case;

- Burdensome administrative requirements should be avoided.

The Need for Private Plans

The economic security provided by private plans relates primarily
to the need for continuing income in the event of old age, death
or disability -- and the need to meet expenses associated with
health care. Most individuals look to the government and their
employers for the major portion of their benefit protection.

It appears that underlying employee benefit plan legislation and
regulation is thu belief that benefits will continue unchanged
and that new coverage and plans will continue to develop, even
in the face of onerous requirements. However ample evidence in-
Aicates that employers respond to adverse laws by curtailing bene-
fits, by terminating plans and by seeking loopholes. The large
number of pension plan terminations following ERISA is a good ex-
ample of such employer reaction.
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Our national policy should recognize this, and should encourage
the growth of private plan coverage. The economic security needs
of individuals will not diminish if their private plan coverage
is reduced or eliminated. To the extent such coverage does dis-
appear, it will create pressures for government benefits to expand
and fill the gap and it would be wrong to expand government pro-
grams beyond their current level.

National Policy Should Not Be Driven by Tax Policy Alone

Our national policy on employee benefit plans needs to reflect
social and economic interests that go beyond tax expenditures and
the abuse of tax shelters. Many other factors need to be taken
into account.

Unfortunately, tax policy has tended to dominate private employee
benefit plan legislation. Tax issues are important, but the Trea-
sury and Internal Revenue Service should not establish or dictate
social policies. Tax policies can and often d: conflict with other
social and economic obiuctives.

Tax policy is a critical and powerful force. It can serve to pro-
vide major incentives for the development and expansion of private
employee benefits. It can also serve as a major disincentive --
as recent legislation has proved.

Discriminatory Practices

The issue of discrimination in employee benefits needs to be put
into proper perspective. Fewer than three percent of employees
with pension plan and health insurance coverage earn more than
$50,000 a year. And most of the coverage provided for this small
group is not discriminatory. To the extend that there is dis-
crimination, it involves only a very small part of the total em-
ployee benefit universe. Past efforts to correct abuses have often
adversely affected the entire benefit system.

Self-interests have always existed and will continue to exist.
In the long run, the public interest will best be served by a
policy that harnesses these self-interests and uses them for the
good of broad groups of employees. Such a policy requires accommoda-
tion, rather than conflict.

Integration With Social Security

It is important that national policy permit the integration of
private plan benefits with those provided by Social Security. This
applies to retirement, disability and medical expense benefits.

These two systems, private and public, are not mutually exclusive;
each reinforces the other. The combination of the two achieves
an equitable distribution of benefits at all pay levels. The fail-
ure or partial curtailment of either system transfers burdens to
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the other. For example, the Social Security Amendments of 1977
and 1983 reduced benefits for covered individuals. In both cases,
many private plans automatically increased benefits to reflect
the Social Security reductions.

National Policy Should be Stable

Whatever our national policy for employee benefits, it should be
stable. It was just ten years ago that ERISA was enacted into
law. Since then, we have had two major Social Security amendments,
additional legislation relating to age and sex discrimination,
revision of plan termination liabilities imposed on multi-employer
plans and seven tax bills. All this legislation has had signifi-
cant impact upon private employee benefit plans.

Apart from the legislation, there has been an enormous amount of
requlatory activity, which, in many cases has he.' greater impact
than the legislation itself.

This environment makes it extremely difficult -- in some situa-
tions, impossible -- to design and operate emrioyee benefit plans.
It takes time to design plans, and it takes t-ime to set up appro-
priate administrative and support systems. It is often difficult
and expensive to make plan changes. Yet employers are constantly
forced to modify heir plans or plan funding to keep up with cur-
rent legal requirements. Moreover, because plan provisions and
modifications must be communicated to employees, they, too, suffer
from the confusion of constant change.

Congress and the Administration must develop a thoughtful, coor-
dihated policy that employers and employees can rely on in the
future. There is no need for almost annual change in employee
benefit law. The current situation is frustrating and self-
defeating. We urge Congress to address this issue and come forth
with a meaningful and stable policy that will exist for a reason-
able period of time.

Administrative Burdens Should be Avoided

The administrative burdens imposed by law and by regulation are
a matter of major concern for private employee benefit plans. The
time and cost devoted to. compliance have grown tremendously --
and, with the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, are likely to grow
still more. This is due in large part to the complexity of the
law itself and the supporting regulations. Clearly, administra-
tive burdens can be counterproductive.

Requirements that inhibit employers and that create unnecessary
and difficult burdens will not have a positive effect on oriv a
plan formation and expansion. Such requirements lead to plan cur-
tailment and abandonment. The real losers then are the nonmange-

I
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ment employees. And because they are the major beneficiaries of
the private system, their losses should be of particular concern
to the Congress. We are traveling down the road of more and more
regulation. Necessary regulation should be as efficient as pos-
sible, and should avoid waste and redundancy. Administrative re-
quirements should be reevaluated regularly and, unless they are
meaningful, eliminated promptly.

In Closing

Thanks for the opportunity to express my thoughts to your Subcommit-
tee. I strongly believe in the need for the private system to
provide employee benefits and in the system's integrity and will
support its continued growth and expansion.
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WILLIAM F. BRASSINE, P.S.C.
WILLIAM F. BRASSINE, M.D.MtA'CC UAMMI TO
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part of
the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on
July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Commit-
tee, Subcommittee and Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

William F. Brassine, M.D.

WFB/lm
cc:
Att: 5
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Submitted as part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
States Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

By: William F. Brassine, M.D., P.S.C.

I hereby wish to express my support of the Private Employee
Benefit Plan System. This plan has been shown to bring about
planning by employers, both for themselves and for their em-
ployees. Thus benefits which many people miqht not otherwise
have the self discipline to acquire are made much more enticing
and thereby potential future drains on social programs are re-
duced. Over the several years that these benefit plans exist
for any single employer, no significant amount of tax revenue
should be lost by the government since taxes will be paid on
the proceeds of pension and profit sharing plans when income
from them is realized.

Should tax incentives to create and carry out these plans be
eliminated, many plans already in existence are sure to be
frozen and a significant supplement to social security thus
eliminated.

Private employees are just as interested in benefit plans and
just as deserving of them as corporate or government employees
that are represented by unions which obtain them for these
types of workers. Those of us associated with small businesses
should be allowed to have plans made for our future just as
importantly as those associated with governments and large
corporations.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF BROCKWAY,

TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND

OF THE COMMITTEE ON

INC. (NY)

DEBT MANAGEMENT

FINANCE

August 13, 1984

by Arnold G. Becker

Vice President, Industrial Relations
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Brockway, Inc. is a leading national manufacturer of glass, plastic and

metal packaging, sells production technology and equipment to foreign

manufacturers, and is engaged in the regional airline business. With

more than 30 manufacturing facilities in 17 states, the company employs

approximately 12,000 people. In 1983, Brockway had revenues of $828.7

million.

Tax laws historically have encouraged employers to provide strong,

broad-based programs of so-called fringe benefits for employees. In the

areas of medical care, life insurance, accident and sickness insurance,

pension plans, and more recently with savings plans, the private sector

makes available affordable and high quality benefits to its employees.

Without such benefits, health care and the future financial stability

for many employees and their dependents would be curtailed, would become

the responsibility and liability of the government, or would not exist tc

the overall detriment of society.
e

Brockway, for example, contributes the major share of the cost of the

following benefits:

* Comprehensive medical coverage which includes basic hospital,

surgical and medical care, major medical coverage, dental

coverage and vision care

o Employee term life insurance, at group rates, for eligible

dependents
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Sick leave

o Long-term disability

o A pension plan

Additionally, salaried employees are eligible for a savings plan 401 (K)

in which the company matches stock to employee contributions.

An employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) has also been in effect since

1976 for salaried employees.

The Brockway benefit package is broad-based. Nearly 72% of our medical

and pension costs in 1983 were for hourly employees. If the existing tax

laws were changed to disallow corporate tax deductions for the costs of

fringe benefits, the company would probably be unable to continue

offering such benefits to its employees. If income tax were imputed to

the employee on the value of such benefits, it seems likely that most

employees would not be able to afford to pay the taxes on the benefits.

Brockway believes that in view of the need for a strengthened social

security system and the equally important need to contain medical costs

in both the public and private sector, the disallowance of corporate tax

deductions for employee benefits, and/or imputing employee income tax on

fringe benefits, would be counterproductive to such efforts.

As a related matter, such tax law changes would also reduce
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institutional capital, mainly pension funds, currently invested in

equity markets with the potential of irrevocable damage to capital

formation and the ability of companies to provide employment.

We, therefore, urge you to reject the concept that disallowing business

tax deductions for the costs of employee benefit and/or imputing

employee income tax on such benefits will somehow enhance government

revenues.

To the contrary, in our view, such legislation would severely reduce

working capital and exacerbate the federal deficit.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit this statement and thank the

committee for considering Brockway's view on this critically important

issue.
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STATEMENT OF BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION

IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS

OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27, AND 30, 1984.

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation is a national

manufacturer and marketer of cigarettes and tobacco products.

Brown & Williamson was one of the first employers In the

country to institute a pension plan for its salaried

employees. Since that August 1932 date, this plan has provided

a much appreciated, and much needed, measure of security for

employees retiring from this Company. Any proposed additional

tax will, it is submitted, undercut this retirement program and

diminish retirement security for our employees. That this tax

burden would fall on rank and file employees Is borne out by

this Company's own employment statistics.

In addition to the salaried pension plan referenced above,

Brown & Williamson employees have also received benefits under

the Factory Employees Retirement Plan Instituted in 1949.

Retirement benefits have subsequently been an important subject

of bargaining for the unions representing employees at Brown &

Williamson. The Bakery, Confectionery, and Tobacco Workers

International Union represents the production employees, while
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the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace

Workers is the principal craft union representing employees at

Brown & Williamson. Approximately 3,700 hourly employees

represented by these unions have retired under the Factory

Pension Plan since its inception.

In the recent plant closing negotiations for our Louisville,

Kentucky and Petersburg, Virginia manufacturing facilities,

retirement benefits for older employees, who had not yet fully

qualified for retirement, was a critical subject of

negotiation. Supplemental and enriched pension benefits were

negotiated to aid the plight of these displaced older workers.

An average hourly employee retiring from the Company today

receives approximately $600 to $800 a month from the Brown &

Williamson Factory Retirement Plan. Using present actuarial

assumptions contained in the Plan, we have estimated that in

order to receive a retirement benefit of $800 per month, an

employee would have had to save $98,000 to retire at age 55 and

$83,000 for retirement at age 65.

With respect to Brown & Williamson's salaried employees, the

majority of the approximately 800 employees who have retired

under the auspices of the Salaried Pension Plan has been

nonexempt or lower level administrative and technical exempt
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employees. The average salaried employee receives

approximately $800 a month In pension monies and would have to

save at a comparable rate as the hourly employee in order to

receive an equivalent retirement benefit. With the cost of

living experienced by workers today, such savings are

problematical.

Last year, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation paid

approximately $18 million in pension benefits to retired

employees. Presently, on our active payroll, we have 2,605

hourly employees and 3,204 salaried employees. These employees

are working for future retirement security as well as their

present needs. The role that this Company has played in

meeting retirement needs will not be met easily, if met at all,

by our employees or by the Federal government.

We will be happy to provide whatever additional info-rmation is

necessary so that the facts surrounding this important oenefit

can be understood.

/dy0257k
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BUCYRUS-ERIE
Bucyrus-Erle Company
PO BOX 56 0 SOUTH MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN 53172 . PHONE (414) 768.4000

August 8, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment,

Re: Finance Subcomittee on Taxation
and Debt Management
Hearings: July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

It is understood that overspending by the elected officials in our Federal
Government has led to large deficits. This in turn now forces current leader-
chip to look for additional taxes. We hope also they will have the courage to
reduce waste and cut spending.

Employee benefits are an efficient and cost effective way for delivering
economic security to employees. Pension, life insurance, disability and health
plans benefit all employees, not just key executives. Preferential tax treatment
for these plans has encouraged their growth and relieves additional strain which
would eventually be placed on the public sector if they were curtailed. We
urge that congressional tax policy continue to foster employee benefits, not
regard them as simply an untapped source of revenue.

Cordially,

BUCYRUS-ERIE COMPANY

C. R. Review, Vice President
Human Resources and Administration

CRR/ds
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

SUBJECT: Senate Hearings on Fringe Benefits
July 27 and July 30, 1984
United States Senate Committee on Finance
Subcommittees on Taxation and Debt Management

We have recently been aware of the Cmnittee's interest in

employer provided fringe benefits and the possibility of their

recommending changes that might effect fringe benefit tax

treatment. We want to share with you some information about

our fringe benefit programs and express our concern regarding

possible changes.

Business Men's Assurance is a Kansas City based Life,

Health and Reinsurance company in its 75th year. We employ 750

employees in our Home Office (72% are female) and another 750

employees in offices throughout the United States. Our Welfare

and Pension Plans apply uniformly to all employees regardless

of positions. They include:

(1) Health Insurance - All employees and retirees are provided

a basic plan, a major medical plan, plus dental coverage.

The cost is shared by employees although the Company pays

the majority (our cost for medical insurance in 1983 was -

$1.3 million). We have recently developed several cost

SMA TOWER * ONE PENN VALLEY PAR * 'P.O. SOX 458 0 KANSS CITY, MISSOURI 64141 * TELEPHONE (816) 753-4000
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containment programs using plan-design incentives that we

believe, over the long period will effect reduction in

costs. They are primarily directed at changing the

constuner's (our employees and their families) health-care

buying habits.

(2) Life Insurance - All employees are provided gift life

insurance in an amount of one and one half times their

base salary. In addition, they can purchase life

insurance on their dependents and/or additional amounts

for themselves at group-discounted rates. Retirees are

provided gift life insurance.

Accident Insurance is also available for purchase for

employees and spouses at group discounted rates.

During 1983 our cost for providing these benefits was

$260,000.

(3) DisabilitZ Insurance - All employees are eligible, in the

event that they become permanently disabled, to receive

60% of their base pay for the balance of their working

careers (age 65). The plan has a maximum monthly benefit

which e.fects several of the highly paid executives. The

cost of providing this benefit in 1983 was $23,000.

(4) Qualified Retirement Plans - All employees are eligible

for participation in two Retirement Plans:
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A. Defined Benefit Plan - This plan provides for 60% of

employees final pay for their lifetime, with provisions

for surviving spouses. The plan protects the employee

from inflation since it is based on final average pay and

our compensation system takes into consideration the cost

of living each year. Our contribution to this plan was

$2.2 million in 1983.

B. Employee Stock ownership Plan - This profit sharing

plan is available to all employees and is based on the

profitability of the Company. Employees accumulate

Company stock which is provided to them at the time they

retire, die or become disabled. Last year the Company

contributed $1.3 million to this plan.

Fringe benefits represent an additional 40% of pay at our

Company. The same benefits purchased on the open market (for

individuals) would cost more than twice as much. Our fringe

benefit plans have evolved over many years as a result of

balancing our ability to provide with meeting our competitor's

ability to provide. Fringe benefits are an important factor in

attracting and retaining employees. On the other hand, our

employees have continued to benefit from competition through

improved benefits.

It seems to me that private enterprise has built effective

systems to provide fringe benefits. They are undoubtedly
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superior to any system the government could build. Consider

for example the Social Security system which when it was

designed was obviously intended to be the primary provider of

retirement benefits. Social Security is now a minor part of

total retirement benefits in many cases. It is also a source

of concern for employees who are counting on it. We believe

that we are doing a very good job of meeting our employees'

needs and that we should be encouraged to continue to do so.

Otherwise, if you remove the competition factors, I believe

that we face the danger of raising the price to all of us.

Sincerely,

J. W. Jones

JWJ/lpm
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BURTON RUBBER PROCESSING, INC.
14330 KINSMAN ROAD, BURTON, OHIO 44021 / 216-834-4644

July 18, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Coumrittee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Off itc,; Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Our company is very concerned about the issue of taxing fringe benefits
provided to employees.

Over the years the succ-ss of Burton Rubber and an interest in the living
standard of its employees have both contributed to a broad range of
benefits. Our medical insurance program, which covers all our employees
on an equal basis, cost us more then $2,000 per employee per year. If
such benefits were to become taxable, many of our employees would be hard
pressed to pay taxes should you legislate them. Moreover, any tax on
benefits would undoubtedly tax lower income groups disproportionateiy to
high income earners. Frankly, it would be disasterous and only provide
further cause for the move toward socialism.

While some abuses may have invaded benefit programs, taxation is not the
solution. Many companies have worthwhile programs that should not be
legislated to death (literally speaking).

Sincerely,

BURTON RUBBER PROCESSING, INC.

Vice President - Finance

RWr/ml

cc: Senator Howard Metzenbaum
Senator John H. Glenn
U.S. Representative Dennis B. Eckart
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The Business Council of New York State
20 August 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Taxation of Employee Fringe Benefits

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The Business Council of New York State Inc. is the largest and
broadest-based business group in New York State. Its members
include some 3,200 member companies employing over 3 million
people. We wish to take this opportunity to express our support
for a strong, voluntary, private sector employee benefit system
to provide economic security to these New York State workers, as
well as all workers, their beneficiaries and retirees.

At issue is whether the current tax law should continue to
encourage employers to provide fringe benefits; and if so, what
level of tax incentive should be provided to insure that
sufficient benefits are made available. Certainly, the tax code
as it now stands, encourages the private sector to provide
adequate health and life insurance and retirement savings. Any
deviations to impose a tax cap on medical benefits, we believe,
would be a serious setback to the significant progress that the
social support system has enjoyed in the past few decades. With
the perseverance of Congress, this system has evolved into a
strong and stable program for providing necessary health coverage
for the vast majority of the American public.
The idea of imposing a tax cap on employee benefits, while not a

new one, leaves many serious questions unanswered:

O Would this measure curb the escalating costs of health
care? We have not seen any empirical evidence to suggest
that individuals will become more cost conscious and thus
overall health care costs will decrease.

o What effect would this have on older workers, workers in
high risk occupations, and people from large metropolitan
cities? Since invariably these groups tend to pay more in
health insurance premiums and/or health care costs, a tax
cap would adversely affect those who fall within these
three categories.

The Business Council of New York State. Inc., 152 Washington Ave.. Albany. N.Y. 12210 Telephone 518.465-7511
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O Would this change be a source of new revenue? While
proponents believe the adoption of this measure would
raise a substantial amount of new revenue, there exists no
clear evidence that this would be the case, given that
employers would probably drop some of the current
coverage.

0 How would government mandated coverages be treated? In
New York, state government is continually mandating new
health care coverages which drive up the cost businesses
must pay in insurance premiums. To compensate business
would then look to drop other coverage which in many cases
would be of a more critical need to the employee.

In closing, private employee benefit programs have provided
substantial risk protection to approximately 150 million American
workers, the majority of whom are middle-income. In lieu of
business receiving this tax incentive, we fear much of this
protection would be deleted, making it difficult for those who
truly need it, to provide for retirement or have adequate medical
coverage. We believe that implementation of a tax cap would
seriously undermine the significant progress made in the
evolution of an effective and efficient system of covering the
health and welfare of the working public. With continued tax
incentives business can remain an integral part of that system.

Sincerely,

Raynd T. Schuler
President

dcb
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Today is Wednesday
August 1, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, we are submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part of
the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held
on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance
Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,
BUSINESS PLANNING, INC.

Carlton R. Cook, Chairman

A. Denk itnauer, President

CRC/ADW/aj

enclosure

39-707 0 - 85 - 23
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Submitted as part of the record of the hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States Finance
iommitee, Sub Committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By A. Denk Weitnauer and Carlton R. Cook of Business Planning,
Inc.

This report is being submitted on behalf of our employer and of
clients that maintain Qualified Pension and/or Profit Sharing
Retirement Plans for their employees.

Recent discussions on eliminating the private sector Qualified
Pension and Profit Sharing Retirement Plans has provoked us to
commit to writing our feelings on why we need to have a strong
Private Pension System in this country to supplement Social
Security Retirement Plan.

1. The Private Sector Qualified Retirement Plan System should
be preserved and strengthened rather than imposing more goverment
restrictions on the implementation and maintenance of these
Plans.

2. Retirement Plan benefits from Private Sector Qualified
Retirement Plans make it possible for millions of Americans to
retire with dignity.

2. Without Private Sector Qualified Retirement Plans, the
overwhelming majority of Americans would be forced to rely on
Social Security benefits as their primary if not sole source of
income for their "Golden Years".

4. Social Security Retirement benefits was never intended to be
the primary source of retirement income for Americans.

5. And even today, it is very difficult for retired persons to
live comfortably on Social Security benefits alone.

6. Many employers in the Private Sector already have grown
weary of the burdensome demands of regulations and paperwork
required to keep their plans qualified and have terminated their
Qualified Retirement Plans vowing never to establish another.

7. The big losers are the factory and office workers. It is
almost impossible for the average American worker to accumulate
enough savings during their working years to use for retirement.
The employer and higher paid executives have a better chance of
taking care of themselves at retirement. The executive level of
employees of a company not only has the ability but the executive
has available investment sources not usually attainable to the
average worker.
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8. Without tax incentives (deductible deposits) the Private
Sector would shut down their Qualified Retirement Plans.
Employers would take large bonuses for themselves in lieu of
Retirement Plan deposits.

9. The truth is that fortunately, in spite of increased
government efforts, our clients want to provide retirement for
their employees. Our employers feel they have a responsibility
to reward faithful and long time service employees with an
adequate retirement income.

10. In fact, the new minimum funding standards imposed by TEFRA
has little effect on the majority of our clients. They have
provided for their employees because they want to rather than
they have to.

11. It appears that many people in government do not know of the
close and harmonious relationship that exists between management
and labor in the Private Sector. Let's not destroy but encourage
this good cooperative spirit that exists.

12. Private Qualified Retirement Plans with specified retirement
dates and adequate retirement income make it possible to have a
good transition into retirement for older employees to make room
for the younger employee to "move up the ladder".

13. The majority of Americans do not have the discipline to
establish and consistently deposit into an IRA account. Without
the government support of private Qualified Retirement Plans,
increased Social Security taxes is the only answer to providing
adequate retirement income for Americans. We don't need anymore
government control over the lives of the citizens of this
country. We can take care of ourselves.

14. Finally, the capital formation generated by the Private
Sector Qualified Retirement Plans affects every facet of American
Life. The jobs generated by investment of Retirement Plan Trust
Funds is important to the growth of our country's economy.

15. Enclosed is a recent article from Mobil Oil that was printed
in the Wall Street Journal, "Let's Not Tarnish the Golden Years".
The article summarized the need of Social Security, Private
Sector Retirement Plans, and personal savings. We believe the
majority of Americans support Private Qualified Retirement Plans.
Government should represent the desires of its people.
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COaMOC M CA oGAhi Okk
17910 BLANCO ROAD 9 SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78232 9 492-1063

July 31, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510
Re: Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits

July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Canyon Creek Country Club has always prided itself on being an equal op-
portunity employer. It has been the policy of Canyon Creek Country Club
to offer all full time employees the benefits of group insurance. The
major portion of the group insurance premiums are paid by Canyon Creek
Country Club.

The group insurance plan of Canyon Creek Country Club enables its em-
ployees to be secure in the knowledge that their medical needs are pro-
vided for without having to utilize their private resources or govern-
ment agencies. Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient
arrangement covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit
system. It is far superior to any government program which would replace
it. It should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater
tax revenues.

If the employee benefits are taxed, it will be a great burden on the
working people who are self-sustained. These same workers, already
over-burdened with tax, will again be penalized for being self supporting.

Sincerely,

Lillian R. Sanders
Office Manager

1rs
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August 3, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. De Arment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Employee Benefit Hearings

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Carpenter Reserve Printing Company is a medium sized printing
firm employing 73 persons. We provide the following fringe
benefits to all of our full time employees:

1. Hospitalization for the employee in the second
month of employment and coverage for spouse
and dependents after one year of employment.

2. Group Life Insurance of $3,000 per employee in the
second month of employment and additional coverage
to a maximum of $32,000 after one year of employ-
ment.

3. Profit Sharing Plan - all employees become parti-
cipants after their first year of employment.
Contributions are made based on the profits of the
company.

These benefits are fully paid by the company and are valuable
assets in providing economic security for our employees and
their families. If these benefits were not being provided
by the company many of the employees would probably not have
adequate hospitalization or life insurance coverage.

I believe the present system of private enterprise providing
these benefits is much superior to any type of mandatory
governmental program. I also feel that these benefits should
continue to be excluded from taxation or deferred from taxa-
tion in the case of profit sharing contributions.

Very truly yours,

Robert Highman
Treasurer

RH; jh
CAW M R ER REECR-W -INTING 7100 EUCLD AENU - CLEVELAND, OHIO 44103 (216)431-0800
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ATTACHMENT B

Roderick A. DeArment, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the written statement of our company, South Newton
School Corporation, in connection with the hearings of the Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management scheduled for July 26, 27, and 30, 1984 on the
issue of fringe benefits.

Respectfully yours,

Kedrick E. Fisher,
Superintendent

KEF/cjp
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STATEMENT OF SOUTH NEWTON SCHOOL CORPORATION IN CONNECTION

WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT

OF THE FRINGE BENEFITS JULY 26,27,& 30,

1984

We at the South Newton School Corporation believe it is our responsibility

as employers to meet the basic needs of our employees for financial security.

Accordingly, we offer the following benefit package to all of our empZoyees:

-All of our full-time employees are covered, which is 119

-Seventy (70) of our full-time employees are women

-Fifty-seven (57) employees have a salary less than $15,000.00

-Fifty (50) employees have a salary between $15,000.00 - $25,000.00

-Eight (8) employees have a salary between $25,000.00 - $50,000.00
full-time-All of our employees at the South Newton School Corporation are

covered by our health insurance plan.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash wages

because we consider the benefits to be essential to the economic welfare of

our employees. We are in a position to purchase insurance coverage at a

better rate than could our employees on an individual basis. This factor

added to the tax incentives provided by existing law allow us to provide

valuable benefits at a price we and our employees can afford.Increasing the

cost of benefits through changes in the tax law will mean that we will not

be able to provide the same level of protection in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising health

care costs. Since these costs are reflected in the premium we and our em-

ployees must pay, we are vitally interested in cost containment. We are

constantly studying this problem and evaluating proposed solutions.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt

Management has provided to make known our views on the importance of employee

benefits. We believe that encouraging employers to pro-ide these benefits is

consistent with the social policy of our nation and merits continuance of the

Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide incentives to employers and

employees to commit their dollars to this purpose.
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Forsyth Memorial Hospital C M I
3333 Silas Creek Parkway Carolina Medicorp Inc.
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part of
the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held
on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance
Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Paul M. Wiles
Senior Vice President

PMW/pg

Enclosure
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
States Finance Committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By Paul M. Wiles, Senior Vice President, Forsyth Memorial
Hospital, Winston-Salem, N.C.

Forsyth Memorial Hospital opposes taxing earnings of
private employee pension plans because such taxation would
reduce the amount of benefits the Hospital could pay to
retired employees, many of whom have given a lifetime of
service to health care in Winston-Salem, N.C.

Currently, approximately 140 retired Hospital employees
receive pension benefits from the Forsyth County Hospital
Authority Pension Plan. By 1993, 331 employees are expected
to be receiving benefits from the plan.

For many of the Hospital's current retired employees,
the Hospital's pension plan benefits represent a third or
more of their annual income as retirees. As the pension
plan matures, the percentage will be larger for future
retirees.

The Forsyth County Hospital Authority pension plan,
established in 1969, has a total of 2,047 persons who are
participants. As of December 31, 1983, the value of plan
assets was $11,728,488. During the last plan year, the plan
experienced an increase in its net assets of $2,426,395.
This gain resulted from employer contributions, gains on the
sale of assets and earnings from investments.

One reason the plan has been able to grow is the tax
incentive which currently supports the private employee
benefit plan system. In our opinion, removing such an
incentive will ultimately be harmful for the economic
security of retired employees.
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OF THE ARCHDIOCESE OF HARTFORD. INC.

RIChard F. Mwghmf

ExcirWA4 Ohclor

August 10. 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment. Esq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. D. C. 20510

Dear Sir:

The Catholic Cemeteries Association is composed of 52 union
employees and 23 salaried employees as well as 17 retired union
employees and 5 retired salaried employees. We have an excellent
fringe benefit program that is provided to both union and salaried
employees and their families. Retirees and their spouses continue
to received medical and hospitalization benefits after age 65. We
believe these benefits aLe in our employees best interest as well as
in the best interest of the government. It would be a serious
mistake to tax these benefits. Any short term gain the government
may realize through increased taxes certainly would be lost in later
pay outs because of social benefits that are no longer provided
through private programs.

Employers would immediately be forced to provide additional
wages to offset the taxes, creating a detrimental inflationary
effect. Employees in future negotiations will seek wage benefits
rather than health, pension and other fringe benefits, since both
would be taxed. Human nature will always prefer money to fringe
benefits unless there is an incentive to select the benefit. This
would be a national trend, which again would put more pressure on
the government to provide benefits that are now being provided in
the private sector.

700 MIDDLETOWN AVE.. P.O. BOX 517, NORTH HAVEN. CONNECTICUT 06471-0517 * TELEPHONE (203 239.4557
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Roderick A. DeArment. Esq. Page 2 August 10. 1984

After considering the long term negative impact of this
proposed tax, we sincerely hope that the Committee will decide
against taxation of fringe benefits.

Very truly yours.

Richard F. Me he

RFM/eaf

cc: Senator Lowell P. Weicker, Jr.
Senator Christopher J. Dodd
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Catholic Medical Center of Brooklyn and Queens, Inc.

'0£00 AS 0-25 13RHO STREET. JAMAICA. NEW YORK 11432 .... (912) 667-6007

August 3, 1994

Roderick A. DeArment, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirkuen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

We, at the Catholic Medical Center, believe it is our responsibility
as employers to meet the basic needs of our employees for their
financial security.

Through our union and non-union plans, we provide hospitalization,
life insurance, eye glass, dental and prescription plans to all
levels of employees.

We are a predominately female and minority oriented industry. We
do not discriminate against any class of employee.

We, and the unions we negotiate with, have chosen to provide benefits
rather than additional cash wages because we consider these benefits
to be essential to the health and economic welfare of our employees
and their families.

Increasing the cost of benefits through amendments to the Tax Laws
will mean that we will not be able to provide these benefits for
our employees protection.

We are well aware of rising health cost and have taken appropriate
cost containment steps to achieve savings.

We welcome tde opportunity to express our views to the Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management on the importance of employee benefits.

We thank you for permitting us to express our views on this social
issue of our nation.

Sincerely

AJC : aok
Pre O * Ma

HOSPITAL OF THE HOLY FAMILY * SAINT JOHN'S QUEENS HOSITAL a SAINT MARY'S HOSPITAL OF BROOKLYN 0 MA/:Y IMMACULATIEHOOAL

A MAJOR TEACHING AFFILIATE OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE AND NEW YORK HOSPITAL
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AND WAREHOUSE COMPANY, INCORPOIRATID

1201 STORY AVENUE PHONE (502) 583-4402
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40206 TELEX 204-106 CIL CSC LVL

July 30, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel - Committee on Finance
Room 219, Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArmente

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting
this letter and the attached statement to be included as
part of the record of the Hearing on Emoloyee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 & 30 by the United States
Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

S. Forrest Caudill

(1) I certainly feel as though a profit-sharing trust
or a retirement benefit program of some type certainly
helps employees on hourly wage to be able to maintain
a standard of living after retirement.

(2) I also feel that the same thing is necessary for
higher paid executives because of the standard of
living being much higher, than the hourly employees.
Very few executives are able to save enough dollars
to retire comfortably.

(3) Without tax Incentative to corporations as well as
individuals, your profit sharing trusts 8 retirement
plans would be almost non-existent.

(4) IRA's are good vehicles, but what per cent of the
American public have enough surplus dollars, or
would take surplus dollars, is available, And nut in
IRA rather than a boat, new automobile or Derhos
remodeling their home?

(5) If you, for one minute think you can retire and live
comfortably on Social Security payments, I suggest
you should go to the Social Security office ard find
what your payments will be. Without some type of subsidy
or side income, either employee benefits, retirement
plan, or profit-sharing- trusts, your standard of living

,Pdefs 1red p,o',ptly sprinklered budng kw nwronce ote heated space -a Fible pallet zed sece, nve'nfoy control
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AND WARNOUSE COMPANY INCORPORATEO

1201 STORY AVENUE PHONE (502) 583-4402
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40206 TELEX 204-106 CIL CSC LVL

Yr. Roderick A DeArment

Washington, D.C. 20510

Page 2

would be nulch.

(6) The United States incentative pland and retirement
programs should never be touched, only improved
upon. I firmly believe a housewife should be
entitled to the same pay under an IRA as the husband.

Hoping that this letter will slow or maybe enev stop
any motivation that may be in Congress, Senate or the
House of Representatives, I remain

Very truly Yours,2

S. Forrest Caudill, Jr.

SFC/srb

0Sduo e !'ed oromp'ly , rbeed b' ldtnd low ,e e faoototeeAMAW -%e4 heated %pace ovodagble, p.-lefqleJ svr ;ce. -nentor~y conltot
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STATEMENT OF The CBS/FOX Company IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS
OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT

MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS
JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

We at The CBS/FOX Company believe that it is our responsibility

as employers to meet the basic needs of our employees for financial

security. Accordingly, we offer the following benefit package to

all of our employees: Medical benefit coverage is provided for all

regular full-time employees, effective their first full day of employ-

ment, including 365-day hospitalization; Basic Medical coverage equal

to 100% of reasonable and customary charges; Major Medical benefits

equal to 80% of the first $2,000 and 100% of the balance after meeting

a 100% deductible for an individual. $200 deductible for family coverage.

We also offer Dental coverage after 1. year's service which provides

for two free dental check-ups and cleanings per calendar year and pays

80% for other services after a $25 deductible per individual, $75 per

family.

Basic Life Insurance is purchased for each and every employee in an

amount equal to two times their annual salary. We provide Accidental

Death and Dismemberment Insurance with a maximum of $20.000 for each

employee.

Long-Term Disability Insurance is available for purchase by all

regular full-time employees at rates lower than if purchased on an

individual basis.
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A Pension Plan is established for new regular full-time employees

and for all part-time/per diem employees who work 1000 or more hours per

calendar year for CBS/FOX.

We offer Educational Assistance equal to 100% of tuition fees to

all :regular full-time employees with at least six month's service.

Course or courses should be job or career-related.

At present time we have 359 or 94% of our employees covered by

our Benefit plan. Of these 359 employees 207 are women, 12 minorities,

160 non-management staff.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash

wages because we consider the benefits to be essential to the economic

welfare of our employees. We are in a position to purchase insurance

coverage at a better rate than could our employees on an individual basis.

This factor added to the tax incentives provided by existing law allow us

to provide valuable benefits at a price we and our employees can afford.

Increasing the cost of benefits through changes in the tax law will mean

that we will not be able to provide the same level of protection in the

future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising health

care costs. Since these costs are reflected in the premium we and our

employees must pay, we are vitally interested in cost containment.
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Under consideration at this time, to help control sky-rocketing costs,

we are looking at increasing the co-insurance rates, increasing

the out-of-pocket amount for Major Medical costs and requiring mandatory

second surgical opinion on specific surgical procedures. This second

opinion is paid for in full by the medical benefit plan and failure to

follow may result in reduction of benefit reimbursement. We are constantly

studying this problem and evaluating proposed solutions.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommitte on Taxation and

Debt Management has provided to make known our views on the importance

of employee benefits. We believe that encouraging employers to provide

these benefits is consistent with the social policy of our nation and

merits continuance of the Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide

incentives to employers and employees to commit their dollars to this

purpose.

39-707 0 - 85 - 24
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DAVID PRYOR
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 205 10

August 6, 1984

"MYAGUILUSL NUThITOI. ANO

PElCIAL COMMMI ON AOINO
SELICT COMMITTEE ON VTIWCS

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed is a two page statement from the Central
Arkansas Library System that I would like to have included
in the record of the fringe benefits hearings recently held
by the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

David Pr

DP:tcc
Enclosure
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COPY

Central Arkansas Library System
Public LIbrer * 700 Loulslna Street 9 Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 0 (501) 370-5954

Taxation of Employee Benefits
Hearing Dates - July 26, 27, 30, 1984

Employee benefits are of particular value to the ninety-four

employees of Central Arkansas Library System. We are opposed to any

efforts by the U.S. Congress to tax these benefits which have

traditionally been tax free as we believe that this kind of taxation will

be particularly harmful to our employees.

Central Arkansas Library System is a public library funded by ad

valorem taxes and appropriations from the Arkansas State Legislature. It

is headquartered in Little Rock, Arkansas and serves a population of

approximately 284,000 in Central Arkansas.

The staff of Central Arkansas Library System is predominately female

and ranges in age from fifteen to seventy-four. All benefits are

available to all permanent employees,, including part time employees.

Health insurance is available, but optional, as the Library is only

financially able to pay 75% of the premium. The pensiun plan is mandatory

after one year of employment.

Because we are an underfunded public agency, salaries are below that

of comparable jobs in the local economy. Many of our employees could not

afford adequate health care without the assistance of the partially

funded employee plan which not only makes health care more economical for

the employee but also offers health care coverage to employee dependents
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at a group rate. To tax this valuable benefit would further burden a

group which already absorbs a disproponent share of hardship without

significantly contributing to the overall social good.

The pension plan for our employees offers them an opportunity to plan

for their future, non-working years. Voluntary contributions may be made

to the fund above the percentage required. Both the employee's

contributions arid "he Library's Contributions for the employee are

invested at a good return. The interest earned goes up and down with

interest rates from year to year. Interest earned by an employee's

account is added to the employee's account to further build a retirement

fund for them. All employees, including women, senior citizens, and men

are treated equally in this plan and are offered the opportunity to save

for their later years beyond the amount required. Again, taxing this

benefit we-'" be injurious to a group which is least able to provide for

their families now while investing for their retirement years.

We believe that employee benefits are essential to the economic

security of our workers, retirees, and their dependents and that all would

suffer it these benefits did not exist. These programs should not be

systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax revenues as the long

term cost will be greater than any short term increase in tax revenue

gained.

Respectfully submitted,

Rosemary S. Martin

Director
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STATEMENT OF CENTRAL BANK OF THE SOUTH

IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARING OF THE

SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27 AND 30, 1984
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The United States has had a long standing policy of encouraging

the formation and continuing operation of employee benefit plans. The

kinds of plans which have been formed over the years affect every

phase of an employee's life and also provide for the economic security

of a worker's family after death. The statutes which enable these plans

to be formed are founded on the premise that extensive coverage of

workers and their dependents is a desirable long term social goal.

The private sector has responded by initiating widespread

coverage of its workers in retirement and health insurance plans,

encouraged by the tax incentives given these plans. The employee

benefit plans formed by the private sector have proven themselves able

to cover the vast majority of the employees of those companies with

plans.

Employee Benefit Research Institute studies have shown that

pension coverage is broadly distributed over lower and middle income

workers. In our own pension plan 1,442 participants out of 1,736, or

83%, earn less than $25,000 per year. In the same manner women

comprise 80% of all participants - 1,390 out of 1,736. These employees

rely on the benefits that are being set aside for them. The same

statistics apply to the welfare plans offered by the bank.

The plans sponsored by Central Bank, which are fully participated

in by its employees, do serve a primary social and economic purpose.

Without these plans thousands of employees would be without a means to
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protect themselves against castostropic illness or a total depletion of

economic resources after retirement. Without these plans the employees

would have to rely on public sector plans. with a resulting increase in

their cost.

The economic security granted to our employees by these plans has

become an expected fact of their employment. The tax incentives given

by the Congress to encourage the growth and development of these

plans has been effective, and has resulted in plans which do protect

employees of all income levels and both sexes. The existing regulations

and statutes provide all employees with equal access to the tax

incentives granted to our plans.

The generator for the widespread availability of employee health

and retirement plans has been the use of favorable tax incentives. The

removal of those Incentives would reduce the availability of employee

benefits of all types and at all levels of the work force. In our own

case the elimination or reduction of the tax incentives would cause a

reallocation of those benefit dollars with the resulting decrease in

benefit coverage among our employees. Given the makeup of the

participation levels of our existing plans these changes would greatly

affect the lower paid employees and women.

Employee benefits are a part of the working life of all employees.

Employees today expect their employer - public or private, union or

non-union - to have an adequate and competitive benefit package.

There is widespread belief that these benefits would and should not be

taken away either by the government or by employers.
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Any major legislative policy study of employee benefits musL focus

on the various types of employee benefits available. The types of

employee benefits that are available to private sector employees are

varied, yet each serve a specific goal, and each have heretofore been

deemed in the public interest. Throughout our history the Congress,

employers and employees have been concerned about their workers and

their dependents. This concern has shown itself through the creation

of an effective social contract among government, employers and

employees.

The legislative review of employee benefits should keep in mind

that benefits which are tax favored fall into two categories. Tax

deferred benefits are generally retirement plans or other capital

accumulation plans. Taxes on these plans are deferred to a later date.

Other tax favored benefits are tax exempt and include health plans,

child care and dental care. In addition to these categories caution

should also be exercised to distinguish those benefits which are legally

required, such as Social Security and unemployment compensation.

The Congress and this Committee should be concerned with the

growth of employee benefits. However, the mere focusing of attention

to the tax cost of these plans, to the exclusion of the social and long

term public benefit of these plans would be tragic. Statistics indicate

nationally - and our statistics specifically - that benefits of all types

are reaching the vast majority of employees at all income levels. These

employees would not have such broad based coverage in pension,
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health, disability and life insurance benefits without the encouragement

and commitment of public policy and the use of tax incentives. The

continuation of benefit plans is important to our employees and to all

employees. In many cases the existence of plans has provided the

employees with the ability to face illness or to retire with an equivalent

standard of living. Many of our employees express their appreciation

of their benefit plans by saying that they could not provide for

themselves should they not be participating in the plans.

Our system has in the past, provided for the retirement, medical,

disability and other benefits of its work force through the cooperation

of the public sector and the private sector. This benefit system has

grown and has consistently covered more workers, despite continual

adjustment of the tax incentives accorded the plans. Any drastic

change or elimination of the tax incentives would result in substantially

reducing benefit plans and would have the long term effect of increased

dependence on public assistance which would exacerbate rather then

help the country's current budgetory dilemma.
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APPENDIX

WELFARE AND RETIREMENT PLAN
STATISTICS OF

CENTRAL BANK OF THE SOUTH

Welfare Plans

Health Plan

Basic Life Insurance

Long Term Disability

Basic Accidental Health

Men

519

571

571

571

33%

28%

28%

28%

Women

1024

1479

1479

1479

67%

72%

720

72%

Under
25,000
Yr.

1270

1758

1758

1758

Pension Plan

A. Number of Participants - 12/31/83

1. Sex:

Male - 346 - 20%
Female - 1390 - 80%

2. Number of participants earning
Number of participants earning

B. Participant Averages

Entry Attain
Age Age

Male 346 30.20 39.23

Female 1390 28.13 35.19
IM76

1736 - 87% of all employees

less than $25,000 per year: 1442 - 83%
more than $25,000 per year: 294 - 17%

Past
Service

9.53

7.06

Future
Service

25.27

29.81

Total
Service

34.80

36.87

Over
25,000
Yr.

273

292

292

292

82%

86%

86%

86%

18%

14%

14%

14%

ed
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CENTRAL

INSURANCE
COMPANIES

July 24, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

We urge you to retain the current tax favored treatment of
employee pension and welfare benefits. We believe it is
beneficial for employers to have the cost of these benefits as
a tax deduction and non-taxable to the employee.

Sincerely,

G. D. Thatcher, CPCU
Treasurer

GDT: fj
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WILLIAM U, KIZIA

&ZAVIdenI

July 20, 1984

IN

The Honorable Robert Dole
2r 141 Hart Senate Office Building

2nd & C Streets, NE
Washington, DC 2U510

Dear Senator:

We understand that Senator Bob Packwood, Chairman of the Sub-committee on Taxation and Debt Management, has recently announced
hearings to discuss the role of employee benefit plans. As amember of that Subcommittee, I assume you will be keenly interested.

Wti feel rather strongly that existing and future tax laws shouldcontinue to encourage employers, such as Central States, to help
provide what has become accepted, usual and customary employee
fringe benefits. By this we mean that the employer cost for such
benefits should remain as deductible items to the employer and,
generally, as non-taxable income items to the employee.

z
SUsual and customary fringe benefits, to us, would include, but not

necessarily be limited to, life, hospitalization and disability
insurances, pension and other welfare benefits, employee parking, etc.
(In this regard, we were extremely disappointed that under the0 recently enacted Tax Reform Act of 1984, benefits derived from
athletic and fitness room facilities, together with lunch rooms,
p rno vidP b An r.-lo .er may a 1 be n src. d a. a ...
tp employees.)

0
As mentioned above, such benefits have become widely accepted inbusiness as a very valuable asset in attracting and retaining

zr talented employees. Most assuredly, if the favorable tax statusof these benefits are further eroded, drastic and negative results
4 may well occur.

0
z
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The Honorable Robert Dole
Page 2
July 20, 1984

We are hopeful that our comments will be favorably considered

by the Subcommittee.

Thank you very much ........

Sincerely,

William M. Kizer, President

WMK/jh

cc: Members of the full Committee and the Subcommittee.
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STATEMENT OF THE CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY

IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS

OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

OF TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27, AND 30, 1984.

The Cessna Aircraft Company is one of the largest employers in Wichita

and in the state of Kansas. Cessna is the leader in the general

aviation industry, manufacturing and marketing world-wide a complete

line of single-engine, multi-engine, turbo-prop and jet aircraft. The

company is also in the fluid power business, primarily hydraulic

components for the construction equipment and farm implement industries.

The majority of Cessna's 9,358 employees are located in Kansas; however,

manufacturing facilities are also located in Ohio, Iowa and France,

aircraft service facilities in Florida, California, New York, Kansas and

Ohio. Additionally, employees of our various marketing and finance

divisions and subsidiaries are located in nearly every state, including

Alaska.

Cessna and the entire general aviation industry have experienced a

severe business recession since late 1980, and business has not yet

recovered to anywhere near previous levels (22,000 employees).
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One of the najor contributions to this recession and the absence of a

recovery has been the rapid increase in aircraft prices, largely driven

by huge increases in employee compensation and benefit costs.

Relative to benefit costs in particular, they now constitute 37% of

payroll, 11.8% of sales and have increased by 350% in the last 10

years. Total benefit costs for 1983 were nearly $62 million, in spite

of severely curtailed employment levels. Benefit costs per employee

have risen from $400 to $1,671 in the last 10 years.

Within the benefits area, the single most expensive benefit cost area is

Group Medical Insurance at nearly $13 million (even greater than social

security, which ranks #2). Seventy-five percent of Cessna's employees

are non-exempt, while the remaining 252 are exempt employees. Therefore,

it is important to note that the majority of benefit costs are

associated with hourly paid employees whose annual salaries average only

$25,000 a year. Attachment #1 shows the breakdown of benefit

expenditures for 1983 by type of benefit.

For the past year and one half, Cessna has been preparing for a number

of major changes in its benefits structure for all categories of

employees. Many of those changes being actively pursued involved

section 125 and 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Service code. Not only

are such changes demanded due to the changing make-up of the work force

and the need for "flexibility" on the part of employees, but they are
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absolutely essential ingredients to the Company's ability to control

future benefit escalation. Both of these factors are extremely

important to our employees and to our business position, and often get

less "press" than the much discussed "tax" impacts of 125 and 401(k). We

would encourage the Senate Finance Committee to be very sensitive to all

of the issues affecting employees and employers alike in their

consideration of tax changes a fectiug employee benefits for all of the

reasons cited above.

Although, to date, we have not taken steps to materially control

escalating benefit costs, we consider that move to be essential.

Frankly, the many unknowns which have come into existence during the

past few months since the IRS release concerning cafeteria plans and

flexible spending accounts have been a major reason for our delay.

In particular, legislation which limits flexible benefits, particularly

flexible spending accounts, seriously affects our ability to control

health care costs. Currently, employees have no real incentives to

iavoid unnecessary medical treatment, nor to make medical treatment

choices which are cost effective. Without the ability to present

reasonable alternatives, our efforts will, very likely, be less

effective than is necessary.
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This is not only an issue at Cessna, but the need to contain health care

costs across the nation has become a major-issue in our economy,

affecting all elements of the health care delivery system.

Certainly the tax ramifications of those issues are important, and we

clearly understand that the tax base in this country cannot seriously be

jeopardized. We do feel, however, that reasonable and prudent

alternatives are available which will make possible dealing effectively

with all issues involved.

Also related to the benefits issues are restrictions which are or may be

applied to trusts under section 501(c)9 (VEBA's). Certain flexibilities

are needed by large and small employers alike in order to provide and

improve upon current benefits in a fashion that can provide for the

cost effective funding and financial management of these programs. Again,

prudent and reasonable regulations which prevent mismanagement but which

do not unnecessarily restrict the operation of such trusts are possible

and necessary in our opinion.

The facts are, Cessna pays all but a very small portion of benefit

costs, both those which we choose to offer our employees, a well as

those which are required by statute. As a result, we also have a very

strong interest in holding down expenditures for tax-free welfare

benefits. Of the many changes and improvements we are actively

39-707 0 - 85 - 25
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considering, the benefits of those changes will be evenly disbursed

among higher and lower paid employees. We anticipate that women as well

as men will benefit equally, as well as older and retired employees. In

many instances, women will in fact benefit to a greater degree, since

many are second wage earners, have some benefit coverages under their

husbands plan and would be able to eliminate duplicate coverage and fill

in "gaps" in their own benefits with a plan that offers choices among

many benefit alternatives.

In summary, careful and thorough consideration of all issues in the

employee benefits area is strongly encouraged. Preoccupation with one

or several major issues that have high visibility, while perhaps not fully

evaluating all of the implications and results of various courses of

action, could in fact cause serious damage to benefit cost containment

and benefit improvement efforts.

Finally, the interest and concern for this entire issue by the

Committee, as witnessed by the scheduled hearings and other activities,

is deeply appreciated. This opportunity to give and exchange

information is essential to selecting the proper course of action, and

we would like to pass along our thanks for this opportunity to

participate.



ATTACHMENT #1

November 1, 1983 BENEFIT ANALYSIS
TOTAL ACTUAL COMPANY COST FY 1983

ALL BENEFITS BY CATEGORY

Business Travel

Group Insurance

Health Exams

Hol iday Pay

Retirement

Service Awards

Sick Pay

Social Security

Tuition Aid

Unemployment Comp.

Vacation

Workers Comp.

Total

$ 61,239

$12,969,451

$ 115,591

$ 6,162,223

$ 9,390,031

$ 56,515

$ 4,335,016

$12,184,036

$ 49,514

$ 4,368,105

$ 9.765,574

$ 2,154,967

$61,612,262

Cc
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Chamber of Commerce
of the United States NEWS
1615 H Street, N.W. RELEASE
Washington, D.C. 20062

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Contact: Thomas Love
Friday, July 27, 1984 (202) 463-5682

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROGRAMS IN GOOD SHAPE AND THE TAX POLICY
ENABLING THEM SHOULD BE MAINTAINED, U.S. CHAMBER TESTIFIES

WASHINGTON, July 27 -- The U.S. Chamber of Commerce told

Congress today that the nation's system of voluntary employer-sponsored

employee benefit programs is in good shape and that long-standing tax
policies encouraging these programs should not be changed.

Frank L. Mason, president of Mason Corp. of Birmingham, Ala.,

spokesman for the Chamber, told the Senate Subcommittee on Taxation and

Debt Management, "Our recommendation to you is that if it isn't broke,

don't fix it.

"If it's working -- and we believe it is -- don't tinker; but

if you must tinker, then simplify the rules and strengthen the incentive

for employers to take on the obligation of sponsoring employee benefit

plans," he continued.

Among the benefits provided by the current employer-sponsored
system of employee benefit programs mentioned by Mason were:

o Substantial risk protection for more than 30 years. About

150 million participants and beneficiaries are covered by programs
maintained by mare than one million employers.

o A less extensive and less costly Social Security system and

elimination of the need for a broadly-based national health system.
* A sense of employee affiliation with the employer which provides

opportunities for increased productivity.
o An important source of savings and investment.

He pointed out to the subcommittee that less than one third of

the money involved in employee benefits is tax-favored. The rest is

either taxed at the time it is paid by the employer or, in the case of

pensions, taxed when the benefit is received by the employee.

Accompanying Mason during the session was Donald C. Alexander

of the law firm of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, a former commissioner of the
Internal Revenue Service. Both men are directors of the U.S. Chamber

of Commerce.
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1000 ELGIN STREET CHARLESTON HEIGHTS, S.C. 29405

Telephone (803) 722-2657

August 1, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg., Rm. SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Hearing - Taxation of Employee Benefits

Dates: July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

Dear Sir:

Please regard this letter as an official statement to the Senate

Finance Subconnittee on Taxation and Debt Management, on behalf of the

North Charleston District and the North Charleston Sewer District, to

be included in the record of the hearings.

The North Charleston District/North Charleston Sewer District are

Special Purpose Vistricts (political subdivisions of the State of South

Carolina) located in Charleston, S.C. Both Districts share the same

administrative staff but are separate entities created to serve the

citizens of unincorporated areas of Charleston County.

The North Charleston District is comprised of the Fire Department

and Public Services and employs approximately 95 persons. The North

Charleston Sewer District is a primary and secondary wastewater treat-

ment facility employing 92 persons.

As public employers, the North Charleston District/North Charleston

Sewer District is particularly sensitive to the issue of a tax-exempt

benefit package for all employees. Both Districts offer employee benefit

compensation at District expense. These benefits are in the forms of
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health, life and dental insurance as well as paid holidays, vacation,

sick leave and retirement. The Districts offer the same benefit com-

pensation to all employees and administration of benefits is equitable

without regard to position or sex.

Wage compensation for public service employees, traditionally,

is significantly below that of private industry for the same type of

job. The North Charleston District and North Charleston Sewer District

are unable to compete with private sector employers on the basis of wage

compensation. The salaries of both Districts are considered low, even

for the demographic area, and employees, in general, would be expected

to make an additional sacrifice if benefit compensation was taxed. An

employee-paid benefit program would be cost prohibitive to the majority

of District employees and basic needs would not be met. The economic

security of employees, retirees and their dependents would be seriously

jeopardized.

Because of its public status, both Districts rely heavily on benefit

compensation which is both free and attractive to its employees. Without

the ability to offer a tax-exempt benefit package the problem of recruiting

and retaining qualified employees for all positions would be severe.

Under our present benefit arrangement, the Districts can remain

responsive to the needs of its employees, as it has for many years. The

employee benefit system as it exists is far superior to any government

program that would be designed as a replacement. Taxation of benefits

for revenue purposes would create a bigger problem for'public employers

and employees than the benefits from the revenues could produce.
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The North Charleston District/North Charleston Sewer District is

committed to the principle of providing the best possible service to

the citizens of our District at the lowest possible cost. To provide

this quality of service the District must be able to retain and

attract qualified employees and the ability to do so rests with the

benefit compensation incentive.

Therefore, the North Charleston District and the North Charleston

Sewer District oppose taxation of employee benefits.

Respectfully,

NORTH CHARLESTON DISTRICT/NORTH CHARLESTON
SEI)ER DISTRICT

Allen T. a
District Manager

ATR/sr

cc
W.D: Blalock, Senior Vice President
Pilot Life Insurance Company
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JAIAl
I DI 1210 Elmwood Avenue * P. 0. Box 1547

Charleston, West Virginia 25326

July 24, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finonc
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator DeArmenti

We hope the following descriptions and explanations of the benefit plans offered to the
employees of Charleston Area Medical Center will help provide background information
and insight to Senator Packwood and the members of the Senate Finance Committee. We
feel that more and more our employees depend upon us to provide benefits that are as
comprehensive and as affordable as they want or need. In our programs we have tried to
address every major concern for health care and protection of present and future income
for our employees. We urge you in any consideration of tax liability or benefit change
that you carefully weigh the impact of those changes on the participants in programs like
ours.

BACKGROUND: Charleston Area Medical Center is a 934 bed facility with two hospital
locations in Charleston, West Virginia. We have 3446 permanent employees and are the
third largest non government employer in the state of West Virginia. Our employee
population is about 81% female, has an average age of approximately 36, and involves
people from numerous sociological, educational, technical and non technical
backgrounds. With the exceptions of group life Insurance and accidental death and
dismemberment insurance, all of our plans are self Insured and funded by contributions
from CAMC and the participants.

LIFE INSURANCE PROGRAMS

BASIC GROUP LIFE: CAMC contributes the total premium necessary to provide group
life insurance equal to one times the annual pay for all full-time and permanent part-
time employees who are employed I month or more.

SUPPLEMENTAL GROUP LIFE: Each employee eligible for the basic group life can
choose to purchase an additional amount of group life insurance equal to one or two
times annual pay. At the present time this insurance costs .11 per $1,000 per month and
we have 80% of our employees participating.
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Roderick A. DeArment
Page 2

ACCIDENTAL DEATH AND DISMEMBERMENT - Our fulltime and permanent part-time
employees of I month or more hove the opportunity of purchasing accidental death and
dismemberment Insurance in any $10,000 amount up to $250,000. This plan affords
protection to the employee for .35 per $10,000 per month presently. An employee may
cover himself, his spouse for 50% of his benefit, and his children for 15% of his benefit
for a cost of .50 per $10,000 per month presently. Even with no participation in the cost
of this program by CAMC we have 84% participation.

DEPENDENT LIFE INSURANCE: Another program offered for our employees with
families, that simply provides $5,000 in the event of the death of a spouse and $2,500 In
the event of the death of a child. The program is funded entirely by participants who
each contribute $2 per month. Presently 50% of our employees (approximately 85% of
our employees with dependents) are participating.

RETIREMENT DEATH BENEFIT: Any employee who retires from CAMC Is provided
with a $2,500 death benefit payable to his or her named beneficiary. This plan Is funded
entirely by CAMC.

SUMMARY

CAMC strongly emphasizes good life insurance and accidental death and dismemberment
insurance for all our employees and their families. We feel the dependent life and
retirement death benefit help fulfill needs when employees may not have the foresight to
provide their own individual protection. The other programs will definitely help the
family of our employee who dies. Our employee participation In our programs where no
cost is shared by CAMC is very high especially when you consider over 60% of our
employees are married, many to spouses with other employers who may provide very
good benefits. The high participation by our employees shows their concern for their
families and their support for the programs we offer.

HEALTH CARE

HEALTH INSURANCE: CAMC offers a very comprehensive health care program to Its
full time and permanent part-time employees of one month or more. Briefly the plan
pays for nil charges in-patient and out-patient Incurred at CAMC facilities (and we can
provide treatment for nearly every affliction); UCR charges by physicians while the
participant is at our facility; 80% of Doctor's charges (after $100 individual and $200
family deductible) at his office or the participant's home; after the deductible, 100% of
prescriptions Issued at CAMC and 75% outside of CAMC; and 50% of psychiatric charges
outside of CAMC. We have a lifetime benefits maximum of $500,000 per person with
$50,000 maximum in the psychiatric area. For participants who voluntarily chose to go
to another Institution there Is an additional $250 per visit and the remainder of the
hospital and the Doctor's charges are paid at 75%. We attempt to maintain a cost
sharing approach for the plan whereby CAMC pays 75% and participants 25%. At the
present time employees pay $15.00 per month for single protection and $39.00 for family.
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DENTAL INSURANCE: CAMC has a separate program of dental insurance that provides
scheduled payments for most dental procedures. The plan pays 100% of preventative
treatment and after a $25.00 single and $75.00 family per year deductible, 80% of most
other procedures and 50% of orthodontic for children up to the scheduled amounts.
There is a $750.00 per year per person maximum and a $750.00 lifetime per person
orthodontic maximum. CAMC and the participants share the cost of this plan on a 50-50
basis. Presently an employee pays $4.00 per month for single and $8.00 for family.

SI)MMARY

Our heatlh care plan strongly emphasizes the use of our own facilities which ore the best
in this region. We provide substantial protection for our employees and their families at
a very reasonable cost. At the present time 88% of our employees participate in these
plans.

INCOME PROTECTION

CAMC offers one plan (beyond worker's compensation) to protect the income of those
employees who may become permanently and totally disabled prior to age 65. The plan
begins paying-a monthly amount equal to 60% of pay following a disability that lasts 90
days or more, and after all accrued sick days have been expended. An employee is
awarded a sick day for each month of service and may accrue up to 90 of those days.
The income protection benefit continues until the latter of age 65 or after 3 years of
payments. The benefits are offset by disability benefits from Social Security, Worker's
Compensation or other mandatory plans. A full-time or permanent part-time employee
may participate after 6 months of service if he pays a premium equal to 25 cents per
month for each $1,000 of his annual income. This contribution represents approximately
25% of the total cost of the plan and CAMC pays the difference. At the present time
90% of our employees participate In this plan.

RETIREMENT AND SAVINGS PLANS

I. BASIC RETIREMENT - CAMC has a 401(A) Deferred Profit Sharing Plan for all full-
time and permanent part-time employees who are at least age 21 and complete I year of
service. The plan requires a contribution of 3% of compensation up to the Social
Security Covered Compensation level for the current year and 6% for compenation
earned above that level. All contributions to this plan come from CAMC. Full vesting
for participants occurs at retirement, death total and permanent disability and after 5
years of service. The plan replaces a defined benefit plan that provided step rate
accruals of I 1/2% of basic annual compensation each year. This plan was frozen and
will still pay benefits to approximately 2,000 employees when they reach retirement age.
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2. SUPPLEMENTAL RETIREMENT MATCHING PLAN - CAMC provides a 403(b) vehicle
designed to encourage savings for retirement. Under this plan CAMC will match on
employee contribution of either 1% or 2% of his pay. The plan is fully vested
immediately. It Is available to all full-time and permanent part-time employees who are
age 21 and have completed at least a year of service. At the present time 60% of our
employees are participating. By the way, this plan replaces a 401(k) plan that was
established In July 1982, and terminated December 1983 when a decided drop In
participation was anticipated due to CAMC's reentry Into Social Security as of January I,
1984.

3. TAX SHELTERED ANNUITY - This is another older 403(b) plan funded entirely by
employee contributions. At present 10% of our employees participate In this plan.

4. SICK PAY RETIREMENT - In 1984 CAMC established a policy that It will pay a
retiring employee for all unused sick days at t*e date he retires. This benefit may be a
single sum or a monthly annuity purchased through an Insurance company depending upon
the amount of money available, It Is another way of rewarding employees for service as
well as increasing prospective retirement Income.

SUMMARYs We have determined that the cbmbination of Basic Retirement and
Supplemental Retirement Matching Plan exercised at the 2% level can provide a monthly
Income at retirement for most participants of 40% or more of their income in addition to
Social Security. For those participants who choose to contribute to the TSA as well,
their benefit may be significantly higher. By utilizing the defined contribution approach
to all our plans we offer the participants the opportunity of participating in current
interest rates, and thereby being in a better situation to cope with inflation as it affects
their income at the time of retirement. Our fairly low average age is another strong
influence on deciding upon the defined contribution route. The longer accumulation
period allows compound Interest to expand benefits even more favorably for the
employee.

OTHER BENEFITS

In addition to all of the above CAMC offers several self help benefit programs.:

I. A credit union that offers a number of savings and loan programs.

2 U.S. Savings bonds purchase through salary deduction.

3. Educational Assistance to employees who achieve passing grades in courses whether
or not job related.
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CONCLUSION

As you may expect with the wide variety of benefits offered by CAMC and with the
requirement that an employee must contribute to participate in most plans (as well as
choose his participation level), we have numerous variations of combinations of benefits
on our people. We try to further stimulate as much participation, especially in those
areas that are most needed, by taking advantage of the use of pre tax participant
contribution dollars as permitted under code sections 125 and 403(b). We feel very
strongly that the denial of the use of these pre tax contributions would influence our
employees to reduce or even subtract benefits that are necessary for the present well
being of themselves and their families and for ther future retirement security. In an
industry which is coming under more and more governmental control and which, of
necessity, must emphasize service to the community even above hope of monetary return
in many situations; we must be in a position to offer our employees an encouraging
benefit package. Remember we can offer employment to a number of people in the
community who could swell government aid programs. We must provide these employees
not only with current operating capital, but protection now and in the future. When we
are restricted from keeping pace with other more profitable industries we must be able
to offer incentive to those employees whose loss would not only affect our organization,
but the whole community as insofar as health care is concerned. We encourage you to
not consider short term increased monetary measures which could have an extensive long
term destructive effect on our employees and our commLnity.

S ieV P i

Phillip H. G win
Executive Vice President

PHG/cfr
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CHATHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ELKIN. NORTH CAROLINA 28621

TELEPHONE (AREA t 291Stll

PETE W. GLIDEWELL
PRESIDENT

10 August 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Hr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing
on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

owelW. Glidewell

PWG,I1I:gws
Enclosure

Since 1877
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee, s-b-
committee on Taxation and Debt Management by Powell 1. Glidewell, III, President,
Chatham Manufacturing Company, Elkin, North Carolina.

As I understand it the government is investigating the possibility of taxing
essential employee benefits such as family medical insurance, life insurance,
disability, and retirement.

Chatham's position on this matter is that this would have severe ramifications
to the average working person, the economy, and to this country's ability to
compete on an international basis. With the ridiculous rise in health care
cost, to again raise the cost by taxing the insurance would further burden
our employees. To steal money from present retirement plans would put further
burdens on social security. Please let private enterprise administer retirement
where possible. We can do it so much more efficiently than government. Life
insurance benefits from a corporation tend to be minimal and just cover expenses.
Disability during key working years is the hardest burden to bear and if you
make it more expensive than it is now, it would be tragic.

This concept of reducing the support of tax exemptions for essential benefits
will only cause more government involvement in order to provide them and end
up costing more than you will collect.

Please do not penalize further the working force that is paying your bills by
taxing essential family benefits.

1*
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CHEMICAL
FINANCIAL CORPORATION

127 TOWNSEND STREET, P.O. BOX 569
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 48840

August 3, 1984

Roderick Ao DeArmentp Esq,
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sirs

Enolosed please find the written statement of our company,
Chemical Financial Corporation, in connection with the hearings
of the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management scheduled
for July 26,27, and 30, 1984 on the issue of fringe benefits.

Respectfully yours,

Herbert B. Hardy
Employee Benefits Co-ordinator

Enc :

k
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Statement of Chemical Financial Corporation
in Connection with the Hearings

of the Senate Finance Committee on Taxation and Debt Management
on the Subject of Fringe Benefits

July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

Chemical Financial Corporation is a bank holding company with

ten affiliate member banks and a data service providing banking

and trust services through 46 offices in 15 counties located

throughout Mid-Michigan. Out of a total of 529 employees, 508

(or96%) are full-time salaried employees and are eligible to

participate in all benefits provided by the corporation. 75%

of the work force is made up of women as is 30% of our management

team. Women play an important part in the growth of our corporation

making up 76.47% of Junior Management and 66.67% of Management

Trainees.

The ability to offer an attractive benefit program at a reasonable

cost effects both the ability of the corporation to attract and

retain highly qualified personnel and the profitability of the

corporation in the highly competitive banking industry.

We at Chemical Financial Corporation believe that it is our

responsibility as an employer to meet the basic needs of our

employees for financial security. Accordingly we offer the following

benefit package to all full-time employees:

The Chemical Financial Corporation Employees' Pension Plan is a

defined benefit plan in which the employees' benefit at normal

retirement age is equal to 60% of final average earnings, reduced

by 50% of the primary Social Security Benefit in effect upon retirement,
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times the ratio (not to exceed 1.0) that Credited Servios bears,

to 30 years. A variety of options as to when and how benefits are

paid has been provided to meet the needs of a diverse work force.

Because substantially 96% of the work force is eligible to part-

icipate in the plan with contributions being made by the employer,

there is no discrimination in favor of the highly paid.

The Chemical Pinancial Corporation Group Insurance Plan for'.

Employees is a fully insured comprehensive plan in which employees

share in the cost with the 'employer through the use of family

deductibles and co-payments. The plan provides health and dental

benefits (including orthodonture) for retirees, employees and

their families. The comprehensive plan has many incentives built

into it which reward participants for becoming wiser consumers

of health services. Some of the benefits which have been added

or improved include: Ambulatory Surgical Center Services, Con-

valescent Care, Home-Health Care, Hospice Care, Services by a

Nurce Practitioner or Nurse Midwife, Treatment for Mental and

Nervous Disorders and Pre-Admission Testing.

Chemical Pinancial Corporation provides all full-time salaried

employees Basic and Supplemencal Life Insurance, Accidental

Death and Dismemberment Insurance, Long Term Disability Insurance

and income protection under a Short Term.Disability Policy.

Much has been said about health care and cost containment. A

majority of employees, the consumers of health care, think about

39-707 0 - 85 - 26
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health insurance in the same manner they think about automobile

insurance. That is, people believe premium is paid and if claims

should be greater than the premium collected, the insurance

company assumes the risk. When a large employer purchases health

insurance for its employees the cost will be, the total cost of

claims plus a retention charge for the insurance company to handle

the claims. When a corporation's claims exceed tho amount of

premium, that excess amount may be added to the next years premium.

This added cost in addition to inflation in medical costs (which

has been running from 15-30% per year) is causing health insurance

costs to the employer to skyrocket. One of the first steps in

cost containment is to communicate to employees what has been

happening to health care costs and how those costs are paid.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising

health care costs. Since those costs are reflected in the claims

we and our employees must pay, we are vitally interested in

cost containment. In addition to incentives in the health plan

to become a wiser consumer of health care services, Chemical

Financial Corporation embarked on an education program to make

employees more aware of health care alternatives.

The education program starts with a copy for each employee of

Dr. Donald Vickery's book "Taking Care of Yourself". This book

provides employees information on when and how to talk to a doctor,
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information on injuries and illnesses which you may be able to

treat yourself and an emphasis on lifestyle and welloare. Employees

also receive a monthly newsletter dealing with topics in insurance

and health care. Along these same lines# employees view quarterly

video tape presentations provided through The Travelers Insurance

.Company. Subjects vary from information on things insurance can

do for the employee (Second Surgical Opinion) to things employees

can do for themselves (Exercise). The result of this educational

effort is that employees have more knowledge about insurance and

how it works. Employees also benefit from the emphasis on welloare

and lifestyle. We feel this approach to education along with a

benefit plan which encourages employees to become wiser consumers

not only reduces claims but increases employee productivity and

morale.

The benefits discussed here have been made available on an equal

basis to all full-time salaried employees (96% of the work force).

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash

wages because we consider the benefits to be essential to the

economic welfare of our employees. We are in a position to

purchase insurance coverage at a more favorable rate than could

employees on an individual basis. This factor added to the tax

since 'lves provided by existing law allows us to provide valuable

benefits at a price we, the employer, can afford. Increasing the

costs of benefits through changes in the tax law will mean that

we will not be able to provide the same level of protection in

the future.
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August 3, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chiel Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Btilding
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArmnnt:

Consisting with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing
on vmplyee Fringe Benefits held on July 26,27 and 30 by the United States
Senate Fianance Coimmittee on Taxationiand Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

incele

tSo

.CHEMICAL WASTE REMOVAL, INC.
P.O. BOX 14226 * b216 STRAWBERRY LANE 0 LOUISVILLE. KY. 40214($02) 361-3696
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on
Employee FrinRe Benefits held on July 26,27 and
30 by the United States Finance Committee, Subcom-
mittee on Taxation and Debt Mengement. By J. R.
Whitlock.

Being a small business I take exception to the concerns that
private pension plans as created within the laws are not basically

beneficial to the employees. Not to be denied that the higher paid capture
a higher percentage, but my four employees didn't object and were
elated when I instituted a defined benefit plan recently. They were
here fifteen to twenty years with only the hope of Social Security
for retirement. They were not participating In IRA because what
they had at the end of a year went for a car or room addition or
any other immediate neee. They do not begrudge my percentage of the
fund considering they are getting their fair share. Its better than
what they had before the plan-nothing.

These plans have social and economic value. Social security alone will
not maintain the standard of living, and was not planned to, it has to
be supplemented. Acompany pension plan provides the addition and if they
are rel frugal they can save for IRA, but few. do. IRA,! would venture
to say is enjoyed by the middle class or above, they have the extra money
to make this investment, not the blue collar worker. According to the
news Social Security is destined to be in constant trouble for funding.
If this is accurate why take away the private funding that exists for
the small business employee?

If you feel their is no grass root support for these pension plans
its because the employees do notkno your trying to take it away from
them. Asurvey would prove otherwise.

The successful business may take a larger percentage but you have to
remain a profitable business to have any fund at all. The percentage
of take is equal to the benefit and contribution and is taxed later
when it comes out. I realize maybe at a lower tax, but this benefits
the employee more than the highly paid employer, in my opinion. You
being of higher pay also will handle your income better thru the years
to stay your standard of living to remain in a higher tax bracket, so
this concern is of little value.

Concern with the national debt is more important, reduce that, maintain
inflation and preserve the economic future for the employee and he can
better enjoy his retirement money that he receives with no contribution.
This to me is more worthwhile and of value. Because a few incidents of
what may appear as injustice does not prove out when the total situation
is surveyed. The government will get the tax when the money comes out to

the employee, and they get to borrow the money rather than take from a workers
future twilight years. If business does not provide for workers retirement
does the government have to asseme the responsibility? I don't think it
should, and I consider myself government or a taxpayer.
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amm

wo- 225 Bush Street, San Francisco, CA 94104

August 10, 1984

C.H Madant
=Steft

FkMaoeM boommittee n Taxation
and Debt Mememt Haing
On Frbe 0e0001t, A 26,2? mmd S0, 1Uq4

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Chevron Corporation appreciates the opportunity to present its views to the Subcommittee to be

included in the printed record of the hearing on fringe benefits held July 26, 27 and 30, 1984.

Chevron Corporation, exclusive of the recent Gulf aequialtion, currently employs about 30,000

people in its domestic operations and there are about 12,000 Chevron retirees. Chevron has a

long history of providing the same benefits programs for'all of its oil pattern employees without

regard to pay or job level. The attached exhibits help illustrate the broad range of our programs

and the high level of employee participation. Chevron is a supporter of affirmative action and

equal opportunity. Employee contribution rates and benefit level are not dependent on whether

the employee or other family members are male or female. This has been true in Chevron's plans

even before equality was legislated. Chevron's current employee population is about 79% male

and 21% female. Both females and minorities are well represented in all classifications and all

similarly situated employees enjoy the same benefits.

Chevron feels that the current tax laws which en-ourage private sector benefits programs have

helped the employee and the employer provide the means i
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o to provide for retirement years through pension plans and savings/thrift/profit sharing

plans.

o to protect survivors through employee life insurance.

o to cover extra ordinary medical and dental costs (not first dollar coverage).

o to provide income protection through short and long term disability plans.

The development of these benefits programs has been enhanced by the support the government

has provided through the tax laws. This support has helped channel the employees' attention

towards the more esential programs. For example, the tax deferral on the company

contributions towards pensions and savings/thrift/profit sharing helps the employees focus on

preparing for their long range needs. Without that support they might deman highee -Iredtatf-

spendable income that would cause inflation; reduce the formation of capital for investment via

plan trust investments; and create greater reliance on government provided programs such as

Social Security.

Incentives that encourage employers to provide fringe benefits can have a profound effect on

compensation planning. Any total compensation package must allocate labor costs between

wages and benefits. The net after-tax income in terms of wages and benefits is of paramount

interest to the employee. The net after-tax cost is vital to the employer when establishing these

plans. These two concerns have to be creatively mixed to optimize the compensation package.

We believe that removing or limiting the current tax incentives will increase pressure by

employees to spend benefits dollars for direct wages.
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Salary reduction programs such as those permitted under IRS section 401 (k) and section 125 are

helpful, particularly to the lower paid employees. .Many lower paid people do not itemize their

deductions on a form 1040. Therefore salary reduction mechanisms are a very effective way for

these lower paid employees to realize the benefit of such tax incentives. These incentives also

offer the increased flexibility of having employers develop benefit programs rather than trying

to accomplish the tasks through government programs. Employers design plans to fit the

demographics of their employee groups. Instead of massive programs for the needs of an

"average person," thousands of smaller tailor-made programs do a more efficient job. Tax

incentives for employees provide maximum benefit value at reasonable cost. They allow the

government and private sector to compliment each other's efforts in a very efficient manner.

Many of Chevron's plans require the employee to share in the cost of providing benefits.

Properly constructed incentives can encourage employees to participate and carry their share of

the benefits burden.

We believe that limiting incentives will require higher employer and/or employee contributions

to provide the same benefit and the benefit may not be as acceptable to the employees. They

would want the flexibility to opt in or out of plans thus increasing the cost and complexity

significantly. This is not the most efficient approach nor does it provide the best value for the

employee. As this occurs, employees may become disenchanted and consider purchasing benefits

on their own. In most cases employees cannot purchase the fringe benefits on their own as

economically as they can be provided by a group. Furthermore many employees lack the

expertise to properly identify their benefit needs; they rely heavily on trust that the company

implements plans that are in their best interest.

As Congress considers the implications of tax incentives for benefit programs, we ask that the

following specific issues be considered.
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o Settle on one definition of highly compensated employees that may be applied regardless of

how many employees sign up for a benefit (as long as it is offered to all regular full time

employees) and without regard to how benefits are ultimately paid out. We think the IRS

Code section 105(h) rules come close to being fair yet simple to administer.

o The most appropriate type of incentive control is a percentage of income rather than a fixed

dollar amount with certain maximums related to the amounts that can be deducted from

form 1040. A percentage of income would relate costs to areas of the country since wages

differ by area. A fixed dollar amount may be too generous in some areas and Insufficient in

others. Furthermore a percentage will keep pace with Inflation or deflation without further

indexing. The relationship to form 1040 deduction maximums should be maintained to help

the lower paid people who are unable to itemize Income tax deductions.

o Tax incentive provisions issued without clear rules and duration discourage employers from

providing these benefits to a broad cross section of employees. The IRS section 125

controversy clearly illustrates the confusion that can be created by a lack of rules. Only

recently were rules provided after a long period of uncertainty. For large employers the

costs of designing and implementing plans are very high. If the rules are not clear, are

subject to change, or will expire within a few years, it may not be cost effective to

Introduce new plans. On the other hand, as discussed earlier, private industry designing for

their own demographics can provide very efficient benefits mechanisms.

o Tax incentives that encourage employers to provide fringe benefits should continue to

require non-discrimination in application in order to qualify for favorable tax treatment.

Chevron's approach to welfare plans is that all employees benefit equally. However, when

current incentives are applied to Chevron's Annuity Plan and Stock Plan, relative benefit

levels already favor the lower paid employee. When combined with Social Security benefits
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the lower paid employees are able to retire with incomes, measured as a percent of their

final active-employment take-home pay, greater than that of higher paid employees.

o Properly constructed tax incentives for employer-provided fringe benefits do Impact the

Individual's choice of employment because many people want the security of knowing that

their needs are being met by their employer programs; they don't have to provide for

themselves; and they don't have to pay the high taxes associated with government provided

programs.

The Chevron Corporation wishes to thank you once again for this opportunity to express our

views. The Chevron Corporation also wishes to take this opportunity to thank the members of

Congress for your historical interest in and support for private sector employee benefits. We

think that the private sector of our economy can do the best Job if given the opportunity and

incentive.

Sincerely,

Attachments

cc: Mr. J. N. Sullivan
Vice President, Industrial Relations
Chevron Corporation
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Company Name Chevron Corporation All Employees # 31,103
Salaried Only #

TABLE I

EMPLOYES BENEFIT DOLAR COST, BY CATEGORY, 19-83

Benefit lyrPayment

Total Benefits

LeAllv-Reauired . erPavgntj

Social Security
Unemployment Compensation
Workers' Compensation
Other Payments

Discretionary Taxable Benefits

Time Not Worked
Rest Periods
Other Taxable Benefits

Discretionary Tax-Favored Benefits

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Capital Accumulation Plans
Disability Plans
Group Health snd Life Insurance

Active Workers
Retirees

Other Tax-Favored Benefits

$

61,604 018

-99Z

Per Employee $

2,058

-20

.9,19

9223

MZ40
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Company Name Chevron Corporation C7 All Employees #
Salaried Only #

TABLE 2

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT DOLUR COST, BY CATEGORY, 19.83

Employer Payments as
Percent of Wages

Benefit and Salaried

Employer Payments
as Percent of
all Benefits

Total Benefits

Lenallv-Reauired Emolover PayUents

social Security
UnemployUent Compensation
Workers' Compensation
Other Payments

Discretionary Taxable Benefits

Tim Not Worked
Rest Periods
Other Taxable Benefits

Discretionary Tax-Favored Benefits

Defined Benekit Pension Plans
Capital Accumulation Plane
Disability Plane
Group Health and Life Insurance

Active Workers
Retirees

Other Tax-Favored Benefits

6.8

10.5,

214.5 6o.1



Company Name Chevron Corporation
il

All Employees # 309
Salaried Only #

TALE 3

R TIRVME1 PROGM AVAILABILITY, 19_ *

Defined ienef it
Participate Vested
# z * z

EAnlover Caital A c mlation
Participate Vested
# z # Z

401(k)
Participate
I I

$0-$ 9,999
10,000- 19,999
20,000- 49,999
50,000- 99,999

100,000 or more

.6
10.0
W~.3

Total

2 .02

10,02 100

2 2 .02

2 51 2.5
25301 J~oI 9A- 100%

1.0

251 1.2

2
i14

2 701

.02

.2.9

2IJ853 i9.Q. §±2f 100%

*Dsta is annmaUzed to project 1981 availbilLity.

Vested
I

cc
0O

30, 43 1 0
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Company waso. Chevron Corporation
0

All Employees # 102317
Salaried Only # -

TABLE 4

REALTH BENEFIT AVAILABILITY, 19,.4*

GXOUD Insurance# \ x

$0-$ 9,999'*
10,000- 19,999
20,000- 49,999
50,000- 99,999

100,000 or more

1646
3297

k22 P In#

11

Total 2]914 NA
*Data is annuaJized to project 198I% availability.

**Included in $1,000 - $19,99 category.

I
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Company Now Chev n Corporation
All Imployess # 41 *Im&Salaried Only #

- TAIL 5

UITIlE! NIRRITS

lumber of Persons
Total Distributions

or Cost

Defined Benefit Plan
Retirees in Pay status

Defined Benefit Plan
Retirees Sur, ivors
in Pay Status

Defined Benefit Plan Tested
Separated

Capital Accaumulation Plan
Retirement Age Distributions

Capital Acumlation Plan
TerminationvDistributions

Retiree Health

Retiree Life

Retiree Other

S11,295

# Iaeludied above $ Iggled above

*J/L~

# ,D-qkved below

# 3,522

$ _Zued below

$432fia

fenef it Year

l9~l

19.11

l9f

19

l9ft

19_0

1 9-=
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Chloride Incorporated

3507 South 50th Street
'8 pAs -3 161610' Pc IP, Blox 899

Tampa, Florida 33601
Phone (813) 248-3161

31 July 1984 TLX 52-715

The Honorable Bob Packvood
Senate Russell Building
Room 259
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator:

We understand that the Senate Finance Comittee is considering the tax
policy issues that pertain to employee benefits.

Because this is so important to our employees, Chloride Incorporated would
like to express its support for the employer-sponsored benefit plan system
that has developed in the United States with the encouragement of the
federal government.

It is our view that the current system is the most efficient and cost
effective way for delivering economic security to our employees. Our
pension, life insurance, disability and health plans provide needed
benefits to all of our employees -- regardless of their salary or wage
level.

The growth of these plans has been encouraged by favorable federal tax
treatment and the plans have, in turn, saved the federal government sub-
stantial sums of money which would otherwise have been necessary to fund
and operate government welfare programs.

If federal tax policy ceases to encourage employee benefits, we believe
that additional strain will inevitably be placed on public institutions and
programs ranging from community hospitals to the Social Security retirement
and disability income system.

There seems to be a widespread bias against employee benefits because they
are perceived as unfairly discriminatory in favor of the highly compensated
executive. This is just not the case in Chloride Incorporated or the vast
majority of public companies.

Senator, we urge you to support a federal. tax policy that fosters employee
benefits. We believe it is the best approach -for our country, our
employees and our company.

Sincerely yours,

CHLORIDE INCORPORATED

D. M. Burns
Vice President Finance

DMB: sd/55
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Q cTA W

July 24, 1984

Mr. Robert A. DeArment
Chief Counsel, Committee in Finance
Room 219 - Durksen Senate Office Building
Washlr~con, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

We understand that Senator Robert Packwood, Chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee's Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management,
Is to begin holding hearings In late July on Employee Benefits.

With t1he present trend of large budget deficits in our country
and the economic havoc they cause, we know that Congress Is
seeking ways to Increase federal revenues. However, it is our
sincere opinion that removing favorable tax treatment from Employee
Benefits to generate additional revenues would be a very serious
mistake.

Choctaw -like most medium size businesses in the United States-
provides group medical benefits and retirement benefits for Its
employees. All the cost of our retirement plan and most of the
cost associated with our medical plan are paid for by the company.

If Employee Benefit Plans lose their favorable tax treatment, many
companies may be forced to reduce their levels, discontinue some of '

them altogether, or pass more of the cost along to the employees.

Congress has encouraged employers over the years to set up and
administer benefit plans for their employees by protecting these
plans from ever Increasing tax levels. Let us hope they do not
now overlook the great public good accomplished by broad Employee
Benefits and instead focus only on the revenues to be gained by
removing the favorable tax treatment they have traditionally
received.

39-707 0 - 85 - 27
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We are in favor of reducing our federal deficit but we believe
that removing the favorable tax treatment from Employee Benefit
programs would be a very, very serious error In Judgement.

Sincerely,

Frank Jones

Vice President - Personnel

FJ:J 1
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PENSION FUND of the CHRISTIAN CHURCH INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(Dsci of Chdst)

200 BARRISTER BUILDING, 155 EAST MARKET STREET (317) 634-4504
August 6, 1984

Submitted as part of the Record of the Heering on Emp oyee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Se-nate Finance Comittee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By Lester D. Palmer, President of the Pension Fund of the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ).

The Pension Fund is one of the General Administration Units of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ). The Pension Fund serves as the pension and
benefit instrumentality of the Christian Church. Its services are avail-
able to all persons employed by organizations and units of the Church, Its
contractual benefits are provided upon a fully-funded and sound actuarial
basis. As the Board of Ministerial Relief and Assistance, it also serves
as the Church's unit extending relief, support and assistance to those who
have served the Church without contractual participation, or for whom such
participation was limited or absent, because of lack of church support.
This organization was brought into existence by the Church in 1895 to
provide aid to needy Christian Church ministers and dependent families of
deceased members. It has operated continually to provide support, assist-
ance and/or relief to the ministers, missionaries and all employees of the
Church and its related organizations and educational institutions.

The Fund has administered a pension or annuity system for the Church since
1912. Its present Pension Plan was initiated in 1931. There are more
than 10,000 members of the Plan, of which 3,500 are beneficiaries. The
Pension Plan is considered a "Church Plan* and operates as a Section 403(b)
annuity.

The contribution limitations of 403(b) and 415(c) (1) apply to the Pension
Plan. The majority of denominational pension plans use such 403(b) annuity
arrangements as the method of providing retirement benefits for ministers
and lay employees. These annuities meet the needs of the churches and were
used long before the introduction of Section 403(b) into the Code many
years ago. The tax-deferred treatment of the church's contribution has
been helpful to this low income group.

The "catch-up" contribution levels, recently approved, are particularly
helpful in increasing the retirement incomes of those ministers and lay
employees who are now retiring and whose compensation and annuity
contributions in the early years was pathetically small.

The circumstances for the need to make catch-up contributions should be
explained. A minister's career begins at a salary of approximately
$10,000 to $12,000 a year. During the first years of the minister's
career, contributions may be a function of salary and, hence, very small.
It may also be that the minister will be employed by a new or struggling
church that cannot afford any Plan contributions. Under the Code, the
minister may take a reduction in salaryto pemit the employer to purchase
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supplemental annuity benefits. However, the minister's already inadequate
cash compensation will not for m'ny years permit this course of action.
The minister will need every penny earned to feed and clothe the family
and educate the children. It is not until the minister has been working
for 25 or 30 years that compensation will increase to the point where some
amount may go to the purchase of additional annuity benefits. Several
years prior to the retirement age, when personal living expenses may have
declined, the minister may be In a position to use part of the salary to
supplement retirement income. In some instances a minister's salary may
still not be adequate to bring retirement benefits up to an acceptable
level, and congregations will collect funds as a love offering* for the
minister and contribute them to the minister's retirement annuity.

The ability to make regular "catch-up" tax-deferred contributions toward
retirement benefits is a distinct advantage to those who serve the common
good of all.

The church has attempted to meet the basic needs of its employees for
financial security. It provides a pension plan with retirement, death
in active service and disability benefits. It also provides a health
care insurance program for active employees and for the retired. Each
program is available to all employees of the church without discrimination.

The Church has chosen to provide benefits in this way because we consider
the benefits to be essential to the economic welfare of those who serve
the Church. The Church is in a position to provide benefits and group
coverages at much lower costs. This factor added to the tax incentives
provided by existing law allow us to do much more. Increasing the cost of
benefits through changes in the tax law will mean that we will not be able
to provide the same level of benefits and protection in the future.

Thank you for this opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management has provided the Church to express its concern for employee
benefits. We believe that tax policy which encourages the Church, and
other employees, to provide these benefits is consistent with the social
polfty of our nation and merits continuance of the Internal Revenue Code
provisions which provide incentives to employers and employees.
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___CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH IN N.A.
MINISTERS' PENSION FUND

July 26, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and
the attached statement to be Included as part of the record of the
Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by
the United States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Tax-
ation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely Yours,

Garrett C. Van de Riet

Administrator

GCV/pc

enc.
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CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH IN N.A.
MINISTERS' PENSION FUND

July 26, 1984

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Flnance
Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By Garrett C. Van de Riet,
Administrator, Ministers' Pension Fund
Christian Reformed Church In North America
2850 Kalamazoo Avenue SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49560

Relative to housing allowance being made Income Tax Free (but not
Social Security Tax Free) to ordained ministers of the church,
this serves a useful social purpose because ministers of whatever
faith do have a moral influence on our citizens and ministers are
very low paid persons and this housing allowance fringe benefit
gives them a little better economic position.
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ASSURING SCONONIC SECURITY FOR WORS:
HEALTH, DISABILITY, AND LIFE INSURANCE BENEFITS

Statement of
Deborah J. Chollet, Ph.D.*

Before the United States Senate Finance Comittee
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

Hearing on -
Employee Fringe Benefits
July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

The views expressed in this statement are
should not be attributed to the Employee
officers, trustees, sponsors, or other staff.

solely those of the author and
Benefit Research Institute, its

* Deborah J. Chollet is a Research Associate of the Employee Benefit Research
Institute, a non-profit, non-partisan public policy research organization.
Before joining 381I, she was a Senior Research Fellow at the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, National Center for Health
Services Research, and served on the faculty of Temple University.
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ASSURIE ECONOMIC SECURITY FOR WORURt:
HEALTH, DIASILITY, AND LIFE IISURANCR BENEFITS

Statement of
Deborah J. Chollet, Ph.D.

Hr. Chairman, I am pleased to submit thin testimony on the Importance

of employee benefits to the economic security of workers and their families.

The tax preferences accorded particular kinds of employee benefits--pensions,

health Insurance, disability insurance and life insurance--have been

instrumental in achieving broad participation among workers and important

economic security for workers and their families. This was the purpose for

which Congress granted tax preferences for these benefits and legislated

nondiscrimination rules for qualifying plans. Today, most workers participate

in pension and insurance plans through their employers. They have come to

consider these benefits, and their tax status, as part of the same social

contract that assures their entitlement to Social Security benefits,

unemployment insurance and workers compensation insurance.

This testimony describes the prevalence, distribution and importance

of three different employee benefits: health, long-tem disability, and life

insurance. These benefits, together with employee pension plans, are the

major elements of most employee benefit packages. Unlike pensions that

provide for the future economic security of workers, however, health,

disability, and life insurance provide current economic security for workers

and their families. For most workers, these benefits are their only private

insurance against the economic disruption of illness, permanent disability or

death.

I. Rloyr-Provid.d Health Benefits

Most people who have private health insurance receive all or part of
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their cover&&* from an employer group health insurance plan. In 1982,

employer plans provided health insurance coverage to 80 percent of the total

population that reported private insurance coverage from any source. These

people include workers and their families at all levels of earnings and income.

A. Covered e--Health insurance is the most common employee benefit

provided to workers In the United States. In 1982, 84 million civilian

nonagricultural workers reported coverage from an employer group health

insurance plan. These workers represented nearly 78 percent of the nation's

total civilian nonagricultural workforce (see Table 1).

Rates of employer group health insurance coverage are particularly

high among workers who are employed full-time throughout the year, the largest

sector of workforce. In 1982, more than 90 percent of full-time full-year

1workers wero covered by an employer group health plan.

Although most workers (60 percent) have coverage from their own

employer plan, dependents' coverage is an important source of coverage for

many, particularly for workers who are employed only part-time or during part

of the year. In 1982, 29.4 million part-time or part-year workers were

covered by employer group health plans. About half (44 percent) of these

workers were covered as the dependents of other covered workers.

Dependents' coverage from employer health plans is also an important

source of health insurance coverage among nonworkers, and particularly among

children. In 1982, more than half of all nonworkers under the aLe of 65 (52

1 By comparison, 56 percent of all workers, and 70 percent of the ERISA
workforce, participated in an employer pension plan in 1983. Employee Benefit
Research Institute, "New Survey Findings on Pension Coverage and Benefit
Entitlement," EBRI Issue Brief, No. 33 (Washington, D.C.: Employee Benefit
Research Institute, August 1984).
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Table 1

DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS COVERED BY AN EMPLOYER GROUP
HEALTH INSURANCE PLAUN BY LEL, OF WOKFORCE ACTIVITY, 198 28

Workforce
Activity Total

Eloyer Coveraxe
Direct

Coverageb
indirect
coverageb

No
Employer
Coverage

(Persons in millions)

All workers
Full-time workers

Full-year
Part-year

Part-time workers
Full-year
Part-year

Self-employed

83.7
65.1
49.4
15.8
13.6
5.1
8.5
5.0

65.3
58.3
46.1
12.3
4.1
2.1
1.9
2.9

18.4
6.8
3.3
3.5
9.5
3.0
6.5
2.1

(Percents)

All workers

Full-time workers
Full-year
Part-year

Part-time workers
Full-year
Part-year

Self-employed

77.6

84.7
90.4
70.7
62.3
66.7
60.3
53.6

60.5

75.8
84.3
55.0
18.8
27.9
13.8
30.8

17.1

8.9
6.1

15.7
43.0
38.8
46.5
22.8

22.5

15.3
9.6

29.3
37.4
33.3
39.7
46.4

SOURCE: EBRI tabulations of the March 1983 Current Population
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census).

Note: Items may not add to totals because of rounding.

Survey (U. S.

a Includes civilian nonagricultural workers, except those living in families
in which the greatest earner is a member of the Armed Forces or an
agricultural worker.

b Direct coverage is defined as coverage
employer plan at any time during 1982;
received as the dependent of another worker

provided by the worker's own
indirect coverage is coverage
in 1982.

24.2
11.8
5.3
6.5
8.1
2.5
5.6
4.3

I
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percent) were covered by an employer group health insurance plan (see Taoie

2). Bost of these people (77 percent of covered nonworkers) were children

under age 181 the rest were nonworking adults, including a sail number of

retirees under ao 6S.

ligh rates of worker participation in employer group health plans is

encouraged by both the tax code and the way that group health insurance is

priced. bployer contributions to health insurance have been statutorily

exempt from individual income and Social Security taxation since 1954. Those

exemptions have encouraged worker demand for employer-provided health

insurance at all income levels. In addition, the Social Security tax

exception has provided a financial incentive for employers to offer health

insurance benefits in lieu of wage compensation to workers who earn less than

the Social Security ceiling on taxable waSos. In 1983, nearly 95 percent of

all workers earned less then the Social Security ceiling. The combination of

these tax incentives for workers and employers has produced high rates of

worker coverage at all Income levels.

The pricing of employer group health insurance also encourages broad

worker participation in employer plans. In general, the package of benefits

that insurers are willing to underwrite for a small employee group is less

Sonorous (per premium dollar) than the benefit packed available to members of

a larger plan. By offering health benefits to all employees, employers who

purchase insurance (either primary coverage or stop-loss coverage for a

self-insured plan) may find that the incremental cost of providing health

insurance is low relative to the value of Improved coverage to all workers.

To maxLize employee participation In the plan, and to enhance the plan's

cost-efficiency, employee contributions to the plan are generally kept low.
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Table 2

DISTRIBUTION OF NOVELD ZLY PERSONS
COVERED BY EMPLOYER GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE PLANS,

BY WORKER STATUS, 1982a

Worker Status

Number of
Persons with
Coverage

(in millions)

Percent of
Persons

with Coverage

Percent of
All Persons

with Coverage

All Personsb 130.8 67.5 100.0

Workers 83.7 77.6 64.0

Nonworkers 47.1 54.9 36.0
Children 40.4 64.2 27.6
Others 11.0 37.7 8.4

SOURCE: EBRI tabulations of the March 1983 Cdrrent
Department of Comerce, Bureau of the Census).

Population Survey (U.S.

a Includes all civilians except those living in families in which the
greatest earner is a member of the Armed Forces or an agricultural worker.

b Items may not add to totals because of rounding.

C Includes civilian nonasgricultural wage and salary workers and
self-employed workers.
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a. 5uiW--ployer group health insurance coverage Is possibly the

most egalitarian employee benefit provided to workers in the United totes.

Kmloyer health plans include the spectrum of workers at all levels of

eaMIM; rates of coverage among 811 workers except those at the very lowest

annual ernins level--generally with fragmented employment patterns--are high

and roughly equal. Furthermore, the value of health Insurance benefits shows

little variation among workers. As a result, employer-provided health

insurance is a particularly valuable benefit for low- and middle-income

workers: for these workers, employer contributions to coverage represent a

proportionately larger real income supplement than they do for higher-income

workers.

Most workers covered by an employer group health plan are low- and

middle-income worker ,-- n 1982, more than 80 percent of all workers covered

by an employer group health insurance plan earned less than $30,000; and more

than one-third earned less than $15,0'0 (see Table 3). Only 5 percent of all

workers covered by an employer group health insurance plan in 1982 earned more

than $40,000.

The common allegation that employer health insurance benefits

primarily high-income workers Is not supported by national population survey

data. Rates of worker coverage by employer plans are high and stable at all

levels of earnings above $15,000. Even though workers who earned lass than

$15,000 reported somewhat lower rates of employer coverage in 1982, however,

2 Rmployer contributions to health insurance, as reported In the 1977
National Medical Care Expenditures Survey, showed no significant variation by
worker earnings. Gail R. Wilensky and Any K. Taylor, "Tax Expenditures and
Health Insurance: Limiting Raployer-Paid Premiums$" Public Health Revorts
(July/August, 1982), table 2.
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Table 3

DISTRIBUTION OF WORKS
COVERED BY AN EKPLOYER GROUP HEALTH IENSRANCE PLAN

BY PERSONAL EARNINGS, 1982a

Workers with Percent of
Employer Percent of All Workers
Coverage Workers within with Employer

Personal Earnings (in millions) Earnings Group Coverage

Loss 0.4 43.4 0.5
$ 1-$ 4,999 15.2 56.2 18.2
5,000- 7,499 6.6 65.9 7.9
7,500- 9,999 6.6 74.8 7.9

10,000- 14,999 15.8 85.1 18.9
15,000- 19,999 12.7 90.4 15.2
20,000- 24,999 9.6 92.8 11.4
25,000- 29,999 6.3 93.9 7.6
30,000- 34,999 3.9 93.3 4.6
35,000- 39,999 2.1 93.6 2.5
40,000- 49,999 2.1 91.7 2.5
50,000- 59,999 1.0 92.3 1.2
60,000- 74,999 0.6 89.4 0.7
75,000 or more 0.7 86.9 0.9

Total, All WorkersC 83.7 77.6 100.0

JMMEZ
Loss-$14,999 44.7 68.2 53.4

$15,000- 24,999 28.6 91.9 34.2
25,000- 39,999 6.0 93.4 7.2
40,000 or more 4.4 90.7 5.3

SOURCE: 18R tabulations of the Harch 1983 Current Population Survey (U.S.
Department of Comerce, Bureau of the Census).

a Includes nonagricultural civilian workers who reported employer group
health insurance coverage at any time during 1982; excludes workers in
families in which the greatest earner is a member of the Armed Forces or
an agricultural worker.

b Includes covecage from the worker's own employer group plan or from the
plan of another worker.

C Item may not add to totals because of rounding.
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the number of workers in that earnings group is very large. As a result, more

than half of all workers who were covered by an employer group health plan in

1982 earned less than $15,000.

The income distribution of all people covered by an employer group

health insurance plan--covered workers and their dependents--mirrors the

distribution of covered workers by earnings. Table 4 presents the family

income distribution of all people covered by an employer group health

insurance plan in 1982. More than half of these people lived in families with

total family income less than $30,000; nearly three-quartern lived in families

with income less than $40,000.

The income distribution of workers and their families who receive

coverage from an employer Stoup health plan is important for several reasons.

First, since most people covered by an employer health plan are members of

low- and middle-income families, employer-provided health benefits probably

substantially raise rates of private health insurance coverage throughout the

nonelderly population. Research conducted by the Employee Bbnefit Research

Institute (EBRI) and others indicates that income is an important determinant

of individual health insurance purchase among people without access to

coverage from an employer; if employers did not provide health coverage, most
3

low-income workers would not purchase private health insurance. Economic

research has consistently found that the lack of health insurance poses a

significant barrier to health care access among low- and middle-income

3 Deborah J. Chollet, Emoloyer-Provided Health Benefits: Coverage.
Provisions, and Policy issues (Washington, D.C.: Employee Benefit Research
Instititute, 1984), p. 94. An EBRI simulation of private health insurance
suggests that 56-87 percent of all covered workers with 1979 family income
less than $15,000 would not have purchased private health insurance, if an
employer had not offered and contributed to their health insurance plan.

39-707 0 - 85 - 28
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Table 4

DISTRIBUTION OF P33SO8
COVXRED BY AN DIPLOYRR GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN

BY FAMILY INCOE, 1982

Family Income

Persons with
tmloyer
Coverage

(in millions)

Percent of
Persons
within

Income Group

Percent of
All Persons

with Employer
Covered*

Loss
$ 1-$ 4,999

5,000- 7,499
7,500- 9,999

10,000- 14,999
15,000- 19,999
20,000- 24,999
25,000- 29,999
30,000- 34,999
35,000- 39,999
40,000- 49,999
50,000- 59,999
60,000- 74,999
75,000 or more

Total, All Personsb

Loss-$14,999
*15,ooo- 29,999

30,000- 39,999
40,000 or more

SOURCE: Ei!R tabulations of the March 1983 Current
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census).

Population Survey (U.S.

a Includes civilians who reported employer group health insurance coverage
at any time during 1982, except civilians living in families in which the
greatest earner is a member of the Armed forces or an agricultural worker.

b Items may not add to totals because of rounding.

0.1
1.3
2.1
3.4

12.2
14.8
17.8
17.3
15.0
11.6
15.9
8.3
5.7
5.2

230.8

19.1
49.8
26.8
35.1

5.5
9.2

21.2
36.4
56.2
68.2
78.2
83.9
86.3
86.9
67.0
87.1
86.2
84.6 -

67.5

33.4
76.7
86.6
86.5

0.1
1.0
1.6
2.6
9.3

11.3
13.6
13.2
11.4

9.1
12.2

6.3
4.4
4.0

100.0

14.6
38.1
20.5
26.8
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families.

Second, the income distribution of people with employer coverage

suggests that a tax on employer contributions to health insurance would, in

effect, target low and middle-income workers who constitute more than 80

percent of all workers covered by an employer group plan.

Because employer contributions to health insurance are not

significantly related to income, taxing employer contributions to health

insurance would also be regressive. That is, the additional tax payment of

low-income workers relative to their income would be much higher than the

additional tax payment of high-income workers. 38R3 tabulations of data

produced by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) indicate that a tax cap on

employer health insurance contributions would be regressive at every income

level; as a percent of income, people with the lowest incomes would pay more

than six times the amount of additional tax paid by people with income above

$50,000.

C. efficiency of Tax Preferences: What are the Alternatives?--

Proposal& to revise or eliminate tax preferences for employer group health

insurance have come from several quarters. The Administration hat proposed a

cap on the tax exemption of employer contributions to health insurance, both

to raise revenue and to discourage generous health insurance benefits in

employer plans. The most recent Advisory Council on Social Security also

advocated a tax cap, suggesting that Congress earmark part of the general

4 See, for example, Alan C. Monheit, Michael H. Hagan, Marc L. Bark, and
Gail R. Wilensky, "Health Insurance for the Unemployed: Is Federal
Legislation Needed?", Health Affairs 3:1 (Spring 1984), pp. 101-111.
5 Deborah J. Chollet, Emloyer-Provided Health Benefits, p. 100.
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revenue from the now tax to Medicare's Hospital Insurance trust fund. Those

who have proposed comprehensive tax reform (for example, the Bradley-Gephardt

bill) suggest that all employer contributions to health insurance be fully

taxed as employee earnings.

These proposals raise several issues. They would potentially

enhance federal revenues by broadening the tax base. The prospect of

worsening federal tax regressivity among aiddle-income workers, however, is a

major argument against including employer health insurance contributions in

taxable income. There is, however, an additional issue to consider: whether

current tax preferences, siven their public cost in foregone tax revenues, is

a better system for ensuring wide access to health care than alternative

systems might be.

Proposals to establish a national health insurance plan have been

introduced in virtually every session of Congress during the last fifteen

years. These proposals have differed in the populations they sought to serve,

the kinds of health care expenses they would cover, and their method of

financing health care. Last year, the Congress considered legislation that

would provide basic health insurance for people who lose employer coverage as

a result of unemployment. All of these proposals failed in Congress because

their projected public cost was prohibitive. Given so, most proposals for a

national health Insurance plan--including both major proposals to provide

health insurance to the unemployed--rely on employer health insurance plans as

the primary providers of health insurance.

The level of tax expenditures associated with the tax exemption of

employer contributions to health insurance (estimated at $17.6 billion in
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1984)6 may be a very low price to pay for a system of health insurance that

serves more than 60 percent of the population. Federal spending for Medicare,

by comparison, Is estimated at $62.2 billion dollars in 1984; 1984

federal-state spending for Medicaid Is estimated at another $37.8 billion. 7

Together, theme public programs finance health care services for only about 18

percent of the population.

The central position of employer-provided plans in our system of

health insurance is illustrated by the low rates of alternative health

insurance coverage--private or public--reported by the nonelderly population

without coverage from an employer plan. Only 26 percent of all people living

in families of civilian nonagricultural workers without employer group

coverage reported coverage from another private health insurance plan in 1982

(see Table 5). Another 29 percent reported public program eligibility,

predominantly for Medicaid. Nearly half (48 percent) of all people living in

worker families without employer coverage reported no health Insurance

coverage from any source during the year. These people--totalling 30 million

in 1982--are the largest segment of the uninsured in the United States.8

6 3ud.et of the U.8. Government. Fiscal Year 1985, Special Analysis 0.
7 Figure includes estimated total 1984 Medicare HI trust fund disbursements
and 75 percent of estimated 1904 SK trust fund disbursements reported in:
U.I. Department of Health and Human Services, Health Care Financing
Administration, pqreau of Data Management and Strategy, "Sunary of the 1983
Annual Reports of the Medicare board of Trustees, Health Care Fiancini Review
5:2 (Winter 1983), pp. 3 and I. Unpublished Medicaid spending estimates were
provided by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Health Care
Financing Administration.

I Estimates of noncoverage emong the civilian nonelderly population
generally range between 14 and 16 percent. Members of civilian
nonarLcultural worker families without private health insurance coverage or
public program eligibility accounted for more than four-fifths of all people
without health insurance coverage in 1982.
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Table 5

DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS WITH PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE
OR PUBLIC PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY

BY EMPLOYER HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE, 1982a

Persons with Employer
Coverage

Persons without Employer
Coverage

Other Source
of Coverage

Umber of
Persons

(millions)

Percent of All
Persons with

Employer Coverage

lumber of
Persons

(millions)

Percent of All
Persons without

Employer Coverages

All Persons

Other Private
Coverage

Any Public
Coverage

Medicaid

Medicare

No coverage,
any source

SOURCE: EBRI tabulations of the March 1983 Current Population
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census).

a Includes all people under age 65 living in families
nonagricultural workers in 1982.

Survey (U.S.

of civilian

b The Civilian Health and Medical Plan of the Uniformed Services.

130.8

7.8

5.3

1.9

0.4

3.1

100.0

5.9

4.1

1.5

0.3

2.4

62.9

16.1

18.3

13.6

2.4

3.3

30.3

100.0

25.6

29.1

21.6

3.8

4.9

48.2
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D. Bumar- and Concludint Remarks--Kployer group health insurance

plans are the basis of mst private health insurance in the United States. In

1982, 80 percent of all people with private health insurance coverage were

covered by an employer plan; half of all people without coverage from an

employer plan are uninsured from any source. Thee people living In worker

families without employer coverase represent most of the uninsured population

in the United States.

Most of the workers who are covered by an employer health insurance

plan are low- and middle-income workers. In 1982, more then half of all

workers with employer health insurance coverage earned less than $15,000; 88

percent of all covered workers earned less than $25,000. This distribution of

covered workers by earnings Is mirrored in the distribution of all people

covered by an employer plan by family income. More than half of l

people--workers and their dependents--covered by an employer plan in 19S2

reported family income less than $30,000. The primary alternative source of

coverase among workers and their dependents without employer covered was

Medicaid.

The tax exemption of employer contributions to health insurance are

currently being reevaluated as a potential source of new federal revenues.

The tax revenues to be gained, however, may be small compared to the potential

costs of Jeopardizing a system of private insurance that protects more than

130 million workers and dependents. Econometric estimates of private health

Insurance purchase among workers and their dependents suggest that significant

numbers of people now covered by an employer plan would not purchase private

health insurance if it was not offered--and largely paid for--by an employer.

Further, potential revenues from the taxation of employer health
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insurance contributions mst be compared to potential increases in public

insurance program spending--particularly by Medicaid. In 1982, 86 percent of

nonworkers covered by employer plans were dependent children under age 18. In

all states, recipients of AFDC benefits are categorically eligible for

Medicaid; furthermore, in some states, dependent children in any low-income
10

family are categorically eligible for Medicaid. The loss of employer

coverage among low-income workers, therefore, could impose significant costs

on state Medicaid programs. Potential increases in existing public program

costs, and the potential for significantly higher rates of noncoverage in

worker families, are important considerations in the debate over reducing tax

preferences for employer contributions to health insurance.

11. imloyer-Provided Disability and Life Insurance Benefits

Employer group disability and life insurance plans provide income

replacement for workers and their dependents in the event of the worker's

total disability or death. Although no population survey data exist to

document the prevalence and distribution of life and disability insurance

benefits among workers, published data from a national survey of medium-size

and large establishments suggest that life and disability insurance benefits

are about as widely held among workers aso health insurance. The data

presented in the following sections are drawn from the Level of Benefits (LOB)

9 Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) is a state-based, federal
matching program that provides income assistance for low-income families with
dependent children. Eligibility criteria are established by the states within
broad federal guidelines.
10 In 1982, 20 states provided Medicaid coverage for all financially
eligible persons under age 18. Deborah J. Chollet, EmploYer-Provide4 Health
Benefits, pp. 22-24.
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Survey of full-time employees in medium-size and large establishments. This

survey is conducted annually by the Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor

Statistics, and reflects plan participation as of January I of the survey year.

A. Long-Term Disability Insurance--The purpose of long

term-disability insurance is to provide earnings replacement for workers who

become permanently and totally disabled. Long-term disability coverage can be

provided through an insurance policy, or through the worker's pension plan.

In 1982, about 43 percent of full-time workers in medium-size and large

establishments participated in an employer group disability plan; 49 percent

participated in a pension plan that would provide immediate retirement

benefits if the worker became disabled (see Table 6). In total, about 92

percent of all full-time workers have disability coverage provided by an

insurance or pension plan.

Since the earnines replacement is the goal of disability insurance

coverage, the contribution amounts (from either the employer or employee) and

the amount of plan benefits vary by employee earnings. In 1982, two-thirds of

full-time employees with disability insurance plans contributed to the plan;

employee contributions for disability insurance, however, are low--usually

less than one percent of employee earnings. Private pension plans are seldom

contributory.

Long-term disability insurance plans usually integrate Social

Security, workers' compensation, or other disability-related public program

payments. That is, the plan subtracts the amount of these payments from the

insurance benefit paid to the disabled worker. The integration of public

program benefits in private disability plans has two effects. First, the

integration of DI and other public disability transfers serves to rationalize
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Table 6

PERCENT OF FULL-TIME XHPLOYEES PARTICIPATING
In IWOYER HEALTH, LONG-TERM DISABILITY, AND LIFE INSURANCE PLANS,

MEDIu-SIZE AND LARGE ETABLISHOEMTS, 1982a

Participants as a Percent
&ployee Benefit Plan of All Full-Time Employees

Health Insurance for Employeeb 97
loncontributoryc 71

Health Insurance for Dependentsb 93
Noncontributory 44

Ling-Term Disability Insurance 43
Noncontributory 33

Retirement pension with imediato
disability retirement provision 49

Noncontributory d

Life Insurance 96
Noncontributory 82

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, R
Benefits in Redium and Lare Firms. 1982, Bulletin 2176 (August 1983),
pp. 6 and 16.

a Participation is defined as coverage by a time off, insurance, or pension
plan to which the employer contributes. employees subject to a minimum
service requirement before they are eligible for a benefit are counted as
participants even if they have not met the requirement at the time of the
survey. In contributory plans, only employees who elect and contribute to
coverage are counted as participants. Benefits to which the employer does
not contribute are outside the scope of the survey. Only current
employees are counted as participants; retirees who participate in the
benefit program are excluded.

The employee or dependents may be covered by a working spouse's plan
instead of, or in addition to, participation in the surveyed employer plan.

c All coverage in the benefit program is provided at no cost to the
employee. Supplemental life insurance plans, not tabulated here, may be
contributory.

d Published tabulation not available.
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a public system of independent disability assistance programs. Integration

assures a basic, uniform level of earnings replacement for all workers.

Secondly, integration avoids "excessive" cumulative earnings

replacement from independent public programs. In general, public-program

benefits (DI, workers' compensation, and a variety of other cash and noncash

disability assistance programs) are tax-exempt. The accumulation of these

benefits can equal or even exceeds predisability, after-tax earnings,

providing a strong incentive for the disabled to remain outside the

workforce. The integration of public program benefits in employer disability

plans mitigates the potential work disincentives associated with overlapping

disability assistance.

Social Security DI is an income-redistributive program. The rate of

earnings replacement in the DI program is substantially higher for workers at
11

lower earnings ievels than for those with greater earnings. Because DI

replacement rates, in particular, are inversely related to income, the

integration of public program benefits probably also raises the relative value

of employer-provided disability insurance coverage to higher-wage workers.

In 1982, two-thirds of all workers who participated in a employer

disability insurance plan were guaranteed long-term disability benefits, after

integration, of 50 to 60 percent of pre-disability earnings, subject to

11 Social Security replacement rates vary inversely with the individuals
covered wages. For an average-age disabled person with lifetime covered
earnings at the minimum wage, 1984 Social Security Disability Insurance
payments would replace 62 percent of predisability earnings. With lifetime
covered earnings at the average wage, earnings replacement is 43 percent.
With lifetime covered earnings at the Social Security ceiling ($37,800 in
1984), earnings replacement is only 24 percent.
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maximum payment limits or ceilings on disebflity income. 12

B. -loyer-Pro0ided Life Insurance--Iearly all full-time employees

in medium-sized and large establishments participate in an employer-sponsored

basic life insurance plan. Like disability insurance, basic life insurance

benefits are generally intended to provide income to replace lost earnings.

The amount" of basic coverage provided by employer plans, therefore, is usually

a multiple of the worker's earnings. In 1982, about two-thirds of plan

participants in mdium-sized and large establishments belonged to plans that

paid 100 percent or 200 percent of the deceased worker's annual earnings. One

third of plan participants belonged to plans that paid a flat dollar amount,

usually between $2,000 and $15,000.

In addition to providing death benefits for worker's families, some

basic life insurance plans provide a form of disability insurance by

continuing coverage or paying immediate benefits to workers who become

disabled. Life insurance plans may pay disability benefits in two ways.

First, some plans provide a lump-sum or periodic distribution of the policy's

face value to workers who become disabled. Second, some plans pay the face

value, or a multiple of the face value, of the policy for accidental death or

dismemberment; in cases of accidental dismemberment, disability is presumed.

In 1982, nearly all full-time workers (99 percent) who participated in a

12 Private pension plans do not Integrate Social Security benefits a;
commonly as long-term disability insurance plans. In 1982, only 45 percent of
all private pension participants in medium-size and large establishments
belonged to plans that Integrated or offset Social Security benefits. In
general, white-collar employees (professional-administrative and technical-
clerical workers) are more than twice as likely to have an integrated pension
plan as are blue-collar (production) workers. Published data do not indicate
whether pension plans that provide for immediate disability retirement are
more likely to integrate Social Security and other public program benefits.
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eloyer group life insurance plan were entitled to extended coverage or

distribution of the. policy's face value if they became disabled. early

three-quarters (72 percent) had coverage that provided accidental death or

dismemberment benefits.

Lacking population survey data, the importance of employer-provided -

coverage as a source of life insurance coverage for workers and their families

is difficult to evaluate. Certainly, the wide participation by full-time

workers in medium-size and large employer plans suggests that these plans are

a major source of life insurance coverage among workers. Furthermore,

although eaployer-provided basic life insurance is not intended to provide

adequate life insurance coverage for most workers, only a small proportion of

eployees in medium-size and large establishments elect suppleaental group

life insurance covarase--even when the employer contributes. Low

participation rates in supplemental plans by full-time workers suggests that

many employees may have no private life insurance coverage outside of the

basic plan paid by the employer.

C. Efficiency of Tax Preferences: What Are the Alternativegj--

Employer contributions to disability and life insurance, like bealt Insurance

contributions, are favored by the tax code. Unlike health insurance, however,

disability and Life insurance benefits are not fully tax-exempt. Workers pay

no. individual income tax on the value of employer contributions to disability

insurance or to life insurance less than $50,000. Individual income taRes

are paid, however, on benefits actually received from a disability plan,

including disability retirement, at the time of receipt. In general,

13 Osployer contributions to life insurance in excess of $50,000 are fully
taxable as current income to the employee.
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distributions from life insurance plane are exempt from individual income

taxation. Neither employer contributions to disability and life insurance

(under $50,000), nor the benefits ultimately paid by these plans, are taxable

by Social Security.

The level of foregone federal revenues, or tax expenditures,

associated with the exemption of employer contributions to accident and

disability insurance is estimated at $120 million in 1984. Tax expenditures

associated with the exemption of employer contrilntions to group term life are

higher: $2.2 billion in 1984.14

For most workers and their families, public disability assistance and

survivors' benefits are the most important alternative to employer-provided

disability and life insurance plans. Several public-sector programs provide

income security benefits comparable to private disability and life insurance.

Social Security Disability insurance (DI) is the largest public-sector program

that pays benefits to permanently and totally disabled workers. Because

entitlement for DI benefits, however, depends on the worker having a

sufficient work history in covered employment, many workers are not currently

insured by the DI program. In 1983, only about 62 percent of all workers were

insured by social Security for disability benefits. Estimated 1983 benefit

disbursements from the DI trust fund were $17.9 billion.

State workers' compensation program are also an important source of

disability insurance coverage for most workers: coverage by workers'

compensation plans is nearly universal. However, these plans pay benefits

only for work-related disability. These apparent gaps in public insurance

14 Budget of the U., Government. Fiscal Year 1985, Special Analysis C.
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program coverage suggest that employer-provided disability and life insurance

plans are the primary source of disability and life insurance coverage for

large numbers of workers.

Despite coverage by employer disability plans, Social Security,

workers' compensation and other disability-related public plans, however, most

people who report being severely disabled--that is, unable to work at all or

regularly because of a chronic health condition or impa irment--report no

income from any private or public disability plan. The 1978 Disability Survey

conducted by the Social Security Administration found that only 42 percent of

the 10.7 million persons who reported severe disability also reported receipt
15

of public or private disability benefits. More careful Investigation of

this apparent gap in Income security for the disabled may be a starting point

for reevaluating 'the adequacy and effectiveness tax incentives for

employer-provided plans, and the efficiency of employer plans as an

alternative to public disability assistance.

The Social Security Old Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI) is the

most prominent public-program alternative to wmployer-provided life

insurance. In 1983, about 55 percent of all workers were insured (either

permanently or currently) by OASI. Survivors' benefit payments from the OASI

trust fund in 1982 totaled nearly $34 billion.

The level of Social Security expenditures for disability and

survivors' benefits, given the share of all workers currently insured for

these benefits, offers a rough idea of the potential public cost that night be

associated with an essentially public system of disability and life

15 Congress of the United States, Congressional Budget Office, DLsblljtj r
Couuonsation: Current Isses and Options for Chane (June 1982), p. 18.
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insurance. It is likely that the additional cost of such a system would be

far greater than the level of tax expenditures associated with current tax

preferences for employer-provided plans. Whether a revision of tax

preferences for these plans would jeopardize private insurance coverage,

however, is again an important question. In terms of potential coverage loss,

the arguments against revising or eliminating tax preferences for employer-

provided disability and life insurance plans may be weaker than the arguments

against taxing employer-provided health insurance benefits. At the same time,

the estimates of federal revenue loss associated with tax preferences for

employer-provided disability and life insurance benefits are substantially

smaller.

Like employer-provided health insurance, basic life insurance

benefits appear to be evenly distributed among workers--particularly among

full-time permanent employees of larger establishments. When the immediate

disability retirement provisions of pension plans are included as a source of

long-term disability coverage for workers, employer-provided disability

insurance is probably also quite evenly distributed among workers. As a

result, taxing employer contributions to these benefits (including employer

contributions to pension plans) as employee earnings would probably target the

low- and middle-income workers who constitute most of the working population.

Unlike employer contributions Lo health insurance, however, employer

contributions to disability insurance, pensions, and basic group life

insurance are usually calculated on the basis of employee earnings. Since

employer contributions vary directly with earnings, taxation of these

contributions is likely to be less regressive than taxation of employer health

insurance contributions. A less regressive tax burden, in turn, suggests that
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coverage loss among low-income workers might be low relative to the loss of

health insurance coverage anticipated from full or increased taxation of

employer contributions to health insurance. Nevertheless, employer-provided

disability and life insurance--including disability coverage provided by

employer pension plans--are an important supplement to the insurance offered

by public disability and survivors' insurance programs. Existing research has

not investigated the potential coverage lose that might result from reducing

or eliminating tax preferences for employer disability and life insurance
contributions, or the implications of private coverage lose for the economic

security of workers.

RVMMs--Employor-provided disability and life insurance benefits are

common components of employee benefit plans. Although fewer than half of all

full-time permanent workers in medium-size and large establishments are

covered by an employer-provided disability insurance plan, about 49 percent

participate in a pension plan that provides immediate disability retirement

benefits. Together, disability insurance and pension plans provide long-term

disability coverage for abouit 92 percent of full-time permanent workers in

medium-size and large establishments. Similarly, nearly all full-time

permanent workers (96 percent) in these establishments participate in an

employer-provided basic group life insurance plan.

Nearly all disability insurance plans integrate disability income*

from Social Security, workers' compensation insurance, or other public

disability assistance programs. Integration of public-program benefits

rationalizes total disability income, assuirng more uniform levels of earnings

replacement among workers and mitigating the work disincentives associated

with very high earnings replacement. Because earnings replacement by Social

39-707 0 - 85 - 29
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Security, in particular, is rosterr for low-wags workers, however, integration

probably also raises the relative value of eaployer-provided disability

insurance for high-wagse workers.

Like disability insurance, the goal of basic group life insurance

plans Is earnings replacement. Plan benefits are usually calculated as a

multiple of the worker's earnings. As a result, the value of employer

contributions to group life insurance is higher for employees at higher

earnings levels.

The earnings replacement goals of employer-provided disability and

life insurance plans might make the argument against revising their tax

treatment somewhat weaker than the argument against reducing tax preferences

for eployr-provided health insurance. At the same time, the potential

federal revenue gains are substantially smaller. Because the value of

disability and life insurance benefits--and the level of employer

contributions--varies with employee earnings, taxing employer contributions to

group disability and life insurance plans is potentially loss regressive than

taxing employer contributions to health insurance. In turn, the loss of

disability and life insurance coverage among low-income workers is potentially

lower.

An important caveat is in order, however. No research exists that

documents (1) the distribution of employer-provLded disability insurance

(Including pension coverage that provides immediate disability retirement) or

basic life insurance song all workers, or (2) the Importance of

employer-provided plans relative to other private and public sources of

insurance coverage. Circumstantial evidence suggests that employer-provided

disability and life insurance plans may be a critical source of income
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security for most workers. "As the basis of our private system of income

security for workers, eployer-based disability insurance, pensions and basic

life insurance are probably worth preserving. Maintaining effective tax

incentives for employers to provide these benefits to workers at all earnings

levels may be the most efficient means of assuring a successful private

alternative to public assistance.
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THIS LETTER IS BEING SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF BOTH THE EMPLOYEES AND ENPLOYERS OF THIS
ASSOCIATION. OUR EMPLOYERS MAINTAIN QUALIFIED PENSION AN PROFIT-SHARING RETIREMENT
PLANS FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL OF US.

OUR GROUP CONSISTS OF FOUR ME0 CENMLOYERS) AND FOUR WON (EMPLOYEES), ALL OF WHOM ARE
COVERED UNER OUR RETIRE ENT PLANS. EVEN THOUGH SOE OF OUR EMPLOYERS ARE LIMITED TO
THE $30,000.00 4AXI4M CONTRIBUTION ALLOWED, OUR FIRM STILL CONTRIBUTES THE MAXIMUM
PERCENTAGE ALLOWED (25%) FOR THE LAY-E1PLOYEES ALTHOUGH THEY ARE NOT REQUIRED BY LAW
TO DO SO. THE LAY-EOf.OYEES ANNUALLY HAVE RECEIVED AN INCREASE IN SALARY NO, ACCORD-
INGLY, THE PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION TO OUR RETIREMENT PLANS IS ANNUALLY INCREASED.

IF THE GOVEW4MENT ELIMINATES OR FURTHER RESTRICTS THE TAX DEDUCTIBILITY OF EMPLOYEE
FRINGE BENEFITS, THE DESIRABILITY FOR TIE EMPLOYER TO ALLOW AND FUND FRINGE BENEFITS
FOR EtPLOYEES WILL ALSO BE ELIMINATED.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE HAS REALIZED TIT EMPLOYEES NEED FRINGE BENEFITS AND RETIREMENT
PLANS TO SUPPLEMENT THE SOCIAL SECURITY RETIREMENT PLANS AND HAS PREPARED A WIORTH-
WHILE AND NECESSARY ARRANGEENT TO COVER THESE NEEDS. ANY G(Mm4IT PROGRAM TO
REPLACE THE PRIVATE ENTERPRISE SYST04 WOULD PROBABLY BE INFERIOR NO MUCH MORE EXPEN-
SIVE TO MAINTAIN TIKN THE EXISTING SYSTEM.

LET US STRESS THAT OUR EMPLOYEE FRINGE AND RETIREMENT BENEFITS ARE ESSENTIAL TO OUR
ECONOMIC SECURITY, AND WE STRONGLY URGE AND REQUEST THAT THE GOVERNMENT LEAVE THE
EXISTING PRIVATE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM ALONE

IT BECOMES MORE UNLIKELY THAT THE SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM WILL BE ABLE TO PROVIDE
EVEN THE MINIMUM OF NECESSARY FUNDS FOR OUR RETIREMENT YEARS. IF GOVERNMENT ELIMI-
NATES THE PRIVATE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM, RETIRED INDIVIDUALS WILL SUBSIST IN A POVERTY-
RIDDEN CONDITION NO WILL HAVE NO ALTERNATIVE BUT TO FALL BACK ON THE GOVENET
FOR ASSISTANCE.

PLEASE LEAVE THE PRIVATE ENTERPRISE FRINGE BENEFIT ND RETIREMENT SYSTEM TO CONTINUE
AS IT IS N DO NOT RESTRICT TAX INCENTIVES FOR EMPLOYERS TO PROVIDE THESE BENEFITS.
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STATEMENT OF CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION IN CONNECTION
WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT
MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

We at CIBA-GEIGY Corporation believe that it is our responsibility as

employers to meet the basic needs of our employees for financial

security. Accordingly, we offer the following benefit package to all of

our non-bargaining employees:

1) Health Care Plan - provides hospital, medical and dental benefits

Total covered 10,002

54X

21Z

35%

762

employees 17,846 dependents

earn less than 25,000

earn more than 50,000

female and minority

non-management

2) Pension Plan - provides retirement income benefits

Total covered 8,654

552

202

35Z

761

employees

earn less than 25,000

earn more than 50,000

female and minority

non-nanagement
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3) Invastment Savings Plan - provides income to meet retirement income

and short-term savings goals on both a taxable and tax deferred basis.

Total covered 8,336

561

181

341

77Z

employees

earn less than 25,000

earn more than 50,000

female and minority

non-management

4) Disability Plan - provides 501 of salary for Long-term Disability

and 1001 of salary for Short-term disability.

Total covered 10,002

541
211
351

761

employees
earn les than 25,000

earn more than 50,000

-female and minority

non-manaSement

5) Life Insurance - provides low cost life insurance coveraSe

Totai covered 9,520 dependents

541

20Z

401

781

earn less than 25,000

earn more than 50,000

female and minority

non-management
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6) Retirement Medical Coverage

Total covered 2,138 employees 1,537 dependents

35% female and minority

76% non-management

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash wages

because we consider the benefits to be essential to the economic welfare

of our employees. We are in a position to either purchase the insurance

coverage needed or to fund these benefits in the most cost efficient

manner. Through a combination of both these methods, we are able to

provide the coverages outlined at a better rate than could our employees

on an individual basis. This factor added to the tax incentives

provided by existing law allow us to provide valuable benefits at a

price we and our employees can afford. Increasing the cost of benefits

through changes in the tax law will mean that we will not be able to

provide the same level of protection in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising health

care costs. Since these costs are reflected in the premium we and our

employees must pay, we are vitally interested in cost containment. CIBA-

GEIGY has encouraged HMO participation, added mandatory second surgical

opinions, increased coverage of preventive care, increased payment for

ambulatory surgery and participates in available Preferred Provider

Organization. We are constantly studying this problem and evaluating

proposed solutions.We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on

Taxation and Debt Management has provided to make known our views on the

importance of employee benefits. We believe that encouraging employers

to provide these benefits is consistent with the social policy of our

nation and merits continuance of the Internal Revenue Code provisions

which provide incentives to employers and employees to comit their

dollars to this purpose.
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7777 FAY AVENUE SL17E 180( lP.O. BOX 8529 OFACES IN:
*w LA JO'LA A 9CA38529 CENTURY CITY

(619) 459323 NEWPORT BEACH

Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management's
Hearing on Fringe Benefits

Roderick De Arment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finanoe, RooM SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Waghington, D.C. 20510 August 14, 1984

Dear Sirs:

Enclosed is our original material from the public hearings from the House
Ways & Means Committee in regards to the Tax Reform Act of 1984.

We would like to add to these already written and noted comments that
represent, as employee welfare benefit adminsitrators, over one million
employees and their dew in the administration of welfare benefit
plans. Without the current status (tax deductible contributions for
welfare plans and tax exempt receipt of welfare benefits), the welfare
benefit systems will come cradUng down around us. Without exception, the
sponsoring employers have told us that they will discontinue or severely
limit the welfare benefit plans to all employees if the attack which the
Reform Act of 194 (Deficit Reduction Act of 1964) started is continued on
welfare benefit plans. The attack originated from a few abusive plans
(mainly, professional corporations seeking enormous tax deductions for, in
our opinion, impertissible benefits) and has brandd out to all forms of
welfare plans. The largest form of employers in this country are the
small businessmen. They are going to be hurt the most. They are now
forced to purchae insurance from comercial insurance carriers who will
quickly conclude that they have no market competition. This has been
caused by the legislation in regards to funded welfare plans.

Welfare plans, in general, cannot take any more of these attacks without a
total collapse in the private sector adopting these programs (and
discontinuing these programs if the attack is continued) These benefits
should not be the subject of taxation or further regulation. Employers
can no longer afford these programs to become either more costly or
taxable on the contributon end or the benefits end.
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Our employers' and their corresponding employees' greatest fear is of a
quick fix tax package started with the Tax Reform Act (Deficit Reduction
Act) legislation. They realize the need to raise revenues is urgently
however, a "quick fix" ty attacking the exempt nature of welfare benefits
will only cause this tax burden to be passed on to the already overtaxed
middle class.

Welfare benefits not given the employer incentive of tax deductions and
the employee incentive of tax free receipt will cause additional taxes to
be raised in a short period of time simply to cover those individuals who
will then be on the federal programs because the employers will no longer
provide these programs.

This is not a theory. We have met with each and every one of the
employers (at least one in each one of the states of the United States)
and the feeling is universal. Tie productivity of the employees will be
severely effected as well ar the incentive for the employer to continue to
provide these benefits and to continue the already effective cost
containment of certain benefits by private sector. The continuation of
the benefits on a status quo basis should not only be of highest priority,
it should be enhanced even further so that the private sector is
encouraged to care for its employees without burdening the government
(i.e. retiree medical benefits that were intended to integrate with a
supposedly lucrative and financially sound medicare system - these retiree
benefits are now crippling many employers because of their potential cost
and the weakening of the medicare system).

We provided to the Joint Committee on Taxation and the House Ways & Means
Committee a 100-page paper in kegards to the changes that needed to occur
in the funding of welfare plans (commonly known as VEBAs). This paper
was, in the most part, ignored, the reasons for which we are not certain;
however, these conditions still exist. The employer needs the incentive
in order to provide benefits. The employee should not be punished because
he becomes sick and needs medical attention, has a long-term disability
due to an accident or lingering illness, or dies. These funds and
benefits should be encouraged so that the same type of fiscally sound
funding of pension plans could also exist for welfare plans.

We not mnly speak of the tax deductibility of contributions and the exempt
status of the funds received by the employees, but we also strongly
suggest the encouragement of funded welfare plans as the only practical
solution to an already tremen ly weakened social security and medicare
system. The government has attempted to take over certain welfare
benefits through these previously mentioned systems and, for whatever
reasons, has found it unmanageable. Therefore, the only logical answer is
to allow and encourage private sector to continue to provide these
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programs and, in fact, make them more lucrative for the employeeL This
will not erode the tax base, but will insure its stability through the
provision of these benefits and the security of the employee and his
dependents.

We thank you for reading this letter.

Best regards,

BARRY R. SCHOTZ, President

BRS:jm

E closures: TMfat is a VEBA?,
Dissolution Section for Limited mbtership Plans

cc: Fred Bunt
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Suite 300 Two Century NPoz Suite 906

9404 Genesee Awenue 2049 Centuy Rork Eost
Lo Jollo, CA 92037 e (619) 457-4566 Los Angeles. CA 90067 * (213) 553-I6O

MW Is A VEBA?

A VEDA (Voluntary Employees' Benefit Association) is, as the
name implies, a trust to fund employee benefits. It is subject
to the Regulations covering IRC S501(c)(9). Permissible benefits
are life, sick, accident, and other related benefits. Pensions
or deferred compensation are not permissible. The Regulations
also dictate that *no part of the net earnings of the organiza-
tion inures, other than by payment of the benefits . . .,p to the
benefit of any private shareholder or individualO. The Regula-
tions state that benefits must be provided on an equal basis to
all similarly situated employees, and may not disproportionately
favor the highly compensated.

These programs are also subject to the reporting, disclo-
sure, and fiduciary standards provisions of BRISA.

Contributions to the trust are irrevocably committed to the
payment of employee benefits. This money can never be used for
anything but employee benefits. The funds no longer belong to
the employers but to the trust, out of the employer's control.
If the program's application to the IRS is approved (i.e., the
program adheres strictly to the Regulations), the earnings of the
trust are exempt of tax. If the contributions are made on an
actuarially sound basis and are reasonable, the contributions are
deductible under Section 162.

The abuses of VIBAs by professional corporations (referred
to as Olimited membership plans') since the passing of VEDA
Regulations in 1980 has resulted in justifiable concern, leading
to the considering of VBBAs along with abusive tax shelters.
This approach Is understandable but is nonetheless based on a
fundamental misconception regarding the broader, more traditional
use of VEBAs by employers.
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Since 1954 many companies across the country have used VZSAs
to provide security for the long-term funding of basic employee
benefits. The Internal Revenue Service has stated the permis-
sible economic and social purposes of the VBBA under the
501(c)(9) Code and Regulations. A National Office Technical
Memorandum clearly defines this area. "There are many valid
purposes for which a 501(c)(9) may accumulate reserve funds. The
existence of reserves allows such an organisation to conduct its
activities without interruption during financially adverse
periods, such as, for example, strikes, lock-outs, and economic
recession. Normally, as is the case here, the voluntary
employees' beneficiary association is almost totally dependent on
employer contributions for its funds. Therefore it would of
necessity be forced to suspend or substantially reduce its opera-
tions if those contributions were to be totally cut off or
substantially reduced unless it retained a reasonably large
reserve fund."

Referring to a long-term disability benefit provided by a
VIBA the TAM states further Olt is prudent to attempt to fund
such future liabilities in the eatly years of the plan's
operation, rather than risk the possibility that the plan may be
under-funded in future years...,. LTR 8309004 National Office
Technical Advice Memorandum. See Exhibit I.

This language gets right to the heart of the function of a
VBBA. A VEBA is a rainy day fund for protection of the funding
of the employee's basic benefits, which often amounts to 35-40%
of a company's payroll.

When a company experiences financial difficulty (such as
occurred on a large scale during the recent downturn in the
economy) the first employees to be terminated are the rank and
file. These are also the most likely employees to use unemploy-
ment insurance and other state and federally funded welfare
benefits.

The effect of crippling VEBAs would be to undermine the
private sector's ability to pay these benefits and in the long
run erode the federal tax base. A VBA is a company's only
vehicle for building the reserves necessary to survive economic
downturn and increased costs in benefits. To deny this to
American business is to insure another wave of business closures
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in our next recession with the inevitable resulting increase in
unemployment and federally funded welfare expenses. The final
result is a seriously weakened tax base, a demoralized work
force, and an increase in government costs in welfare benefits.

To paint VEBAs of this kind with the same brush as the
abusive VEBAs of small professional corporations would be a great
mistake.

Following are specific recommendations aimed at curbing the
abuses occurring in VEBAs. These recommendations are based on 12
years of practical experience in VEBA design for companies
ranging in size from 2 employees to nearly 100,000 employees.
Many of these are provisions we have been recommending to the
Exempt Organizations Section of the IRS for years and have been
standard language in many of the VEBAs designed by our firm.

PERCEIVED CURRENT ABUSES

BY LIMITED MEMBERSHIP PROFESSIONY CORPORATION) SPONSORED VEBAs

1. Substituting VEBAs for qualified retirement plans.

The dissolution and distribution of the assets of the VEBA
should be done on an actuarially determined basis. The
attached dissolution section, which many of our clients have
used successfully with the Internal Revenue Service, should
provide adequate guidelines for controlling this abuse. It
provides for all of the employees to receive their actuar-
ially determined amounts attributable to each one of the
benefits provided by the VEBA. This section also prevents
the employer from terminating the employees first and then
terminating the VEBA to receive the funds. Along with this
dissolution section should go the prohibition against provi-
ding severance pay or supplemental unemployment benefits to
the owner-employees if they represented more than 4% of the
total number of eligible participants. This would mean that
a sponsoring employer would have to have 25 employees for
every owner-employee who wished to participate in a sever-
ance or supplemental unemployment benefit. Also, the
Department of Labor should be consulted in regard to these
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two benetzis because of its current jurisdiction in this
area. They have provided substantial guidelines for these
benefits. Severance pay should be redefined as a retraining
benefit, and not applicable to owner-employees if they
represent more than one twenty-fifth of the eligible member-
ship. This would leave approximately six permissible bene-
fits for limited membership (professional corporation)
programs: Major Medical/Hospitalization, Disability Bene-
fits, Death Benetits, Vacation Pay, Holiday Pay, and Sick
Pay. Major Medical/Hospitalization would have to be equal
for all participants, as dictated by Section 12b of the
Code. Disability Benefits would have to be the same per-
centage of compensation for each participant, as prescribed
by the 501(c)(9) Regulations. Death Benefits would have to
be the same multiple of compensation for each participant,
as prescribed by the 501(c)(9) Regulations and furttier
governed by Sections 79 and 101 of the Code. Vacation Pay
would have to be on a proportionate basis, and again, it
could be provided that the owner-employee could not receive
more than 25% of the total benefit provided. Holiday Pay
and Sick Pay should be the same as Vacation Pay.

'The above changes have been suggested to the Internal
Revenue Service, as well as to Chief Counsel's Office by CCI
for the last several years. However, we have installed each
one of these changes in our limited membership programs.
Also, we require a corporate trustee (a bank or a trust
company).

Last, the use of an enrolled actuary to determine that the
contribution is actuarially sound in regard to the type of
benefits, the size of the benefits being provided, and the
type of funding being used, should be a prerequisite for
Exempt Organization filing. There is currently a Revenue
Ruling in existence which does not require an actuarial
report tor a smaller plan; however, this could be remedied
with a very simple addition to the 501(c)(9) Regulations.

2. Deductibility of contributions: (a) amount, (b) timing

(a) The size of the contribution should be actuarially
determined to be sound. (Refer above for explanation.)
This contribution, however, should not be based on the level
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funding concept associated with qualitied retirement plans,
VEBA reserve requirements are determined by future claims
for benefits. There is a certain degree of uncertainty
inherent in evaluating these needs. In contrast, retirement
plan needs are for a stated amount of benefit over a stated
period of time. (Refer to Technical Advice Memorandum LTR
8023016 and 830YU04 for further details.)

(b) The contributions to welfare plans (VEBAs) are irrevo-
cably made. The funds (unlike overfunded retirement plans)
may never be returned to the corporation. The dissolution
section attached, along with this irrevocable commitment of
funds, should be more than enough reason that the contri-
butions should be deductible in the year in which they are
actually paid (most limited membership/professional corpora-
tion plans are cash basis taxpayers and these contributions
must be made by the last day of the plan's fiscal year in
order for these contributions to be deductible). Tying of
the deductibility of the contribution to rules that cur-
rently govern non-qualitied deferred compensation ignores
the very different needs for reserves of two disparate
concepts - qualitied retirement plans and welfare plans.

3. Favorable tax treatment of contributions

Benefits that are provided by welfare plans funded by
employer contributions, both of which are afforded favorable
tax treatment, are required to meet stringent tests.
Numerous sections of the Code and Regulations (along with
the associated Tax Court and Revenue Ruling cases) provide
for these tests. Each benefit must comply with the above
parameters, along witn the formulas provided by the
501(c)(9) Regulations, before this favorable tax treatment
is afforded the contribution and benefit payments (e.g.,
medical benefits are subject to Sections 125(b), (e), (g),
and (h), along witn Section 501(c)(9) and ERISA).

Consideration of limiting the favorable tax treatment of the
employer contributions based upon the tax treatment of the
benefits when received by the employees illustrates the
application of a "quick-fix" approach to revenue raising.
This disregards the purpose of providing the incentive to
employers to continue these benetit programs without the
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financial hardship that would otherwise occur without these
dual incentives.

Level funding based on payroll is unacceptable to the finan-
cial integrity (actuarial soundness) of the reserves needed
to assure payments for benefit claims now or in the future.
All of the claims for benefits in the VEBA (welfare plans)
are due to an unanticipated event. Therefore, unlike the
predictability of a retirement plan, VEBA needs reserves
which go far beyond any percentage of payroll or any percen-
tage of the annual cost of providing these benefits in the
past (reter to Technical Advice Memorandum LTR 8023016 and
LTR 8309004)

4. Eligibility to participate

The problem in this area arises from the false assumption by
the legal and accounting community that qualified retirement
plan restrictions are suitable for VEBAs. Many of these
programs have been utilizing the 3 years of full-time
continuous service plus age 25 as the entry requirement for
the VEBA. However, Exempt Organizations has been rejecting
these programs on a regular basis. Also, the elimination,
or the limiting, of severance pay and unemployment compensa-
tion will have the effect of allowing all full-time
employees with 30 to 90 days of service to be eligible to
participate in the VEBA. Possibly, stronger language in the
eligibility and participation sections of the 501(c)(9)
Regulations, limiting the waiting period to no longer than
six months to a year, would be appropriate.

5. Vacation and Recreational Facilities

Unless the owner-employee represented one twenty-fifth, or
less, of the total eligible membership for benefits under
the 501(c)(9) (VEBA), he could not participate in this
benefit. Also, it would be required that employees would
have equal right of usage, and easy access to the facility.
Also, limiting the deductibility of the contribution for
this benefit to depreciation, is an excellent idea. This
could be done through a modification of Section 162 of the
Code and the 501(c)(9) Regulations.

,.00
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7.03 1szatnA.ton:

Upon the termination of this trust, any and all monies
remaining in the fund, after the payment of all unpaid
claims and/or insurance premiums and other expenses and
obligations of the trust, shall be paid or used for the
continuance of one or more of the benefits of the Plan.

39-707 0 - 85 - 30
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CLEAN LINEN SERVICE INC.

128 N. Lexington Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15208 412/371.3000

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirkeen Senate Office building
Washington DC 20510

Ie: Employee 1enef it Hearings

Dear Mr. DeArment:

It is my understanding that Senator Packvood viii be conducting

hearings concerning Employee fringe Benefits.

Our Company although small does provide a full range of fringe

benefits for our employees. Our programs include full 365 day Blue Cross

and Blue Shield vith Drug and Eye coverages. Ve also provide Life

Insurance equivalent to one times earnings to all employees including

Officers, Managers and Officer Owners. In addition, we have an excellent

Pension Plan, Vacation and Holiday program, and a 401K Salary Reduction

Plan.

It is imperat i ve that programs such as these be provided to employees

for their general peace of mind, well being and sense of dignity. If the

government persists in its present direction of taxing fringe benefit

programs such as Life Insurance over $50,000.00, 4011 contributions

(subject to Social Security) and now the possibility of other fringes being

taxed to high paid employees and/or Owner Operators, it will soon become

unattractive to continue these programs. If owners and high paid employees

cannot fully participate, many programs will be abandoned, to the detriment

of the employees who in the long run benefit most because of their

inability to provide these benefits on their own.
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I have i* the past written to Soators eins snd Spector regardtg

the fact that 4011 Salary Reduction Plans have been made subject to Social

Security taxes. Senator Spector vaa kind enough to get a response from the

IS concerning their reasoning for this. Their primry concern was that it

allowed taxpayers to manipulate their Social Security contributions. This

is rather absurd as the only people who have my manipulative abilities

concerning Social Security would be those who are under the Social Security

max, and they are least likely to have the financial flexibility to be

manipulative. If they are able to save some small portion of their

earnings in a tax free retirement program I think we need to encourage

rather than discourage this kind of savings. reap in mind these dollars

are completely invested and flow back into the economy which is also

desirable. further, those people who are in the higher income brackets who

mLht like to manipulate their SociAl Security contributions cannot simply

because they are over the Social Security max, and pay the smm amount of

Social Security whether they contribute to a 4011 or not. This is another

example of providing an outstanding program to benefit the worker, to help

him supplement his retirement income, to take some pressures off Social

Security, and then finding ways to mke it less attractive when we should

really be trying to make it nove attractive.

Combined limitations on Pension Plans, Retirement Savings Plans,

Profit Sharing Plans, etc. which restrict the upper Income employee or

owner operator from participating to the sane degree (percentage vise) as

all other employees tend to make these programs less attractive to these

people and when combined with the record keeping and reporting requirements

that are inherent in all of these programs it is understandable that many

small to medium sine companies have abandoned their Pensions and other

Health and Welfare programs. These kind of government activities are

certainly counter productive to what I believe we should be trying to

accomplish. It is essential that programs which provide retirement
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benefits, poet retirement life insurance, hospital care, etc. be

encouraged. It is far better for industry to provide these benefits for

their employees than it is to have government become involved. As the

population of agd Asericans increases, these kind of benefits become oee

and more important. It should be the charge and the objective of our

legislator@ to do all they can to encourage industry to provide for the

veil being of their employees as they enter retirement, and to encourage

the people to participate in retirement savings programs. Unecessry

restrictions met be avoided.

It is understandable and desirable that we do not permit high paid

employees and ovner/operatore to abuse any of the fringe benefit programs

which are made available to their employees. Never, it is wrong to not

allow them to participate to the same degree as their employees. As an

example, it has occurred in our situation that because of the combined

limits on Pension benefits end 4011 contributions that if our Company were

to make a contribution to the 4011 program on behalf of our employees (as a

percentage of their prior years contributions) our President would not be

able to participate in that contribution. Re is not excessively paid and

all contributions to the 401K are his own. This saem highly undesirable

and unfair and would cause many employers to decide that it is simply not

worthwhile to make a contribution to the program under these circumstances.

I believe most of the government programs such as Social Security,

Medicare, etc. are not well run and are excessively expensive and could

such better be done by industry within proper guidelines. I believe that

the direction and objective of the committee should be to establish

reasonable limits to encourage employers to provide a full rase of

employee benefits both pre and post retirement. This should be done with

tax incentives such as .'-i-taability of 4011 earnings and contributions,

deductibility of prefunding post retirement medical and life benefits, non-

taxability of life insurance over $50,000.00 unless it exceeds the sane
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ultiple as provided to all other employee, etc. etc.

We pray the comittee will enter its deliberation with the vol being

of the employees In mind and not restrict theselves because tbey are

afraid a few people nay Set a little more than they would like than to

have.

Thank you for whatever time and attention you give this letter.

Your# very truly,

Js B. Vilon
vice president - Financeby
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Statement of the
CNA Insurance Companies

Before the Subcommittee of the
Taxation and Debt Management of the

Senate Finance Committee
on

Taxation of Fringe Benefits
July 30, 1984

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is

Jae L. Wittlich, and I am Vice President of Group Operations

for the CNA Insurance Companies.

CNA greatly appreciates this opportunity to testify on the

issue of taxation of employee benefits. So that you may

better understand our testimony, allow me to explain briefly

the nature of our interest in this subject.

CNA Insurance Companies is a Chicago-based, multi-line insurer

employing 11,000 persons. As is true of virtually every

large employer, we offer our employees an array of non-wage

benefits, including a broad range of contributory and non-

contributory insurance plans and a retirement plan. With

the inclusion of dependents, approximately 30,000 lives are

covered under our employee group life and health plans.

Accordingly, we are concerned with taxation of employee

benefits as it may affect our own employees' group health

and pension plans.

CNA ranks among the top ten insurers as measured by annual

group life and health premium; our annual premiums and

equivalents for these lines total over $1 billion. We are
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the second largest insurer of federal employees under the

Federal Employees Health Benefits Act program, insuring nearly

400,000 civil servants. Our coverage also extends to many

of their dependents, bringing the total lives covered by us

under FEHBA to over 1.2 million. Finally, we are a large

administrator of employer-provided pension plans. Our total

pension plan assets now stand at over $2 billion, roughly

17 percent of our total company assets. Thus, as an insurer

we are equally concerned with taxation of employee benefits

as it may affect the viability of CNA as an on-going business

entity.

Our testimony will focus, therefore, only on two employee

benefits: employer-provided health insurance and pension plans.

First, I will provide the Subcommittee the position of CNA

on this matter. Second, I will assess the likely overall

economic impact on the nation of taxation of these particular

employee benefits. Third, I will relate this overall impact

to CNA specifically, both as employer and insurer.

The CNA Position

The CNA Insurance Companies believe strongly that the current

tax treatment of employer-provided health and pension plans

is sound law and responsible social policy. We will vigorously

oppose any attempt to increase significantly the after-tax
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costs of providing these plans to our nation's work force.

Federal revenues attributable to taxation of these employee

benefits would be exceeded by corresponding increased costs

of other federal social programs. Even more important,

taxation of these benefits would bring to an end social

policy that is as sound today as it was when established

over hilf a century ago.

Overall Impact of Taxation

of Employee Pension and Health Plans

CNA shares the widely held view that employee pension and health

plans are desirable benefits of employment. Their tremendous

growth during the past 50 years has significantly improved the

income security of future retirees and has provided wide access

to health care for most workers. This growth is primarily

attributable to current tax incentives.

The growth of employee pension and health plans should not be

surprising, for this result was the policy goal that led to

the enactment of the tax incentives in the first place.

Current laws governing the taxation of employee pension and

health plans reflect a social policy premised upon the

knowledge that broad, affordable coverage of workers and their

families under these plans increases productivity and engenders

positive relations between employers and their employees.

I should add that the Congress was probably not totally
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selfless in establishing this system through the use of the

private sector since direct federal expenditures necessary to

achieve this same coverage would require a tremendous tax

burden.

The tax expenditures associated with these employee benefits

have fulfilled the expectations established for them at the

time they were enacted. Over half of all full-time U.S.

workers in commerce and industry and three-fourths of all

government civilian personnel are now enrolled in retirement

plans other than Social Security. The number of participants

is estimated at over 50 million, with life insurance companies

providing pension plans for over 31 million persons. Parti-

cipation in employer group health plans is even greater:

Three-quarters of all workers and nearly 90 percent of all

full-time, full-year workers participate. With widespread

coverage of dependents in employer plans, it has been estimated

that more than 60 percent of the total civilian population

has health insurance coverage through employer-sponsored plans.

In short, employer-provided group health insurance is the

primary source of private health insurance coverage in this

country.

Given the high levels of worker participation in pension and

health insurance plans, it should be obvious that these
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employee benefits are not on the order of "golden parachutes"

for the highly paid. In fact, current tax laws strictly

forbid discrimination in favor of highly paid employees with

respect to participation in either of these benefits.

Accordingly, participation in employee pension and health

plans is widely distributed, and most participants are low-

or middle-income workers.

I acknowledge the Congress' concern about thl growth of employee

benefits as a form of tax-favored compensation and its impact

upon federal government revenues. Concern about the federal

budget deficit has led many policymakers to conclude that

taxation of employee benefits is one viable alternative to

reducing the federal deficit. CNA believes this perspective

is myopic as applied to employee pensions and health plans.

First, federal revenue losses from employee pension plans are

not as sizeable as they appear at first glance. Contributions

to employee pension plans represent deferral of current revenue,

not tax avoidance. Taxes are paid on withdrawals from the

funds both before and after retirement. Thus, over the life-

time of the taxpayer, gross revenue losses are significantly

lower than they appear when viewed only in terms of current

revenue deferrals. In fact, it is estimated by the Employee

Benefits Research Institute that as much as 75 percent of

the inflation-adjusted value of taxes deferred during a
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pension participant's working career is ultimately repaid

through retirement income taxes.

These gross revenue losses or tax expenditures are, in our

opinion, easily exceeded by the benefits they provide to

society. Employee pension plans contribute significantly to

the retirement income security of American workers, and this

security is the major benefit under current tax treatment of

such plans. This security could be jeopardized if taxation

of employee benefits leads to a marked decrease or the dis-

appearance of employer contributions.

I recognize that no specific proposal to tax employee benefits

is before this Subcommittee at this time. I presume, however,

that taxation of employer contributions to benefit plans would

mean increased taxes to the employer or to the employee or to

both. Increased taxes to either or both would raise the costs

>f the plans. Depending on the level of increased costs, the

plans would experience decreased contributions or participation

foreseeably to the point of total collapse of employee pension

plans.

If a total collapse of our employee pension plan system should

occur, reliance on individual retirement plans to provide

similar levels of retirement income would not be prudent.

The present retirement system places primary responsibility

for retirement income provisions on individual taxpayers and
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employers. Workers fund the cost of Social Security benefits

through tax payments; employers accumulate and invest defined

benefit plan pension assets so that funds are available upon

retirement of employees. In both instances, the American

worker benefits from avoiding the risks of not saving adequately

for retirement and poor investment performance of the worker's

retirement portfolio.

Significant discretionary savings by individuals is not an

American tradition. As a nation, we are notorious nonsavers

as compared to the Japanese, Canadians, and Western Europeans.

It would be politically naive to think that a significant

number of our workers would replace their employer-provided

pension plans through personal savings. Thus, employee

pension plans constitute an important form of nondiscretionary

saving.

The current level of Individual Retirement Account participa-

tion proves this point. During 1983, the Employee Benefit

Research Institute (EBRI) studied the rates of return on

IRAs for the five-year period 1978-1982. According to its

findings, the most successful IRA holders achieved an 8.7

to 9 percent five-year-average annual real rate of return

(inflation adjusted). During 1982, EBRI estimated that

just over 17 percent of all IRA assets were in these

accounts. The average real rate of return for the other
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83 percent of IRA assets was less than 1 percent over this

same five-year period. EBRI concluded that, with maximum

IRA contributions, an annual 9 percent real rate of return

over 40 years could provide significant retirement income

security a less than 1 percent real rate of return could

not.

This study callsinto serious question the ability of the

vast majority of individual workers to assume successfully

the risk of investment necessary to provide for their own

retirement income security. Those workers who fail to make

sufficient retirement income provisions will surely look

to the government for their retirement needs, placing an

even larger burden on our social welfare system, especially

Social Security which already suffers from an acute loss of

public confidence in its fiscal integrity.

Another significant benefit often overlooked by those alleging

that employee pension plans erode the federal tax base is the

enormous contribution pension plans make to our financial

markets. Employer-provided pension plan assets are approaching

$1 trillion. Life insurance companies hold about one-third

of these assets as pension reserves. These assets are used

to provide capital suppcrt for our economy in the form of

long-term mortgages and other venture capital projects that,

in turn, create jobs and corresponding tax revenues in our

major urban and other areas.
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The added depth to the financial markets that pension plan

assets provide would likely disappear or be severely reduced

under a system that eliminated tax deferral of contributions

to the plans because many employers would find the cost of

continuing contributions (increased taxes, higher pre-tax

wages) to be prohibitively expensive. Again, the net result

would be retirement income insecurity for millions of our

future retirees.

With respect to employee health plans, taxation of employer

contributions would be equally disadvantageous to our workers

and our nation. First and foremost, taxation of employer

contributions to employee health plans would raise the

cost of coverage for employer and employee plan participants.

Employers would face additional tax liability under FICA, for

example, and increased demands for higher wages from employees

in their efforts to maintain pre-tax compensation levels.

Plan costs would also rise for participants since we would

expect employees with low-health risks to reduce their

after-tax health care costs by finding less complete or nar-

rower health insurance coverage. The exit nf low-risk

participants from existing plans, i.e., adverse selection

would raise the average risk that plan-stayers would repre-

sent. Consequently, the average cost of the plan would rise.

Rising plan costs raise the distinct possibility that some

workers would lose health insurance coverage altogether:
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Employers would exclude marginal workers -. he part-time,

seasonal or laid-off-- to lower coverage costs. Low-risk

employees who voluntarily option out of health coverage

altogether could also increase the number of uninsured

workers.

Keep in mind also that in most corporations today, for example,

the insurance purchasing function is entrusted to one or more

professionals who review a vast array of coverages, insurers,

and administrators to arrive at the best plan or plans for

their employees. If employer-provided health plans go out

of existence or become too expensive for the average worker,

the purchase of alternate coverage will either not be made

or made by the employee who lacks benefits expertise in such

complex matters and who may be confused by the array of

individual products available, potentially resulting in dis-

illusionment at claim time.

Employer contributions to health insurance are broadly dis-

tributed across households at most income levels. These

contributions represent a larger percentage addition to

family income at lower levels of income than at higher

levels of income. Taxation of employer contributions,

therefore, would place a heavier tax burden on families at

lower'levels of income. Certainly, a regressive federal

income tax is not the goal of this Congress. This would

be the result of this proposal, however.
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Consider, foz example, a typical employer health plan with

an annual premium to the employee of $1,500 for comprehensive

coverage. For a worker earning $15,000 per year, who now

must pay federal income tax on an additional $1,500 of annual

income, or even a portion of this amount, the additional burden

is-substantial. Consider also that the additional income tax

must be paid with cash or its equivalent, whereas the $1,500

of additional income would be received by the employee in the

form of non-cash benefits. While the lack-of-receipt-of-cash

problem could be solved simply by giving cash directly to

employees to purchase health insurance coverage, it must be

expected that many would risk going without coverage and use

the money for other purchases.

CNA is aware that proponents of taxation of employer health

insurance contribution also argue that it would help contain

inflation in health care costs. This result is unlikely.

First, the most important source of expanding coverage and

rising health care services during the last 20 years has

been the public sector -- specifically Medicare and Medicaid,

health care programs that have purchased since 1967 one-half

of all hospital care, the most inflationary component of

health care services. These programs have supported much

of the inflation in aggregate health care costs. Federal

tax policy that would reduce private-sector demand for health

care would, therefore, probably have little impact on overall

health care inflation.
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Second, the private sector is acutely aware of the need to

dampen upwardly spiraling health care costs. The growth

of utilization review programs, preferred provider organiza-

tions, health maintenance organizations, and wellness programs

reflect private-sector cost reduction efforts. These efforts

have had some impact on health care utilization. We are now

seeing Consumer Price Index trend factors that are four

percentage points below those of just two years ago. Further,

we have seen a ten percentage-point reduction in our own

average group policyholder case experience trend between 1982

and 1984.

Impact of Taxation of Employee Pension

and Health Plans on CNA

Thus far, I have devoted my testimony solely to the general

impact of elimination of the current tax treatment of pension

and health plans on the nation. I would now like to turn my

attention to its impact on CNA specifically.

Elimination of the current tax treatment of employee pension

and health plans would be disastrous for CNA as an employer

and as an insurer. Similar to most large employers, we

would initially reconsider whether, in light of the increased

costs to us of providing contributions, the plans are afford-

able, given today's extremely competitive insurance market.

At the least, we would probably have to offset some increased

costs through reduction of the benefits available under the

39-707 0 - 85 - 31
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plans. It may also be necessary for us to also reduce our

total amount of contributions to the plans as another cost-

cutting measure. If these cost-cutting measures fail to

make the plans affordable or if adverse selection proves

too great with regard to our health plans, CNA would have

to seriously consider eliminating the plans completely.

Additionally, since we expect our employer-policyholders to

behave rationally also and, therefore, reduce their demand

for pension plans and group health services, a reduction in

our workforce would be highly probable. We estimate that

taxation of employee pension and health plans could cause

the loss of up to 2,000 CNA jobs. Under a worst-case

scenario, among these job losses would be our 650 employees

located at our Rockville, Maryland, facility who devote

their time exclusively to our FEHBA market.

As an insurer, CNA would have to expect a precipitous decline

in our pension and group health markets. A $2 billion loss

of assets and a $1 billion decline in annual group health

premiums would call into question CNA's economic viability.

Assuming that some workers would seek to self-fund1 their

retirement income, we would expect an increased worker

participation in IRAs. To date the insurance industry,

including CNA, has not been successful at penetrating this

market. The industry ranks fourth, preceded by savings
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and loan associations, commercial banks, and mutual savings

banks. These institutions' IRA assets outrank those of the

insurance industry 10 to 1. We would, of course, redouble

our efforts to reduce the IRA asset imbalance, but these

financial institutions clearly have a marketing advantage

over us that would not be easy to overcome.

Conclusion

In summary, Mr. Chairman, employee pension and health plans

are prevalent and important components of labor compensation

in our country. Over 150 million workers participate in them,

along with 1 million employers. The benefits provided by

these plans -- retirement income and affordable health care

coverage -- are widely distributed among workers and their

families at all wage levels; as a percentage of income, low-

income workers benefit more from these plans than do highly

paid workers.

Were the plans severely curtailed or possibly even ended

because of taxation of employer contributions, the Social

Security system or any other federal welfare program would

be unable to meet the needs of the retired and the un-

healthy. Our most recent economic recession showed to all

of us, including this Congress, the vital link between

health insurance coverage and employment. Of the three

basic types of proposals introduced in the Congress to
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address the problem of health insurance for the unemployed,

two required employers to assume the responsibility of pro-

viding coverage for their unemployed workers. With the

recovery of the economy in recent months, policy discussions

regarding health insurance for the unemployed Ilave receded.

Taxation of employee health plans and the resulting curtail-

ment or destruction of such plans therefrom would quickly

renew these discussions. This time, however, concern would

focus on health insurance for the employed, and employers

would clearly not be in a financial position to address this

concern.

Prior attempts to regulate employee pension plans resulted

in the passage of ERISA. Hundreds of thousands of pension

plans were terminated by small employers because they could

not economically conform their plans to the Act's requirements.

A similar effect on the remaining employee benefit plans would

result from changes in the tax laws.

As stated previously, the current tax treatment of employee

pension and health plans is an example of the rich, long-

standing American tradition of employers and government

joining forces to provide for the security of workers and

families. Taxation of employer contributions to employee

pension and health plans is not a more efficient and equitable

way of providing affordable, broad retirement income security
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and health care coverage for over 150 million Americans.

The current tax treatment of these plans should be continued

as is, and employee pension and health plans should be removed

from any further discussion of taxation of employee benefits.

Thank you.

I
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July 24, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The purpose of this correspondence is to set forth the position of
the Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Chicago regarding the tax favored
status of employee benefits.

Our Company fully supports the current tax favored treatment of employee
welfare and pension benefits. New legislation revising said treatment
would have an adverse impact on our employees and their families.

It is important to note that benefits do not go mainly to the highly
compensated. Upon reviewing our data, approximately 85% of employee
medical care and pension funding is spent for employees earning under
$25,000. Whereas less that 5% is spent for employees earning in excess
of $40,000. A change in tax treatment would result in an increase
in taxable income to our employees of approximately $3,500 per annum.
The tax burden for an employee earning $22,500 with three (3) dependents
would increase over $200 per year. Accordingly, we firmly support the
current tax favored treatment of employee welfare and pension benefits.

Very truly yours,

Robert T. Palo

RTP/mb
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ATLANTA. GEORGIA ADM" EPotY To

MICHAEL W. WALTERS PO OtAWER 1?4

oAICT o ATLANTA, A. 30301

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. de Arment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. de Arment:

In accordance with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part of
the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits to be
held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States Senate
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Attachment

MW/SS/7.25.1
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Eploye
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the"United
states enateFinance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management

by Michael W. Walters, Director Corporate Employee Benefits
Department

The Coca-Cola Company

The Coca-Cola Company employs over 40,000 employees
throughout the world, approximately 14,000 of whom are
employed in the United States. These employees are offered a
comprehensive compensation program, a large porti,)n of which
is represented by noncash programs commonly referred to as
"fringe" benefits. Over time, the noncash portion of the
program has grown in importance, to the point where it now
represents almost 30% of total compensation.

Employer-sponsored fringe benefits programs provide security
to employees for a variety of needs, such as death benefits
to surviving dependents, protection against catastrophic
medical contingencies, income continuation in the event of
debilitating and disabling injuries, provision of adequate
income in retirement, and encouragement of personal savings
programs. These programs have been provided in a manner
which is not always attainable by individuals.

The Coca-Cola Company currently offers several benefit plans
which are covered by the requirements of the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), including the
following types of plans:

Retirement
Thrift
Health Benefits
Dental Assistance
Life Insurance
Business Travel
.Vision Care
Lonq-Term Disability Income Continuation
Short-Term Disability Income Continuation

The practice of The Coca-Cola Company is to offer the uniform
package of benefits to all employees of participating
subsidiaries who are not represented through a collective
bargaining agreement. Thus, hourly and salaried employees
participate in the same plans, are subject to the same
benefit formulas, and receive the same relative (and, in some
areas, absolute) levels of benefits. Represented employees
are covered Sjplans which are negotiated by their
representatives.
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To place a perspective on the relative worth to employees of
these plans, the following statistics are provided:

Currently, there are over 2,400 retirees and surviving
spouses of former employees receiving benefits from the
Employees' Retirement Plan of The Coca-Cola Company.
Without this income, their income from other sources
would be essentially inadequate.

Approximately 90% of all eligible employees are
making contributions to The Coca-Cola Company
Thrift Plan. The Company matches a portion of
their contributions, and there are restrictions on
withdrawals of balances to ensure that the primary
focus of Plan savings is supplemental income in
retirement.

Healthcare claims (medical and dental) for
employees and dependents averaged almost $1,500 per
employee in 1983. This figure does not include
administrative expenses paid by the Company;
rather, it represents only the actual cash claims
paid to employees.

93 disabled employees are receiving payments from
the Long Term Disability Plan averaging almost $750
each per month.

Almost $1.5 million was paid in 1983 to
beneficiaries of deceased former employees from the
Uniform Group Life Insurance Plan.

These statistics show the comprehensiveness of the current
benefit program. One of the most important factors that has
led to the evolution of this program is the recognition given
in the Internal Revenue Code of the importance of
encouraging such programs. Although most employee.benefit
programs predated the enactment of ERISA, the Act did
reinforce Congressional conviction as to the social
desirability of providing fringe benefits in an equitable and
nondiscriminatory fashion.

It is not difficult to envision the effects that removal of
the tax incentives for providing fringe benefits would have
on the benefit program. With limited resources to apply to
the fringe benefit program, elimination of the tax incentives
would almost certainly lead to a proportionate reduction in
the value of benefits provided to employees, as a means of
maintaining current levels of expenditures. Without access
to tax-effective means of purchasing benefits, employees
would be faced with either reducing their current level of
disposable income in order to restore the lost benefits or
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foregoing the current levels of protection. Most likely,
employees with little flexibility in their current
disposable incomes would have no choice but to forego some of
their retirement, disability and medical protection, and
would look to Federal programs such as Social Security for
restoration of protection.

Recent legislative and administrative activities, including
the provisions in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 which
permit qualified plan participants to establish Individual
Retirement Accounts, and the Treasury Department's issuance
of regulations regarding Section 401(k) plans, have been
effective in bringing the employee directly into the
benefit-planning process. Further, Section 125 of the Code
encourages the development of "cafeteria* benefits which
increases the level of responsiveness of the benefit program
to genuine employee needs. flowever, these developments h
themselves do not address the full spectrum of needs that are
currently being met by comprehensive fringe benefit programs.
Early career employees do not have sufficient time to
accumulate funds necessary to provide the wide-ranging levels
of protection that are necessary. Individual savings
programs are an important element in the 'overall program, but
do not pr ide\ for all contingencies necessary to meet all
needs.

In summary, the current legislative environment has resulted
in the development of a comprehensive program of benefits
which is available to all employees of The Coca-Cola Company,
addresses a diversity of genuine employee needs, is greatly
appreciated by employees, aould be virtually irreplaceable if
left to individual initiative, and would result in increased
demands for replacement via Federal programs if eliminated.

MW/SS/7.25.2
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12748 Sheraton Avenue
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70815
August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
-rsen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter
and the attached statement to be included as part of the record
of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27,
and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee, Sub-
committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Glenn Coats

GBC/mm

r
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the hearing on EMPLOYEE
FRINGE BENEFITS held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
States Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

BY:___________________Ulenn B oMats

Millions of American workers are currently enjoying the benefits
of retirement from pension plans of their company in addition to
their Social Security benefits. Without the private pension
system which, to a large extent, is non-contributory ao the part
of the employee, retired American citizens would be unable to
sustain themselves. There have been many plans instituted in
recent years wherein retired employees may earn as much as 75%
of their employment income in retirement, With the growing
numbers of workers who are living longer lives, Congress needs
to look for ways in which we can enhance the value of private
pension plans to ensure the continuing growth in the economy
which will be of the greatest benefit to all of the citizens
of this country.

It was most encouraging to have the establishment of individual
IRA accounts so that in addition to private pension plan systems,
and the Social Security system, individuals may now enhance their
retirement benefits with additional savings. A combination of all
of these plans can only enhance the prosperity of Americans.

For trillions of American workers, all of these retirement benefits
simply mean the difference between prosperity and poverty. Let
us continue to encourage prosperity
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& CoIm C A90ma Corpoton'a Collins & t"As"DIW
'10McCu~ugDW
P.O. Bx 32665

WMN=G 6 ftIIcu uwO Ch*lort, NC 28232

(704) s9O850

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeAnment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing
on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Gly R. Greer
Corporate Manager
Benefits and Policy

GG/ch

Attachment
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Comittee, Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management by Collins and Aikman Corporation.

In this era of significant government deficits, it is understandable that tax
incentive programs should undergo review to Justify their continuance. However,
it is unfortunate that the private employee benefit plan system has been iden-
tified as either wasteful or an area of perceived abuse. These thoughts lead
to the conclusion that this system is no longer worthy of government encouragement
and support.

We are concerned that the private system is now viewed as a program of "special
interest deductions" and top executive "perks". In other words, a benefit of
limited value whose funding is contributing significantly to the deficit problem.

We believe that the private employer benefit system should continue as the primary
indirect compensation vehicle for American workers. We believe the socially
desirable goal of providing a respectable and satisfactory retirement is best
achieved by the private sector providing benefits which supplement and support
government programs such as Social Security and Medicare. We believe that tax
incentives which accompany private benefit plans are an efficient means of con-
trolling costs and containing inflation. Furthermore, when the economic vitality
of many entitlement programs, including Social Security, is in doubt, it is in-
consistent to suggest that the demise of the private system will help these
government programs. In short, more pressure will be exerted to provide more
government benefits for all workers.
We also believe that the private employee benefit plan system should not be
abandoned in favor of individually funded benefits. This dramatic shifting of
responsibility would strain the economic ability of many low and middle income
individuals to provide for their own needs. This fact will in turn negatively
impact public sector financing and further increase government costs. A sub-
stantial portion (20'35%) of our employees' compensation is provided on a group
basis through company benefit programs. The cost for an individual to produce
similar insurance and retirement benefits is almost prohibitive on an individual
basis. Likewise, the company's ability to produce similar benefit programs when
faced with tight profit margins and no tax incentives, will be significantly
reduced.

We believe that employees view their company's benefit program as an integral part
of their total compensation package. Any negative tax changes to existing programs
will almost certainly require additional direct compensation to make up for lost
benefits. This spiral will lead to additional inflationary pressures.

Finally, the elimination of the private system will deprive employers of a key
element in attracting and retaining a competent and productive labor force.
Employees today are were that these benefit plans are very expensive. They are
willing to share in paying these costs assuming the guarantee of protection/
coverage in the benefit need areas is provided.
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GENERAL STATEMENT CONCERNING EMPLOYEE BENEFITS PLAN

OF COLUMBUS JACK CORPORATION

Our company is a Small Business which has built what we
believe is an effective arrangement to cover some of the
needs of our employees through our Employee Benefit System.

We believe that our Plan is superior to any Government
program which would replace it.

We believe it would be unwise to dismantle Employee Benefit
Plans such as ours in the name of greater tax revenues.

We believe it much wiser for Private Enterprise to meet these
needs rather than to depend on the Government to do so.

Ours is a small company with approximately 60 employees. The
benefits do not go principally to the higher-paid employees.
The benefits do not go only to male employees of our company.

Private Employee Benefit Plans such as ours do not fail to
adjust for inflation.

We believe our employees will suffer if private Employee
Benefit Plans do not exist.

We believe that Employee Benefit Plans are essential to the
economic security of our workers and their families.
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J.T. COMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
209 W. SECOND AVE. July 23, 1984
P.O. BOX 1263
GASTONIA, NORTH CAROLINA 28052
TELEPHONE (704) 8660595

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirkson Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be Included as part of
the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on
July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance
Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

J. T. COMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.

Jaes T rne I
Pres dent

j~.
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30
by the United States Finance Committee, Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: James Thomas Comer, III for
J. T. Corner & Associates, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1263
Gastonia, NC 28053

As actuaries and employee benefit consultants, J. T. Comer
& Associates, Inc. services approximately 500 small, medium
and large participant pension programs throughout the
southeastern United States. We also consult with our clients
on various types of fringe benefit programs to include:
retirement programs, health Insurance plans, life Insurance
programs, disability income plans, cafeteria plans, etc.
Our organization sells no insurance or Investment products;
we are a service organization.

During the past few years, we have become increasingly
concerned about the direction in which Congress has taken
toward the taxation of employee benefits.

As consultants for approximately 350 clients with less than
25 employees, we can assure you that any change
toward the tax Incentives which currently are available to
benefit programs would drastically reduce the proliferation
and continuation of such benefit programs.

To a great extent, the only benefits that are provided to
workers today are provided by companies which desire the
favorable tax benefits. We would hate to see the loss of
these valuable life, health, retirement, and other benefits
among employees which simply in today's economy cannot afford
to purchase these benefits on an individual, taxable basis.

We feel that the current employee benefit plan system does
provide a useful social and economic purpose even though in
some Isolated instances, the benefits may be primarily for
higher paid employees.

Our clients have been continually bombarded by new congressional
legislation which requires amendments, restatements and
continual changes to their benefit programs. Some have
simply "thrown up their hands" and cancelled all benefit
plans for employees. This has not only been detrimental to
those enployees, but also to the U. S. Tax Base, since

39-707 0 - 85 - 32
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these small employers will seek their "tax shelters" In
other places such as, oil and gas leases, real estate, etc.

I urge you on behalf of our small consulting organization not
to continue -in the modification of the private employee benefit
system. Certainly the small revenues to be gained would not
be worth the tremendous losses that common law and key
employees would suffer. We urge you, at this time. to
reconsider your position on contemplated changes In the
employee benefit field. Let us and our clients rest for at
least one year!

Sincerely,

J. T. COMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.

James T. Comer, III
President

cct Senator John East
Senator Jesse Helms
Donald H. Kohla, President, Southern Pension Conference
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COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS OPERATIONS

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

FRINGE BENEFITS HEARING

JULY 26, 27 & 30, 1984

COMMENTS FOR THE RECORD

August 9, 1984

Dear Sirs;

I would like to take this opportunity to provide comments for the record

regarding the social value of employee benefits and to commend your initiative

in addressing an area of prime concern to your constituents. The comments

offered are intended to provide a fair representation of employee benefits as

viewed by employees and by a component of a multinational corporation.

The comments provided herein are relative to an organization with sales in

excess of $1.0 billion and total employees in excess of 15,000 with locations

in Texas, Iowa, Florida, California and Illinois.
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Assessment of the social value of employee benefits encompasses a myriad of

employee perceptions, needs and desires. However, from an employee's

perspective, benefits may be viewed as having three basic functions:

replacement of income in certain situations (pensions, social security, etc.),

provide increased security via financial protection (medical, dental,

disability, etc.), and a source of opportunities and services (vacations,

holidays, tuition reimbursement, etc.).

Discussing the functions separately, the need for income replacement programs

has long ago been recognized by the populace, leading to the advent of "old

age" benefits or social security provided by government. Given the magnitude

of this task and a recognition by employers for the need to supplement

legislated programs, an adequate balance has been maintained between the

private and public sectors in providing these programs. Admittedly, it is not

out of the goodness of Corporate hearts that these programs evolved. Obvious

incentives are present for employers to recognize and offer income replacement

programs. Among those incentives are certainly the advantages of having a

workforce that may concentrate on current productivity rather than old age

financial stability. Recent legislation has reduced potential discriminatory

application of these programs thus assuring employees of consistent application

N
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and coverage. From a social value standpoint, an individual well postured

financially for retirement creates less of a burden on the public welfare

system and thereby allows those truly in need to benefit. Programs of this

type found in industry must fulfill the needs of the employee and be cost

effective and manageable to the employer. In contrast, a government provided

program would be almost totally driven by the recipient as they would be the

ones "paying the freight" via their tax dollars.

Additionally, the flexibility and applicability of pensions to various

demographic populations found in industry would be lost if government were to

be required to provide min-total" these plans. Certainly a reduction in the

tax incentives provided to employers to offer these plans would shift a

greater burden to the public sector. Ultimately, the cost of this shift would

be greater than the tax revenues generated by reduced incentives. Besides the

tax issues, it is highly unlikely that government programs could provide

adequate replacement income to the extent both in amount and coverage that

employer plans currently encompass.
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Industry provided pension plans cre constantly under scrutiny from all sides,

the least of which is the employee's future needs and requirements.

Consequently, plans take into consideration inflationary trends typically by

weighing the final several years' earnings in determining pension benefits.

As more plans integrate with regulatory benefits (social security) a greater

recognition of the mix between statutory and elective benefit costs are

evident. As workforce demographics have changed, employees working until

later ages, increase of single-parent employees (predominantly female), etc.,

industry has recognized needed alterations of plan designs of years ago. A

greater than ever percentage of females are receiving pension benefits.

Pension benefits to those employees earning under $25,000 approaches 60% with

less than 5% of pension benefits going to those earning over $50,000.

In summary, employer sponsored replacement income programs fill a much needed'

and required role of providing future financial security for employees while

at the same time relieving the public sector from the burden of shouldering

this requirement.
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The second function of benefit plans, as mentioned earlier, Is that of

providing increased security via financial protection. This encompasses such

benefit plans as health, dental, vision, etc. Much is written today about

health care quality and cost with the major emphasis placed on cost

containment. Just for a moment, let's explore why costs seem to be

continually escalating and why this is an issue.

A major reason for cost escalation is the ever-increasing demand by the

population for scientific and technological breakthroughs and/or

improvements. These efforts do not come "cheap". Is this demand bad? Maybe

the demand isn't complete enough - i.e., if individuals demanded "cost

effective" health care measures, would that demand go unheeded? Basic

economic principles support the market pricing of any good or service.

Possibly what is needed is greater education on the user's part to make them a

"smart buyer" of medical care. Or is it that "big" corporations have given

employees a "free ride" with regard to medical care costs. Probably both

phenomena have occurred. But what size entity is better able to tackle this

issue - a large government which legislates "improvements" or a business-like

approach that involves the entire system? I propose the corporation
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stands a better chance of resolving the issues. True, benefit costs are tax

deductible but a corporation must still look at total costs and manage them

appropriately through education of the users and involvement with the provider

community.

Employees, in this day and age, feel a company is obligated, in some way, to

protect them from catastrophic financial situations resulting from medical

incidents. As with pensions, employer sponsored plans allow for tailoring of

these coverages to the demographic population impacted. Medical and dental

programs are the most widely used and visible programs amongst the cadre of

benefit plans offered by employers today. Many employers have already begun

extensive cost containment efforts, without government prodding, with

favorable results. We have, in fact, taken major steps in the recent years to

alter plans to make them more cost effective, educate employees to lifestyle

changes that can reduce medical costs and how to appropriately and efficiently

procure medical care. After implementing recent changes a drastic slowdown in

premium growth, as well as a better or smarter utilization of this benefit has

taken place within our own organization.
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Employees would indeed suffer if internal requirements to hold the line on

medical care costs were coupled with an unfavorable tax treatment of this area

of benefits. This would force a total reevaluation of a company's position

regarding medical care benefits and, in all likelihood, produce a drastic

reduction in coverage. Obviously, this would create a void which some entity

would have to fill - either the individual or the government.

The third function of employee benefits is to provide a source of

opportunities and services such as vacations, holidays, tuition reimbursement,

etc. This area of benefits allows the corporation to share with the employees

the company's success. Benefits of this nature allow and/or aid a company in

being a competitive force in the attraction and retention of qualified,

productive personnel. Achieving a wholistic approach to employees is

facilitated by the use of benefits that recognize an employee's

individuality. As evidenced in the recent past, the population desires a

greater amount of leisure time and, consequently, vacations and holidays come

high on the list of priorities for most employees. Here also, corporations

many times need a little prodding and tax incentives fulfill that role while,

at the same time, benefitting employees.
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Other programs such as employee discounts, subsidies of activity clubs,

offering of exercise and wellness programs to employees and their families are

representative of how companies have recognized the social and economic value

of providing an employee the means to sustain a happy, productive lifestyle.

Were the incentives that are currently in place withdrawn, not all programs

would disappear but corporations would surely revisit their positions with

regard to these activities.

In our component of the corporation a predominate portion of the workforce is

female. Consequently, a large percentage of our benefits package is heavily

utilized by that population. While females make up a large portion of the

workforce, the plan design is for everyone to benefit equally. Plans are

structured to be common amongst large segments of the workforce. As an

example, pension, health, dental, thrift plan, disability, vacations,

holidays, etc., are the same for all salaried employees, whether they are

exempt or non-exempt under FLSA. Plans a -e not geared toward benefitting the

higher paid individual due to the commonality of plans and a feeling that all

should be treated equally and fairly.
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From a taxation standpoint the withdrawal of incentives, or worse yet the

taxation of fringe benefits, would adversely affect employees. As an example,

the average fringe rate as a percentage of base compensation approximates

40%. An individual earning $25,000 would thus have additional taxable income

of $10,000. Obviously, this has a compounding effect of not only taxing the

$10,000 but increasing the tax on the $25,000 dramatically. I submit to you

that individuals in this income bracket would view very unfavorably a move

towards this type of scenario. This approach would also force individuals, in

certain instances, to opt out of employer plans and thereby not enjoy or avail

themselves to previously utilized programs. Here is where the burden starts

shifting to the public sector because individuals will demand a return on

their tax dollars.

I have attempted to not overdramatize the seriousness of my comments.

However, your review of the employee benefit area has far reaching and large

scale potential impact on everyone.

In summary, private enterprise has over time and with the aid of incentives

built an effective and efficient system for covering the needs of employees.

N
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I firmly believe it Is far superior to any government program which could be

developed. Further, this system should not be forsaken in the name of greater

tax revenues. Certainly the employee needs are evident and must be met. If

private enterprise is not encouraged to meet these needs and requirements, the

government must, and individuals will mandate it. This event would greatly

impact our nation and the ultimate cost to our nation would be prohibitive.

I again would like to thank you for the opportunity to express our views and

would enjoy further discussions on the matter.

Respectfully Submitted,

M. K. Kauffelt
Director, Human Resources
Comercial Electronics Operation
Rockwell International
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Communications Instruments, Inc.
P.O.Box$20 HAAw 74Em Ffek NoACw c 2Nhg73 7041628.1711 Telfw577436

August 8, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Duksen Senate Office Building# Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

REt PUBLIC HEARINGS JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984 ON THE ISSUE
OF EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENFITS

Dear Chief Counsel DeArmentt

Communications Instruments, Inc., as a member of the

private enterprise system, has built an effective and efficient

arrangement covering the needs of employees and their dependents

through the employee benefit system. It is far superior, in our

opinion, to any government program which would replace it. It

certainly should not be systematically dismantled in the name

of greater tax revenues. Employee needs are there and must be

met. If we in the private enterprise system are not encouraged

to meet these needs, the government must. The ultimate price

to our nation will be greater.

Below, I have listed some of the facts concerning

Communications Instruments, Inc. Employee Benefit Program.
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1. Our Medical/Dental/Life Insurance Coverage is provided

for each of our employees, whether production or salaried,

at no cost to the employee. Optional dependent coverage

is offered at a much reduced rate that an individual policy

would cost. CII also offers optional Life Insurance

Coverage for employees and their dependents at group rates,

again at much lower cost than individual rates.

2. Communications Instruments, Inc. employees over seventy-

five percent (75%) women. Many of these women are divorced

or widowed and are sole support of their dependent children.

Should employee sponsored medical/dental benefits not exist,

individual policies may not be affordable for these single

parents, thus requiring state and/or federal government

assistance.

3. Our annual bonus plan, each full-time employee being

eligible, has been developed as incentive to prepare, either

through stock investment or IRA's, for retirement years.

We at Communications Instruments, Inc. want to stress that

employee benefits are essential to the economic security of our

employees and their dependents.

Sincere

C. W. YO so g
DirectorI~ Perso4el
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OCOMMUNITRONICS
CORPORATION

1907 SOUTH KINGSHIGHWAY 9 ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63110 9 (314) 771-7100

July 25, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Employee Benefit Hearings

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Pollowitq is a statement of our benefit package in order for

your sub-committee to understand and realize the importance

of employer-sponsored benefits and the diverse effects if our

government does not strongly encourage and support thru tax

incentives these benefit programs.

Our benefit package is a medical coverage program with $5009

life insurance which would only cover basic burial expenses.

The medical coverage has a $250. deductable with $750..per

family mazimum. Insurance covers 80% of the next $2500 with

100% after that maximum of $100,000. With in our small Com-

pany we have realized the importance of families having

sufficient coverage to meet the expenses of medical care.

If this was left to individuals with moderate incomes the

money for medical and life insurance could be easily deverted

to other areas and when medical needs arrived we would see
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a dramatic increase to city & state clinics and hospitals

for free care or we could find many families financially

wiped out attempting to pay medical expenses.

We feel our insurance plan is such that employees have to

pay a sufficient amount out of their own pocket to realize

the importance of only using medical facilities when there

is a need.

Our benefits apply to all employees regardless of sex or

salary. Those on the lower end of the pay scale are the

employees that can least afford todays prices of medical

care and would be the first to seek government assistance.

We feel company such as ours have met the needs of its

employees as well and if not better than the government

could at a much lower cost.

Pressure should also be placed on the medical field to keep

cost more in line. Medical expenses have climbed 25 to 30

percent a year, a higher rate than anything else in this

country and the rate of improved health care does not

justify the rate of increase that we have experienced.

Corporate and individual incomes have not increased

proportionately to allow for continued payment of higher

medical benefits with out depleting reserves \and having

an adverse effect on the economy in general.

For employers to continue to maintain the coverage for its
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employees that is required to meet the needs of current

medical cost additional incentives will have to be forth

coming from the government. Rising cost are indangering

the very programs that have brought this country to rank

#1 in meeting the medical needs of the people. It is by

far cheaper to allow tax incentives then to try and

administer government insurance and welfare programs.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Anderson
President
Communitronics Corp.

RLA/rea

*39-107 0 - 85 - 33
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COMMUNITY A G00'9 *0

KERAL
AVINOU

-c, and LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF THE PALM EACHIS PO POmW AN IISUIVIA NACK .UNIA 11"4,$,1

August 7, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219

\ Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArmentt

Res Senator Packwood's Hearings on Fringe Benefits

Community Federal is the employer of 215 persons in South-
east Florida. As a member of the financial community, we
are in direct competition with other organizations both
large and small foe qualified persons. Competition f'or
experienced employees is severe and we have found that our
benefits package is extremely important in keeping those
people with longevity and expertise.

Our package includes medical and dental benefits, vacations,
disability insurance, life insurance, profit-shariqg, and a
retirement plan. Coverage for all of those extend* to each
of our employees on a non-discriminatory basis. It is my
understanding that the Committee on Finance is considering
possible legislation regarding taxation, limits, and possible
overhaul of this entire area of compensation administration.

I urge that you not limit the long range positive effects
on the economy that these plans have. If, through taxation,
they become less meaningful, then experienced employees of
all companies will have little motivation to stay *beyond
the next paycheck." The end result will then certainly be
lessened productivity (because of inexperiencol, lessened
loyalty from the company to the employee (an important
factor that many of us overlook) and an increase in the
number of people who become dependent upon the government
for services and assistance.
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I urge that particular attention be paid to the retirement
income question. If social security is to survive, it will
be because people again view it as supplementary at best,
and not as the'primary source of retirement income. That
can be achieved best by providing for favorable tax treat-
ment during both the accumulation and distribution phases.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Respectfully

FAT/dmr
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moP "M .YOn August 1, 1984 IIWlWSk uu29EZos

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Buildingo Room SD-21g
Washington, D.C. 20510

SUBJECT: Taxation of Employee Benefits
HEARING DATE: July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The City of Concord is submitting a written statement to be included

in the printed record of the hearing on the taxation of employee benefits.

Municipalities have, over the last thirty years (30) or longer,

offered employee benefits to be competitive with industry in attracting

and keeping qualified employees. Among the benefits are included retirement

plans, health insurance, life insurance, and long-term disability insrance.

In addition, employees are given two (2) weeks paid vacation aod a plan

for accruing and using sick leave.

These benefits do not principally go to the highly paid but are

applied equally to all employees. Benefits do not go to men only. Again,

all benefits given to employees of the City of Concord are administered

equally without regard to race, color, sex, religion or national origin.

The retirement plan in which the City of Concord participates is

the North Carolina Local Governmental Employees Retirement System and

is administered by the same staff which administers the North Carolina

State Teachers Retirement System, whose principal office is located in

Raleigh.
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The pension plan used by the cities of North Carolina for its employees

undergoes a review by its actuaries each year to determine its financial

needs for the coming year and to make necessary adjustments for inflation.

To attract and keep a qualified work force, it is necessary to provide

certain employer sponsored benefits. Where basic benefits arA not given,

workers suffer. Benefits, it is felt, are essential to the economic

security of our employees, those who have retired and to their dependents.

Over the years, private enterprise has built a very effective and

efficient arrangement covering the needs of employees through the employee

benefit program. Comparatively speaking, this system is far superior

to any government program which would replace it. Therefore, it is believed

that the Federal Government should not seek ways to systematically dismantle

the benefit systems now utilized in the name of greater tax revenues.

Private enterprise has recognized that employee needs must be met. Should

private enterprise not be encouraged to meet its needs, government must.

We believe that for this action,*the ultimate price to our nation will

be greater.

Sincerely,

Bernie A. Edwards

Mayor

BAE/vw
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'TIEM CoMcoiwT LI3PHo2~ ComPANY
* CANAIRS AYiIn W - F. 063 WU?

CONCORD, NORTH CAROLINA 28M

August 7. 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirkson Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of :he record of the Hearing
on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 2" and 30 by the United
States Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

THE CONCORD TELEPHONE COMPANY

Executive Vice President
PWW/ryw
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee, Sub-
committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By Phil W. Widenhouse
Executive Vice President
The Concord Telephone Company
Post Office Box 227
Concord, North Carolina 28026-0227
IDI: 56-0186420

The Concord Telephone Company is a small "Independent" telephone carrier
operating in a 700 square mile area of Piedment North Carolina. The Company
was incorporated in 1897 and its retirement plan was begun In 1956 with ex-
isting employees receiving credit for prior service.

At December 31, 1983, our employees' retirement plan had assets of
$8,688,952 (market value). A single plan covers all employees and officers
who have worked one year and attained age 25. At the end of 1983, we had 377
participants in the plan: 309 employees at work; 12 vested terminations; 46
retired employees receiving payments plus 10 survivors or beneficiaries re-
ceiving payments. Of the 309 employees working, 146 or 47% are female with
an average credited service of 13.34 years.

Throughout the years, we have stressed to our employees the importance
of preparing for retirement as well as the hazards of life. For example, the
retirement plan also has death or disability benefits for eligible employees
or their beneficiaries. We have stressed how our plan together with Social
Security provides a basic minimum income level in the area of 60% of recent
earnings. However, we have also emphasized the need for personal savings,
life insurance etc. in preparation for retirements or the earlier risks of
life.

The present recipients of our retirement plan number 56 and of this num-
ber 76% are female. Only two recipient payees involves an officer of the
Company and one of the two is the widow of an officer who died during 1983
and prior to retirement.

We have adjusted retirement amounts a number of times over the years,
the last time being 1981 at which time the monthly amounts were adjusted from
2.5% to 20% depending on date of retirement. We hesitate to automatically
index for inflation for economic reasons. One change in IRS rules would help
us keep up to date and that would be to allow non-discriminatory increases by
filing rather than requiring a plan amendment which involves too much legal
expense etc. Our Board of Directors will consider this year another adjustment
for retirees to be effective in 1985.
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Please keep in mind that there are a lot of Sood employee retirement
plans in existence sponsored by companies such as The Concord Telephone
Company. We strive to do right by all our employees while at the same time
being required to fund the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.

Surely it is inconceivable that Congress would for a moment think of
denying tax deductible status to our employees' retirement plant
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TESTIMONY OF

WALTER R BORIS
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

ON SUBJECT OF:

STATE OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS

TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
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Mr Chairman and Members of the Coaunittee, my name is Walter R Boris,

Executive Vice President of Consumers Power Company. I would like
to thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to share with you
some of our views on the state of employee benefit plans. Consumers

Power Company is a utility serving 1.2 million gas customers and

1.3 electric customers in the State of Michigan. We have approxi-

mately 12,500 employees and we maintain a final-pay pension plan,
a savings plan and an Employee Stock Ownership Plan. In addition,

the Company provides health care insurance and a contributory life

insurance program.

We strongly believe that the keystone of retirement security is

the defined benefit pension plan. The ability to fund in advance

provides assurance and security to employees. In our Plan, assets

presently total approximately $500 million to insure payment of

future pension benefits. The encouragement of pre-funding by the

Congress through current tax deductions has had the effect of

companies backing up the retirement promise with assets to the ex-

tent of over $900 billion. This is far superior to a pay-as-you-go

pension system-wherein the pension promise is based only on the

continuing existence of the employer. If Congress for whatever

reason, whether it be short term revenue or perceived social good,

removes the ability of companies t6 pre-fund totally or in part

the pension promise, it will surely erode employees' faith in the

private pension system just as their faith in Social Security has

been eroded as a result of inadequate funding.
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One example of Congressional action in the pension area was the
$90,000 cap on annual pension benefits, introduced in TEFRA. While
it was bad enough then as w cap for a limited number of years, Con-
gress has just extended the $90,000 ceiling beyond the former perid.
The Social Security Administration has projected that in 20 short
years the Social Security wage base will be $150,000 per year. If
this happens, most employees will have their pension benefit limited.
One perhaps unrecognized effect of the ceiling is the inability of
employers to fund for future increases now which may leave plans
underfunded and require larger contributions at a later date. A
more apparent problem with the ceiling is that the $90,000 ceiling
is for retirement at age 65, if an employee retires earlier the limit
is reduced proportionately to a maximum of $75,000. This ceiling
also has the effect of encouraging unfunded and unregulated pension
arrangements, which provide no security for affected employees. This
erodes employees' confidence in the private pension system. We
strongly urge this Subcommittee to recommend the reinstatement of

the ERISA indexed ceiling which was adopted after an extended period
of almost 10 years of public consideration.

Based on IRS statistics, companies are cancelling defined benefit
pension plans in record numbers. In my opinion, the primary reason
for this appalling national trend is the seemingly endless additional
administrative burden put on companies who maintain pension plans.
There is no stability or certainty anymore. In our case, we have had
to amend our plan every year since ERISA became effective because of
changed law or regulations. It is extremely expensive to change a
plan, not for additional funding but for what I would call administra-
tive expenses. An employer has to use the not inexpensive services
of at least an actuary and attorney to draft amendments which must
then generally be submitted to the Internal Revenue Service for approv-
al. It is also costly to the Service to process such plan changes.
An often overlooked cost is the commtnication of plan changes to em-
ployees. Summary Plan Descriptions t.& Pension booklets must be re-
printed and distributed to al employees. The almost constant
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required changes result in hopeless confusion on the part of em -

ployes and further erodes their faith in the private pension system.

Several recent examples come to mind. Just last December we notified

our employees that if. they were single they had only until the end

of the month to name a beneficiary under option payouts in the Pension

Plan, as prescribed by TEFRA. We also amended ouK Plan to comply with

that law. Now Congress has completely reversed.that section of TEFRA.

So we have to again tell all our employees. Another example is the

mandatory withholding for Federal income tax from pension payments
and the annual communication effort required. This provision of

TEFRA has, from our experience, caused untold confusion among our

elderly pensioners, for very little revenue to the Treasury. A

third example is the recent IRS ruling on the manner of calculating

an estimated Social Security benefit in integrated plans. The

Service is requiring plan amendments by the end of this year to

reflect the new ruling. We will again have to amend our Plan and

inform our employees thus adding to their confusion and cynicism.

In our opinion it is no wonder that many employers are simply saying

"enough is enough" and ending their defined benefit plans. Incidently,

the Pension Equity Act of 1984 now before the Congress will certainly

accelerate this trend.

If an employer replaces a defined benefit plan with a defined contri-

bution plant this has the opposite effect from what Congress intended.

The employees will be the losers. The defined benefit plan, particu-

larly a final pay plan, would provide a much larger retirement benefit

to employees because it is related to their last years of earnings

rather than contributions based on a percent of pay which obviously

is much lower at earlier ages. Also, the investment risk is shifted

to employees who can less afford it than employers.
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In the area of capital accumulation plans, like our savings plan
in which the employees' contributions are matched on a 50% basis
by the Company, we strongly believe that the annual cap of $30,000
should be eliminated and the original indexed formula of ERISA

should be reinstated. The longer such artificial limit remains in
effect, the more employees it may affect. The limit is not on

company contributions only but also includes a portion of employees'

voluntary contributions on which they have already paid income tax.

The ability of employees to enter into salary reduction arrangements
with their employers as provided in Section 401(k) of the Internal

Revenue Code has a strong positive impact on employees' participa-
tion in defined contribution plans. I know that our employees from

all salary ranges have increased their participation in our Plan.
There is also not a significant difference between the contribution
level of the lower 2/3 group and the upper 1/3. We applaud Congress

for encouraging savings and hope that such incentive will be continued

for the beneficial long term effect on our Country's pool of capital.

In the area of health care, we are aware that proposals have been

made to Congress to limit the tax deductibility of employer costs,

i.e., $900 for an individual and $2,040 for family coverage, with
the actual cost over the limit treated as imputed income to em-
ployees. While this may result in a short term increase in tax

revenue, we believe the long-term effects are deleterious, unnecessary
and counter-productive. It is well known that health care coverage
is the benefit employees value the most. If a cap is adopted on em-
ployer deductions, it could very well become the maximum amount em-

ployers would pay, if for no other reason than to avoid the additional
administrative burden of handling imputed income.
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The ultimate result could be higher overall health care costs if
employees had to purchase individual policies rather than having
the risk spread over a larger group. Shifting the risk to em-
ployees does not increase their faith in employer benefits.

in the area of life insurance which is a common benefit offered
to employees, the $50,000 limit is long over due for increase.
Two times pay is not uncommon for plans today which means that
employees paid $26,000 per year find themselves with unexpected
imputed income. They do not understand the logic of the limit
when all they are attempting to do is provide a nominal benefit

for their families. We strongly urge the Subcommittee to consider
indexing the $50,000 so that it will be a more realistic limit in
today's environment.

In conclusion, please let us not squander our energy and talent on
trivial issues, but keep in mind the goal of both employers and
Congress - to provide security for all employees both while em-
ployed in the event of serious medical need or death and also
especially in retirement. We must not further erode the faith of
employees in the private retirement system that unfortunately we
see has happened in the Social Security System. Please don't help
shorten another leg of the retirement stool.
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Statement For The Record
Hartzel Z. Lebed

President, Connecticut General Life Insurance Company
and Executive Vice President, CIGNA Corporation

CIGNA Corporation, formed in 1982 through the merger of Connecticut

General and INA, is the second largest stock insurance company in the

United States, with over 45,000 employees worldwide, and nearly 40,000

employees in the United States. CIGNA's Employee Benefit and Financial

Services Group provides life and health insuranc.e-products, pension and

retirement savings products and investment vehicles, as well as related

services to employers and individuals. We are the fifth largest

commercial insurer in the medical coverage marketplace, second largest in

dental insurance, and first in long-term disability coverage. We insure

over 5 million employees and their dependents for medical coverage. We

manage over $15 billion in pension assets, representing over 20,000

retirement plans that cover over 1 million individuals. My statement

reflects CIGNA's views both as a major provider of employee benefits and

as an employer sponsoring a complete program of benefits for its own

employees.

We commend this Subcommittee's initiative in holding hearings on the

important subject of fringe benefits and the tax policy issues that

relate to them. The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act and this

year's Deficit Reduction Act made numerous and significant changes in the

federal tax laws that affect employee benefits. These changes were made

primarily because of revenue considerations, and, in many cases without

sufficient understanding of the issues involved. Many members of

Congress have indicated that proposals to reduce or further limit the
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favorable tax treatment of employee benefits will be seriously considered

in the next Congress. These hearings are an important opportunity for

constructive dialogue and education on the social and economic purposes

for employee benefits, their distribution throughout the workforce and

the true costs and value provided by these benefits. CIGNA believes there

is a pressing need at this time to develop a comprehensive and cohesive

long-term national policy on employee benefits. Therefore, we appreciate

the opportunity to participate in the hearings.

This statement addresses four questions raised by the Subcommittee in the

announcement for these hearings:

1. Do employee benefits serve any social and/or economic purposes?

2. Are employee benefits available and received by workers at all

income levels?

3. Would employee benefits continue to be provided if fully taxed?

4. Can workers provide these benefits as well if their employers do

not provide them?

Social/Economic Value of Employee Benefits

Employee benefits, although known for many years .s "fringe benefits",

have evolved into something much more than a peripheral component of

employment. They now represent an important form of compensation, which

helps employers attract and retain productive employees, offer valuable

services in an economical and efficient manner, and meet important social

needs for health and income protection and family security. Through

39-707 0 - 85 - 34
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changes in the economic environment, demographics and family structure,

and changing perceptions of the role of government In preserving the

social fabric of America, employee benefits have evolved as the most

important single non-wage vehicle for the long-term economic security of

workers and their families.

Access to health care, through adequate health Insurance benefits, is an

important and long-standing social goal of our nation. Health care is

considered to be a vital necessity by the American public. In the minds

of most people, it is not a question of whether benefits will be

provided, but rather how and who will provide them. The widespread

availability of private health insurance benefits removes a significant

cause of economic uncertainty from an individual's future, ensuring

greater worker productivity and overall well-being. The greatest single

fear of the individual American is that of catastrophic medical expenses;

a corresponding comfort is achieved when American workers know that their

employers have established and maintain properly structured and cost

effective health benefit programs.

Equally long-standing has been the national commitment to providing

incentives for private pensions and capital accumulation plans. They are

critical components in the three-legged stool of retirement income

security -- Social Security, private pensions and individual savings. In

addition to concerns with health care, employees are concerned about

adequate retirement income. These concerns drive much of their savings

and investment behavior. As it is, we save too little as a nation, and
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individuals often wait too long before starting to save for retirement.

We need greater encouragement for savings and investment, not less. The

advance-funded private pension system provides needed long-term funds for

capital formation. These are not insubstantial sums, and are

particularly important given the influx of foreign investment in the

U. S., which has begun to shift the balance of ownership of productive

capacity from U. S. to foreign firms.

Distribution of Employee Benefits

An appropriate goal of employee benefits tax policy is, and should

continue to be, the broad distribution of benefits throughout the

workforce. This goal is being achieved. Recent research findings

complied by the Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) indicate that

bene-its are widely distributed across all income levels throughout the

workforce. In 1983, 76 percent of all workers covered by an employer

pension plan under ERISA standards, and 78 percent of all workers covered

by an employer group health plan with their employer, earned less than

$25,000. These findings are detailed in EBRI's statement and we urge the

Subcommittee to consider them carefully.

rore specifically, at CIGNA benefits are available generally to all

regular employees without distinction of age, sex, marital status, or

salary. Virtually all CIGNA employees enroll for the medical insurance

plan or an H1lO and share in the cost of these benefits. The CIGNA

pension plan automatically includes all employees, including temporary
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employees. We also provide a matched savings plan in which all permanent

and temporary employees are eligible to participate after one year of

service.

To be sure, the current system of employer-provided benefits could be

further improved. In the pension area, for example, there are gaps in

coverage, particularly in certain industries and among mobile employees.

We believe broader pension coverage should be encouraged by providing

incentives specifically targeted to these problem areas. Similarly,

where abusive situations are identified, they should be eliminated

through carefully targeted measures, either legislative or

administrative. But I do emphasize again that the privately provided

employee benefits system is generally working well, and as Congress

intended. Specific problems should be addressed by specific solutions.

With respea-Vto pension benefits particularly, it is also important to

note that the private pension system is still maturing. The importance

of private pensions as a source of retirement income will increase

significantly in the future. Research sponsored by the American Council

of Life Insurance (ACLI) and conducted by ICF, Inc. indicates that

benefit receipt at age 57 for the group aged 35-44 in 1979 will be 25

percent higher than benefit receipt for the group aged 45-54 in 1979.

Pension benefit levels for this age group will increase similarly. These

findings are consistent with research conducted by EBRI.
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Changes in the Tax-Status of Employee Benefits

The long standing national policy of providing incentives through the tax

laws for employer-sponsored employee benefits has encouraged the growth

of the private employee benefit system. Removal or limitation of the tax

incentives would have the following effects:

0 Substantially raise the cost of providing benefits to.either

employer or employee or both.

Cause employers to cease offering some benefits, with the result

that employees will have to obtain coverage individually at much

higher cost.

* Increase demand for government provided public benefit programs,

which will probably not be as effective or efficient.

In the health care area, the widespread availability of private health

insurance reduces government expenditures. As an example, through recent

legislation, fledicare became the secondary payor for actively employed

individuals over age 65. High medical bills, lengthy disabilities, or

the death of a spouse all represent financial burdens that can quickly

eliminate an individual's personal resources and require government's

financial assistance if no other support is available. Any significant

reduction in the level of private sector health benefits would certainly

be be accompanied by a demand for government to increase its role in

financing these benefits.
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Modest levels of employee cost-sharing contribute to containing health

care costs. If, however, changes in the tax laws encourage employers to

require excessive employee cost-sharing for health insurance benefits,

many employees, especially low income employees, will drop their benefit

packages completely. This will increase costs for other insureds through

adverse selection, and for all Americans if health care services are not

paid for by those who use them.

Employer Provided Benefits vs. Individually Purchased Benefits

We believe that employer-sponsored programs provide benefits in the most

efficient and economical manner. In the area of health care benefits,

the group insurance mechanism is the most cost-effective way to provide ,a

variety of benefits. Through the financial mechanism of group insurance,

certain personal costs which generally fluctuate widely by individuals,

are translated into moderate level expenses funded by employers and

employees and payable on a regular basis. In group insurance, risk is

transferred from the employer to a third party, thus protecting the

employee from the adverse consequences of employer insolvency. The

economies of distributing benefits through a large employer group reduce

the cost for all individuals, making insurance affordable for most of the

American public. The employer acts as an advocate for the employee, and

is better able than the individual to negotiate cost-effective benefit

plan design and to control claim costs. Administrative costs for group

plans are normally less than one-third of the cost of similar individual

plans.
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Because the cost of employee benefits is a direct cost of doing business,

employers are very interested in holding down the costs of providing

benefits. Throughout the nation, employers have formed business

coalitions to promote cost containment. CIGNA is supporting the efforts

of these coalitions through a two-year $1 million matching grant

program. In addition, we offer affordable benefit programs designed to

contain costs. As an example, Connecticut General's REMEDI plan design

provides first dollar coverage for several cost containment benefits,

while subjecting higher cost or over-utilized services to coinsurance and

deductibles. Overall plan costs are controlled through coordination of

benefits and reasonable and customary fee limitations. The flexible

benefit plan and flexible spending account are other examples of benefit

design to contain costs. These types of plans create an incentive for

employees to utilize their entire benefits package more judiciously by

making trade-offs among the individual benefits in the package. Flexible

benefit programs have the potential to control costs in a way that does

not deprive the employee of any benefits which she/he may individually

perceive as essential. The employee thus becomes a more active

participant in controlling his or her benefit costs.

Well designed health benefits encourage preventive health care and enable

individuals to secure assistance at a time when it can be done

economically with a minimal loss of productivity. An individual without

health benefits is more likely to delay soliciting medical/dental

assistance until the health situation is so severe that it becomes life

threatening or more expensive to treat.
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In the area of pension and retirement savings benefits, employer-

sponsored plans are not only more cost-effective because of the economies

of group coverage, but, for many lower and middle income employees,

savings for retirement through an employer-sponsored plan is the only way

to assure that an adequate retirement income will be available. Social

Security is intended to provide only basic income replacement and needs

to be supplemented by private pensions and Individual savings. Data

compiled by EBRI indicates that pension coverage constitutes the major

source of savings for more than half of current pension participants.

Finally, the private sector can adjust to the needs of individuals and

accommodate them much more quickly and with more flexibility than public

programs. Thus, for example, the emergence of coverage for alternative

health delivery mechanisms, along with alternative financing mechanisms

and flexible benefits packages recognizes the differing needs in our more

mobile and diverse workforce.

A National Employee Benefits Policy Is Needed

We strongly believe that now is the time to begin a full and open debate

on employee benefits issues and to develop a national employee benefits

policy. The issues involved in such a policy are very complex. We urge

that they be better understood before any additional employee benefits

legislation is enacted. Some of the issues which need to be further

explored are:
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, The interrelationships between public and private programs.

The true costs of employee benefits programs:

- The tax expenditure estimates for employee benefits programs

are frequently misunderstood or misused. For example, the

large tax expenditure for pensions seriously overstates the

amount of revenue which would be gained if the tax deduction

for employer contributions to pensions were eliminated.

There is much concern over Nerosion of the taxable wage base

due to the growth of tax favored employee benefits. It is

necessary, however, to clearly distinguish among the growth of

legally required employer payments, fully taxable employee

benefits, tax deferred benefits and tax exempt benefits to

understand the extent of tax base erosion.

The economic contribution of private pension plans to capital

formation.

The social goals of employee benefits and how well they are being

met.

In the past few years, much needed research on these subjects has been

undertaken and is beginning to yield results. Too often, employee

benefit legislation has been enacted in a data vacuum. We strongly urge

members of Congress to proceed cautiously in considering any further
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legislation affecting employee benefits. We offer our assistance. Our

interest in a national employee benefits policy is not new. As

indication of this interest, we are a co-sponsor this year of a series of

four roundtable discussions, sponsored by the Government Research

Corporation, on the topic of retirement policy and U. S. tax policy. The

purpose of these discussions is to begin a national debate on retirement

policy. Participants in the roundtable discussion include

representatives from private industry, government policy and academic

communities and represent a broad spectrum of views on employee benefits

issues.

These hearings represent an important first step along the path we

recommend. We look forward to assisting the Subcommittee in its efforts.

2059y
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CONSOLIDATED PLANNING CORPORATION

400 COLONY SQUARE - SUITE 515

ATLANTA, GEORIA 30361

PATRICK 0. RZNN 404 • sOt-feO

SENIOR vice PRE9IOENT

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Fine Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

by Patrick G. Renn

It is my professional opinion as a practitioner in advising
closely held corporations in the area of qualified retirement
plan implementation that the present system of providing
employees with retirement benefits at the expezem of the
employer would not survive in its present, generous state were
it not for the income tax benefits available to the employer who
implements such plans. If taxes are raised, as a result of
limiting or denying tax deductible status to qualified plans,
serious damage to the financial well being of millions of
Americans will result. The present enormous burden on the Social
Security system would be greatly increased and lead to serious
social unrest and economic dislocation. Economic security for
our retired workers is unquestionably a desired social goal and
should be encouraged.
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THE CONSTANCE BULTMAN WILSON CENTER
FOR

AgOI.ucENT PSYCHIATRY

PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL FOR ADOLESCENTS

E. W. COOK INSTITUTE OF PSYCHOTHERAPY

WILSON ACADEMY

August 1, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment,

We at the Constance Bultman Wilson Center believe that it is our responsibi-

lity as employers to meet the basic needs for financial security. Accordingly,

we offer the following benefit package to all of our employees:

A comprehensive group health package, consisting of life, health,

and dental insurance, which consists of twice the annual salary

for life insurance; $100 deductable with no limit for health

insurance; and no deductable for diagnostic, oral exams and

cleaning, and $50 deductable for all other dental insurance.

All employees are covered 100% if single, and only charged

$25.95/month for family coverage.

We also provide long-term disability insurance at no charge to

the employee. This plan is provided to all full-time employees

regardless of race, sex, handicap or amount of salary earned.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than cash wages because we not
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only consider the benefits to be essential to the economic welfare of our

employees, but we also know that an individual cannot afford the cost of

individual health insurance. By combining our employees into a group plan,

we are able to provide complete health coverage for them and their families

with very reasonable health care costs.

This factor, added to the tax incentives provided by existing law, allow

us to provide valuable benefits at a price we and our employees can afford.

Increasing the cost of benefits, through changes in the tax law, will mean

that we will not be able to provide the same level of protection in the

future. .

If you are considering increasing the cost of these benefits, it can only

mean that these costs will be reflected in the premium we have to pay,

which means an automatic rise in health care costs, which is absolutely

contrary to the overall attempt at cost containment which most hospitals

are striving to control.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcomittee on Taxation and Debt

Management has provided to make known our views on the importance of

employee benefits. We believe that encouraging employers to provide these

benefits is consistent with the social policy of our nation and merits

continuance of the Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide incentives

to employers and employ-3es to commit their dollars to this purpose.

Sincerely,

Wi liam . orff,
Vice President of Legislative Affairs

WDK/ne
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STATW U (F CCWDIAL BANK IN tiC WTH THE HEARI(S
OP nE SWATE FINANCE SJBCCMh ON TAXATION AM DEBT

MAI4AG ON ZTHE S WT OF FRIUE BMrr
JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

We at Continental Bank believe that it is our responsibility as employers

to meet the basic needs of our employees for financial security. Accordingly,

we offer a benefit package to all employees consisting of Major Medical,

Health Maintenance, A.D.&D., Long Term Disability, and Life Insurance. In

addition to this package, we provide two weeks sick time, holiday pay and

vacations annualy, as well as numerous education opportunities. Currently

we are adding an Enployee Stock OTnershIp Plan, which will complaint our

Profit Sharing Plan, aiding our employees upon their retirement. This

benefit package is available to our entire staff, which consists of 77.85

wmen, and 19.3% ,ndnorities. Eighty-three percent of our staff participate

in the health plans available, while an even larger percentage take advantage

of the educational and other benefits.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash wages because

we consider the. benefits to be essential to the economic welfare of our

employees. We are in a position to purchase insurance coverage at a better

rate than could our employees on an Individual basis. This factor added

to the tax incentives provided by existing law allow us to provide valuable

benefits at a price we and our employees can afford. Increasing the cost of

benefits through changes in the tax law will mean that we will not be able to

provide the same level of protection in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapdily rising health care

costs. Since these costs are reflected in the premium we and our employees

mast pay, we are vitally interested in cost containment. Presently, we have
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enpged a consultant to look into our health, life and Lag Trm Disability

Plans, so that we may add containent features to help achieve this goal.

We are constantly studying this problem and evaluating proposed solutions.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Txation and Debt

Mmnament has provided to make know ow views on the inportance of employee

benefits. We believe that encouraging employers to provide. these benefits is

consistent with the social policy of our nation and merits continuance of the

Internal Revenue Code provislonm which provide incentives to employers and

employees to ccomit their dollars to this purpose.

Please refer to attached data being forwarded to Dallas L. Salisbury,

President of Employee Benefit Researeh Institute, 2121 KST; N.W., Suite 860,

Washington, D.C. 20037.

Sincerely, 

Sr.. P ClarSr. Vice President & Persnnl Directo

LF:cyg
Ec.
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Company me Continental Bw* SAll Uployes # 580
Salaried only#

TANZ I

MPLOTIUK DIN T DOLLAR COST, BY CATICIOTr 19.j3

amployer Payment $ P~vyea$ Erp oyen

Total Benefite

Letally-hwuqired lover Panntg

social Security
Unemployment Compensation
Workers" Compensation
Other Payments

Discretionary Table lsnefits

Tim Not Worked (Vacation 11lda,
Rest Periods Sick'iJ1 )
Other Taxable Benefits

Discretionary Tax-Yavored Benefits

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Capital Accumlation Plane
Disability Plans
Group Iealth and Life Insurance

Active Workers
Retirees

Other Tax-Favored anefits (Profit
SarIM)

Education

Benef it

21,wQ

i111i1.5BD

580

543

100
408

390
580

Z Do3ZD.261

Rec. Berofits
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Company Name Continental Bank 00 All Employees # 580
Salaried Only #

TABLE 2

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT DOLLAR COST, BY CATEGORY, 19J3

Employer Payments as
Percent of Wages

Benefit and Salaried

Employer Payments
as Percent of
all Benefits

Total Benefits

Leafl.-RAuire m hmvlover Payments

Social Security
Unemployment Compensation
Workers' Compensation
Other Peyments

Discretionary Taxable befjj-tis

Time Not Worked
Rest Periods
Other Taxable Benefits

Discretionary Tax-Favors Be~jfits

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Capital Accumulation Plans
Disability Plans
Group Health and Life Insurance

Active Workers
Retirees

Other Tax-Favored Benefits (Profit
Sdaaring)

Education

39-707 0 - 85 - 35

22.07
2.07

5.95

Q-2

12.03

1633

7.19
1.94
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Company Nin Continental Bank E7 All Employees # 581
0 Salaried Only #

TABLS 4

HEALTH BEINEIT AVAILABILITY, 19_.3

Ground Insurance
# 2

125 Plan ..# 2 _ OO#

$0-$ 9,999
10,000- 19,999
20,000- 49,999 -...-.- " -
50,000- 99,999

100,000 or more 243 183- lf001E

2)4j lot~Total M Iu_ 100%
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COUNTRY BOY WATERBEDSINC.
1900 Arthur Street
LouisvilleKy 40217

July 28, 1984

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26,27,and 30 by the United States
Finance Commmittee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: Mr.Phil Logsdon, Pres.
Country Boy Waterbeds,Inc.
1900 Arthur Street,
Louisville, Ky 40217

As the C.E.O. of Country Boy WaterbedsInc., a medium
sized regional furniture retailer, I wish to state for the
hear-tgs our position on private employee benefit plans.

We feel that all our employees,after serving with our
organization for the short minimum period value their benefit
plans which consist now of group life,disability,medical and
profit sharing benefits on a non-discriminatory basis.

We feel that these plans do serve a useful purpose to
our employees and for that reason, we are probably more generous
with them than others. We instituted our plans primarily
to boost employee morale and reduce their uncertainty feelings
about the Social Security system's future ability to provide
for them. Any tax incentives were not considered. We enjoy
high productivity from our employees because we do care.

They value the benefits. We don't think IRA plans alone
can do what we provide now and hope to provide in the future.
Our plans don't reward owners or officers diproportionately
since we pay all of our employees very well. That is why
we are successful.
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COUSAR ASSOCIATES, INC.

POST OFFICE BOX 18735

ATLANTA, GIOROILA 30326

TELEPHONE (404) 266-166

August 6, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting
this letter and the attached statement to be inclu-
ded as part of the record of the Hearing on Employ-
ee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by
the United States Senate Finance Committee, Sub-
committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your

Sincerely 
/

J./Burton Cousar

JBC:fc

cc: Mack Mattingly
Sam Nunn
Wyche Fowler

assistance.

~L/e~. -
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance
Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: J. Burton Cousar
Cousar Associates, Inc.
P. 0. Box 18735
Atlanta, Georgia 30326

It is understood that a number of Senators and Congressmen feel
that the private employee benefit plan system no longer needs or
deserves any of the tax incentives which currently support the
system.

This is absolutely incorrect. Without the current tax incentives,
the vast majority of plans which this firm services would quickly
be terminated.

We are a small service firm providing actuarial and administrative
services to hundreds of small corporations. Without tax incen-
tives, the business owners of these corporations would terminate
their private pension and profit sharing retirement plans and
would quickly take the attitude -- let the Government do the re-
tiring, I'll just take care of myself.

These hundreds of plans are serving employees well by building
retirement monies to supplement their Social Security and person-
al savings.

The old three legged retirement stool of personal savings, pri-
vate pension and Social Security can really be better defined to-
day as a two legged stool - private pension and Social Security -
for with today's inflation and tax rates, the average retiree
that we interview has little or no savings, and in many cases,
does not even own his own home free and clear.

Without the tax incentives and deductions to the small business
owner, in our opinion, thousands upon thousands of small business
plans would be quickly terminated.

The Internal Revenue Service is doing a magnificent job of at-
tempting to drive the small businessman out of adopting a pri-
vate retirement plan through the tremendous amount of bureau-
cratic paperwork and form filing to maintain a plan. Hence, the
only real incentive left is the tax incentive.

These comments are not only personal observation, but the result
of personal conversations with many, many corporate owners whose
retirement plans we service.
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k V C -V I~ A y A

August 2, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment

Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Room $D-219Washington, DC 20510

RE: Taxation of Employee Benefits
Hearing Dates: July 26, 27, & 30, 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Our firm strives to maintain an equitable employee
benefit program. The program provides protection the
employee might otherwise never be able to afford. Tax
incentives now in existance make it attractive to provide
such coverages as medical, dental and life insurance
plans, along with pension and other programs designed to
help our employees obtai n vital coverage at a minimum
cost. These programs benefit all our employees and their
families, without regard to income level.

The free enterprise system has built an effective, an
efficient arrangement covering the needs of employees
through the employee benefit system. In our opinion,
this system is far superior to any government program
which would replace it. Because the system is of such
vital importance to so many, it should not be dismantled
in the name of greater tax revenues. The continuation of
life as we know it in this country rests to a large
degree upon the free enterprise system. Tampering with
the stable, well-developed employee benefit program that
we now know can serve only to weaken the economy.

COOPER CARRY & ASSOCIATES, INC. ARCHITECTS
3520 P IEDM1kONT R'OAD, N E. ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30305- 1595 404-237-2000
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In conclusion, we encourage the continuation and
strengthening of the employee benefit system now in
existence, and will support any legislation supportive of
this vital and integral facet of the free enterprise
system.

Sincerely,

COOPER CARRY & ASSOCIATES, INC.

Joyce P. McCullough
Business Director

cc: Mr. W. D. Blalock, FLMI
Senior Vice President
Pilot Life Insurance Company
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ROBEIA COPD
ROUTE ONE
PAIi' LICK, VRMTCY 40403

August 9, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeAnnent
Chief Counsel
Conittee on Finance
Roan 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment,

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and
the attached statement to be included as part of the record of the hearing

on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United

States Senate Finance Cownittee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

S Rely,

P berta Copeland
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August 9, 1984

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance CcTlttee, Subconnittee
on Taxation and Debt Managenent. By Roberta Copeland

Private employee benefit plans do serve a useful benefit to more than
highly paid employers. I am a single parent of two teenagers with an annual
income of below 14,000 dollars. I have worked for 19 years as a Registered
Nurse and at this time I'm working in a physicians office. It has given me a
feeling of some security to know that ny employer has invested scme amount
In a retirement plan for we, If this were not of sare benefit to him, he would
more than likely stop this benefit.

Cur Social Security system needs all the help in can receive, you Sir, will
not depend on it for your retirement and I am afraid I will have to go on the
state and federal dole if it is all I have to depend upon.

I suggest strongly that you reconsider your thoughts on this matter.
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CORRIGAN DISPATCH COMPANY

CUSTOMHOUSE BROKERS * FREIGHT FORWARDERS
LAREDO. TEXAS 78040

TELEPHONE 512 723-4343
BOX 1240 July 20, 1984
TELEX NO. 763430

Senator Robert Dole (R-Kans)
UNITED STATES SENATE
New Senate Otfice Building
Washington, DC 20510

Gentlemen: I

In 1971, our Firm originated a Profit-Sharing Plan. As is the pattern, it was
about ten years old before there were advantages palpable and visible to our
participants; during the last four years, there have been increasing cases where
a participant, or the benef1ciary of a participant, has had their life changed
materially and substantially due to the existence of this Benefit Program.

Our Firm and the employees of this Firm, i.e. participants of this Plan, want tax
laws to encourage this type of fringe benefit. Privately funded employee benefit
programs, with current tax incentives to employer and employee alike, are in the
best long-term social and economic interests of our country.

In talking to colleagues of ours, we would say that most businesses are operating
a Plan of this nature as a tool for stability of employees, and therefore, stabi-
lity .,f the firm. A factor constantly in mind is the need to operate under peri-
meters stipulated by IRS. An intent is that all participants and employees are
beneficed fairly to insure that the firm remains operative.

It is inappropriate to curtail a private system to seek new sources of Tax Revenue.
Independent of the above, our firm maintains a Retirement and a Health Plan. We do
oppose changes to current fringe benefit plans.

We are aware of projected hearings to discuss the role of Employee Benefit Plans and
your participation in these hearings. This letter records our deep concern on the
possibility of their value being debated; this letter records our opposition.

Our firm has operated on the U. S.-Mexico Border for the past sixty years; we
represent various Mexican Firms but our primary customers are U. S. Importers.

Very truly yours,

CORRIGAN DISPATCH COMPANY

E. H. Corrigan
EHC/hsn

cc: CORRIGAN DISPATCH COMPANY
Brownsville, TX 78520

cc: LINCOLN NATIONAL INSURANCE
Attn: P. E. Kennedy
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CORROON & BLACK, INC. U911 Second Avenue
P.O. Box C-34201

Seattle, Washington 98124
206-583-2300 Telex: 32-0215

August 2, 1984

The Honorable Bob Packwood
The United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Subcommittee on Taxation & Debt Management
SD- 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building

Re: Hearing on Fringe Benefits

Dear Senator:

It seems to be a crusade among Congress to find new sources of tax
revenue and apparently Employee Benefits is the latest target. Hope-
fully, Congress and the Treasury will thoroughly understand the impact
as they begin to place these restrictions on the economic security of
American workers and their families.

This letter will be general in nature because I'm sure you have re-
ceived thousands of specific comments from various elements within
the insurance industry. With that in mind, I would like to submit
the following questions or comments:

1) For years, the private sector employers, through
favorable tax treatment and other incentives,
have provided for the bulk of our health and
welfare programs. While the system is not
perfect, how does its record compare with Federal
programs, such as Social Security and Medicare ?

2) There is no question that the health care industry
has witnessed unprecedented increases in cost.
Most employers were willing to absorb these in-
creased costs because there remained a reasonable
tax treatment of employee benefits. Reduce these
incentives and you will see a shift back to the
public sector, which is probably willing, but
certainly unable, to handle this new burden.
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CORROON & BLACK, INC.

The Honorable Bob Packwood August 2, 1984
page 2

3) We have just recently witnessed the IRS's "infinite
wisdom" by discouraging flexible spending accounts,
one of the most significant cost containment
approaches introduced in the employee benefits field.
Hopefully, this type of philosophy will not continue
to work on the minds of Congress in reviewing the
total employee benefits spectrum.

One final suggestion: Seek advice from those people who have had
practical experience in the employee benefits field before reaching
any decisions. Avoid short-term popular decisions. An1 remember,
if you discourage employers from providing these programs, you will
have on your hands the responsibility to operate and fund these
health and welfare programs.

You or some of your colleagues might be critical of the current status
of the health care industry in the private sector, but please consider
the alternatives available in the public sector. The comparison re-
sults in only one conclusion: Don't destroy the employer-sponsored
programs! If anything, encourage their expansion.

Sincerely,

Rifhard Epltzg rald, CL
g rager, Eriployee Benefits

REF/rmb
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Croda
'84 AU~ 10 All Ia. 30

Croda I nc
183 Madison Avenue
New York, N Y 10016
212 683-3089

August 6, 1984

The Honorable Lob Packwood
Senate Russell Building
Room 259
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

It has been brought to my attention 
that a number of proposals

to reduce the favorable tax treatment of employee benefits 
are

being considered by the Senate Finance 
Committee.

I would like to point out to you that employee benefit plans 
are

the most efficient and cost effective 
way the market has devised

for delivering economic security 
to employees. They benefit

employees at all wage levels, not just at the executive level.

Preferential tax treatment for these plans has encouraged 
their

growth and is a wise investment 
in the future security of our

nation. If tax policy ceased to support 
employee benefits,

additional strain would inevitably 
be placed on public institutions

and programs (ranging from community hospitals 
through the Social

Security retirement and disability 
income systems). Congressional

tax policy should continue to foster 
employee benefits and not just

regard them as an untapped source 
of government revenue.

I therefore urge you to actively 
support favorable tax policies

toward employee benefits and woul-as- 
you to inform me on how

you intend to vote.

hank you.

Sincerely,

K.J. M. Cannon
JMC.a. President

JH4C:3jad
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Cudd~y

August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Conittee on Finance
Oirksen Senate Office Bldg., Rm. SD-2i9
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Public Hearings of July 26, 27, and 30, 1984
Taxation of Employee Benefits

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The management staff of Cuddy Foods, Inc. is of the opinion that
the existing tax laws dQ encourage employers to provide fringe benefits
to our employees. It is our feeling that all our employees do benefit
fairly at the present time from these current tax incentives.

Our benefits for medical insurance, disability income protection, anid
group life insurance are uniform for all of our employees. We do not
provide these fringe benefits just to the highly paid employee nor only
to male employees. All employees are treated equally and fairly with our
company-sponsored plan of benefits.

The cost for riedical care is now extremely expensive. If the government
was to make the cost of medical benefits we provide for our employees
as taxable income to the employee and remove the tax deduction from
the employer, as an employer we would no longer have an incentive to
provide medical insurance, disability income, life insurance, etc. to our
employees. It would be much easier administratively to eliminate all
fringe benefit plans and to simply increase the hourly rate of pay for
our employees to purhcase their own insurance for their own needs.
However, the employee does not have the group purchasing power that the
employer has. Many individual policies, especially medical insLrance
do not provide the broad coverage which our group plan provides.

Thus, it is our contention that our employees would not purchase their
own individual policies or get as much coverage for their dollar _s
the employer provides. We feel that our employees would defini .e.y
suffer if employer-sponsored benefits do not exist. We feel thit employee
benefits are essential to the economic security of our employees and
their dependents.
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Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement
covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit system.
It is far superior to any government program which would replace it.
It should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax
revenues. The employee needs are there and must be met. If private
enterprise is not encouraged to meet its needs, government must. And
we believe the ultimate price to oi'r nation will be greater.

Very truly yours,

CUDDY j,7DS IN

Vaughn . Correll
Vice esident
Sec rtary/Treasurer

VLC/ycb
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Farms

Cuddy Farms, Inc., P.O. Box 247, Marshville, N.C. 28103,Telex 572372, Phone 704.624-5055

August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg, Rm. SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Public Hearings of July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

Taxation of Employee Benefits

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The management staff at Cuddy Farms, Inc. is of the opinion that
the existing tax laws do encourage employers to provide fringe benefits
to our employees. It is our feeling that all our employees do benefit
fairly at the present time from these current tax incentives.

Our benefits for medical insurance, disability income protection, and
group life insurance are uniform for all of our employees. We do not
provide these fringe benefits just to the highly paid employee nor only
to male employees. All employees are treated equally and fairly with our
company-sponsored plan of beriefits.

The cost for medical care is now extremely expensive. If the government
was to make the cost of medical benefits we provide for our employees
as taxable income to the employee and remove the tax deduction from
the employer, as an employer we would no longer have an incentive to
provide medical insurance, disability income, life insurance, etc. to our
employees. It would be much easier administratively to eliminate all
fringe benefit plans and to simply increase the hourly rate of pay for
our employees to purchase their own insurance for their own needs.
However, the employee does not have the group purchasing power that
the employer has. Many individual policies, especially medical insurance
do not provide the broad coverage which our group plan provides.

Thus, it is our contention that our employees would not purchase their
own individual policies or get as much coverage for their dollar as
the-employer provides. We feel that our employees would definitely
suffer if employer-sponsored benefits do not exist. We feel that employee
benefits are essential to the economic security of our employees and
their dependents.
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Private enterprise has bul-lt an effective and efficient arrangement
covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit system.
It is far superior to any government program which would replace it.
T+ should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax

enues. The employee needs are there and must be met. If private
enterprise is not encouraged to meet its needs, government must. And
we believe the ultimate price to our nation will be greater.

Very truly yours,

CUDDY F RMS, INC.

A.
Vaugh L. Correll
Vice resident
Se etary/Treasurer

VLC/ycb

39-707 0 - 85 - 36
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Cullen Bank
Member: Cullen/Frost Bankers. A Family of Texas Banks

Ruth Pharis
Senior Vice President

July 30, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

It is my understanding that Senator Packwood will be holding public
hearings on July 26-30, 1984 concerning the issue of employee fringe
benefits. I would like to file a statement for inclusion in the
record.

Ctin Bank provides a benfit package to all employees that includes
Li .. , Accidential death, Major medical insurance; paid vacation and
sick leave; stock savings plan; retirement and disability benefits;
transportation subsidy; and educational reimbursement. These benefit
plans are available to all employees regardless of job level, sex,
race, age, or religion.

Cullen Bank provides these benefits for several reasons 1.) We want
to be competitive in the market for good employees, therefore we
match or exceed our competitors plans. 2.) We want to provide our
employees with a measure of security from unknown and unplanned
emergencies as well as provide long term security for their retirement.

Sixty-six percent of our employees are women and forty-three percent
are head of households. Even though salaries are exceptionally good
in Houston, medical costs are also high. These women would be financially
hurt by taxing their benefits! The Bank presently assumes all of the
cost of life and health insurance and retirement for the employee.
This coverage is expensive and I doubt that all our employees would
be able to pay for it themselves.

I feel that our employees would be hurt by any legislation that
would either tax them on these benefits or would replace these plans
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CQlk Bank

with government sponsored programs. Private enterprise has been
concerned about the needs of the employees as well as controlling
expenses. I believe this to be the best approach to providing
the necessary protection at the lowest cost.

Sincerely,

Ruth Pharis
Personnel Director

RP/tdt
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[SEUM 800 Rfq BouWnf
NTER Nasike, Tnnfsse 37203-4899

August 1, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. De Arment:

I write to provide information that will be helpful in the Senate's
current review of Taxation of Employee Benefits, July 26, 27, 30.
Our Museum provides its employees with fully paid health insurance.
We feel that these benefits should not be taxed as they are an important
element of current security in the same way IRA Accounts provide for
retirement security. Our Museum operates on a very limited budget
and would find taxing such benefits an added burden which might lead
to reduced funds available for fully paid coverage.

Furthermore, it does not make sense for government to encourage such
employee benefits for the past years and then begin to tax them and
discourage their continuation. I know that not all legislation is based
on logic, but also competing needs and a balanced budget is a national
need. I do think other solutions less damaging to our employees could
be found.

As a starting point you could examine the $50 million dollars the pentagon
spends on its military bands.

Sincerely,

William Bradshaw
Director

WB/ac

CUMBEIAND M
AND SCIENCE

(615)259-6099
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Cutting, Tools Inc.
4050 Shelbyville Rd. P.O, Box 7743
Louisville, Ky. 40207
(5W2) -2353

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Buildinq
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:
Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and

the attached statement to be included as part of the record of the
hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the
United States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management.

Also, the following is submitted relative to the above and in direct
relation to same by

Cuttin Tools Inc.
4050 Shelbyville Road
Louisville, KY 40207
Robert L. Rupley, Jr. Chairman

and pertains to our Company Profit Sharing Plan which has been in effect
for several years. The feeling of our Company, Board of Directors, and
Stockholders regarding this plan is as follows:

1. The plan basicly serves a very social and economic purpose as it
provides financial security, employee interest in financial growth,
vested ownership of savings and personal interest in the Company's
financial gain and stability.

2. Since participation in the plan is directly proportional to each
qualifying employee's earning capabilities within their own job
status, benefits are based on an accurate and fair basis.

3. Due to the deferment of tax obligations, the plan can have healthy
growth and provide incentives to survive and continue with interest
to the employee, offering incentive to stay with the Company and
continue to participate.

4. Since personal IRA's and IRA have definite limits of annual par-
ti'cipation, the profit sharing plan offers the employee additional
incentive to save and provide for the future.
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~Cutting
TOols Inc.

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Page 2

5. The elimination of such plans and incentives would have a very
noticable and definite adverse effect on the employee's involved
and with the problems and complications along with the uncertainty
of the Social Security System, wduld take away and eliminate the
security, protection and insurance, currently provided the employee
involved.

6. As for "Grass Roots" support, any employee currently participating
would have considerable concern over the loss of such programs
which contribute annually to their financial security for the
future.

Speaking personally, based on knowledge of my own Company, I can assure
you that employee loss c7 such a program would have major affects and
reprocusions regarding their future financial security, annual gain and
incentive to remain in the employment of our Company.

It is very hard for me to realize that anyone could be interested in
destroying any financial security program that benefits employees and people
who depend on someone else to help them accumulate finances for the important
years ahead.

Please consider this letter as a personal request for your assistance.

RLR:nf
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0A 1-41

City of Cuyahoga Falls
Office of The Mayor

ROBERT J. OUIRK 2 | ,c n w
Mayor Cuyahoa Falls. Ohio 44222 Phono (216) 923-4921

August 7, 1984

STATEMENT OF THE CITY OF CUYAHOGA FALLS IN CONNECTION
WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT
MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF

FRINGE BENEFITS
JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

We at the City of Cuyahoga Falls believe that it is our responsibility

as employers to meet the basic needs of employees for financial

security. Accordingly, we offer the following benefit package

to all of our employees: Health insurance for individual and

dependents, noncontributory insurance for hospital expense benefits,

surgical procedure benefits, physicians' visits, hospital visits

and supplemental accident benefits, and contributory major medical

expense benefits. In addition, we offer a group dental health

program for all employees and dependents as well al life insurance

for employees. We provide this benefit package to all full-time

employees which number 450. Coverage is provided to management

and nonmanagement employees and includes women and minorities.

The plan does not discriminate in favor of highly paid employees.

Regardless of salary level all employees receive the same benefits

including $10,000.00 life insurance.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash

wages because we consider the benefits to be essential to the
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economic welfare of our employees. We are in a position to

purchase insurance coverage at a better rate than could our

employees on an individual basis. This factor added to The

tax incentives provided by existing law allow us to provide

valuable benefits at a price we and our employees can afford.

Changes in the tax law that increase the cost of benefits

will mean that we will not be able to provide the same level

of protection in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising

health care costs. Since these costs are reflected in the

premium we and our employees must pay, we are vitally interested

in cost containment. We are constantly studying this problem

and evaluating solutions.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management has provided to make known our views on

the importance of employee benefits. We believe that encouraging

employers to provide these benefits is consistent with the

social policy of our nation and merits continuance of the

Internal Revenue Code providing incentives to employers and

employees to commit their dollars to this purpose.

ncerely,

Robert J. Quirk
Mayor

RJQ/pjb
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THE DANIEL BOONE CLINIC
HARLAN, KENTUCKY 40831

July 30, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing
on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Herbert W. R. Emrich

HE/dws

Enclosure
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July 30, 1984

Submitted as part of the record of the Hearing on Employee Frinjt
Benefits held July 26, 27 and 30 by the United Ststes Finance Committee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

--By Herbert W. R. Emrich

There is no possible way the very large number of private employee
benefit plans can continue without tax incentives. Organizations I am
associated with would immediately discontinue their plans and use the
savings for higher pay and other fringes which would completely
jeopardize the average working person's hope for a reasonable retirement
income.

The highly paid persons would opt for other tax pay shelters and
deferred income plans with their share. However, the lower paid would
pay higher taxes and spend it prior to retirement. They would be more
apt to become indigent when no longer able to work, thus becoming
"wards" of the state or very expensive government programs.

Social Security was never intended to totally take care of one's
retirement needs and this has become more evident as the years go by.

There is more "grass roots" support for private retirement plans than
our leaders are aware of. The citizens want the private employee
benefit plans to stay in tact. They also appreciate the modest I.R.A.
provisions and hope our Social Security System is handled in a more
actuarily sound manner with good business principles.
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N
DATA CARD

CRPORATKON

August 1, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment,
Chief Counsel

Committee on Finance, Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. DeArment:

As an employer eager to provide an environment that will attract and retain
qualified and capable employees we are continually monitoring our compensation
and benefits programs. These areas are perhaps the most obvious, if not impor-
tant, factors in creating a total package of interest to current and prospective
employees.

We are a relatively small employer with approximately 1,000 employees. We
operate with divisions in four remote locations from our Corporate headquarters
and also have a field service'organizat?on of 150 employees located throughout
the country.

We are a growing company, one that has gone through some difficulties in the
past, and who has in the last few ?ears been able to once again increase our
revenues, our profit and our employee base.

We, because of our size, cannot be staffed with numerous technicians 'a the
Human Resource function with specific responsibilities in very narrow areas of
the field.

When attempting to institute changes in pension plans, incentive plans, compen-
sation plans, benefit packages, etc. we are of.en times forced to enlist the
services of outside consultants and counsel. Changes which are beneficial to
both the employee and the company at times must be reconsidered when realistic
coats for installation are established. Most changes, in order to be effective
must be; communicated to employees, usually require changes to existing computer
systems, and must be cost effective.
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With recent proposed and implemented regulatory, reporting, and legislative
changes, this process of change or enhancement to employee benefit programs
has become almost impossible. Smaller companies cannot keep up with the changes
and out of fear of non-compliance usually decide to take no actions on enhance-
ments. Employees are more confused than ever. Simple administration of
benefit plans has become a job much greater than even two years ago.

About a year ago our company decided to address several issues which we had
identified in the area of employee benefits such as:

• The present economic conditions precluded any increased benefit expen-
ditures for the short term. In fact, justifiable cost reductions were
to be sought.

• We needed to be competitive.

- Business and demographic changes were taking place.

- We did not want to be at a disadvantage when recruiting.

- We needed to be competitive with other high tech companies.

We needed to spend our dollars in the most efficient and tax effective
manner.

- Cost containment / Benefits design.

- Efficient funding mechanisms to fit corporate funding philosophy.

- Tax effective vehicles

- Pre-tax employee cost sharing for added programs.

- More tax effective employee stock purchase.

Established a philosophy of Realignment:

- Make our present programs more cost effective.

- Liberalize where competitive deficiencies exist.

- Strengthen where cost containment needed.

- Add where tax effective low cost vehicles are indicated.

- Eliminate programs that are not tax effective and have a low level
of participation.
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- Coordinate where overlapping exists.

- Improve employee understanding and appreciation of programss.

The following overview or realignment/strategy was then designed and implemen-
tation was begun.

Retirement - No changes in benefits design. Funding approach revised
to incorporate company philosophy towards "depth of
funding" measures.

.rofit - Minimal awards for last two years under incentive bonus
rin plan. Program should be replaced.

Savings - Add 401(k) savings program with matching Data Card contribu-
tions, providing pre-tax capitol accumulation opportunities.

Stock - Several modifications to accomplish more tax effective
Purchase stock purchase:

Eliminate current non-qualified plan.

Add pre-tax stock purchase facility to savings plan.

Add PAYSOP.

Medical - Strengthen present program by adding cost containment
features. Supplement with employee-paid flexible benefit
account providing reimbursement for:

Health Care
Day Care

Life - Liberalize present program to competitive levels on a non-
Insurance contributory basis. Provide opportunity for employees to

purchase additional amounts on an equitable basis.

Disability - Coordinate sick leave, short and long term disability
programs for hourly employees.

To further explain steps taken and benefits provided, the following detail is
provided.

.... RETIREMENT....

Plan Design

Sound base program which replaces a substantial portion of pre-retirement
income levels.
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Pre - Tax Pension Plan Plus
Current Pay Level Income Needs Social Security

$15,000 59% 54%

30,000 54% 46%

50,000 53% 41%

75,000 56% 39%

future executive compensation programs will address replacement deficiencies
for executives.

The plan formula is tailored to provide full benefits to employees with 20 or
more years of service.

. Liberal in terms of "career" definition.

* Fits with Data Card philosophy.

* Important recruiting tool.

N Ho changes indicated.

If it is to be supplemented, emphasis should be on the employee.

* Savings plan to be provided.

* If employee contributes, Data Card will match.

.... STOCK PURCHASE....

Present plan is not tax effective.

Employee pays for stock with after-tax dollars.

Discount on stock price (25%) is reportable as taxable income.

Participation in the plan is low. Currently about 20% of eligible
employees participate.

Plan should be replaced.

Trwo vehicles are recommended as a replacement.

Stock Purchase Fund in Savings plan:

- Allow stock purchase on pre-tax rather than after-tax basis.

- Data Card prior plan subsidy (25%) to be replaced by matching
contribution to savings plan.
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Take advantage of a Recent Tax Law Change by adopting a PAYSOP.

- Background:

TA¥sOP)

Formerly TRASOP.
Fully subsidized by Federal Government - annual contribution

as tax credit rather than deductible expense.
Until 1983, additional 1% tax credit, If extra 1Z contributed

to TRASOP

- Law Change:

ERTA replaced tax credit with a credit based on payroll
(hence PAYSOP).

New law provides:

Tax Credit Data Card Covered
Year % of Payroll Payroll Equivalent*

1983 1/2% $ 94,400
1984 1/2% 105,200
1985 3/4% 178,600
1986 3/4% 196,100
1987 3/4% 218,800

*Based on projection of covered payroll assuming
6-1/2% annual pay increases and 5% annual growth
in covered active group (25 and older).

Key PAYSOP Provisions:

Investments primarily in Data Card stock.
Immediate 100% vesting.
Carryback to the three preceding years and carry forward

to next fifteen taxable years.
PAYSOP may include only first $100,000 of employee's com-

pensation for allocation purposes.

- Imact:

"Free" benefit:

Dollar for dollar offset of tax liability
Includes administrative and set-tip costs.
No impact on earnings per share.
Pass through of voting rights.
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... THE SAVINGS PLAN ....

. Emphasis placed on employee.

e.g., Data Card would not contribute unless the employee was willing
to contribute.

* Typically, employee contributes l% to 6% of pay.

. Employer match (usually between 10% and 100%) based on:

- Profit formula.

Productivity fonmula.

- Discretionary basis.

Most popular and rapidly growing approach in retirement planning:

- Encourage Savings - compares favorable to other vehicles (bank
accounts, credit ..nions, etc.). For example assume

Return on Invested Funds 10%
Data Card Matching Contribution 50%

Total Return 60%

- Investment Management - free asset management services to employee.

- Dtversification - employee can be offered broad range of investment
funds (money market, equities, fixed, guaranteed insured, et:.).

- Tax Shelter - investment return and employee contributions sheltered.

- Relatively Inexpensive - less than 1-1/2% of total payroll.

Data Card Expense Example

Assume:

80% Eligible
67% Participation

Average Participant Contribution 5.00%
Data Card Match @ 50 cents 2.50%

Total Data Card Contribution
80% x 67% x 2.50%, OR

1.34$ Pre-Tax
.70% After-tax
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Tax Law Changes That Hake Plan Appealing

IRC Section 401(k):

" Qualified profit sharing or stock bonus plan.

" Offers employees opportunity for pre-tax contributions to retirement
capital accumulation programs.

" Allows employees to contribute pre-tax dollars on a salary reduction
basir to a qualified plan.

" Employee contribution is treated as employer contribution and is
fully tax deductible to Data Card.

Amount of Contributions

" Lower Paid 2/3rds:

Up to 152 52 Basic
102 Additional Voluntary

Higher Paid 1/3rd:

Average Deferral Maximum Average
2 for Lower 2/3rds Deferral 2 for Upper 1/3rd

0 - 2Z 2-1/2 x Lower

2 - 62 Lower + 32

Over 62 1-12 x Lower

SExample:

If lower paid 2/3rds contributed 52 of pay, higher paid could
contribute 82 on average.

Why Pre-Tax Salary Deferral?

Increase Take Home Pay

39-707 0 - 85 - 37
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Pre-Tax
Savings

- Annual salary 20,000
- Before tax savings (52) -1,000
- Taxable income 19,000
- Taxes

Federal 2,125
State 1,260
Social Security 1,273
Total 4,658

- Salary after taxes 14,342
- After tax savings (52) --

- Take home pay 14,342

Increase Capital Accumulation

- Savings 2,000
- Current taxes --
- Annual investment 2,000
- 10 year account 39,309
- Taxes 4,500
- Net value 34,809

Summary of Principal Savings Features

Eligibility:

Employee contributions:

Data Card contributions:

Vesting:

Employee investment choices:

All Data Card permanent employees over age 25.

From 12 to 52 of pay by salary reduction
(pre-tax). Additional pre-tax voluntary
contributions allowed (not matched by Data
Card).

50 cents for each $1.00 of employee contri-
butions, up to the first 52 of compensation.

1002, full and immediate for employee
contributions.
1002, 3 year class system for Data Card
contributions.

. Data Card stock
• money market funds

NOTE: Data Card matching contribution would
automatically be invested In Data Card
stock.

After-Tax
Savings

20,000

20,000

2,453
1,367
1,340
5,160

14,840
-1,000
13,840

2,000
600

1,400
27,516
3,100

24,416

- $502 more

- 43% more
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Distributions For hardship
* educational expenses
" non-reimbursed medical expenses
" housing
" financial hardship

Loan provisions: Employees can borrow account balances for
non-hardship situations
" definite repayment schedule
" "reasonable" interest rate
" interest fully tax deductible to employee,

and credited to his specific account as
investment return

.... THE MEDICAL PLAN....

(See Attachment 1)

.... THE LIFE INSURANCE PLAN....

(See Attachment II)

.... THE DISABILITY PLAN....

(See Attachment III)

.... THE FLEXIBLE BENEFIT ACCOUNT....

"Cafeteria Plan" within meaning of IRC Section 125.

" Section 125 provides that an employee who is given a choice between
taxable (cash) and non-taxable (expense reimbursements) benefits will
be required to include in income only the money that is spent on
taxable benefits.

" rovers all employees.

" Funded by employee salary reductions (e.g., no Data Card contributions).

Unfunded plaa under which employee designates on a salary reduction basis up to:

* $200 per month for health care reimbursement.

. 202 of pay for day care reimbursement.

. Unused vacation credits for both reimbursements.
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Covered Expenses:

Welfare Expense Reinburseent

Reimbursable expenses would be:

- nploye contributions (including dependent costs) to the
ContribUtory Life insurance (under $50,000 total coverage), Medical,
Dental and Long-Term Disability Plans.

- Coinsurance and deductibles under the Medical and Dental Plans.

- Eligible expenses not covered wholly or partially by the Medical and
Dental Plans. These would be items that would qualify for a tax
deduction under Section 213 of the Internal Revenue Code, and would
include:

Vision care expenses for frames and lenses.
Hearing aids.
Durable medical equipment and appliances.

Day Care

Could cover day care expenses incurred for the purpose of enabling the
participant (or spouse) to work, or to find work.

.... SAMPLES .OF FBAs TAX

(See Attachment IV)

EFFECTIVENWSS....

.... A SUNIARY OF PROGRAM ELEMNTS....

Conttngency

Retirement

Profit Sharing

Capital Accumulation

Health Care

Death

Old

Pension

Incentive Bonus

Stock Purchase

Medical/Dental/Disability

Life Insurance

New

Pension

Savings*

Savings*
PAYSOPe

Medical/Dental/Disability
Flexible Benefit Account*

Life Insurance

New Program
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.... RECOMMENDATIONS....

. Adopt Savings Plan and Flexible Benefit Account Plan on or about
April 1, 1984.

. Discontinue stock purchase plan for all employees other than those at

Buena Park on March 31p 1984.

" Adopt PAYSOP for Data Card's 1984 fiscal year.

" Make welfare plan changes to be effective on or about April 1, 1984.

. Discontinue incentive plan for fiscal 1985.

* Adopt pension funding changes for plan year ending March 31, 1983.

The various recommendations were costed for effectiveness and these costs
are reflected in Attachment V.

At this point you should readily see that the changes we were making addressed
all of the objectives, but communication and insuring that our employees
understood the changes, understood the reason for the changes, and had
opportunity to raise questions about their benefits.

It was decided that we would use the following approach to our communication
program.

A theme of Value Today---Security Tomorrow was chosen. Newsletters
would be sent to employee's homes addressing the new benefit program
over a period of one month. Four weekly issues were produced (see
attached).

Meetings would take place at each facility conducted by personnel
staff.

. An audio visual program was designed for use in our initial meetings,
as well as on a continuing basis for new employee orientation.

" Newsletters and presentations were translated to Spanish for our
Spanish speaking employees.

" Enrollment cards were designed.

4
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Throughout this program design it was also necessary to:

. Select Trustees for the investment plan.

" Select Money Managers.

" Establish administrative procedures.

" Modify payroll systems to address tax changes.

All programs were implemented as of April 1, 1984 except the medical rliburse-
sent plan and the dependent care plan.

As you can see, these programs were designed to work as a unit. Each woes
designed to enhance our employee's benefit program. There are several.
changes that when viewed Independently are somewhat negative; higher
deductables, elimination of employee bonus program. Our strategy from the
beginning was to present a "package" to our employees.

With recent rulings, decisions and changes in legislation, we have fouud it
necessary to stop the Implementation of some of the most beneficial benefits
to make this package what it was designed to be.

We feel we can't proceed in some areas until decisions are reached by those
people regulating these programs in the government.

We would urge our legislators to carefully review any and all legislation
affecting benefit programs and plans.- With employees at a loss as to what
they can do, and without knowing what Lo expect in the future, the easiest
stance to take, and sometimes the only economically sound stance to take for
smaller employees, is to do nothing. Without the ability to offset rising
costs in some method the individual employee is the one who is hurt.

Thank you for the opportunity to share our programs with you and I hope the
above will be of sums assistance to you.

,SA.Steele
Attachments



.... THE MEDICAL PLAN....

Items

Structure

Deductible

Coinsurance

Full Payment Feature

Lifetime Maximum

Other:
- Late Enrollment

- Pre-existing
Condition

- Second Opinion

- Coverage for
Semi-Private Room

Employee Contributions

Current Plan

. Comprehensive Major Medical

* $75 per individual
$150 per family

. Waived for hospitalization and
first $500 of non-occupational
accident

. 80%/202

* $1,000 per individual

- $500,000

90 day waiting period

* No coverage limitation

N Mo requirement or coverage

. Average semi-private room
rate plus $8.00

. Indiv-dual: 10%
Family: 30%

lecomended Plan

* Comprehensive Major Medical

" $150 per individual
2 per family maximm

. No waivers

" 80%i20%

• $1,000 per individual
$3,000 per family

" $2.000.000

" Proof of insurability
required

" Coverage limit of $2,000
through completed calendar
year

" Second opinion covered at
100z (optional)

" Average semi-private rom
rate

" Individual: 10%
Family: 30Z

Attachment I
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.... THE LIFE INSURANCE PLAN....

Items

Structure

Coverage

Employee Contributions

Other

Dependent life

- Coverage

- Employee Contributions

Current Plan

SBase plus contributory supplemental

" Base: Scheduled f.o 1 timesannual pay to 2 times annual pay
" Supplmental: I times annual pay
• Mziim: $150,000

S10OZ of Supplmental
" Nn-age-related

" Non-contributory
- AD&D
- Travel Accident

* Spouse: $2,000
Child: $100 or $1,000

. Employee contribution
included under medical
contribution

Recommaded Plan

B Ease plus contributory supplemental

" Base: 2 times annual pay
" Supplemntal: 2 additional 1

times annual pay
" Miazim: None

" 100I of Supplmental
" A4.-related

" Non-contributory
- Al&D
- Travel Accident

• Spouse: $2.000
Child: $1,000

" 100% contributory separately

Attachment Ii
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.... THE DISABILITY PLAN....

Items

Sick Leave

- Salaried
- Hourly

. Eligibility Period

. Accrup.l

. Benefit

Short-Tern Disability

- Salaried
. Eligibility Period
" Accrual
" Benefit

- Hourly
. Eligibility Period
. Accrual
. Benefit
. Waiting Period

Long-Term Disability

- Salaried
Eligibility Period
Waiting Period

. Coverage
E employee Contribution

Hourly
" Eligibility Period
* Waiting Period
" Coverage
" Employee Contribution

Current Plan

None

6 months
2-1/2 days/6 months service;
20 days max
1001 pay continuation

None
3 months immediate

* 1001 pay continuation

6 months
8 weeks/yr. immediately
502 pay; ma. $200/week
None tif accident or hospitalized,
otherwise 5 days; Sick Leave benefits
used first

I month
3 months
601 (max. of $7,500 per month)
501 of premium

1 month
3 months
60% (max. $3,000 per month)
501 of premium

Alternative

None

* 6 months
2-1/2 days/6 month service: no max.

100% pay continuation

* None
3 months immediate
1002 pay continuation

.3 months
. 12 weeks/imediate disability
. 501 pay; no max.
* None if accident or hospitalized

otherwise 5 days; Sick Leave
coordinate with S.T.D. benefits
to 1002 max.

* None
3 months

. 60Z (max. of $7,500 per month)
502 of premium

3 moths
3 months

* 601
502 of premium

Attachment III
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.... SAMPLES OF FBAs TAX EFFECTIVE SS....

Status

Annual Gross income

Flexible Benefit Account

Salary Reduction

Net Taxable Income

Federal Tax

Minnesota Tax

Soc. Sec. T:Lr

After-Tax Income

Tax Savings

Tax Savings as Z of FDA

Employee I
Single

$12,000 $12,000
I'.

1,429

636

804

9,131

600

$11,400

1,311

586

764

8,739

$ 208

35Z

Employee 2
Married (Joint Ret)

$25,000 $25,000 $50.000 $50,000

3,550

1,859

1,675

17,916

2,480

$22,520

3,014

1,614

1,509

16,383

$ 947

38t

10,716

4,245

2,392

32,647

2,961

$47,039

9,734

3,963

2,392

30,950

$ 1,264

43Z

Efloyee 4
Married (Joint Ret)

$100,000 $100,000

30,649

8,575

2,392

58,384

4,000

$ 96.000

28,977

8,240

2,392

56,391

$ 2,007

50Z

Attachment IV
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.... AUUALIZED COST PROFILE FOR FISCAL 1984....

Plan

* Pension

. Stock Purchase 1/

" Savings 2/

. PAYSOP

" Medical

" Life

" Disability 4/

" Dental

* Incentive Plan 5/

" AdministrationhSet-up

• Internal Administration (Staffing)
" Social Security S&4---

. . -*- -35,000 -35.000

2,372,600 1.934,500 -438,100
Estimated based on Company projection for fiscal 1984 (full year).50 cent match, based on covered payroll of $17,434,60067% participation and 52 average employee salary reduction,(excluding Plastics).
Plastics.
Including shart term program.
Three year average for fiscal years 81, 82 and 83: Fiscal 81 345,800

Fiscal 82 0
Fiscal 83 700,000 (Eat.)

1/
2/

Old

894,000

150,000

710,000

80,000

265,000

125,000

148,600

New

480.600

4,900 3/

292,000

600,000

110,000

285,000

125,000

50,000

22,000

(Februay 14, 1983)

-413,400

-145,100

+292.000

-110,000

+30,000

+20,000

-148)0O

+50,000

+22,000

Attachment V
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DAVID N. PRICE INC. * 7S0 WEST SHAW, SUITE 260 * FRESNO, CA 13704 * PH. (209) 224-7SS

August 8, 1984

Submitted as part of the record of the hearing on Emplo ee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the ni ted
Sitai Finance Committee, Stb Committee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

By David N. Price, Inc.

The hearings on Employee Fringe Benefits conducted on

the above dates, the following information is submitted for

your consideration.

Our firm is a consultant to the small employer based on

Qualified Pension and/or Profit Sharing Retirement Plans.

Therefore, at our business we get to know a large number of

the employees who work for these small employers. We feel we

have a working knowledge of the importance ot fringe benefits

and what they provide for the common law employees.

First, if the deposits into a Pension and/or Profit Shar-

ing Plan were not deductible, the employer could not afford to

maintian a Pension and/or Profit Sharing Plan for any of its

employees. By the factor that these plans are deductible it

provides an extra incentive for the employee to maintain his

employment with the firm and this provides one of the mechanics
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to retain higher qualified employees. Moreover, it provides

the privilege and opportunity to retire individuals with dignity

after they have maintained a career as an employee for a firm.

One of the basic functions of a Pension and/or Profit

Sharing Plan is to set up for an employee, the right to deposit

into a sinking fund called a Pension Plan, for his ultimate

economic demise (retirement). In the simplist form a Pension

and/or Profit Sharing Plan is the depreciation of an individual

who works as an employee. Concerning the restrictions that are

placed upon the fringe benefits and their employees, I am concerned

that Congress has indeed gone too far. My reasoning focuses upon

the Congressional design of the tax code and it's exclusion of

restrictions for public employees while maintaining those

restrictions for the private sector. The consequent is a double

standard. An article on point appeared in the Washington Post

July 16, 1984. Retired Federal Government employees are receiving,

in pensions, up to fifty percent (50%) more than earned while

employed. This same activity appears for Retired United States

Congress. The employees of the Federal Government, Congressmen,

state employees, and city employees, etc. have cost of living

adjustments far greater than those provided in any private sector

Pension Plan. It is strongly felt that removal of any fringe

benefits currently enjoyed by the private sector, should be

balanced by like removal of fringe benefits from all public
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employees. This inconsistency was exemplified in a recently

published article stating that the. public employees of Fresno

City will require a S4t contribution of their base pay to fund

the City Police Department. This procedure, however, is not

allowed for funding for private employees.

Without the tax incentives, employers would not provide

quality health insurance for their employees as they do today.

Health insurance, provides the employee with the opportunity

to return to the work force quicker, ;herefore, earning more

taxable income.

In regards to the possibility of the Federal Government

providing benefits directly at a lower cost, we need only look

at the present welfare funding of medical and medicare expenses.

There is no existing evidence indicating these plans are pro-

viding lower cost medical care than private sources. In addi-

tion, the Veteran's Administration Hospital System has been

noted for having not only greater costs, but usually twice the

cost of patient maintenance compared to a private facility.

Therefore, the cost will automatically rise due to Government

control and its encumbering political process. What we need is

rather the efficient administration of a prudent plan basis.

I seriously doubt that the Government is capable of performing

any function more economically than the private sector. I would

challenge anyone to provide me with one example.
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The current tax laws provide for fringe benefits that in

the Pension and Profit Sharing avenue are actual tax postpone-

ments. They are not tax forgiveness or total tax avoidance.

Facts in our files, indicate beyond a doubt that high cali-

ber employees will certainly select the firm offering a full

range of employee benefits over one which does not even when

the latter pays a higher salary.

The Individual Retirement Account is the prime example of

how the public really feels regarding their own personal retire-

ment plan. The reports reviewed indicate there are a larger

number of people selecting to purchase IRA's than Congress ever

estimated. Why? Basically the average public feels that this

type of plan offers the only true control they might exercise

over their own retirement. They feel the cost of Social Security

will become prohibitive, and cease to be a valued benefit due

to their lack of control. In my opinion, the only purpose for

which reduction in fringe benefits is being considered is im-

mediate increase in current Federal Government taxation.

We feel strongly that you should seriously look to: A. Re-

ducing the expenditures by providing less interference with the

private sector, whereby, these great United States citizens, the

working force, may create the economic climate to provide economic

gain for their employers and employees alike. B. If additional

revenues are desired the public employees should have no greater
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benefits than the private employees. C. It is strongly urged

that a private sector employed in this area are much better

qualified in this regard than a staff employee and/or a persons

from the educational institutions inasmuch as the latter does

not have the first hand knowledge needed to arrive at conclu-

sions which are fair, prudent and representative. It is

strikingly apparent that the magnitude of this subject requires

a special, selective and thorough consideration.

We feel the private enterprise has built a very effective

and efficient system to solve the needs of the employees. In

addition, the Private Pension sector has created a large cap-

itol base which has helped and will continue to help the needed

expansion of the business communities which make up a large en-

tity which our Government cannot function without.
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STATEMENT OF THE

DELTA DENTAL PLANS ASSOCIATION TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

JULY 30, 1984

Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Erik D. Olsen, President of California

Dental Service, the Delta Dental Plan of California, and Chair-

man of the Government Programs Committee of Delta Dental Plans

Association. Delta*Dental Plans Association is the national

coordinating agency fur the country's not-for-profit dental

service organizations.

We appreciate the opportunity to testify and want to say at the

outset that we believe that the existing tax incentives for

health care benefits are responsible for a system that is

fundamentally fair and that has ensured that the average employee

has adequate health care coverage. Moreover, we believe that

any change in the tax treatment of these benefits, for example,

the proposal to limit the amount of employer-paid health in-

surance premium that would be considered tax-exempt could cause

a serious diminution of the health care benefits of a large

number of employees and their families.

Delta Dental Plans are separate, autonomous prepayment organiza-

tions under the jurisdiction or .egulation of state insurance

commissioners or attorneys geneal. As a result of Delta's

support by the dental profession, and unique contractual relation-

39-707 0 - 85 - 38



ships with participating dental practitioners, Delta Plans pro-

vide true "service" benefits, in contrast to indemnity pay-

ments, for the cost of treatment to covered subscribers.

An estimated 70,000 dentists, over two-thirds of the approx-

imately 100,000 active practitioners in the United States, are

presently contracting participants in Delta programs.

Delta Dental Plans design their programs to provide maximum

dental care benefits to subscribers at reasonable cost to the

program purchaser and the covered subscriber. Since all Delta

Plans are not-for-profit, no portion of the benefit dollar is

held for dividends to shareholders. All funds received by

Delta Plans, therefore, are used to pay for services rendered

to covered subscribers and eligible dependents and the adminis-

tration of the program. Dental consultants are designated by

the Plans to review the necessity, appropriateness and adequacy

of care provided by participating dentists.

Delta Plan administrative techniques, which have evolved from

a first-hand awareness of the "elective" nature of most dental

treatment, embody a cost containment concept most visible in

such program design elements as deductibles, copayments and

maximums, and in the determination of covered benefits by Plan

dental directors and consultants. Basing their claims pro-

cessing policies on professionally accepted standards of dental

care Dental Plan dental directors and consultants are able to
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to effectively control areas of program over-utilization and

other potential abuses.

Dental disease is the most extensive health problem in the

United States today, and is almost pandemic with respect to

its occurrence in the population. Dental diseases are not self-

healing and cannot be cured by professional advice or medica-

tion alone. Without treatment, dental diseases continue their

damage and proceed to become more severe. Some oral health

problems have become so widespread that many people have accepted

tooth loss and other complications of dental disease as inevit-

able.

A major difference between the public's view of medical and

dental payments is that all too often people fail to relate

oral disease to their general systemic health and well-being.

Frequently there is a tendency to accept dental disease com-

placently because of the undramatic nature of most dental prob-

lems in their early stages. This casual acceptance of dental

disease contributes greatly to the postponement of treatment.

Although the cumulative dental health problems of this nation

are huge, remarkable progress can be made, and has been made,

if the existing knowledge and science of dental treatment are

put to use and made available to our citizens. The most

economic and efficient way to improve the nation's oral health

is to prevent dental disease. From the economic standpoint,

regular and routine preventive care and maintenance is the
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most cost-effective and efficient way to overcome both the

human suffering and the hours of productive work time lost

through the d-sabilities caused by the poor oral health of

countless millions of Americans.

In recent years it has become widely accepted by health care

professionals and economists that prevention might be used,

not only to improve the health of Americans, but also to help

contain the cost of their health care.

The basic idea is a simple one: relatively low cost invest-

ments in disease prevention and health education will prevent

or postpone the onset of illness and disability requiring more

expensive treatment. Thus, prevention succeeds as a cost con-

tainment mechanism if the dollars saved in future years exceed

the current cost of the prevention effort, whether the savings

are due to expenditures completely avoided or only delayed.

The experience of recent years in dental care through programs

of preventive treatment and the mechanism of dental prepayment

and insurance has been perhaps the most dramatic example of the

principle of prevention in action.

Once thought "uninsurable," dental care has now joined hospital

and medical/surgical coverage as a standard benefit in the

employee benefit package in virtually all segments of the

American work force. Dental prepayment has enabled and/or

motivated a far greater number of people to obtain dental care
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than would otherwise have been possible. It is a demonstrated

fact that a larger proportion of covered patients regularly

seek dental care than do those without dental benefit programs.

Less than 20 years ago, nearly 65 percent of the population did

not visit the dentist during a given year. Today, more than

half of the population has one or more dental visits annually.

Two factors have been critical to this improved picture: the

emphasis on preventive measures, health care education and

early diagnosis and treatment in the dental office and the

growth of prepaid dental benefit programs to the point where

90 million Americans have dental care coverage today.

This expanded coverage has been made possible by the current tax

policy toward fringe benefits. The existing tax incentives

for employer provided health care benefits must be continued,

in our judgment, if this pattern of improved health is to con-

tinue.

When the Finance Committee was initially considering whether to

place a limit on the amount of tax-exempt, employer-provided

health care benefits last year, Delta commissioned a survey on

the public's attitudes toward health care coverage. The survey

was conducted by the nationally recognized Roper Organization,

Inc. Eleven questions were asked of a nationwide cross-section

of 4000 men and women 18 years and older in face-to-face inter-

views in respondent's homes. This resulted in interviews
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with 2242 employed people. A copy of the complete'survey was

sent to every member of the Finance Committee and a summary

is attached to our statement, but I would like to summarize

some of the key findings here today:

o The survey confirmed earlier studies that

those who have dental coverage go to a den-

tist more frequently than those who do not

have coverage -- nearly 4 in 10 who have

coverage go to a dentist twice a year or more,

compared with just 1 in 4 of those who do not

have coverage.

o When asked if the proposed limit on tax-exempt

health care benefits would make a difference

in reducing health care costs or reducing the

federal deficit, a large plurality said it would

not make a difference. This opinion was amazingly

similar across the socio-economic spectrum as

well as among men and women and conservatives and

liberals.

o Almost 8 out of 10 people interviewed had some

degree of concern about the way that a limit

on tax-exempt status of health benefits would

affect their ability to continue to protect

themselves and their families from illness or

injury. Respondent's were asked, in the event

of a "cap" on the tax-exempt status of their
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health benefits, if they would be willing to

keep full coverage and pay more taxes or pay

additional cost out of pocket. Ut~ing Roper's

standard measurement to determine reliability

of response, 76% of the respondents were likely

to drop some parts of their health coverage.

This last point is the one we believe this committee should be

concerned with, Mr. Chairman. With minimal encouragement the

working men and women of this country can receive comprehensive

health care benefits and we are a better nation because of it.

Health care benefits are truely the universal fringe benefit.

I would like to emphasize that growth in dental benefit programs

has been achieved without the extreme inflation in dental treat-

ment fees that has afflicted other health care disciplines.

While the number of Americans covered under dental benefits

increased dramatically over the past decade from 12 million

people, or 6 percent of the population, to 87 million, or over

33 percent at the end of 1982, the rate of increase in the cost

of dental services actually was lowea,-during this same period

than the rate of increase for all services in 1970-82.

The typical dental benefit program differs from the hospital/

medical program model in that the dental program is structured

to provide greater benefits for diagnostic and preventive ser-

vices with lesser benefits for restorative and replacement
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services. This approach creates financial incentives for

program subscribers to seek preventive dental services

on a regular basis and to establish sound home care habits

(as shown by the Roper survey). The level of coverage for

restorative services assures a sharing by the subscriber of

the cost of those services, thereby encouraging the active

participation and concern of the consumer.

Because susceptibility to dental disease is nearly universal,

the need for preventive services to control such disease is

highly predictable. Dental benefit programs, therefore, are

not so much "insurance" as they are a means of prepaying the

cost of prevention and treatment. To a large extent, the

seeking of dental care at any given time is a discretionary

act by an individual. For a dental care program to be financially

feasible and stable in its operation, however, it is necessarY

that enrollment of the subscriber population be accomplished

through a single decision by a group purchaser rather than

through decisions by each member of the employee group.

As a practical matter, most prepayment organizations and in-

surance carriers will not enroll groups of 25 or less employees.

Dental benefit programs are sold only on a group basis, not

to individuals.

The key to a dental program's stability is that individuals

in the group represent the entire spectrum of dental care needs
I

including both those who require an extensive amount of dental
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treatment involving many dental visits and'a relatively high

overall cost as well as those individuals who may rarely

require dental care services. A dental benefit program involves

establishing a per-person cost for the entire group, regardless

of the level of need, in order to cover the cost of the ser-

vices required by the group. To permit individuals within

a group to withdraw on the basis of their own limited need or

desire -- as the survey indicates might well happen -- immediately

has the effect of substantially increasing the cost of the pro-

gram for the individuals electing to retain dental coverage.

This effect occurs when individuals, knowing they may not

immediately require dental care, or who have recently had ex-

tensive dental treatment, or who wish to postpone necessary

health care, withdraw from the population base. This creates

an "adverse selection" situation, which in turn forces the

costs of dental benefit programs to escalate substantially.

As we have intuitively believed, and as the Roper survey now

clearly shows, changes in tax incentives affecting health care

benefits will have a materially adverse affect on dental care

coverage and, ultimately, the health of working men and women

and their families.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize by saying

that dental benefits are on the way to becoming universal,

significantly improving the oral health of America and en-

couraged by the present tax incentives. As the Roper survey
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demonstrates, almost half of working Americans do not believe

that changing their incentives would have a favorable impact

on either health care costs or the federal budget deficit.

Further, that an alarmingly high 76% of working Americans

would drop some health benefits. Therefore, I would urge

this committee, in its future deliberations, not to change

those incentives that are fundamentally fair and fundamentally

sound in their effect.

Thank you.
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e8 Doe" mla AMs lon 211 East Chcao Avenue
Ci4p, O I1lifis 606 11

Phone 4312) 337-470?

Plp~mStI MVW

RCP~R POLL SHOWS WItESPREAD CIPOSMON TO

TAX ON HEALTHI CARE BEEMIS

In a nationwide opinion survey, nearly half those interviewed said that a

tax r, health care benefits would not be helpful in controlling health care

costs (see pages 31-33). In the sane survey, nearly 76% of those questioned

said that they were not "very certain" that they could keep their present

health care benefits if such a tax were imposed (see pages 23-25).

The poll was taken by the Roer Organization, Inc. in the late summer

of 1983 with the full analysis of results being released now by Delta Dental

Plans Association, who cxmmissioned the survey. Delta Dental Plans Association

is a national network of not-for-profit State Plans offering group prepaid

dental benefit programs. In 1983, Delta Plans oovered 15 million people and

paid out an estimated $1 billion in benefits to covered subscribers.

T"he possibility of a tax being posed on health care benefits was

raised frequently during the 1983 Congressional session. Hearings were held

on the proposal (S..640) but no further action was taken. It is anticipated

that the measure will receive further attention in 1984.

A broad range of interests including labor, management, health and insurance

groups -- opposed the measure. Organized dentistry offered particularly active

opposition on the grounds that the copaynents and deductibles that are typical

of dental benefit program already limit costs significantly in comparison with

other health insurance benefits and that these co-payments and deductibles offer
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a model Congress might consider following rather than penalizing.

hrong those polled who felt that a tax on health would not be. purposeful,

there was a striking similarity on this. view from all segmiets of society,

as the excerpt below from the tables on pages 31 and 32 demnstrates:

WOM40 TX WJMLW'T HW1
ooll nor-hs exec blue Vn Wuen conservative liberal
gmmd onla _ cola
48 45 48 48 48 46 46 47

When subtracting those not answering or giving an equivocal answer to the

question of a health benefits tax being useful, the poll shows a remarkable

o0nsem across the entire spectrum of society believing that sud a tax is

ill advised and purposeless.

The national opinion survey commissioned by Delta showed, as well, that a

large majority of people weren't sure they could retain all of their present

health care benefits if such a tax was inposed. As the comments by the kper

Organization indicate, only those who indicated they were "ver, certain" about

their answer can be fully expected "to hold to these voices" (page 12). on

that basis nearly 8 out of 10 people interviewed had saw degree of concern

about the way in uhich a tax would harm their ability to continue to protect

themelves and their families from illness or injury. Once again, this widely

held concern was repeated within nearly all the subsets of the population, as

the following excerpt from the tables on pages 23 and 24 shows:

PEFA WlsS N OWNm EEMILAn AB=r iMMx or TAR
oli non-ha exec blue men wonen conservative liberal

,ga gra L Collar_ _ _ _ _

74 80 68 79 73 79 75 75

In addition to those questions on the proposed tax on health benefits, the
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noper poll, oonfinmd for the first time in hard figures a measure of the

way in which dental insurance has becone a cal n, highly valued health

benefit and, as well, the poll rakes it possible to &w profiles, again

for the first tine, of a typical beneficiary of it as wall as. one of those

who do not yet have this benefit.

NINM Me LIN z Oi

The survey shows that som 421 of the nation now have dental benefits, an

estimated 90 million people. Par more people in the western sector of the

nation, 51%, have benefits today while the southern states lag behind with 32%.

Nearly half of those employed full-timn, 49%, have dental overage while 70%

of union uwrbers benefit frn it. Aenn the array of health care benefits

available duu* employment, only hospitalization, physician costs and major

medical plans cover a larger percetage of the population than does dental

prepayment.-

Amxg those groups within the population who are least benefitted as yet

by dental prepayment are those with family inocrs of less than $10,000, 13%;

those who live in the least urbanized parts of the comtry, 27%, and, as mentioned,

those who live in the South, 32%.

Though dental coverage was practically unknown on a national scale as

recently as 15 years ago, the Roper poll indicates that it has quickly becom

a highly valued benefit. When those surveyed ware asked what parts of their

total health care coverage they might onnaider terminating, ontly 16% of those

employed full-time and 15% of those now having cmeagie mentioned dental pre-

payment as one of the first two or three things they would surrender (page 28).

A further indication of the value of this relatively new benefit is swn

by the answers to tw question asked 2___ of those who do not now have dental

pramnt. Wher asked why they didn't have it, 43% said it was because the
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emp er didn't offer it while only 16% had other reasons (page 34). m

asked whether they would take it if offered by the employer, nearly three

out of four said they Would and nearly half said they wold even if the

ertployer did' It pay the full .preiiu.

The Fer poll, finally, asked those surveyed about their dental health habits.
Sore 74% of those employed full-txes and having dental coverage said they saw

the dentist about once a year or more often while 61% of those employed full

time but without coverage said the same. The highr percentage for those with

coverage is believed by dental experts to be good nes frami a cost standpoint

since it means such people are more likely to have a good state of dental

health and are having problem corrected early, when it is less expensive to do

so.

In 1982, according to government figures, the national dental care bill

was sae $19 billion out of a total health care bill of $308 billion. Unlike

medical and hospital spending, dental care expenditures are almost entirely

from the private sector, with only sae 4% of the total being public funds as

osed to 44% for the hospital-medical sector. This makes private funding of

dental prepayment of particular importance to the workforce since there is

essentially no public support for dental care cost. The Delta Dental System

is the oldest carrier of dental benefit program in the nation and, in 1982,

its benefits payments acomted for saue 20% of the total of such payments made.
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DEMARK, KOLBE & BRODEK, S.C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

SlO WAS4NOTO AVENUE
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Submitted an part of the record of the hearing on Employee Fringe

BenefiLt held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance
Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

By Richard C. Brodek of Delark, Kolbe 6 Brodek, S.C.

This report is being submitted on behalf of DeMark, Kolbe &
Brodek, S.C., a Wisconsin law service corporation, and of our
clients that maintain qualified pension and/or profit sharing
retirement plans for their employees.

It is our understanding that testimony has been presented at the

hearings indicating that current tax incentives encouraging
employers to provide fringe benefits to their employees are not
vorth the loss in revenue and do not result in broad and fair
coverage of the rank and file employees. Such conclusion appears
to be erroneous in view of the provisions contained in the
Employees Retirement Income Security Act of 197., the Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 and the Deficit Reduction
Act of 1984. Bach of those acts expanded coverage for rank and
file employees to such an extent that under existing law the vast
majority of employees of small and large employers are now covered
under their employer's plans.

It is a rare month that elapses without the publication of some
commentary concerning the integrity of the Social Security system.
It vould seen, therefore, that Congress should do its utmost to
preserve and strengthen the private retirement plan system rather
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than imposing more restrictions and penalties.

Our law firm, although a small law firm consisting of eleven
employees including lawyers, maintains a cash or deferred arrange-
ment, group health and surgical insurance, group life insurance,
dependent care plan and a medical reimbursement plan. All

employees are covered under the health and surgical plan, the
medical reimbursement plan, the dependent care plan and the group
term insurance. Nine of the eleven employees are covered under
the cash or deferred profit sharing plan and all will be covered as
a result of TeFRA. Many of our employees tell us that it is
unusual for such a small organization to provide so many fringe
benefits and that their friends working for other small employers

who do not have such fringe benefits available to them hope that
their employers would eventually adopt fringe benefit programs.
Congress should, therefore, encourage the establishment of such
programs rather than penalizing them.

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient

arrangement covering the needs of employees through the employee
benefit system. It is far superior to any government program
which would replace it. It should not be systematically
dismantled in the name of greater tax revenue.
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DERBY CAP MANUFACTURING CO, INC.
7w WEST MAIN STREET, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40202 * USA e PHONE (502) 587-8495

Submitted as part of the Record of the Hearing On Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee, Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

By DERBY CAP K4ANUFACTURING CO., INC.

We have been hearing quite a bit from our legal advisors concerning the
hearing which wfs conducted in late July. We are very much in disagreement
concerning the Social and Econcmic purpose for etiployee pension and profit
sharing programs. We feel that they are extremely valuable items to all
Americans and the use of these plans should be encouraged for all employees
o4f every €ggn in the U.SoA. instead of discouraging the useof this plan
for i.creased retirement security of our people. In today's modern annual
increasing cost of living and more advanced technology, it is becoming harder
and harder for the middle class to save for their future retirement. Social
Security alone will not enable a person to retire and a supplemental source
is needed.

The Employer Pension or Profit Sharing Program Plan allows for each employee
to receive additional benefits at retirement age and is not taxable to him
during his years of productive earnings since the funds will not be available
until his retirement. This gives him full use of all his supplemental earnings
to go towards retirement instead of the ta. deflated dollar he receives as
gross wages.

The lower income people or "Middle Class" badly need the Security of Social
Security and Compay Pension or Profit Sharing Plans to help safeguard
themselves against poverty in their old age.

We feel that an Independent IRA Account is also necessary for each employee,if
he is able to afford it on his regular income.

We do feel that the Federal Bget must be balanced to secure the safety and
enrichment of all Americans. We do not believe that the corporate deduction
for benefit plans for retirement and profit sharing programs can be eliminated
if the plans are to be continued.

Company retirement plans are important and necessary programs for all Americans
and we strongly encourage the continuation of these benefits tax free until
retirement to the employees and tax deductible annually to the business community
as contributions are made.

39-707 0 - 85 - 39
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Diamond Crystal Salt Company
5T Ct AIR MICHIGAN 48079

CARL W KUCSERA

CORPORATE MANAGER
PERSONNEL & INOUSTRIAL RELATIONS

August 7. 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Rbom SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Finance Subcommittee on Taxation & Debt
Management - Hearing on Fringe Benefits
Dates of Hearings: 7/26, 7/27, and 7/30, 1984

Gentlemen:

The employers in this country have been responsible for
a tremendous increase in the personal security enjoyed
by American workers and their dependents. Voluntarily
created, employer sponsored, life, health and disability
insurance plans, as well as pension plans, cover a vast
majority of employees. These employee benefit plans are
the most efficient and cost effective way of delivering
economic security to employees, and cover employees at all
wage and salary levels, not just the highly compensated
top executives.

Preferential tax treatment for these plans has en,:ouraged
their growth and is a wise investment in the future economic
security of the nation. If tax policy ceased to encourage
employee benefits, additional strain would inevitably be
placed on public institutions and programs. Congressional
tax policy should continue to foster employee benefits, not
regard them simply as an uncapped source of revenue.

Sincerely,

carl W. Kucsera

CWK: dy
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The Honorable Robert Packwood
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Attention: Mr. Roderick A. DeArment

Dear Senator:

In recognition of the importance of your recent hearings on
fringe benefits for employees and companies, this is to inform
you that Digital Eqvipment Corporation sent telegrams to several
members on the Finance Committee urging their attendence. A copy
of the telegram sent to Senator Mitchell is enclosed which is
similar to the ones sent to Senators Dole, Danforth, Chafee,
Heinz, Durenberger, Long, Bentsen, Moynihan, Bradley, and
Ar strong. Telegrams were also sent to Senators Kennedy and
Tsongas urging them to sent staff to the hearings.

Digital Equipment is very interested in these hearings and would
appreciate it if you arranged for copies of available printed
materials to be sent to our corporate benefit staff. Please send
these to:

r.aDn Fritz
'-e fDigital Equipment Corporation

150 Coulter Drive CFO2-3 C/17
Concord, MA 01742

Tha k you.

Respe -yours,

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Sims
Vice President, Corporate Personnel

JS:A
Attachment
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I d I I I I I I t I a I I I InteroffIce Memo
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TO: THE HONORABLE GEORGE J. NITCHELL DATE: FRI 20 JUL 1984 4:44 PM EDT
FROM$ JOHN SINS
DEPT: CORP PERSONNEL
KXT: 251-1335
LOC/NAIL STOP: CFO2-3/C21

MESSAGE ID: 5243152573

SUBJECT: PACKWOOD HEARINGS 7/26/84

To: The Honorable George J. Mitchell
Senate Russell Building, Room 364
Washington, D.C. 20510

150 Coulter Drive CF02-3 C/21
Concord, NA 01742
20 July 1984

Dear Senator:

Digital Equipment Corporation, the world's becondt largest
computer manufacturer, like most employers, provides medical,
disability, retirement, and other benefits to our 54,000 U.S.
employees and their dependents. These benefits intimately affect
their lives by protecting their health, assuring a decent
standard of living during retirement, and cushioning them and
their families against the tragedies of unexpected illness,
disability, or death.

Besides being important to employees, company benefits enable
Digital to attract and retain the employees needed to maintain
its worldwide leadership position In the high technology
industry. Benefit costs are one of the company's largest cost
expenditures. Constant efforts are made to keep benefits
competitive while also containlg costs.

Any action that you and other members of Congress may take that
would affect the availability and cost of these benefits is of
concern to Digital and our employees. On July 26, 27, and 30th,
1984 the Finance Committee's Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management will be holding hearings on the subject of welfare and
retirement benefits for employees and their tax-exempt status
under the Internal Revenue Code.

Digital believes that it is most important that every member of
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Congress, but particularly those like yourself vith a special
re ,onsibility for tax matters, understand how changes In the
taxation of employee benefits vill affect the physical well being
and economic security of millions of American employees. We
therefore ask that you make every effort to attend these hearings
in order to hear first hand the viev of employers and the
employees on this critical subject.

'hank you for your consideration.

.espectfully yours,

IGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

1ohn Sims

.'ice President, Corporate Personnel

.'S:
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AVON PARK NORTH
BOX 775
AVON, CT 06001
(203) 674-9445

Dill ru TMA.

July 31, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Enclosed is a written statement that I would appreciate
having appear as part of record for the hearing on Employee
Benefit Plans by the Senate Finance Committee. Should you
desire further information please contact me.

Very truly yours,

. Colb fresher, CLU

Executive Vice President

BCT/dmb
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Senate Finance Cow.mittee

Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: Taxation of Employee Pension and Welfare Benefits

As a small employer (10 full-time employees) I strongly urge the
Committee to allow the current tax favored status of Employee
Pension and Welfare plans to continue.

In the post World War 11 years the growth of Medical Expense
Benefit programs as well as Disability income and modest amounts
of non-taxable Life insurance has been phenomenal. In great part this
is because contributions to the plan for an employer were tax deductible
and the benefit of these plans was not taxable to the employee.

For many years I listened to the cry of those who wanted "National
Health Insurance", which would have given rise to a huge bureaucratic
machine that would have swallowed dollars endlessly. Instead the
response of the private insurance industry and employers was to create
plans with adequate limits to cover American employees and their
dependents. With the allied programs of Medicaid on a state basis
and Medicare on a federal basis vertually all groups have sufficient
coverage for catastrophic medical expenses.

To begin taxation of these benefits would be disastrous. I feel
many employers would begin to unnecessarily weaken or even discard
certain programs.

We can not create a perfect tax system and tax every single item in
terms of a dollar compensation. Programs such as the exsisting Life,
Disability, Medical and Dental benefits that have been in place through
years of sucessful development would be greatly damaged by this action.
Therefore, I urge the members of the Committee to continue to allow these
programs to maintain their tax favored status.

Very truly yours,

B. Colby Thresher, CLU
Executive Vice President

BCT/dmb
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HAROLD D. RYANDILLON COMPANIES, INC. Vice President-Box 12/Hutchinson. Kansas 67504-12/(316)"3-6801 Human Resources

August 9, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

July 26, 27 4 30, 1984 Hearings on Fringe Benefits

Within the last few days, I have seen several articles regarding

the above captioned hearings. I am writing in the interest of expres-

sing our company's concern of the possible consequences to our

employees if the tax laws are changed to eliminate tax incentives for

fringe benefits.

It appears, based on the information we have seen, the Senate

Committee on Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management has

identified what they consider a multi-billion dollar tax revenue loss

due to employers sponsoring these plans and intend to tap these dollars.

For the short range this could have a positive effect on the flow of

revenue into the Treasury, however for the long pull it could have an

adverse effect, as we believe the private sector can provide these

necessary benefits far more efficiently than through a government

program.

Our Company has 26,000 employees located in thirteen states.

Most of these employees participate in some type of fringe benefits,
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either through a company sponsored plan or union sponsored plan which

the company makes contributions to on their behalf. These various

plans represent a good cross section of employees -- rank and file

as well as highly paid. Participation also represents a fair ratio

of male and female employees. These employees and their families

have enjoyed these programs for years and consider them a necessity

and essential to their economic security. As a company we also

endorse this philosophy, and are pleased that we are in a position

to provide these programs. However, if the tax incentives are take

away by suggested major changes, it will be necessary to re-evaluate

the costs of these programs, which ultimately could result in a

reduction or suspension of some benefits. I feel confident other

companies would be placed in the same position.

In conclusion, we ask that your committee re-examine the consid-

eration being given to eliminate the tax advantages as they relate

to fringe benefit plans.
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Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Hearing on Fringe Benefits
July 2b, 1984

If this country cannot afford the cost of providing Medicare benefits for

all citizens age 65 (sixty-five) and over, then how can this country possibly

consider taking on the cost of medical benefits for all its citizens under age

65 (sixty-five) as well?

Employer sponsored benefits, administered by private industry, play a big

role in not adding to our national debt and tax burden.

Should benefits be provided by the government private industry benefit

administrators would be shut down, displacing millions of workers. Can the

government also handle the burden of their unemployment benefits and retraining?

Sincerely,

Gwyned Trefethen
V.P. of Administration
Member of the SPIA
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LAW OFFICES OF

DOMINICK, FLETCHER, YEILDING, WOOD 8
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION

LLOYD, P. A.

FRANK DOMINICK
WALTER rLETCOIER
NEWMAN MANLY fELDIOG, JR.
J. FRED WOODJH.
LCE 0. LLOYD
EZRA , PERRY, JR.
CARLETON P. KCTCHAMO JR.
SUSAN DOMINICK DOUGHTON
C. FRED DANIELS
HAROLD L. rEMOUSON
J. TERRELL MSELNENY
SAMMYC 00C RAY

215l HIGHLAND AVENUE-P. 0 BOX 1387

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35201
August 6, 1984 TELEPHONE (2O) 939-OO33

RICHARD 0OMINICK (1996-1)ePO)

Mr. Roderick DeArmnent
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room 219, Durkson Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. DeArmnent:

Consistent with your requirements I am submitting this letter
and the attached statement to be included as part of the record of the
Hearing on Eployee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 & 30th by the
United States Senate Finance Committee Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management. Thank you for your assistance.

C. 4redDans4 40

CFD/cns
Enclosure
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SUBMITTED AS PART OF THE RECORD
OF THE HEARING ON EMPLOYEE FRINGE

BENEFITS HELD ON JULY 26, 27 & 30TH
BY THE UNITED STATES FINANCE COMMITTEE,

SUBCOMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBt MANAGEMENT

By C. Fred Daniels

It is my understanding that the subcommittee held hearings for
the purpose of determining whether or not the private employee benefit
plan system needs or deserves any of the tax incentives which currently
support that system. I submit to the commmittee that such support is
needed and deserved.

It is incredible that someone would assert that the system
serves no useful, social or economic purpose. To do so ignores the
large number of rank and file employees who would have no income at
retirement, other than Social Security, absent the savings built up for
them through the private Employee Benefit Plan system. Moreover the
assertion that the system primarily benefits highly paid employees is
inaccurate. The complicated tax laws mandate that most, if not all,
employees must be eligible to participate in the plan.

It is unrealistic to claim that the system would survive
without tax incentives. No rank and file employee can afford to partic-
ipate in a private employee benefit plan if he is forced to pay tax
immediately upon money placed in trust to be paid to him when he retires.
It is incredible that someone would assert that the private employee
benefit plan system would survive such economic pressures on the partici-
pants.

While I strongly support individual retirement accounts and
individual retirement account vehicles, the private employee benefit
plan system should not be abandoned in favor of these vehicles. Individual
retirement accounts are entirely voluntary plans. The people who need
to save most for retirement e~e the ones least likely to use such accounts.
It is only through the *,,ivate system that funds are accumulated for
these employees' retirement.

Whoever made the claim that private employee benefit plan
systems have no "grass roots" support obviously has no contact with the
grass roots of this country. The incredibly large number of individual
participants certainly support the system and would be greatly opposed
to its elimination.

In summary I urge that this subcommittee find that the private
employee benefit plan system should be continued and encouraged.
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DONAN ENGINEERING, INC.
JOHN 0. DONAN. * t. pRESiDENT P.O. OX 5$8 407 90ROWN ROAD - TEL (SO) Oi- 7343

JOHN 0 DONAN. JR.P E.VICE PEIDECNT MADISONVILLE. KENTUCKY 42431
FRANK N. DANICLt Sk SOUTH CLAY STREET * TEL.(OIS) 402-5611

DAVID R COD&PEt
JASPER, INDIANA 47548

August 6, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part of
the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on
July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Very truly yours,

DONAN N G0INEERING, INC.

So FIT.SHA ING Tr.

G. Donn, Jr
JGD,Jr. :mdh
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Submitted a part of the record of the hearing on employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

BY: John 0. Donan, Jr.
Trustee

DONAN ENGINEERING, INC.
PROFIT SHARING TRUST
444 South Main Street
Madisonville, KY 42431

Donan Engineering, Inc. is a Subchapter "S" consulting
engineering corporation with a private employee benefit plan
system. This plan is commonly referred to as a "Profit Sharing
Plan". Thirty one employees are presently covered under this
plan.

As Trustee and representative of the covered employees,
I wish to state for the record:

1. The majority of the covered employees do not have
IRA's

2. The money in the plan plus anticipated contributions
represents a significant part of the financial
retirement planning of the covered employees.

3. The cash benefit from the plan plus social security
income would help many who retire to maintain their
present standard of living.

4. Many of us have little faith in the Social Security
System. Congress can change the benefit schedule at
will. The money in the Profit Sharing Plan cannot
be taken away and is therefore more secure.

5. There would be no reason for either the Company or
the employees to continue the Plan without tax incen-
tives.

6. We recommend that the present laws and regulations
covering employee benefit plans be left alone and
allowed to work.
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Dug hill # C44PaIy, I14.

SUBMITTED AS A PART OF THE RECORD OF THE HEARING ON
EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS HELD ON JULY 26, 27 AND 30
BY THE UNITED STATES FINANCE COMMITTEE, SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT.

BY: Douqlas L. Paine

I am an enrolled actuary under ERISA and deal with employee
pension and profit sharing plans on a daily basis. My many
years of experience in this area, I believe, allows me to
make some informed and enlightened comments that the
Committee should find of interest,

That the private employee pension system provides a useful
social and economic purpose is demonstrated to me almost
every day. I am the individual who is usually responsible
for certifying (ie. final computation) benefits for
employees of client corporations. These monthly retirement
benefits range anywhere from $25 to $7,500. It would be
interesting to ask Mr. Ralph Ryder (the employee of a car
dealership whose benefit is being certified today) if his
$225 dollar benefit serves "a useful social and economic
purpose", especially since other than social security and
public assistance, this will be his only other source of
retirement income.

The premise that these pension benefit programs will survive
if tax incentives are removed contradicts the facts that I
have actually witnessed since TEFRA. Many plans are
terminating, and while it is true that these plans benefited
(in the majority of cases) highly paid employees, benefits
were also offered to the rank an file employees who now
will have NO FUTURE PENSION BENEFIT ACCRUALS.

The idea that defined contribution plans can replace
defined benefit pension plans and should do so is dangerous
to the public welfare. The security and planning mechanisms
of defined benefit pension plans can not be duplicated
by IRAs or profit sharing plans. In my opinion, by
moving away from such plans, Congress would be setting the
stage for a class of senior citizens entirely or almost
entirely dependent upon Uncle Sam for ordinary living
expenses.

Rather than seeking means to increase taxes, why not
cut expenses. A real AMERICAN HERO, a would be a
Senator or Representative who ignored the special interest
groups that are looking for free handouts and government
subsidies.

Its strange that the very institution that passed ERISA,
created minimum funding standards, and enrolled actuaries,
which recognized the intended social good of pension plans,
would 10 years later negate this for a quick revenue fix.

7EPECTFULLY SUBMIT
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STATEMT OF DOVE TEXTILES I0 COtIMCTION WITH THE HEAiNGS
OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUCO TEE QN TAXATION AND DEBT

mANAGEMNT ON THE SUBCT OF FRINGE BENEFITS
JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

We at Dover Textiles believe that it is our responsibility as

employers to meet the basic needs of our 'employees for financial security.

Accordingly, we offer the following benefit package to all of our employees:

1. Profit Sharing Retirement Plan

2. Group Life, Health, and Dental Benefits

3. Employee Savings Plan

4. Income Disability Plan

5. Optional Life Insurance Program

We employee approximately 3,000 employees of which 90% are covered.

The other 10% are in our waiting probationary period. We hava the

following number of employees covered in our benefit package:

Women 1140
Minorities 526
Non-management
Employees 2479

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash wages

because we consider the benefits to be essential to the economic welfare

of our employees. We are in a position to purchase insurance coverage

at a better rate than could our employees on an individual basis. This

factor added to the tax incentives provided by existing law allow us to

provide valuable benefits at a price we and our employees can afford.

Increasing the cost of benefits through changes in the tax law will mean

that we will not be able to provide the same level of protection in the

future,
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We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising

health care costs. Since these costs are reflected in the premium we

and our employees must pay, we are vitally interested in cost containment.

Therefore, in regards to our health insurance we have implemented cost

containment features such as raising the employee deductible and a

co-insurance plan. We have also contracted a program with a private

consulting firm to conduct medical review of all our claims. We are

constantly studying this problem and evaluating proposed solutions.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcou=Uttee on Taxation and

Debt Management has provided to make known our views on the importance

of employee benefits. We believe that encouraging employers to provide

these benefits is consistent with the social policy of our nation and

merits continuance of the Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide

incentives to employers and employees to commit their dollars to this

purpose.

DOVER TEXTILES

Signed:A(tAL) 4k/
Director Industrial Relations

DG:bl

cc: Mr. Jack Vincent
Mr. W. W. Gainey,Jr.

8-2-84

39-707 0 - 85 - 40
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SUBMITTED AS PART OF THE RECO1ZD OF THE HEARING
ON EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS HELD ON JULY 26. 27 AND 30

BY THE UNITED STATES FINANCE COMMITTEE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

Byt Dreckman Dental Laboratory, Inc.
Owens Medical Center
4112 Shelbyville Road
Louisville, Kentucky 40207

Speaking as the plan sponsor of an employer-funded
pension plan, the private employee benefit plan system
provides a useful and workable solution to the problem of
providing sufficient retirement income for private. sector
employees. Such employee benefit plans established by private
emploers provide a necessary supplement to the social
security income and personal retirement savings of retired
workers. If the tax incentives currently supporting the
private plan system, a system already beset '.y staggering
plan establishment and maintenance costs, were to be
eliminated, the result would most certainly be a sharp decline
in the number of employcr-sponsored plans.

Currently, the establishment of an employee benefit
plan by a small business is a particularly expensive
procedure. The elimination of the remaining tax incentives
would put such plans out of the reach of most small
businesses. Obviously, those lower income employees of such
small businesses, who are the least likely to have accumulated
sufficient personal savings and who most need the supplemental
retirement income, would suffer the greatest hardship.

While recognizing that there are problems within
the private plan system, the elimination of the current tax
incentives supporting the system would simply result in the
stagnation of pension plan growth and the ultimate demise
of the system, rather than refinement and improvement of
the system. The governmental objective should be to provide
additional incentives to encourage expansion of the private
plan systein to the tradtionally low pension coverage
industries, such as trades and services. Rather than
contributing to the end of an already heavily-regulated rlan
system, steps should be taken to ensure that the private
plan system and the benefits it provides for private sector
employees be preserved.
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DRESSER INDUSTRIES. INC O DRESSER BUILDING 0 ELM AT AA R 0 DALLAS, TEXAS 75201

August 13, 1984

GENE E LEESON EXECUTIVE OFFICES

HUM 14 SOfA NT24744

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219 Dirksen S.O.B.
ashington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

This letter constitutes the written statement of
Dresser Industries, Inc. regarding the hearing on fringe
benefits scheduled July 26-30, 1984.

The private sector fringe benefit system is alive and -

well. It is performing magnificently the functions the tax
incentives granted to it were designed to encourage. Eco-
nomic security is afforded many millions of workers who
otherwise would not have it. And this security is afforded
at far less "cost" to the government than would be the case
if such security were provided through governmental
programs.

Recently, many voices have been heard stating that tax
incentives provided to fringe benefit programs are
"loopholes" that should be closed. Other voices indicate
that the deficit must be cut by any and all tax-raising
means, and fringe benefits are an area where this can be
done with minimal damage to the average person,

These views are incorrect and shortsighted.

To begin with, the private sector fringe benefit system
grew up in response to many years of governmental encour-
agement and employee needs. If the encouragement (tax
incentives) were to be removed, many employers would cease
to provide programs and simply increase cash compensation,
since this would remove the administrative burdens and
expenses of operating those programs.

Employees wanting to continue these protections could
not do so - at least at the same benefit levels - for two
reasons. First, they would have less after-tax money, and
second, the cost of protection would be higher since they
would be purchased at individual rather than group rates.
Other employees would not purchase even reduced protec-
tion. As a result, there will be political pressures for
governmental protection - which we all know would be far
less-cost effective, and less flexible in meeting changing
needs.
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Another misconception is that private sector fringe
benefits afford disproportionate benefits to highly
compensated persons and thus make Nunfair" use of tax
incentives. Fairness, like beauty, is in the eye of the
beholder. Strict egalitarians view anything other than
equal dollar benefits per employee as unfair. Many others
believe that fairness is ensured where the value of fringe
benefits for more highly compensated employees is no
greater a proportion of total compensation than benefits
for less highly paid employees.

As a matter of law and practise, no tax incentived
fringe benefit program provides more highly compensated
persons a greater proportion of total compensation than
less highly paid individuals. And some programs, such as
health insurance, approach dollar equality for everyone,
while many, such as defined pension programs, provide
significantly greater proportional benefits to less highly
paid employees.

In other words, private sector fringe benefits overall,
just as governmental programs overall (such as social
security and medicare), already reflect a reasonable
compromise between these competing notions of fairness.
Thus, benefits overall are significantly skewed to provide
greater proportional benefits to the less highly paid, but
some recognition is afforded compensation differences. We
believe continued tampering with this compromise in order
to approach egalitarianism will stiffle further development
of, and even diminish current private sector fringe
benefits. The end result will be to hurt, rather than
help, those who are less highly compensated.

With respect to the myths that private sector fringe
benefits favor the highly paid, favor men over women, or
favor other discrete groups have been irrefutebly denied by
many studies performed and/or reported by the Employee
Benefit Research Institute in Washington, D.C. These
studies have been discussed and furnished to you by many
others, so we will not repeat them here, but commend them
for your close attention.

Before addressing the specific issues raised in the
press release announcing the hearings, we wish to state
that we believe the potential revenue enhancement from
major changes in tax laws relating to fringe benefits is
far less - particularly in the long run - than the amounts
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usually mentioned. Most importantly, these figures ignore
the fact that much of the tax "loss" is actually a tax
deferral.

Following are our comments on the specific issues
raised in the press release.

1. Should the tax law encourage employers to provide
fringe benefits; and if so, which benefits or services
should be encouraged and what type and level of tax
incentive is appropriate?

Comment: We believe the tax law should encourage private
sector fringe benefits and cite the sound programs in
existence on account of such encouragement in the past.
See the ERRI statistics. Thus, we also believe the
existing tax situation is approximately the correct one,
except that we feel the severe limitations on prefunding of
retiree benefits (other than pensions) recently enacted was
a big mistake.

2. What conditions or restrictions are appropriate on
tax incentives to encourage employers to provide fringe
benefits?

Comment: Except as noted above, we feel existing con-
ditions and restrictions are adequate and generally
appropriate. As an employer of some 30,000 employees, we
feel that the $90,000 qualified pension limitation is too
low, and that the $50,000 life insurance exclusion limit is
terribly unrealistic.

3. Are the existing rules concerning fringe benefits
sufficient to ensure that all employees benefit fairly
from the tax incentives?

Comment: As noted earlier, fringe benefits are already
significantly skewed in favor of lower paid employees (as a
proportion of compensation) and on this basis existing
rules are more than "fair" to them, while the preservation
of some recognition of total compensation probably makes
the programs "fair" to the more highly paid.

4. Are the existing tax incentives for benefits such as
health care, life insurance, day care, educational
assistance, and cafeteria plans effective in encour-
aging employers to provide these benefits to a broad
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cross section of employees at a lower toal cost than
if the Government provided the benefit directly, if

- employers provided the benefits on a taxable basis, or
employees purchased these benefits on their own?

Comment: The EBRI studies prove that fringe benefits have
been provided to a broad cross section of employees as a
result of tax incentives. This is certainly the case in
our company since salaried employees are offered essen-
tially the same tax-incentived programs irrespective of
salary level. (Most hourly employees are in programs
negotiated with unions). It is problematical whether
employers would provide programs on a fully taxable basis
(there being far less incentive to incur the problems and
expense of operating them). Individual premiums for
coverage is always substantially higher than group pre-
miums. Governmental provision would lack appropriate
flexibility and certainly cost more.

5. How will tax laws that encourage employers to provide
frinQe benefits affect compensation planning?

Comment: Such laws clearly divert funds that would other-
wise be paid as cash compensation into fringe benefit
programs since the employee derives greater monetary value
as well as protection, thereby benefiting both employer and
employee.

6. W ll tax incentives for employer-provided fringe
benefits affect potential employees' choice of
employment?

Comments For most potential employees, factors other than
the type and extent of fringe benefits determine which
employer's offer will be accepted, since most employers
offer a basic range of such benefits. If tax incentives
were to be removed, most employers would decide whether to
continue the programs based on similar actions by competing
employers.

In summary, Dresser believes strongly that the long
established governmental policy of providing tax incentives
for fringe benefit programs has resulted in a situation
where the bulk of American workers are being provided
significant protection against both the expected (retire-
ment) and unexpected (illness, disability or death)
viscissitudes of life. This protection is far more cost-
effective than would be similar protection under govern-
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mental or individual programs, and is provided on a basis
that is "fair" to all groups and income levels. It is
important that the success of this policy be realized and
that the policy be reaffirmed in some strong and lasting
fashion to permit employers to make lasting commitments to
their employees concerning their protection.

Very truly yours,

Gene E. Leeson
Vice President
Human Resources

GEL:bw
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STATEMENT OF DUNHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. IN CONNECTION
WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT

MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS
JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

We at Dunham Manufacturing Company, Inc. believe that it is our responsi-

bility as employers to meet the basic needs of our employees for financial

security. Accordingly, we offer the following benefit package to all of our

employees: A full major medical/dental/life insurance plan. We have 332

employees with approximately 95% participation. This includes about 8%

women, 35% minorities and 90% non-management employees. All medical and

dental insurance is identical for all employees whether management or hourly

factory workers. We also provide a type of disability insurance for all

employees.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash wages

because we consider the benefits to be essential to the economic welfare of

our employees. We are in a position to purchase insurance coverage at a

better rate than could our employees on an individual basis. This factor

added to the tax incentives provided by existing law allow us to provide

valuable benefits at a price we and our employees can afford. Increasing the

cost of benefits through changes in the tax law will mean that we will not be

able to provide the same level of protection in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising health care

costs. Since these costs are reflected in the premium we and our employees

must pay, we are vitally interested in cost containment. At our last insurance

renewal, we changed from a full premium, plan to a modified self-insurance plan

and have seen a monthly gain to date. We also raised our deductible in an

effort to cut down on first dollar coverage. We are constantly studying this

problem and evaluating proposed solutions.
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We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt

Management has provided to make known our views on the importance of employee

benefits. We believe that encouraging employers to provide these benefits is

consistent with the social policy of our nation and merits continuance of the

Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide incentives to employers and

employees to commit their dollars to this purpose.
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THE DURHAM SUN , .................

July 25, 1984

Senate Finance Committee
Room 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D. C. 20510

Gentlemen:

We understand that your Committee is scheduled to hold

hearings on contain aspects of the taxation of employee fringe

benefits.

This letter is being written to you and for the record

that our Company supports the current tax favored treatment of

employee pension and welfare benefits, We strongly urge you

consider this in your hearings. As you well know the cost of

employee fringe benefits has sky-rocketed over the past few

years and represent a major expenditure to the employer. Without

an incentive, it will hurt our employees also.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,

The Durham Herald Co. Inc.

Vincent Damiano
Vice-President, Treas.
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July 23, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Council
Camittee On Finane
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Foou SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArnents

I am writing concerning. the hearing of July 26, 27, and 30,1984 on the subject of Taxation of DIoyee benefits. Iwould like to encourage you to work toward Preservation ofemployee benefits as they now exist. In my company the benefitsdo not go only to m e. APPrViltely 80% of the benefits,in fact, go to wien. We are working to adjust for inflationand protect our employees from the severe damage resultingfrom inflation. Our employees will suffer if these benefitsare eliminated. I consider these employee benefits essentialto the economic security of our employees and their dependents.
I believe we can administer the Employee benefit system moreeconomically than the government program which might be createdto replace it.

Yours truly,

Glen Fincher, M.D.
)

GF:sa
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July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

Taxation of Employee Benefits

We carry a hospitalization and life insurance plan on and for our

employees, whether they be men or women. There is no discrimination

whatsoever as they are all treated alike. Since we are not able to

provide higher wages for our employees, this fringe benefit is an

incentive to them to stay with us where our turnover is not constant.

If we did not provide this insurance for them, they would be without

for it is very difficult in these days to add any extras to the already

high cost of living . . . after taxes, their take-home pay isn't enough

to handle any additional expenses. I'm afraid that if our employees

had any additional taxes to pay there would be some priorities they

would have to forego and we're afraid the insurance might be one of the

first since they have to sleep and eat. What they would do without the

insurance in case of need is beyond imagination with the escalated

hospital and physicians' charges these days. The added stress on the

individual would certainly not be very conducive to good workmanship

for Easter Machine.

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement

covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit system.

It is far superior to any government program which would replace it.

It should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax

revenues. The employee needs are there and must be met. If private

enterprise is not encouraged to meet its needs, government must. And

we believe the ultimate price to our nation will be greater.

EAER C C MANUFACTURING COMPANY

'OHN -STER
V OWNER
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CAI EQUITABLEINSURANCE COMPANIES

August 3, 1984

The Honorable Bob Packwood
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

As one who has been personally involved with private pension plans and other
employee benefit plans fdr over 30 years, I am writing to you in your capacity
as chairman of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

I hope that your subcomittee's deliberations on tax policy issues related to
fringe benefits will produce objectivity, continuity of policy, and reasoned
judgment. Such results are sorely needed if piecemeal legislation of the
TERA and Deficit Reduction Act type is to be avoided. Such legislation is
unsettling and brings about horrendous administrative costs and detail far in
excess of the tax revenue generated, I would venture. It also makes employers
wary about installing and maintaining valuable and needed employee benefit
program. To make it worse, there are back to back changes in some instances,
e.g., TEFRA reduced the estate tax exclusion under Section 2039(c) of the Code
to $100,000; then, less than two years later, the Deficit Reduction Act
eliminated the exclusion entirely. Other areas similarly affected are the
group term life insurance rules and top-heavy rules. How in the world can an
employer be expected to keep his programs in line with laws which are
constantly changing? itb an unlimited marital deduction, I cannot believe
that elimination of the $100,000 exclusion is a revenue raiser and I doubt if
it can be classified as reform. Think, though, of the estate plans which must
again be reviewed and modified.

Rumors abound that there will be another round of pension legislation next
year, not to mention fringe benefits generally. I hope not! Congress has
been up to bat twice in less than two years and merely siiccetded in changing
the rules in the middle of the game.

I realize that this is a time when Congress is searching for ways of raising
revenue, but retirement plans in particular and employee benefit plans
generally are a poor place to look for it. Individuals have a hard enough
time providing long-range security for themelves. Their places of employment
have become an important source of that security. But, employers need tax
deductions if they are going to be able to provide appropriate benefit
program. Such program are part of a comprehensive compensation package and
are a cost of doing business. If the employer does not provide the benefits,
who will? Certainly not the government -- it has already proven that it
cannot handle the job -- nor should it. The government, at least in the past,
has seemed to be motivated by what is politically feasible, not by what is
economically affordable.
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I also find it strange that there seem to be a "punish pensions" mood
prevailing in Congress. I would think that the private pension system,
besides providing capital for investment in our economy, would be actively
considered in looking for a viable, long-term solution to Social Security (as
a floor of protection), private pensions, and personal savings. The latter
component has been helped significantly, but more needs to be done.
Unfortunately, not all working people can afford Individual Retirement
Accounts. If individuals are either taxed on fringe benefits or must pa., for
them personally, we can be assured that there will not be funds for personal
retirement savings.

Private pension plans, in my opinion, are an absolutely essential supplement
to private retirement savings and Social Security. Without such plans,
retirement income for many individuals will be neither comfortable nor
adequate. Thus, there will be greater pressure on Social Security and forms
of public assistance. However, as indicated above, it is apparent that. public
programs do not work and are not affordable.

The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act and now the Deficit Reduction Act
are in place. We can only hope that the adverse effect on private pension
plans will not be great. How.ver, experience following the enactment of EtISA
would seem to indicate otherwise. .Once again, plans will have to be mended
and costs of installing and maintaining plans will increase. It's no wonder
that employers throw up their hands and terminate their plans. It has become
an atmosphere of waiting for the other shoe to drop. This is all very strange
when the administration has vowed to cut back on excessive regulations,
reports, and red tape. Speaking of regulations, it does not help when it
takes the IRS literally years to issue even proposed regulations -- and then
tries to make them retroactive.

Simple logic would indicate that the private pension system and other employer
sponsored benefits should be nurtured, not curtailed. This is especially true
in the smaller employer group where more employees must be covered by employer
sponsored retirement and other fringe benefit plans. Thin is the area where
there is the greatest shortfall in coverage.

TEFRA's crippling legislation was supposed to inject equity into the private
pension system. Now, even if this is true, why wouldn't it be just as logical
and equitable to permit all employers who establish retirement plans to gain
the same advantage in deducting pension contributions, etc. by allowing ALI
employers a deduction at the top marginal rate of 46? After all, if there is
to be true equity, why shouldn't every employer (with employees) be able to
have every dollar of contribution treated the same for tax purposes? This
would produce greater equity for contributions goinq into the plan as well as
for dollars already in the plan. We should not have to worry about
discrimination in favor of key (highly paid) employees because of the
provisions of TEFRA -- and now the Deficit Reduction Act.
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Small employers are taxed at lower marginal rates, so have less incentive to
establish and maintain plans than large employers. ilowever, this proposal
would not benefit larger, more profitable employers. It just would put all
pension contributions on an equal footing. It has long been accepted that tax
deductions for pension (and other fringe benefit) contribution serve a
worthwhile, social purpose. This is indeed sound tax and socia, policy. The
objective must be to see more employees covered, not lens. Certainly, there
are enough precedents for subsidies and incentives for other sectors!

In one sense, this may seem like a bad time to be providing additional
incentives when both the administration and the Congress are looking for ways
of increasing revenues and decreasing the deficit. However, employer
sponsored plans are closely linked with the health and financial security of
employees -- both now and in the future. They are also a means of confining
Social Security to fulfill only its stated mission. I read recently that
about one in four tax-paying households pay more in Social Security tax than
in income tax. These are individuals who cannot afford more Social Security
tax -- generally less than 09,OO-$10,000.

Private pension plans are a vital component of a viable retirement system --
and a major part of the long-term solution to Social Security's problem. In
addition, private pension plans are a source of capital accumulation which
will provide continuing assistance to our economy -- unlike a transfer of
funds like Social Security and other goverment plans.

The prevailing attitude of Congress must stop -- piecemeal legislation (often
resulting in overkill), quick fixes, trying to find a fast buck, etc. -- all
to the detriment of a growing fringe benefit sector funded by private,
tax-deductible dollars. What is really needed is a national policy on
retirement income and other fringe benefits. Then, legislation could be
coordinated and guided, rather than fragmented and ill-directed. Perhaps,
your subcommittee could work toward such a national policy.

It is unfortunate that your subcomittee's hearings did not precede enactment
of the Deficit Reduction Act -- indeed, TEMA. The results may well hal,, been
far different. I wish you and your associates well in attempting to develop a
sound policy -- well thought out with a view toward the long-term needs of
all.

Sincerely,

UA LI INSURAWC COE'ANY Of IOWA

R. C. HiV
Marketing Ervices Vice, President

CH :sw
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P E-SYSTEMS

August 10, 1984

The Honorable Robert W. Packwood
U.S. Senate
2S9 Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20S10

RE: Hearings on Fringe Benefits
July 26, 27 and 30

Dear Senator Packwood:

The employees of E-Systems, Inc. currently enjoy what is
considered an excellent fringe benefit package for the high
technology electronics industry. This package has evolved
since E-Systems became a publicly-owned company in 1972. The
major fringes currently include salaried and hourly pension
plans, ESOP, PAYSOP, long and short-term disability, medical
and dental insurance, accidental death And dismemberment
insurance, life insurance, savings plans and our Flexible
Compensation program which was implemented on January 1, 1984.
The Flexcomp program allows employees to choose the type and
amount of benefits they desire depending upon their personal
situation. With the introduction of the Flexcomp program,
E-Systems also introduced a 401(k) plan and a flexible spending
account whereby employees are encouraged to save and also are
given the opportunity to pay their medical and dental expenses
not covered by insurance with pre-tax dollars. We are in
disagreement with the current proposed IRS regulations
regarding flexible spending accounts and will continue to work
for their revision.

I mentioned the above to indicate that E-Systems does care
about the welfare of its employees both while they are employed
and after retirement. We feel that we have built an effective
and efficient arrangement covering the needs of employees
through the employee benefit system. It is far superior to any
government program which would replace it. It should not be
dismantled in the name of qreater tax revenues. The employee
needs are there and must be met. If private enterprise is not
encouraged to meet its needs, government must. And we believe
the ultimate price to our nation will be greater.
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We have designed our benefit program for the benefit of all
employees and not just the highly paid individuals or male
employees. We have made several changes to all of our benefit
plans over the past several years that benefit every employee.
The Congress should not come along and destroy the benefits
that have been built up over the years. Rapid changes in the
law intimidate the planners and reduce the level of
constructive experimentation. The process for dealing with
change needs to be more sympathetic to the practical problems
of employees in developing benefit progrars and in
communicating these with a consistency that gives employees
confidence.

If benefits are not provided by employers, there will still be
a demand for them, and that demand will be filled by the
government -- probably at a higher cost than the projected
revenue lvss as well as less efficiently. We have to look
beyond the current rhetoric and recognize that the majority of
employee benefits are enjoyed by the rank-and-file worker and
not the highly compensated.

We certainly advocate a cautious approach in looking for new
revenues by attacking employee benefits. Very little revenue
will be raised in this manner and will probably discourage the
offering of them to more employees. Much of what is called
lost revenue is really deferred revenue and the fact that
contributions to private pension plans are important in the
formation of new capital to finance businesses should not be
ignored.

Failure to distinguish among the growth of legally required
employee-provided payments, fully-taxable employee benefits,
tax-deferred payments and tax-exempt benefits has greatly
distorted the perception of the tax base erosion that can be
attributed to tax-favored and tax-exempt benefits. If
employers no longer receive tax breaks for offering benefit
plans and the benefits become taxable to employees, then
employers will reduce or drop benefit plans. It has been
proven in several surveys that where benefits are taxable,
employees don't want them, even if the benefits are needed to
protect themselves and their families.

The argument could be made that if benefits were taxable,
employees would pressure their employers to give them more cash
instead of giving them the benefits. While this might raise
more revenue, it would also encourage workers to take risks
with their security. Taxation of these benefits might create
short-term revenue solutions but it would most certainly create
long-term social problems.

39-707 0 - 85 - 41
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A final word. It appears that representatives from Treasury
and selected congressional staffs have hit the panic button
over the loss of revenues because of employee benefits. In
addition, they are inferring that abuse of pension plans in
favor of male employees or highly paid employees is wide-
spread. This is simply not true. It would not be fair to say
there is no abuse in employee benefit plans, of course there
is. But we don't need a shotgun to kill a mosquito. In 1979,
B-Systems improved its retirement plans that benefitted all of
the lower paid employees. This action, in effect, raised their
total retirement pay from 60% to approximately 75% of their
final year's salary. We are currently reviewing more changes
to our retirement plan to further enhance and improve the total
benefit package for both active and retired employees. These
changes, amounting to approximately $15 million will not result
in any additional contributions by E-Systems to the retirement
trusts and thus no revenue loss to the Treasury. This is due
to the investment returns of the trust over the past several
years. This has been possible due to current tax law and regu-
lations. Therefore, we feel very strongly that the Congress
should not tamper with the employee benefit area in searching
for ways to raise revenue. Instead we need a national policy
for employee benefits in order to resolve some of the
contradictory policy among all of the 70 or so governmental
agencies which are responsible for regulating the industry.

We appreciate the opportunity to offer our comments on this
topic and would certainly be willing to cooperate with you in
any manner you deem desirable.

Respectfully,

D. E. Bird
Corporate Director
Employee Benefits
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArments

Consistent with your requirements, we are submitting
this letter and the attached statement to be included as
part of the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30, by the United States Senate
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sin rely,

William B. Peden

WEB: ph
Enclosure
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SUBMITTED AS PART OF THE RECORD OF THE HEARING
ON EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS HELD ON JULY 26, 27 AND 30

BY THE UNITED STATES FINANCE COMMITTEE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

_ By: EWEN, MacKENZIE & PEDEN, PSC
650 Starks Building
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

Speaking as the plan sponsor of an employer-funded
pension plan, the private employee benefit plan system
provides a useful and workable solution to the problem of
providing sufficient retirement income for private sector
employees. Such employee benefit plans established by private
employers provide a necessary supplement to the social
security income and personal retirement savings of retired
workers. If the tax incentives currently supporting the
private plan system, a system already beset by staggering
plan establishment and maintenance costs, were to be
eliminated, the result would most certainly be a sharp decline
in the number of employer-sponsored plans.

Currently, the establishment of an employee benefit
plan by a small business is a particularly expensive
procedure. The elimination of the remaining tax incentives
would put such plans out of the reach of most small
businesses. Obviously, those lower income employees of such
small businesses, who are the least likely to have accumulated
sufficient personal savings and who most need the supplemental
retirement income, would suffer the greatest hardship.

While recognizing that there are problems within
the private plan system, the elimination of the current tax
incentives supporting the system would simply result in the
stagnation of pension plan growth and the ultimate demise
of the system, rather than refinement and improvement of
the system. The governmental objective should be to provide
additional incentives to encourage expansion of the private
plan system to the traditionally low pension coverage
industries, such as trades and services. Rather than
contributing to the end of an already heavily-regulated plan
system, steps should be taken to ensure that the private
plan system and the benefits it provides for private sector
employees be preserved.
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Ex-Cell-O Corporation
Executive Offices
2855 Coolidge * Troy, Michigan 48064 * 313/637.1000

July 27, 1984

Senate Finance Committee
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel

Gentlemen:

We appreciate this opportunity to submit a statement

on the taxation of fringe benefits.

Ex-Cell-0 Corporation, through divisions and wholly-

owned subsidiaries, hereinafter collectively called Ex-Cell-0,

manufactures a variety of products for the aerospace, auto-

motive, capital equipment and defense industries. Ex-Cell-0
employs approximately 13,000 people in the United States.

On May 1, 1984, Ex-Cell-0 implemented a flexible benefits
program (a cafeteria plan under Section 125 of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1954) covering all of its U.S. based salaried

employees, of which there are 4,200 in 41 locations in 16

states. The program includes four comprehensive medical

insurance options, two levels of dental insurance, five employee

life insurance choices, four options of life insurance on the

employee's spouse and dependent children, the ability to buy or

sell up to five vacation days, reimbursement accounts for

health care and dependent care expenses, and a savings plan under

Section 401(k).

Our flexible benefits program was structured as a benefit

bank with the employee spending benefit dollars for the options

desired. If the employee spent more than Ex-Cell-O deposited
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in the account, the difference is made up through salary
reduction spread evenly throughout the plan year. Conversely,
any excess of credits left in the bank will be paid to the
employee in cash during the plan year.

The process of designing, communicating and implement-
ing this program caused a lot of thought to be given to fringe
benefits and their value to our employees.

The growth in the number of fringe benefits and the cost
of the benefits over the years has been well documented. The
cost of benefits provided our salaried employees exceeds 40%
of their compensation. In other words, for each $1,000 in
salary, Ex-Cell-0 spends over $400 for pensions, group medical
and life insurance, Social Security, workers' compensation,
etc. We believe that a significant factor encouraging benefits
to increase faster than cash compensation is the progressive,
income tax system. As more employees are pushed by both real
pay increases and by inflation into higher tax brackets, the
pressure to compensate with tax-favored benefits has increased.

Many benefits were provided as entitlements, thus result-
ing in even higher costs. The best example of this phenomenon
is group hospital-medical-surgical insurance. Many years ago
the tax law was changed to allow employers to provide this
insurance without tax consequence to the employees. Many
employers did so and the cost of the insurance was modest.
However, this benefit was in the form of an entitlement which
meant that neither the users nor providers had any incentives
to watch costs. In fact, the system gave providers an economic
incentive to increase costs. Of course, the cost increased.

Any tax law which allows benefits to be provided in a
tax favored way will erode the tax base thus reducing tax
revenue.
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That must be weighed against the social good of providing
medical care, life insurance, etc. for a broad group of
citizens. There are undoubtedly many methods available in
balancing these two objectives. One would be an overall
limitation on non-taxable benefits as a percentage of total
compensation. For example, non-taxable benefits, excluding
those legally mandated, could be limited to one-third of
total compensation including benefits. It would seem that

an overall limitation would be preferable to separate limits
on each type of benefit. In concept an overall limit could
eliminate existing restrictions on pension and profit sharing

plan contributions since such contributions woud be included
in the non-taxable benefits subject to the limitation.

On the question of discrimination, it appears to be
assumed often that non-taxable benefits favor the higher paid
employees. In terms of after-tax consideration, that may be
correct, but only because the higher paid are in higher tax
brackets. In terms of non-taxable benefits compared with cash
compensation, generally, lower paid employees receive a greater
proportion in the form of benefits. In Ex-Cell-O's case,
that is caused mainly by the cost of medical and dental insurance
where the amount and cost of coverage is not related to cash
compensation. The legally mandated benefits also cost more as a
percentage of compensation for lower paid employees than for
higher paid ones. If discrimination really is a problem, perhaps
a test similar to the one used for Section 401(k) plans could
be devised. The average cost of non-taxable benefits for the
higher paid one-third of employees couldn't exceed that for the
lower paid two-thirds by more than 50%. This would be a
relatively simple test yet would seem to eliminate potential
abuse.
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As to the type of benefits which an employer should be
able to provide without tax consequence to employees, we
suggest that they be broadened slightly to include a reason-
ably limited amount of life insurance on the employee's
spouse and dependent children.

When both spouses are employed, each can get up to
$50,000 coverage tax-free, a total of $100,000 for the family.
If only one spouse is employed or if a single-parent family
is involved, the limit is $50,000. It would appear to serve
a legitimate public purpose to allow an employer to provide
life insurance on an employee's spouse of up to $25,000 and
on each dependent child up to $12,500 without tax to the
employee. Amounts in excess of the limits would result in
imputed income to the employee.

Although there are many more benefits which could be
added to the tax-free category, we believe that doing so would
unnecessarily erode the tax base and just shift more of the
tax burden to those who don't happen to get the benefit.

We described earlier in this statement the flexible benefit
plan which Ex-Cell-0 has provided for its salaried employees.
We're convinced that cafeteria plans are most efficient in
permitting selection of benefits for individual circumstances
while providing the employer with the ability to control overall
costs and should be encouraged.

Sincerely,

T. J. Stuart
Vice President
and Treasurer

TJS:jk
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E L AYVV Mnigi

FAIRFIELD ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.

ishmm w t*ort P.O. Box 150 WINNSBORO, S.C. 29180

July 26, 1984

Mr. Rodrick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirkuen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: Hearing on July 26, 27, & 30, 1984

TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Dear Hr. DeArment:

I would like to address the matter of taxation of employee benefits which

will be the subject of the hearing on July 26,27,30, 1984. Our business provi-

des benefits to its employees which, in many cases, I do not believe they would

provide for themselves. These benefits are provided by the Cooperative to ALL

employees and it is my sincere opinion that our people will suffer if employer

sponsored benefits did not exist.

We have several examples of employees who would have suffered economically

without these benefits. We have had in the last few years five (5) employees

who have retired early due to disabilities. They would not have been able

financially to have retired had it not been for the employer sponsored long term

disability plan.

We feel that we have an effective and efficient program covering the needs

of our employees aud that our employee benefit package is far superior than any

government program which might be devised to replace it. It should not 'ie

systematically dismantled in other to increase tax revenues.

t
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Our employee needs are here and must be met. The present system encourages

employers to provide these needs and a change in the tax policy would discourage

employers. I sincerely believe that it would ultimate mean more people on state

and federal welfare programs due to disabilities, inadequate retirements,

illness, etc.

I urge your committee to consider the contribution being made by employers

in providing for these needs.

Sincerely,

Z. L. Ayers, General Manager
ELA:csb

39 I,7 0640
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Fa r. ICommunity Mental Health Center

910 Edmond - Suite 100 Saint Joseph, Missouri 64501 (816) 364-15O1

July 25, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

RE: Hearing Dates - July 26, 27 and 30
Subject - Taxation of Employee Benefits

Please accept this statement on the matter of proposed taxation of employee
benefits.

As an organization providing human services to our area we are dependent upon
an expertly trained and effectively functioning staff in the delivery of these
services. In addition to base salaries, our personnel benefit offerings are
of critical benefit to our employees and serve as part of their basic system
of support for themselves and members of their families.

The personnel benefits of this Center include, health and life insurance,
pension and disability coverage along with appropriate leave for illness and
vacation. By organizational policy these benefits are offered equitably to
all employees at various salary ranges, and to both male and female. As an
organization we feel our greatest asset is our employees and their needs being
sufficiently met is of primary concern. Employer-sponsored benefits which are
offered them are necessary for their effectiveness as employees and without
them our organization would be greatly weakened as we depend upon the health
and sound adjustment of our staff. These benefits are essential to the eco-
nomic security of our employees and their dependents and make possible their
personal investment in the programs and services of this Center.

The provision of health and disability insurance is especially critical to
our lower salaried employees and offers them the same and equal secruity that
is offered employees in the higher salary ranges. Without this equitable
provision the lower salaried family might find such security unaffordable and
in an emergency situation in need of public support to meet basic family needs.
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A private organization such as ours has built an effective and efficient
coverage for the needs of our employees through the existent employee bene-fit system. The employee needs are there and must be met. We feel we aremeeting those needs with equity, appropriateness and flexibility in a waythat could not be duplicated by a government-sponsored, public program.The need to manage costs of such programs is recognized while at the sametime we are able to reach maximum goals in personal support of our employees.

We feel strongly the present tax exempt status of employee benefits shouldcontinue. Any effort to dismantle the present provisions for exemption wouldcreate numerous hardships for our employees and our organization as a whole.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Noman Tolo,

Executive Director

NT:rnn-k
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"E M* FARM BUREAU *FARM (~
UREAU the nation's largest general farm organzetlon **

FEDERATION

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
REGARDING TAX DEDUCTIBILITY OF HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUMS

FOR THE SELF-EMPLOYED

July 23, 1984
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
REGARDING TAX DEDUCTIBILITY OF HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUMS

FOR THE SELF-EMPLOYED

July 23, 1984

The American Farm Bureau Federation is pleased that the
Subcommittee is holding hearings on tax policy issues surrounding
fringe benefits. We note that the Subcommittee will be examining a
number of questions including: "Are the existing rules concerning
fringe benefits sufficient to ensure that all employsec benefit
fairly from the tax incentives?"

To assist the Subcommittee in developing "& full, fair hearing
record on current fringe benefit topics" we havi modified the question
to reflect our concern about the equity of current tax treatment of
health insurance premiums for the self-employad. This is an important
issue for the na.ion's farmers and ranchers, most of whom are
self-employed sole proprietors.

No group is more aware of the financial grip of high health
insurance premiums than self-employed individuals, particularly
farmers. Together with employees who do not receive employer-financed
health insurance as a fringe benefit, the nation's 7.8 million
self-employed business people must confront the serious inequity that
exists in the use of income tax deductions to subsidize health
insurance for other groups of workers.

While the Internal Revenue Code permits an employer to deduct
employee health insurance premiums as a business expense (IRC 162) and
treats the premiums as a tax-free fringe benefit to the employees (IRC
106), this type of tax treatment is not available to the self-employed
worker. The self-employed person gets no deduction, but must buy
health insurance with after-tax dollars. Currently, the only way a
self-employed individual can deduct any amount of health insurance
costs is if the premium is included in an aggregate of itemized
medical expenses constituting more than 5 percent of adjusted gross
income (IRC 213).

The denial of a deduction is apparently because health insurance
is considered a personal expense rather than a business expense.
Farmers and ranchers disagree with this short-sighted reasoning.
Farmers, like other small business people, conduct business activities
common to both employers and employees. The work environment of a
farmer is often hazardous and not infrequently presents danger to life
and limb from the use of heavy equipment and chemicals. Insurance is
necessary to cover the costs of unexpected injury and illness stemming
from the farming occupation. Health insurance is a cost of doing
business that farmers as business owners cannot afford to be without.
We believe it is a reasonable request that a self-employed person be
able to deduct his or her insurance premium as a business expense.
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There is also a question of equitable tax treatment among farmers
who have different business organizations for their farming
operations. A farmer who is a sole proprietor or in a partnership
cannot deduct the cost of health insurance premiums as a business
expense. However, if the farm is incorporated, the farmer can be
classified as an employee of the farming corporation. The
corporation, as the employer, can deduct the cost of health insurance
as a business expense, and the farmer, as the employee, can receive
the health insurance tax-free.

The vast majority of farms in this country are operated as sole
proprietorships. The 1978 Census of Agriculture indicated that 88
percent of all farms with sales of $2,500 or more were sole
proprietorships, 10 percent were organized as partnerships, and 2
percent were incorporated. These figures translate into approximately
2.14 million sole proprietorships operated by farmers.

The Subcommittee will be interested in the amount of health
insurance premiums that farmers pay. In Iowa the 1983 monthly cost of
comprehensive major medical group plan insurance with no deductible
was $84.15 for a single person and $185.27 for a family. This equals
$1,010 and $2,223 on an annual basis. In Michigan where age ratings
apply, the annual family rate premium ($0 deductible) was $2,120 for
insureds under age 45. The annual cost jumped to $3,150 for those
between 45-54 and to $3,474 between 55-64. Even plans with
deductibles are expensive. For instance, the 1983 family rate in
Kansas for insureds age 40-44 with a $600 deductible was $778. The
1984 family rate in Texas for insureds age 40-44 with a $2,006
deductible per person per year is $1,320.

The rates illustrate the high out-of-pocket costs that farmers
pay. Remember that they take no deduction for this cost although
their in-town neighbors who work for a business that provides health
insurance can receive the same coverage as a tax-free fringe benefit.
Also, bear in mind that the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act
eliminated the $150 deduction for health insurance premiums that all
taxpayers could have applied against the cost of their health
insurance premiums.

We believe that the following arguments support a legislative
remedy to this problem:

EQUITY
As previously mentioned, the federal government is subsidizing

health insurance for taxpayers receiving employer-financed health
insurance at the expense of two other groups of taxpayers who cannot
take advantage of current tax code provisions: (1) SLlf-employed
taxpayers such as farmers and, (2) Employees who must buy their own
coverage.
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Even if Congress restricts the curent tax-free status of
employer-financed health insurance, the inequity will remain. Those
employees currently receiving such benefit will continue to receive a
certain level of coverage tax-free since all or a portion of the
coverage will fall below the tax threshold amount of $840 per
individual or $2,100 per family as proposed by the Administration.

PRECEDENT

The Social Security Act amendments of 1983 moved toward equity
between employers and the self-employed in Social Security tax
treatment. The new law provides that self-employed individuals will
be able to take a tax credit for 1984-1989 against the self-employment
tax that they must pay. After 1990, a new system of income tax
deductions will be available to self-employed taxpayers. The
deduction will be equal to one half of the amount of self-employment
taxes paid for the taxable year.

A deduction or credit for the cost of health insurance premiums
could be patterned after the credits/deductions enacted in the hocial
Security legislation.

RISING HEALTH CARE COSTS

Much has been said about the issue o. health care insurance for
the unemployed. The employed, as well as the unemployed, are hurt by
rising health care costs, particularly thcse in hazardous occupations
such as farming who may pay higher premiums because of higher risks.

HIGHER TAXES COMPOUND CASH FLOW PROBLEMS FOR FARMERS -- HEALTH
INSURANCE DEDUCTION COULD HELP EASE THE PROBLEM

Farmers have been hit recently with higher Social Security taxes,
gasoline taxes, and excise taxes. An appropriate health insurance
premium deduction would ease the increasing tax burden on
self-employed people, help compensate for direct, out-of-pocket
expenses for health insurance, and lead to more equitable tax
treatment of health care coverage.

We draw the Subcommittee's attention to two bills, H.R. 3487
(Lattal R, Ohio) and S. 2353 (Grassley; R, Iowa), that would allow the
self-employed to deduct one half of health insurance premiums as a
business expense. Farm Bureau members across the country are
working hard to gather support for these bills as well as other
legislation that would eliminate the inequity that exists in the tax
treatment of health care insurance. As of mid-July, H.R. 3487 had 136
co-sponsors and the Senate bill had seven co-sponsors. We believe
that this legislation is a fair and reasonable response to provide
equity for self-employed individuals.

On behalf of 3.3 million Farm Bureau member families, we ask you
and the Subcommittee members to lend your support to this legislation.
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FARMERS & MERCHANTS BANK
OF LONG BEACH
MAIN OFFICE
302 PINE AVE.. LONG BEACH. CALIFORNIA 90602
TELEPHONE AREA (213) 437-0011

August 1, 1984

Senate Committee on Finance
Room 219, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sirs,

The current attempt to include employer-paid benefits as taxable

income- would seriously affect the medical and financial well-

being of all employees.

Most employer-paid benefits, such as life insurance or major medical

coverage, goes to employees earning under $25,000.00 per year. In

our company, 94% of the employees earn less than $20,000.00. per

year. -These people cannot afford the additional taxes that would

be imposed if the dollar amount of the benefit package was added

to their regular salary. An employee earning $20,000.00 per year

would be responsible for $211.00 to $480.00 extra in taxes per

year. An employee earning $10,000.00 per year would be responsible

for $163.00 to $365.00 extra in taxes per year. Many employees

would decide that the $163.00 to $480.00 looks better to them than

the medical or life insurance. The attitude would be, "I know I

can use the money, but I may never have need for the insurance.

Why should I pay that much for it?" These employees would decline

insurance coverage. If they did become ill, medical care would

probably have to be provided at government, that is, taxpayer

expense. Those who elected to keep the insurance and pay extra

taxes would be providing for those who declined insurance to save

money. This is not a very fair situation. We would predict,

39-707 0 - 85 - 42
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though, that many employees, if taxed on employer-paid benefits,

would decline those benefits.

If employers were taxed by eliminating the deductibility of

employer contributions, there would be no encouragement to provide

benefits. When employers provide benefits, the government is

relieved from providing benefits. If employers do not have an

incentive to provide those benefits, many ,:mployers will eliminate

or reduce benefits.

At a time when health care costs are rising, it is extremely

important for everyone to have insurance coverage so they can

obtain the best care possible. It would be a shame to tax this

important benefit out of existence by imposing heavy tax burdens

on employee or employer. And for every benefit, whether medical,

life or pension, that is taxed out of existence, there will be a

need for government to provide replacement benefits. This will

use up all the tax dollars gained by benefit taxation, should any

tax dollars be gained. We feel the best solution for everyone,

employee, employer and government, would be to continue to regard

employer-paid benefits as tax exempt.

Sincerely,

SKenneth G. Walker
President

0
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FEDERAL PAPER BOARD COMPANY, INC.
75 CHESTNUT RIDGE ROAD

MONTVALE, NEW JERSEY 07645

SIDNEY J. POPE July 31, 1984
TACASURCR

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am sub-
mitting this letter and the attached statement
to be included as part of the record of the
Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on
July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

FEDERAL PAPER BOARD COMPANY, INC.

SJP/eg Sidney a. Pope
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BY Sidney J. Pope, Treasurer
Federal Paper Board Company, Inc.

STATEMENT

Federal Paper Board Company is a manufacturing company
in the forest products and paper industry with annual
sales in 1983 of $569 million. It employs 4300 people
at fifteen manufacturing plants in principally ten
different states. The Company was established in 1916,
and has operated continuously and successfully since that
time. It sells approximately $100 million of its output
successfully into the international export market.

The Company considers itself an enlightened and forward-
thinking employer, and believes that its employee benefit
plans, particularly its qualified pension plans, which are
available to hourly union, non-union and salaried personnel,
are an integral part of its continual success. These plans
have been put in place and expanded over the years, largely
as a result of the favorable tax treatment afforded to con-
tributions to the trusts that administer these plans, and
to the tax exempt nature of the income earned by the trusts.
Our employees consider their pension plans, provided by the
Company, to be a vital part of their planning for their post
working years.

We firmly believe that any legislative attempt to eliminate
or change the employer-sponsored qualified employee pension
system, so as to reduce its attractiveness as a vehicle to
help motivate employees and plan sponsors alike to do their
jobs, would be met with extreme dismay.

We urge the Committee to leave the present private employee
benefit plan system in place. We believe it serves an
extremely useful social and economic purpose in our compet-
itive free enterprise economy here in the United States.

C: Quentin J. Kennedy
John R. Kennedy
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STATEMENT OF THE

FEDERATION OF AMERICAN HOSPITALS

SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD ON

THE MEDICARE HOSPITAL PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT RATES

PROPOSED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1985

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

AUGUST 8, 1984
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The Federation of American Hospitals is the national associ-

ation of investor-owned hospitals representing over 1,100 hospi-

tals with over 135,000 beds. Our member management companies

also manage under contract more than 300 hospitals owned by

others. Investor-owned hospitals in the United States represent

approximately 25 percent of all non-governmental hospitals.

In many communities, investor-owned facilities represent the

only hospital serving the population.

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views on

the adjustments being made by the Secretary of Health and Human

Services to the diagnosis related groups (DRG) relative weights

for Fiscal Year 1985 under the Medicare prospective payment

system.

Our association endorsed the concept of prospective paymen"

for Medicare hospital services more than 15 years ago and we

supported the historic change in the Medicare payment system

enacted last year. We have always believed that strong economic

incentives for increased management efficiency would contain

Medicare costs but even the strongest supporters of such change

were pleasantly surprised by how quickly these incentives began

to work. Hospital costs have been contained over the past year'

for Mecicare and for all other payers as hospitals changed their

behavior to hold the line on the growth of employees, reduce

length of stay, and with the cooperation of medical staffs,

reduce admissLons and seek alternatives to hospital care.
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Exhibit One tells the story of this dramatic trend which

has benefited all who bear the cost of hospital services. The

growth in total costs and costs per case is declining dramatical-

ly relative to the consumer price index and the hospital market-

basket. What makes this performance especially remarkable is

that prices themselves have been rising much less rapidly.

From the quarter ending February 1982 through the quarter ending

February 1984, the rate of increase in total hospital expenses

dropped 65 percent, from 17.2 percent to only 5.9 percent (Exhib-

it One). The rate of increase in expenses per admission dropped

by over half from 19 percent to 8.2 percent (Exhibit One).

The decline in the growth rate of total hospital expenses and

expenses per admission has been much greater than the decline

in the consumer price inder which over the same period dropped

by 40 percent from 7.7 percent to 4.6 percent.

The hospital industry now awaits final regulations for

fiscal 1985 Medicare prospective payment, and we are greatly

concerned about the fairness of payment increases which according

to the law should reflect changes in the hospital market basket

of goods and services hospitals must purchase. That market

basket increase of 6.4 percent plus 1/4 of 1 percent has been

reduced for budget neutrality to 5.6 percent in the proposed

regulations. However, we are most concerned about that provision

of the proposed regulations which would reduce all DRG weights
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by 2.4 percent. This change in weights was not only unantici-

pated by the nation's hospitals, but could undermine support.

for this new system's alleged predictability and fairness.

Most institutions have budgeted for actual cost increases

of about six percent in fiscal 1985. The government's budget

for Medicare expenditures in fiscal 1984 is showing a $2 billion

savings from lower than anticipated admissions and other increas-

ed efficiencies from the new prospective payment system. If

hospitals are penalized when they are performing so much better

than anyone predicted, there is bound to be an adverse reaction

which could jeopardize this new program.

Predictability of prospective payments is essential for

the budgeting process of both government and industry. Fairness

of payment levels is also imperative if the industry is to be

able to contain Medicare costs without shifting costs to other

payers. Those who criticized a Medicare only prospective payment

system warned that hospitals would simply rais6 prices to private

payers. Those critics were wrong because they underestimated

the impact of Medicare policy on total costs. Hospitals have

cut costs because for the first time since Medicare was enacted,

Congress offered an economic reward for cost reducing behavior.

If the proposed reduction of DRG weights is not deleted in final

regulations, the Medicare program will have increased the chance
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that some hospitals will resort to price increases as the only

way to achieve adequate revenues other than reducing necessary

services.

For these reasons, we express our appreciation to the Chair-

man for scheduling this important hearing and we urge the Commit-

tee to help clarify the intent of Congress with regard to the

long range importance of assuring fair and predictable payments

for hospital services to Medicare beneficiaries.

In the recently issued conference report on the Budget

Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, the Congress expressed their

concern that proposed fiscal 1985 Medicare prospective payment

rates for hospital services be both budget neutraJ and fair.

In part the report urges the Secretary of HHS " o carefully

evaluate the potential impact of rates on the long-term success

of the prospective payment system."

Attached to this testimony is a copy of our association's

comments to the Department of Health and Human Services on the

proposed weight reduction. The following points are included

in those comments:

1. The Health Care Financing Administration (HCPA) did

not test the data to detertiaewhether fiscal 1984

Medicare inpatients were on average older and more

o.?verer&y ill than fiscal 1981 patients. We believe
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that the trend reflecting treatment of less severely

ill patients in outpatient settings indicates a higher

average case mix for inpatients rather than simply

improved accuracy in coding.

2. The data base of 896,000 fiscal 1984 discharges used

by HCFA does not appear to be representative of Medi-

care cases on a geographic or case-mix basis.

3. The hospital industry has been denied access to the

HCFA data bases, methodologies, assumptions, and formu-

lae which produced the DRG weights.

4. The statutory language, in our opinion, precludes

application of a budget neutrality adjustment to the

DRG weights and also precludes changes in the weights

prior to October 1, 1986.

For reasons of fairness and the absence of adequate data,

we believe DRG weights should not be changed in fiscal 1985

but should be reviewed with the help of the Prospective Payment

Assessment Commission in fiscal 1986 as directed by the statutory

language.
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Fderffon o(Amerlcan Hospitals Notionol Oftis 1IIi 1i9h Street, NW Suie 402

Michael D. Brtbwg, Esquie, ecutt4 Dector Washington. D.C. 20036 Telphone 202/8333090

July 25, 1984

Carolyne K. Davis, Ph.D., Administrator
Health Care Financing Administrktion
Post Office Box 26676
Baltimore, MD 21207

7: BERC-279-Proposed Changes
to PPS Regulations and Rates
for PY 85, Federal Register,
July 3, 1984

Dear Dr. Davis:

The Federation of American Hospitals, representing the
investor-owned hospital and health care systems industry, urges
you to delete in the final rule the proposed reduction in DRG
weights as published in the July 3, 1984 Federal Register. The
proposed rule discusses this issue on pages 27442through 27445
and includes the new proposed weights as Table Five of the docu-
ment.

We have four basic concerns which we shall discuss in de-

tail:

1. HCFA Assumptions on Patient Mix;

2. Inadequate and Unrepresentative PPS Sample;

3. Inability to Access HCFA Data Base; and

4. Statutory and Congressional Intent.
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The Federation strenuously objects to and vigorously opposes
an additional reduction of 2.4 percent -- to be factored uniform-
ly in FY 85 on DRG weights -- for the following reasons:

I. HCFA Assumptions on Patient Mix
The explanation of the 5.85 percent reduction factor
of which 3.38 percent was incorporated into PY 84
rates indicates that it was based on 896,000 discharges
under the prospective payment system through March
1984. Further, that these discharges were matched
hospital by hospital and month by month "to compensate
for any biases that could have been due to seasonal
variations, hospital cost-reporting period distri-
butions and the timeliness of submitting bills." The
major flaw in this assumption is that each hospital,
each month, in 1981 -- the MEDPAR year -- and in 1984,
-- the PPS year -- treated patients with the same
characteristics. This assumption was not tested and
probably could not be tested unless an expensive,
time-consuming, and exhaustive analysis was conducted
using medical record source documents, as distinguished
from billing and claim form data that was the only
documentation used for both the 1981 and 1984 determi-
nations. Our hypothesis is that 1984 patients are
on average older and therefore relatively more severely
ill. Also, there has been a trend that has been ac-
celerating over the time period in question which
reflects movement of less severely ill patients to
outpatient treatment settings, leaving the more acutely
ill to be treated as inpatients. This aspect alone
would be indicative of a higher case mix for all hospi-
tals that would not be accounted for by more accurate
coding. Further, the rate of increase in Medicare
inpatient admissions has teen decelerating for the
last three years with a concurrent acceleration of
outpatient visits. This also is evidence of this trend.

2. Inadequate and Unrepresentative PPS Sample
As-previously mentioned, 896,000 discharges billed
under PPS through March 1984 were used as your 1984
data base. According to HCFA Fact Sheet, May 1984,
as of March 31, 1984, only 43 percent of all hospitals
were operating under PPS Further, an estimated 4.8
million patients were admitted from October 1, 1983
through February 29, 1984. Therefore, less than a
20-perzent sample of Jischarges were used from only
43 percent of all hospitals. :n addition, many- of
The 57 -ercent of hospitals not on PPS as of March4 4 0

9 a'e hospitals that trest the most complex
e~st this asum'ti can be -UP from recent
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comments by HCPA staff explaining budget neutrality
and the HHS News Release of June 18, 1984, discussing.
the phasing-in of hospital accounting years. To be
a representative sample, a data base of discharges
from the entire year of 1984 should be used to compare
with the 1951 MEDPAR file, which used bills from pa-
tients discharged for that entire year. The 9 million
bills used from the PSRO data set was a far more valid
and representative sample. HCPA staff did not know
at the recent PPS briefings the geographical breakdown
of the 896,000 discharges which were used as the basis
to determine 'that improved diagnostic coding for the
entire hospital industry was creating a 5.85 percent
overpayment.

3. Inability to Access HCFA Data Base
Both the Federation of American Hospitals and the
American Hospital Association for more than a year
have requested formally, and under the Freedom of
Information Act as well, copies of and access to the
complete data bases, methodologies, assumptions, and
formulae that produced the initial DRG weights. In
particular, requests for the complete 1981 and 1982
MEDPAR files have been denied on the basis that they
contain "information of a confidential nature, the
release of which might constitute an unwarranted in-
vasion of personal privacy." You also claim that even
if the "patient identifier" were removed, as we asked,
to overcome the privacy issue, other information on
the tape -- but not further explained to us -- still
could compromise privacy. We feel it is patently unfair
for the hospital industry to be denied access to ag-
gregate data that in no way would identify any indi-
vidual nor invade any personal privacy.

The hospital industry has been a willing partner in
the establishment of a Medicare prospective payment
system. To deny us access so that our own analysts
can examine your methodologies, assumptions, and for-
mulae and then compare your findings with ours is
an unwarranted obstacle to a fair exchange of data.
Even-when data are made available, sufficient time
must be provided for an in-depth analysis. Time is
always on the regulatory side. The proposed rule in
question published on July 3, 1984, with a 30-day
comment period to August 2, and final rule due on
September 1 to be effective,-October 1, 1984, leaves
little or no time available for the hospital industry
to obtain data, analyze it, and react.
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4. Statutory and Congressional Intent
The Federation questions whether the Secretary of
Health and Human Services has the statutory authority
to adjust DRG weights in order to maintain budget
neutrality and whether the Secretary has statutory
authority to recalibrate weights prior to fiscal year
1986. In both instances, the Federation's general
counsel, Weissburg & Aronson, concludes that the Sec-
retary does not have such statutory authority.

The statutory procedure for establishing the federal
portion of the DRG rate also supports the conclusion
that budget neutrality may not be achieved by adjusting
the DRG weighting factors. Section 1886(d)(3) sets
forth, in order, the various steps involved in es-
tablishing the DRG rates for fiscal year 1985. The
third step, after updating the stafidardized amounts
and reducing for outliers, is to adjust total payments
for budget neutrality. Section 1886(d)(3)(C). The
final rate is then determined in a fourth step by
combining the adjusted standardized amount and the
weighting factors. Section 1886(d)(3)(D). This pro-
cedure is mirrored by the regulations. 42 C.F.R. Sec-
tions 405.473(c)(4) and (5). The implication from
this ordering is that the aggregate amount of payments
must be budget neutral before the weighting factor
is introduced. Therefore, budget neutrality cannot
be created by an adjustment to the DRG weights.

The Medicare Act does not appear to allow the Secretary
to adjust DRG weights prior to 1986. Congress, in
fact, deleted language from the House and Senate bills
which would have allowed such adjustments.

With respect to Congressional intent, conferees on
the recently enacted Deficit Reduction Act (P.L. 98-
369), in discussing new payment rates urged the Sec-
retary to "carefully evaluate the potential impact
of the proposed rates on the long-term success" of
-the prospective payment system. The conference report
further states "The conferees realize that the ap-
propriateness of the new levels of payment will be
vital to the success of the full implementation of
the prospective payment system." For the Department
to undermine a proposed rate increase, which although
inadequate can be lived with, by arbitrarily reducing
the DRG weights, appears to be not only a violation
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of the spirit but of Congressional intent in setting
new levels of payment.

In summary, we urge you in the final rule to restore the
DRG weights to those applicable for FY 84. We believe that pa-
tient case mix has become higher over the last three years be-
cause hospitals are treating more severely ill cases as those
less acutely ill have been moving to outpatient treatment facili-
ties. We also find the data base of 896,000 cases of PPS dis-
charges on which you base your determinations to be statistically
invalid and unrepresentative of the entire hospital industry's
Medicare patient population. We further urge you to release
to the hospital industry MEDPAR and oths:r data requests so that
proper analysis can be made by us. Also, wo believe the Sec-
retary does not have the statutory authority at this time to
change the DRG weights to achieve budget neutrality. Finally,
we believe the proposed DRG weight reductions are not in keeping
with the spirit or intent of Congressional conferees on the
Budget Reduction Act.

Please note that this is not the complete Federation re-
sponse to the proposed rule. However, we feel the topic of DRG
weight reduction is of such importance that it merits special
attention. Our formal response, which covers this topic as well
as comments on other aspects of the proposed rule, will be for-
warded separately.

If we can be of further help in clarifying any of our points
or in assisting you in any way, please let us know.

Sincerely,

Michael D. Bromb
Executive Director

MDB:clw
cc: Honorable Margaret M. Heckler

Secretary, Health and Human Services
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Roderick A. DeArment

Chief Counsel

Committee on Finance

Room SD-219

Dirkuen Senate Office Bldg.

Washington, D.C. 20510

Subject: Finance Coumittee hearings on major tax reform options

Gentlemen,

I commend you for your willingness to tackle the complicated

income tax laws that our nation has. While I encourage your

efforts, I want to voice # very strong concern that the committee
keep in mind the need to encourage the tax incentives for people

who donate to non-profit organizations.

If non-profit organizations can't continue to function, a

tremendous expense will fall back on the hands of the government.

Charitable gifts enable many services to be provided. Please

understand that I am not suggesting a position on whether the

current laws should be retained or whether a flat tax should be

adopted. What I an suggesting is that whatever the decision, the
incentives to donors be continued.

Gratefully yours,

Stanley B. g1

President

Fellowship Urban Outreach Ministries
Fellowship Bible Institute s Fellowship Academy s Fellowship Community Projects

200 Plymouth Avenue San Frai.cisco. CA 94112 (415) 585-002

39-707 0 - 85 - 43
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STATEMENT OF FIGGIE INTERNATIONAL INC. IN
CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE

FINANCE SUCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND
DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF

FRINGE BENEFITS JULY 26, 27 AND 30, 1984

We at Fig'.Le International Inc. believe that it is our responsibility as

employers to help protect the basic financial security of our employees

through a comprehensive benefit package. This package includes medical,

dental, disability and retirement benefits for the employee and family and

death benefits for the surviving family in the event of the employee's

untimely death. These benefits are provided across all levels of employees

regardless of age or sex.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash wages because

we consider the benefits to be essential to the economic protection of our

employees. Further, we are in a position to provide these benefits on a more

effective cost basis than could our employees on an individual basis. This

factor added to the tax incentives provided by existing law allows us to provide

valuable benefits we and our employees can afford. While we are well aware of

the continuing problem of rapidly rising health care cost and taking steps to

contain these costs, increasing the cost of benefits through changes in the tax

law will dramatically compound the problem and will mean that we will not be able

to provide the same level of protection in the future.

The tax incentives that have been put into the law have made it possible for

employees with the help of their employers to live more comfortable lives both

before and after retirement. Without these incentives, only the wealthiest

companies will be able to afford benefits for their employees and then it

would probably be on a discriminatory basis. Mandating benefits without proper
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incentives would only add to the cost of goods and inflation.

History has shown that we cannot and should not rely on the government to

provide these services. The past problems of Social Security and the current

problems of Medicare magnify this point. More and more of the liabilities of

these programs are being passed to employers and employees alike to where they

are a significant burden.

We at Figgie International take price in our employee benefit programs

especially our retirement programs which are fully funded. Because of the added

regulations and liabilities imposed by the Congress and the PBGC, we considered

replacing our defined benefit retirement plan with a defined contribution plan

and recouping the excess assets.

After careful consideration of the needs of our employees, we elected to continue

our defined benefit retirement plan and add a 401(k) defined contribution plan

because of the tax incentives offered through such plan.

It seems to us that more, not less incentives are needed thereby reducing the

government's liability for such benefits and programs.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

has provided to make known our views on the importance of employee benefits. We

believe that encouraging employers to provide these benefits is consistent with

the social policy of our nation and merits continuance'of the Internal Revenue

Code provisions which provide incentives to employers and employees to commit

their dollars for this purpose.
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STATEMENT OF FIRST NATIONAL BANK IN BARTLESVILLE
IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND
DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT

OF FRINGE BENEFITS
JULY 26, 27, AND 30, 1984

We at First National Bank in Bartlesville believe that

it is our responsibility as employers to meet the basic needs

of our employees for financial security. Accordingly, we

offer the following benefit package to all of our employees:

1. Thrift Plan - Voluntary participation. Employee

may contribute up to 5% of their salary which

is matched 100% by the Bank.

2. Retirement Plan - Covers every employee over

30 years of age at beginning of employment;

25 to 30 years of age are covered after one

year of employment, and 25 and under after

two years of employment.

3. Medical and Dental Insurance - Covers all

employees and qualified dependents, fully

paid by the Bank.

4. All employees are covered by Life Insurance

two times their annual salary fully paid by

the Bank.

5. Sickness and Disability Benefits - Three days

sick leave are awarded to all employees on date

of employment and each employee accrues day

of sick leaVe for each month of employment

thereafter to a maximum of 60 days. Disability

leave is provided when necessary and employee is

retained on all medical benefits.
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The above benefits cover all bank employees

including 155 women, 23 American Indians, 5

Blacks, and 1 Hispanic. It also covers 163

non-management employees out of a total of

208.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional

cash wages because we consider the benefits to be essential to

the economic welfare of our employees. We are in a position

to purchase insurance coverage at a better rate than could our

employees on an individual basis. This factor added to the

tax incentives provided by existing law allows us to provide

valuable benefits at a price we and our employees can afford.

Increasing the cost of benefits through changes in the tax

law will mean that we will not be able to provide the same

level of protection in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly

rising health care costs. Since these costs are reflected in

the premium we must pay, we are vitally interested in cost

containment. We are constantly studying this problem and

evaluating proposed solutions. We have recently entered into

a new plan with Travelers Insurance called Modified Minimum

Premium which allows us to retain our premium payments in our

own interest-bearing account and deposit the minimum amount

for claims in the Travelers account for payment of claims.

This will result in substantial savings to the Bank and ulti-

mately to our employees.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxa-

tion and Debt Management has provided to make know our views

on the importance of employee benefits. We believe that
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encouraging employers to provide these benefits is consistent

with the social policy of our nation and merits continuance of

the Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide incentives

to employers and employees to commit their dollars to this

purpose.
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Company lame First National Bank L£0 All Employees # 205
Salaried Only #

TABLE 1

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT DOLLAR COST, BY CATEGORY, 19n

Employer Payment $ Per Employee $

Total Benefits

Legallv-&eguired Inmlover payments

Social Security
Unemployment Compensation
Workers' Compensation
Other Payments

Discretionary Taxable Benefits

Time Not Worked
lest Periods
Other Taxable Benefits

Discretionary Tax-Favored Benefits

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Capital Accumulation Plans
Disability Plans
Group Health and Life Insurance

Active Workers
Ret4,rees

Other Tax-Favored Benefits

Benefit

1,307,548.81

217,052.64

6 37*6
0

555,550.64
--0 -

196,6..
-a---

203,5§.5Z..

201,767.5
1,iQQI6

116,0§92LQ

6,378.29

1,058 .79
58.29
32.57
0

2,710.00
0
0

923L284.. 23
--. I8A. 00

--93 -.04
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Company Name First National Bank
C: All Employees # 205

Salaried Only #

TABLE 2

EXPLOYXI BENEIT DOLLAR COST, BY CATEGORY 1983

Employer Payments as
Percent of Wages

Benefit and Salaried

soployer Payments
as Percent of
all Benefits

Total Benefits

Leaallv-leauired Emulover Payments

Social Security
Unemployment Compensation
Workers' Compensation
Other Payments

Discretionary Taxable Benefits

Time Not Worked
lest Periods
Other Taxable Benefits

Discretionary Tax-FavQred Benefits

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Capital Accumulation Plans
Disability Plans
Group Health and Life Insurance

Active Workers
Retirees

Other Tax-Favored Benefits

35

6.7

0

100

100
100
o-

0

15
0
0

100
0
0

5.3-aU
0-6

--5.

--- .4

100

026-
aru



Company Name First Notinnal Rank / it All Employees # ms.
/ / Salaried Only #

TABLE 3

RETIREMENT PROGRAM AVAILABILITY, 19_3

Defined Benefit
Participate Vested
# z # z

Eavlover Capital Accumulation
Participate Vested
# % #

401(k) -
Participate Vested

I I I

$0-$ 9,999
10,000- 19,999
20,000- 49,999
50,000- 99,999

100,000 or more

Total

15 .08 .02
126 .68 22 .48
38 .20 17 .37
6 .03 4 .09
2 .01 2 .04

187 100% 46 100% 100 100% 100 1OOZ
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Company Nome First National Bank a707 All EMploy.S # 205
Salaried Only #

TABLE 4

iIALTi DENUIT AVAILABILITYo 19 83

Group Ingurance
# x

125 ,Ian ,
# 2

$0-$ 9,999
10,000- 19,999
20,000- 49,999
50,000- 99,999

100,000 or more

Total

15

-5--

205

.07

,OT
,TT

_- iooL - 1oom

t N
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Company wo First National Bank.
All laployoes #Salaried Only #

TABIS S

lUa n RINriPTs

Number of PersonsBenefit
Total Distributions

or Cost

Defined Benefit Plan
Retirees in Pay Status

Defined Benefit Plan
Retirees Survivors
in Pay status

Defined Benefit Plan Vested
Separated

Capital Accumulation Plan
Retirement ASe Distributions # 0

Capital Accumulation Plan
Termination Distributions

Retiree Health

Retiree Life

Retiree Other

# 0

# 9

# 0 ......

Year

$ 86,391.07

# .. _2. S

1983

1983

1983

1983

1983
1983

I1,83
$ 1,800.00
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Fitness Management Corp.
0700 RO6WELL RQOD

ATLANTA. OORGOA 30320
44.36.MO

July 24, 1984

Mr. Roderrick A. DeArment
Chief Council
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg., Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArments

I would like to take this opportunity to comment on the subject

of taxation of employee benefits that will be the subject of public

hearings on July 26, 27 and 30th, 1984. My comments represent

those of the businessman from a small to medium size corporation.

Our companies' employee benefit plan, which happens to be underwritten

by Pilot Life Insurance Co., after a preliminary waiting period is

open to all employees. Benefits of our plan do not principally go

to the highest paid employees; but are rather equally distributed

to all employees at the various levels of Income throughout the

company. We believe that our employees will definitely suffer if

employer-sponsored benefit plans do not exist. We further believe

very definitely that employee benefits are essential to the economic

security of our employees and their dependents.
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We believe that private enterprise has built an effective

and efficient arrangement covering the needs of the employees

through the employee benefit system. It is far superior to

any government program which might replace it. The private

employee benefit system should not be systematically dismantled

in the name of greater tax revenue. The employee needs are

there and they must be met.

If private enterprise is not encouraged to meet these needs

then government must. We believe that the ultimate cost of

government intervention into the private enterprise area will

be greater to the nation.

Very truly yours,

Ernest McCracken
Controller
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance
commttee, Subioittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: Karen W. Fitzgerald, P.S.C.

The private employee benefit system needs and deserves the tax
incentives which currently apply. As a physician I have sufficient income
to enable me to participate in IRA's and contribute the maximum amount
under the law to the Social Security program, although I will only receive
a fraction of my contribution to Social Security when I retire and am
eligible for benefits.

The tax incentives currently in the law make private employee
benefit programs very attractive to young professionals such as myself.
Since I am "biting the bullet" to maintain the Social Security system,
why should I be penalized for the long hours and hard work that I have
invested which enable me to participate in a private employee benefit plan?
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August 9, 1984

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Senate RussellcBUilding, Room 259
Washington, D.. 20510

Re: TAXATION OF EIPLOYEE BENEFIT

Dear Honorable Packwood:

Employee benefit plans are the most efficient and cost effective
way for corporation to offer economic security to employees.
The major plans such as retirement, life insurance and medical
plans, benefit employees at all wage and salary classifications,
not Just the highly compensated senior executives. Preferential
tax treatment for these benefit plans has encouraged their
growth and is a smart investment in the future economic securityof our country.

A number of proposals to reduce the favorable tax treatment
of employee benefits' are anticipated in 1985. The considered
tax preferences range from restrictive limits on pension
benefits to prohibition of IRA deposits for employees who
are vested in their employer's pension plan.

If the tax policy ceased to encourage employee benefits
additional strain would Inevitably be placed on public
institutions and programs ranging from conunnty hospitals
through the Social Securl ty retiremnt system. I believe
Congressional tax policy should continue to promote employee
benefits, not consider them as Just a source of revenue.

I strongly support the L.3.ployee benefit plan and urge you
to support the Packwood hearing, also.

\Thank you for your help in this matter.

Sincerely,

Kim 1. Bahlke
Benefits Speciali1st

KLB/nav
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FOODCRAFT EQUIPMENT CO.* , HOTEL . REST AUAANT FIXTURqES I SUPLI.l|

60 S STRATFOAO ROAD o HONE 9*M.1h0 * WWTON-&LEM. NC V10-l67

July 27, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

US: Taxation on Employee Benefits
Hearing Dates July 26, 27, 30, 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

This letter is written to address our own employee fringe benefit
plans.

I do not want to address the taxation of specific types of benefits
or specific delivery systems, neither. do I think it is appropriate
at this time. It is my understanding that the primary purpose of the
hearings, scheduled on the above dates, it to build a record of
positive statements regarding the social value of employee benefits.

The fringe benefits offered to our employees have the following charac-

teristics:

1. Benefits do not principally go to thd.highly:paid employees.

2. Benefits are offered to female and ale employees without
discrimination.

3. Our pension plan does not fail to adjust for inflation.

If employer-sponsored benefits do not exist the employee will suffer.
Further, the employee benefits that we offer, are essential to the
economic security of our employees, retirees, and their dependents.
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In closing, I would like to offer this statement of opinion. Private
enterprise has build an effective and efficient arrangement covering
the needs of employees through the employee benefit system. It is
far superior to any government program which would replace it. It
should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax
revenues. The employee needs are there and must be met. If private
enterprise is not encouraged to meet these needs, government must.
And we believe the ultimate price to our nation will be greater.

Thank you for Including our comments in your hearings on this subject.

Very truly yours,

DC EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.

J roustalls
President

JK/ars

cc: Senator Jesse Helms
Senator John East
Governor James Hunt
Congressman Stephen L. Neal
Congressman William G. Hefner

39-707 0 - 85 - 44
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FoRD CONSTRUCION COw.&.KY
OZX 4RAL CONTRACTORS

DVarmoBsn. Tuxwmemu 86034P. .... 55ZO/01 5554155

July 25, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Comlttee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Res Taxation of Employee Benefits

Hearing: July 26, 27, 30, 1984

Deer Sirs

With reference to the above hearing, a sound euployee-sponsored fringe
benefit program to essential to the sound and economic security of employees
and their dependents.

The employee needs are there end muat be net. Private enterprise has
established en effective and efficient arrangement to meet these needs and
should be encouraged to provide such benefits; otherwise, the government
must

Our system is far superior to any government program which would replace
it. It should not by systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax
revenues. Should this happen, ye believe the ultimate price to our nation
would be much larger.

Benefits provided by our Company cover all full-time employees, regard-
less of sex, race, Job responsibility or salary.

Yours very truly,

FO CONSTRUCTIO COMPANY

NC/ct
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Mr. Roderik A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Comm ittee on Finance
United States Senateo
Dirkson Senate Office Building - Room SD-210
Washington, 0. C. 20510

Re: Hearing on Taxation of Employee Benefits
July 26, 27, and 30, 1964

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I am writing this letter for Inclusion In the printed record of the

Hearing on Taxation of Employee Benefits to be conducted by Senator Robert

Packwood, Chairman of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and

Debt Management, on July 26, 17, and 30, 1964. This letter Is being written

not only from my experience with this law firm, but also as an attorney and

counselor for many clients during almost thirty (30) years of the practice of

business law.

The fundamental concept is whether employee benefits and welfare

programs can better be provided by the private sector or by government. If

we are to learn from history, I believe the answer Is clear -- business has,

Is and will continue to provide better benefits at a lesser cost. Certainly

government aem In the costa of these employer sponsored plans through
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tax incentives, as It well should, but the costs are far less than if the plans

were fully funded and administered by government.

Employee fringe benefits are as Important to most employees as

direct compensation itself. Employer sponsored pension plans, group life,

disability and medical plans are not only of Immeasurable benefit to employees

and their families, but also reduce the need for government sponsored

welfare payments which would be needed In the absence of these plans. Our

law firm Just lost a good secretary to another law firm because it offers

dental insurance and our law firm does not, and she needed to have

$8,000.00 worth of dental work done. Our firm has a lunch room where free

coffee, cokes, etc., Are provided as well as a place to eat lunch. Our firm

believes this benefit Is greatly appreciated by our employees while at the

same time benefiting the firm by keeping the employees in the office.

Employers are creative and responsive to the needs of employees.

Many of the employee benefit plans that are common today were unheard of

ten and certainly twenty years ago. -

I firmly believe that Congress should do everything In its power to

encourage employer-sponsored employee benefit plans to the maximum extent

possible, including preserving the Income tax Incentives to the employer.

A, i. LEWIS,

AJLJr/csb
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August 3, 1984

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Senate Russell Building
Room 259
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwoodi

You, as a member of the Senate Finance Comzlittee, will have an
influential role in determining what happens to the economic
security and well being of millions of American workers. To raise
additional taxes, you likely will be looking at reducing the tax
incentives available to employers who provide welfare and retire-
ment benefits for their employees. Such action would likely create
a demand for more governmental programs, t:9 cost of which could
more than offset the tax revenues generated, We are opposed to
such action and wish to help you understand why.

Our company, Fox 6 Jacobs, Inc., employs over 1700 people in
five states. lie provide medical, disability, retirement,
educational and other benefits for our employees and we are of
the opinion that the private benefit system provides the best
social programs in the country in a very efficient way to a wide
range of people. le urge you to do everything you can to
strengthen the system and to avoid doing anything which would
weaken it.

You will likely be seeing a lot of quantitative data from many
sources as you study the issues. Rather than provide you
additional statistics, we would like to make our point with some
examples of experiences of some of our employees.

Our g aAl.iLmL is provided at no charge to employees.
Dependent care is available with the employee paying a portion of
the premiums. The importance of this plan was noted recently on
the* medical claims for an employee'3 dependent. The dependent, a
premature baby, incurred over 10Q.00 iD claims in a tMgJLD th
peiLgd. These claims amounted to over jjyj jef the annual -gL=y
of the employee. Had it not been for our group health plan, this
medical cars would probably have been provided at no cost by some
institution or agency and tbe ultimate cLt would have been borne
by Society or the taxpayr,

Our ,aQgB provide partial income protection when
an emplojee cannot work due to personal (non-work related) illness
or injury. Through these programs the employee can usually meet
his most critical financial obligations and not be faced with foro-
closures and property repossessions.
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Our educational aanuitanc program provides partial tuition
reimbursenent for our employees. This allows and encourages our
employees to continue their education and to broaden their oppor-
tunities for advancement. A good example of the importance of
educational assistance is reflected in the case of one of our
carpenters becoming 1p'anntly .disabled from his usual and
customary job duties. Through educational assistance, he was able
to go back to school and become qualified in the area of computer
operations, ocg again bkeomgin a productiveg_ 9Ipy.

Our company management and our employees have become
increasingly concerned about employee gkIgr&ment benefit. We
provide a profit aharing/retremant -plan for all employAOa. We
also encourage our employees to make provisions for their
getilgJtn : through a j..t . These plans are financially
sound and are intended to supplement Social Security.

These programs are solid programs which contribute to the
economic welfare of our employees and our country. They provide
ou& employees a sense of security in which they have confidence
about their future. Our programs are only a sample of the many in
industry which are working. Since they are working, we urge you to
let them continue to do so. They should not be altered in order to
raise tax revenues. We have a sincere interest in getting this
message across to those of you with a special responsibility for
tax matters. We want to help you understand how changes in the
taxation of employee benefits will affect the well being and
economic security of millions of American workers.

Thank you for your time and interest.

Sincerely,

Zan T. Amis
Vice President

DTA: rb
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Kr. Roderick A. DeAmont
Chief Counsel
Cittea, on finance
too= 219
Dirksen Senate Offtice building
Washington, D.C. 20510
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Deer Mr ' DeArmmentI

Consistent with your requirement, I an submitting this letter and
the attached statement to be included as part of the record of the
Hearing on koployes Fringe benefits held on July 26, 27 ead 30 by the
United States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Frederick K. P.othenber$

Enclosure
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee,
Subcomnittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By Frederick M. Rothenberg, Esquire

As an attorney who has practiced extensively in the private pension
area of law for the past fifteen years with a clientele that presently
maintains approximately eight hundred qualified pension plans, I am
concerned, based upon recent legislation and what I read and hear about
the general disposition of the Congress toward the private pension
system, that the Congress does not fully appreciate the role that tax
incentives play in the decision by small and medium size employers
whether or not to maintain private pension plans for their employees.

Based upon my years of experience with clients who have confronted
the question of whether or not to implement a private pension plan, it
is my opinion that tax incentives; namely, the immediate deductibility
of contributions to qualified plans, the tax-free accumulation of income
within such plans, and the special tax treatment of distributions from
such plans, are the major determinative factors in an affirmative
decision. My clientele is generally comprised of professionals and
small to medium size businesses. Of the businesses, many are low profit
margin operations, arid any retirement program must be carefully evaluated
for cost effectiveness as compared with other uses of funds for mainte-
nance and growth of the business. Therefore, only the economic impact
resulting from qualified pension plan tax incentives counts in making
the difficult decision as to where to allocate limited funds, and any
further reduction in said tax incentives can only result in fewer of
such businesses electing to adopt qualified plans.

Among the professional clients, the majority are well provided with
income for their retirement years through investment programs aside from
any private pension plans. For them, the decision whether or not to
adopt a qualified pension plan turns on the most tax effective investment
of their money. Thus, as private pension plans become less desirable
from a tax standpoint, these professionals will simply put their money
elsewhere, either in other tax sheltered investments or speculative,
exciting investments that they could nop make under the fiduciary restric-
tions imposed on pension trusts.

My ultimate concern is that as fewer of these employers elect to
adopt private pension plans, the substantial number of rank and file
employees who would potentially be covered under such plans will be left
without any source of retirement income other than Social Security, the
future of which is subject of much doubt. Although it can be argued
Lhat such individuals can always open their own IRA's, the realities of
human nature and budgeting lead me to believe that a large number would
not voluntarily set aside the funds. Thus, only by continuing to make
these rank and file people a required part of a pension program which
tax incentives make desirable for employers can we hope to see that the
retirement income needs of employees of small employers are adequately
provided for.
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The France Stone Company
P.O. Box 19) To1do,(~~t7n )O(419) 241-4101 V 41 . MI O

Clir F. Minis
Chairman of the Board
Chief Executive Officer August 1, 2984

The Honorable Robert Packwood
Senate Russell Building
Room 259
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

X would like to express to you my personal concern about the current
tax environment for employee benefits.

Over the Year&, employers in this country have been responsible for a
tremendous increase in the personal security enjoyed by Amrican
workers and their dependents. Voluntarily created employer-sponsored
life, health, and disability insurance, pension plans, and other
benefits cover the vast majority of employees. These program have
been encouraged by favorable federal tax treatment and have, in turn,
save4 the federal government substantial sum which would otherwise
have been necessary to fund and operate government welfare program.

As the Senate Finance C maten assesses the current tax environment
for fringe benefits, Z think it is important to keep in mind that
employee benefit plans axe the Mt efficient am cost-effective way
the market has devised for delivery of economic security to employees.

is economic security extends to employees at all wage and salary
levels and is a critical pert of their financial well being.

Preferential tax treatment for these plans have encouraged their
growth and is a wise Investment in the future economic security of
our nation. Zf tax policy ceased to encourage employee benefits,
additional strain would inevitably be placed on public institutions
and program, ranging from comunity hospitals through the Social
Security Retizemnt and Dfsability Zncome System.

Congressional tax policy should continue to foster employee benefits
and not regard them as simply an untapped source of revenue.

Sincerelyg,

CINv ..

I
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August 8, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, we are submitting
this letter and the attached statement to be included as
part of the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30, by the United States
Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management.

Thank you very much for your help in this matter.

Very truly yours,

NNK/bh

Enclosures
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SUBMITTED AS PART OF THE RECORD OF THE HEARING
ON EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS ,HELDON JUX 26. Z7 MD 30

BY THE UNITED STATES FINANCE COMMITTEE,
SUBMIMTTEE ON TAXATION D DEBT MANA MNT

BY: FRANKLIN & KING, PSC
2356 First National Towers
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

As the plan sponsor of an employer-funded pension plan,
the private employee benefit plan system provides a useful and
workable solution to the problem of providing sufficient retire-
ment income for private sector employees. Such employee benefit
plans established by private employers provide a necessary supple-
ment to the social workers. If the tax incentives currently
supporting the private plan system, a system already beset by
staggerirg plan establishment and maintenance costs, were to be
eliminated, the result would most certainly be a sharp decline
in the number of employer-sponsored plans.

Currently, the establishment of an employee benefit plan
by a small business is a particularly expensive procedure. The
elimination of the remaining tax incentives would put such plane
out of the reach of most smell businesses. Obviously, those
lower income employees of such small businesses, who are the
least likely to have accumulated sufficient personal savings and
who most need the supplemental retirement income, would suffer
the greatest hardship.

While recognizing that there are problems within the private
plan system, the elimination of the current tax incentives supporting
the system would simply result in the stagnation of pension plan
growth and the ultimate demise of the system, rather than refine-
ment and improvement of the system. The governmental objective
should be to provide additional incentives to encourage expansion
of the private plan system to the traditionally low pension coverage
industries, ouch as trades and services. Rather than contributing
to the end of an already heavily-regulated plan system, steps should
be taken to ensure that the private plan system and the benefits it
provides for private sector employees be perserved.
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August 9, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen:

I wish this letter to be included in the printed record of the
hearing on the changes to the imputed interest rules of Code
Section 483 and New Code Section 1274.

The changes made to the "imputed interest rules" of Section 483
by the enactment of Section 1274, at least in the area of the
sale of real property, has created a wholly unnecessary and
unmanageable complicity to an area of the tax law that was

ready too complicated to e understood by any taxpayer other
than CPA's. In my experience, the average attorney, let alone
the average taxpayer, could not understand the present value
discounting rules of Section 483. Now you have added a further
complication that will certainly eliminate almost all of the
Internal Revenue Service Agents from being able to understand
and audit compliance with the law. Section 1274 is TOO
COMPLICATED to be understood by all except mathematicians and
CPA's.

In real estate transactions I would suggest there will be
little compliance with the law unless both the purchaser and the
seller have CPA's prepare their income tax returns. Further-
more, the IRS will not be able to monitor compliance because the
vast majority of Internal Revenue Agents will not be able to
understand the "present value computations" of Section 1274.

~wc~~~MCS 
2cX54in3700348"! 7WDrover. tOgOe
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To tie the interest rates on a seller carryback of real property
to 120% of the interest rate charged on federal treasury instru.
ments, thereby making the Interest rate greater than that
charged by commercial lenders, falls to recognize several sig.
nificant economic differences between sellers of real property
who Ocarryback* financing on the one hand and commercial lenders
on the other hand.

(1) The commercial lender has a fully operating business
staffed by several employees and involving a signifi-
cant capital investment. The commerciallender has to
charge two to three interest points above its cost of
money to cover its cost of doing business, a return on
its capital and a profit ount. The individual
seller does not have such costs and in most real
property transactions the seller of real property will
carryback financing two to three interest points below
commercial market rates because he has no cost of
doing business,

(2) Secondl, the interest rate that a seller receives on
a carrack is generally equivalent to what such
seller would receive from an investment in a fixed
income investment, such as treasury notes, corporate
bonds and bank savings accounts. Today a commercial
lender on a loan secured by real property is com-
manding a 13-3/4% to 14% rate. The current interest
rate being paid on money market accounts is about
10-1/2%. On the other hand 120[% of the current
short-tern T-Note yield would be approximately 14.7%.
Rider Section 1274 the law requires the seller to
report an interest income forty percent greater than
what such seller would receive from available
alternative investments.

(3) fhen the seller carrys back financing, the debt
instrJment owned'by the seller is secured by a lin on
the property sold. In almost all cases the seller has*first rate security for the payment of his loan.
The greater the security the lower the interest rate
should be. On the other hand, if a person is willing
to risk his capital, such as in the purchase of a
corporate bond, then the interest rate should be
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higher. The upper interest rate level under Section
1274 should be equa to the treasury note yields, not
1205 of such ytelds_

In enacting Section 1274 the economics of real property trans.
actions were not adequately understood. In many real estate
transactions the time period between the parties entering into
an Agreement for Sale and the actual closing of the transaction
(i.e. the transfer of title and payment) can be many months to
even years. For example, in a raw land transaction the closing
may be contingent upon rezoning or platting and because of the
governmental process, may be upwards of two years time span
betwen the contract date and the closing date. Frequently, in
a lease transaction, the lessee may be granted the option to
purchase the property five or ten years later. All of the terms
of the Purchase Agreement must be provided for in the
lease/option agreement. In most real property transactions, the
time difference betwen contractual agreement and closing is
from 60 days to 180 days. In all of the above examples, because
of the time lago a contract could be entered into complying with
the complicated rules of Section 1274 and prior to closing, the
Interest rates could change causing the transaction at closing
to no longer comply with Section 1t74. Congress has created an
intolerable situation for real property transactions in that
people who are entering into contractual agreements will have no
way of determining the tax consequences of such transactions at
the time of signing such Real Property Purchase and Sale Agree.
ments. One of the very basic tenants of tax law has been that
it should be clear, understandable, and taxpayers should be able
to measure the tax consequence of their acts at the time they
are entering into agreements. This can not be accompTT-hed in a
real estate transaction under Section 1274.

Under the old rules of Section 483, a taxpayer could calculate
the tax consequences of his acts. Under the new Section 1274,
very few taxpayers, and even fewer IRS agents, would be able to
calculate the tax results of a transaction. Furthermore, a
reasonable rate of interest should be the measuring device, not
a rate of interest that is in excess of a rate of"interest
charged by the most expensive of comercial real property
lenders.
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To force the parties to a real estate transaction to charge a
te of interest greater then treasury rates or comercial

lending rates is a highly inflationary measure. Such a law is
counterproductive to Congress' intent to reduce inflation. Its
primary impact will be to increase the cost of living and
commercial properties. What this country doesn't need is high
priced housing.

If Section 1274 cannot be repealed, then the testing rate should
be reduced to W0% of an appropriate treasury note yield and the
top rate should be equal to the appropriate treasury note yield.
Furthermore, the rate should be the applicable rate at the date
the contract is entered into, not the date of closing of the
real estate transaction.

To change the rates would not have any appreciable effect on
government revenues. Under Sections 483 and 1274, to the extent
the seller's interest income is increased, the buyr's interest
deduction is also increased resulting in offsetting each other.
In other words, for each dollar of national interest income
there would be a matching dollar of interest deduction.

Very truly yours,

-4
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August 7, 1984

Submitted as part of the record of the hearing on Employee Frine Denefits
held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States Finance Committee,
Sub Committee on Taxation and Debt Management*

By Howard L. Fuitz of Howard L Fultx, D. D, $4, M, S., P. S.

It seems difficult to believe that there are discussions on eliminating the
private sector qualified pension and profit sharing retirement plans.

The Social Security Retirement Plan is proving to be inadequate to meet the
needs of retiring people without another source of income, while at the
same time the social security tax becomes more and more burdensome,

it is true that highly paid employees will accrue larger benefits simply
because they receive more compensation. However, the percentage of
their benefits relates to th. percentage of benefits accrued by lower-paid
employees, and a percentage of something Is certainly more valuable
than a percentage of nothing, Without the tax incentive the private sector
will most likely close their qualified plans, take larger bonuses, and
leave the lower-paid employee with no benefits. This will most likely
be true of my own case, I simply cannot afford the costs of contributivas
and administration of plans that do not have tax incentive.

Another fact to take into consideration is that capital generated by private
plans affects every facet of American business. Withdrawal of these
funds would have an adverse effect upon tte economy of our country.

Steps should be taken to preserve and stresithan the private retirement
plans rather than imposing more regulations, restrictions, and penalties.
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Mr. Rodrick A. Do Arment August 2, 1984
Chief Counsel

Committee on Finance
Room 5D-219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. D Arment:

The present law allowing a tax deduction for employee benefits
is a good one. I'm sure you're aware of the high cost of health
care, upwards of $200 a month for premium. If the entire cost must
be paid by the employer or employee, surely there are those who will
be forced by economic reality, to go without.

The company I work for has 30,000 employee's all of which have
identical health benefits. No one is discriminated against. This
is different from the .ax system as a whole, where the wealthy and big
business can often go untaxed. They therefore benefit from the system
more than the middle class person such as myself.

I am all for fiscal responsibility but not based on taxation of
benefits. This is the one area of tax deduction which does the most
good for most Americans. I am not a special interest group asking
for special treatment, I'm one of millions asking for fairness.

Sincerely,

Stephen T. Grcia

'21 WE1At
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SENATE FINANCE CO(WITTEE
SUBCOMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGDM

SUBJECT: Statement For Inclusion in Hearing Record Regarding Taxation
of Employer Paid Fringe Benef its

Cardinier Incorporated employs approximately Eleven Hundred and Fifty
(1150) people and does offer a complete medical package, retirement
plan, vacation, savings plan, and other fringe benefits to its employees.
Fringe benefits such as group insurance and retirement are not affordable
by the majority of these employees unless they are paid for by the Company.

Medical benefits cost our company approximately $200 per month per employee,
and pension plan benefits are an additional $200 per month per employee.
In total, our fringe benefit package expense ranges from 351 to 431
In addition to the employee's base salary. As a group, lover paid employees
cost the Company more in fringe benefits than do higher paid employees.
This is true because of the fact that they utilize the medical insurance
toa greater extent and do depend strongly upon the retirement plan
for their future security.

If fringe benefits paid by the Company became taxable to employees,
many employees would have to drop their benefits because they could
not effort the additional taxes without having additional income.
Secondly, if the employee elected additional income rather than the
benefits, the vast majority of employees would not purchase insurance
or a pension plan. They would spend the additional income on every-
day living and would eventually become an additional burden on the current
Social Security and Medicare system. Currently private industry is
paying the cost for the majority of medical and retirement plans which
will be the backbone for future retiree's financial stability. Current
tax laws allow and encourage private industries to provide these non-
taxable benefits. If these laws were changed so that the benefits were
taxable, the majority of employees would simply cease to have these
program.
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In sumry, by having a non-taxable benefit both the employer and eployee
are encouraged to participate in these benefits and this In turn supports
the entire economic fabric of the American working family. We strongly
and urgently request that our current tax laws regarding benefits such
as retirement and group insurance not be changed.

Respectfully submitted,

H. Cr donV

ak0
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August 7, 1984

The onorable Bob Packwood
Senate Russell Building
Room 259
Washington# DC 20510

Dear Senator Packwooda

In regard to the hearings on fringe benefits of the Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management, I wish to make several comments.

1. Employee benefit plane are an efficient means of
providing retirement security, dependent security
(life and disability insurance), and adequate

medical cae.

2. Without these plane, the Government would be forced
to provide for many nore of our citisens. We cer-
tainly don't want ne people dependent on theGovernment.

3. Without tax advantages to these plans, and without
sorw degree of discriminationn', many of theseTlens would not exist. Don't be misled into think-
ng of employees as port-of a large union-represented

organisation. The bulk of our nation's employment
is in small business.

4. Limits on 'discrimination' must be easily deter-
mined and must not eliminate all 'discrimination'.
They are largely applicable to small business with-
out sophistioated tax staffs. If you make them
too stringent or too complicated, you will simply
'kill the golden goose'.

Thank you for this opportunity to express my views.

Very truly yours,

Allan C.-itaas

Vice President a Treasurer

AJWdf
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July 23, 1Ml4

HIor*le P4trt Dole
U.S. Senate
141 Senate Hart tuiding
Wuhington, D.C. 20510

Deer Senator Doles

it is with greet concern that I write you at this time and plead
for your conalderation of revising the tax reform Bil of IM4 NR 4170.

One phase of this bill, that pertaining to restricting the minim
amont of interest an mnwr may carry in selling his rel estate to a
very hih figure, vwould make selling this item totally impossible. This
is nothing less then a erosion of the Mriamn Putlic's private rights
to their omership and sale of real property.

I am sre you are wre the Reel Estate kafltry will be affected
throughout the Utited States and it will again beome depressed as it
was in the yer 19S43. We will have another so-called "recession",
which Is nothing maes than a "depression" in the Real Estate Industry,
as well - all rl*t indutries, such a the building trade *
luter induiWies0.

The basic bill I totally agree with, but the piggy beck phase
pertinent to the restrictions of the ower carry back interest rate is,
in my mind, as close to an wnmxmstitutional bill that has ever been
PUA in my lifetime.

It is so apaent that the passage of this bill will not benefit
the dompeymont on our national deficit, as it is going to require more
bureaucratic agencies to control it.

I empatically request that you not only consider what effect the
passing of this bill will have on all the American Pitlic in the Real
Estate Industries, as 'all as the associated industries, and that you
voice a strong opinion in favor of revising or repealing the "imputed
interest" portica of Bill ON 4170.

Wry trly yours.

crystal cart
Broker - Associate

OCIMCv
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July 25, 1984

Submitted as part of the record of the Hearing On Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30, 1984 by the United
States finance Committee, Sub-Committee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

By: J. Errol Gautreau
4524 Pine Ridge Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70809

I am submitting this statement in support of the Private Pension
System.

I feel that the system is one of the most socially beneficial
forces aL work today in America. American workers are en-
oying unprecedented savings growth through tax sheltered
nvestments in American companies', U. S. Government Securities
and other investments. A social revolution of sorts is quietly
taking place as American workers become major owners of American
business. Pension Plans are one of the few tax shelters avail-
able to the average wage earner and much of these savings occur
because it is done by employers at no cost to the employee
except to the extent of their own contributions (which, of
course, belong to the employee).

Individual Retirement Accounts do not constitute a replacement
for pension or profit sharing plans because IRA funds may be
withdrawn by the employee, thus defeating the retirement nature
of the funds.

It would seem folly to tamper with a system that is working so
well and benefiting so many. I urge you to support the private
pension system as it is presently structured.

/J.rro Gura

JEG
jr
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%%dy 25, 1964

m. Rkder1 A. Z~Ax*

Dzksm sw Oente im Ai.tWg, Am W-219
Mishingm, D.C. 20510

SWWo1 Hearing m ftuatiam of NWlye Usuits (uy 26v 27, and 30, 19841

1DW Sirs

Ovr the last detses privet. enteprise has zmuisngly listened to

thie mt wad needs of its u4om amd, as a reslt, tailored mplaye

beWit WYstM that ar attrwtiw to the v)mr. A p-ivate enterise can

no 1wr be omaptiive in the rmutinq mte i apopriate benefits

are not in puac. At the semem, the aloy'er ist mnwtaniy evaluate

the ptwwiai of benefit* to mm certain that current agpeuints a pro-

viding the bet benefits at the least ost vith the most effective dlivy.

This .valuatica/r c~ mpet s for benefits Is aWing in order to

satiSfY the ft of omanut eveoya and to OW c stitive in hiring now

lOyeus. The optitive systi of benefits, as it presenly exists In

private enterprise, is far vir to aW jau that mxad be dictated or

mnIstemrd thrcuk ft gmuert. A govmruntal qpoh =at be avoided

am long as private enterpris c lAe to seet the lmd of exloyae as they

arm omrity doing.

At Gafrt# I. cur syst of benefits are fairly and efficiently

daltwid to all emlyess at Include the followings
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- SM Pad howtaUMatJOa mi"I LWIMM for
gm fufl-tim -vlom

- - aW i d d*Al uOWAKWO fQC f uU-WiS ZS

Lvwmm tr dqawkn of alU ftul-t i " s.

- Doy paid Lif ad 4i1ntal death ad t M Imt

tar SM f~U-di pOVyee,

- tion tim for S malaried "laYe.

- 2 weks/year Awing first fiv 1Year of m~goyemvt

- waes/,year after fi1w years of mpIqmwt

v aid sid Ism fm .wy salaried spboys.

- A ta at ft ute of 7 hours p r month fto

am€an at 22 dy/ya for ut, m d 0oyess

- 5aa's PRO ft for joiig the credit nmica

- aloy paid cnmtbtki for rl h ont *&g ati

for tflU-tia Wpboysa.

2hs lxm smot=n of banaf t. ane dsliud to MI apbOyam with no

dimbtJl ~ni re- retlq~l atimmfll oriqinalt age,

or positton.

If a gom systin of banfits me to rqalaoe the wssm

packag of kensf its, it Is otw belief that both Goraft, Dn. and its

employee would be adysreely affected Ina the follwluag wv's:

- Zeus acogetitivo in mzepaeif each atsrpris had -m

goverintal buuf its pacage.

- Dte costly ftlivwy of bsasfits.

- Lees efficient daliwaty of burnfits.

- Mm 4ftbdStgtiv pqaprck to deliver bafita.
S
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- Lass f mlbiIty in *weiny boWmits.

- Less fxued= in d in bst prwA ~r of bciftts.

Sta Wbo w4 other rumrm, I stzmgly salU t that private enter-

prime be allowed to o ntUm the neotlation nd delivery of an effective am

efficient eMploy" eneit t-stue. I further believe t4-at taxaticn of aiploys

biefits wld pe a uue m b oden on aMloyes and e~mirage plors

to further linit a beref it. pedage. As a result, I believe taxatl of

eploy en teits U4 als reeim no further oosideration.

Diane 8.Ate
Director of Ihssn Pasourews

rE/Jp
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STATIW Or GORAL AMURICAN LIFE INURANQ3 COMPANY
IN! COINNCI WITH 19 MINOIl(;

Or THE SUATE FINANCE 3DCO HIM
ON TAXATION MN DEBT IUAG81WT ON THE

SUBJECT OF rfRuN BEMEITS
JULY 26, 27, 30, 1984

General American Life Insurance Company, with home office in St. Louis,
Missouri, respectfully infoms the committee of the adverse consequences
to be expected from taxing employees for their employers' contributions
for group life and health insurance, and retirement benefits.

General American provides life, health, and/or retirement benefit plans

to approximately 5000 employer groups, covering almost one million employees

plus their dependents, located in the 49 states in which we are licensed
to do business. The size of the employer groups range from as few as two

employees to as many as several thousand.

We recognize the committee's concern with discrimination in the availability

and level of benefits to various types of employees. We would point out

that the basic principles of group insurance require that plans be designed
to preclude selection against the insurer. Medical and dental benefits

are, with few exceptions, the same for all active employees of a particular

employer regardless of age, sex, or income. Also, the same medical and

dental benefits applicable to employees also apply to their dependents.

Group life benefits and disability insurance benefits are most frequently

set to approximate a multiple of employee earnings. Retirement benefits,

of course, must adhere to the discrimination requirements of the Internal
Revenue Code in order to receive tax-favored treatment.

Employee life, health, and retirement benefits of the type underwritten

or provided by General American and other insurers, or furnished by self-funded
employers, are not "fringes" in a class with club membership, subsidized

lunches, or merchandise discounts. These benefits furnish the means for

sustaining life or meeting the high cost of living in the event of death,

illness, or retirement for nearly the entire U.S. private and public work
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force and their dependents. Almost all medical plans that we underwrite
furnish life-time medical benefits up to $1,000,000 on each Insured Individual,
thus providing virtually full coverage in the event of medical catastrophe.

Inclusion of the mounts contributed by employers for their benefits would

be perceived by employees as an additional payroll tax$ similar in nature
to the present Social Security tax. The consequences will bet

1. Pressure by employees to receive the amounts previously contributed

for benefits as current cash compensation.

2. Withdrawal from benefit plans of those with lowest earnings, since many
employee benefits have a value that is independent of income.

3. Withdrawal, in particular, of the younger and healthier employees for
whom certain employee benefits may have the least perceived value.

One result will be that many of those withdrawing will forego purchasing
life or health insurance and become a liability to taxpayers at large, through

Medicaid or otherwise, If they become seriously Ill. Others may purchase
coverage on an Individual basis, but they will likely lose the advantages

of mass purchasing power and professional advice that are typical In the
current employee benefit plan market.

Another result will be that those remaining in the employer groups will
be the older and less healthy individuals, who expect to receive substantial

benefits. This will raise employer cost and result in higher taxes imposed
on the remaining employees.

Taxing employees for contributions made by the employer Is the equivalent
of raising the portion of the cost paid by employees. This form of greater

premium cost sharing by employees does not promote "cost containment" of

medical expenditures because It does not furnish sufficient incentive to
the employees to avoid unnecessary or abusive over-utilization. In fact,

It may promote an "entitlement" attitude mong employees that will aggravate

any over-utilization problem. Our company has long recognized that employees
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may not have too large a share of the premium cost if participation without
anti-selection is to be obtained. We insist in our underwriting policy

that the employer shoulder at least 25% of the employee premium cost, and

we require, in the case of employee contributions, that at least 75% of

the eligible employees participate. Further, we grant discounts in premium

rates when employers pay full costs.

If the important coverages furnished by employers were taxable income to
employees, any method by which the tax would be computed would either be
inequitable or enormously complex, since the value of such benefits to employees
varies by family status, health, age, geographic location, and, of course,

nature of the benefit plan.

Our own company plan, covering some 1900 employees, calls for no payment
by employees for the cost of employee coverage for retirement, life, or

standard health Insurance benefits. For our insurance plan, we require

employee payment of 25% of the dependent medical cost in order to promote
some equity among those with and without dependents. Also, for equity reasons,

employees selecting richer alternate plans, or alternative HMO coverage,

pay the difference of cost between such plans and the standard plan.

Our retirement programs consist of a defined benefit pension plan and a
deferred profit sharing plan. In the first plan, we provide a service-and-salary
related retirement benefit which, with Social Security, provides a retirement
income sufficient to sustain retirees throughout their post-employment life.

Our profit sharing plan provides increased incentives to employees for product-
ivity and effectiveness while they are active. It also provides savings

available to them in the case of extreme hardship as well as additional

retirement income.

Our per-employee company cost for employee benefits is a not-insignificant
amount. Adding that amount to the taxable income of each employee would
constitute a heavy tax burden for relatively intangible benefits and would
cause many to drop out of the plans.

We respectfully suggest that the existing system of employer-provided employee

benefits has long served American business and labor well. Efforts to tax
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employees for the value of these benefits will seriously Jeopardize the
future of this system, the absence of which could seriously impair the
financial security of millions of employees and their dependents. Government
intervention would become necessary. Any additional revenues collected

from taking employee benefit contributions would be spent to provide the

financtil security now provided so effectively by the existing sy&~teM.

We suggest that taxing contributions for employee benefits will so, 1,0
real or imagined problem. It will serve only to weaken and perhaps destroy

the current employer-provided benefit system -- a proven and effective method
of delivering socially desirable benefits to this country's workers and

their dependents.
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Statement of Position ,.r for inclusion in the record of

the Senate Finance Committee hearings on "Taxation Of So-

Called Fringe Benefits*.

By$ Jack W. Houston, Executive Director of

the Georgia Association of Petroleum

Retailers, Inc., spokesman for Georgia

gasoline retail service station operators

(more than 3500 in Georgia) and their more

than 10,000 employees.

Lower income workers in our industry will suffer if tax-free

employee benefits are terminated (taxed), Xn excess of an

estimated nine (9) out of every ten (10) will be adversely

affected.

An elimination of the deductibility of employer contributions

will adversely affect these small businesses. A survival

struggle (economic) is underway and has been for some time

in our industry. More than 3,000 of these small businesses

have folded, hundreds more are in dangerous financial position.

They need help, not more financial burdens to carry if they

are to survive.

Thousands of jobs are at stake. Small business provides

the bulk of employment in this country. Making it harder

on small business by denying the deductibility of fringe
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benefits for employees or to force employees to pay tax

on the fringe benefits will adversely affect small

business. These small businesses can not afford to increase

salaries and wages to help employees cover the tax on fringe

benefits if they become taxable to employees.

The increasing cost of health care is already jeopardizing

this fringe benefit for employees. Add more cost at either

point arid you may cause a complete withdrawal of the valuable

assistance to the mass of lower income workers of this Nation.

So long as fringe benefits are offered with limitations that

keep such benefits from being windfall advantages for the

higher pay workers it should be permitted. If anything, more

rigid control, if needed, to guard against substantial

advantages cf the higher paid worker would be appropriate

if there are violations of this basic principle.

Fringe benefit plans are helpful to small business to hold

employees because of the lower income levels but generally

are valuable to all employers.

Therefore, as spokesman for the Georgia Association of Petroleum

Retailers, I urge the Committee to leave current tax favored

treatment of fringe benefits, particularly for the employee

pension and welfare benefits.
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WWI""* oPucor 4=6

feool that private employee benefit plan system save a

very vseful social ow ec umle purpose 11hey mko eavloyee

feel solf-pportlv ond Ies deopsdqnt on govorawt to

supply the benefits nd elso that their employers are truly

Interested In their welfare, resultlng In better miployoe

employer rolotionship,

V suvppt aontinwed privet* employee benefit plao as they

ere at the present tiO

bpi y of 16RALAW SAO PlG$ "Too INC.
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GOETZ SERVICES, INC.
P. 0.6 Box 232 * Peet S. T"x" 77M4 * 612/T* 71

August 9, 1984

In reference to the hearing on &he Taxation of Dloyee Benefits,

our geplo benefit plan is a non-diecrlminatory plan in which all

employees benefit equally. 2the sae benefits are available to the

lowest paid empl" as to the highest paid. Men and omon alike have

the am opportunities to participate.

Vor instance, if our primary benefit, our accident and taith

insurance would coase to exist, mny employees could not afford the

entire ost of providing insurance coverage for their families, much

less the hospital oc doctor's charges if midimal attention wa nec-

cossary. They ay hesitate before going to a dctor because of the

lack of insurance and therefore many becaw seriously III because of

the abenm of adioal attention.

Goats Services, Inc. also provides life insurance coverage for

its amplaym and their dependents. The security of a family often

lies in the knowledge that if a tragic accident were to oomur their

families wuld be taken care of. Without life insurance tenefits

provided for thea, our ipuloyee would be deprived of this financial

security provided for their families.

The needs of emloyees are covered through the employee benefit

plan provided for them by their employers. Each private enterprise

kn ws the needs of its employees better than anyone and can cover

these more effectively and efficiently than any government program

that might replace it. Overall, the price to our nation would be

greater if e4p benefit plans provided by employers were dis-

mantled in the nam of greater tax revenue.

39-707 0 - 85 - 46
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1933*-1983
1;0Yare Strong

July 31, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room 8D-219 Dirtsen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Please include this letter and the attached Information In the
printed record of the Fringe Benefits Hearings being held by Sonator
Robert Packwood (R-OR) on July 26, 27, and 30, 1984.

The Golden 1 Credit Union is a full-services financial coopera-
tive serving over 100,000 members in Northern California. With over $275
million in assets, The Golden 1 Is one of the twenty largest credit
unions in the United States.

During the past four years, The Golden 1 has experienced a lower
than average rate of employee turnover. One of the major reasons for
the low turnover rate is the Credit Union's commitment to providing
a competitive compensation and benefits package to all employees. The
Golden 1 is able to attract qualified candidates and retain well trained,
knowledgeable employees. As an organisation that emphasizes efficient
member service, the Credit Union recognizes the importance of retaining
employees who work well In a service-oriented environment.

The continued treatment of employee benefits as non-taxable is
important to employers. However, tax-preferred tieatment of employee
benefits Is even more vital to employees. The proposed taxation of
health benefits could force employees to do without necessary coverages.

Your consideration of the attached information will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Don Potter
Administrative Assistant
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S W0SOUTH FRONT ST., P.O. BOXIII$. COLUMSUS, OHjO 4321t PHONE (614) 4WlO

July 26, 1984

The Senate Finance Committee
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Blds.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Roderich A. DeArment
Chief Counsel

TO TE NONORARLE MENMBRIS
A PROTEST AGAINST THE ATTACK ON THE FAVORABLE TAX STATUS OF COST

OF EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS a

As President and Chief Executive Officer, I have read several

articles having to do with the present attack on the favorable

tax status of cost of employee benefits. With this statement,

I am hopeful that I can share with you some factusl Information

resrdtnt our ConDan and express to you some of m 'views why

I oppose chances to the tax favored fringe benefit plans.

Grange Mutual Casualty Company with approxtiestely 850 employees

presently he# approximately 84,6X earnLIn Ieg than $26,0o per

j . It offers a health, dental, life, disability, pension,

and incentive *sving* plan to our employee. The aim is to

provide a good, sound and fruitful plan for the future to be

used by the employees when needed - to help meet the emergencies

and necessities. Even with these plans being afforded up front,

we find that only 48.7% of our work force aarticinate in an at-

tractive incentive savings Pln. The Comoany supplements the
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accident & health ifla which includes dental coverage by ap-

proximately 8S3 on the Individual plan and by approximately

561 on the family coverjae plon. Even with such a supplement,

by the Company, the family plan requires the employee to pay

$673.40 per annum. Although we encourage our employees to

participate In the tax favored programs, our study reveals

that many employees tend to want their money on payday.

The pu.pose of the present law, In my opinion, is to afford the

0m02ee0 an incentive to participste in tax favored programs

within limits and to live the employer the tax advantages

which In turn provides the Incentive for companies to afford

such plans. It .1heljaw is to heie and mandate companies to

report fringe benefits as income on the employees W-2 or 1099

forms, it Is, in my opinion, a clear assumption that less

emplolees would participate in the plans. Congress is In a

unique position since It has a large faucet funding through

millions of dollars and the power by additional taxation to

open that faucet further anytime it needs funds. However,

employees' faucet is small and its drainage ts usually

limited from earned income. With more taxation, the increase in

inflation, and costs - the smaller the flow is left for in-

come. We feel confident that in most cases If spy of the tax

beefits would be further guded to employees' W-2 or 1099's as

income that a majority of employees would opt for cash under

Present circumstances. The incentive to the employee to have

up front frinte benefits Msgt remain. To invade that field by

forcing additional taxation only defeats the incentive that is

available to the employee.
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On the other hand, if the Congress decides to tax the employer

on its contribution, then there is less Incentive for employers

to offer such plans. It has often been said: raise the prices

and let the consumer psi. In Congress the philosophy has been:

raise the taxes and let the taxpayer pay. If companies are to

be prohibited the present tax deductions for these plans, then

companies such as ours will be required to pass the costs to

some extent to the employee. The so called "fringe benefits"

have a purpose and need in our society and the legislative body

vith its open eyes realizing this fact passed the present laws.

We oppose any loislalion that vould beam9 in any wa, to erode

the InSentive provided by the present actS.

We read constantly about the fast rising costs for medical,

hospital, and dental services. As long as we have rising med-

Ical. dentol, and hospital care even under the present fringe

benefit tax favored laws, companies and employees must continue

to increase the cost to malntaln the plans. If Congress nov
intends to tax such plans a dual expense mst be met - the tax

and the rising coat. The employee and employer cannot afford

both and maintain the types of elans afforded, Even the rising

cost is nov causing changes. If Congreas vants the average

citizen to keep an adequate health care under an Insurance

company plan, then it should encourage such an undertaking and

.leave the present laws in this field alone unless it desires

to expand the already fringe benefits.

I consider our Company an average company and believe any sur-

vey of a comparable site company would reveal comparison factual
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information as noted in our first paragraph. The participation

ig many of ths, Diane. even under the oresegnt law., is not as

great as one would believe until a study is made which reveals

already some of the problems existing due to inflation and

administration cost of the plans. Our factual Information Ee-

veals that the present benefits do not to to the highly 2sid

because in our Company approximately 852 of our force receives

less than $26,000 per year.

Many Americans do not Drovide themselves with adequate medical,

dental, and hospital plans, unless there is a mandate or some en-

Couragement to do so. Most of these plans are offered from

employer/employee relationships. Our legislative body should

continue to encourage participation in these tax fgvored 21ane

by offerin& advantages to havina such Plans rather than t6

deter participation through the method of taxation on the costs

for such benefits. I strongly urae a contingii effort on the

Part of Contress to expand the fringe benefit ares. It induces

many Americans to take care of themselves rather than be de-

pendent on public funds.

Thank you for your kind attention and considerations to this

matter. If I may provide your committee with additional in-

formation at any time, be assured, I would be happy to do so.

arde ricked
(President & Chief
Executive Officer
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*RATR eUROPE miIiON jTn*e SWOa. to &WWWC OrestOe

July 31t 1084

Comiittee on Finance
c/o Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counnel,
Committee on Finance, Rloom D-219
Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

U: The Senate Finance ComLttee hearings on Major Tax Reform Options

Dear 8ire:

I am not writing s a tax expert, but as a tax payer and an employee
of a non-profit organization who has benefitted from tax benefits for
charitable gifts. I hhve no strong opinion on what form of taxation
or type of tax i more effective in our system.

However, I do agree with the long established congressional policy of
encouraging baritable giving to non-profit organisations by providing
tax incentives to people who make such gifts. The is an incentive for
all Americans to help their countryman and other people around the world
by sharing their wealth no matter bow large or small it my be. Although,
most people do not giveprialrily for the tax benefits, these are non-
the-less added advantages for giving charitable gifts. Many times it is
one of the happy by-prodoots of such a gift, and in the long run it may
result to further giving by that particular individual.

As a maesber of a Christian mission, I have seen the benefits to our or-
ganization because we exist and continue to do our work strictly because
of charitable ifts. Our nearly 400 missionaries who work in 13 countries
of Europe could not be there working with people and doing the job that
they feel they have been Called toado if It wbere not for the charitable
gifts of thousands &ad tens of thousand* of people. The obvious tax is-
centivo that our current taxing system provides is one of the reasons
why these tons of thousands of people give their dollars to help Mpport
missionaries and to help support the U.S. functions of an organisation
like ours.

I urge you, an you roonsider new taxation methods or revisions ft the
old taxation system, to not lose eight of the long time position of our
leadership in this country to encourage charitable giving by providing
tax Incentives to those people who give. This Is a precedent that Bas
been established, and I think a very good ose. I encourage you to not
lose seht of the importaoo of this policy that helps all form of non-
profit orgaisatioas - relief o aAisations, ooservation organIsations,
private schools, and thousands of other non-profit organinations who
benefit from this long standing policy regarding charithblo giving and
taxation.
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1 thank you for hearing the views of those who are testifying before
the committee and for taking time to read the comments of people like
myself who feel very strongly about this form of encouragement to
People who help support non-prcfit organizations.

Sincere y,

Gary . Wall
,"Dir tor of Development

ILW: gd
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee and Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArmenti

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be Included as part of
the record of the Hearing on Zmployee Fringe Benefits held
on July 26th, 27th and 30th by the United States Senate
Finance Committee, Sub-Committee on Taxation and Debt Manage-
ment.

Thank you for your assistance.

Edwin ff. Perry

/lp
Attachments
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Submitted as part of the record of the Hearing on

Employee Fringe Benefits, held on July 26th, 27th and 30th

by the United States Senate Finance Committee, Sub-Committee

on Taxation and Debt Management.

By Greenebaum Doll & McDonald

The Sub-Committee Hearings on Fringe Benefits provide a

necessary and timely opportunity to dispell the growing per-

ception in Congress that employee benefit programs, par-

ticularly the private pension system, serve little useful

social or economic purpose and primarily benefit only highly

paid individuals in the private sector. These and other

myths about employee benefits are largely inconsistent with

the reality of the system as we see it in operation on a

day-to-day basis.

Social and Eoonomic Goals

The data developed by numerous, reliable studies has

overwhelmingly demonstrated the breadth of coverage and so-

cial and economic benefits of employee benefit programs. It

is difficult to understand the myopic challenge to these

programs. Social goals are furthered by pension and welfare
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plans in that they provide financial security for workers in

both their working and retirement years. Welfare plans bring

immediate security to employees by providing an economic

cushion for unexpected expenses associated with health, dental,

legal, and other services. The private pension system comple-

ments Social Security and related programs by reducing the

growing demands on these entitlement programs. The Committee

for Economic Development, a bipartisan business group, has

properly suggested in its paper Social Security: From Crisis

to Crisis that private pensions should be encouraged more

aggressively by streamlining regulations and laws. As private

pension coverage expands, the proportion of income required

to be provided by the Social Security system can be lowered.

The achievement of social and economic goals related to

employee benefits is threatened, not only by challenges to

the private pension and welfare system, but also by demogra-

phic changes which our society is undergoing. Declining

birth rates and the aging of America increase the importance

of a viable private employee benefit system in serving the

goals of current advances in productivity and future retire-

ment security. According to the Census Bureau's report entitled

America in Transition: An Aging Society, those over age 65

made up about 12t of the U.S. population in 1982. By the

year 2020, 17% of our population is projected to be over 65.

Other Census Bureau reports show that the ratio of working

to non-working people is expected to decline to 3.0 to 1 in
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2030. In1980, that ratio stood at 5.1 to 1. Not surpris-

ingly, the ratio -f Social Security taxpaying workers to

Social Security beneficiaries is expected to decline to 2.2

to 1 in 2030, from 3.7 to 1 in 1981. There is little doubt

that sound social purposes are served by the private pension

and welfare system. The importance of these purposes and

the system's role in serving them continue to grow, not

diminish.

From an economic standpoint, pension and welfare plans

provide efficient and economical means by which employers

improve current employee morale and serve as a vital tool in

attracting better workers. Retirement plans and welfare

plans, by providing present economic security to employees,

have the effect of providing immediate economic benefits to

employers. Welfare plans provide immediate security for

near-term health and welfare needs while retirement plans

assure employees that their retirement needs will be met in

the future. Relief from providing for these needs on an

after-tax basis by employees both improves their morale and

their productivity. Employees are becoming more knowledgeable

and evermore concerned about financial security and ample

evidence exists that employee employment choices are motivated

by available benefit packages offered by prospective employers.

Efficiency is realized through flexibility. Bach employer

is able to tailor a program within the regulatory framework
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which meets the needs of his particular work force. It is

doubtful that government provided programs could be as flex-

ible as the programs now provided under the private system

and encouraged by certain tax incentives. Many governmental

attempts at providing welfare related benefits have also

been disproportionately expensive in light of the quality

and breadth of service provided.

Thus, present social and economic goals are furthered

by productivity increases associated with employee benefit

programs, while the longer range goal of retirement security

are also achieved.

femfits nure to All Uloees

Moreover, the system which has developed to provide

employee benefits over the past ten years has been guided by

business and governmental leaders toward a very important

goal. Almost uniformly, pension legislation and regulations

which have been implemented since the passage of the Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 have had the primary

purpose of assuring all workers that they will receive a

real, secure benefit at retirement. The result of the numer-

ous legislative enactments requiring equitable treatment of

workers has been concrete employee benefit programs of wide

application upon which workers at all levels of the private

sector have come to rely.
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Many uninformed critics of the current system have as-

sailed employee benefit programs for their failure to serve

all economic segments of working America. Skeptics claim

that today's programs benefit primarily the highly compen-

sated at the indirect tax expense of lower paid employees.

The Rmployee Benefit Research Institute and the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services recently released a thorough

study entitled The ChanqIno Profie of Pensions in America.

The study found that 76t of all non-agricultural wage and

salaried workers who earned $25,000 or less annually were

covered by a pension plan. In addition, 700 of all vested

benefits belong to this group. Health coverage is now in

place for about 800 of those same non-agricultural workers

making less than $25,000. Benefit coverage of segments of

our population which have traditionally been denied pension

and welfare benefits is also expanding, Pension coverage of

women, for instance, has expanded by nearly 2.2 million

workers since 1979.

The experience of our clients# like that of plan sponsors

across the country# does not support the critics' inaccurate

and unwarranted view of benefit programs. It does, however,

support the data demonstrating broader and more extensive

coverage of all workers. Greenebaum Doll & McDonald has

assisted in the establishment of over 350 pension and profit

sharing plans for more than 200 c1ients. These clients range
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from small corporations, partnerships, and sole proprietor-

ships to "Fortune 500" companies. By and large, these plans

represent the primary source of retirement income, other

than Social Security, for the vast majority of the covered

employees.

The &0a of Xax=FAvored Status

The employers that we represent, in all likelihood,

would not provide the amount or quality of retirement and

welfare benefits they currently offer without the favored

tax status employee benefit programs now enjoy. We cannot

predict with great accuracy what level of benefits, if any,

would be provided. Such a sweeping generalization for as

diverse a client base as we serve would be of questionable

reliability. However, we can say that the effects undoubtedly

would be adverse. If benefits are currently taxed at both

the employer and employee levels# then the amount of funds

available to provide the benefits desired by our society

must be correspondingly reduced. Thus, benefits would be

reduced or eliminated.

Denying the tax-favored status of pension and welfare

plans would have both Immediate and long-term effects. As

one example, consider the findings of the National Center

for Employee Ownership. This organization recently canvassed

Industry consultants about the significance of tax incentives.

39-707 0 - 85 - 47
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Their survey shows that tax benefits played a key role in

clients' decisions to institute plans in 930 of cases. Some

50t of the employers adopting employee stock ownership plans

would not have instituted them without the tax advantages.

Additionally, the Employee Benefit Research Institute/Health

and Human Services study indicates that tax incentives have

increased employer pension contributions by 20% to 30t since

1960 and are a primary reason for the 90% health insurance

coverage rate for full-time employees.

Just as an employee benefit program increases morale

and productivity in the short run, the denial of tax-favored

status and the subsequent disappearance of a program would

have adverse effects on employee morale and productivity in

the short-run. The greater tragedy, however, would await

the employee at his or her retirement date when the retiree

would receive little, if any, of the substantial retirement

benefits currently provided under our tax-favored system.

Similarly, the employee would face financial hardship and

insecurity at the time he incurs substantial expenses related

to sickness or accident if employer sponsored accident and

health benefits were reduced or eliminated.

If the private pension and welfare system as we know it

today is scrapped, who loses the most and what alternatives

exist for the employee?
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The average worker probably loses the most, not highly

compensated individuals or business owners. Average workers

lose the most because they have less discretionary income to

spend on retirement benefits. Current needs such as food,

clothing, shelter and transportation command a greater por-

tion of the lower paid employee's wages than do such needs

for more highly compensated individuals. Lower paid workers

are left with less income for savings (or purchasing retire-

ment benefits) regardless of whether or not the savings (or

purchases) are realized through a tax preferred vehicle such

as an IRA or non-tax favored investment.

In the event that the private system providing fringe

benefits loses its tax-favored status, employers terminate

their plans or reduce the benefits provided, and the employee

turns elsewhere for benefits, the role and burden of the

government will undoubtedly increase. Greater reliance upon

the Social Security system will only exacerbate the problems

now faced by the system. In light of the demographic changes

our society is experiencing, Social Security, Medicare and

Medicaid entitlement programs will command greater and greater

levels of government resources. The loss of tax-favored

status of employee welfare and pension plans will accelerate

this trend. This burden will increasingly be shouldered by

generations yet unborn as our society ages.
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In conclusion, we submit that the pension and welfare

system now in place represents one of the finest examples of

what the cooperation of individual workers, employers and

the government can accomplish. Within the current system,

each has responsibilities to the individual to provide for

security in the areas of the most basic of human needs --

specifically the workers' welfare and retirement security.

Most importantly, the workers who can least afford expendi-

tures for retirement and welfare needs are those who benefit

the most under our current system. More and more women and

other-minority workers are reaping the benefits of the system.

If the current private employee benefit system is further

weakened by tax neutral policies, the contribution of other

elements in the retirement formula must be increased or

strengthened to maintain or improve the level of benefits

now provided workers. Greater governmental Intervention and

.. entitlements may well lead to the expansion of the welfare

state to unprecedented proportions. Private savings will be

an inadequate substitute because of the bias most people

have toward present consumption over future savings.
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Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirkeen Senate Office Suildingl, Pm D-219
Washington, DC 20510

M: Taxation of Iployee Benefits
Hearing Dates: July 26,27, & 30, 1984

GentiXue:

I an deeply concerned over the impending hearings on the taxation of
employee benefits. The potential danger to the success of private
enterprise and employee welfare ts alarmisn. The private sector is
and will continue to be the only mans of successfully caring for its
employees.

As a sell Christian school with approximately twelve employees, salaries
and benefits are by no mane large. Rovever, combined, the two do provide
adequate security during the school term. benefits for both the staff
and teachers include a health care policy vith a sell life insurance
rider, tuition assistance, personal/sick days, and an educational assist-
ance program for those teachers desiring to return to school.

The present health care program is provided to any employee who desires
to enroll. Coverage is not lited to any sector of the staff. both
male and female, married and unmarrLed, experienced and inexperienced
workers are eligible to participate. Though costs run high - about $994
per moth for the group - individuals cnuld never afford the sms pro-
tection apart from the group. The following case study Illustrates the
points

During the 1982-83 school year, a teacher, the mother of three,
became pregnant. Desiring to s cy home and care for the coming
infant, the mother-to-be informAd the administration that she
would not be returning in the Il 1 of 1983. because the babya
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was not due until November, the family was in a quandry. The
husband, a farmer, and the rest of the family had been covered
under the teacher's health insurance plan. The teacher, whose
contract ended an May 31, would no longer be employed and there-
fore, not covered under the group policy. The options were
few. The teacher could teach part of the 1983-84 school year
under a new contract and remain covered, she could not teach
and forfeit coverages, or the husband could pick up the s
policy that the group had at an approximate cost of $1,100 for
two quarters of the calendar year. In this case, they knew
that hoepitalisation was inevitable. Needless to say, L*V
persons can affrd to pay such money for health insurance just

S.seu they become hospitalized.

The small life insurance rider, tuition assistance, personal/sick days, and
educational assistance are all small benefits that provide a large boost in
morale for the employees. The employees would suffer not only physically,
but also mentally, if the lose of said employer-sponsored benefits did not
exist. .

Finally, private enterprise has built an efficient and effective arrangement
for meting the needs of employees through the employee benefit system.
When the federal government spends twice as much per bed in building
hospitals as the private sector, and four times as much for building nurs-
Ing hoes, it is quite obvious which group should be providing employee
benefits. If the government systematically dismantles the present benefit
program for tax purposes, someone mst pick up the tab. Eployee ieds
must be met. The President's Private Sector Survey os Cost - The Grace
Commission - obviously reveals that administrative costs and ineffic',.ncy
for government-run program are exorbitant. Private enterprise, with its
incentive for profit and efficiency, will always provide more for less
than the federal government could ever hope to.

I urge you to promots employee morale and encouraxs the free enterprise
system by removing any claims of taxation upon employee benefits.

Sincerely,

Principal
Oreeneville Christian Academy
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Statement of Groman Corporation in Connection
with the Hearings of the Senate Fianace Subcommittee

on Taxation and Debt Management on the Subject
of Fringe Benefits

July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

We at the Groman Corporation believe that it is our responsibility as

employers to meet the basic financial security needs of our employees.

Accordingly, we offer the following benefit package to all of our employees

1. Profit Sharing, Savingo and Retirmnt Plan

a) Profit Sharing, based on the profitability of the

Corporation, distributed to employee accounts as a

percentage of their wages and salaries a compared to

the total wages and salaries of all employees participating.

b) Savings Plan - Wvery employee may contribute to the Plan

64 of wages or salaries and the Corporation will match

the contribution 35 cents for every $1.00 contributed by

the eployee.

2. Group Health and Life Insurance, which includes all employees of

the Corporation on a non-discriminatory basis. Group health and

dental plans for all our employees and their dependents are non-

contributory. Temporary and permanent disability plans are also

included in the Group Plan.

a) Group health and dental plans pay the "s amount to each

employee under a given set of circumstances is., no

differentiation between hourly and salaried employee.

b) Tooporary and permanent disability peyments are made

on the basis of a percentage of employees last wage or

salary prior to disablement with specified maximum

monthly payments.

c) Plan is non-discri inatory with all employees and depen-

dents covered equally regardless of payroll status.
P
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d) Life Insurance is provided which amounts to two

times employee salary at the time of death.

e) Plan has equal conversion rights for all plan

participants.

The attached tables show eMployee Benefit Dollar cost.

The Gramn Corporation has chosen to provide employee benefits rather than

pay additional cash wages, since we consider the benefits essential to the

economic welfare of our employees. Our company is in a position to provide

insurance coverage at a far lower rate than could our employees on an in-

dividual basis. This factor, plus the tax incentives provided by existing

law, allow us to provide valuable benefits to all of our employees at a

price that we can afford. Increasing the cost of our benefits through tax

law changes, will man that the Groman Corporation will not be able to provide

the sae level of protection in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising health

care costs. since these costs are reflected in our premium, we are vitally

interested in medical cost conteinments. We are constantly studying this

problem and evaluating proposed solutions.

We developed a fringe benefit program which does not discriminate in

favor of the highly paid, men or non-inority employees.

We firmly believe that good employee fringe benefit programs are essential

to the economic security of our employees. We believe that we know the needs

and wants of our employees by way of fringe benefits.

We believe that if tax Incentives are disoontinued, many employers

will cut back on fringe benfits to their employees. In practice, our

employee benefit system is an effective and efficient means of recognizing

and meeting employee needs in a fair and consistent manner.
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We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt

Management has provided, to make known our views as to the importance of

employee benefits. We believe that to encourage employers to provide benefits,

is consistent with the social policy of our country, and merits the continuance

of the IRS code provisions, which provide incentives to both employers and

employees to commit their dollars for this purpose.

Paul G. Richards
President
GOiMAN CORPORATION
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Company Nam Groman Corporation All Employees # 425
7 salaried Only f

*Plan Participants 399

TA LS I

EMPLOYES BIFIT DOLLAR COST, BY CATEGORY, 19 83

loyer PaymentHundreds Per hployee $

Total Benefits

LeAlly-Reauired EInnlover Payments

Social Security
Unemployment Compensation
Workers" Compensation
Other Payments

Discretionary Txable BenefL 4
Time Not Worked
Rest Periods
Other Taxable Benefits

Discretionary Tax-Ysvored Benefits

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Capital Accumulation Plans
Disability Plans
Group Health and Life Insurance

Active Workers
Retirees

Other Tax-Favored Benefits

Benefit

477.1
148.0
173.0

1412Z.
3.42
40722

74

290.0

599.,, ,mm

727

1,410
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Compay lame Groman Corporation All Snployees # 425
s Salaried

*Plan Part ioant T

TAIS 2

KH1LOTI3 ISMINIT DOLLUA COST, BY CUTIORT, 19!3

iUployer Payments as
Percent of wages

Benefit and Salaried

hployer Payments
as Percent of
all omeefits

Total Benefits

Ldally-aauired Ihlover Payments

social Security
Unemployment Compensation
Workers' Compensation
Other Payments

Discretionary T-cabja leeefits

Time Not Worked
lest Periods
Other Taable benefits

Disergtionarv Tatnayrad lenal it,

Defined Benefit Pension Plane
Capital Aceulat ion Plans
Disability plane
Group Realtb and Life Insurance

Active Workers
Retirees

Other Ta-Favored lemefits

21.83%

6.06%
"T-.=%

100.00%

27.77%

t

3.68% 16.87%

31.36%



Company N Groman Corporation xq All Employe" # 425
I I Salaried 0oly #

TABIR 3

1U1I1U-UI PlOM AVAIL&ILUXT, 1983_

Mfin" Asfit Fully

# 2 # 2

lowerr Capital Aceumulation
_VIrted

# 2 # 2

-o401(tParticipate __Veted
# z # z

, 2 f 2

*" 9,999
10.000- 19.999
20,000- 49.999
50.000- 99.999

100.000 or more

Total

83 21
61

I5

20.8

21.3

.5

8.8

25.6
2.1

399 JOCZ 2 100%
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Copay Nam Oroman Corporation

TALK 4

RIALTI RESUlT AVAILABILITT, 19L,

Groan I uLOMA# .. .

0-' 9,999
10,000- 19,999
20,000- 49,999
50,000- 99,999

100,000 or more
7

.LL
Total 'Aol

All ployee. #425
salaried Only #

741L11U

Totsi
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Company lm Groman Corporation All Employees # A..
salaried Only #

TABLE $

RTIm BeEITS

Number of PersonsBoof it
,Total Distributions

or Cost

Defined Benefit Plan
Retirees in Pay Status

Defined Benefit Plan
Retirees Survivors
in Pay Status

I

I

Defined Benefit Plan Vested
Separated #

Capital Accumulation Plan
Retirement ASe Distributions # -

Capital Accumulation ?I"
Termination Distributions

Retiree Health

Retiree Life

Retiree Other

I -

I -

I -

I -

Year

$

$

$

19...

19__.

19...

19.

19_.

19__

19_

$ _ .
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* GUARANTEE RESERVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
N OAPS41I a OAUIU cr, w.oss aIsu I III M.10" II ISO.14wI

APNI K TAK

August 7, 1984

Roderick A. Do Armeut
Chief Counsel
Comittee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirkeen Sonate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Ret Finance lubomittes on Taxation And
Debt Managments - Hearings on Frine
benefit* Scheduled for July 26, July 27
&:d July 30, 1984

Deer Mr. Do Arments

In connection with the above Hearings, ve ask that this written

statement be inclutxed in the printed record.

Our employee benefit programs are provided on an MOL ba to

all employees. As such, there is no discrimination i the distribution

of these benefits to the highly paid or to sales or females.

While temporary part-tim employees are excluded from certain of

our benefit proems on the basis of service, they mset be included in

those legally-required employer payments which cover all eployees, such

as Soci: I Security, Unemployment Compensation, Workers' Compensation. and

pay for re't periods.
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The follovwit summary provides an outline of our Group Life, Medical.

Disability and Retirement Prormi. Incidentally, our current full-time

work force consists of 24 mlee and 63 females. for a total of 107 eployse.

Group Modicals

Current Enrollmnot 87 employees
As of 12-31-83

Total Claim Paid $114o210
Total Premium Paid:

By Company $ 68,900
By Employee 6 20,577

Group Insurances

Current Erollmaent 105 employees
Volume of Coverage $1.350.500

Optional Life Volue $ 669,000

Group Disability Plan:

Current Enrollment 105 employees
Monthly Premln Paid by Co. $918.00

Eployee Retirement Plan

A. of 12-31-83
Annual Company Contribution $152,391
Number of Plan Participants 96

(Based on current ERISA funding requirements, we estimate our 1984

annual contribution to be approximately $30,000 *er* than that of

1983. Incidentally, approximately 302 of our work force has not

the service requirements for a vested plan benefit.)
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Our mploy"a benefit programs were established for the primary purpose

of providing a meaure of financial security to employeS and their families

at retirement or in the event of swore illness, injury or death.

As a conservative estieate, the benefit areas discussed In this statement

mount to approximately 25X of an employee's salary.

However, if an employee did not have the advantage of any of the cover-

aSo provided by a "group" plan, the cost for individual and family member

coverages could easily escalate to more than 1OO of salary, depending on the

state of that individual's health. Ivan If by some miracle a person could

afford those costs, he or she could be denied coverage on the basis of lack

of evidence to support "good health". As a result, any money ear-marked for

retirement savings would be spent on health Insurance or medical expenses.

We therefore urge you to consider the social and monetary value of em-

ployee benefits, and the effect on our national population should these

programs not exist.

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement

covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit system. It is

far superior to any government program which would replace it. It should not

39-707 0 - 85 - 48
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be systematically dismantled tn the name of greater tx revenues. The employee

needs are there and muet be met. If private enterprise ts not encouraged to

meet its needs, goverent muet. And we believe the ultimate price to our

nation wili be greater.

Very truly yours,

Anne R. Kutak
Vice President, Secretary
and General Counsel

ARK:bb
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gurfwn Aceqmce Corporado
P. 0 Box 2?06, Savannah, Georgia 31402.2206

Telephone: (912) 964-3250

James L. Bradbury
Senior Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer

August 2, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part of
the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held
on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance
Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

James L. Bradbury

JLB:gr

Att.
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By James L. Bradbury
Senior Vice President - Finance and Administration
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation

From the hearings that were held on July 26, 27 and 30, it

could be interpreted that the private employee benefit plan

system has no benefit and should not receive tax incentives. I

believe this is a complete misstatement of fact and the conclusion

was reached with improper research.

To believe that the elimination of tax incentives on employee

benefit programs would not eliminate the programs themselves is

an error. Believing that the elimination of the programs would

not have an adverse impact on the Social Security System, which

is already having problems keeping its head above water, is

another error.

When we say that the program has no "grass roots" support,

it is evident that this has not been discussed with the working

individual. If we consider eliminating the tax incentives, which

will surely eliminate the plans themselves, let us give these

funds back to the individual by reducing his taxes so that he

will have enough money to save. These tax reductions can be

provided by eliminating all of the federal and state employee

benefit programs which are paid for by the working taxpayer.

We can eliminate these programs because they have no "grass roots"

support. I do not know that this is true, but I do have approxi-

mately 3,000 employees, none of whom to my knowledge were asked
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prior to the hearing.

To substitute IRA's, left to and controlled by the

employee, will not satisfy the needs of the employee, and in

many cases nothing will happen. The employee's requirements

in future years will be such that the Society Security System

will not provide for his security and well-being, and he will

have to rely on welfare.

Let us find ways whereby today's working people can provide

for themselves in the future without creating monstrous bureau-

cratic offices to proviide these services, which will cost addi-

tional money.

Due to these tax incentive programs, the working class is

able to save and provide for a portion of its own future. This

is important to these individuals; let's not return them to a

state of bureaucratic reliance.
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Testimony Submitted For The Record

By

HARDEE'S FOOD SYSTEMS, INC.

A Division of Imasco USA

Hearing On Employee Fringe Benefits Held On

July 26, 27 and 30 Before The

United States Senate Committee On Finance

Subcommittee On Taxation And Debt Management
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Hardee's Food Systems is greatful for the opportunity to submit

testimony concerning the tax treatment of ftployee Fringe

Benefits to the Senate Finance Committee Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management. Hardee's, like most major employers in

America, provides a comprehensive program of benefit and welfare

plans designed to provide income security and peace of mind to

company employees and their families. These programs would not

exist in their present form, or the same degree of employee

security exist, it the current tax treatment of these programs

were not continued.

Since the end of the Second World War, no movement in American

Society has done more toward increasing domestic tranquility or

promoted the general welfare more than the partnership that has

existed between private employers and the Federal and State

Governments with respect to programs and policies that protect

the American worker.

Social Security, state disability programs, worker's

compensation, and unemployment insurance have been structured to

provide workers with the maximum security available through

public means insulating Individuals, where feasible, from the

most extreme uncertainties of life. In concert with these

programs, private employers have developed additional flexible

benefit plans which complement the legitimate role government

should play. A wise federal tax policy helped create the

multiplicity of private plans that provide Death Benefits,
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Retirement Benefits, Life Insurance, Health Care, Disability

Benefits, day care, and educational assistance and other benefits

in a manner which is both efficient and wise for society.

Hardee's would be forced to re-examine closely the entire

benefits philosophy of the Company should the tax treatment of

these plans be adversely altered. Without question, changes

would lead to increased payments by individuals and decreased

participation from those now served. Most employees would not

purchase replacement insurance through outside vendors, even if

salaries were increased. It is naive to believe that cash would

be converted into such "long term" benefit plans given the fluid

nature of expendable income.

The Committee should consider the long term effect and

disincentive for health and dental care that a change in the

present favorable tax treatment of benefits would cause. Recent

benefit policies which place additional responsibility on

corporate America to control provider cost has contributed

significantly to increased scrutiny of abuses in health care.

Examination of the cost associated with Medicaid and Medicare

should point up the folly of the alternative...National Health

Insurance.

A stable environment with relation to the security of the

individual, within his home, job and family is what this

fundamental partnership between the Federal Government and
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private plans should be about. Changes in the existing structure

should not be considered lightly. New forms of health care,

larger numbers of women in the workforce, rising health cost, and

the increasing importance of benefits in collective bargaining,

all contribute to the complexity and difficulty of a quick fix.

Administratively, any governmental change, no matter how simple

requires the plan operator to develop advanced technical systems

to handle the change, secure approval to implement, communicate

and price the new change, develop administrative systems, and

finally implement the change. To remove the tax preferred status

that these plans now enjoy could easily cause the entire benefits

structure to collapse as every program in the country is

restructured.

One hundred and fifty million Americans depend on the current

- laws and commitments that have been made to them as they plan for

the future. The current debate concerning the reformation of the

tax code should not be used as a vehicle to cut indiscriminately

where tax incentives have worked. The current system provides

improved benefits to citizens more efficiently and flexibly than

the Federal Government could provide the same services. These

benefits would no longer be available at the same level without

the current tax incentives. Thus, in terms of income and job

stability, any change would be a de-stabilizing factor in the

security the American worker expects and deserves.
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Social Security nor other Federal programs can adequately meet

the needs of existing plan participants. The flexible and

ingenious manner in which private plans have been structured to

accommodate the needs of each companies' employees is a testament

to the advantage of free market pressures and competition in the

benefit area.

In conclusion, the committee should seek to eliminate any abuses

that may exist in the benefits arena while leaving intact the

current system that has served the country well.
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JOSEPH A. BOYD
CHAIRMAN

August 10p 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and
the attached statement to be included as part of the record of the
Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by
the United States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Siucerely,

J. A. Boyd

enclosure
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S&tmitted as part of the records of the hearing on ENvlyee FriV n enefito,

held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States Finance Comittee,

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Mnagement.

By: oseph A. Boyd, Chaizmn o Harris Corporation

Harris Corporation provides or subsidizes protection for its employees and

their families for death, disability, medical and dental expenses, and

retirement benefits.

In the past several years, corporations have been asked to assume more

financial responsibility for the United States' social programs, not only in

the area of increased social security taxes, but also through legislation

which has indirectly shifted expenses to the private sector. TEFRA

effectively curtailed public and private companies from coordinating their

medical benefits with those of Medicare for active employees and family

members age 65 to 70, thereby subsidizing medicare indirectly with millions of

employer dollars. The savings that Medicare generated became additional

expenses of both private and public companies. TEFRA also created a

prospective reimbursement of medical expenses which cap the amount of'payments

to providers. Consequently, providers of medical care are passing Medicare

overruns, i.e., those expenses not covered by Medicare reimbursement, onto the

public in the form of higher medical charges. As a result, corporate benefit

plans which are already experiencing record claim expenses and rate

adjustments are having to absorb additional cost from the Medicare system.

The combination of this cost shifting and rapidly raising medical costs have
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reduced our profits, Employees are also being asked to share in more and more

of the cost of these benefits because we have been forced to increase the

employee contributions for benefits and have increased their amount of

co-Insurance.

If corporations are unable to provide fringe benefits because the cost to do

so would jeopardize its business existence, then a majority of people will be

forced either to go without insurance, or the government will be forced to

provide Insurance for them. We do not believe either option is viable or

acceptable in our country today. Frankly, the federal government has never

done a good job in administering programs affecting large numbers of people

because inevitably, bureaucracy and waste reduce the efficiency and increase

the cost of federally run programs. In addition, funding often becomes a

"political football" for governent programs such as Medicare and social

security.

Although we are as committed to the reduction of the federal deficit as any

congressman in office today, we feel the taxation of fringe benefits In an

attempt to solve our deficit problems will only create future problems in

regard to the well being of our citizens.

We believe that the current tax for fringe benefits Incentives to employers

and employees should at least be continued as it is. Although there are

probably some abuses under the current system, we believe they happen very

infrequently, but receive a great deal of publicity. If the object is to

prevent these few abuses, then Congress could easily draft guidelines to

prevent blatant discrimination.
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In conclusion, we believe the current system, while not perfect, allows the

majority of Americans excellent medical care for significantly less than it

would cost the government to provide It. We believe the existing tax

structure should be maintained, because 1) the governments is not in the best

position to provide needed protection to ailoyoss, 2) the current structure

recognizes that employees could not provide their own Wfits, 3) It

recognizes that amployers are in the best position to provide benefits, and 4)

it takes advantage of the competitive nature of the free enterprise system.
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HAWKEYE-SECURITY INSURANCE COMPANY
A Pmu*ce0 5Oc~w? OIQUPCQImi6I"

August 7, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Hr. DeArment:

iE Fringe Benefits Hearings, July 26, 27 end 30

As the personnel officer of five insurance companies (Hawkeye-

Security, United Security, Northeastern, First Reinsurance and Western

States Insurance Companies), I an very concerned at the prospect of

having our employee benefits lose their tax-exempt status.

We have worked for years to develop a package of benefits which woqld

be advantageous to our employees regardless of their job level. These

benefits are identical for both men and women and the only ones which are

based on salary are our pension plan and the stock ownership plan. We

estimate the cost of our benefit plans approximate 35% of our payroll costs,

and if they lose their tax-exempt status, a substantial reduction In benefits

would be sure to follow. And you can be svt'e that the loss of any benefits

would have a chilling effect on uaployee morale as well as a negative social

impact on them and their families.

1017 Walnut Street I Phone (615) 245-40741 Oes Moines, lows 50307
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We have seen the government's efforts to provide their versions of

benefits, and I am confident that private employers are far more effective

and efficient in providing for their employees and dependents. We know

first hand what the needs are and we can develop programs to provide those

needs at a reasonable cost. But without a tax exemption, certain benefits

would have to be shifted to government and the ultimate price is certain

to be greeter.

And further, we continue to provide a solid benefit progr= for our

retirees. We give liberal pensions upon retirement and we incorporate an

annual inflationary adjustment. For those who take early retirement, we

offer an excellent medical and life insurance program which continues until

they reach age 65, and most early retirees and their families have this cov-

erage at no cost. It would be extremely painful to have to explain a benefit

reduction to those retired employees who are relying on us to sustain their

current life style

Should you or a member of the Committee on Finance want any details on

our benefit programs or their costs, I would be most pleased to send them to

you upon your request.

Sin ely,

Vice ?resident & Secretary

kf
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A- K8. Fuew Conprwy- Corpotate lieadquaneo:

,v Moase raply to"
3530 North I.e~iton Avenue
St Paul. Minnesota 51 !5
(612) 481-t5i8

Mr. Roderick A. Do Arment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room 219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Do Arments

".8. Fuller Company is a publicly-owned manufacturer of chemically-related
products.

We employ approximately 1,600 employees in the United States.

We provide a comprehensive benefit program to our employees including

-- A base hospital/major medical plan that also covers dental benefits,

-- HMO coverage (if employees eleut);

-- Basic life insurance which varies by age and includes from one times
to four times annual salary

-- Sick leave and long-term disability coverage of 60% of salary up to
$4,000 per month,

Pension plan with normal retirement at age 65 and benefits equal to
1.6 of average salary for the first 30 years of service plus 1.1t of
final average salary for each additional year less 1.67% of Social
security for each of the first 30 years of services

Thrift plan, which allows employees to contribute up to 6% of pay on
a pre-tax basis with the company matching 100 of the first 2t of pay
contribution by employees;

-- PAYSOP;

Dependent care assistance plan in which employees can have work-related
dependent care expenses reimbursed with pre-tax dollars;

Vacation bonus plan, which provides an extra two weeks vacation in
the tenth, fifteenth, twentieth, etc., years of service and a cash
bonus of $800,

-- miscellaneous benefits such as vacation, holidays, funeral leave, jury
duty, etc.

The benefits are provided to all employees. We have no restrictions on
covered individuals.

Our benefit programs are well received by employees and contribute to excellent
morale, productivity and a very low turnover rate among our employees. (All
of these facts are substantiated in attitude surveys completed by the company.)

39-707 0 - 85 - 49
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The introduction of the 401(k) plan feature in the Thrift Plan and the PAYSOP
in December, 1983 were extremely well received by employees. Approximately
80t of our employees participate in the Thrift Plan and most of those partici-
pating have chosen company stock as an investment option. This illustrates
the value of this plan as a long-term savings vehicle (particularly for
retirement) and the perceived value of company stock as an investment by
employees.

We have particular concern that upcoming benefit legislation in 1985 will
provide more restrictions in the types and amounts of benefit coverages
that we provide.

We believe the future legislation should be guided by some very basic, yet
important principles

Private benefit programs should be supported and guided by benefit
legislation. The legislation shouldn't restrict benefits to such a
degree that they aren't worth providing or require burdensome and unnecessary
administration requirements, which benefits no one.

- B Senefit legislation should be guided by a number of factors in combination,
including social and economic objectives. Tax policy should not be
the only factor or most important factor guiding benefit legislation.

-- We believe that the vast majority of benefit plans should not be forced
to adopt burdensome plan provisions, which are designed to control
the small percentage of plans that discriminate.

benefit plans should be allowed to integrate with government benefits
(i.e., Social Security) in a manner that allows recognition of benefits
from all sources and provides a recognition of the value of government-
provided benefits.

- b Senefits legislation should encourage growth of private plans, not
encourage termination of plans (as is occurring with pension plans
today).

We are ooemitted to maintaining good, well-designed benefit plan coverages
for our employees and their families. We sincerely hope that Congress allows
us and other employers to meet this important objective.

Sincerely,

Marte sehall
Corporate Personnel Director
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HENDRIX GMC TRUCKS, INC.
P.O. BOX 19383

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78760

July 25 # 1984

Mr. Roderick A,. DeAment
Chlef Counsel
Comittee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg,-Suite 8D-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

REs TAXATION OF DW4PWYZ BENIEFZT HEARINGS TO BE HELD JULY 26, 27
and 30, 1984.

Concerning the upcoming hearings regarding Taxation of Employee
Benefits, I would like to offer a positive statement on the value
of employee benefit programs.

Hendrix Q4C Trucks, Inc., employs 40 people who are provided with
health care and life insurance benefits at employer expense. They
also have the option of providing dependent coverage at their own
expense, at an attractive rate because of our group policy. These
benefits are offered to our employees equally, regardless of position,
income, or gender, and are essential to the economic security of our
workers and their dependents.

Tax incentives for employer-provided fringe benefits affect potential
employees' choice of employment, and also provide the employer with
a valuable tool to recruit, retain, and reward the most valuable asset

• has his E4PLOYEES.

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement
covering the need of employees through the employee benefit system.
It is far superior to any government program which could replace it.
It should not be systematically dimantled in the name of greater
tax revenues. The employee" needs are there and must be met, and un-
less private enterprise is encouraged to meet these needs - then the
government must I

Thank you for your consideration of our position.

Sincerely#

Linda Dubelbeis, Corp. Secy.
HENDRIX OMC TRUCKS, INC.
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HENLEY PAPER COMPANY

Tel w 91t1O00S1M T'elx 674453 PO. Orswe 204 OtssWa o, olnh Carioina 2?404

Alluast 6, 194

Mr. bdsrick A. DsAmnt
Chief counsel
C0maittee on Finance
Mom 219
Dirkasa Senate Of fice Ildll
Wasbington, c 20510

Dear Mr. DsArmenti

consistent with your roquremants, I am abittng this letter and
the attached statement to be included as part of the record of the
Beating on Umploye Frringe oUnefits held on July 36, 27, an 30 by
the Uih~ted States ftnate finance Comnittee, Subcciittoo on Taxation
and Debt Management.

"nk you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

)A.E PAME COMIAM

A. boyden Henley, Jr.

Chief fteoutive Offticer

ASHJ11h./l

Attacheent

GREEN6DORO 9 HIOH POINT * CHARLOTTE * ASHEVILLE * HICKORY oRALEfGH, NC. * OREENVILLC S.C. )
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Ml9yes Fring j n fits
held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States Finance Comitte, Subcomittee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

Dyifenley Paper Company
Greensboro, North Carolina

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement
covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit system.
It is far superior to any government program which would replace it.
It should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax
revenues. If private enterprise is not encouraged to met its needs,
government must. and we believe the ultimate price to our nation will
be greater.

The plan sponsored by Henley Paper Company for employees with six months of
service has the following features

1. Funded entirely by Company although voluntary contributions
are permitted.

2. No sex discrimination.

3. Prticipants receive pro rate share of company funding
automatically to age 70 and thereafter by approval of the
Board of Directors.

4. There is a cap on the amount of compensation considered in
the allocation of funding and forfeitures of $75,000.

5. No Social Security or other plan offset (reduction).

Our retirement plan program is a vital part of our benefit package. Without
it, former employees who have worked so hard will have financial difficulty
in their retirement years. With the supplemental income from our plan, our
r-itirees can maintain their dignity.
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gfl,1 BERMIA
donaBank

lbferick A. DM*aMt, ESq.
Chief Counel
( mittes on Finaneo
A= SD-219
Diriken Senate Office Building
Wuhngtcn D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Denet:

Vclosed please find the written statement of our ompany, Hibernia National
Bnk, in omection with the hearings of the Suboattee on Taxation and
Detanag nt dseduled for July 26, 27, and 30, 1984 on the isue of
fringe benefits.

Si ,ifrely,

araW. Maisel
Manager Cm ensaticm and Benef its

4
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STATEMENT OF HIBERNIA NATIONAL BANK IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARIGS OF THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION *0 DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SB3ECT OF

FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26t 27 AND 30t 1984
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In connection with the waeting of the Subcommittee on Taxation and

Debt Kanagement on the Issue of fringe benefits, Hibernia National Bar*

wishes to express Its appreciation for the strong support that Congress has

shown toward employer-sponsored benefit plans.

Hibernia employs approximately ,050 persons In New Orleans, Louisiana

and Is presently the third largest bank in the state in terms of assets.

We were recently recognized as the leading bank In the country in ton-year

compound growth of earnings per share. The distinction that Hibernia has

achieved Is directly attributable to the dedication of Its personnel. The

Banks commitment to Its employees Is reflected In our corporate philosophy

-- Suocess Through People....Pride in Service....tho Hibernia Quality.

Out employee benefit program Is one of the best means that we have to

reward our employees for a Job well done. In today's society many of an

Individual's basic economic security needs are mot through participation In

employer-sponsored benefit plans. This has developed not only as a result

of Congressional efforts favoring these programs but also because of the

cost-offootiveness of group purchasing power in areas such as health, life

and disability insurances. These group plans reach employees who may not

be able to afford coverages on an individual basis.

Employer-sponsored benefit plans have enabled Hibernia to enhance the

quality of life for our employees. In turn, we find that Individuals freed

from the worry of economic security for themselves and their families are
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more productive and satisfied. Equally important, legislation that

provides tax Incentives to employees who contribute to benefit programs are

encouraging employees to share in the responsibility for providing benefits

for themselves, particularly for their post-retirement years.

The following analysis of our current benefit program reflects its

widespread utilization by all levels of employees.
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Because we are a profit-motivated firm, Hibernia must also be

concerned with the expense of employee benefits. Therefore, we are always

searching for ways to maintain and/or Improve our present benefit levels by

the most cost effective means. Congressional action to establish the

benefit vehicle known as flexible benefits has answered a variety of needs

from both the employer and employee viewpoints. Hibernia will initiate

a flexible benefit plan in early 1985.

For our employees, flexible benefits will allow them to tailor

programs to their Individual needs, Increasing coverage where needed and

decreasing or eliminating duplicate or unnecessary benefits. New benefits,

such as childcare and excess medical expense reimbursements, will now be

available to employees on a cost-effective basis. These benefits are

particularly important to employee groups such as single parents and

working mothers. For the employer, this program will assure u! that we are

spending our benefit dollars In the most efficient ways possible. We will

no longer pay for benefits that are not needed or used.

Flexible plans also give the employee a much greater degree of control

over his or her economic security. Inherent In this is the fact that

employees will become more aware of the cost of the benefits they enjoy.

This knowledge will be enhanced by programs designed to educate the

employee on how to be a cost-conscious benefit consumer particularly In the

areas of medical and dental coverage.
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In summary, Hibernia feels that ve are representative of a large

number of employees who are concerned about providing all employees with an

amount of benefits that ensures an adequate level of economic security for

them and their families. Ta legislation passed In recent years has

greatly aided employers in this effort. Without it, Hibernia and other

employers would undoubtedly be unable to provide the level of benefits

currently available to employees.

The success of employee benefit programs has been, and will continue

to be, a Joint effort among government, employers and employees.

Hibernia appreciates the actions of Congress that have enabled us to

provide these benefits to help our employees meet their needs for economic

security in competitive and cost effective ways.
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uiust 13, 1984

"r. Roderick A. DeJArment, Chief Counsel,
Zom.mnittee on Finance, room 219,
lrisen C fice Duileingas..Inc, zon. ..t 2 ,

T o, ld lite to :; or. record statinS my support for
nai:.tzini, the present ta. favored status for employer
contrition to employee benef it plans. As a member of
Laborers' Local 157, and manager of our benefit funds,
the outcore of your hearings will affect our nerdbershi,
and me.

According to the 'Ha:ndel Croup, Inc.,"aboat 72%. of
employee r.cdical care . penior, benefits .o tc prsons

vho earn Icss than, ^25,000.00". It see..t to r'e that once
azsair., bovcrnuent is tr,' to squeeze every Crop o .t of
the av-i-e %:ork)- ?-s ..

Z L .crely,

39-707 0 - 85 - 50
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Das. HILL & THOMAS
335S RICHMOND ROAD

WACRHWOOD, OHIO 4412
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August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the attached
statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Respectfully,

- Frank A. Aquino

Assistant Administrator

FAAmm
Enc.
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held
on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee, Subcomittee on
Taxation and Debt Management.

By Drs. Hill & Thomas Co., 3355 Richmond Road, Beachwood, Ohio 44122.

With respect to our Profit Sharing Plan, we have liberalized requirements for
participation in the plan by reducing the number of hours worked to qualify
to 1,000 hours in a plan year with no requirement for a waiting period. Addi-
tionally, we have always made the maximum contribution to the plan for each em-
ployee for every year of its existence.

With respect to the Defined Benefit Pension Plan, we have reduced qualification
to participate to 1,000 hours per plan year, reduced vesting time to six years
to attain full vestifig, reduced normal retirement and early retirement ages to 62
and 55 respectfully, eliminated coordination of benefits with Social Security,
and provided for a joint survivor benefit in the event of death of one of our
participants.

Additionally, we are not a super top-heavy or top-heavy group. Most of our em-
ployees are women. The actuarial assumptions incorporate a 5Z inflation rate
and that rate is adjusted and evaluated periodically for comparability to real
conditions.

The. Profit Sharing/Pension Plans allow us to reward and provide our employees
for their loyalty and service through a mechanism which provides benefits for
them into the future. Our plans are superior to plans in large companies which
require lengthy vesting schedules and coordination with Social Security that
produce insignificant monetary reward or forfeiture/disqualification of benefits.
Recent federal legislation has made it impractical to disband these plans so that
benefits may inure to key employees, shareholders or owners.

These plans provide a mechanism for our employees to provide additionally to
their retirement through voluntary contributions; and provide a strong incentive
for the recruitment and retainment of key technical employees.

Without the tax incentive (deductible deposits), the private sector would surely
lose their Qualified Plans, take larger bonuses, and benefit no one but the
owners. Few would continue to provide pension plans to their employees unless
required to do so by Union contract. As the Social Security tax becomes more
burdensome, the-pressure to cancel Pension and Profit Sharing Plans increases
even now while they are deductible. The tendency to cancel all plans would
certainly increase dramatically if deposits were not deductible.

The private sector provides a substantial benefit to large numbers of employees
that would not have a supplement to Social Security without the support from
private industry. It is necessary that the private sector provide a substantial
amount of the total income for retirement. If people did not have the private
sector supplement for their retirement, they would have to continue working
(postponing payouts from Social Security) and they would continue to pay taxes.
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August 6, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Comttee on Finance
Poom 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear r. DeArment:

Consistent vith your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part of the
record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26,
27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

Copies are being forvarded also to Kentucky and Indiana Senators and to
our appropriate Representatives.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Boy H. Hunt

PARTS * SALES * RENTALS

'-00N

a,

4
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The attached statement

is

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30, 1984 by the
U.S. Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt.
Management.

By Roy H. Hunt
Hunt Tractor & Equipment Co., Inc.

1000 E. Market
Louisville, KY 40206
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Hunt Tractor & Equipment Co., Inc.
1000 E. Market Street
Louisville, KY 40206

August 6, 1984

It has come to my attention that Senator Packwood has scheduled hearings
in late August, 1984 which seek to essentially terminate the private
employee benefit plan system in private industry.

His contentions are founded on the following assumptions:

1) Serves no useful social or economic purpose
2) Primarily benefits highly paid employees
3) Would survive absent tax incentives
4) Should be eliminated in favor of IRAs and IRA type

vehicles
5) Could be eliminated without any adverse impact on the

Social Security System, and
6) Has no "grass roots" support.

Mr. Packwood. is laboring under some serious misapprehensions. Comments
are offered each of his aforestated premises:

1) Not knowing the Senator's criterion for "useful", I submit
that pension funds in the private sector at this time offer
the only reliable source of income available for the post-
retirement worker. He or she certainly cannot rely on the
near-bankrupt social security system. Economically, or
financially, private pension funds provide the capital to
keep both the deficit ridden government and the wheels
of industry moving.

2) Our company is a small business with 40 + employees. Initated
in 1966 our plan now fully vests 21 employees whose shares
are equitably proportionate to owners or employees. Mr.
Packwood seeks to equate all pension plans to the corrupt and
greedy practices of large organized labor organizations.

3) There is no way that the private sector could sustain
contributions to its pension funds without the tax
deductibility. In the private sector the funds contributed
are paid irrevocably to a trustee. They are not available
to the employer subsequent to that act. They are not
susceptible to the mismanagement and misapplication by
congressional acts and bureaucratic administration.
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4) Mr. Packwood appears to be uninformed about and unfamiliar
with private sector plans. Most employers contribute to
pension funds with optional participation by the
employee. IRA's require initiation by the individual even
when acquired through payroll deduction, a free service
offered by many firms. IRA' s offer a worthy supplementary
opportunity for individual savings. They will not supplant
pension plans.

5) The Social Security System has deteriorated into an
encumbent political action fund. Those of us who are still
working and investing in our own small businesses maintain
little confidence in the program. Our only alternative
and confidence lies in our own private plans. Working citizens
of the USA cannot afford the Social Security Program.
Retirement funds must.be kept beyond the reach of congressional
and bureaucratic tentacles.

6) This premise is so unfounded and is undeserving to merit
even a comment.

As a businessman who has survived some 40 years, 1 have a problem
comprehending the mentality that could initate the 6 premises
enumerated. Accordingly, the opportunity to testify on this issue
would be appreciated.
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HUNTER MARINE TRANSPORT, INC.,
UM TMMC1TON AND URM I.NALS

P. 0. BOX 90025 * NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37209 6 615 352.6935

July 31, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room S0-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Taxation of Employee Benefits
Hearings July 26, 27, 30, 1984

Dear Sir:

Hunter Marine Transport, Inc. is a small privately held
corporation loacated in Nashville, Tennessee. The company
employs approximately forty-five individuals participating
in the shipment of interstate commerce on the nations island
waterways.

Our benefit package entails health and life insurance
cost sharing. It is available to all employees and is not
reserved for any specific classification of employee and it
is available to both men and women.

It is our feeling that this benefit is important to the
total compensation package of all employees. We believe that
the development of a sound employee benefit program provides
for the economic security not only of the worker, but of their
dependants.

We believe private industry must develop an effective and
efficient arrangement based upon the uniqueness of its company
and employees. This system has worked well and is far superior
to any government program which would replace it.

The need to provide these benefits to our employees is
apparent. Either private industry or the government must
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provide these benefits. We believe our current system is
superior and should not be systematically dismantled in the
name of greater tax revenues.

Sincerely,

HUTER MARINE RNSPORT, INC.

Jerome C. Schmidt,
Personnel Manager

JCS:pm
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STATEMENT OF HUTCHISON AND ASSOCIATESe INC.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS

Of THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27, AND 30, 1984

Hutchison and Associates, Inc. is a small, regional service organization con-

sisting of twenty-six employees. It is located in North Carolina and to one

of the major providers of employee benefit consulting services to the small \

and medium-sized companies that make up the bulk of employment in a three to

four state area that is primarily served by the organization. Although we

are engaged in providing employee benefit consulting services, our comments

pertain primarily to our own organization and what benefits have meant to us

and to our employees.

Our organization is largely female and young. The exact make-up is as

follows:

AMe Gr-ou Mal Female Total

Under age 40 8 9 17

Over age 40 2 7

TOTAL 10 16 26

As you can see from the above figures, females aake up 61.5% of our total

employment and younger employees make up 65.3%. These are two of the crit-

ical groups that will be affected by any change in the philosophy and prac-

tice of providing employee benefits as has been done in the past.
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Turning to benefits provided by our organization for these employees, we have

a well-rounded benefit program made up as follows:

1. Health Insurance - This is a basic daily room and board plan equal to

a semi-private room for the first 70 days supplemented by a major

medical plan which the employee pays a deductible of $100 and the

plan pays 800 of the expenses in excess of this up to $1,000,000.

Outpatient treatment is reimbursed in full. The cost of this program

is $61.37 for the employee which is paid in full by the company and

$104.87 for members of the family (spouse and all children) which is

paid by the employee by payroll deduction.

2. LiCe Inasugrance - Our basic life insurance is one times annual salary

which is paid for in full by the company. The employee, at a cost of

$1.05 per month, can cover a spouse and all children under age 22 for

up to $2,500 of coverage each. This i3 handled on a payroll deduc-

tion basis.

3. Disability - Our sick leave policy is on an individual facts and cir-

cumstances basis whereby the employee receives full pay for occas-

ional absences. In the case of more serious illness, no payment is

made for the first 30 days, but our short-term disability picks up at

that point and pays 60% of pay up to a maximum of $300 per week until

the end of six months. This is paid for in full by the company.

After six months, our long-term disability insurance picks up and

pays 60% of pay up to a maximum of $3,000 per month. This, too, is

%, paid for in full by the company.
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4. Retirosont - Because our organization is essentially a young organi-

zationg some years ago we terminated an individual policy defined

benefit pension plan and rolled this money over into out profit

sharing plan. The profit sharing itself was amended in 1980 to

become a cash/deferred profit sharing plan. Our targeted goal for

contributions to this plan is 10%p which we have made in most of the

recent years. Of this amount, approximately one month prior to the

end of the year the employee has the option of taking one-third in

cash or deferring it. If he elects to defer it, it is 100% vested

and available immediately to him with any subsequent termination of

employment. This benefit, on projections performed by out actuary#

would produce, based upon our targeted contribution and our histor-

ical rate of earnings, a final average pay pension benefit of approx-

imately 2 3/4 to 3 for each year of service the employee has with

our company.

S. Other Benefits - Vacation ranges from two weeks for employees with

five or less years of service# graduated up to three weeks for

employees with ten or more years of service. Sick leave Is on an

individual basis with payment made in full for occasional absences

and our disability insurance covering the longer# moe extended

absences. Ixcluding those benefits that are part of our regular pay-

roll structure such as vacation, sick leave, etc., and furI.her

excluding those that are government mandated benefits such as social

security, unemployment insurance, and workmen's compensation, our

total percentage of payroll costs for benefits for 1983 was 12.1%.
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6. In Jmsrx.Y - We have covered the main areas of concern of our

employees and feel that we are doing so in a reasonable and cost-

effective manner. We have not gone overboard on benefits, but* on

the other hand, feel that the ones that we provide are absolutely

essential and that, in order to insure full participation of our

young, female employees, it is essential that the company provide

these on a mandatory basis a a cost of doing business. There being

a deductible expense justifies to the company their being provided in

this manner.

Benefits, in our opinion, are essential to the economic well-being and finan-

cial health of our employees. Seven as small as we ae, we've had a number of

financial catastrophes that have been avoided due to our well-rounded benefit

program. Let me outline a few of these to illustrate my point:

Case I A staff member in his early fifties with a non-working wife- and a

\son who was finishing an engineering degree in an out-of-state

school. In November of 1978, he came up with a medical problem

on which there was difficulty of getting an exact diagnosis. Zn

December, it was discovered that he had cancer of the stomach.

After a very short illness in which he was out from work on a

continuous basis, he died in April of 1-979. He had medical bills

of $25,000 plus, of which out group insurance paid all but

$2,000. Our disability plan paid him 60% of the Income up until

his death. At death, our group life insurance and profit sharing

plans paid benefits which practically doubled the net estate,
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exclusive of the home, that he left to his widow. While the loss

was a traumatic one to the company and to his family, his son

was, nevertheless, able to finish his college training and grad-

uated with honors two years later. His widow was able to retain

the homeplace in one of our better subdivisions and eventually

went back to work after a suitable adjustment period made pos-

sible by the benefits received from the company.

Case 2 A young staff member in his early thirties. Expecting a second

child; however, discovered late in the pregnancy that his wife

was going to have twins. Wife had to have special care,

including early admission to the hospital thirty days before the

delivery. The total cost to the young couple was $6,500, of

which our group insurance paid $6,000, leaving a reasonable and

manageable sum to be paid by the young couple. It would have

been a financial disaster vi:.hout our benefit program.

Case 3 An older staff member in his fifties discovered that he had cat-

aracts, which was subsequently followed by detached retina.

There were three separate admissions to the hospital in connec-

tion with the above. This was the first hospital confinement

that the employee had had since his early thirties when he was

confined for two to three days for an appendectomy, and yet he

had been paying health insurance premiums all these years. Sud-

denly, as a result of the foregoing, there was $10,000 to $15,000

of cost of which group coverage paid all but $1,000 to $2,000.
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It is highly doubtful that this employee would have set aside the

equivalent of his premiums in a savings account to cover a

medical catastrophe of this sort. However, he had car- ried

group insurance all these years, and the group stepped in at the

critical moment to spread thl risk out among a much larger

membership.

Cas,4 A staff member in his forties. Married with three children, the

oldest of whom was a daughter in her junior year in college. She

went back to school in September and in a physical examination

discovered a lump in her shoulder. She was diagnosed as Hod-

gkin's Disease. She was admitted to Duke Cancer Clinic. Treat-

ment lasted over the greater period of a year. The total costs

came to over $20,000, of which only $1,000 to $2,000 was paid for

by the staff member. Her Hodgkin's Disease fortunately is now in

remission the daughter has married and is carrying on success-

fully a business career.

Case 5 Another young staff member whose wife hid had several miscar-

riages. Finally, she had to receive specialized help from the

medical center at the University of North Carolina, and a very

healthy and strong baby was delivered. However, the special care

resulted in bills of close to $10,000, of which less than $1,000

was paid by the young staff member. They had just built a new

home and his wife had had to stop work because of the pregnancy.
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While this might have been manageable under normal circumstances,

it was impossible under the foregoing circums- tances and our

benefit programs solved the problem.

Case 6 A young female staff member in our computer department.

Expecting her first baby. Husband is in employment not covered

by health insurance. His wife covers him as a dependent of her

coverage with our company. They are expecting to deliver in

November of 1984, and the delivery bill will probably run in the

$2,000 to $3,000 area. Her husband was planning to go back to

Seminary to obtain theological training and enter into the

ministry, and the young lady was to leave our organization this

past June for this reason. However, they have modified their

plans for her to remain on until the baby is delivered so that

they can have our company group coverage of expenses, which would

otherwise set back the plans of going back to school, if not

totally eliminate the plans due to the necessity of paying these

maternity costs.

Case 7 A young woman in her early thirties. Married and no children.

Had extensive surgical and medical problems lasting over a period

of two years. The bills ran into many thousands of dollars which

were coveted b4 our medical insurance. She was subsequently

restored to full health and is carrying on a successful career,

although no longer with our organization. Our group insurance

was instrumental in handling these problems which came simul-

taneously with heavy medical expenses r aging parents.
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Based upon the foregoing experience with the employees of our own company,

you can draw several conclusions:

1. Our buying power as a company makes possible group rates that make

adequate benefits affordable, both to the employee and to the company.

2. Tax deductibility encourages the company to provide a full range of

benefits to their employees as part of its compensation package.

3. Our employees, because of their young age and demands on income,

would probably not be able to afford, even if the full range of bene-

fits were available on an individual basis, the higher rates called

for by individual underwriting of such benefits. (In the early days

when we were too small for true group coverages, we did indeed

experience this problem with attempting to obtain full protection in

all these areas and the extremely high costs that were involved when

protection was available.)

4. The seven case histories outlined above indicate financial catas-

trophes that were avoided in a small organization such as ours.

Without our benefit program which was provided because of the lower

group rates and the tax deductibility to the company for sponsoring

such programs, employees would have incurred burdensome debts and

worries and their morale and hence effectiveness as members of our
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staff would have been severely affected, (We see this happening with

regularity on a day-to-day basis in other companies our size and

larger whom we serve as consultants and know that we are not an

isolated instance in this respect.)

5. Our company and top management has for a long time felt that we need

a dramatic change in the tax structure of the country such as the

flat tax rate and other measures now being considered in Congress.

We have also recognized that in achieving this that it is going to be

necessary to eliminate preferences and special treatment in many

areas in order to get a broader base which will permit a lower rate

of tax and thus bring tax relief to the personal and corporate tax-

payers of the country (we also strongly feel that we need to cut down

on expenditures and bring the budget of the country in line with its

expenditures: in short, have a balanced budget).

k
6. In connection with the foregoing, we have recognized that all seg-

ments of the economy must bear their share of the burden of making

the change. However# the longstanding practice of providing benefits

as a part of total compensation which has been built into the

employee practices of American business and is built into employee's

planning for his own future should not be thrown out under the pro-

verbial *baby with the bathwaterO. In lieu thereof, benefits should

be reviewed to make sure that socio-economic purposes are being met,

that coverage* are provided in a fair and equitable manner (which
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the present regulations and underwriting rules assure) and that a

reasonable limit be put on dollars that can be sheltered in this

manner. Part of this permitted ptactice should be to allow the

employee on a pre-tax basis to share with the employer (tax deduc-

tible costs) and the government (through tax expenditures on per-

mitted deductions) in providing such benefits. In this way the

original concept of Social Security as a three-legged stool of

employer-employee-government would be achieved in the total benefit

package and such package would be an integral part of the total com-

pensation provided to every employee.

7. The foregoing is particularly appropos today when any change of tax

policy with respect to benefits would force the employee to turn to

the federal government. It has been proved that the government's

provision for life insurance during World War I and II could have

been on a more economical basis through the private sector; the pro-

vision for retirement, death, and disability through Social Security

has been in deep trouble; the Federal Civil Service program is cur-

rently undergoing dramatic revision because of runaway costs in the

old program. It has been clearly demonstrated that the government is

not the most cost effective method of providing benefits and that

private sector can do so in a much more efficient and economical man-

ner than the government. However, to do so, it does need the encour-

agement of the tax incentives of deductibility and to the company and

tax exemption to the employee. If it is to be a government policy
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to assist its citizens in providing for the major contingencies of

their litfe, which are retirement, death, disability# and catastrophic

health problems, then this policy can be best achieved through the

private sector with the encouragement of the government through

tax-favored treatment.
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.STATEMENT OF THE

-INDEPENDENT FEDERATION OF FLIGHT ATTENDANTS

INDEPENDENT UNION OF FLIGHT ATTENDANTS

AND

ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL FLIGHT ATTENDANTS

FOR THE RECORD OF THE

JULY 26, 27 AND 30, 1984

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

HEARING ON FRINGE BENEFITS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to have the opportunity to present to

you the views of these flight attendant unions

regarding the tax policy issues surrounding fringe

benefits.

We oppose the recent proposals to make fringe

benefits, such as health care programs and child care

assistance programs, or any part thereof, taxable. It

is our view that the policy behind the original

nontaxation of fringe benefits remains an important

goal which should be encouraged, not abandoned.

Moreover, the recent tax proposal for taxing certain

fringe benefits for the purpose of raising revenue to

reduce deficits carries with it a dangerous precedent

for taxihg all fringe benefits in the future, as well
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as other tax favored programs on which the same social

policy rests.

I. TAX LAWS SHOULD CONTINUE TO ENCOURAGE THE EMPLOYER
TO PROVIDE FRINGE BENEFITS.

Nontaxation of fringe benefits was founded on a

policy to encourage employer prov- 'on of fringe

benefits to employees. The need for that encouragement

continues.

Currently, an employer can provide such fringe

benefits as pension plans, health care plan, medical

reimbursement plans, life insurance and accidental

death and disability insurance up to prescribed

amounts, group legal services, and cafeteria plans

without payment of the employer's contribution to

social security and unemployment compensation

insurance. The employee, in turn, pays no taxes on

these benefits, the only exception being that he/she is

taxed on pension benefits when they are drawn after

retirement.

Recent tax proposals have ranged from eliminating

nontaxation of certain benefits to placing caps on the

amount that is nontaxable. No one doubts that these

schemes will generate revenue. Unfortunately, they

will do so at the expense of the necessary

encouragement which promotes employer establishment of
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such programs. Without such encouragement, employers

will not provide the benefits, employees won't or can't

purchase the benefits even if available, and government

will eventually be forced to bear the costs of such

programs.

The ramifications of tax proposals to put caps on

the amount of health care insurance and child care

assistance that can be provided by an employer without

taxation is a good example of why tax incentives to

encourage employers to provide such benefits should not

be abandoned for the less altruistic purpose of putting

"bucks in the koffers".

With regard to health insurance, it has often been

said that a healthy worker is a happy worker.

Productivity depends on the health of the employees of

this nation. If caps are placed on the amount of

health insurance that an employer can provide to an

employee without taxation, there will be no incentive

whatsoever for an employer to provide more. If the

employee must purchase more coverage independently, or

has an option under the employer's plan to elect more

at the expense of taxation, he will not or cannot do

so. If employees had purchased, or had had the

resources to purchase, health insurance at the time

Congress first made such employer programs nontaxable,
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the need for encouraging employers to provide such

programs would not have existed. And since Congress

first made employer plans nontaxable, health care costs

have risen rapidly. Many employees couldn't begin to

afford to purchase outside coverage. In the

alternative, if additional insurance above the cap is

offered through the employer, albeit taxable, many

employees will or must opt to take the cash. In the

end, the productivity of this nation will depend upon

employees getting only so sick. Otherwise, the

employer's plan won't cover their illness and many

employees will not or can't pay for it or will not seek

treatment. The increase in revenues generated by

taxing medical insurance benefits may be jeopardized by

a reduced productivity caused by a nation of workers

who could not stay as healthy as soaring medical costs

and budget deficits demand.

Child care assistance benefits provide another

example of the detrimental effect such tax proposals

would generate on both the economy and the social

policy fostered by the current nontaxation of such

benefits. Today women solidly occupy a place in the

work force. They comprise a significant percentage of

the employees of this nation. The ability of many of

them to work outside the home is directly related to
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employer provision of child assistance programs.

Without tax incentives to do so, employers will not

provide this benefit. Some working mothers will not be

able to afford purchasing their own child care

assistance. If the employer continued to offer such a'

program, though taxable, the after-tax dollars may not

make it profitable for some working mothers to continue

employment. This becomes a serious problem in the one-

income family where the woman is the only adult

member. Many of the poor of this nation are just such

families. There has been an increasing effort to

assist these women in getting into the work force.

This goal will be completely frustrated by these tax

proposals. Moreover, the revenues generated by

taxation of child care assistance programs will be

attended by a reduction in the work force and in an

increase in the number of families dependent on AFDC

and other health and welfare programs which will have

to pick up the tab when it no longer becomes profitable

or possible for the mother to work outside the home.

The above two examples only begin to address the

adverse effect of abandoning the tax incentives which

encourage employers to provide fringe benefits to

employees. The impact on the ability of many employees

to pursue an education by means of tuition
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reimbursement programs presents the same risk of the

government, as the saying goes, "cutting off its nose

to spite its face". It is to the government's benefit

in the long run. that employers remain encouraged to

provide such fringe benefits to their employees. If

not, the future may bring increased revenues only to

pay them right back out in government programs to fill

the gap or in a reduced productivity and ability of

some employees to enter into or remain in the work

force.

II. A CAP OR ANY OTHER TAXATION OF FRINGE BENEFITS,
SUCH AS HEALTH AND CHILD CARE, BEGINS A DANGEROUS
PRECEDENT OF A "REVENUE FIRST, PEOPLE LAST" POLICY
WHICH COULD AFFECT OTHER FRINGE BENEFIT PROGRAMS
AND OTHER TAX FAVORED PROGM 0S.

Once the tax incentives for employer provision of

fringe benefits begins to be displaced by caps or

complete taxation of certain benefits, the "revenue

first" philosophy has begun its downhill erosion into

the pocketbooks of employees, many of whom cannot

afford to be the bank from whom the government obtains

its funds to pay for its deficits. The talk was of

taxing educational assistance programs, then health

care, then child care, then other similar important

benefits. The domino effect Lgins.
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Are pensions next? After taxing health care

benefits, does the government then decide that since

-the health of the nation's workers is not as important

as generating revenues, then neither is their income

security on retirement? Social security already has

its headaches without burdening that fund with those

employees who either wouldn't or couldn't prepare for

their retirement future absent employer-provided

pension benefit programs.

In addition, other non-fringe benefit tax favored

programs become the targets for this *revenue first,

people last policy. After taxing fringe benefits such

as child care programs, do we then decide we can

generate even more revenues by eliminating the

deduction taxpayers currently are allowed for child

care costs which they pay in order to work? Not only

may other tax favored programs be affected, but goals

peculiar to certain tax incentives, such as providing

an opportunity for women to take their place in the

work force and getting the adult member of the one-

income family dependent on government aid programs out

into the work force, have beenforgotten entirely in

the great haste to find ways to reduce deficits.

The policy on which nontaxation of fringe benefits

was based should not be pushed aside in this hasty
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attempt to produce more revenues through taxation. The

needs leading to this policy are still there. Nor does

taxing fringe benefits necessarily accomplish the goal

of providing revenue to meet deficits if government, in

the long run, will be pressured to fill the shoes of

the employers who no longer have the necessary

incentive to offer health care, child care, or other

fringe benefit programs to their employees. Existing

tax incentives to provide fringe benefits may have

their shortfalls, but the health and welfare of the

employees of this nation is dependent on such

programs. Of the three groups from which these

benefits could be provided -- employers, employees and

government -- the best possible choice of provider is

the employer. The employee either would or could not

do so; and if these programs are not provided'by the

employer, the government cannot be expected to

financially fill the gap.

Fringe benefit programs that promote the health

and welfare of the nation's workers is a policy that

deserves a second look before haphazardly sacrificing

it to the "golden calf" of deficit reduction.

Currently the employer provision of fringe benefits is

the only game in town. If Congress begins whittling

away the incentives for employers to proyide such
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benefits, the game will be lost, and the loss in the

end will be the government's.

Respectfully submitted,

Mary Ellen Miller
Independent Federation
of Flight Attendants
On Behalf Of The
Coalition Of Flight
Attendant Unions
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July 25, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-219
Washington, D.C.

Dear Hr. DeArment,

This is in regard to the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management public hearing to be held on July 26, 27 and
30, 1984, dealing with the issue of employee fringe benefits.

The ability to attract and retain the quality employees that are
essential to provide the level of service our membership
demands, i-equires that we as an employer provide a compensation
package that is competative and a work enviornment that meets the
needs of our employees. The employee benefit program provided by
the Assoicaition is a vital key in our success in building the
employee team that we have now and will have in the future.

Our employee benefit program is essential to the economic
security of our employees, retirees, and their dependents and we
strongly believe that these benefits, which are provided to all
of our employees, are far superior to a benefit program that
would be designed and provided by a government program. We urge
this committee not to do anything that would discourage private
employers, like the IIANC, from providing these benefit programs.

Sincerely,

Richard Brantley
Executive Vice President

cc: Senator Jessee Helms
Senator John East
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Information Management Services, Inc. 0 6110 Executive Boulevard 0 Suite 310 * Rockville. Ma rynd 20662 * (301) 9843445

July 26, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. De Armant
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room S0-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. De Armant:

We understand the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management will be conducting hearings on July 26, 27, and 30, 1984 on the
subject of taxation of employee benefits.

Our firm, Information Management Services, Inc. is a small business
dedicated to the support of cancer research. Our professionals are computer
programmers, systems analysts, and biostatisticians, all of whom are in high
demand in the federal and private sectors of employment.

To attract and retain young, capable people, we have instituted a
company health plan which is included in our employee benefit package.
Allocations to the health plan are strictly according to salary and are,
therefore, completely impartial with regard to sex or position in the
firm.

Since most of our staff are under 35 years old, we believe we should
do all we can to encourage our people to have major medical health insurance
since the natural tendency of young people is to believe they are immortal
or indestructible. Major medical insurance is not completely paid for by
our firm, but a high enough percentage is paid so that the plan is
extremely attractive to new employees. Without this coverage it would be
highly likely that if one of our younger employees became 11, they would
have to rely on government support to defray expenses.

Consider this example:

If we hire a young systems analyst at $22,000 per year, our firm will
make available $660 for major medical insurance. This amount is close to
adequate to pay for premiums under our current plan. All the employee must
do is register, and he (and we) are protected. If the health premium were
taxed, it would probably cost the employee another $220 from his pocket.
And our young analyst will very likely take his or her changes on not
getting a $220 medical bill. Of course, in the event of a serious illness,
protection will have to come from the employee's family or even the community.
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Our firm and the current law encourage people to care for themselves
through insurance protection. If this encouragement is withdrawn through
taxation of the health benefit, we will simply have another group looking
to the Federal government for help with medical bills when they get into
trouble. I am terrified when I think of us taxpayers getting involved with
picking up the tab for any medical expenses on exposure we don't have now.

d if people don't care for themselves, the taxpayer will be exposed.

In so far as the Federal government setting up and funding such a
program with taxpayer revenue goes, look at the Social Security program.
We do not need another one of those

Sincerely,

aHake, Ph.D.

President
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INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY AND ENCOURAGEMENT
OF COMMON SENSE ECONOMICS

Statement of Grant Sykes Before The United
States Senate Committee on Finance, DS 219 Dirksen Bldg.

July 26, 1984

The Taxation of Fringe Benefits

Gentlemen, it gives me pleasure to present the views
of the Institute on the issue of Fringe Benefits.

Turning to question (1) Should the tax law encourage
employers to provide fringe benefits, and if sot which
benefits and what type of tax Incentive is appropriate?

Our answer is a qualified Yes, the tax law should
encourage employers to provide fringe benefits. The
appropriate tax incentive is to permit employers to
expense any benefit of a type, which if paid for by the
employee directly, ought to be a tax deductible item.
Hence, medical and hospital costs, educational benefits including
scholarships, tuition and books, fraternity or dormitory
housing, burial allowances, etc., all should be treated
as expenses of the business. Other items such as subsidies
for the operation of a cafeteria should be encouraged if
the objective is to reduce the cost of noon cafeteria
meals to a level approximating that of home prepared meals.

There should be restrictions, however. Some fringe
benefits are more in the nature of a payment of a company
dividend to its officers and employees. Such fringe items
consist of high cost restaurant meals, company yachts and
limousines, jets, vacation travel and lodging, entertainment
expenditures, etc.

39-707 0 - 85 - 52
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Here the possibility for abuse is considerable. How can
abuse be prevented? The answer is easy. The Federal Government
allows its civilian and military employees a per diem payment
while traveling on official business - the same per diem
allowances should be allowed all company employees, tax

free. But, no more. As for general entertainment and
promotional disbursements, a fixed percentage credit against

tax for advertising and promotion should be allowed, perhaps
3% of gross revenue. For restaurant meals and the like, a
fixed percent of total payroll costs should be allowed as

a tax credit to cover reasonable and customary charges for
such items. If the company chooses to exceed reasonable
and customary expenditures, the excess should be treated
as a dividend to the employees and the company should pay
tax on the excess; the same as if it had paid a dividend to its
employees. However, the tax should be paid only by the
business, not also by the employee. We do not endorse
double taxation of dividends.

Critics may protest that companies paying ample fringe
benefits for employees will be able to obtain the best
employees making it necessary for small and depressed
businesses to pay higher salaries to retain good employees.

So what: A company that provides comprehensive health
care and educational benefits for its employees reduce the

need for municipal and public welfare agencies to provide
such services out of tax paid funds. These companies deserve
to be rewarded for taking a burden off government in areas
into which the government never should have ventured in
the first place.

I hope these comments will prove helpful.
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STATEMENT OF INTERCONTINENTAL HOTELS CORPORATION IN CONNECTION
WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION
AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS JULY 26,
27, and 30, 1984.

At Intercontinental Hotels Corporation (IHC) we endeavor to

provide hotel employees with comprehensive protection through

benefit programs. IHC, which operates hotels in 47 countries, is

active in the U.S.

The U.S. hotels operated by IHC have over 4,000 employees and

this number is likely to increase as new hotels are opened.

Currently, all employees from the hotel Manager to the maids and

bell hops are eligible for the same coverage which includes Basic

Hospital, Surgical, Medical Coverage, Prescription Drug Benefits;

Major Medical; Dental and Vision Care Benefits; as well as Life

Insurance and a Defined Benefit Pension Plan. The employing

hotel pays the full cost for the Life Insurance and the pension

plan; the employee makes a nominal contribution for the extensive

health care package.

In the U.S. hotels, the majority of the employees, of which over

50 percent are female, have base annual wages of less than

$10,000 per year. These hotels provide employment for a large

number of unskilled workers and give them on-the-job training.

We believe that particularly within this compensation structure,

benefits contribute to the economic well being of the employees,

who are unable to set aside sufficient savings to cover medical
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costs, life insurance and retirement. Moreover, the price of

adequate individual insurance is prohibitive, if, in fact, it is

obtainablel on the other hand a large employer is able to obtain

volume discounts and favorable rates. These factors, together

with tax incentives permitted by existing law, permit important

employee benefits to be provided at an affordable price. Changes

in the tax law which would increase employee benefit costs would

diminish or eliminate the present level of benefits for hotel

employees; this, in turn, could impose an increased social

welfare burden on the atate.

Although we believe the medical, life and retirement benefits are

essential, we are aware of the escalating costs of medical care

--- premium rates are directly related to claim payments.

Therefore, we are currently reviewing our present plans as well

as new programs in order to demonstrate to the employees our

commitment to cost containment.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation and

Debt Management has provided to state our views on the importance

of employee benefits. We believe that encouraging employers to

provide these benefits is consistent with the United States

social policy. In our view, the Internal Revenue code provisions

which provide incentives to employers and employees who commit

resources for employee medical benefits, life insurance and

retirement plans should not be changed.
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THE NVESFNET COOfS CONqT
86 64ST PINE STREET

ORlANDO. FLORIN~ 32801
(306) 84-6241

July 24, 1984

Kr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

- Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be incli:ded as part of the
record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26,
27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Comittee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

John P. Meehan
President

JpRI tlg

Enclosure
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T E VESrMEN COML CO~Y

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on
Eloyee Frine Benefits held on July 26, 27 and
30 by the United States Finance Committee, Sub-
committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: The Investment Counsel Company

The existence and health of the private pension system is
essential to funding wealth to retired workers.

Many government systems, including, and most visibly, the
social-security system are defective insofar as they impose on
young workers the burden of support of the retired non-working
population. The liabilities of these systems are growing faster
than their assets. Some have no assets. They rely on the power
to tax. The "pay-as-you-go" process inherent in these systems
will impose an increasingly onerous burden on society as the
ratio of the old, non-working population grows larger relative
to the younger, working population. Finally, the burden will
became intolerable. No amount of taxing power will solve the
problem. That will only increase its intolerability.

Unless Government recognizes and further sharply incentivizes
the existing private-plan structure, future terminal trouble is
virtually certain.

Only private funds invested in industry, and unencumbered by
taxes, can adequately provide the long-term growth of assets to
pay retires.

The record shows (e.g. in Social Security) that the toll of
government intervention and concession to budgeting expediencies
is too heavy and counterproductive to permit it to spread into the
private sector.

The opposite course: increased incentives to fund private
systems could serve to raise the U.S. savings rate and thus
provide a broader capital base for industrial modernization and
economic growth.

We urge Committee members to keep these changes and
opportunities keenly in mind as they review the private
employee-benefit-plan system.

JPM: tlg
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Qzwt-'MORTGAGE BANKERS
4141044 1408 NORTH SAN FERNANDO BLVD.

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 91504

ma icms MAILING ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 2583
AM uTMAX" LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90061

July 23, 1984

Senator Robert Packwood
Chairman of the Sub-Committee on Taxation & Debt Hgmt,

- U. S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Packvood:

I understand that your Comttee will hold hearings to reexamine the tax
deductibility of qualified privately funded employee benefit health pro-
grams. I am convinced by personal experience that the tax law should
continue to encourage employers to provide fringe benefits to employees.

The social value of such benefits is without dispute and has even become an
essential condition which employees seek in order to insure themselves and
their dependents against catastrophic medical expenses. I recently spent
three weeks in hospital and was subject to open heart surgery where the
collective cost exceeded $52,000. This was paid substantially through
medical insurance coverage provided by my employer. Were it not for the
availability of such assistance, I would at this time be bankrupt or in
hopeless debt. I as sure there must be thousands of citizens who have had
devastating financial experiences resulting from no medical fringe benefits
notwithstanding present employer incentives.

I do not believe in socialised medicine as the evidence of its insufficiency,
where it is available in European countries is very strong. Accordingly, I
trust that you will protect the interests of millions of employees in this
country by not further burdening salaried workers with tax increases, in one
shape or another, which will make health cost protection more expensive than
is presently the case. If changes should require employees to purchase more
expensive benefits themselves rather than through employers group policies,
it will further reduce the present value of their salary. Demands for dis-
proportionate salary increases will result and culminate in an inflationary
rise in the cost of consumer and capital goods. The economic and social
value of leaving the present tax la in place is self evident.

Very truly yoUr&

Sidney Ben ley /
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1UG 13 I'l 4:48
DY/A ASSOCIAIO OF
IwIND & IDSR

August 10, 1984

The Honorable Bob Packwood
United States Senator
Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management

U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

The following statement is submitted on behalf of the Iowa Association of
Business & Industry (ABI) in reference to the July 26-27-30, 1984 public
hearings held on taxation of fringe benefits.

ABI is a statewide business organization, representing 872 various businesses
and manufacturers, with over 60 per cent of our membership employing less
than 100 employees.

In a recent fringe benefit survey by this Association, 392 companies of
403 responding companies reported they provide a qualified IRS pension or
profit-sharing program for all their employees. Thi3 survey represents
both union and non-union employees.

This type of information certainly indicates that the private sector is,
indeed, providing for employee needs through various benefit systems.
These benefit programs should not be stripped for tax revenues. If our
member companies are not encouraged to provide for employees' needs, then
the government must. ABI believes the private enterprise can effectively
and efficiently provide benefit programs better than the government programs.

Within our own Association (10 employees, consisting of 5 men and 7 women)
every employee is covered by our pension program after they have completed
one year of service. Inflation is not a direct factor because as salary
increases occur, the portion remitted for that employee's pension also
increases.

IB
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Yes, workers will suffer upon retirement if no pension provisions were
made, as Social Security is inadequate and was designed to supplement
retirement income, rather than be the only source of income. We believe
our retirement program for all our employees is not only economically
important, but also provides a psychological security to themselves and
their families.

The Iowa Association of Business & Industry recommends the Subcomittee
on Taxation and Debt Management be very careful in their deliberation
and decision on taxation of fringe benefits.

Respectfully,

resident

/Jm
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August 8, 1984

- Mr. John E. Jacob FSPA, MAAA, EA,
CPC, CEBS

6797 North High Street
Suite 216
Worthington, Ohio 43085

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Council
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part
of the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

ohn E. Jacob FSPA, MAAA, EA,
CPC, CEBS

JEJ/ce

attch.
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by
the United States Finance Committee, Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management

By: John E. Jacob, Fellow of the Society of Pension Actuaries,
Member of the American Acadamy of Actuaries,
Enrolled Actuary, Certified Pension Consultant,
Certified Employee Benefits Specialist

A very effective and efficient arrangement covering the
needs of all employees has been built by the private
enterprise system, to provide employee benefits.

This arrangement should not be systematically dismantled in
the name of greater tax revenues. Private enterprise must
be encouraged to meet the needs of employees through the
private system. Otherwise, the government will have to
provide these benefits, and we believe the ultimate price
to our nation will be far greater.

In my career, spanning almost 30 years, I have worked with
thousands of private companies that sponsor employee
benefits. While it may be true that certain groups, such as
professional corporations, have been able to provide tax
sheltered benefits for a handful of very highly paid
professionals, these are not representative of the plan
sponsors who provide benefits for their employees. My
concern is that the attempts to reduce or eliminate these
tax sheltered programs for a very small group have resulted
in a far greater cost and imposition on legitimate
employee benefit plans.

With respect to the clients I currently service, excluding
any professional corporations, I find that benefits do not
principally go to the highly paid people. In fact,
benefits are generally proportionate to current earnings and
years of service. In fact, highly paid employees often
do not receive benefits that are proportionate to their
individual salaries, but rather, receive lower proportionate
benefits.
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Benefits are uniformly provided to all employees, regardless
of sex. Many of my clients have large female groups in
their employee force (well in excess of 50%). Benefits
are provided to female employees on the same basis as male
employees.

Most retirement programs adjust for inflation during the
working years, which accounts for the increasing cost.
While benefits during the payout period do not always
adjust for inflation, a number of plans provide for ad hoc
increases, or provide other means for reducing future
inflationary pressures. Some of our clients are currently
considering retirement benefits to automatically adjust
for inflation after retirement, which is an extremely costly
item (this can easily increase the cost of the defined
benefit plan by 50%).

Employee benefits are essential to the economic security of
all workers, dependents, and retirees. Millions of workers
will suffer if employer sponsored benefits do not exist.

If the intent of congress is to raise revenues by preventing
the abuse of the system by a small handful of highly paid
professionals, actions should be directed to that singular
abuse, rather than to destroy the entire system of providing
benefits, upon which millions of employees depend.
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ROBERT B. JENNINGS, JR.
Post Office Box 1511
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part
of the record of the Hearing on Employee Fring Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Robert B. ings, Jr.

RBJ/mm

Attachment
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Submitted as part of the record of the hearing on Employee Frine Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee, Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

K~er B 'en gs , Jr. o
Post Office W051511
Baton Rouge Louisiana 70821

1 would like to make a statement in favor of the Private Employee Benefit
Plan System. I believe that this system should be strengthened in every way
possible in lieu of any proposed dilution of the various benefits available
to both employers and employees under the present system. The tax incentives
for employers encourage the establishment of employee benefit plans which
benefit both the employers and the employees. The tax deferred accumulation
of earnings on monies placed in the plans provides an extraordinary opportunity
for employees to accumulate capital for their retirement years. To eliminate
these tax incentives would do great harm to the private employee benefit system
and would force millions of employees to rely strictly on the inadequate re-
tirement income provided by the Social Security system. The Social Security
system is under great economic strain at this time in history, and all indi-
cations are that the system will continue to struggle. To decrease the potential
retirement benefits provided by private benefit plans would reduce employees to
reliance on the Social Security system entirely.

Some of the problems of employees can be reduced by the utilization of indi-
vidual retirement accounts, but only the wealthier employees will be able to
establish meaningful levels of contributions to these plans. At best, they
will provide supplemental income to that received from private employee bene-
fit plans and the Social Security system.

I am in favor of the private employee benefit plan system and I, again, urge you
to consider strengthening this plan rather than weakening it.

Very truly yours,

Robert

RBJ/nun
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jV M Wlr UN CompnM Group Insurance Operatione

WasNnogh Am G"u Olft@
Ilasel ds * W i lgn
M" Old Dominion Drive
4th Floor. SIt 470
McLean. VirginiIoI
(70) 821-InS

August 7, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Comnitte on Finance, Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

My name is Richard A. Hedrick and I am writing this letter in connection
with the hearings of the Senate Finance Subcomittee on Taxation and Debt
Management on the subject of fringe benefits on July 26, 27, and 30th of1984. I support Senator Packwood and his recommendation to not tax employee
benefits. I work with many companies and virtually every client of my officeis involved in serious Cost Containment Programs to help control health care
cost. The benefits are being reduced as well as the contract provisions
becoming more stringent. In my opinion this is a way of cost shifting on
the employer since the lost of these I6enefits will be made up in direct
compensation to the employee. There should be incentives for the InsuranceCompanies and Hospitals as well as employers, but not by taxing the benefits
to the employees.

Upon review if you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact my office.

Very truly yours,

Richav(A ick, CLU

Group Representative

RAH/ab
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July 24, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Council
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. -20510

Re: Taxation of Employee Benefits
Hearing Dates July 26, 27, 30, 1984

Dear Hr. DeArment:

I enclose the original and four copies of the following statement
concerning our companies' policy of providing company paid health
insurance.

Our company is a general building contractor/construction manager
operating in the States of Kentucky and Tennessee.

Shortly after the founding of our company, it was decided by the
officers to provide equal health care insurance for all salaried
employees, from the president to the lowest level clerk, the only
criteria being that they are salaried.

To date all salaried employees in our firm are equally covered by
our company paid insurance.

We have structured our plan to cover major, expensive illnesses or
surgeries, not day to day trips to the doctor, and other small items.

We consider our plan to be of great value to our salaried employees,
and their production, as it lifts the burden of a potential financial
calamity from their minds.

Thank you for your consideration of this statement.

Sincerely,

JONES, NANCE & STEINEMAN, INC.

L. W. Steineman

Secretary/Treasurer

LWS:sd

P.o. box 2000
3255 spring hollow driye

bowling green, kentucky 42102S0-M8-3388 "
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Statement of JWT Group, Inc.
Submitted to the Senate Finance Subcommittee

On Taxation and Debt Management
Hearing on Fringe Benefits

July 26-30, 1984

JNT Group, Inc., by its submission of this statement, wishes

to record its strong opposition to two proposals now before

your Comttee. These are

1. Proposals to prohibit integration of the terms of

qualified retirement plans with Social Security contribu-

tion requirements and

2. Proposals to further reduce the cap on annual

employer contributions ("maximum annual addition* under

Section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code) to accounts of

staff members under defined contribution plans.

In addition, we also urge reconsideration of the provisions

of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 ("DZFRA") postponing

from 1986 until 1988 the coienceent of annual cost-of-

living adjustments to the $30,000 maximum annual addition

figure established by the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility

Act of 1982 ("TEFRA ).

lQc7--7 n - - %I
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JWT Group, Inc. is the parent of a family of companies

engaged in advertising, public relations, research, and

related marketing communication services.

Like many other companies in personal service, high-tech,

and other businesses whose success is extremely dependent

upon the ability to attract and retain a highly skilled

professional staff, our operating companies have long

offered a strong package of employee benefits, important

among which have been retirement benefits. With minor

exceptions, these retirement benefits have been offered to

all employees under qualified plans satisfying all applic-

able non-discrimination requirements. The plans have been

integrated with Social Security contribution requirements.

We have always accepted the logic of the non-discrimination

requirements while integrating our plans with Social

Security contribution requirements for precisely the same

reasons because an integrated, qualified (and thus non-

discriminatory) plan gives consistent treatment to all

staff members, a stae of affairs we regard as fair and

equitable, and, thus, conduci,: :e to positive staff morale.

We disagreed in principle with the introduction by ERISA of

the maximum annual addition concept, but in practical terms
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the level of the limit imposed, and the fact that it was

subject to annual adjustment, meant it did not create

serious difficulties.

The reduction of the cap to $30,000 by TEimA, and the re-

lated postponement of annual adjustments was another

matter. These steps meant that, for us, the limitation

would not only affect a literal handful of top management

people, but would over the years in question become

applicable to a fairly significant number of key staff

members below the top management level. We regarded these

steps as inequitable and undesirable in that they seriously

breached the principle of consistent treatment for all

staff members.

Obviously, the further deferral under DBFRA of the re-

institution of annual adjustments to the maximum annual

contribution figure has, as far as we are concerned, com-

pounded the prior inequity.

We feel that additional compounding of this inequity through

a further reduction of the cap and the prohibition of

integration would be extremely ill-considered and should

be rejected.
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As noted earlier, we support the principle of consistent

treatment for all employees. However, we feel that steps

already taken and, particularly, the above-mentioned proposals

pervert the concept of consistent treatment and cause

qualified plans to actively, and severely discriminate

against key (i.e., higher-compensated) staff mewbers.

We urge that Congress consider extremely carefully whether

the consequence of abolition of integration and further

limitation upon contributions may not over time have

extremely negative consequences for the future of qualified

plans and thus conceivably quite negative consequences for

the lower paid employees these misguided proposals evidently

seek to protect.

Specifically, it seems to us that in light of requirements

already on the book and, particularly, the additional

limitations now proposed, companies who are heavily dependent

upon their most highly skilled and therefore highly compen-

sated employees will inevitably have to take steps on a

non-qualified basis to assure equitable treatment of key

employees with respect to retirement benefits. Once they

have taken these steps, and the traditional principle of

approaching retirement benefits across the board, through

non-discriminatory, qualified plans has been breached, it

is inevitable that, instead of emphasizing the qualified
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plans, employers will thereafter give principal emphasis

to the non-qualified plans covering their key employees.

In fact -- though we would not anticipate that our com-

panies would take this step -- once having taken the above

step, many employers may actually consider changing over

entirely to non-qualified plans either discriminating in

favor of key employees or even limiting coverage to key

employees (and leaving lower level employees without retire-

ment benefits).

In sum, it is unrealistic for Congress to expect employers

to stand idly by while legislative changes regarding

retirement benefits leave them with plans that actively

and severely discriminate against their key employees. To

the contrary, employers can be expected to respond with

non-qualified alternatives focused on the key employees,

and the eventual consequence of this may be extremely

negative for qualified plans benefiting all employees on a

consistent basis.

Accordingly, we urge Congress to:

1. Return to reliance on traditional non-discrimination

tests as a sufficient means of assuring fair treatment for

all employees under qualified plans;
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2. Reject proposals to abolish integration;

3. Reject proposals to further reduce the maximum

annual addition to defined benefit plan accounts and

4. Adopt legislation reinstituting the indexation of

the maximum annual addition figure as of 1986, as originally

provided under TEFRA.

Respectfully submitted.

JWT GROUP, INC.

August 7, 1984
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Kemwny&U*ekmmkupwsUe

10o0 TIEOOO TMCKERA
MILVAUKlE, VAWCOPGfl 514
TILEPHONS 414 47 ,43

August 3, 1984

Seate Finance Omuittes
StMt. 80derick A. Deahmnnt, Chief OMM66e

Omutte on Finance
Rw SD-219
Dixken Senate Office Bulding
Washington, DC 20510

Tlo the Nei)ers of the Ssate Finance Oomtttee:

You have recently held a hearing on fringe benefits and their relationship to

tax laws. As a major corporation in the Machine Tool Industry, earney GTrcker

has lo X ided fringebenfeits to its a*loyees, recognizing that th are

the most efficient and cost effective way the free market has set forth for deliver-

ing souox ic and health semurity to our rploye". It is now, and has been,

Kearney & Trecacir's position that eployses and citizens should not rely on

Federal, state or ?taicipal, Boumt to prvide for their long-term security.

We believe that the security of indiv is provided primarily by their own

planning and by the beneit plane of profit-aski orratons in this country

wh are allowed to coopte in the free enterprise system and to share those reouds

with eqplyees.

Iie w recognize the Social Security system, and its retire nt and medical

benefits for enpoyswo voluntarily withdraw from te workforce, we believe

that corporate provided retirement inoom plans, such as pensions and qualified

profit sharing plans, still romin the most orst effective method of providing

additional economic security to suplemet savings for retirement years. The
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cost of funding and adintrng these individual plans is far ls than that

of any plan administered, by the Federal € vrreent. Life and disability insur-

arc pzwgra m on a group basis through our corporatioM, and health care plans

for all of our eqplayes, ae tailor-made to the needs of our Wrkforce within

our reio and take Into account, cur local 4a graphics, geographic variables

andx the tom of our indivl&Wl uployee. one of our plans treat highly

c mpsA-ted ectives on a differential or unfair basi to the total group of

our eaipyes. e believe that prfereti tax treatment of thes plans has

emouraged their grmth thrabopt our oran and our industry. W further

believe that this type of aproach is the best investment in the future eoMic

security of our eiployss ad, ultimate ly, of our nation.

If a tax policy -t!gl ed encouraging the pwAsion of ployee befits such as

those listed above by ,, we foresee additIonal strain that would inevi-

tably be Pl aced upon gmovents, pilic inttui , unity hospitals,

the Social Security Wytem and disability Iiu system. We strongly support

cigresonal tax policy that fosters corporately provided benefits and urge U:±

ongrus ~not look upon these benefit plogroin as a further source of revenue.

We believe that the response of the citizenry to the IM legislation has been so

positive that it ebuld have sent a message to the Owgress that the preferred and

best investment in the ecai future of the citim of this nation are those

which are allowed by t'v gvenvant without inere e and/or taxation. Lagis-

lation which would make it difficult for corporti to provide these benefits,

without drastically ircreasing their costs to the corporation, would cause most,

private induatzy to rethink their position on fringe beefits and could have a

long-lasting diverse impact on the security of its u.ployees.
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We then, again, ask the ommittee to rectmwd to congress no further legisla-

tin taxing deferred benefit or fringe benefit programs such as retirest

inoom plans, health and life inmuanos, disability insuranoe and other types of

besef its that nay be provided throughout the nation by oorporations.

w1 further ask you mae a positive statement against any legislation of this

nature.

sin~y,

Davi G. L
vice President
Industrial Relations

DGo/lj
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Kelley Tewhnical Colnp, Inc.
Post Office Box 10137
1445 South 15th Slreot
Louisville, Kentucky 40210
Telephone: 502 636.5261

Olympic Swimming Pool Products Kel-Teah Specialty Coatings Convoy Non-Skip S.fety Coalgs
Pool Coatings and Dock Paints Architectural Pdnts Epoxy and Acrylic Formulations
Repair Materials and Allied Products Industrial Enamels

Specialty Coatings

August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part of the
record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26,
27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

KELLEY TECHNICAL COATINGS, INC.'

Profit Sharing Plan Administrator

DW/gt

Enclosure

cc
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee

Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Fi-

nance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: David Woodson, Plan Administrator for
Kelley Technical Coatings, Inc.
Profit Sharing Plan.

We believe that profit sharing plans for small corporation

such as ours are very beneficial to all of the employees.

It would ultimately do harm to employee benefits if tax

incentives are taken away from the corporation sponsoring the plan.

It is our opinion that this would serve to impair the em-

ployee much more than the corporation.
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The following statement is submitted by the Kemper Group of insurance companies

for inclusion in the record of the hearing on fringe benefits held by the Senate

Vlnance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management on July 26, 27 and 30,

1984.

The Kemper Group is the 16th largest property-casualty insurer in the United

States, and in addition to property-casualty insurance, the Kemper companies

provide life insurance, reinsurance, investment services, and consulting services

for cost containment of medical benefits.

Through social and economic policies the United States has recognized the

importance of providing people with financial security through creating such

programs as Social Security, ERISA, Medicare, Medicaid, unemployment compensation,

and workers' compensation. However, the government cannot afford to be the

sole provider of economic protection. Employer-sponsored benefit plans play

an important role in supplementing programs created by the government to further

the socially important objective of providing economic security and stability

for workers and their families.

If employer-sponsored benefits should be discontinued, there would be higher

levels or poverty for the elderly and disabled, and people could have high medical

bills from an illness or accident which they may never be able to pay. If these

benefits are not provided through employers, workers will call upon the government

to create these benefit programs because people recognize that such protection

is essential to their well being.

Tax laws encourage businesses to create benefit programs to provide security

for employees. We believe tax laws should coritinue to encourage the desirable

public goal of providing security for workers.

Employers have done a good job of providing the benefits needed by workers,

and we feel that employers are iA the best position to recognize the needs of

their employees and to provide the appropriate benefit programs. In addition
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by purchasing benefits for'a large work force, employers can provide benefits

"at a much lower cost through a group rate than what an employee can purchase

on his own.

The Kemper Group pays an average of $8,525 per employee for employer-sponsored

and statutory benefits. This is an average of 41.5% of an employee's base

salary. The average salary per Kemper employee, excluding vacation and holidays,

is $20,562. The taxation of these benefits would have a considerable detrimental

effect on employees. The cost for employees to participate in benefit programs

would increase greatly and could cause some employees, particularly the lower

.paid ones, to drop out of programs because they could become unaffordable.

To maintain the financial viability of group plans, a high' participation

rate of a broad cross-section of employees is necessary. For example, if lower

paid workers feel they cannot afford to continue participating in a health

insurance plan and young healthy workers drop out of the plan because of the

cost, this can result in adverse selection. This means greater payments from

the health insurance plan and thus increasing premiums. This could lead to

further withdrawals from the program. This situation could seriously undermine

the group health insurance mechanism wbich has been able to provide coverage

to workers without proof of insurability at low cost to employees.

The Kemper Group provides pension, welfare and other benefits to its. approxi-

mately 13,000 eligible employees. We believe these benefit programs provide

economic security to our workers and protect them and their families from

financial disaster when they retire or if they should become Ill, disabled,

or die. These benefits are available to workers at all compensation levels

and the value of these programs are recognized by our employees as shown by

their high participation rate in the following plans:
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Participation Rate of
Benefit Program All Under $25,000 Salary

Retirement 74.3% 70.0%
Major Medical Including HMO's 88.4% 84.0%
Savings & Profit Sharing 71.9% 67.1%
Dental 42.7% 37.7%
Life Insurance Free group life insurance is provided

to regular full time employees equal
to annual salary subject to a 050,000

-maximum.
Disability Income Protectioi; Plan

Long-Term 99.9%
Voluntary Group Travel 13.3% (Recently taken over and not

promoted yet)

The following is a description of the various benefit plans in which Kemper

employees can participate and the average cost paid by the company in 1983

per participating employee per plan:

The Kemper Companies Employees' Retirement Plan was established in 1934 to

provide workers who voluntarily participate the opportunity to retire with

a monthly benefit payable for their lifetime. These monthly payments will

supplement any other retirement income which can come from Social Security

benefits, an IRA, the Kemper Employees' Saving and Profit Sharing Plan, savings

and investments. The plan is a "qualified" defined benefit pension designed

to meet the requirements of ERISA. Taxes on benefits accrued from company

contributions are deferred until the employee receives a payout from the plan.

In 1983 the company's average expenditure per participating employee was $822.

Participant contributions currently equal one percent of earnings. Kemper

contributes a substantial part of the annual cost of the plan. For example,

an employee who has contributred $2,2Q2 to tho plan during twenty years and

receives monthly retirement benefits of $371.49 at age 65 would receive within

the first seven months of retirement an amount equal to his contribution.

The company contribution provides for the continuation of benefit payments

for the employee's lifetime. Employees may select benefit payment options

of Life-Only Benefits, 50% Joint and Survivor, or Additional Survivorship.
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The Kemper Group Maior Medica! Benefit is a comprehensive health insurance

plan designed to help relieve the financial burden an employee may experience

from incurring substantial medical expenses due %o accidental bodily injury,

illness, disease, pregnancy or complication of pregnancy, alcoholism, chemical

dependency, drug addiction, and mental illness. The plan provides a $1 million

lifetime maximum benefit for each insured person. In 1983 the company's average

expenditure per participating employee was $1,307.

Effective January 1, 1984, employees contribute monthly $16.36 for themselves

only or $44.22 to include coverage for dependents. The company premium is

$68.68 for a single employee or $141.26 for an employee plus dependents. Even -

with the premium increase at the beginning of this year, the Lumbermens Mutual

Casualty Company (the major pool company of the Kemper Group) portion of the

plan is expected to run a deficit of $570,000 during 1984. This amount will be

absorbed by the company. Total cost to LZC of the plan in 1984 is expected

to be $10,270,000.

Effective at the beginning of this year Kemper initiated the following additional

cost control features:

-- raising to $200 from $100 an all cause calendar year deductible for covered

major medical charges. Separate deductibles of $100 apply for charges

for mental illness and $50 for alcoholism, chemical dependency, and drug

addiction,

-- increasing the maximum out of pocket costs from $500 to $1,000 ($2,000

for a family),

-- increasing the share of covered costs paid by participants from 10 percent

to 20 percent,

-- covering outpatient pre-admission testing at 100 percent without a deductible

instead of 90 percent with a deductible,
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-- fully covering outpatient surgical procedures without a deductible or

coinsurance,

-- providing hospice care under the plan, and

-- adding an employee audit provision to encourage workers to discover hospital

and health care provider billing errors. Employees who persuade the hospital

to correct the error are paid one-third of the savings with a minimum

payment of $10 and a maximum payment of $350. Bills of $10,000 or more

are already audited.

In another effort to slow increasing costs of medical coverage and group insurance

premiums, all group health insurance plans an employee may have will be coordinated

so the total benefits paid do not exceed 100 percent of all covered costs.

Employees may elect to participate in an ;MO and the company will contribute

up to the same amount that it would contribute for the same type of coverage

under the Group Major Medical Plan.

We do feel this plan will protect workers from hospital bills they would

find difficult or Impossible to pay. For example, if a family of three covered

by the plan each had a claim within the same year for a tonsillectomy, an appendec-

tomy, a d a heart operation and the total hospital bill is $21,630.13, the

total fami' y outlay would be only $2,000.

The Kempe! Savings and Profit Sharing Plan is designed to be a long-term

incentive zavings plan and vehicle for participants to share in company profits.

This plan can be an important part of an employee's financial program and provide

retirement income. Income accumulation under this plan is taxed deferred.

In 1983 the company's average expenditure per participating employee was $853.

Employees who par; patee in this plan must mAk a contribution of at least

one percent of their regular salary. A parw4.upAting; contribution of up to

5 percent of salary can be made, and the company will make a savings contribution

39-707 0 - 85 - 54
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each payday equal to 10 percent or the participating contribution. In addition

if approved by the board of directors the company may also make an annual profit

sharing contribution at the end of the plan year based upon its net income.

Employees can also make a voluntary contribution of an additional 10 percent

of their salary.

The Group Dental Plan is designed to help relieve the financial burden if

an employee or covered dependent incurs substantial dental expenses including

periodontic and orthodonic treatment. In 1983 the company's average expenditure

per employee was $75.

Employees who participate are required to make a monthly contribution of

$3.58 for themselves or $9.68 for themselves and dependents. The company pays

one half of the total premium. Under Part A coverage for regular dental work,

there is a $100 deductible a year with the plan paying 50 percent of the reason-

able and customary charges up to $1,000 a year. Under Part B coverage for

periodontal disease and orthodontic treatment, there is a separate $100 deductible

with the plan playing 50 percent of the reasonable and customary charges up

to $500 per year. Benefits from other group dental plans are coordinated with

this plan to insure that no more than 100 percent of all covered charges will

be paid.

The Group Life Plan provides financial protection for an employee's family

in the event he/she should die. 'Kemper provides regular full-time employees

with free group life insurance equal to their annual salary, subject to a $50,000

maximum. In 1983 the company's average expenditure per employee was $106.

Employees can insure their eligible dependents for a monthly premium of $1.44.

Regular full-time employees may also purchase optional contributory group life

insurance up to five times their annuE. salary. This costs them 45 cents a

month per $1,000 of insurance. For example, if an employee purchases $25,000

of contributory coverage he/she would pay $11.25 a mor.th.
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The Kemper Sickness and Disability Programs under the Voluntary Employer

Contribution (VEC) and the Disability Income Protection Plan (DIPP) are intended

to provide regular full-time employees with comprehensive sickness and disability

income protection coverage. Together these plans will provide continuing income

of at least 60 percent of the worker's regular salary for each full or partial

day of absence due to a covered accidental bodily injury, illness, disease,

pregnancy or complication of pregnancy. All VEC benefits and short-term DIPP

benefits are provided at no cost to the employee and are paid from general

corporate funds. In 1983 the company's average expenditure per employee was

$361.

Regular full-time employees are automatically enrolled under the DIPP, but

the long-term coverage is optional in most states and may be discontinued.

:The long-term benefits provided under DIPP are payable through a group disability

insurance policy, and employees pay 100 percent of the cost for this coverage

which commences after a 13 consecutive week total disability elimination period.

(VEC and the short-term DIPP provide coverage during the elimination period.)

These long-term benefits equal 60 percent of the employee's salary until he/she

reaches age 65. The biweekly rate for long term disability increased to .0064841

of salary effective January 1, 1984. For example, if an employee earns $15,000

a year his biweekly premium will be $3.74. Since the premium for this benefit

is paid by the employee, any benefit payout from the plan is income tax free.

VEC and DIPP benefits are reduced by payments an employee receives from workers'

compensation, occupational disease laws, state or federal laws of like intent,

any compulsory disability benefit law, any retirement benefits from the company's

retirement plan, and any disability or retirement benefits under social security,

railroad retirement or the Canadian or Quebec Pension Plan.
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The Group Travel Accident Plan is provided to all employees without cost

to cover them in the event they are involved in an accident which results in

death, dismemberment or total disability while traveling on company business.

The payment amount is three times the employee's annual salary, up to a limit

of $250,000 per employee per accident, subject to a maximum of $1,500,000 per

accident if more than one employee is involved. In 1983 the company's average

expenditure per employee was $4.

Employees and their dependents may also participate in a Voluntary Group

Accident Plan which provides a 24-hour all-risk accidental death and dismemberment

coverage providing protection at home, on the job, or anywhere in the world.

Employees may select benefits from $10,000 to $150,000. Employees pay the

full cost for coverage at 44 cents a month per $10,000 of coverage, plus an

additional 20 cents a month per $10,000 of coverage for dependents.

Kemper Educational Benefits help employees achieve effective performance

and advancement and encourage employees to develop their capabilities through

suitable training and educational programs. Educational assistance is provided

for undergraduate and graduate level college courses, courses covering general

and specialized insurance subjects, and supervisory and managerial development.

45.2% of employees participate in internal Kemper classroom courses, 17.1%

participate in self-study classes, 6.1% in Insurance Institute of Agierica and

Charter Property Casualty Underwriter classes, and 5.7% in-outside university

courses. The company will pay 50 percent of tuition and text book expenses

for approved courses and 100 percent reimbursement for any specific course

the company asked an employee to take.

In 1983 the company's average expenditure per employee for educational assistance

and other miscellaneous benefits was $215.
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Ir addition to the above benefits, Kemper in 1983 paid an average per employee

of $850 for ten holidays, $1,190 for vacation time, $9 for jury duty, $378

for. aerverance pay, $1,490 for FICA, $225 for unemployement compensation, $98

for workers' compensation, $1 for state disability payments (required by four

states), $62 for anniversary awards, $49 for Christmas gifts, $1 for employee

referral awards, $247 for relocation, and $230 for internal training.

We believe that the Kemper Group and other companies have established an

efficient and effective system of benefit programs that are needed by employees.

A number of proposals have been made to tax employer-provided health Insurance

costing over a specific amount or to place an absolute percentage or dollar

limit on the total amount that can be spent on fringe benefits, with any amount

over this limit being taxed. While we are concerned about the federal deficit,

we do not believe employer-provided benefit programs should be taxed or dismantled

in the hopes of raising additional tax revenues. We feel such taxation would

be harmful to millions of people iD this country and would place additional

burdens on the social programs this country has in place to assist people who

need help. Benefit programs, such as health, life and disability insurance,

pensions and others, do provide essential economic security for workers, retirees

and their families of a large portion of our country's population. The private

enterprise system can provide these benefits at a low cost and should continue

to be encouraged through our-country's tax policy to do so.
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Key Trust CW of Florid NA

Torny A. Rodu C O
PrAsnt and Chief Executive Offfcw

110 Wisteria Avo., Orlando. Florkd 3806 Tehone 3054230157

July 27, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as part of
the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held
on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance
Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Dept Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Terry A. Rodgers, C.P.A.
President and Chief Executive Officer

TAR/gr
Enclosure
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"Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management;"

"By Terry A. Rodgers, President and C.E.O. of Key Trust
Company of Florida N.A."

As a strong advocate of the capitalistic system that has
been the foundation for economic and social development in
the United States, I find it almost unbelievable that some
of our elected Congressmen would even consider that the private
employee benefit plan system does not serve a use!fal social
or economical purpose. Not only does the private pension system
provide benefits, it acts as an incentive for employees to
work more productively.

I strongly recommend that our Congressmen talk to retired
workers of Eastman Kodak, Proctor and Gamble, Sears, Standard
Oil, General Motors and hundreds of other companies comprising
the business foundation of our economic system. They shQuld
ask about the incentives, rewards, and retirement benefits
provided through private enterprise. It is the spending power
of this accumulated wealth from a growing class of people that
will provide stability for our future economy. It is critical
to note that these benefits were accumulated through cooperation
of employee and employer ideas during very hard economic times.
Even today, the average working American cannot afford to save
enough of his own money to fund a retirement plan for himself.

With inflation reaching historically high levels during
the past five years, the consumer still believes that you should
spend today before prices go up further. This is not an
incentive for individuals to fund retirement plans and future
expenses.

Secondly, the Social Security and Wellfare programs have
adversely affected the consumers productivity and desire to
work. Before Social Security and Medicare, people had an
incentive to work and save but now they have an incentive to
work, spend, and let Social Security take care of them at
retirement.

Thirdly, a questionnaire should be sent to each Congressman
with a simple question: "How much money do you save out of
each of your monthly paychecks for your own retirement plan?
Is this sufficient to retire upon?" I sincerely believe that
these highly educated, planning oriented, and well paid
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individuals are no better at saving their funds than anyone
else. In fact, I would expect that their employer, the
Government, provides most of the retirement benefits they expect
to obtain in the future. Also, as a percentage of their total
income, I would expect that they save less than anyone else
in the working class.

Fourth, corporations are people. People like incentives.
Tax breaks will always take precedence over pure expenses.
Therefore, I believe that the private pension system will need
some tax incentives to survive the legal hassels, paperwork,
and administrative expenses involved with retaining a retirement
benefit plan for employees. Without these tax incentives,
I strongly believe that corporations will find a way to eliminate
expensive benefit packages covering all employees and instead,
concentrate on creating higher benefits for a select group
of managers already highly paid.

Fifth, IRA's are still new. It will be many years before
an accurate reading of the long-term economic benefit of these
plans can be determined. An important question is: "How many
current participants are there in the private pension system
versus the number of IRA's now in existance?" IRA's involve
a self-disciplined savings plan that many people just don't
have.

In summary, I believe the private pension system has already
been reviewed, updated, reviewed again and changed many times
since 1974 (ERiSA). These changes have resolved many of the
problems and abuses that did exist. Now, the problem of the
financial condition of Social Security and Medicare seems to
support increasing the incentives for a stronger private pension
system. This I believe would be much more productive than
radical and non-productive changes toward eliminating tax
incentives for corporate sponsors to maintain retirement plans
for their employees.
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SIMBALL AREA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #739 P.O. BOX 368 KIMBALL, MN 55353

July 25, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Mr. DeArment:

As a public school administrator, Z would like to address the
issue of current tax favored treatment of employee pension and
welfare benefits. Zt is my understanding that several issues are
being addressed as changes are being considered in this area.

Zt is imperative that public agencies, such as school districts,
have the opportunity to provide tax favored benefits to their
employees. The costs to both the school district and the school
employee would increase dramatically if current benefits would
become taxable income items. Group cost factors are much more
favorable than what individuals must face in terms of securing
health care, dental care, life insurance and other needed per-
sonal protection.

As the great majority of our employees earn less than $25,000
annually, increasing their tax base by including existing fringe
benefits, would place a remarkable burden on those individuals.
Zf tax-favored employer sponsored benefits are going to be
limited or removed, don't take them away from the lower-paid
employees, but consider the upper Income people - in the $60,000
- $150,000 range.

Public school employees need the current benefits that are made
available to them through negotiations with their employers. The
tax impact on our employees If benefits become taxable will
adversely affect the entire educational system and programs.
Don't take away benefits from the public employee - it Is the
only fair tax break that is available to them.

Sincerely,

Kenneth R. Hel.lng,
Superintendent

)NM/IVbAILFAHRT. PRINCIPAL KENNETH R. HELLING. SUPERINTENDENT GARY A. LAGERSTEDT. PRINCIPAL

HIGH SCHOOL 612-398-7700 DISTRICT OFFICE 612-3985585 ELEMENTARY 612-3985425

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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KMMWZ. KUH BYRD & ASSOCaATEM P.S.C.

LOOSVUL KIIUOCY 402 802-58S-24o

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

by Kmetz, Kuhns, Byrd & Associates, P.S.C.

We are distressed to hear that employee benefits for our corporation will be
markedly altered by impending legislation. We are particularly concerned
about the following:

1). These benefits allegedly serve no useful social and economic
purpose.

The funds for pension plans of our employees are regularly invested
in savings and loan organizations in which monies are recycled into
the home building industry, in money market funds in which monies
are used to capitalize industrial expansion, in bonds in which
monies are used to capitalize industrial expansion, and stocks in
which monies are used to capitalize future economic growth of this
country.

2). Benefits paid to employees.

All employees receive the same benefits on a prorata basis without
discrimination to the highest or lowest paid employees.

3). Absent tax-incentives.

There is no question that without these incentives, these monies
would not be put into that portion of the economy in which to
foster further expansion and development of jobs.

4). Relationship to social security system.

The social security system was never intended to supplant a
retirement plan. The discontinuance of a system which encourages
an incentive for building a retirement plan and the encouragement
of dependency on the social security system would wreak havoc with
the social welfare of this country.

We strongly urge the committee to consider these factors and strengthen
employee fringe benefits rather than dilute them.

24571
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W. M'WU M~
309 HoLLYFAX CIRCLE

ATLANTA, GEOGIA 3038

July 27, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief of Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirkaen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. DeArment:

Consistent with your req'irewts, I am submitting this letter and the attached
statement to be includeO as part of the record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held o, July 26, 2? and 30, by the United States Senate Finance
Committee, Sub-committee on Taxation and Debt Hanagement.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely1

W. Hark Knox, CLU

at:Jr

attach.
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Submitted as part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe
benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30, by the United States Finance
Committee. Sub-committee on Taxation and Debt Iaemaent

By W. Mark Knox

I was surprised to learn that apparently a uumber of Congressmen feel that our
private employee benefit plan system no longer needs or deserves the tax incen-
tives which currently support that system. I have been involved with design,
funding and administration of employee benefit plans for 20 years as an insur-
ance company representative, and I believe it would be trae for the nation's
workers if those tax incentives were removed.

Employers in this country have developed very broad group insurance programs,
which provide employees protection in event of death or disability as well as
coverage for medical expenses, which are enormous today. These plans now cover
practically all of the employed workers in this country. The fact that the cost
of these programs paid by the employer is tax deductible to the employer and is
not taxable as income to the employee has, in large measure, brought about the
wide-spread adoption of these plans. Without the tax incentives, it Is doubtful
that coverage of employees under benefit plans would be very wide spread at all.
Certainly these benefit plans have served very useful economic and social pur-
poses since their success removes the burdens that otherwise would fall to
government responsibility. I believe that if the tax incentives were removed,
employers faced with ever-rising wage costs would, in many cases, reduce or
eliminate their contribution toward the cost of established progress.

I believe the same case applies to retirement plans. The "three-leged stool" con-
cept has been very successful in providing millions of Americans a higher quality
of life during their retirement years. Under this concept, it is understood that
provision of retirement income should be partly the responsibility of the govern-
ment (Social Security), partly the responsibility of employer sponsored private
retirement plans, and partly from personal savings. Again, I believe that if
the existing tax incentives are removed, there will be shrinkage in the amount of
coverage provided through private employer sponsored plans. This will only result
in added pressure on the Social Security system. I believe that the IRA type
vehicles are an excellent approach to encouraging employees to save for their
own retirement, but I do not believe that full dependence on that type vehicle 'can
ever replace the magnitude of retirement benefits provided through employer sponsors.

In summary, it seems to me that our .pre, ent private employee benefit plan system
has been enormously successful. It wwld be tragic, in my opinion, to undermine
the system by removing the tax ncentivtx, which are largely responsible for the
success of the system.
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Statement on
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Hr. Chairman," I am pleased to submit this statement on tax
policy issues in pensions and flexible benefits programs. Tax
provisions governing pensions and flexible compensation plans have
figured prominently in Congressional debates over the last three tax
bills.

What Roes Pension _Plicy Cost?

Tax expenditures are commonly used in public policy debates as a
measure of the social cost of federal pension policy. There is wide
disagreement, however about the proper way to measure these costs and
about who benefits from the incentives provided in these provisions.
Measured using the Treasury's approach, about $0.83 out of every
tax-deferred dollar appears to be lost to the Treasury. Such estimates
overstate the amount of revenue lost due to such provisions, however.
Because today's pension-plan participants will have higher retirement
incomes than today's retirees, they will pay more taxes in retirement.
Over their lifetimes, those employees now at the beginning of their
pension careers will repay all but $0.25 to $0.40 of every tax-deferred
dollar.

Seven this more realistic lifetime measure of tax expenditures
probably still overstates the revenue costs of pension-related tax
policy. It ignores the avail4bility of other tax-favored investment
vehicles that could be used for retirement savIng in place of employer
pensions as well as the costs of relying on the taxpayer as the sole
guarantor of retirement incomes.

o._Receives Emloyee Benefits?

The expansion of employee benefits has primarily helped the
middle income worker. Among employees who were covered by pensions in
1983, nearly 28 million (or 59.0 percent) earned less than $20,000.
Among employed persons with employer-provided health coverage 83.7
million (or 74.3 percent) earned los than $20,000, and 23.2 percent
earned between $20,000 and $50,000. Fewer than 3 percent of pension
and health insurance participants earn more than $50,000.

Flexible Compensation Plans

The labor force is changing rapidly. Flexible compensation
plans have emerged as some employers' effort to respond to the needs of
a diverse work force without adding to compensation costs to accomodate
each additional group. Most flexible compensation plans allow
employees to trade benefits in one area for increases in other
benefits. A two-earner couple, for example, can trade redundant health
coverage for other benefits such as dependent care, increased life
insurance, or added vacation time.

Employers with flexible compensation plans have found that the
ability to choose increases employees' satisfaction with their benefits
even \then the dollar value of the benefits package is unchanged. The
ability of employers and employees to use flexible compensation to
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contain benefit cost growth suggests that these plans can have
important macroeconomic effects by stabilizinS benefit growth and labor
costs.

Recent-Lexislative Actions and~fqp u

Employee benefits issues have played a major role in recent tax
policy debates. For example, in the Tax Reform Act of 1984, the
Congress made significant changes in at least sixteen areas of employee
benefits. The importance of employee benefits in tax policy promises
to continue as the Congress tries to deal with projected federal
deficits. Both the Congress and the Administration have expressed
considerable interest in basic reform of the personal income tax.

In general, basic tax reform proposals would lower marginal tax
rates and expand the income tax 'ase. Basic tax reform proposals offer
ways to restructure-not lower--the nation's tax bill. Three recent
legislative proposals illustrate some of the tradeoffs in basic tax
reform.

Cgmrehensive Income Tax. Senator Bill Bradley (D-NJ) and
Representative Richard Giphardt (D-MO) have introduced a comprehensive
income tax proposal (S.1421/H.R.3271). It would raise the same amount
of revenue as current law by using only a three bracket tax-rate
atLucture: 14, 26, and 30 percent. All employer contributions for
benefits other than pensions would be included in the employee's
taxable income. The Section 415 limits on pension benefits and
contributions would be made much more restrictive than under current
law.

Senator Hark Hatf leld (R-OR) has also introduced a comprehensive
tax proposal (S.2158). The Hatfield proposal-would retain current-law
treatment for employer-provided pensions, but all other employer
contributions for benefits wculd be included in taxable income. There
would be six tax brackets, ranging from 6 percent to 20 percent.

ConMvtiola . Senator Dennis DeConcini (D-AZ) has introduced
a consumption tax proposal (3.557). Under this proposal, all income
other than that used for investment would be taxed at a marginal rate
of 19 percent. This tax structure would be financed by eliminating
nearly all current law tax preferences. Contributions and benefits in
retirement-income programs would retain their current tax-law
treatment. The employer's contribution for health, welfare, and
"fringe" benefits, however, would no longer be tax deductible as an
employer compensation expense.

All three legislative proposals, though they are based on
different tax principles, would eliminate tax preferences for most
employer-provided benefits. Employer contributions for nonpension
benefits would be treated as taxable income.

Conclusions

We ask, Hr. Chairman, that the Congress recognize how much it
has already achieved in safeguarding the economic security of the
American worker and that it renew its commitment to encouraging private
provision for economic security.
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Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to submit this statement on tax policy issues

in pensions and flexible benefits programs. Tax provisions governing pensions

and flexible compensation plans have figured prominently in Congressional

debates over the last three tax bills. In my statement today, I will address

the following questions:

o What is the revenue cost of pensions and flexible benefits planet

o Who receives these tax benefits?

o What does society get for the foregone revenue?

o Are tax incentives more effective or less effective in achieving

certain goals than other policy devices aimed at the same goals?

o What are the implications for upcoming policy debates

Trends in Empoyee Benefit

Employer contributions for employee benefits have increased steadily as

a share of compensation over the last thirty years. According to Department

of Comerce estimates, ca h outlays for employee benefits beyond wages and

salaries have grown from 4.9 percent of total compensation in 1950 to 15.8

percent in 1982. Over a third of this amount finances employer-sponsored

pension plans. Pension contributions increased from 1.8 percent of employee

compensation -in 1950 to 5.3 percent in 1982. This growth appears to be

slowing, however. Between 1980 and 1982, for example, employee benefits Sew

1.6 percent annually as a share of compensation, compared with an annual rate

of over 4 percent between 1970 and 1980.

The tax-favored treatment of qualified pensions predates even the

establishment of the Social Security system in 1935, Statutes enacted in 1921

and later, covering income from trusts and pension plans, were designed to

encourage the expansion of pension coverage and increased saving levels and to
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provide a private source of retirement security. 'The tax treatment accorded

more recently developed retirement and capital accumulation vehicles such as

individual retirement accounts (IRAs), simplified employee pension plans

(SiPs), section 401(k) plans, and qualified voluntary employee contributions

(QVRCs) indicates continued Congressional interest in Increasing voluntary

individual retirement savings.

The federal tax system is the most important factor influencing benefit

growth. The tax code makes benefits cost-effective as compensation and

encourages the broad coverage of employees. The tax code makes benefits

cost-effective by providing a tax deduction for employers and preferential tax

treatment for employees. As a result, a dollar in benefits may be worth more

to the employee than a dollar in cash wages.

The tax code encourages employers to extend their benefit coverage to

lower- and moderate-income employees. The preferential tax treatment accorded

benefits is contingent upon compliance with the tax code's nondiscrimination

provisionss governing coverage of the employer's work force.

HAstoric.lly, the tax code has also :%orked with inflation to encourage

benefit growth as protection against inflation-driven increases in real

marginal tax rates. During the past twenty years, inflation has pushed most

taxpayers into higher marginal tax bracksi., despite legislation lowering

nominal tax rates for the different income levels. This "bracket creep," the

gradual increase in real marginal tax rates, has prompted the use of noncash

benefits to stem the erosion of real income. Up to 30 percent of the benefit

growth over this twenty-year period may be attributed to attempts to alleviate

inflation's impact on employee compensation.

While the tax code is a major factor encouraging benefit'growth it is
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not the only factor. Employee compensation also depends on income growth,

employer cost considerations, and employer and employee preferences.

What Does Pension Policy Cos.M.

Tax expenditures are commonly used in public policy debates as a measure

of the social cost of federal pension policy. The Treasury estimates that

pension-related tax provisions cost the federal government over $50 billion

each year in lost revenues. Persistent federal deficits have called attention

to Internal Revenue Code provisions that appear to subsidize select groups of

taxpayers.

There is wide disagreement, however about the proper way to measure

these costs and about who benefits from the incentives provided in these

provisions. Tax-expenditure measures used in the federal budget process are

calculated on a cash-flow or cross-sectional basis, with the amount of the

taxes deferred by current pension plan participants offset against the amount

of taxes paid by current beneficiaries. Measured this way, about $0.83 out of

every tax-deferred dollar appears to be lost to the Treasury (see t-ible 1).

Such estimates overstate the amount of revenue lost due to such provisions,

however. Because today's pension-plan participants will have higher

retirement Incomes than today's retirees, they will pay more taxes in

retirement. Over their lifetimes, those employees now at the beginning of

their pension careers will repay all but $0.25 to $0.40 of every tax-deferred

dollar. As the pension system matures, the numbers and income levels of

pension-plan participants and retirees will differ less than they do today.

As a result, in the future, pension-related tax expenditures measured using

the Treasury's approach will be much closer to lifetime estimates.

Even this more realistic lifetime measure of tax expenditures probably
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TABLE I

How Much of Pension-Related Tax Deferr4ls Is

Lost to the Treasury?

Taxes
Method Used Taxes Lost Deferred

Treasury Method 83% 0%

Lifetime method:
Nominal dollars 14 86
Roal dollarsb 28 72
Discounted for interest;C
at pension rate 40 60
at federal rate 36 64

SOURCE: Sophie M. Korczyk, Retirement Security and Tax Policy (Washington,
D.C.: EBRI, forthcoming).

aBefore adjusting for inflation.
bAfter adjusting for inflation.
CInterest rate used to discount taxes paid in retirement to the

year of retirement.
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still overstates the revenue costs of pension-related tax policy. Taxpayers

have access to many other tax-favored investment vehicles that could be used

for retirement saving in place of employer pensions. In the absence of tax

provisions favoring pensions, taxpayers would probably make more use of these

vehicles. This would increase the revenue loss attributable to these

alternative investments.

Tax expenditure statistics are also misleading because they imply that

only advance-funded plans impose social costs. Tax deferrals are measured

only on contributions and earnings actually received by plans, which means

thtt a pension plan must be advance-funded to result in tax expenditures. The

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) established minimum

funding standards for private-employer defined-benefit plans, enhancing

benefit security. In contrast, the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) and

the Military Retirement System (MRS), the two major federal retirement plans.

have little impact on tax expenditures because they are largely unfunded.

Underfunded or unfunded plans, however, can cost the taxpayer much more in the

long run. In sum, pension-related tax policy is not as costly as available

revenue-loss estimates would suggest.

Who Receives Employee Benefits?

The expansion of employee benefits has primarily helped the middle

income worker. Among employees who were covered by pensions in 1983, nearly

28 million (or .59.0 percent) earned less than $20,000 (Table 2). Among

employed persons with employer-provided health coverage 83.7 million (or 74.3

percent) earned less than $20,000, and 23.2 percent earned between $20,000 and

$50,000. Fewer than 3 percent of pension and health insurance participants

earn more than $50,000.
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The distribution of pension-related tax benefits among income groups

reflects the distribution of coverage and participation. The largest share of

lifetime pension-related tax benefits accrues to middle-income employees. In

1979, 34 percent of employees aged 25 to 34 earned between $20,000 and

$50,000. These employees will receive 53 percent of the group's

pension-related tax benefits (table 3). Those employees age 25 to 34 who

earned $20,000 or less will receive 24 percent of their group's lifetime

pension-related tax benefits, while 22 percent will go to those earning over

$50,000.

Employee benefits are now a mainstay of the middle-income worker's

income security, providing hazard protection as well as building assets. As

much as a fifth of all spending on health care is now made through

2employer-sponsored plans. Pensions also result in a progressive

redistribution of wealth that favors those at the lower end of the income

scale who do not tend to save much out of current income.

This redistribution can be demonstrated by comparing data on pension

coverage and income from savings as reported in the 1983 Health and Human

Services (HHS) and employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) Current

Population Survey (CPS) Pension Supplement, the best available source of

information on pension coverage. Direct information on savings would be

preferable to the data on income from savings, but it is not available on a

current basis.

Accumulated pension benefits constitute the major form of savings for

more than half of all persons with pension coverage. According to the CPS,
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TABL! 2

Distribution of Employees with Pension and Health Coverase

by Earnings

Employees with Employees with
IfJ .................. Pension Coveitgo .983 Health Coverate. 19U3

Total Percent Total PercentL.,-.MAo"1, -... Un(i .. llions .... -

Less than $20,000 27.9 59.0 83.7 74.3
$20,000 to $49,999 18.1 38.0 26.2 23.2
$50.000 and over 1.4 2.9 2.7 2.4

Total 1/ 47.4 100.0 73.0 100.0

SOURCE: EBRI tabulations of U.S. Census Bureau Current Population Survey,
1983 and EBRI-HHS Current Population Survey Pension Supplement.

./ Detail may not
health and pension
Survey. When those
are higher.

add to totals due to rounding. Totals include only those
plan participants who reported their earnings in the
not reporting their earnings are added, coverage totals
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TABLS 3

IIet Lifetime Pension-Related Tax Benefit Shares
Among Employees Aged 25 to 34

Pension
All Persons Participants
(Percent) (Parcent)bfncomea

Lifetime Tax
Shares by
Income Class0

(Percent)

Lifetime Pension
Benefit Tax Shares
by Income Class
(Percent)

$20,000 or less 61 53 42 24

$20001 to $50,000 34 41 42 53

$50,001 or more 5 6 16 22

Source: S3R8 calculations based on PRISM simulation results.

&Total 1979 income in 1983 dollars.
brncludes not- only those who were pension participants in-1979,.but also

.. those in this age group who are projected to acquire pension coverage later in
their careers.
CThg share of lifetime taxes paid by those with base-year incomes below
$50,000 is higher than their share of current-year taxes, because their
lifetime incomes are higher than their current-year incomes. In 1982,
taxpayers with incomes over $50,000 paid 35.4 percent of total income taxes.
U.S. Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of
income Bulletin. Winter 1983-1984 (Washington, D.C.: Internal Revenue
Service, 1984), p. 20.
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more than 40 percent of the labor force reported no savings income in 1983

(table 4). This group's average income was $9,651, Just under half the

average income of those reporting some asset income. Some 55 million workers,

including almost half of the group reporting little or no savings income on

the CPS, were covered by employer pensions in 1983. Pensions thus constituted

a net increase in savings for these workers. Assessments of pension-relatod

tax policies should consider the net increase and redistribution of wealth

that results from expanded pension coverage.

h&jDoes Society Get in Return

Tax benefits are not the only advantage received by pension

participants. Whatever the revenue cost of the pension-related tax-code

-provisions, sound retirement policy design requires that this cost be measured

against the social benefit of increased savings and higher benefit levels.

Increased savinka. Pensions both increase and reallocate total

savings. If pension contributions were received as cash income, total saving

would decrease. The drop, moreover, would be relatively greater among lower-

and moderate-income employees. While nonpension saving is concentrated among

relatively high-income individuals, pensions are distributed broadly among

income &roups.

Pensions also change the distribution of saving among investment

vehicles. Monpension saving consists primarily of liquid saving deposits and

investments in owner-occupied homes or other consumer. durables. Pension

funds, in contrast, are invested in securities that finance productive

capacity and employment. Pension funds have grown to be the single largest

supplier of investment funds to financial markets. At a time when unmet
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TABLE 4

Savings, Pension Coverage, and Income,

Employees Employees
Coveredb Not Covered

(Millions) (Percent) (Millions)(Percent)

1983

Average Annual
Income

(Dollars) (Percent)

No savings
Some savingac
Total

18.2
36.9
55.1

19.0
38.4
57.4

20.6 21.5 * 9,661
20.3 21.1 19,209
40.9 42.6 15,338

Source: EBRI calculations based on preliminary data from the Bureau of the
Census, CurentPoulatio SurvE (May 1983).

alndividuals are classified as having some savings or no savings based on
5hether or not they reported any asset income in response to the survey
questions. Asset income includes interest, dividends, rents, and royalties.
Coverage refers to public- and private-sector pension plans and Includes

holders of IRA or Keogh accounts.
concludes individuals reporting negative asset Income (i.e., decreases in
asset values).

Savings
status

40.5
59.5

100.0
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capital financing needs are emerging throughout the economy, the fact that

pension funds provide long-term capital gives them an important role in

economic policy.

Increased Retirqtntrngn. The availability of a pension often means

the difference between subsistence and the ability to maintain pre-retirement

living standards In retirement. Recent EBRI research projects that over the

next forty years real retirement incomes will more than double. The average

annual retirement income for those reaching age sixty-five in the 1980s Is

projected to be $13,376 per household in 1983 dollars. It is expected to

increase to $26,802 for those retiring between 2010 and 2019.3 Average

employer pension benefits will increase from $5,315 for those retiring in the

19803 to $12,417 for those retiring between 2010 and 2019. The proportion of

new retiree households receiving pension income will grow from 37 percent in

the 1980s to 71 pe,-cent by 2019.4

Tax payments by retirees will reflect this income growth. Pension

beneficiaries retiring in the 1980a will pay an average of $15,808 in taxes

(1983 dollars) on their benefits over the course of their retirement.

Pension beneficiaries retiring between 2010 and 2019, in contrast, will pay an

average of $44,672 in taxes (1983 dollars) on pension benefits during their

retirement.

Retirees not only receive larger retirement incomes as a result of

employer pensions, but their benefits are more secure due to legally mandated

advance funding. This security is all the more Important as debates over the

fiscal stability of the social Security Estem continue. Social Security

benefits and employer pension benefits complement each other. As pension

benefits increase, Social Security benefits become a smaller share of
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retirement Income. If public policy continues to encourage increased pension

coverage and benefit levels, the pension system could reduce the pressure for

over-increasing Social Security benefits.

Alternative Ways to Accomplish t _LGoaj . on POlicY

Some have suggested that the goals of employer pensions should be

accomplished using other policy approaches. Two of the alternatives

frequently suggested are expanding the allowable deductions for IRAs and

increasing benefits under the Social Security program.

Employer-provided pension coverage is more widespread than individual

retirement account (IRA) participation. Preliminary EBRI results from the

-.HHS-EBRI CPS Pension Supplement suggest that middle- and higher-income

individuals were - the primary beneficiaries of the broadening of ;IRA

eligibility. An estimated 31 percent of households reporting incomes of

*15,000 or higher hold IRA accounts, compared with 9 percent of households

with incomes below $15,000. By comparison, almost five times as many workers

earning less than $15,000--43 percent--are covered by employer pensions.

Since IRAs by their very definition do not have any nondiscrimination

standards protecting the interests of those at the lower end of the income

scale, expanding IRA limits would provide nothing for these households.

Expanding the Social Security program at the expense of employer

pensions would present a different set of problems. Most researchers agree

that the Social Security payroll tax as it is currently constituted is

regressive. The Americen people would almost surely demand ,at the tax be

restructured if it were to increase significantly. It is unlikely,

furthermore, that the federal budget system would be able to tolerate the

spending and tax increases that would be necessary if Social Security were to
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become the sole guarantor of post-retirement living standards across the

income spectrum.

Flexible Compensation Plans

The labor force is changing rapidly. Census data show that over the

last decade, the proportion of single-adult households with children increased

by one-third and over half of married women are in the labor force. These

households have different benefit needs than the traditional single-earner,

two-parent family. Many of these households need child cr-e, and the health-

and life-insurance needs of a two-earner family may be different from those of

two single employees separately.

Flexible compensation plans have emerged as some employers' effort to

respond to the needs of a diverse work force without adding to compensation

costs to accomodate each additional group.6 Most flexible compensation

plans allow employees to trade benefits in one area for increases in other

benefits. A two-earner couple, for example, can trade redundant health

coverage for other benefits such as dependent care, increased life insurance,

or added vacation time.

Flexible compensation plans are a relatively now development in employee

benefits that to now becoming fully delineated. While some flexible

compensation plans existed as early as 1972, Section 125 of the Internal

revenuee Code was enacted in 1978 to extend the statutory protection from

taxation that applies to other employee benefits to plans that give employees

some choice over the mix of employer-provided benefits they receive. The

statutory authority for these plans has been in place for six yea., but the

Administration issued preliminary regulations governing the implementation of

these plans in May of this year. #
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Cafeteria plans, as they are also called, have grown considerably since

they were first authorized. In a recent variation of these plans, about a

third contain reimbursement accounts or flexible spending accounts (FSAN).

FSAs allow employees to pay for unreimbursed medical expenses and some other

benefits with pre-tax dollars. Such accounts are used to cushion the impact

of a change in the employer's health insurance plan that might otherwise be

seen as a benefit takeback. An estimated 1.5 million employees now

participate in plans with flexible spending accounts alone, and as many as

five million may be participating in cafeteria plans as a whole.

The Congress and the Administration have recently become concerned about

the potential revenue -impacts of flexible compensation programs that

incorporate FSAs. Estimates of the federal revenue effects of FSAs differ.

widely. This divergence of estimates stems from differing assumptions about

the design of these programs, distribution of participants among various types

of programs, and the elections that participants make. FSAs instituted in

conjunction with a leaner health plan probably contribute to slowing down the

growth of benefits as a share of compensation because health care costs are

the fastest-growing employee benefit.

Employers with flexible compensation plans have found that the ability

to choose increases employees' satisfaction with their benefits even when the

dollar value of the benefits package is unchanged. This can reduce the

pressure on employers to increase benefits to maintain a competitive

compensation package. The ability of employers and employees to use flexible

-compensation to contain benefit c€st growth suggests that these plans can have

important macroeconomic effects by stabilizing benefit growth and labor

costs. Stabilizing benefit growth will keep wages and salaries a constant
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share of total compensation. This would mean that a constant share of total

compensation would be received in a taxable form. Stabl z:ing labor costs, in

turn, can contribute to reduced production costs 'throughout the economy.

12cglg Ls,9jslatlve Actions and Prosoects For tbqeFLt ll

Employee benefits issues have played a major role in-recent tax policy

debates. For example, in #;he Tax Reform Act of 1984, the Congress made

significant changes in at least sixteen areas of employee benefits. These

included:

employee stock ownership plans; cost-of living adjustments in pension

plan limitations; individual retirement accounts; group term life

insurance purchased for employees; funded welfare benefit plans;

unfunded deferred benefits; distributions in qualified pension plans;

top-heavy plans; estate-tax treatment of qualified pension plan

benefits; pension plan rules for affiliated service groups, employee

leasing arrangements, and collective bargaining agreements; cash or

deferred arrangements; treatment of certain medical and other benefits

under section 415; the statutory treatment of certain employee benefits;

pension-plan terminations; voluntary employee benefits associations; and

rules governing multiemployer plans.

The importance of employee benefits in tax policy promises to continue

as the Congress tries to deal with projected federal deficits. Both the

Congress and the Administration have expressed considerable interest In basic

reform of the personal income tax. At least a dozen basic tax reform

proposals were introduced in the 97th Congress and more were introduced in the

98th Congress. President Reagan has also asked that the Treasury department

analyze basic tax reform options and prepare a report by December 1984._
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In Several, basic tax reform proposals would lower marginal tax rates

and expand the income tai base: 7  Basic tax reform proposals offer ways to

restructure--not lower--the nation's tax bill. Most proposals do not envision

widespread tax cuts, but would instead change the distribution of tax

liability among Individuals. This would be done by expanding the tax base to

eliminate many tax preferences in current law, Including those governing the

tax treatment of employee benefits. With a broader tax base, marginal tax

rates on Income could be lowered.

At the heart of the basic tax reform movement is the widespread belief

that the tax system is unfair and inefficient. The proliferation )of tax

preferences can mean that differences in tax liability among individuals stem

- as much from the ability to manipulate the tax system as from differences in

ability to pay. Energy Is spent utilizing tax preferences and loopholes that

could be spent on more productive activities. High marginal tax rates

encourage taxpayers to seek out tax-favored sources of income--capital gains,

for example--and tax-favored uses of income, such as housing. As a result,

investment and other economic decisions are often driven by tax needs as much

as by economic returns and productivity considerations. An advantage often

cited for expanding the tax base and reducing marginal tax rates is

eliminating this effort by making the tax code more neutral in economic

decisions.

The arguments for broadening the tax base have attracted a wide range of

political support. Conservatives support broadening the tax base as a way of

eliminating the income-earning disincentives and market interference of high

marginal tax rates. Liberals support broadening the tax base as a way of

eliminating tax-code provisions perceived to benefit primarily the rich.

39-707 0 - 85 - 56
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Recent tax-reform debates have centered around the comprehensive income

tax and the consumption tax.$ The basic premise behind the comprehensive

income tax Is that individuals should be taxed on the value of what they

produce, as represented by income. A comprehensive tax attempts to tax both

actual and imputed income. Comprehensive income tax proposals include in

taxable income not only cash wages but also all other Items of value received

by the employee as compensation.

The basic premise behind the consumption tax is that individuals should

be taxed not on the economic value they generate but rather on what they use

up--or the share of income that is not saved. The consumption tax would

exclude all forms of saving from taxable income until the funds were used for

consumption. The consumption tax would tax all employer contributions for

benefits that do not rornlt In saving. This includes various employee

benefits that provide insurance protection, but does not include pension or

capital accumulation plans, since they result in saving.

Three recent legislative proposals implement those principles. These

proposals illustrate some of the tradeoffs in basic tax reform. All of them

combine tax rate reduction with tax base expansion, with implications for most

employee benefits.

Comprehensive Income T_ a

Senator Bill Bradley (D-NJ) and Representative Richard Gephardt (D-MO)

have introduced a comprehensive income tax proposal (S.1421/H.R.3271). It

would raise the same amount of revenue as current law by using only a three

bracket tax-rate structure: 14, 26, and 30 percent. The reduced rate

structure would be financed by eliminating or cutting back approximately forty

current-law tax preferences. Tax preferences that would be retained include
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In general, basic tax reform proposals would lower marginal tax rates

and expand the income tax base; Basic tax reform proposals offer ways to

restructure--not lower--the nation's tax bill. Most proposals do not envision

widespread tax cuts, but would instead change the distribution of tax

liability among individuals. This would be done by expanding the tax base to

eliminate many tax preferences in current law, including those governing the

tax treatment of employee benefits. With a broader tax base, marginal tax

rates on income could be lowored.

At the heart of the basic tax reform movement is the widespread belief

that the tax system is unfair and inefficient. The proliferation of tax

preferences can mean that differences in tax liability among individuals stem

as much from the ability to manipulate the tax system as from differences in

ability to pay. Energy is spent utilizing tax preferences and loopholes that

could be spent on more productive activities. High marginal tax rates

encourage taxpayers to seek out tax-favored sources of income--capita! gains,

for example--and tax-favored uses of income, such as housing. As a result,

investment and other economic decisions are often driven by tax needs as much

as by economic returns and productivity considerations. An advantage often

cited for expanding the tax base and reducing marginal tax rates is

eliminating this effort by making the tax code more neutral in economic

decisions.

The arguments for broadening the tax base have attracted a wide range of

political support. Conservatives support broadening the tax base as a way of

eliminating the income-earning disincentives and market interference of high

marginal tax rates. Liberals support broadening the tax base as a way of

eliminating tax-code provisions perceived to benefit primarily the rich.
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welfare, and "fringe" benefits, however, would no longer be tax deductible as

an employer compensation expense. Employees would not be taxed on the value

of employer contributions for nonpension benefits since the employer would

already have paid tax on these contributions. Since cash compensation would

continue to be a tax-deductible cost of doing business to the employer, the

employer would presumably have an incentive to offer more compensation in cash

than in benefit contributions.9

Crgnaring Kajor asic Tax ReformjropSal

All three legislative proposals, though they are based on different tax

principles, would result in similar treatment for many benefits. Tax

preferences for most employer-provided benefits would be eliminated. - Employer

contributions for nonpension benefits would be treated as taxable income.- Had

such a provision been in effect in 1982, an estimated $72.9 billion would have

been added to that year's taxable employee compensation (Table 5). Federal

tax revenues, as measured by the U.S. Treasury's calculations of tax

expenditures attributable to these benefits, could have been as much as $19

billion higher, assuming current-law tax rates.
10

The primary differences among these proposals are in their treatment of

retirement income programs. The DeConcini and Hatfield proposals would

continue the current-law treatment of pensions. The Bradley-Cephardt

proposal, however, would impose more restrictive benefit and contribution

limits under Section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code. Limits on allowable

benefits in defined-benefit plans would be reduced from $90,000 under current

law to $60,000; contribution limits in defined-contribution plans would be

lowered from $30,000 to $20,000; and indexing of these limits would be

eliminated. The immediate effects of this change would be felt primarily by
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TABLE 5

Employer Contributions and Treasury Department Tax Expenditure Estimates

for Selected Voluntary Benefits q/

(in billions of dollars)

Benefit Employer Cost k/ Federal Tax
Contributions (1982) Expenditures (1982)

Health insurance $65.? $16.4
Life Insurance 7.2 2.0
Accident and disability

'nsurance NA 0.1
Other employer-provided benefits:
child care
educational aid
legal services plans NA 0.6

SOURCES: Employer cost data from table 6.15 in U.S. Department
of Commerce, Survey of Current Business vol. 63, no.
7 (July 1983), p. 74. Tax expenditure data from
Executive Office of the President, Office of
Management and Budget, The Budget of the United
St tes. Fiscal Year1982, Special Analysis 0.

I/ Voluntary benefits are those not mandated by law. Examples
of mandatory benefits are Social Security benefits and
unemployment ompensation.
k/ Totals cover both private- and public-sector employees.
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particular requires a long term couiitment from both the employer and the

employee if It Is to deliver a meaningful retirement benefit, Employers will

not make this commitment if they expect the terms on which it is delivered to

change with every change in the political and budgetary environment.

Therefore, Hr. Chairman, we ask that the Congress recognize how much it has

already achieved in safeguarding the economic security of the American worker

and that it renew its commitment to encouraging private provision for economic

security.

1 For further analysis of these issues, see Sophie M. Korczyk, Retirement
Security and Tax Policy (Washington, D.C.: EBRI, forthcoming). See also Issue
Brief "Pension-RelateJ Tax Benefits," no. 25 (December 1983) and Issue Brief
"Employee Benefits and the 1985 Reagan Budget," no. 27 (February 1984).

2 Unpublished estimate, EBRI.

3 Sylvester 3. Schieber, social Security: Perspectives on Preserving the

System (Washington, D.C.: EBRI, 1982), p. 100.

4' Ibid., p. 90.

5 Unpublished EBRI tabulations of PRISM simulation results.

6 For background on flexible benefits plans and their relevance tc changing
employee needs, see Dallas L. Salisbury, ed., merica in Transition
Imlication8 for Employee Benefits (Washington, D.C.: EBRI, 1982); Issue Brief
"Flexible Compensation and Public Policy," no. 24; and Chapter XXII, "Flexible
Compensation Plans" in Fundamentals of loyee Benefit Prozraw (Washington,

•D.C.: ZBR.T, 1983).

7 For a detailed discussion of the mechanics of basic tax reform, see EBRI
Issue Brief "Basic Tax Reform: Implications for Employee Benefits," no. 28
(March 1984).

8 Both tax systems would require detailed Judgments about the treatment of
various sources and uses of income. Both would also create some formidable
implementation and transition problems. These problems and issues are treated
in detail elsewhere. For a discussion of employer pensions in basic tax
reform, see Sophie Korczyk, Retirement Security end Tax Policy (Washington,
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D.C.: EBRI, forthcoming). For a wide-ranging discussion of theoretical and
practical issues in basic tax reform, see U.S. Department of the Treasury,
Blueprint. for Basic Tax Reform (WashinSton, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1977).

9 This argument is advanced in Robert f. Hall and Alvin Rabushka, Low Tax,
Si!e Tax. Flat Tax (Now York: McCraw-Hill Company, 1983), p. 90.

10 Actual revenue gained from removing tax preferences for employee
benefits would be lower because tax rates would be lower and because employers
and employees would change their behavior to avoid taxes.

11 See I.tirementSecurity gnd Tax Policy. Chapter VIX.
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4
KTVY 500 lasl Bittoil Road P 0 Box 1406P

Oklahoma City. OK 73113 405 478-1212

Lee Allan Smith
Vice President / Geneial Mwnager

July 23, 1984

Committee on Finance
United State Senate
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

Gentlemen:

On July 26, 27, and 30, it is our understanding the Senate Finance
Committee will hold hearings on certain aspects of the taxation of
so-called fringe benefits.

On behalf of KTVY, Inc., we would like to go on record as being in
support of the current tax-favored treatment of employee pension
and welfare benefits. Our company is opposed to changing the tax
law to treat employer-paid cost of life, disability, health care,
pension and other benefits as income to employees, or changing the
t4x laws to eliminate the deductibility of employer contributions.

Sinco

Smith

LAS :11
cc: The Honorable David L. Boren

United States Senator
Member, Senate Finance Committee
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Ad~wq~ig MI~A~cflcuisa Beadon Pmc *ri.Kvik, TN 37919 615,-56121

July 24, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeAruent
Chief Counsel
Comittee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Hearing on Taxation of Employee Benefits, July 26, 27 and 30

Dear Mr. DeArment:

We understand from our insuror that the Committee on Finance,
of which you are Chief Counsel, will be considering possible modifi-
cations or changes in current tax law which would have an effect
on employee fringe benefit programs.

We are an advertising agency employing approximately 40 people.
We have been in business 34 years. During that time we have, as
a company expense, paid for benefits on an equal basis to all
employees, regardless of race, sex, or position in the company.
We pay a cost of hospitalization, major medical, group life, and
income continuation insurance, based on a single scale which
applies equally and proportionally to everyone.

This protection we found to .be very important to all the people
here at-our company. We have had employees who suffered over an extended
period of time with cancer and subsequently died. We have had female
employees for whom this benefit proL:.am has paid a substantial cost
of child birth and in some instances care. We have seen the program
provide an important cushion for families who have loft someone who
was covered under our policies.

Over the last several years, we have had significant increases in
cost because the cost of hospitalization and major medical has trended
upward. We have also had significant increases in cost because of
Increased funding requirements for maintaining Social Security.
These increases in cost have placed substantial hardship on our
company's operations, particularly our cost of doing business. We
would hope that those conditions which contribute to more regulation
and higher cost may be modified and decreased. It would be our
recommendation to you that additional rules and regulations at any level
of government will not add increased benefits to employees.

We have found that our insuror, Pilot Life, has been excellent in
its service and management of this important employee benefit for
our people. In conclusion, we feel that employee benefits are essential
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to the ecpnomic security of our employees, a:d that the private
enterprise insuror is responsible and is the most effective
vehicle for assisting us to accomplish these goals.
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LEAGUE INSURANCE COMPANIES

Cotmr Prmv~ne Or. & Oen If*W 1W. * Southlield. Michigan
Mailing Addrwa G.P.O. Box 430-A * Detroit Michigan 48232

MFLEPHfOfE NUIM11111 (AREA 314)

CLAIM$ 56?-M
POLICY)OLDER SERVICE W7.1300

ALL OTHER CALLS 5PtOD

July 26, 1984

Mr. Iboerick A. Deahrpnt, Chief Counsel
Oomittee on finance
Rom SD 219
Dirkam Senate Office Bil.ding
buhington, D.C. 20410

Dear Mr. DeAeunt:

We have been advised that the Sutbxxittee on Taxation and Debt WMeagement of
the Senate Finance Oisittee intends to hold hearings on the mtJect of employee
benefits on July 26, 27, and 30.

Cn behalf of league Goneral Insurance Ozpmuy, a sueidiary of the CIU4 Mutual
group of insurance ompmnies which serve the insurance needs of credit unions
and credit union members, we wuud like to subnit the attahd stement. This
nwmorandum supports chanes in the Internal Rwuu ode which wwold result in
employee group auto insurance being given the wm favorable tax treatment which
is given to other employee fringe benefits.

We very much appriciate the opport nity to present. a written statemet on this
isse and would, of course, be happ to anowr any questions or provide any
amplification of this statement which the omittee amy wish,

Sincerely,

M, FBwards, Vice President

JM/gdt

enclosure
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MEMORANDUM ON THE NEED TO AMEND THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
TO PERMIT EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE GROUP AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

The Internal Revenue Code currently taxes any contributions made by

an employer providing group automobile insurance for his employees. Such

taxation has effectively stifled the development of group automobile insurance

as an employee fringe benefit in the United States. Only a few employee

group automobile plans now exist. 1 This memorandum discusses why the code

should be amended to treat employee group automobile insurance exactly the

same as the code treats other employee benefit and welfare programs such as

group life, accident and health insurance.

Group Auto Insurance As a lirige Benefit

Group life and health insurance and other welfare benefits for em-

ployees and their dependents have long been accorded special tax treatment -

contributions made by an employer for such benefits are not taxable to the

employee. Indeed, such treatment was originally given to encourage the

development of employer-employee group benefits. The rapid growth and

current popularity of such plans attest to the success of the group approach.

Millions of workers and their families in the United States currently enjoy

the financial protection and security of employer-paid group insurance.

1There are "mass marketing" auto insurance plans which are essentially
individual policies paid for by tie employee under payroll deduction. Such
plans are not "true" group insurance since they do not include employer
contributions, "group rates," coverage for all employees and other provisions
similar to regular group accident and health plans.
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Today, there are even stronger arguments that group auto insurance

should receive similar tax treatment. Group auto insurance is a logical direct

employee benefit. The vast majority of employees In the United States are

totally dependent on the automobile for transportation to and from work.

Therefore, employees face a significant exposure to financial loss while

traveling to and from their places of employment. (Such exposure even exists

if the employee rides in a car pool, an increasing phenomenon today.) The

relationship of the automobile to employment Is at least as strong as those

group plans which\provide benefits to employee dependents, e.g., health

insurance. Moreover, unlike group accident and health insurance, automo-

bile insurance is becoming legally compulsory, particularly with the develop-

ment in many states of compulsory no-fault automobile insurance. As Professors

Kimball and Denenberg, in their comprehensive study of mass marketing in

property and liability insurance for the Department of Transportation, pointed

out in 1970:

Automobile Insurance is daily coming closer to a form of social
insurance that for all practical purposes is both essential and
compulsory.

Potential Economic Impact of Group Auto Insurance

The technology for group auto insurance exists even though the abso-

lute size of cost savings is not precisely known. However, the opportunity for

a reduction of ccsts and improved efficiency under a group approach is substan-

tial. Moreover, group insurance has a significant anti-inflationary impact
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because it is more efficient - auto insurance benefits can be produced at lower

costs, or higher benefits can be issued at the same level of costs. The im-

provement in efficiency can be achieved from several sources.

Marketing and Acquisition Costs

Professors Kimball and Denenberg, in their study of property and

liability Insurance, criticized the high cost of individual insurance:

Insurance executives and experts generally acknowledge, especially
if they have no axes to grind, that in much of property and liability
insurance, acquisition costs [for individual insurance] are now un-
economically high - I.e., that they are too high for the services
rendered.

Marketing and sales costs can be reduced substantially under group insurance

as compared to Individual auto insurance - at least 50 percent. For example,

there is at least a 50 percent difference in the sales costs of Individual auto

insurance and group accident and health insurance. These costs include such

items as agent commissions and salaries and other expenses of adding individual

policies to the books.

Underwriting and Selection Costs

The costs of underwriting - the expensive process of evaluation, selec-

tion and pricing of individual applicants by the insurer (which now amounts from

12 to 15 percent of the premium) - can be reduced under the group arrangement.

Much of the tedious and expensive process of considering individual applications

can be eliminated.
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Administrative Costs

The group technique lends itself readily to the use of data processing

and computer systems. Administrative and maintenance expenses of the insurer

are thus reduced.

Coordination and Integration with Other Benefits

One of the enormous unnecessary expenses in the employee benefit

system in the United States is the overlapping and duplication of automobile

Insurance benefits and other group employee accident and health benefits. The

passage of no-fault auto Insurance laws in many states has highlighted this

problem. This duplication amounts to billions of dollars a year. For example,

It has been estimated that in Michigan alone, duplication of health and disability

benefits and auto insurance benefits is $60 million.

Employee group auto insurance enables automatic integration of auto

no-fault benefits into the overall employee benefit package. Such coordination

not only produces a more rational benefit system but also results in dramatic

savings.

Loss and Claim Economies

The potential for achieving economies in losses and claims also exists

under group auto insurance plans. For example, through the group purchasing

of repair services and parts, the costs of automobile damage and repairs may be

reduced. Any effort to hold down the hyperinflation of auto repair costs would

be a breakthrough.

39-707 0 - 85 - 57
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Group auto insurance also increases the opportunity and effectiveness

of loss prevention activity. Uke workmen's compensation, group rating gives

direct Incentive to the employer and the insurer to engage in safety education,

driving courses, and other loss prevention services. There is added Incentive

since a reduction In auto accidents and losses also reduces losses under other

employee benefit programs as well as the opportunity of reducing employee

absenteeism.

Professors Kimball and Denenberg cite another potential cost reducing

advantage of group auto - the effect of "group discipline" on claims:

The group, realizing that both rates and liberal coverage are
dependent on group experience, have a substantial stake in
exercising a salutory discipline on the zeal of claimants to
"take" the distant Insurance company. This helps to solve
one of the pervasive problems of the whole Insurance system,
which is largely a consequence of the impersonality of our
society. In an almost paradoxical way, mass marketing can
reduce that Impersonality and thus exercise greater discipline
by focusing on smaller groups than the entire Insured popula-
tion. Thus, an Insured may not only be more restrained In his
claims, but may even be more careful in his conduct because
of his realization that the group to which he has a feeling of
loyalty will suffer if he has a loss.

The reduction of accidents is not only a direct social benefit, but It

also decreases the demand for medical and auto repair services. It thus relieves

the extreme 'Inflationary pressures on the prices of these services.

Other Advantages

Other direct and Indirect advantages of employee group auto insurance

may be listed. The group mechanism results in broader eligibility for auto

Insurance. That is, many Individuals who now have difficulty obtaining protec-

tion in the individual Insurance market become eligible under a group plan.
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This is analagous to group ife and health Insurance where many employees are.

covered who would ordinarily be uninsurable under Individual policies.

Coverage under group policies may also be guaranteed for the employees,

thus reducing the Irritating problems of cancellation and nonrenewal of individual

auto insurance. Group auto Insurance also permits more adequate coverage for

employees. Many Individuals currently may purchase only the minimum amounts

required by law under Individual policies.

Conclusion

The opportunity for significant cost sawlngs, improved efficiency,

greater benefits and service exists in employee group automobile Insurance.

However, this innovation has effectively been undeveloped because of the

current tax treatment of such plans. A change in the law to treat group auto

insurance in the same manner as other employee benefit pans Is sound economic

and social policy.
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STEEL WORK(MRS SINCE 189

LEWISTEEL

0 @ARSAGE CONTA:NERS, LOGGING AND FARM EQUIPMENT *
PHONE 404 547-6541 WRENS, GEORGIA 30833

July 30, 1984

fr. Poderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office BldZ.
Room SD-219
!Iashingtont DC 20510

Deaor 3ir:

I, as an employer, feel that it is imperative for us to maintain certain
employee benefits shared by each other. This gives us both a sense of pride in
ourselves.

Further, in many cases, if these benefits wnre not piven and shared by em-
ployors, many employees would go lacking in that personal sought benefits prove
to be much more expensive than group plans and often times, group benefits carry
better and more liberal coverage.

Within our company, officers and employee's have identicial coverage, with
absolutely no reference to personal salary, title or gender.

By having employer shared benefits, it gives employees a greater sense of
sccurit for themselves and their families and also promotes work iniative
amionc employees; rei.lizin, their employer does care about them.

lqavinc employer shared benefits also helps our community economically, in
th;:t when these undesirable expenses come upon us, we know that at least the
gre-tter part of this expense is met, therefore we feel more free in supporting
our local businesses. Also, we have the security of knowing we are not likely
to become dependent on the tax paying welfare system because we have

io shared benefits.

Some of our basic coveriges are:
K.aximum Coverage $11000,000.00
Doctor Charg-e Surg.:ery I00, When not confined

80, When confined
Second Opinions 100.Q When not confined

8, When confined

Co

ft
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Pre admission testing
Accidental injury coverage

Other expenses

INaximum Covered Hospita~l Room

9O"9O
8q0;

11hen not confined
Whon confined
When not confined
When confined
Semi-private

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement
covering the needs of employees through employer benefit programs. It is
far superior to any thing the government could replace it with. It should not
be systematically taken from us in the name of greater tax revenues. The em-
ployee need is there and must be mot. If private enterprise is not encouraged
to meet these needs, the Government must. And we believe the ultimate price to
our nation will be greater.

Yours truly,

Leis teel ~IPrenc
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF
LIBERTY GLASS COMPANY

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
HEARING ON FRINGE BENEFITS

July 26-30, 1984

We are grateful for the opportunity to submit written comments

to the Subcommittee concerning private employee benefit plans.

Liberty Glass Company maintains a comprehensive program that

provides benefits for employees and their beneficiaries and eligible

dependents in the event of retirement, disability, death, and medi-

cal treatment. The highlights of these benefits are as follows:

401(k) PLAN: All salaried employees are eligible to participate; the

Company contributes an amount equal to 3% of the employee's gross

annual salary and the employee may make an elective contribution of

up to 94% of gross annual salary (subject to certain limitations

required by law); the Company matches up to 2k% of the employee's

elective contribution. The employee's contribution is achieved

through payroll deduction. Distribution of funds in the employee's

account occurs upon retirement, separation from employment, or death.

PENSION PLAN: All employees who now are or were represented by a

union participate in this defined benefit plan. The amount of the

benefit is based upon the employee's labor grade preceding retire-

ment and his years of service. There is a provision for normal,

early, and disability retirement.

COMPREHENSIVE GROUP INSURANCE: This plan covers all employees and

their eligible dependeaits; the plan covers medical expenses,

including dental, orthodontic, eye and ear care. There is a $200
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deductible for the individual covered member and a co-insurance

provision.

SHORT AND LONG TERM DISABILITY: All employees are covered under the

short term disability program which pays a percentage of the

employee's salary up to a maximum disability period of 26 weeks.

Salaried employees are covered by a long term disability program

which commences after the short term pr am ceases.

GROUP AND LIFE AND A D & D INSURANCE: All employees are covered under

this program. The amount of the coverage depends upon the employee's

salary.

The above benefits, or something similar to such benefits,

have been provided to Liberty employees for many years. They pro-

tect the employee and his family from burdensome financial loss

due to injury, illness, disability, or death, as well as provide

the employee with future financial security. Employees don't rely

on their personal savings to protect them against such losses.

Since most of Liberty's employees are average wage earners, they

would not be able to affort these benefits if they had to obtain

them on their own.

We respectfully request that the members -of the Subcommittee

carefully consider the adverse impact that any changes in the tax

treatment of fringe benefits would have upon the employees of

Liberty Glass Company and their families as well as millions of

other working men and women.

Respectfully submitted,

gvdL. B~e
Vice President - Finance

August 10, 1984
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Liberty National Bank and Trust Company
Kennedy H. Clark. Jr.
Senior Vice President

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearings on Employee
Fringe Benefits Held July26, 27 and 30, by the united
States Finance Committee Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management

By: Kennedy H. Clark, Jr.
Senior Vice President and Trust Officer For
Liberty National Bank & Trust Company of Louisville

The idea that the private employee benefit plan system in
this country no longer needs or deserves tax incentives is
inaccurate.-

Liberty National Bank & Trust Company as a corporate employer
sponsors two funded, trusteed employee benefit plans, each
of which serves a distinct and important purpose for the
approximately 1200 employees participating. One is a thrift
savings plan (defined contribution) which has as its stated
purpose encouragement of employee savings through a program -
by which the company matches employee dollars saved. It
serves the important social and economic purpose of employee
thrift by providing a tax sheltered environment coupled with
the convenience of payroll deduction and company added funds.
The second program is a non-contributory IRS approved pension
plan (defined benefit) which provides retirement income in
addition to that paid by Social Security. There is no out-
of-pocket cost to employees participating in this program -
Social Security retirement benefits alone do not provide a
sufficient income replacement ratio for the majority of our
employees.

For several years our employees have had what amounts to a
personal choice between participation in our thrift savings
plan and establishment of an IRA account. Because of the
ease of savings and the "bonus" of matching funds, the large
majority of employees have chosen to use the thrift plan.
Outside of such programs, the voluntary savings rate of
Americans in general is very low compared to other countries.
The elimination of tax incentives for qualified plans would
have a negative i,%ipact on the economy of this country. I
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would certainly not want to be the one to tell our employees
that all of a sudden their retirement and thrift savings plans
are being terminated since, thanks to Congress, their tax
advantages no longer existed.

From another point of view, Liberty, through its Trust and
Investment Group, handles asset management and administrative
matters for qualified employee benefit plans of some 400 employers.
In this capacity we are also "on the front line" for plan
management. We serve first the participants in these plans and
then the sponsoring employers. Our loyalties are clearly
delineated by laws and regulations. We see benefit levels
of many plans and know that recent contribution limitations
have become a disincentive to the higher skilled and paid
employee. As you are probably aware, recent legislation
mandates certain minimum levels of funding for lower paid
employees. Just because virtually every benefit plan contri-
bution formula is tied, some way or another, to salary, is no
reason to believe plans in general primarily benefit higher
paid employees.

The controls are in place, and really have been since 1974,
to protect all levels of participating employees. The concept
of eliminating tax incentive, for private employee benefit
plans would indicate a person with an agreeable opinion toward
"throwing out the baby with the bath water". Perhaps a more
useful project for this Subcommittee would be to hold hearings
on mismanagement of public pension funds.
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STATEMENT OF
LINCOLN NATIONAL CORPORATION

TAX TREATMENT OF
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND
DEBT MANAGEMENT

August 13, 1984
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August 13, 1984

STATEMENT OF
LINCOLN NATIONAL CORPORATION

Lincoln National Corporation of Fort Wayne, Indiana ap-

preciates the opportunity to submit comments on the tax treatment

of fringe benefits for inclusion in the record of hearings held by

the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management on July 26, 27,

and 30, 1984.

Lincoln National Corporation is an Indiana insurance

holding company. Its subsidiaries, which include The Lincoln Na-

tional Life Insurance Company, Lincoln National Pension Insurance

Company, and Security-Connecticut Life Insurance Company, offer

a broad range of life, health, and other insurance products, and

related services. With total assets in excess of ten billion

dollars, the Lincoln National companies rank as one of the largest

providers of insurance and financial services in the United

States. Accordingly, our comments on the tax treatment of fringe

benefits reflect our experience both as an employer of over 14,000

employees and as a major provider of benefit programs to other

employers.
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Present law provides tax incentives for employers to

establish benefit plans to protect workers and their families

against loss of income or high expenses resulting from retirement,

disability, illness and death. Although the primary purpose of

the Internal Revenue Code is to raise revenue, Congress has also

used it as a means to encourage desirable public objectives. The

private sector has responded to this encouragement by providing

socially-valuable benefits for American workers and their fami-

lies. We believe that the current system is working well and

should be continued.

We believe that it is appropriate to provide tax incen-

tives for employee welfare and retirement benefits. As a major

provider of insurance, we are particularly aware of the tragic

consequences of catastrophic illness, disability or premature

death, and of the financial strain of retirement. Most Americans

share these concerns, which often can be the source of anxiety

and insecurity. By providing these fringe benefits for workers

and their families, responsible employers can protect their em-

Lloyees from the debilitating effects of economic insecurity.

Sick workers can be provided with proper medical attention, there-

by accelerating their return to the workplace. And employers can

strengthen the employer-employee relationship through concern and

protection for the welfare of employees and their families. Thus,

we believe that employer-provided welfare and retirements benefits

improve the productivity of the American workforce.
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We also recognize that many workers, on their own, could

not provide for the financial strains caused by catastrophic ill-

ness, disability, early death or retirement. Employers have the

purchasing power to provide more comprehensive, cost-effective

benefits than workers could purchase individually. In addition,

current law requires that most benefits be provided on a nondis-

criminatory basis to a broad cross-section of employees, thus

ensuring that a large segment of the American workforce (not just

the highly compensated) has access to necessary protectior.

We believe that the tax incentives for welfare and re-

tirement benefits are amply justified on the public policy grounds

of improved productivity and financial security for the American

worker. We also think these objectives are best served by the

flexibility inherent in a system of tax incentives. Employers

are well-situated to maximize the effectiveness, and minimize the

cost, of fringe benefits for workers and their dependents. The

type and features of benefits needed by any given workforce de-

pends on the characteristics of that workforce, geographic loca-

tion, industry, and other factors. For example, the needs of our

employees in Fort Wayne, Indiana -- who are predominantly women in

two wage-earner families -- may differ drastically from the needs

of another group of employees. Tax incentives for general classes

of benefits permit employers to tailor programs to the needs of

their employees, and to avoid the cost of unnecessary benefits.

In the absence of employer-provided fringe benefits

encouraged by tax incentives, the fundamental need for these
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benefits would, we believe, inevitably build pressure for broadly

available government welfare benefit programs. In our view, the

private sector is a more effective, and more suitable, sponsor for

welfare benefits, than would be the Federal and state governments.

Private enterprise has proven its ability to provide efficient

programs that effectively benefit a wide cross-section of the

American people, in a manner which we find is superior to that of

any government program. The human value of benefits which the

recipient earns, with his or her labor, financial contributions,

or both, also should not be underestimated.

We at Lincoln National believe that encouraging the pri-

vate sector to provide benefits which protect workers from eco-

nomic insecurity and enhance productivity is good tax policy.

Congress chose to provide statutory exclusions for certain fringe

benefits because it believed those benefits were sufficiently

important to warrant encouragement. Based on our experience both

as a major insurance company and as a large employer, we agree.

And we thitik that these public policy objectives are being

realized under the current system of tax incentives.

As an example, we offer the welfare and retirement pro-

grams we provide for the approximately 4,700 employees and fami-

lies of our Fort Wayne based companies. Our programs are designed

to provide economic security and to promote worker satisfaction

and improved business productivity. We are committed to providing

our employees with quality benefits that are both socially and

fiscally responsible. All of our employees are eligible to par-
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ticipate in and benefit from our plans on the same basis. We reg-

ularly review the effectiveness of our programs, in terms of both

benefit needs and costs, and seek to make improvements where indi-

cated. In sum, we believe we provide a varied, cost-effective,

and ever-changing mix of benefits well-suited to the collective

and individual needs of our employees, which we summarize below.

Most Americans believe that medical insurance is a basic

necessity. Health benefit coverage has had substantial value for

workers, employers, health care providers and the government. In

particular, workers are protected from the unexpected and major

costs of illnesses. Group medical benefits provide access to

health care services that otherwise might be unaffordable.

Lincoln National provides non-contributory, comprehensive health

and dental care plans for its employees, with partially contribu-

tory coverage available for dependents at the employee's option.

These plans, which cover all full-time employees from the first

day of employment, assure that our workers and their families have

available a proper level of care to meet their health needs. If

our employees were forced to purchase these plans in the individ-

ual market, they would be required to pay considerably more than

our present cost per employee.

There have been several efforts to impose a cap on

health care deductions or, alternatively, to include a portion of

an employer's payments for health care in the income of the bene-

ficiary. This, we believe, would only result in raising the taxes

of those least able to afford it. Almost 70% of the participants
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in our plan have incomes under $20,000. Lincoln National provides

the same level of health coverage for each employee, regardless of

his or her income. As a result, health benefits as a percentage

of income are more valuable to families at lower wage levels.

Placing a limitation on tax-free contributions would place a dis-

proportionate burden on middle and low-income workers who would

find it more difficult to maintain their level of benefits.

While we believe that good health benefits are essential

to a worker's well-being, we also believe that employer-provided

programs should encourage employees to look for safe, cost-effec-

tive health care alternatives. To foster preventive medical care,

Lincoln National pays for comprehensive medical examinations every

three years for its employees over age 30. In addition, in Jan-

uary of this year Lincoln National revised its medical benefits

plan in order to promote more cost-efficient health care. The new

program is designed to contain rising health care costs by encour-

aging employees to use cost-effective alternatives to expensive

hospitalizations, where appropriate. The plan covers the entire

cost of routine pre-surgery tests which can be safely performed on

an outpatient basis prior to hospital admission, thereby reducing

the term of the hospital stay. The plan does not pay for weekend

hospital admissions unless necessary services are performed. Sim-

ilarly, many minor surgical procedures can be prudently performed

on an outpatient basis, and the plan reimburses thO entire cost of

these procedures. The plan covers the cost of obtaining surgical

second opinions and requires such opinions for specified opera-
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tions. The plan also is designed to encourage hospice or home

care for the terminally ill, which often is a humane alternative

to hospitalization. We are continuing to consider other measures

that might further restrain costs in a responsible manner. We

believe that a health care delivery system such as ours can pro-

vide care efficiently and at a low cost, and our health insurance

contracts that incorporate similar cost containment measures have

been well received by other employers.

Our view is that this approach is a more effective

method of cost containment than the proposed health cap. A health

cap would do little or nothing to control costs; it would simply

add to an employee's taxes without directly addressing the under-

lying problems. We believe that innovative health care programs

which encourage employees to become better health care consumers

provide a better alternative. We suggest that consideration be

given to whether the tax laws adequately provide incentives for

the full range of possible containment measures, some of which may

not be clearly excludable from income under existing provisions.

As security against temporary or permanent disabilities,

Lincoln National provides income protection for its employees,

after a three-month waiting period. These programs provide salary

continuation at various levels for up to 8 weeks in the event of

illness, up to 26 weeks in the event of short term disability, and

until age 65 (age 70, if the disability commences after age 60)

in the event of long term disability. When illness or disability

prevents one of our workers from continuing employment, our income

39-707 0 - 85 - 58
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protection programs help that employee to maintain a reasonable

standard of living without turning to the government for assis-

tance. This, we submit, is a socially desirable means of caring

for the disabled.

Lincoln National employees are also eligible for noncon-

tributory group life insurance coverage on the first day of active

employment. Employees may purchase additional coverage equal to

their noncontributory coverage at low group rates. The purpose of

this program is to replace income lost in the event of an em-

ployee's untimely death. That is, group life insurance programs

replace income for families of deceased wage earners for a transi-

tional period, until the survivors are able to restructur- their

lives and find other means to provide for the family. By promis-

ing such replacement, we ease significant anxieties among our

employees and improve their morale and productivity. Our group

life insurance programs, which are automatically available to all

employees, are particularly valuable for those employees with

little or no other life insurance: those among our lower com-

pensated workers (including many o4 our younger employees with

children) who may not have sufficient discretionary income to af-

ford meaningful individual insurance protection, and those among

our older or retired workers for whom individual life insurance is

unobtainable because of health reasons or prohibitive cost. The

partial tax exclusion for employer-provided life insurance, which

provides family security in the event of a worker's untimely

death, seems well-justified to us.
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The Lincoln National companies also provide other tax-

favored welfare benefits designed to improve the productivity of

our workers. For example, in reviewing the needs of our Fort

Wayne-based employees, over 75% of whom are women, we have de-

termined that child care assistance could be an important means

for improving the quality and results of their daily work perfor-

mance. Accordingly, we are in the process of implementing a de-

pendent care assistance program effective January 1, 1985.

We at Lincoln National recognize that our employees'

needs continue after retirement. Even a fiscally sound Social

Security system alone cannot ensure that a worker's retirement

years will be free of financial worry. Thus, private pension

plans are essential if we are to meet the retirement needs of

American workers. Our employer-provided retirement plan, which

is one of our contributions toward security for our retirees,

helps bridge the gap between Social Security and an adequate -

retirement income. Employees of Lincoln National are auto-

matically enrolled in our retirement plan after they meet basic

age and service requirements. Their benefits are fully vested

after 10 years of vesting service. The costs of the plan are

borne by Lincoln National, and benefits are computed on the basis

of a final average salary, which serves to mitigate the effects of

inflation during the retiree's working life.

The tax laws also permit us to offer other plans which

encourage employees simultaneously to save for their own retire-

ment and to have a direct stake in the profitability of the com-



pany. Our savings and profit sharing plan, qualified in part

under section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code, enjoys broad

participation by our employees. All employees age 21 or over with

one year of service are eligible to participate in this plan, and

over 60% of those who participate earn less than $20,000 a year.

A participant may designate 1% to 6% of compensation for contri-

bution to the plan on a salary reduction basis, which is matched

out of profits by Lincoln National on a 25% to 150% basis as de-

termined by the company. Additional employee contributions are

permitted without a match. The participants can direct the in-

vestment of their accounts among several options, including com-

pany stock. Participants are also allocated a yearly contribution

of company stock as a percentage of pay of all participants under

our stock ownership plan. These plans permit us to encourage

employees systematically to take responsibility for their own

retirement security, and to improve productivity through employee

participation in company profitability and stock ownership.

As mentioned previously, Lincoln National believes that

the current system of providing employee benefits works well and

should be preserved. During the last ten years, however, Congress

has enacted major tax legislation on a piecemeal basis as a means

of raising revenue, without always considering the other implica-

tions of such legislation. Nearly every one of these recent tax

acts has altered the tax treatment of welfare or retirement bene-

fits, sometimes to a significant degree. While many of the

changes have been motivated by concerns about the Federal defi-
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cits, which we wholehartedly share, we must disagree with those

who consider employee benefits only a tax issue. There is no

substance to the argument that benefits are provided solely to

shelter income. The benefits Lincoln National provides to its em-

ployees promote a more secure, productive workforce. We further

believe that employer-sponsored welfare and retirement benefit

programs in general serve important public objectives. Before any

further changes are made with respect to the tax treatment of

these employee benefits, we strongly urge that Congress first

study the fundamental objectives of employee benefits, including

enhanced security for America's workers and their families, and

enhanced productivity for America's businesses. Any further

changes in the tax laws should then be based on an articulated

national public policy for employee benefits. This policy should

describe the objectives of these benefits, take account of the

relative merits of the government and the private sector as the

provider of fair and adequate welfare and retirement benefits, and

balance revenue concerns with these other critical public con-

cerns.

In closing, we would like to reiterate our belief that

the private sector provides necessary welfare and retirement bene-

fits more efficiently and effectively than would the government.

We believe that tax incentives for employee benefits achieve de-

sirable public objectives and are justified.
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360 Nofth Crescen! Drive, Beverly Hills. California 90210 213 859-5000

July 24, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArMent
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219 - Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. UeArment:

As a major employer, Litton Industries, Inc. wishes to br. placed on record
as strongly advocating die current tax favored treatmerl. of employee pension
and welfare benefits.

The tax impact on all Litton employees, but particularly our lower paid
workers, would be devastating if Litton's costs per employee would be consid-
Tred imputed income. Frankly, our experience with contributory plans

shows that many lower paid workers elect not to be covered in order to
receive a slightly higher paycheck. Should employer costs be considered
taxable income, we believe that lower paid workers more than higher paid
workers will drop their group benefits coverage. The loss of coverage will
inevitably be catastrophic for some employees.

In summary, we believe that the current tax favored treatment of employee
pension and welfare benefits is highly desirable. Elimination of this treat-
ment w.uld be seriously affect the employees of Litton Industries, and we
believe would hurt lower paid workers more than higher paid workers.

Sincerely,

Lr17W INDUMTIES, DNC,

tfre S.KuehnL
Manage, Group Insurance

JSK:ss

cc: T. Holgate
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STATEMENT OF LORAM MAINTENANCE OF WAY INC. IN CONNECTION WITH
THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT
MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS JULY 26,27 and 30, 1984

We at Loram Maintenance of Way Inc. believe that it is our responsibility
as employers to meet the basic needs of our employees for financial security.
Accordingly, we offer the following benefit package to all of our employees:

1. Health insurance, various options, including several HMO's.
2. Life insurance, including optional extra coverage at group

rates.
3. Long term disability insurance.
4. Social security
5. Workers Compensation.
6. Unemployment, state and federal.
7. Vacations, the number of vacation days projected for benefit

costs are 10 to 15 days.
8. Holidays, there are ten paid holidays.
9. A $401k tax sheltered savings plan.
10. Other benefit costs include the cost of safety glasses, physicals,

safety shoes, funeral leaves, flowers for employees in the
hospital and sick pay.

These benefits are available to all employees. Some like the vesting
mechanism in the $401k plan depend on years of service, but none
discriminate on the basis of age, sex or rank in the company.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash wages
because we consider the benefits to be essential to the economic welfare
of our employees. We are in a position to purchase insurance coverage
at a better rate than could our employees on an individual basis. This
factor added to the tax incentives provided by existing law allow us
to provide valuable benefits at a price we and our employees can afford.
Increasing the cost of benefits through changes in the tax law will
mean that we will not be able to provide the same level of protection
in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising health care
costs. Since these costs are reflected in the premium we .nd our employees
must pay, we are vitally interested in cost containment. To this end we
provide several HMO options. We are constantly studying this problem
and evaluating proposed solutions.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcomm'ittee on Taxation and Debt
Management has provided to make known our views on the importance
of employee benefits. We believe that encouraging employers to provide
these benefits is consistent with the social policy of our nation
and merits continuance of the Internal Revenue Code provisions which
provide incentives to employers and employees t commit their dollars to
this purpose.

Signed: .,'
R. A. Pe'p'in, President
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Louisiana.Pacific Corporation

111 S.W. Fifth Avenue

Portland, Oregon 97204

503/221-0800

August 3, 1984

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Senate Russell Building
Room 259
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Department

Management Hearing on Fringe Benefits

Dear Senator Packwood:

As a major employer we are deeply concerned over the number of

proposals being considered by Congress to reduce the favorable

tax treatment of employee benefits.

Over the years the benefit programs sponsored by Louisiana-Pacific,

have given our employees economic security by providing pension,

life insurance, disability and health plans to all employees re-

gardless of wage and salary levels.

Preferential tax treatment for these plans has enabled Louisiana-

Pacific, as well as other employers, to continue these programs.

If the tax policy ceases to be favorable, we will undoubtedly have

to curtail benefits because of the additional financial liability.
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This type of legislation increases the overall cost of providing

benefit plans to such an extent that we will no longer be able to

afford these programs. Employees may find essential benefits

plans are no longer available to them.

We, therefore, urge you to oppose this type of legislation as we

feel it would be detrimental to Louisiana-Pacific and our employees.

Your support in this matter will be most appreciated.

Sincerely,

Gary R. Ma nie n
Director Personnel/Employee Benefits

GRM/kw
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STATEMENT OF LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY IN CONNECTION
WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT
OF FRINGE BENEFITS JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

We at Loyola Marymount University believe that it is our

responsibility as an employer to meet the basic needs of our

faculty and staff members for financial security. Accordingly,

we offer the following benefit package to all of our full time

faculty and staff members.

1. Three group health plans from which each employee may

choose one.

2. Two group dental plans from which each employee may choose

one.

3. Long term disability insurance.

4. Term life insurance plus collective life insurance for

each employee.

5. One regular retirement annuity plan and two supplemental

retirement annuity plans in which each employee may participate.

Host of our approximately 800 faculty and staff members at both

campuses are full time and thus are covered. Over one half of this

employee population are women and over one third are minorities.

Approximately one half are non-management (non-academic, non-exempt)

employees. Our benefit package does not discriminate in favor of

highly paid employees.
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We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional

cash wages because we consider a sound benefits program to be

essential to the economic welfare and security of our faculty

and staff members. We are in a position to purchase insurance

coverage at a better rate than could our employees on an individual

basis. This factor added to the tax incentives provided by

existing law allow us to provide valuable benefits at a price we

and our employees can afford. Increasing the cost of benefits

through changes in the tax law will mean that we will not be

able to provide the same level of protection in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly

escalating health care costs. Since these costs are reflected in

the premium we and our employees must pay, we are vitally interested

in cost containment. We are currently offering two health

maintenance options in an effort to contain costs. We are also

planning to employ cost utilization analysis and to adopt the

preferred provider organization concept as well as other cost

saving measures. We are constantly studying this problem and

evaluating proposed solutions.
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We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management has provided to make known our views on the

importance of employee benefits. We believe that encouraging

employers to provide these benefits is consistent with the social

policy of our nation and merits continuance of the Internal

Revenue Code provisions which provide incentives to employers and

employees to commit their dollars to this purpose.
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JULY 24, 1984

MR. RODERICK A. DE AMENT
CHIEF COUNSEL
C " ITTEE ON FINANCE
DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BUILDING., ROOM SD-219
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

HEARING DATES: JULY 26,. 27 AND 30, 1984

SUBJECT: TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

A. THAT BENEFITS DO NOT PRINCIPALLY GO TO THE HIGHLY PAID.

B. THAT BENEFITS DO NOT GO ONLY TO MEN.

C. THAT PENSIONS DO NOT ALWAYS FAIL TO ADJUST FOR INFLATION.

D. THAT WORKERS WILL SUFFER IF EMPLOYEE-SPONSORED BENEFITS DO NOT
EXIST.

E. THAT EMPLOYEE BENEFITS ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE ECONOMIC SECURITY OF
OUR WORKERS, RETIREES, AND THEIR DEPENDENTS.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE HAS BUILT AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT ARRANGEMENT

COVERING THE NEEDS OF EMPLOYEES THROUGH THE EMPLOYEE BENEFIT SYSTEM.

IT IS FAR SUPERIOR TO ANY GOVERNMENT PROGRAM WHICH WOULD REPLACE IT.

IT SHOULD NOT BE SYSTEMATICALLY DISMANTLED IN THE NAME OF GREATER TAX

REVENUES. THE EMPLOYEE NEEDS ARE THERE AND MUST BE MET. IF PRIVATE

ENTERPRISE IS NOT ENCOURAGED TO MEET ITS NEEDS, GOVERIMNT MUST. AND

WE BELIEVE THE ULTIMATE PRICE TO OUR 'NATION WILL BE GREATER.

THE . ,_S ...'Slo
- ,. ''D. J ,"
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MADISON MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, P.S.C.
JOHN MOSER JOHNSTONE, M.D., F.A.C.P.

DIPLOMATE. AMERICAN BOARD OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
FELLOW, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS

INTERNAL MEDICINE

Pattie A. Clay Hospital (606) 623-3837
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

August 7, 1984

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Emloyee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the Uhited States Finance Committee, subcomttee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

By John Mser Johnstone

In this time of fiscal irresponsibility and governurt overspending, with
the Social Security system likely not to survive In any sort of viable form,
the working public has had to start fending for itself. As there are very few
advantages that the ordinary man has in this present day and age, it seemw quite
reasonable that it is for the good of all that those of us who are able provide
for our own retirement, which would take sam burden off the Social Security
System. Those of us uho consider ourselves to be part of the working public find
that the pension and profit sharing plans, as presently established, do provide
great incentive for saving funds for use at a later date. We all fully expect
to pay income tax on that money as it is used after retirement. In fact I find
that it is probably one of the strongest employee benefits that can be provided.

We fully recognize that the Federal Govertrmt has no faith in the Social
Security system as the Federal overmlit itself does not participate. It is
also my impression that the Federal Goverlmnt employees do not pay tax on that
which is donated to the Federal Govenmnt Employee Retirement Program. It is
also my Impression that the Federal Governnet retired employees receive cost of
living raises, etc. on a fairly regular basis. As you and all other members of
Congress and your employees would fully understand some drastic changes in your
retirement program, I am sure that you can understand my reluctance to idly sit
by as the Federal Government tries to remove tax incentives from my employee re-
tirement plan.

I therefore, quite strongly urge you to do all in your power to prevent any
substantial changes in the current private employee benefit plan systems as I
feel it would be detrimental to a very large portion of the working public and
In the long run, place added burden on the Social Security System.
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W INES

Mark Products U.S., Inc.

August 12, 1984

Roderick A. De Arment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg. SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. De Arment:

I wish to submit my opinion as a representative of Mark Products regarding
hearings on taxation of employee benefits. I believe I can express valid
concerns from a businessman's viewpoint.

My company is a geophysical manufacturing firm which provides standard com-
pany fringe benefits to our employees who currently number approximately
300.

We provide the following benefits to our employees:

1. Group Medical and Dental Insuranc? Coverage
2. Life Insurance - Basic and Optional
3. Long Term Disability
4. Sick Pay
5. Vacation
6. 90% reimbursement for educational assistance

The company pays a substantial portion of the costs for these group cover-
ages as an incentive for employees to remain with our company and also to
assist them with benefits that most could not afford on an individual
basis.

Due to the depressed economy, our company was forced to freeze employee's
wages from approximately January, 1982 through December, 1983. Employees
did receive wage increases in January, 1984 and for most employees it had
been two years since their last increase. We cannot begin to equalize the
economic damage this wage freeze caused to those employees' financial
status with one or even several increases.

Additionally, due to the rising costs in medical care, we were faced with
insurance premium increases. In order to limit the amount of premiums paid
by employees, we changed insurance carriers effective January 1, 1984. The
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company was able to absorb all premium increases. In order to limit the
amount of premium cost to the company and to employees for dependent cover-
age, we chose a cost containment program which increased employee deduct-
ibles from $100 to $200 per person. However, the insurance pays at higher
percentages dependent upon whether the service provided was supplied on an
outpatient or an inpatient basis.

Benefits that private enterprise is able to provide for employees go to not
only higher paid individuals, but also to hourly employees and women who
historically do not have the earning power that other classifications of
employees do.

Industry cannot be expected to continue to increase wages across the board
to equalize the lack of earning power of women and lower paid employees,
but we must take a stand to protect benefits currently provided to them
which they could not afford to pay themselves. Taxation of these benefits
will only serve to endanger these individual's financial status even fur-
ther.

I can cite an example of an employee who recently joined our company as a
Machinist at a lower salary than he had earned with his previous company
because that company had terminated several fringe benefits including group
health insurance. This individual could not afford to purchase an individ-
ual policy. Our company's benefits encouraged this man to agree to go to
work for us.

I would like to reiterate that all companies, Mark Products included, use
wages and fringe benefits as an Incentive to obtain new and qualified
employees. Our benefits package and the amount of money we are able to
absorb as a company for costs of these benefits, also assists us in retain-
ing employees for several years. If these benefits were to be taxed, pri-
vate enterprise will be forced to offer higher salaries which will have a
detrimental effect on financial standings of most companies.

I sincerely hope our senators and representatives will consider the finan-
cial stress that taxation of employee benefits would place on the majority
of our ci-tizens.

Sincerely,

Cherrell L. Vacek
Personnel Manager

CLV/brr
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room 219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter

and the attached statement to be included as part of the record

of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27,

and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee, Sub-

committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Stephen A. Martin

39-707 0 - 85 - 59
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the

Hearings on Employee Fringe Benefits

Held on July 27, 27 and 30 By the

United States Finance Committee

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

By

Tax Incentives And The Private Pension System

We hold that the private pension system is an integral and vital

part of our society and that it will not long survive without

existing tax incentives, such as:

- deductibility of contributions to qualified plans

- tax exclusion of trust earnings until time of distribution

Our position on this subject is not the product of idealistic

generalization, but the result of many years of practical experience

in helping to create various retirement programs, providing services

to them and paying benefits to retirees and their beneficiaries. We

know from this experience the following:

- Realistically, few employers could or would provide

retirement programs for employees without deductibility

of contributions
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- Realistically, few employees could or would systematically

save enough money to meaningfully supplement social security

benefits at retirement age without the benefit of

employer-sponsored programs

In addition, the unstable financial condition of the Social Security

System provides no assurance of retirement benefits to the younger

workforce.

One of the primary goals and aspirations of working people in this

nation is to achieve economic security and financial independence at

retirement age. The collective efforts of many people striving for

this goal have made our economy productive and innovative. The

private pension system has been and is a dynamic and effective

ingredient in reaching this objective for the great majority of

American workers.

We think any efforts to dismantle or significantly alter the private

pen.iion system are ill-considered. The system is economically

efficient, effective and enjoys the confidence of its users. It

eventually pays the Treasury for its tax breaks in the form of taxes

on distributions to retirees. Consequently, the system only causes

tax collections to be postponed, not forgiven.

In conclusion, we are reminded of an aphorism popular in this region:

"If it ain't broke, don't fix it."
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July 25, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee rin Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Room SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Taxation of Employee Benefits
Hearing Dates - July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

Dear Sir:

The purpose of this letter is to address the concerns which I feel are valid

and serious as respects the employee benefits available to the employees of our

firm. Our company has maintained an excellent employee benefit program for all em-

ployees since its founding some 65 years ago. This employee benefit program which

includes a Defined Benefit Pension Plan, Profit Sharing Plan, Comprehensive Medical

Benefits, Term Life Insurance including ADAD, and Long Term Disability Benefits, is

the foundation for the financial security of all o," our 61 employees.

Approximately 60 per cent of our employees are female, and many are the sole

financial support for their families. One of the strongest ties that our company

has with its employees is the excellent benefit program which we sponsor and which

is totally paid for by the corporation. You may quickly perceive that proposed

legislation to tax employee benefits of this nature would be extremely detrimental

to the financial well-being of these employees. Any change in current law which

would cause an employee to pay tax as a recipient of these benefits or modify

the ability of the employer to deduct the cost of these benefits as a routine

business expense will greatly damage all concerned.
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I believe, and I think that the information which will be brought to light

in Senator Packwood's hearings will overwhelmingly support the essential and

necessary economic security that workers, their dependents, and retirees depend

on for their economic survival. More than ever, this scenario seems to be in-

creasingly important because of the shrinking dollar and the inability of employees

to afford additional coverages as outlined previously on an individual basis.

So far, I have addressed the interest of my company and its employees and

tried to express our feelings in that arena. In our company, we have an additional

insight in this broad areas inasmuch as we are heavily involved in providing complete

employee benefit and security plans to industry. We see, on a daily basis, the

importance of medical claims having been paid and the family's financial base pro-

tected because insurance programs have responded. Should legislation be brought

to bear which would weaken the ability of the employer and employee to maintain

adequate coverage, serious financial erosion would take place through rank and file

America as well as white collar America. Private enterprise, through its ingenuity

and systems of trial and error, has developed an efficient and effective method of

covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit system currently avail-

abl,-. The talents and expertise of many individuals and companies involved in

private enterprise have developed and will continue to develop a system that would

be far superior to anything the Government would ever do to replace it. It should

never be systematically dismantled in order to "obtainareater tax revenues for

our Government."

I believe that the ultimate price and cost of providing benefits will sub-

stantially increase and be decidedly less effective should the responsibility be
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taken away from private enterprise and placed in the hands of the Government.

We all know too well that Government intervention and bureaucratic programs

have historically proven to be ineffective, extremely expensive, and provide an

ultimate burden to'all concerned.

We appreciate the opportunity of having our thoughts recorded in a public

record.

Siprey-

Donardlilliams,
Chairman

va/
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STATEMENT OF MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION
AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

August 13, 1984
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Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company ("Mass

Mutual") is a mutual life insurance company operated for the

benefit of its more than 1,000,000 individual and group policy

holders. Mass Mutual was organized under the laws of

Massachusetts in 1851 and, since its founding, has maintained

its headquarters in Springfield, Massachusetts. Ranked by

assets, Mass Mutual is the 11th largest life insurance company

in the United States and among the 100 largest American

corporations of all kinds.

Mass Mutual is a provider of life, health, and

retirement products to a broad range of employers throughout

the United States. In addition, it provides comprehensive

employee benefits to its more than 7500 employees, full-time

agents, and their families. In light of the critical impor-

tance of this coverage to the employees it serves, Mass Mutual

believes that current proposals regarding taxation of employee

benefits could emasculate the life, health and retirement pro-

tection of millions of American workers. In submitting this

statement, Mass Mutual joins the overwhelming number of

employers and providers whose interest in these hearings is but

one indication of the reliance of all workers on a dependable

and efficient delivery of statutory fringe benefits today and

in the future.

Mass Mutual provides employer-sponsored benefit plans

with three major services. It offers investments for retirement

plans in individual life insurance, mutual funds and equity pro-

ducts, as well as administrative services to more than 13,000
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qualified retirement plans. It offers group annuity contracts

to more than 2500 employers maintaining qualified plans, with or

without administrative services such as plan design, record-

keeping, benefit calculations, and benefit payment. In addi-

tion, through Mass Mutual, group life and health insurance is

provided to over 5200 employers and administrative services are

provided for 150 or more self-funded health programs. In

connection with its group health insurance services, Mass

Mutual maintains a cost containment service, which in the last

two years has served to lower health care costs to employees.

These cost containment techniques being put into place show

great promise in initially lower health care costs and subse-

quently curbing increases in costs.

In the last several years, statutory benefits have

come under attack, largely for reasons other than the effi-

ciency or fairness of their delivery and scope. Today, the

continuation of employee benefits, as we know them, is

threatened as never before. The threat results from the

current deficit problems facing the nation and from the fact

that employee benefits, when viewed as a tax preference, appear

to represent a significant number in the tax expenditure

budget; therefore they present an almost irresistible source of

additional revenues.

The debate thus far has been clouded by a variety of

misconceptions about the breadth, fairness, and effectiveness

of employer-sponsored benefit plans. These misconceptions are

that much more difficult to dislodge In light of the urgency
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with which revenue raising has been approached in the past few

years. There is the myth that pension coverage, and ultimate

benefit receipt, is limited to the highly compensated, and that

the tax incentives in the Internal Revenue Code have not served

to assure wide coverage and vesting to a broad cross-section of

employees. There is the myth that revenues to the income tax

base and social security base are lost forever, despite the

tax-deferred, rather than tax-exempt, nature of the bulk of

employee benefits. There is the myth that rising health care

costs are due to the exclusion of group health benefits from

taxation, and the even more dangerous misconception that health

care costs will be drastically reduced, with no concomitant

reduction in the quality of American workers' health care, if

employees are forced to pay for health care with after-tax

dollars. There is the myth that even without tax incentives,

employers will continue to provide the same level of employee

benefits, rather than reexamining their use of capital.

Finally, a dangerous assumption is being made by those who

argue for taxation of employee benefits. They assume that

without employer-sponsored benefit arrangements, employees at

the lowest and neediest income levels will forego current

consumption in order to save for health care, disability, or

premature death. Implicit in this dubious assumption is that

the government will be prepared, and able, to provide benefits

equivalent to those being provided today, without a long-term

effect on the Jeficit far more troublesome than that preoccupy-

ing Congress now.
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We are pleased that the Subcommittee has held hear--

ings to analyze the tax treatment of employee benefits, and we

hope that the Subcommittee, based on the hearings, will be able

to correct the widely-held misconceptions concerning the

delivery of employee benefits. Such an analysis, however, can

only occur in the context of a rational and systematic national

employee benefit policy, comprehensively conducted rather than

approached piecemeal, as has characterized the last ten years

of Congressional activity in this area. In view of the serious

issues involved, we believe it is desirable for Congress to

postpone further changes in the taxation of employee benefits

pending further study of these issues. More specifically, we

recommend that the Committee consider the overall problem of a

national employee benefit policy at the earliest opportunity

possible, in connection with future tax reform or social

security legislation.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND THE DEFICIT

Much of the current discussion of employee benefits

is devoid of any significant recognition of the enormous value-

of these benefits to all workers. As of 1983, about 50 million

workers were covered by private pension plans. Thus, some 60%

of covered nonagricultural workers, more than half of whom earn

less than $15,000 annually, could expect to receive retirement

benefits in addition to Social Security. Especially at the

lower paid levels, the replacement incomes of those combined
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retirement sources nearly equalled pre-retirement earnings.

Health coverage is even more broadly based: over 90% of the

nonagricultural full-time workforce was covered by group health

insurance. Life insurance coverage for American workers is

similarly impressive: 96% of all employees of medium and large

employers are covered by group life insurance and 80% of small

employers provide life insurance coverage to their employees.

As important as the breadth of coverage is the

significance of that coverage. For the individuals protected,

their fears of premature death, or crippling disease, or

financial security, are substantially muted by the recognition

that arrangements are already in place and reliably maintained

to deal with these uncertainties for themselves and their

families. Especially at low income levels, employees are not

faced with the choice whether to save for retirement or to

adequately clothe and feed their children. Nor need they fear

that a single catastrophic illness could wipe out their

savings, regardless of how diligently they put money away for

the future.

Lately, however, Treasury and Congressional attention

has focused on the revenue drain associated with employee

benefits, rather than the positive effect these arrangements

have on employee well-being, productivity and morale. Indeed,

the focus is even more limited than it might seem -- the debate

centers on the short-term revenue drain from tax-preferred

employee benefits, without apparent recognition of the share of

fringe benefits that are currently taxed or those which will be
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taxed later, when benefits are paid. Nor has the effect on the

deficit been considered if, in lieu of employer-sponsored

arrangements, the government were to become the provider of

last resort for a host of benefits now wholly sponsored by the

private sector.

As many have pointed out at these hearings, only a

small percentage of employee benefits is entirely tax exempt --

chiefly health and certain disability benefits. Most benefits

are tax deferred, and the Treasury will receive, in the future,

revenue based not only on the contributions made but also on

the interest that has accumulated on those funds. As the level

of retirement earnings increases, nearing that of pre-

retirement levels, there will not be a significant shortfall in

revenue based on tax rate differentials.

There are some in Congress who contend that there is

a fundamental unfairness in some employees enjoying certain

benefit arrangements on a tax-preferred basis, while others are

not similarly covered. The alternative, a mandatory minimum

program, like social security, has in practice already proved

expensive and often unworkable. Who would enforce such a

program for life, health, disability and retirement benefits

and how much would it cost? We suggest that the government

would end up spending more, to provide less, while private

employers, aided by knowledgeable and competitive service

providers and financial intermediaries, would relinquish their

roles in establishing and maintaining creative employee benefit

arrangements on a cost-effective basis. The result: employee
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benefits, expensively provided but inadequate in level, inflex-

ible in delivery and burdened by the administrative difficul-

ties historically associated with government mandated programs.

The same critics argue that private employers would

still sponsor comprehensive employee benefit programs without

the benefit of tax incentives. Employers are, in the last

analysis, profit motivatedl a successful businessman analyzes

the effectiveness of capital outlays, at the same time as he

attempts to provide for the current and future well-being of

his employees. Employers are unquestionably aware that the

scope and level of employee benefits are influential in hiring

and keeping good employees, as well as In maintaining a healthy

and productive workforce. To the extent, however, that main-

tenance-of these benefit programs becomes too administratively

costly and burdensome, and the taxation of these benefits

begins to reduce the amount of benefits that each dollar of

contributions will buy, employers will feel free to increase

taxable compensation and eliminate employee benefits, taking

the risk that employees will save on their own for the

exigencies of sickness, death and aging, and that the govern-

ment will step in if these individual arrangements fail.

Currently, the government's primary benefit program

is Social Security, a system which operates on a pay-as-you-go

basis and is dependent on the contributions of current workers

to cover the presently payable benefits of retirees. Although

contributions to Social Security represent *savings" to indivi-

duals, this transfer payment system adds nothing to capital
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formation in our economy. While the efficacy of expanding a

pay-as-you-go funding approach is questionable at best, it

becomes especially dangerous to rely on this mechanism when one

considers the demographic changes expected over the next forty

years. As the baby boom ages, the number of workers paying

into the system to support payments to retirees will decline

substantially. Today, for every 100 workers paying into the

system, there are 31 retirees or beneficiaries receiving

payments. In 50 years, for every 100 workers paying in, there

will be 52 people collecting benefits. If economic conditions

decline, and as people live longer and retire earlier, the cost

of supporting the system will increase to an even greater

degree.

We are constantly being cautioned that it would be a

mistake to rely on Social Security to protect the post-

retirement security of all workers; indeed, in 30 or 40 y-ears,

individuals whose income exceeds a minimum level may not be

entitled to Social Security payments at all. Thus, in the

absence of employer-sponsored arrangements, reliance on Social

Security for most workers would be misplaced. Left then, in

the absence of employer-sponsored retirement programs, are

private savings. It is well known that the United States

economy has the lowest rate of savings of any developed nation

except Canada. One indication of the low incidence of private

savings is the comparison between private pension coverage and

maintenance of Individual Retirement Accounts ("IRA's"). About

75% of pension coverage benefits employees earning under
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$20,000 annually. In contrast, 18% of all IRA's are maintained

by households with adjusted gross incomes of less than $20,000.

While it is difficult to predict whether employees would save

significant -- and sufficient -- amounts to support themselves

in retirement, the likelihood is that employees at low income

levels would not be able to put away adequate funds, especially

if their contribution-to individual arrangements were made with

after-tax dollars, and a significant portion of the income from

these savings were not exempt from tax. Thus, the long-term

effect may be a greater proportion of aging poor in this

country, and a commitment forced in the future which will

require more in outlays than the revenue currently lost or

deferred because of the tax incentives now associated with

employee benefits.

This scenario has inherent problems for the economy

in general as well. The assets accumulated by plans -- now

nearly 400 billion dollars -- provide efficient and creative

investment potential in the American economy. This accumu-

lation of capital, through large and responsible financial

intermediaries, managing the funds in a fiduciary capacity, has

an enormously favorable effect on the capital markets. The tax

base is otherwise broadened through these investments, and

industry flourishes, due solely to the influx of private

investment, rather than government subsidy or support. To the

extent that these funds are fragmented, or individually managed

by unsophisticated investorsi-the-effect on entrepreneurial

investment will be disastrous. New emerging industries will
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heavily depend on pension plan investment in venture capita-

lists who are prepared to take entrepreneurial risks; the

health of our economy is dependent on those companies.

A nearsighted approach to the tax treatment of

employee benefits overlooks these long-term factors and their

effect on the economy and the deficit over the next 40 or 50

years. While we strongly believe that the debate on fringe

benefits should not be straitjacketed by revenue concerns, even

when revenue issues are considered, their full examination

leads to a result diametrically opposed to reduction of tax

incentives for these benefits.

GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE AS A SOLUTION TO
RISING HEALTH CARE COSTS

As health care costs have escalated, there has been

an increasing tendency in Congress to blame the tax incentives

associated with employer-provided health benefits for the

perceived abandon with which health care costs are incurred.

We submit that a benefit tax cap on health insurance would be

totally ineffective in addressing what we in the industry agree

is a fundamental concern.

We noted earlier the broad coverage of employer-

provided health insurance, which as a matter of social policy,

has been extraordinarily effective in encouraging a healthy

workforce, as well as a workforce which can financially cope

with the costs of catastrophic illness. Fifty years ago, the

39-707 0 - 85 - 60
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health care climate we enjoy today was only to be wished for,

i.e., a system under which medical care could be afforded even

at low income levels, and the costs of such care were neither

shifted to employees least able to pay for them nor directly

shifted to the public sector.

Granted, health care costs have skyrocketed in the

last several years, and while some of the increase may be

traceable to irresponsible payment systems, by far the greatest

share of the increase is due to factors totally unrelated to

whether an employee is provided a tax benefit for medical

costs. In this country, we now have an oversupply of doctors

and hospital beds, and an undersupply of patients. This

anomaly has led to "over-doctoring" in some cases, which can be

roughly defined as too many unnecessary tests, too much

unnecessary surgery, too lengthy hospital stays and too high a

cost fox these services. Employees are in the worst position

to monitor these costs; whether surgery is required, or whether

it must be done on an in-patient basis in the hospital, or

whether particular generic drugs could be substituted for more

expensive "brand name" drugs is simply outside the knowledge or

confidence of the average patient. Capping the amour. of

benefits that can be received tax free will not make for more

sophisticated consumers; the rich will buy additional care and

the poor will suffer inadequate care, or be reluctant to have

serious medical problems addressed at all.

We submit that the appropriate method of reducing

health care costs should reflect the experience and initiatives
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of the health insurance community in recent years. Mass

Mutual, for example, has made a significant capital investment

in the last two years to strike at the underlying problems of

health care costs, rather than taking only the penalty approach

(i.e., higher deductibles and co-insurance amounts) to employee

use of health care. We have set up a separate cost containment

division staffed by health care specialists and medical econo-

mists whose goal it is to fashion plan design in such a way

that the transfer of costs to employees is minimized and

employees' access to high quality care is uncompromised. From

a reimbursement standpoint, our efforts are directed at chang-

ing employee, employer and medical provider practices in ways

that will restrain inappropriate utilization of health care.

Thus, in the area of plan design, we have initiated

second opinion programs for elective surgery, under which the

full cost of the second opinion is a covered benefit under the

plan, and the failure to obtain a second opinion is penalized

in terms of benefit coverage. We are addressing the problems

of hospital short-stay diagnostic admissions and short stay

surgery by excluding coverage of first-day room and board, but

at the same time fully covering the costs of the care if done

on a same-day or ambulatory basis. We have been fully support-

ive of all payer systems, similar to the prospective payment

system employed in Medicare, so that insurers set, in advance,

the charges that will be paid based on diagnosis-related groups

of health care types, classified for patients with similar

medical characteristics. Phase-in of this program for Medicare
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will be fully completed by 1987; however, without a similar

program implemented for the non-public insurers, it may only

serve to shift costs from the public sector system to the

private sector, without fundamentally changing the system.

Mass Mutual fully supports the bills introduced to encourage

these programs by Senator Kennedy and Congressman Gephardt.

In addition, Mass Mutual has designed cost contain-

ment benefit options through preferred provider organizations

which increase competition among doctors, nurses, pharmacies

and hospitals, who agree to provide services at a discount

rate, and submit to pre-hospital review programs to determine

if the care suggested is really necessary and appropriate. The

service providers benefit because they increase their market

share of patients; the patients benefit because use of these

preferred provider organizations results in the waiver of

coinsurance and deductibles; and the insurers and employers

benefit through lower costs. Thus, although a direction away

from first dollar coverage may in some instances lower health

care costs, it is essentially a penalty on employees, not off-

set by changes in the obligations of health care providers to

manage care efficiently. We believe that the variety of

approaches used by Mass Mutual and other insurers will succeed

in changing patterns of care in a way that benefits all parties

to the system.

Mass Mutual is also using other cost containment

options which we believe will lower future health care costs.

These include pre-admission review programs; educational
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programs for employees designed to promote understanding of the

benefits of out-patient care; home health care and extended

convalescent care; and wellness, fitness and back injury

programs. All of these lower cost resources help to reduce the

incidence of disease, as well as the inefficient use of health

care. As all of these programs become more prevalent, we will

have gone a long way in making significant changes in the

system through employer and employee awareness. All employees

will become more sophisticated consumers, which can only lower

the rate at which health care costs have increased over the

past several years.

We cannot state in strong enough terms how mistaken

it would be, in light of the progress being made by the private

sector today, to use the bludgeon approach of a tax cap on

health care benefits. The cost containment efforts which are

relatively new in the industry, should be given a chance to

work and then be reassessed in several years. If a short-term

solution cannot be avoided, it should be constructed in the

context of the fundamental systemic changes now underway, and

should exempt from its reach employer-provided benefits which

already are designed to significantly contain costs.

THE DIRECTION OF FRINGE BENEFITS IN THE FTURE

This Subcommittee has asked serious questions about

the future of fringe benefits. In our view, Congress has

inadvertently created a disincentive to maintenance of these
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programs which can only worsen if the scattershot approach to

statutory benefits continues to be employed in the years to

come. In the last ten years, we have seen 7 major bills

dealing in one way or another'with employee-benefits; the rules

governing benefit structure have changed dramatically. With

each piece of legislation, employers are that much more reluc-

tant to initiate benefit plans, that much more burdened with

new and confusing rules, and that much more reliant on the

cadre of trained lawyers, accountants and actuaries who work

full time simply to keep up with an ever out-of-date copy of

the relevant requirements.

Our experience has taught us that especially for

small employers, these legislative changes, and the admini-

strative agency rule changes as well, are confusing, expensive

and disruptive. They require plan, and plan description

changes yearly, with all the costs attendant to those activi-

ties. The small plan market is particularly inelastic; as the

number and complexity of the requirements increases, the

incentive to have a plan at all is severely diminished. While

no one could argue that plans have historically been abuse-

free, the vesting, funding, participation and discrimination

rules have ensured a fair and equitable delivery of employee

benefits for the overwhelming majority of employees.

There has been too little public discussion and

review prior to these legislative changes, and too little

consideration of the negative effects of the changes in advance

of enactment. For example, while the top-heavy rules serve an
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inarguably useful function in assuring that plans will not be

used as a vehicle to deliver benefits only to the substantial

owner of a business, they are not tailored at all to small

plans which, simply because of smaller numbers of participants,

cannot keep from being top-heavy, even where benefits are tied

strictly to a percentage of compensation. Congress could

accomplish its goals far more effectively if the limits were

coupled with other changes to plans designed to benefit the

lower-paid, such as higher Code section 415 limits for nonin-

tegrated plans. Thus, small employers would have an incentive

to establish plans, and the plans themselves would ultimately

provide greater benefits to the lower paid.

While in many instances, Congress has taken positive

steps to insure delivery of certain types of socially desirable

benefits, these steps are often not the most creative or cost

efficient methods, of reaching the desired result. For example,

while the Retirement Equity Act will require survivor annuities

to be routinely provided, it might well be even more beneficial

to encourage, through the tax code, more substantial death

benefit protection. Especially for small employers, life

insurance contracts more economically protect survivora than

the often unsubsidized survivor benefit found in many pension

plans. In this connection, there is no dispute that the

$50,000 cap on group term life insurance costs is entirely

antiquated and out of step with the purchasing power that the

dollar limit represents. Maintaining the limit at this level

provides a disincentive to protect beneficiaries through life
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insurance, a result which is totally inconsistent with the

needs of the lower-paid employee.

Equally important to all plan sponsors is to create

rationality in the enforcement of the complex rules now govern-

ing pension plans. Three federal agencies share overlapping

jurisdiction, often promoting wholly different goals and sig-

nalling different policy directions. The recent Administration

approach to excess assets in defined benefit plans is but one

example of the delays and confusions inherent in this area.

Guidance from these agencies is often too slow in coming to be

useful when finally received; the time lags in prohibited

transaction exemptions, plan terminations, and IRS letter

rulings create an atmosphere of frustration and confusion among

plan sponsors.

While there may be real need to focus on employee

benefit issues, the effort will be misdirected if it concen-

trates solely on revenue raising, without giving deference (and

increasing incentives) for legitimate policy objectives. So

too, efforts to "reform" the private sector, when employers and

insurers are fully prepared and proceeding to "reform" them-

selves, will almost certainly backfire to the detriment of

employees. The question is not whether we can afford to have

tax-preferred employer-sponsored fringe benefits but whether we

can afford not to. Without consideration of long-term goals

for employee benefits, short-term solutions will surely fail.
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EUGENE C. WASSON III, M.D., INC. 221 MAHALANI STREET
JAMES A. SENDON, M.D., INC. WAILUKU, HAWAII 96793
THOMAS R. ABRAM, M.D. (800) 242-9537

MAUI RADIOLOGY CONSULTANTS
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

NUCLEAR MEDICINE
UL TRA SOUND

COMUUI&D TOMOGRAPHY

August 9, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance, Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with you requirements, I am submitting

this letter and the attached statement to be included

as part of the record of the Hearing On Employee Fringe

Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States

Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and

Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Eug$e WAasson III, M.D.

ECW: jq

Attach.
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Empioyee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
by Eugene C. Wasson III, M.D. for Maui Radiology Consultants

This report is being submitted on behalf of our employees
because of our concerns with the need to continue
a strong private pension system in this country to
supplement Social Security retirement. It is the
strong feeling of our employees that necessary steps
should be taken to preserve and strengthen the private
sector retirement plan system rather than imposing
more restrictions and penalties. We all continue
to hear about the growing difficulties with Social
Security and certainly in the face of continued inflation
and the growing size of the retired population, some
form of supplemental retirement income will be necessary
even to subsist at a modest standard after retirement.

Capital generated by the private retirement system
is considerable and has a beneficial effect on American
business and our economy. It would be imprudent to
withdraw this source of capital and withdrawal of
this would undoubtedly have a negative effect on our
economy.

It is my impression that our current statutes do protect
from abuse of this system. Benefeits go to all employees
and not inappropriately to the more highly paid.
Benefits go to employees regardless of their age,
sex, race or religion. Pensions indirectly adjust
for inflation as they are tied to the salary levels
which do change with continued increases in our cost
of living. It is my strong feeling that all workers
will suffer if employer-sponsored benefits do not
exist. We provide workmen's compensation, temporary
disability insurance, unemployment insurance, health
insurance, group term life insurance, standard benefits
as well as a retirement pension plan. These employee
benefits are essential to the economic security of
our workers and their dependents.

I would again stress that I am much more comfortable
with the currentstatus for employee benefits and
private retirement planning and feel quite certain
that it is far superior to any government program
which would replace it. After watching the progress
of various government systems such as Social Security
and Medicare, I find it abhorrent to hear suggestions
that the private retirement plans and employer-funded
employee benefits would ever be considered for replacement
by any Federal system. Please don't diminish our
private retirement system.
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STATEKNT

of

IRA L. OHARENON

Vice President and General Manager

Pharmaceutical Card System

Sot e, Arsona

a mubeklary of

THE MCKESSON CORPORATION

San Francisco, California

before the

United States Senate

Subcom mittee on Taxation and Debt

Management of the Finance Corn mittee

Chairman, Bob Packwood (R-Oregon)

This statement submitted August 13, 1984, tW be part of the written record for hearing

held by the Subcom mittee on the tWplc of Fringe Benefits on July 26, 27, and 30, 1984.
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STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF PASSAGE OF 52080

My name is kra L. Sharenow. I am the Vice President and General Manager of PCS

(Pharmaceutical Card System), a wholly-owned subsidiary of McKesson Corporation.

PCS Is the largest processor of private pres=rption prepayment programs in the nation.

For the past year, PCS has been developing a group legal services program for the PCS

Product Line, a program designed to bring basic legal services to the employed

population at affordable prices.

This statement is being submitted in aippot of S. 2080 to make permanent tax-.ree

stais of qualified group legal service plans. Passage of the bill will add much needed

encouragement to the employee benefit industry through continued development and

marketing of this program. However, of even greater importance is the value of such

programs to workers, their employers and society as a whole.

I must state here that I am referring bt plans which provide benefits for persorial legal

services. By personal legal services, I mean services involving such matters as adoptions,

residential real estate tras , child support and probate problems as well as

consumer protection matters such as enforcement of simple warranties. Experience over

the years has shown that these plans, to a subtantial degree, meet the legal needs of the

middle class wage earners of this country. it is interesting to note that American Bar

Association statistics clearly show that over 70 % of our population goes unserved due to

the high coot of legal services presently being provided under the curative approach to

serA legal problems. There is no question that the wealthy of our society have access

to and can afford legal services along with an evergrowing part of the poor and elderly

population having more needs met through grants from the Legal Services Corporation.
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it Is sad to note that without the access through such programs that the mkidle class can

easily be characterized as indigent with regard to legal care.

it must be noted here that prepaid legal service plans as an employee benefit Is still. a

relatively new concept. However, their acceptance Into the marketplace has been

steadily growing as evidenced by such plans as the ones recently Installed by General

Motors and Chrysler. It is also Interesting to note that both Ford and American Motors

have plans which will become effective based upon certain performance levels of their

sales.

Prepaid legal programs have experienced a number of difficulties over the years in

becoming an accepted employee fringe benefit. A number of these barriers have been of

great concern to such organizations as the American Bar Association. Fortunately,

direct action and support from the ABA has caused most of these problems to be s:ved

either through changing of attitudes and rules of conduct as they control lawyers'

participation in such programs as well as a number of Supreme Court decisions entered in

favor of the de6ieopment of such programs. Alm,, the amendment to the Taft-Hartley

Act in 1973 and the favorable tax treatment originally provided by the Tax Reform Act

of 1976, renewed in 1981, made the development and growth a reality. Ioday, it is

estimated that over 7 million people are presently covered under some form of group or

repaid legal service system.

Most of these people are covered under plans established in connection with collective

bargaining agreements. Unions have negotiated legal services as an employee benefit

just as they have bargained for medicaL In fact, many Insurance companies such as

Prudential and Metropolitan have seen great similarities between medical and legal care
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as a combined benefit. It is with this nexus in mind they have made their entries into the

marketplace. A few of the key similarities are:

1. Empkler-epoqored legal services plans allow the spreading of the risk of Incurring

legal expenses over the entire group, thus reducing the potential risk of

catastrophic csm

2. The use of group delivery system produces economies of scale that result in real

dollar savings for members of the group.

3. The bargaining power of group legal service programs, similar to the bargaining

power created by health programs, has sown a marked improvement In the access

to our Justice system.

There is no question in the minds of all involved that changes in the way legal services

ate delivered is an absolute must in order to contain ultimate costs for such programs.

The key is the need for the develcirient of low cost prevention programs thereby

aflaying the need for high cost curative responses to the simple day-to-day needs of the

middle class wage earner.

The face that legal. services plans are just now coming into their own on both a group and

on an individual basis will be greatly encouraged by the passage of this bill Indeed,

group and prepaid plans may represent the only opportunity for the majority of the

people in this country to budget for legal services heretofore never considered and thus

obtain high quality access to legal services help for problems heretofore unresolved. It is

our impression from discussions with numerous people around the country that billon of
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dollars are ]cet annually due to the lack of reasonably priced legal services being

available to the consum ng public.

BEgNFT TO THE EMPLOYEES

As noted, union interest has spurred the growth of such plans. The orse follows the

classical approach seen over the years in the development of any type of new employees

benefit programs. Unions have always recognized the need fr the development of more

sophisticated delivery systems in the benefits area and have actively Iargained and won

such programs at the tables. t has been our experience, however, that the uncertainty

of the tax status of this benefit has Impeded many employers as well as Insurance

companies from extending this coverage to bargaining employees who make up the

majority of the employed people In th country.

We feel that this is terribly unfortunate for all employees since coverage under a legal

services plan reduces the barriers that exist between attorneys and the public. Through

prepaid programs, instead of waiting for a legal problem to develop into an expensive,

unbudgeted legal problem, competent profesinl advice and consultation can be had at

the earliest stages of the problem or even better, before the problem even exists.

Experience for the many Insurance companies and self-ftnded programs around the

country shows that over 85% of legal problems or concerns of employees can be resolved

with one single simple conversation with an attorney. This is due to the ease within

which people can reach attorneys based upon the availability through prepaid programs.

t is obvious to all of us that our society is becoming more complex every day. More laws

and local rules are being put into place to protect the public on all sorts of matters.
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These include such specific problems as landbrd-tenant disputes, warranties on new

products, consumer credit, as well as the day-W-day problems noted above such as

divorce and probate. ]h too many cases, those people for whom the legislation was

intended are totally unaware of their rights. It has been In this area that prepaid plans

have met a very important need by providing cost effective availability to the legal

system thereby enhancing their ability to deal with the problems in a preventive rather

than curative manner.

By encouraging the development of group and prepaid legal plans, this valuable coverage

will become avaPble to many, many more employees. More importantly, however,

employees of much smaller employers who would otherwise not have the expertise or the

resources of such delivery mechanisms are now eligible for such services.

BENEFIT TO THE EMPLOYER

Prepaid legal plans also provide real savings to the employer. There is no question that

an unresolved problem creates incredible stress for employees. The stress of such

problems leads to absenteeism and accidents due to inattention which greatly reduces

productivity. Employees not only lose time from work in having to resolve the problems

but also affect the time of their fellow workers by seeking advice from other

departments within the company not really trained to provide such service. In a recent

study, P company of 20,000 employees calculated that it would save in excess of

$20,000,000 per year from the inclusion of a prepaid legal program simply by saving one

hour per week per employee of personal time lost due to outside legalproblems.

There has also been shown a direct correlation between stress and health care .xpenses.
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Another recent study showed that over two-thirds of office vistis to fam ly doctors are

prompted by stres-ated symptoms. As noted above, the impact of a legal program

can have a significant impact upon these expenwil !y easing the stress of the employees

through quick resution of their legal probi,,ms. Savings to industry and thus to the

govemn,-rit In the form, of expanded productivity and tax dollars will be significant.

DEIMhfFM TO SOCIETY

We ,tuly believe the presence of group legal plans greatly serves the general public

interest. Programs to encourage and assist employees in the day-to-day areas such as

adoptions, residential real estate purchases, family law, etc. providing an the emphasis

upon preventive rather than curative law will have tremendous impact on the consuming

public. The real significance is the cost of these programs which Is minor in relatonship

to the services being provided. Typical programs presently run anywhere from $50 to

$150 per year for a comprehensive plan as shown against the txumands of dollars

presently being charged for medical programs.

PCB INTEREST

The role of third party administrative companies to this point has been somewhat

limited. However, we believe that the permanence of the tax-free status of group legal

plans wM encourage the growth of the availability of such service and thereby increase

the need ftr oa effective administrative organizations. Competition and emphasis intd

the marketplace will only enhance the quality of the services being provided to people

39-707 0 - 85 - 61
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but wM a]so keep down the costs being charged. We believe it is the firm intent of all

parties interested in this area to keep costs at a minimum and not allow the escalations

seen in the medical professin.

CONCLUSION

We believe that such plane provide valuable protection for everyone at a relatively k)w

cost, and that the benefits of such a program far outweigh any marginal revenue lowes

that would be generated if such plans were not taxed. It is also interesting to note that

most employers will not even offer such programs if the tax exempt status is not

continued thereby eliminating any potential gain through the code. As such, the

expiration of LR.C. S120 would greatly dampen the enthusiasm presently being generated

for such programs and their ability to provide quality legal care at reasonable costs to

the majority of the middle class working population. Therefore, we stronly urge that

L R.C. S120 be extended and renewed as provided for in S. 2080.
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MCKINLEY PROPERTIES 9' AUG *3 AM I: I 
320 North Main Street

Ann Arbor Michigan 48104

Senator Robert Packwood
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Packwood:

I am writing to present the views oF McKinley Properties, a
growing national property management company with 450 employees
in three states, on the subject of tax-free employee benefits.

Mckinley, like many smaller service organizations, must be
economical In assuming any kinds of costs, Including salaries and
benefits for employees, in order to offer our services to
customers at a price they can afford to pay. The present tax
laws which exempt employee benefits from taxation enable us to do
two things that we could not do if the laws were changed: 1)
provide Important and expensive Insurance coverage for our
employees and 2) ofiter this benefit to everyone regardless of
individual circumstances.

Requiring that employees pay taxes on the health and life
insurance benefits which we offer to them would reduce the value
of the insurance to them and have several bad consequences: (1)
some healthy employees would leave the plan rath-er than pay taxes
on a benefit they do not need; (2) claims per person would rise,
and employees remaining on the plan (or the company for those who+
receive free insurance) would pay higher premiums; and (3) our
company, in order to cope with additional increases In health
care costs, might have to reduce the benefits of the plans, delay
eligibility, or raise the price to our employees. Some healthy
employees would have no Insurance In a sudden emergency, and
those who need health insurance would find It considerably more
expensive.

Providing tax ex'-!mption for employee benefit plans encouraged
employers to offer health insurance to all of their employees
regardless of seniority, position, or state of health, at a cost
considerably lower than any of them could have obtained for
themselves. At a time when national health Insurance Is less
desirable than usual because of the federal deficit, Congress
should not attempt to reduce the availability of private
Insurance offered at low cost through employers.

We believe the government should encourage private employers and
other private organizations to seek thj best deal for their
members by providing Incentives in the form of tax exemptions or
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tax reductions For those kinds of benefit plans which most people
cannot afford to purchase for themselves, like health, life,
dental, and pension plans. National plans of this kind would be
unwieldy, poorly adapted to individual circumstances, and
extremely costly, because It would be politically very difficult
to control costs or benefits (as we have seen with Medicare and
Social Security).

We believe that the current rules on coverage requirements
are sufficient to insure that all employees benefit from the
availability of tax-exempt benefit plans.

Mckinley, and many other employers like us, encourage the
committee to preserve the current tax status of employee benefit
plans, as the least expensive and most effective way of
providing for the insurance needs of our citizens.

Sincere %

(NEY OPERTIES

coan W. Schneider
Personnel Director
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McLean Truckin9 Company
cxtCUTIVr Orris ti9o wtsy ronsT sT5EcT

WINSTON-SALCM, NORTH CANOLINA
87104

DAVID 1. WHCLPLCY
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
riNCE AND TREASURER August 13, 1984 919/,21-2000

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I understand that Senator Packwood held hearings on Fringe Benefits on
July 26, 27 and 30, and that he has asked for written statements from
plan sponsors of as many companies as possible who are concerned about
the future of employee benefits.

I believe strongly that private enterprise has built an effective and
efficient arrangement covering the needs of employees through the
employee benefit system. It is far superior to any government program
which would replace it. It should not be dismantled in the name of
greater tax revenues. The employee needs are there and must be met.
If private enterprise is not encouraged to meet its needs, government
must. I believe the ultimate price to our nation would be greater if
assumed by the government.

A common mistaken impression concerning employee benefits is that these
benefits are paid principally to highly paid employees. Actually, only
a small percentage of the benefits under our employee benefit plans are
for highly naid employees.

In summary, I believe that employee benefits are essential to the
economic security of our workers, retirees and their dependents. Our
workers would suffer if employer sponsored benefits no longer existed.

Sincerely yours,

DBW:lh

cc: The Honorable Bob Packwood
Senate Russell Building
Room 259
Washington, DC 20510
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HVAC EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS SALES
3601 WOODBURY DRIVE * P.O. 1BOX 33760* AUSTIN, TEXAS 7674 (812) 444-1835

July 23, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Subject: Public Hearing on July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

Concerning the Issue of Employee Fringe Benefits

Dear Mr. DeArment:

On behalf of our company, I would like to state a few things
concerning our feeling for fringe benefit programs for our
employees. We have a variety of programs which include a
major medical health program, which includes life insurance
and a dental program. We also have a company pension sharing
plan and a profit sharing plan. Our plans are to the benefit
of all employees over the age of 22 years old. I am in favor
of these benefits to the employees, and I'm sure that they
feel these benefits are essential to their economic security.

We feel that private enterprise should be the one to have long
lasting benefits for their employees, and we feel they are
obligated to provide them. We would much rather see private
enterprise have employees' benefit programs, as opposed to any
government program which might be considered to replace this.
I would be glad to provide any specific information that you
might request.

Sincerely,

MECHANICAL REPS, INC.
Executive Vice President

Joe D. Lowke

JDL/kg
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IIA ~ Medical CenterAnesthesiologists, P.S.C.

August 9, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArnient:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter
and the attached statement to be included as part ot the record of
the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 3U
by the United States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on
Taxation ano Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincereiy,

.4

,,AV k' .1
9,.(,jAj4r)h $A, ot.' VO
JIAIJ4 C. I I AA"&-. %P 0

*A( 01)N I
F1.1 1 dl
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States
Finane Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: LaVonne Mehlbauer

The private employee benefit plan system serves a very useful
purpose. The following are my reasons for stating'so:

(I) Serves a definite social and economic purpose, i.e., funds
my retirement, funds my medical and dental insurance, disability and
life insurance. I have worked for many years and consider myself a
permanent part of the work force, and the employee benefit plan
system has produced an increase in my standard ot living. To take
this benefit system away would have to decrease my standard of
living.

Only an idiot would believe this system would survive
"absent the tax incentives".

I consider this benefit to be part of my salary, and salary
is and has been in the past held at a certain level because of this
benefit. Removal of this benefit would be a reduction in my salary.
Keep in mind, I am an office worker--not a physician, attorney, etc.

(2) Our retirement plan is even-handed--all employees get a 25%
employer contribution. This is 15% Profit Sharing and 10%
Retirement. Vesting is 100% after the 1st year and working 1000
hours. Our corporation employs approximately 25 nurses and 12 office
people, and we all benefit equally. I can borrow for housing,
beating today's interest rates Several ot us have borrowed for
housing downpayments. I also understand I could borrow if I had a
severe economic hardship occur.

(3) It would have an adverse impact on my well being and
security at retirement age if this benefit were not available.
Everyone knows you can't live off "social security", which may not
even be there.

In our business 22-25% of our patients are Medicare age.
Some of these patients live on such a meager income (Social Security)
that we won't even take their 5 or $10 they try to pay on our bills
because their financial means are so pitiful. Senator Packwood
obviously lives in a different world than I do.
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oMeP chantsNa Bank of Mobile
CAPITAL & ).O . .00000000

SILVhA ThAMES JR "*iS TRUST DEPARTMENT
........... Mobile. Alabama

A'RSTmu (;rrs(u Moll. abm P, 0 DRAWICft 2527

MOBILE. ALABAMA 36622

August 2, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing on
Employee Fringe Beuefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely yours,

Stewart Thames, Jr.
Vice President and
Trust Officer

STj r/br
encl.
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"Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held
on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States Finance Committee, Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management."

"By" Stewart Thames, Jr.
Vice-President and Trust Officer
Merchants National Bank of Mobile
P.O. Drawer 2527
Mobile, Alabama 36622

The Private Employee Benefit Plan System (Private Benefit System) plays an
extremely important role in our free enterprise system. If it was not tor
Qualified Retirement Plans, many employees would reach retirement age and have to
depend solely on Social Security as a source of retirement funds. If a survey was
taken throughout the country, I would estimate approximately 70% of the people
polled would have grave doubts the Social Security System would be in existence 20
years from now.

As Trustee of one of our profit sharing plans with a year end June 30, we are
paying out this week retirement checks in the amount of $52,595.33, $61,981.45,
$62,690.20, $66,679.38, $80,015.88, $100,743.55 and $150,873.96 to employees who
have been middle managers and not highly paid employees. Without the Company's
profit sharing plan, their retirement would certainly not mean as much to them.
In fact, without the Company's retirement benefits, these employees might become
dependent upon their children and other agencies for financial support.

One of the largest expenses incurred to the Private Benefit System is the new
legislation passed each year by Congress. Millions of dollars are paid by
employers to attorneys and consultants just to bring qualified retirement plans
into compliance each year with the new regulations. There is nothing wrong with
new regulations to improve the Private Benefit System, but have Congress
consolidate the changes and amend Retirement Plans every five years instead of
every year. For example, the Tax Equity AND FISCAL Responsibility Act of 1982 was
signed by the President on September 3, 1982, and the majority of qualified
retirement plans will require amending for plan years beginning after December 31,
1983. However, the Internal Revenue Service did not begin accepting Master Plans
for qualification until June 18, 1984. It is doubtful Determination Letters will
be issued on these Master Plans before December 31, 1984. Comprehensive changes
were again passed by Congress in the Tax Reform Act of 1984 on June 27, and signed
by the President on July 18. At the present time, the Intrrnal Revenue Service can
hardly interpret TEFRA, much less the Tax Reform Act of 1984.

If tax incentives in the Private Benefit System are reduced, the system will
provide less retirement benefits and the need for government support to retired
employees will only increase.

This is not the time to reduce tax incentives or benefits in the Private
Benefit System, but a time for encouragement and support for this System to enable
retired employees to stand on their own two feet aud not in a government handout
line.
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MERLINE, THioxs & STUART
PmOOgeSIONAL ASSOCIATION

ATTOREYS AT LAW

GRuuNVmI.x, SOtITH GAROLINA 20600

OAViO A. MgsLINC POST Orrice sox IO706
.JOHN A. THONASI 0551 Nmfl ,OCHY STNI[Ig?cAAS,, M.SHuASJ,. July 24, 1984 0 NORTH 'YR

CHALESM. TUAT, R.TE[LEPH ONE 6:03-242-4080

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Council
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Hr. DeArment:

Consistent vith your requirements, I am sub-mitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits to be held on July 26, July 27 and July 30 by the
United States Senate Finance CommIttee, sub committee on taxation and debt
management. Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely yours,

N THOMAS & STUART, P. A.

R. Thomas

JRT/msr
Attachment
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Submitted as Part of the Record on the Heariig
on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27
and 30 by the United States Finance Committee,
Sub-Committee on Taxation and Debt Management

By: John R. Thomas
Merline, Thomas & Stuart, P. A.

We support the continued tax incentives for the private employee benefit plan
system. Without such a system, many employees would not have enough retirement
income to be financially secure in their retirement years. It is not advisable
that individuals rely upon IRAs since it becomes extremely difficult for many
individuals to deposit funds each year into an IRA out of their earnings.
Retirement plans do not benefit only highly paid employees. It is quite clear
in our experience that many employees are benefited by retirement plans. How-
ever, employers would have no incentive to establish a retirement plan without
the tax incentives that are now granted under the Internal Revenue Code.

Retirement plans serve a very useful social and economic purpose. Many widows
find the retirement benefits absolutely necessary to have any kind of financial
existence in today's economic environmental

With Social Security in trouble, it certainly serves no purpose for the United
States Government to eliminate perhaps the most important benefit available to
citizens concerned about their security in their old age.

John R. Thomas
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No. 84-A-9 LEGISLATION ALERT! July 10. 1984

CRITICS ATTACK FAVORABLE TAX STATUS
OF COST OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS

Serious Employer Lobbying Involvement Is Urgently Needed!
We have been warned that many people in Congress and the Administration are dead
set against tax-free employee benefits. Unless major employers and unions, at the
highest level, commence a concerted and effective lobbying effort, the futu re'l
continued tax-favored status for employer contributions to employee benefit plans
is very bleak.

On July 26, 27, and 30, the Senate Finance Committee will hold hearings on certain
aspects of the taxation of so-called fringe benefits. On the reverse side is a
summary of the issues to be considered and the time :rames for testifying or for
submitting a written statement for the record.

If business and labor are not interested in this i,sue, then it is likely Congress
will "simplify" the tax law either by treating the employer-paid cost of life,
disability, health care, pension and other benefits as income to employees, or by
eliminating the deductibility of employer contributions, or both.

For this reason, even though tice is probably too short for all our customers to
testify, we urge them to submit a statement for the record. However, mere support
of the status quo will not be sufficient. What isill be helpful - indeed necessary
- is employer ability to provide statistics and facts which help prove that:

Benefits do not go mainly to the highly paid. We have seen
statistics shoving that about 72% of employee medical care and
pension benefits go to those earning under $25,000, but that
less than 3% go to those earning over $50,000. How does your
company stack up to this?

Your workers will suffer if tax-favored employer sponsored
benefits do not exist. It seems obvious that lover paid
workers would tend to opt for cash'instead of benefits if the
cost of benefits were taxable. How do the earnings of your
workforce break down? Employers who kaow the cost of their
benefit package can estimate the additional taxable income to
your lower paid workers if etaployer costs per employee were
imputed to them. Based on this, it would be easy to predict
the tax impact on those workers.
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Metropolitan and its trade associations will testify at these hearings, but our
participation will not be enough to convince Congress to continue the current tax
treatment. Involvement in this hearing by large numbers of employers is not
merely important. We-think it is essential.

Issues to be Considered by the Senate Finance Committee on July 26, 27. and _30

1. Should the tax law encourage employers to provide fringe benefits; and if so.
which benefits or services should be encouraged and what type and level of
tax incentive is appropriate?

2. What conditions or restrictions are appropriate on tax incentives to
encourage employers to provide fringe benefits?

3. Are the existing rules concerning fringe benefits sufficient to ensure that
all employees benefit fairly from the tax incentives?

4. Are the existing tax incentives for benefits such as health care, life
insurance, day care, educational assistance, and cafeteria plans effective in
encouraging employers to provide these benefits to a broad cross-section of
employees at a lower total coat than if the Government provided the benefit
directly, if employers provided the benefit on a taxable basis, or employees
purchased these benefits on their own?

5. How will tax laws that encourage employers to provide fringe benefits affect
compensation planning?

6. Will tax incentives for employer-provided fringe benefits' affect potential

employees' choii:a of employment?

Timing of Hearing and Schedule to Submit Statements

1. Written request to testify, addressed to: Must be received
by July 16.

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219 Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

2. 100 copies of written testimony with a Must be received
one-page summary: by July 25.

3. Hearing dates: July 26, 27 6 30

4. For inclusion in the record of the hearing, Must be received
writLen statements of up to 25 pages, by August 13.
double-spaced:

What all Employers Should Do

At the very least, all employers should file a written statement to the Senate
Finance Comittee support of the current tax favored treatment of employee
pension and welfare benett.
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%:E'ROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY'S STATEMENT FOR THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE'S SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

The Metro'politan Life Insurance Company, as an insurer of 47
million persons and as an employer of 37,000 persons in the
United States, wishes to express its opposition to proposals to
treat as income to the employee the emp1oyer-paid cost of life
insurance, disability income, health care, pension and other
benefits.

Metropolitan fully concurs with the opposition to such proposals
expressed in statements offered by the American Council of Life
Insurance and the Health Insurance Association of America.

I urge the Comiittee and the media to abandon the "fringe
benefit" label which has so frequently been applied to
employer-provided programs for the economic security of
employees and their families. rt is no exaggeration to say that
such programs are as important to the economic security of
American workers and their fam.lies as the Bill of Rights is to
their political security. Ind%.d, I respectfully request that
each member of the Congress consider the importance of the
benefit program provided to him or her as the best evidence that
it is central to their well being rather than "fringe".

The answers to the six issues posed by the Subcommittee all
support the conclusion that the employee benefit plans in
America constitute a foundation of economic security for
American families that the tax policies adopted by the Congress
were designed to broaden and strengthen. The consequences of
imputation of current Itncome will, to the extent that workers
refer to maintain that security system, serve as a direct and
road tax increase on all workers, and to the extent that

workers may opt out of the system to avoid those taxes, will
narrow and weaken that foundation of economic security.

Before turning to the six questions on which comments were
sought, I would like to put the'question of employer-provided
benefits in perspective by recal ing some of the fundamentals in
the division of responsibility between the public and private
sector for the economic security of the American worker'and his
family.

A very effective system has evolved in this country whereby a
floor of protection is provided by a mandatory tax-financed
Social Security program, supplemented and augmented by privately
* financed employee benefit plans and by individual initiative and
effort.
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The public system provides modest pensions upon retirement
because of age or\disability, survivor benefits, and benefits
meeting less than 45% of medical care costs of the elderly and
disabled.

Private sector benefits typically include life insurance,
pensions, medical benefits for active employees and retirees,
and their dependents, and benefits not covered by public
programs, such as dental and vision care.

Together, public and private programs protect workers, retirees
and dependents against significant health and economic risks,
prQvide families with economic stability, and minimize the
number of indigent individuals who require public assistance.

Traditionally, public policy has been to encourage, through tax
incentives, development of a privately financed benefit system.
The advantages of such a policy are clear. It permits
flexibility in benefit design to meet varying needs of
individuals, it encourages competition in the private market to
provide benefits, it provides funds for capital investment, and
it minimizes the burden on the federal budget and taxes on
employers and employees. The dimensions of the private benefit
system are vast.

During 1982, the most recent year for which data are available,
American employers provided $7.2 billion in contributions for
employee life insurance, $65.2 billion for pensions and/or
profit sharing, and $65.7 billion for medical benefits for
employees, retirees and dependents.

Benefits of employer sponsored programs are widely available to
a broad cross-section of the labor force without discrimination,
and most of the beneficiaries are in low and middle income
households. Group health insurance benefits cover 162 million
employees and dependents under age 65, and it is estimated that
an additional 8 million retirees and dependents are covered by
group health contracts. Health insurance benefits generally do
not vary with income. Provisiohs which are income-related, such
as deductibles, do not disadvantage low-income workers.
Participation and vesting provisions of private pension programs
are nondiscriminatory, regulated by ERISA.

The distribution of coverage by income shows that imputing
income for ep loyer-provided benefits would be especially
onerous for those with modest incomes 732 of those wits heAlth
coverage in 1982 earned less than $25,000; less than 3% earned
over $50,0001 71% of those with pension coverage in 1982 earned
less than $25,0001 less than 3% earned over $50,000. Virtually
all Metropolitan employees are covered by our pension and
welfare benefit programs on a non-discriminatory basis. Using
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current data, 82% earn less than $25,0001 less than 22 earn more
than $50,000.

Imposing a cap on tax-exempt health premiums would place at a
disadvantage older employees and those in high-cost areas could
raise, rather than lower, costs by stimulating adverse.
selections and would undermine current cost containment efforts
as employers and employee groups dropped coverage for less
expensive alternatives tob ospital care while retaining basic
benefits for hospitalization.

Premiums for life insurance in excess of $50,000 are--already
taxed. Since amounts of group term life insurance below $50,000
generally covers lower-paid employees, taxing premiums for these
coverages would increase taxes for workers at the low end of the
income scale.

If employer-paid benefits were to be made taxable to the
employee, the take-home pay of workers would be reduced. This
approach would tend to be regressive, with the most adverse
effects on lower and low-middle income groups whose
discretionary income and saving are minimal or even
nonexistent. This could result in one of the following courses
of action by labor:

(1) Demands for higher wages to offset the drop in
take-home pays or

(2) Pressure to increase take-home pay by trading off
benefits for higher wages. Faced with immediate tax
liabilities for future benefits, many low-income
families would forego some, if not all, of the
benefits. That would'seriously weaken the defenses of
this most vulnerable group against economic adversity.

The first approach would be inflationary, increasing the costs
of production for private business, raising the cost of
government generally, and, of course, raising the cost of
government transfer payments, most of which are indexed to the
pace of inflation in the economy.

The second approach would make it more'difficult for individuals
to meet emergency situations caused by death, illness, or
disability -- particularly for individuals in the lower and
low-middle income groups who have less discretionary income or
accumulated saving with which to pay off unexpected and large
bills. Under such Sk.nditiOns, political and social pressures
for the governmenttio "do something" could be expected to
increase expansion of existing entitlement programs to give
needed protection for low-income workers. The net effect would
be a transfer of the private insurance function to the public

39-707 0 - 85 - 62
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sector, and at greater expense. In the long run, the resulting
additional costs of public programs would far outweigh the
additional revenues to be secured in the short run by taxing
employer contributions to employee benefits.

In the case of pensions, saving and investment plans, and
Keogh-IRA type arrangements -- all designed to facilitate
retirement living -- a very significant side effect would
probably be a redirection of saving flows from the private to
the public sector, with all its adverse implications for private
investment and future productivity growth. The latter, of
course, is the means by which our working population can enjoy
rising standards of living while still pro',,4'ing for the needs
of the elderly and the economically disadvdakcaged. Productivity
growth also is one of our best weapons to combat inflation.

The "tax expenditure," that is the revenue that would have been
received by the federal government if employer contributions
were taxed to employees, is estimated to be about $2.2 billion
in fiscal 1984 for roup life coverage provided to employees.
By contrast, death benefit payments under group life contracts
currently amount to about billionn annually. Some of these
benefit payments do end up being included for federal estate tax
purposes, and future investment income flows from the insurance
proceeds also end up being taxed. Whether such investment pools
and resultant income flows would be available to surviving
beneficiaries, if group premiums paid were subject to tax, is
questionable.

Group life insurance coverage in the U.S. has grown rapidly and
has become an important factor in helping the private sector to
provide for its own emergency needs. Group life inforce totaled
$2.2 trillion at the end of 1983 equal to almost 10 months
coverage of income. This compares with about 24 months coverage
of income back in 1950. Moreover, group coverage has grown far
more rapidly than personal insurance coverage, accounting for
46% of coverage now compared to about 21% in 1950. This growth
reflects the disciplined approach of collecting premiums on a
periodic basis, with coverage frequently tied directly to income
growth, and with employers paying all or part of the premiums
costs. Not only has the dollar amount of coverage increased
over time, but the number of people covered has increased
significantly both in absolute terms and as a percent of the
workforce. The great bulk of this coverage, roughly 90%, is
associated with contracts with employer-employee groups.

While group life insurance is generally associated with active
employees, many retired employees continue to receive group
coverage, thereby helping to meet some of the financial needs of.
the elderly.
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Has the limited exclusion of group life premiums from federal
taxation resulted in the sale of too much insurance? I hardly
think so -- 10 months coverage of income by group insurance and
21 months coverage of income by all insurance provides funding
for a period of family adjustment after the loss of an
income-earner, but that is all.

The tax expenditure for group health insurance is estimated to
be about $18 billion in 1984 and that for disability insurance
is about $120 million. Benefit payments under group contracts
by private health and disability insurers (excluding Blue Cross
and Blue Shield) run about two and one-half times that amount
annually. To the extent that any efforts to eliminate this tax
expenditure would result in red-ced coverage, various tradeoffs
would cut into the net revenue increase to government. One
tradeoff wpuld be some shifting of the burden to the government
sector, meaning higher expenditures, and a second would be the
higher medical care deductions on personal income tax filings.

Group health insurance protection also has grown over the years,
partly in response to its tax treatment, and this has been
accompanied by the improved well-being and longevity of the
population. The number of persons, for example, with major
medical expense protection provided by group insurers (excluding
the Blues) has grown from less than 100,000 in the early fifties
to more than 100 million in the eighties. Benefit growth has
been equally impressive, in the case of group insurers expanding
from Just $438 million in 1950 to over $44 billion in 1982.

The estimated tax expenditure for pension plans is about
$50 billion in 1984, exclusive of any Keogh or IRA-type plans.
Contributions to insured pension plans were about $18.7 billion
in 1982 and $16.5 billion in 1983. Unfortunately comparable
data for noninsured private pensions are not available.
However, 1982 data for state and local pension funds would show
employer contributions of about $21.8 billion while the Federal
Government's employer contributions under the Civil Service
Retirement System amounted to about $194 billion. For equity
considerations, it would seem that the latter would be subject
to taxation, if the unfortunate decision were made to make
employer contributions immediately taxable.

Immediate taxation of any retirement benefit contributions would
undoubtedly result in reduced coverage and ultimately a probable
transfer of at least some, costs to the government sector. In
addition, these pension benefits ultimately do get taxed as
income, although admittedly at lower rates than if taxed during
an individual's working years. Given the increase in the
old-age dependency ratio that is occurring, and which will
accelerate rapidly in the next decade, and particularly in the
early parts of the next century, this is an area where private
initiatives should be encouraged, not discouraged.
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With such growth in- the importance of pensions in providing
retirement income, and in view of the fiscal plight of the
Social Security system, the best public policy would clearly be
one which encourages the further growth of pensions by tax
incentives. By liberalizing the Individual Retirement and Keogh
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, Congress has given
explicit recognition to the need for stimulating additional
savings in the private sector. The current proposals would
discourage such savings by further tax burdens.

I recognize the need for further Congressional action to reduce
the level of the deficits, but I urge the Committee not to take
that step, even in part, by subjecting American workers to
additional and onerous tax burdens disruptive of a benefit
system which. is the keystone of the standard of living for most
families.

I.

The first of the six issues is:

"Should the tax law encourage employers to provide
fringe benefits, and if so, which benefits or
services should be encouraged and what type and
level of tax incentive is appropriate?"

The tax law should continue to encourage employers to provide
employee benefits the current type and level of benefits
contributing to the economic security of workers and their
families deserves preservation. I rest this conclusion upon
three bases.

First, most employer-provided'benefits have incrementally
evolved -- partially through collective bargaining and partially
through employer perceptions of emerging employee needs -- over
a period dating essentially from the Second World War. Those
benefits have been adjusted as their relative importance changed
and through market sensitivity to those changes. To upset the
net product of those decades of' bargaining, negotiation and
adjustment to change would be a disservice to the entire
workforce of our Nation.

Second, most of the employer-provided benefits -- certainly life
insurance and health insurance -- are not paid to the employee.
They are paid to others: the providers of health care in the
case of health insurance, and the employee's surviving spouse
and/or surviving children in the case of life insurance. Thus,

-*when taxable income is imputed to the employee for a benefit
which does not reach him in the form of cash, he must forego
other expenditures -- often essential to the well-being of his
tamily -- to pay the additional income tax. In short, imputed
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income is the most onerous basis for taxation simply because
there is no cash from which the tax can be paid.

Third, there is a substantial danger that many employers and
employees groups would respond to the proposed imputed income by
eliminating the benefit altogether. That could lead to federal
government expenditures well in excess of the revenue currently
oregone by not imputing income. That result could flow from a
severe increase in the number of widows and children forced on
to the welfare rolls by the absence of life insurance, by the
withdrawal of group health insurance protection from families
with major medical expenses, by the failure to provide
disability income protection for severely afflicted or injured
employees and their families, and by the loso of pension
protection for the retirement years. Both the economic and
social consequences of such public policy regression would be
disastrous.

II.

The second of the six issues, on which views have been invited
is:

"What conditions or restrictions are appropriate on
tax incentives to encourage employers to provide
fringe benefits?"

Only three conditions or restrictions are needed; all, in one
form or another, are already in force.

First, the tax incentive should be available only on a
non-discriminatory basis: i.e. the benefit in question must be
available to employees on the basis of an equitable formula
which doe not discriminate in favor of key employees.

Second, eligibility for the tax incentive should require the
employer to provide fully adequate funding assurances that the
promised benefit will be delivered.

Third, the benefit must be designed to assure the employee
and/or his family of protection against some form of economic
.risk of loss.

- III.

The third of the six issues is:

"Are the existing rules concernitng fringe benefits
sufficient to ensure that all employees benefit
fairly from the tax incentives?"
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W.'e believe this question deserves an affirmative answer.
Fairness to employees, that is, a nondiscrimination requirement,
has long been a statutory condition of the employer's
authorization to treat the cost of pension benefits as a
deductible expense and of the employee's ability to exclude the
cost of the benefit from income. go courts and the Internal
Revenue Service have effectively enforced compliance with that
condition. In recent years, nondiscrimination standards have
been applied by Congress to a wide variety of welfare plan
benefits as well.

IV.

The fourth of the six issues is a premise for three questions:

"Are the existing tax incentives for benefits such
as health care, life insurance, day care,
educational assistance, and cafeteria plans
effective in encouraging employers to provide these
benefits to a broad cross-section of employees (A)
at a lower total cost than if government provided'
the benefit directly, [B) if employers provided the
benefit on a taxable basis, or [C] employees
purchased these benefits on their own.?"

Part A of the question lends itself to summary disposition.
Some functions should and can only be discharged by government
while others can be discharged more efficiently by the private
sector. Anybody who has ever been active in the insurance
business either as a provider or purchaser of group insurance
can tell you it is by far the most competitive area of
insurance. Differences of a few cents per employee or a few
basis, points on interest credits can determine which company
receives the contract. Under such conditions efficiency and the
ability to deliver service at the lowest price receive top
consideration and attention. Product innovation in such a
competitive environment is not a by-product but a requirement
for survival. With government as the sole supplier these
conditions would not exist.

In the case of pensions, there exists a second and even more
important reason for Congressional rejection of the option of
government as the sole provider. Our Nation faces a critical
need for investment capital during the decade ahead. The
investment capital is needed for such essential purposes as the
creation of about 15 million additional jobs at a cost of about
$100,000 each, for modernization of production facilities and
enhanced capacity to compete, ecological rehabilitation, urban
renewal and repair or replacement of an aging infrastructure.
If all pension savings were to flow to the federal government,
the strength of the private sector -- the ultimate source of all
federal revenue -- would be seriously eroded.
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The Social Security system uses yesterday's tax receipts to pay
today's benefits, thus adding nothing to the Nation's stock of
investment capital. The private sector pension programs, which \
are funded for many years before payment, however, provide a
significant share of that capital.

Part B of the question also lends itself to summary
disposition. Given the intensity of modern competition,
especially from corporations whose country of domicile may
impose less extensive tax and labor costs, major increases in
employment-related taxation would catalyze a triage of domestic
employers: some would withdraw or reduce benefits to American
workers. Others would utilize further mechanization to lower
their labor costs, thereby reducing employment opportunities,
particularly among unskilled or semi-skilled workers. Still
others would be unable to compete and be forced out of business
by more stringent tax policies.

Part C of the question contains three fallacious assumptions:
first, that all benefits now provided.on a group basis would be
available through individual policies; second, that even if
available, they would be at a cost comparable to that which has
been paid under the employer's group policy; third, that if
available and at a reasonable cost the employees would not
demand an increase in their after-tax wages adequate to cover
the cost of purchasing their own benefits. The impact of the
latter trend across the American labor market is both obvious
and wholly inconsistent with the on-going battle against
inflation.

V.

The fifth of the six issues is:

"How will tax laws that encourage employers-to
provide fringe benefits affect compensation
planning?"

Under the current tax incentives for employer-provided employee
benefits, compensation planning has recognized that if capable
people are to be recruited and retained as employees of the
corporation, both the salary scale and the scope of employee
benefits must reflect the marketplace standards. Those
standards differ among geographical areas at any one time, and
within the same geographical area from year to year. Indeed,
that is the genius of reliance upon competition with the labor
market rather than attempting a countrywide standard which would

-'be appropriate in some locations for limited periods of time,
but not in all locations at all times.
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VI.

The sixth aId final issue is:

"Will tax incentives for employer-provided fringe
benefits affect potential employees' choice of
employment?"

Standing alone, no; as a part of the total compensation program
within a specific industry in a specific area, yes. But, given
the nondiscrimination rules to which reference was made earlier
in my testimony, the effect would be fair and equitable.

The so-called "tax expenditure" related to employer-paid
employee benefit plans is misleading as a measure of
government's net revenue loss because it does not reflect the
substitution of private outlays for what would otherwise require
government outlays. It also ignores positive impacts on other
sources of taxable income and alternative deductions that
individuals would be entitled to take if current tax treatment
of benefit costs did not exist. Taxation of such employer
contributions would tend to reduce benefit coverages that
currently exist, impose a hardship on many individuals, and
generally ignore the very considerations of social policy that
caused company benefit payments to be made exempt in the past.

August 1984

John J. Creedon
President and Chief

Executive Officer
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July 19, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room S-219, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. D. C. 2U510

Statement to Senate Findnce Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management
(to be held July 26-30, 1984)

On behalf of Midwestern United Life Insurance Company, its agents, its policyowners,

and its employees, I wish to take this opportunity to assert the value of employer-

sponsored employee benefit plans.

The tax law should encourage employers to provide benefits for these reasons:

1. In the welfare benefit area, providing health, dental, and other coverages means a

healthier, more productive employee. Life and disability insurance can help keep

disabled employees and beneficiaries of deceased employees off welfare rolls and

other government-sponsored programs.

2. Many employees would not maintain adequate coverages on their own.

3. By providing programs on a group basis, there is the economics of scale and the

cost savings involved. Some coverages, for example, may not even be available to

a person on an individual basis.

4. While this hearing may be devoted primarily to the welfare benefit area, I believe

that employee benefits must be considered as a whole -- including pensions,

compensation, and other employee matters. In the pension area, good employer-

7551 West Jefferson 5ouAd e P. 0 ox 929 * Fort Weyne, Indiene 46$1 * (219) 432-1551
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sponsored pension plans can help people retire with dignity and security. Social

Security has already grown beyond its original concept of providing a floor of

protection against poverty, an.tne resultant cost problems associated with that

program are well known. Private plans need to supplement Social Security to give

a quality to life after retirement not possible by mere subsistence levels of

benefits. Profit sharing and stock bonus plans give employees a stake in the

productivity and profitability of the organization and raise the overall level

of productivity of the nation. Section 401(k) plans and contributory features of

other qualified plans give employees a "forced savings" mechanism and allow them

to participate in higher yielding investment vehicles than might be available

on an individual basis. The private pension industry, including IRAs, provide

much needed capital for expansion. As every economist knows, one must forego current

consumption for capital appreciation., Instead of all compensation being currently

spent (and causing high inflation), some can be set aside for the future. Those

invested funds are in turn used to provide new plant, equipment, modernization,

etc., for higher, more efficient levels of production.

S. Employee benefit and personnel people cen help see that employees have a balanced

program of welfare and pension benefits. They can provide assistance in seeing

that benefits are adequately funded. Further, each employer in each locality is

in the best position to tailor benefits to the needs, expectations, and circum-

stances of people in the particular area.

6. Benefits help maintain the stability of the work force and thus reduce turnover

and training costs.

Existing rules are sufficient to ensure that all employees are treated fairly. Unfor-

tunately, the conditions and restrictions sometimes imposed are so complex and diffi-



cult to follow that they may work to discourage employers from providing benefits.

In the pension area, for instance, ERISA has had a dampening effect on defined benefit

plans. TEFRA's rles on controlled groups, overall plan limitations, and top heavy

provisions are all but Incomprehensible even to experts in the area. A way needs to

be developed to accomplish the stated objective of fairness without the extreme degree

of complexity and red tape. A further problem is the number of legislative and regulatory

changes which continue to occur. It is disconcerting to observe that many of the

technicalities which have burdened the qualified plan area are now being carried over

to the welfare plan area. Small employers cannot afford all the legal, actuarial,

and accounting assistance necessary today to have certain plans; and there is no question

that overregulation is a negative to providing adequate benefits.

In my opinion, government definitely could not provide employee benefits at cheaper

cost, taking into account the loss of tax revenues from their present tax-advantaged

status. Government programs could not provide all the flexibility needed to tailor

individual programs. We would merely have more bureaucracy delivering an unacceptable

program in an inefficient way. The way to attack Vie budget problem is not by damaging

the socially and economically important employee benefit field.

Finally, we believe the current types of benefits available should be allowed to

continue.

Thank you for the chance to express our position. We ask that you please include this

Statement in the printed record of the hearing.

Sincerely,

Marvin R. Nelson

MRN/bjc
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40 Morton Place
White Plains, NY 10603
July 20, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. de Arment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. de Arment:

This letter is to express my concern that the traditional
fringe benefits that have been made available to America's
work force may soon become taxable. If these become tax-
able, it will adversely affect the current income of every
employee so covered b-- non-taxable fringe benefits and
require an increase in the wage spiral. To offset the loss
of employee income, companies will find it necessary to
increase their payrolls. An increase in payroll will be
felt in an increase in prices and, most likely, in inflation.

Furthermore, there is a tradition in this country for pro-
viding for the welfare of an employee so that they may be
free of worries of catastrophic illness, impact of death on
the financial stability of their families, etc. This creates
a more stable, productive work force. -

In my experience as a senior administrator of a large national
organization and as a consultant to many companies and organi-
zations across the country, I wholeheartedly recommend that the
current customar fringe benefits, including retirement income
remainax free.

S 
i

ired ickT.Mle

dm
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August 1, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeAnent
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Oirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeAment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the at-
tached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States Senate Finance
Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management. I would like to
answer in turn each of the six accusations these hearings have ,.ade against the
private employee benefit plan, to wit;

#1. "serves no useful social or economic purpose", plan which W.L. Miller, M.D.,
PSC has in place serves a very useful economic purpose in providing
benefits not otherwise available.

#2. "primarily benefits highly paid employees", statement with which I would
not disagree nor find fault nnr apologize. The feeling in this country
apparently is developing that only poor and unproductive employees and
people deserve consideration when proper good work ethic dictates the
opposite.

#3. "would survive absent tax incentives", might possibly survive these in-
centives since most of the benefits are essential to employees'welfare
but would have to be paid or made up in some mannor and ultimately re-
down to the cost to the consumer through increased prices for products or
services.

#4. "should be eliminated in favor of IRAs and IRA type vehicles", this
would be a possibility but not practical since IRAs are not universal-
ly accepted and should not have to be encouraged Just for the purposes
of increasing employee benefit plans.

#S. "could be eliminated without any adverse impact on Social Security Sys-
tem", which may or may not be true but seems to be beside the point.

#6. "has no grass roots support", which is an idiotic statement with which I
do not relate at. all, grass roots by whom? and under what conditions? and
who's roots are we talking about?

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

WLM/db
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STATEMENT OF MILLIKEN AND COMPANY

IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS

OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27 AND 30, 1984

SUMM4ARY

1. Increasing costs of benefits will be paid by consumer as higher prices and/or higher

taxes.

2. Flexible spending accounts can be an effective tool in containing medical care costs.

3. Group life insurance non-taxable limit needs to be adjusted for twenty years of

inflation.

4. Reducing private sector retirement plans will only shift burden to public sector.

5. Excess defined benefit plan funding does belong to employer.

6. PBGC premiums need to relate risk to premium.

7. Distribution rules and taxability of distribution needs simplification.

8. 401 (k) excellent retirement tool. Don't contract it - expand it.

We provide a wide variety of benefits for our employees. All o these have been

voluntarily established by us and most have been inplace for 30 or more years. They

include a Group Medical Program with a flexible spending account, Group Life Insurance,

Accident and Sickness Insurance, Paid Vacations, Paid Holidays, Scholarships, which cover

only our wage earners and their dependents, and Retirement Plans. We have provided these

benefits to help us attract and retain employees at all levels.
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Insured benefits are provided to give employees and their dependents protection against

large unanticipated expenses. Retirement benefits are provided to enable employees to

retire and to continue to maintain their standard of living in retirement. We are in an

extremely competitive industry subject to both domestic and foreign competition. The cost

of the benefits we provide is of great concern to us. It is like any other costs that we

have and ultimately translates into part of the costs we pass on to our customers in the

prices we charge for our products. In general if the cost of benefits rises we have to

raise the price of our products. Anytime we do that we may loose our competitive edge,

see our profits reduced, our business shrink, and imports grow.

Many of the plans we have were put in place because of advantageous tax policy, tax

policies not only advantageous to us as an employer but also to the participants of those

programs. If the tax policy for employee benefits becomes more stringent, basically there

will be two things that can happen; (1) the cost of benefits will increase and we will

have t0 increase our prices and become less competitive in world markets. And of course

when we increase our prices that ultimately translates into a higher price paid by the

ultimate consumer of the products we manufacture. (2) Benefits levels will be reduced or

not increased to maintain current costs levels. If this course is pursued, participants

will have less coverage and put more pressure on the public sector for replacement or

provision of the benefit from the government. This will increase government's costs.

When government's costs rise it translates into higher taxes. And ultimately all taxes

are paid by the Consumer.

If the cost of providing employee benefits becomes more expensive one wa5 or another the

consumer will pay the bill whether it be in the form of higher prices of higher taxes.

We like many other employers and the public sector are concerned about the ever rising

costs of medical care. We applaud the effort to contain medical costs and to bring them

down. However, we know that most of the efforts taking place today are in the area of
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holding the line on physicians fees and hospital costs. We see little providing

incentives to individuals to encourage them to be more efficient consumers of medical

costs. We like many others recently established flexible spending accounts as a means of

encouraging some cost containment. Thirty-four % of our wage earners and 57% of our

management people participate. We originally established such accounts with the provision

that any dollar that is not spent would either be returned to the individual or be allowed

to be placed in a retirement savings program. IRS proposed regulations now require that

for programs of this nature if there are any unused funds at the end of the year, they

must be forfeited by the participant. We believe that rather than encouraging cost

containment that this philosophy will encourage exactly the opposite. For if an

individual is not able to either receive his money back in the form of taxable income or

save it for retirement then he will be encouraged to spend it since if it is not spent it

will be lost. We would like to urge the Congress to reconsider this matter and to

recognize that the flexible spending account can be a very useful tool in encouraging cost

containment and thus reducing medical costs nationwide in both the public and private

sector.

It has been over twenty years since the Congress last set a limit as to the amount of

group life insurance that may be provided without subjecting the recipient to any taxes.

Since this was established in the sixties we have been subject to many years of high

inflation. The limit as established then was $50,000. It would appear reasonable given

the inflation of the last twenty years that the limit should be raised to perhaps two to

two & half times it's present level. While $50,000 may seem like a great deal of money

when paid as a death benefits, it is not adequate to provide the beneficiaries with

sufficient funds to enable them to replace the lost income of the deceased employee.

We have had retirement programs in place since 1946. We have voluntarily provided all of

these. When combined with Social Security benefits, they provide our retiring employees

with incomes which will enable them to retire with financial dignity. In general we
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encourage the Congress not to over regulate the voluntary private pension system, which

provides benefits to many many millions of American. Were it to be significantly reduced

it would simply put more pressure on the already over burdened Social Security system and

enormously increase the already high taxes that both employees and employers pay into the

system.

When ERISA was passed ten years ago, it basically codified what most responsible employers

in this country were already doing. Fiduciary standards, the need to communicate with

employees, and the need to deliver benefits promised were things that these responsible

companies were already doing. One very important aspect of ERISA was establishing funding

standards to be certain that dollars would be available at retirement to pay the promised

benefits. We applaud that effort. We have always believed that the only responsible way

to fund retirement programs is to set aside the required dollars in an orderly fashion.

Like many employers who have been funding plans for many decades, we have done so

expecting that if they were ultimately overfunded; that is there were excess funds after

all liabilities of the plan were paid, that those excess funds would revert to the

employer as taxable income. We encourage the Coigress not to do anything to change this.

If legislation is considered which would penalize overfunding resulting from adherence to

ERISA funding, we believe it would have a chilling effect on the funding of plans.

Employers would opt foe minimal funding methods so that they would not face the eventual

penalty of losing excess assets.

Such funding methods would result in fewer assets being available for promised benefits

and would tend to increase the likelihood that the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation,

the government insurer of benefits, would have liabilities and costs increased. It is

also possible that facing the eventual penalty of losing excess assets that employers

would not establish pension plans at all, but rather opt for profit sharing arrangements

where the investment risk would be borne by the participants alone.

39-707 0 - 85 - 63
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While we recognize the need for the PBGC premiums to increase we are disappointed that

such premiums have absolutely no relationship to the risk involved for the payers of

premium. Whether the plan is well funded, poorly funded or barely funded makes no

difference whatsoever. The premium is exactly the same. We would encourage the Congress

to consider having the premium paid on a basis that would be more consistent with the

relative risk of each plan.

Rules that presently exist for distribution of benefits from qualified retirement plans

and the subsequent taxation of those benefits are extremely complex. We all should

remember that the recipient of these benefits are generally unsophisticated taxpayers.

Simplification in this area is highly desirable. It would be a sad situation if two

individuals similarly situated would wind up with different amounts of after tax

retirement income simply because of their abilities to interpret complex income tax

regulations.

We applaud the addition of Section 401.(k) of the revenue code under the Revenue Act of

1978. This has provided an economically efficient, socially desirable way of enabling

individuals to set aside-monies for their retirement. We have provided our employees the

ability to utilize this feature and 98% of our eligible wage earners and 50% of our

eligible management employees now use this tool as a way to increase their retirement

income. It is also important to remember that contributions under 401.(k) are tax

deferred and that the tax will ultimately be paid when these benefits are paid out at

retirement. We would encourage the Congress not to do anything to constrict this benefit

and would further encourage them to consider expanding it.

95% of the assets of our retirement plans are for our lower paid employees. Only 5% of

these assets are for the highly compensated.
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MILWAUKEE PAITERS LOOAL UNION N, 781 NEALTH AND VAOA1ON FUNDS
9733 WEST GREENFIELD AVE.

WEST ALUS, WISCONSIN 53214
Phonr: 259-1520

Contruwm Tnw Union Tna.g
t KO11G KENETH POWIUST
L SKIKSIS 16W KOVAQC
W. HAEBL JOIN SHURtA

August 8, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Employee Benefit Hearings

Dear Sirs:

Health and Pension benefits were started because of the American family's

needs. Your Subcommittee should look elsewhere for tax dollars for Debt

Management. Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient employee

benefit program which meets the needs of employees and is an efficient

provider. Taxes on Health and Pension Fund contributions are not in the best

interest of the American people, the benefits are a just need for their

well-being.

Very truly yours,

MILWAUKEE PAINTERS LOCAL uNION
781 HE LH & VACATON FUNDS

JS:ojk Jn Shurla,
opeiu#9 Secretary-Treasurer
afl-cio BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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Summary of
Statement of John A. Hanson

Vice President, Human Resources
Minnegasco, Inc.

In Connection With The
Hearings of the Senate Finance Subcommittee

On Taxation and Debt Management
On the Subject of Fringe Benefits

July 20, 27 and 30, 1984

Minnegasco, Inc. is the largest natural gas distribution company in Minnesota and the 13th
largest in the United States. We are headquartered in Minneapolis and serve 573,168 residential,
commercial and industrial customers in Minnesota, Nebraska and South Dakota. We employ
about 2,000 employees in these three states. Approximately 1.300 belong to one of five unions.

One of our objectives in providing benefits Is to help our employees avoid financial hardship.
Minnegasco first introduced its benefit program in 1948. Recently, the mounting costs of bene-
fits has encouraged us to introduce cost containment strategies, including those authorized
under provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. Employee--98.5% of whom receive annual
incomes of less than $50,00-are more willing to share in the cost of their benefit package with
the option to fund these benefits with "pre-tax" dollars.

On January 1 1984, we Introduced a Flexible Benefit Plan. The plan takes advantage of favor-
able tax provisions and includes a 401(k) savings plan feature, medical and dental care, life
insurance and disability coverage. In addition, we offer health care and dependent care reim-
bursement accounts. Minnegasoo introduced this new plan realizing that (1) today's workforce Is
dramatically different from the workforce of 10 years ago, and (2) employees desire the oppor-
tunity to tailor their benefits to meet individual needs.

Benefit plans are expensive. Last year, Minnegasco made a direct cash payment for benefits in
excess of 35 percent of payroll. Added to that is the cost of compliance and administration.
Therefore, we are very interested in controlling benefit costs.

As a regulated public utility, we are permitted to recover our costs of doing business-including
benefit costs-in rates we charge our customers. To ensure the most favorable rates for our
customers, we must manage all our costs welL If current benefit cost trends continue, we may
be unable to provide the current benefit levels to our employees and maintain reasonable rates
to our customers. If that happens, the pressure will be to out benefits or otherwise provide the
same benefits from government.

Minnegasco has been innovative in the area of benefit design. We have selectively included in
our benefit plan those features that most effectively serve the needs of our employees. Such a
benefit plan has a positive influence on controlling costs and encouraging employee involvement
and awareness. While the plan utilizes a favorable taxing provision, it was not implemented just
to receive a tax advantage.

In conclusion, Minnegasco is supportive of tax laws that encourage employers to provide bene-
fits to all employees. It is imperative that the tax laws be structured to provide some relief
from the rising costs of benefits.
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Statement of John A. Hanson

Vice President, Human Resources

Minnegasco, Inc.

In Connection With The

Hearings of the Senate Finance Subcommittee

On Taxation and Debt Management

On the Subject of Fringe Benefits

July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

Background Information

On behalf of Minnegasco, Inc., I appreciate the opportunity to,

present this testimony on the issue of employee benefits.

Minnegasco, Inc. is the largest natural gas distribution company

in Minnesota and the 13th largest in the United States. We are head-

quartered in Minneapolis and serve 573,168 residential, commercial

and industrial customers in Minnesota, Vani'raska and South Dakota. We

employ about 2,000 employees in these three states. Approximately

1,300 of these employees belong to one of five unions. These unions

cover both traditional workers in the construction and service areas

and also clerical employees. The remaining 700 employees are either

administrators, professionals (500), or clerical (20U).

Introduction

Employer contributions for employee benefits have increased from

approximately 10 to 35 percent of payroll since Hinnegasco introduced

it* benefit program in 1948.

The mounting cost ofemployee benefits is encouraging us to
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identify cost containment strategies. We have been able to implement

some of these strategies, including those authorized under provisions

of the Internal Revenue Code such as salary reduction 401(k) plans

and Section 125(d) spending accounts, which allow employees to pay

part of their benefits cost with pre-tax dollars. We have found that

employees are more willing'to share in the cost of their benefit

package with the option to fund these benefits with pre-tax

dollars. They are also more willing to choose higher deductible

medical plans if they have the option of funding the deductible

through these spending accounts.

Benefits at Minnegascq_ Inc.

The majority of our employees, 98.5%, receive an income of less

than $50,000. One of Minnegasco's objectives in providing benefits

is to help protect employee from financial hardship in the event of:

* major medical expenses,
* loss of the family provider,
• loss of income due to time away from the job because
of illness or injury, or
retirement.

On January 1, 1984, we introduced a Flexible Benefit Plan. This

plan currently covers our management, professional and non-union

clerical employees as well as one bargaining unit. We are currently

negotiating with our two largest unions, and the Flexible Benefit

Plan is of special interest to both of them.

This plan takes advantage of favorable tax provisions.

Eployees are able to deduct 401(k) savings plan contributions,

health, dental, and (subject to legal limitations) life insurance

premiums trom taxable income. In addition, a "health care reimburse-

ment account" Is offered to employees. Eployees ay pay for medical
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expenses not covered by the regular medical and dental plans with

pre-tax dollars. Employees can set aside up to $1,500 of pro-tax

contributions each year to establish a "health care account." In

addition, the Company currently contributes $300 per year to that

account.

If employees must pay for dependent care to work, they may

establish a dependent care account at Minnegasco. The maximum dollar

amount that can be set aside in this account is $4,000 each year.

Like the "health care reimbursement account" this is also established

with pre-tax contributions.

The amount of employee contributions is determined prior to the

benefit plan year. Caps have been placed on these contributions to

insure equitable treatment of cur employees.

Minnegasco introduced this new benefit plan realizing ,hat

today's workforce is dramatically different from the workforco of 10

to 15 years ago.

* The ratio of male-to-female employees has changed.

* Dual income t".ilies are now more typical than single income
families.

* Single parent families have increased.

Each of these groups have different needs.

Our Flexible Benefit Plan is intended tc recognize these differ-

ences and allow more discretion in tailoring benefits to individual

employees' needs. The plan offers options to help control costs and

to give employees coverages that were not previously available, such

as long term disability coverage and dependent care coverage.

Benefit plans are expensive. Minnegasco made a direct cash

payment of 35 percent of payroll to benefits lat year. Plan
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administration, in addition to responding to and complying with

government regulations, add substantial dollars to the cost of these

benefits. Minnegasco is very Interested in controlling benefit

costs.

Our business environment is changing. Changes in the demand for

our product--energy--has created a more competitive environment.

Profits depend upon (1) the regulatory environment and (2) the

ability to compete with other non-regulated forms of energy.

As a regulated public utility, we need to be efficient to ensure

the most favorable rates to our customers. Minnegasco realizes that

benefit costs must be managed along with other costs of doing

business. If cost trends continue at their current rates, we may be

unable to provide the current Linefits levels to our employees.

One of Minnegasco's objectives is to use plan design as a way to

control benefit costs. Our medical plans now have higher deducti-

bles, second surgical opinion, homi health care, hospice care, and

1001 coverage for outpatient care. Our pension plan has been comple-

mented by a PAYSOP and a savings plan that offer the attractive pre-

tax savings feature as other vehicles for retirement savings. These

plans enhance the benefits to be received from Social Security.

We are currently involved in a comprehensive study of our

medical benefit program. Objectives of the study includes

" exploring alternative delivery systems,

better ways to fund benefits,

e employee education and wellness,

* offering retirees options to their medical coverage which will
help relieve the pressure on medicare, and
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* finding ways to get employees back to work after long-term
illnesses or disabilities so that they become productive
members of society again.

Conclusion

Minnegasco is supportive of tax laws that encourage employers to

provide employee benefits. Benefits should be offered if they meet

sound, constructive benefit strategies, not just because of the tax

advantage. We have selectively included in benefit package those

features that most effectively serve the needs of our employees.

Minnegasco has been innovative in the area of benefits design. We

have not put in plans just because of tax laws. We feel strongly

that these additions have provided Minnegasco employees with (1) cost

effective, comprehensive benefits that meet their needs and (2) a

benefit package that has a positive influence on controlling cost and

encouraging employee involvement and awareness. While we don't think

employees choose an employer just because of its benefit package, we

do feel a benefit package can influence an employee's decision. It

gives them a sense of security for their future. We need relief from

the rising cost of benefits and the administrative costs of respond-

ing to increasing government regulations. The tax laws in this area

help meet this need and should be continued.

Thank you for the opportunity to present Minnegasco's views to

the Subcommittee on this important issue.
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STATEMENT OF MINNESOTA POWER,
DULU79 , MINNESOTA

On behalf of Minnesota Power, I would like to thank the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management for the opportunity
to present this statement.

Minnesota Power is a regulated utility in northern Minnesota. It
supplies electrical power to about 1C3,000 consumers in northern
Minnesota. It also supplies electrical power, water and gas
consumers in northwestern Wisconsin through its wholly-owned
subsidiary, Superior Water, Light & Power Co.

Minnesota Power has 618 employees represented by collective
bargaining agreements and 810 exempt and non-exempt salaried
employees. The Company is one of the largest employers in its
service area.

The benefit program is a very important part of the total compen-
sation of employees at Minnesota Power. For 1983, Company
payments for all benefits represented the following percentages
of wages and salaries:

(Social Security, unemployment compensation,
workers compensation) 08%

(Paid time off and other taxable
benefits) 14%

(Pension plans, profit sharing plan, employee
stock ownership plan, survivor income plan,
and long-term disability plan) 20%

(Medical plan, dental plan, life insurance
plan, and reimbursement accounts) c4%

Total 46%

It is important to note that while discretionary Company-provided
benefits cost 38% of compensation, discretionary benefits that
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are not taxable either currently or in the future represent only
4% of compensation.

In addition, the Minnesota Power flexible compensation program
introduced in 1979 is projected to reduce Company costs for
discretionary benefits by 4% of salaries over time.

The benefit program at Minnesota Power did not just happen. It
has evolved over a long period of time. It is the result of
substantial amounts of study and planning. It tries to address
all of these factors:

1. The changing needs of employees.

2. The financial ability of the Company to pay for benefits.

3. A fair return to shareholders in order to attract necessary
capital.

4. A fair cost to consumers as determined by the various
regulatory agencies who approve all rate increases.

5. Expanding governmental legislation and regulation, both on a
national and state basis.

The current benefit program at Minnesota Power is doing a good
job of balancing all of these factors. Rather than attempt to
describe the benefit program in detail, the remainder of this
statement will focus on six features that reflect how well the
program works.

Since 3-1-62, Minnesota Power has had a self-insured and self-
administered medical plan. The plan covers all full-time
employees. It also covers retirees and beneficiaries.

The plan is funded through a 501(c) (9) trust. The trust is
managed by a Board of Governors made up of union-represented
employees, non-union employees, and management. The Board
decides what benefits the plan will provide and any changes in
those benefits.

The amount of money the Board can spend for medical plan benefits
is determined by the assets in the trust fund and the contribu-
tions determined through collective bargaining. In other words,
the Board must try to maximize the benefits it can provide from
the limited contributions it receives.

The Board of Governors has done a good job. The benefits
provided by the plan meet the needs of employees. These benefits
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have changed over time as conditions have changed. Just this
year, cost containment features have been added to the plan to
make it even more cost efficient.

Employees have pride and a sense of ownership in the plan.
Because it is their plan, they have tended to use it wisely.
This is demonstrated by the fact that in 1983, average monthly
medical premiums (shared by the Company and employer) were $22.65
for single coverage, and $73.61 for family coverage. Even taking
regional differences into account, these amounts are far below
national averages.

The provisions of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 regarding
funding welfare plans are expected to have a negative effect on
this plan.

An important principle guiding the development of the Minnesota
Power benefit program is the continuation of income in case of
retirement, disability or death. Experience has shown that
retirees, disabled employees, and beneficiaries have a greater
need for (and are better able to manage) a continuation of income
rather than large lump sum payments.

All full-time employees are automatically covered by one of two
Company pension plans after age 25 and one year of service. The
pension plan for union employees does not offset Social Security.
The plan for non-union employees offsets a maximum of 45% of
Social Security after 30 years of service. This offset is far
below the maximum offset of 83-1/3% of Social Security permitted
under IRS. regulations.

Both pension plans automatically continue at least 50% of the
retired employee's pension to his or her spouse after the
retiree's death. A retiree can elect greater protection for his
or her spouse if desired, but not less protection.

The importance of these plans is reflected in the fact that at
the end of 1983, there were 535 retirees and beneficiaries
receiving benefits. This represents over 37% of the Company's
active work force.

Since 1970, the benefit program has contained survivor income
benefit plans. These plans cover all full-time union and non-
uni-on employees. If an employee dies prior to retirement, a
minimum of 50% of pay less primary social security is continued
to the surviving spouse. Currently, about 27 individuals
are receiving benefits from these plans.
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In 1982, a formal long-term disability benefit plan was added to
the benefit program. This plan also covers all full-time union
and non-union employees. It provides at least 60% pay replace-
ment (including any payments such as Social Security and/or
Workers Compensation) in case of total and permanent disability.
Currently, about 14 individuals are receiving benefits from this
pl an.

Income continuation based on a portion of wages and salaries at
the time of retirement, disability or death, quickly becomes
diluted in times of high inflation.

In recognition of this fact, most income continuation benefits
are protected in part by a cost-of-living adjustment feature.
The maximum semi-annual adjustment is equal to 3% of one-half of
the original benefit.

Retirement benefits for non-union employees have been adjusted
for cost-of-living since 1-1-74. Benefits for an individual who
was retired on this date have increased 34%. During the same
time period, the Consumer Price Index has increased 117%.

Union employees have now negotiated to be covered under this
provision in their pension plan beginning in 1985. This provi-
sion was offered in earlier negotiations but rejected.

Beginning in 1979, the Company introduced a flexible compensation
program for non-union employees. The program provides a minimum
level of protection (core), at Company expense, in two benefit
plans:

o J.Jf_.JUAD.tes. Company-provided life insurance was reduced
from one times pay plus $5,000 for employees earning less than
$20,000 per year and one times pay plus incremental amounts of
$1,000 in insurance for each $1,000 in pay up to a maximum of
$50,000 total for employees earning over $25,000 per year to a
flat $10,000 for everyone. Participants were given flexible
credits to buy additional life insurance if desired.

o 1rD.Q_.tjMxIL.g. Company-provided profit sharing contributions
had been 7% of pay over the Social Security wage base. With the
rapid increases in the wage base ($7,800 in 1970 to $25,900 in
1980), only highly paid employees received any profit sharing
contributions. The plan was changed to give all participants a
minimum (core) contribution equal to at least 2% of pay. A
special minimum contribution increases this percentage for very
low paid participants.
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Under the Minnesota Power flexible compensation program, par-
ticipants can elect optional levels of benefits beyond core
benefits. Participants pay for the options they choose with
flexible credits from the Company, pay conversion dollars from
their compensation, or both. Options available to all par-
ticipants include:

o Up to 3 times pay in life insurance.

o Up to 10% of pay in profit sharing contribution.

o Up to $1000 for a medical reimbursement account.

o Up to $5000 for a dependent care reimbursement account.

These options have been well received by participants at all pay
levels. Average contributions and deposits for the individuals
who are in the highest-paid one-third, .: lowest-paid two-thirds
of all participants are as follows:

Prof it Sharing Plan 5.8% of Pay 3.7% of Pay

Medical Reimbursement
Account $147,776 $170,435

Dependent Reimbursement
Account 7,334 65,735

Flexible credits and pay conversion dollars not used for optional
benefits are paid to participants as taxable cash. For 1983,
$117,988 was paid in taxable cash to 319 participants.

The geographic area serviced by Minnesota Power has been economi-
cally depressed for some period of time. Because of this and
changes in the nature of many jobs, work force reductions have
been required.

In order to continue employment for as many short service
employees as possible, the Company has used two temporary ear-
lyretirement programs. Both programs were open to union and non-
union employees.
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The benefit program at Minnesota Power is doing an excellent job
of balancing the five factors mentioned earlier. The benefit
program protects a wide range of employees against the hazards
they confront. It does this in a comprehensive and thorough
fashion so that all of our employees have access to all necessary
areas of protection. It is adaptable through flexible program
elements allowing employees to adapt the benefit program to their
specific levels of need. The program has utilized the tax code
to the extent that it assists in meeting legitimate employee
needs. It does not take advantage of all portions of the tax
code, however. The wnforunate result of continued legislation in
the employee benefit area is to make it more and more difficult
to balance the factors Minnesota Power deems important in con-
sidering a benefit program. in the extreme, it is doubtful that
the company could continue a benefit program that is consistent
with the needs-of employees, stockholders, and consumers in a
continued environment of negative legislation. It would be
especially unfortunate if Congress through hasty and ill-
conceived action were to destroy our ability to meet long-term
employee needs.

Respectfully submitted,

A. J. Sandbul te

AJS:jad

cc: Senator Rudy Boschwitz
Senator David Durenberger
Congressman James Oberstar
Congressman Arlan Stangeland
Congressman William Prenzel
Peter E. Byer Jr.
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INTRODUCTION1

The use of the employee fringe benefit is coemon practice in

American business. The fringe benefit has been an important

condition to businesses in attracting and retaining personnel.

Indeed, there seems little argument that statutory fringe benefits,

in the form of qualified pension plans, life, medical and disability

insurance, provide a benefit not only to the recipient but to

society in general.

However, minor fringe benefits, such as use of employer

automobile and aircraft, represent a totally unique set of economic

and sociological issues. The minor fringe benefit is provided in

addition to monetary compensation and is usually directed to

selected employees. Opponents to minor fringe benefit often cite

its elitist connotations. Conversely, proponents argue that it

is required to maintain performance, reward achievement and

retain employees. In this sense, the fringe benefit serves as a

means of providing motivation to aspiring employees in addition

to differentiating the business organization from its competitors.

The arguments in support of or against minor fringe benefits

notwithstanding, the major issue from a tax perspective is whether

the fringe benefit is compensation and if so, what value or

amount is includible in gross income of the recipient.

The taxation of minor or incidental fringe benefits continues

to remain a controversial topic. Congress, Treasury Department,

taxpayers and tax practitioners, all maintain divergent perceptions

as to what. constitutes a fringe benefit, and what, if any, amount

should be included in gross income of the recipient of such benefit.
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The objective of this papdr is to discuss the recent developments

surrounding the issue of the taxation of minor fringe benefits.

In considering these recent developments, the judicial and statutory

history of this subject will be discussed. Within this context,

the recent legislation passed by Congress, the Tax Reform Act of

1984 (ACT), will be reviewed and the effect on some of the more

commn fringe benefits will be examined.

Recent Develowments in the Taxation of Minor Fringe Benefits

Current Status and Outlook

The recently passed Tax Reform Act of 1984 (ACT) is designed

to increase federal revenues and help reduce the ever expanding

budget deficit. The Act provides for numerous tax increases, the

elimination of tax loopholes and new provisions to inspire taxpayer

compliance.

One of the new provisions of the Act establishes statutory

guidelines for determining the excludibility of certain minor

fringe benefits from inclusion in the gross income of the recipient.

These provisions are provided for in newly created Code Section

132, and amendments to Section 117 and, in the case of luxury

automobiles used in a trade or business, Section 168.

The provisions of Code Section 132 have been premised on

administrative, judicial and quasi-statutory concepts dating back

to 1919. More recently, many of its theoretical and logical

provisions are traceable to the Draft Regulations issued by the

Treasury Department in 1975 and the Task Force Report of 1978.

It seems that movement towards some type of statutory provisions

have been delayed only by renewing the moratorium. In fact, the
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original Senate companion of the Act incorporated a moratorium to

December 1984. However, after intensive deliberation the House

and Senate conferees agreed to many of the provisions of the

House version and rejected a renewal of the moratorium.

Specifically, under the provisions of now Code Section 132,

the value of the fringe benefit is excluded from the gross income

of the recipient if it satisfies any one of four general statutorily

prescribed criteria which includes

o no additional-cost services

The value of the fringe benefit is not includible in

the gross income of the recipient, if it is offered to

the employee as a result of under utilization by or

sales to the public. An example would be space available

seats on a commercial airline.

o qualified employee discounts

Discounts on goods or services on items to employees

working in the same line of business are not includible

in the gross income of the recipient if such discount

satisfies certain conditions.

o working condition fringe and

Working condition fringe items are not includible in

the gross income of the recipient if such fringe would

be deductible by the employee under Sections 162 or

167.

o do minimis fringe.

The value of fringe benefits which are "so small" they

make record keeping and accounting unreasonable are

excludible from the gross income of the recipient.
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The provisions of Code Section 132 are not retroactive and become

effective January 1, 1985.

Under Section 532 of the Act, existing Code Section 117 is

amended to provide for the exclusion from gross income of the

recipient, the amount of tuition reductions or remission. The

major stipulation in that the tuition reduction be available to

employees of a qualified educational institution as defined under

Section 170(b) on a non-discriminatory basis. Additionally, the

tuition provision is not available for graduate level education.

The provision takes effect July I, 1984.

Another major change initiated by the Act affects the

availability of ACRS deductions on luxury automobiles. Under its

provisions, ACRS deductions are limited to $4,000 in the first

year and $6,000 in each year thereafter. In addition, the ITC on

luxury automobiles is now limited to $1,000. Thus, a cost

threshold of $17,000 for a typical three year useful life is

established. A major determinant to these provisions is the

percentage of personal and business use. Under the Act, a 50

percent usage rate is established as the hurdle rate for determining

the availability of ACRS and the ITC. Significantly, usage

aggregating to less than 50 percent business use will disqualify

the automobile from ACRS availability and the ITC. In this

instance, straight line depreciation will be used.

The major advantage of these newly created provisions is the

codification of statutory criteria for the excludibility of fringe

benefits from the gross income of the recipient. Conversely, as

with the majority of tax legislation, additional interpretative
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and administrative issues will be created. The following sections

of this article discuss many of these issues as related to their

historical origins and newly created statutory framework.

General Description

Employee fringe benefits are provided by virtually every for-

profit business in America. The structure and use of minor fringe

benefits have become an important aspect and component of personnel

policies. The availability and use of the fringe benefit satisfy

a multitude of business, human and sociological needs. Typically,

the fringe benefit is made available to an employee at the

discretion of the employer. The fringe benefit is provided to

employees in addition to monetary compensation and in recognition

of a business requirement and achievement.

With the expansion of American industry and proliferation of

labor unions and federally mandated provisions, the total value of

employer supplements for these items increased from $0.7 billion

in 1929 to almost $298 billion in 1982.2 These costs equal 19.0

percent of wages and salaries for all industries.3 Benefit

payments to employees inclusive of those statutorily required,

agreed upon, bonuses, profit sharing, and time not worked increased

from $1.5 billion in 1929 to $510 billion in 1982.4 Significaitly,

the 1982 payments represent 32.5 percent of total salary and

wages paid in 1982. These amounts do not include minor fringe

benefits such as those addressed by H.P. 4170 and this paper.5

2"Employee Benefits 1982," Chamber of

Commerce. of the United States, Washington,

D.C. (1984) page 29. '4
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31b~d, page 29.

4bi~d, page 28.

5 1bid, page 28.

Generally, the fringe benefit in provided in a variety of

forms which can be classified into the following three .categories.6

6For a thorough discussion of each of

these see Elwood, William-E. and

Gleicher, Warren R., 394 T.M., aployee

fringe Se'f its.*

1. Minor Benefits - These benefits include items such as

use of employer owned transportation, i.e., automobiles

and aircraft employer reimbursement for employee

educational expenses; and personal and recreational use

of employer facilities.

2. 3amloyer Subsidized Insurance - This benefit usually

includes employer provided or subsidized insurance on

the employee's life or health. It can also include

some type of disability insurance.

3. Promise to Pay Cash or Provide Property - This benefit

includes employee rights to future cash payments or

property. Qualified pension and profit-sharing are

the most common type of benefit in this category.

Within each of these classes, individual fringe benefits are

either statutorily or non-statutorily excluded from income. For

example, employer contributions to a qualified profit sharing or

pension plan are exempted from being included in the recipient's
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gross income under Code Section 401. Similarly# employer payments

for employee health and accident insurance are not includible in

gross income of the recipient under Code Section 106.

In contrast, non-statutorily defined benefit items provide a

very fertile area for creative fringe benefit planning. These

items generally include minor fringe benefit items such as:

1. use of a company automobile;

2. working environment or condition;

3. use of employer provided recreational ".acilities;

4. employer furnished personal security;

5. use r-f company aircraft;

6. employer provided parking;

7. employee discounts on employer products;

8. salesperson use of demonstrator automobiles;

9. tuition remission for employees of educational

institutions;

10. employer subsidized eating facilities; and

11. low interest loans provided to an employee by an

employer.

The latitude and discretionary nature of these items are, in

part, responsible for the increase in legislative activity. This

activity is clearly evidenced by the provisions incorporated into

Code Section 132.

Issues

The major corsiderations surrounding the taxation of minor

fringe benefits involve ten key issues.
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1. Includibility in qross income of the recipient

Code Section 61 stipulates fifteen individual items

which comprise gross income. owever, the section also

contains the phrase *not limited to." Similarly, under

Regulations 1.61-2(d)(1), if property is received for

services rendered, then the fair market value of the

property is included in gross income. Therefore, the

issue is whether the minor fringe benefit is a form of

compensation.

In a similar sense, Code Section 83 provides that

if property is tranferred to a recipient in connection

with the performance of services, the gross income of

the ,recipient includes the difference between the fair

market value and cost basis of the item transferred.

Again, the question arises as to whether compensation

is involved.

2. Valuation

If the minor fringe benefit is deemed to be compensation,

a second consideration is at what value or amount should

the item be included in gross income. Valuation represents

a significant issue in that alternative methods and

amounts are available. The key issue is whether the

valuation should be based on:

a. fair market value,

b. wholesale price,

c. manufacturer's suggested retail price,
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d. employer's cost, or

e. value or worth to the employee.

3. Timing

Timing issues as to when the fringe benefit is to be

included in gross income may present another issue.

For example, should the value of the fringe benefit be

included in income on receipt and use or when it is

made available for use? When will it be deductible?

Clearly, Code Section 451 type issues may be involved.

4. Deductibility

If includible in the gross income of the recipient,

would the value of the minor fringe benefit be

automatically deductible by the employer? An additional

timing issue may be created under Code Section 461.

5. Tax equity

Would the inclusion and deductibility of certain minor

fringe benefits create inequity among individual and

corporate taxpayers? Could the taxation of certain

minor fringe benefits create constitutional issues?

6. Administration

Could enforcement and compliance of the minor fringe

benefit tax provisions be administered in a realistic

and effective manner?
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7. Precedence

Would enactment and enforcement of any minor fringe

benefit tax provisions represent a departure from

historical precedence or be inconsistent with policy?

8. EMloyer administration

Would enactment of minor fringe benefit tax provisions

create additional and extraordinary costs to the

employer? Conversely, to what extent would employees

be held responsible for recordkeeping and administration?

9. Enforcement

To what extent would or could the Internal Revenue Service

press for enforcement of includibility of all fringe

benefit items in income, regardless of the de minimis

exceptions?

10. Revenue effect

Would the enactment of provisions mandating the inclusion

of minor fringe benefits in the gross income of the

recipient generate incremental revenues in excess of

direct and indirect costs of government administration?

What would be the anticipated net revenue effect?

Judicial History

Historically, taxation of fringe benefits dates back to the

very early days of federal tax law. In 1919, the Treasury

Department issued, in O.D. 265, 1 C.B. 71 (1919), a ruling that

the meals and lodging provided to seamen serving on ships were
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not taxable to the recipient. In 1920, the Treasury Department

ruled, in O.D. 514, 2 C.B. 90 (1920), that employees who performed

additional work after regular business hours and received a cash

payment for supper money were not considered to have received

compensation as such payment was rendered for the convenience of

the employer. Similarly, in O.D. 814, 4 C.B. 84 (1921), the

Treasury Department ruled that food and lodging furnished to

employees engaged in fishing and canning did not constitute

taxable income to the recipient. Specifically, the Treasury

Department concluded:

"Where, from the location and nature of the work, it is

necessary that employees engaged in fishing and canning be

furnished with lodging and substenance by the employer, the

value of such lodging and substenance may be considered as

being furnished for the convenience of the employer and need

not, therefore, be included in computing net income..." 7

70.D. 814,4 C.B. 84 (1921).

Hence, the doctrine of convenience of the employer was

established by the Treasury Department during the period 1919

through 1921.

It was not until 1926 that this doctrine was judicially

tested. In Jones v. United States, 1USTC 129, the Court of

Claims ruled that quarters provided or payments for quarters made

to an Army officer did not represent taxable income to the

recipient. The Court premised its conclusion on the doctrine of

convenience for the employer and the "business" necessity of

providing such benefits for the performance of job related
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responsibilities. Subsequent Tax Court rulings, Arthur Benalia,

36 B.T.Ao 838 and Van Rosen v. Cimmssioner, 17 T.C. 834 (1951),

provided additional support for the convenience of the employer

doctrine but they also incorporated in the doctrine the requirement

that there be a business necessity for the benefit in order for

it to be excluded from income*

In 1953, the Tax Court, in Doren v. Commissioner, 21 ToC.

374 (1953), considered the interrelationship between the convenience

of employer doctrine and state tax laws* In Doren, the taxpayer

was furnished with lodging by a state funded school. State law

required that the value of the lodging be included in the

recipient's income. Accordingly, the Court concluded that although

clear necessity and convenience factors existed, the value of

the lodging was includable in the gross income of the recipient

because local state law required it for state tax purposes.

Statutory History

In 1950, the Treasury Department made an initial attempt to

provide direction with respect to the taxation of fringe benefits

by issuing Mimeograph 6472, 1950-1 C.B. 15. This mimeograph

attempted to establish administrative parameters and criteria for

evaluating the includibility of meal and lodging benefits in the

gross income of the recipients. Specifically:

*The 'convenience of the employer' rule is simply an

administrative test to be applied only in cases in which the

compensatory character of..obenefits is not otherwise

determinable. It follows that the rule should not be applied

in any case in which it is evident from the other circumstances
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involved that the receipt of quarters or meals by the

employee represents compensation for services rendered.0 8

8 Internal Revenue Service, Mimeograph

6472, 1950-1 C.B. 15.

Thus, the convenience of employer doctrine became a secondary

consideration to the requirement of business necessity.

As a partial response to the 1950 Internal Revenue Service

Mimeograph 6472, 1950-1 C.B. 15, Congress, in 1954, added Section

119 to the 1954 Code. Code Section 119 provides for certain

exclusions from income, including fringe benefits in the form of

meals. A major case in this area arose in 1977, R.J. Kowalski,

77-2 USTC 9748. Citing Senate Report Number 1622, 83d Cong., 2d

Sess., 190 (1954), the Supreme Court in Kowalski concluded that

employer cash payments for meals were not within the purview of

Code Section 119 and were includible in income. The basic

rationale for this conclusion lies in the language of Code Section

119 which covers meals furnished by the employer, not cash payments

or reimbursements.

There was only limited legislative activity in the 1960'5.

Two Congressional reports: Senate Report Number 1518, 86th Cong.,

2d Sess. (1960), and Senate Report Number 1881, 87th Cong., 2d

Sess. (1962), were produced. However, neither of these reports

altered the basic policy or treatment for the taxation of minor

fringe benefits.

By the 1970's, employee fringe benefits had evolved to

include more diverse and sophisticated items than the lodging and

meal benefits of simpler times* In response to these changes,
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the Treasury Department recognized the need for consistent

statutory direction over minor fringe benefits.

Acting independently of the Internal Revenue Service, the

Treasury Department issued proposed regulations in the September

5, 1975, issue of the Federal Register. In its news release

dated September 2, 1975, the Treasury Department stated:

"in general, the proposed regulations codify practices that

have grown up over more than 60 years. Those practices

and precedents constitute a practical interpretation of

statutory language which is so elastic that it provides only

general guidance."9

9rringe Benefits, Notice of Publication

of Discussion Draft Regulations.

In the same news release, the Treasury Department stated that the

proposed regulations were in response to the need for clarification

of statutory authority:

"The Internal Revenue Code does not provide specific rules

for determining which economic benefits provided to employees

by their employers are required to be included in gross

income." 10

10ibid.
The Draft Regulations provided a framework, consisting of

three standards for determining the includibility of a fringe

benefit in the gross income of the recipient. The key consideration

was whether the fringe benefit represented compensation. The

general rules included in the Draft Regulations provided:
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(1) baployees do not have taxable compensation where the

benefit is on hand anyway, it costs nothing additional to

provide it, and it is not lited to top executives." 1 1

1 First Discussion Draft.

Under the proposed regulations, failure of an item to qualify for

the general rule above, could still qualify for favorable treatment

under a second general rule which provided:

0(2) If a benefit does not qualify under (1), then its tax

status is determined by looking at all of the facts and

circumstances. Among the factors indicating whether or not

a benefit is not taxable are:

o Whether the employer incurs a substantial and identifiable

costo-

o Whether the expense is clearly related to the employer's

business.

o Whether the benefit is exact reimbursement of an

unusually large personal expense incurred by the employee

on account of the employer's business.

o Whether the benefit is limited to top executives. 12

121bid.

A third Seneral rule provided for a de minimis exception were

the frinqgr benefit item was so small as to make accounting and

administration regarding such benefit impractical or unreasonable.

The proposed regulations represented a major departure from

judicial and administrative precedence. In this respect, the

proposed regulations were highly controversial and generally

unpopular. Consequently, on December 17, 1976, the Treasury
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Department formally withdrew them. In withdrawing the proposed

regulations, then Secretary of the Treasury, William E. Simon,

stated,

"During the past 15 months, the discussion draft has been the

subject of extensive comment. These comments have demonstrated

the problems associated with establishing rules of general

applicability with respect to fringe benefits. The myriad

forms in which fringe benefits are provided and the difficulty

of valuing those benefits, together with the undesirability

of mandating the keeping of additional detailed records by

employers and employees in certain cases, with the attendant

costs and complexities involved, have caused me to conclude

that the discussion draft should be withdrawn."
13

1 3Fringe Benefits, Treasury News Release,

"Fringe Benefit Taxation 'Wo Longer to

be Considered." December, 1976.

In 1978, Congress initiated its first major attempt to

provide a statutory framework for the taxation of minor fringe

benefits. On June 22, 1978, the House Ways and Means Committee

formed a task force to research, evaluate and formulate an approach

to the fringe benefit taxation issue. Under the direction of

Chairman J°J. Pickle, the Task Force held hearings which included

the participation of Jerome Kurtz (then Commissioner of the

Internal Revenue Service) and Donald Alexander (a former Commissioner

of the Internal Revenue Service). The hearings and research

resulted in a report and discussion draft submitted to the Chairman

of the Ways and Means Committee, Al Ullman on February 15, 1979.14

39-707 0 - 85 - 65 --
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14 Second Discussion Draft of Fringe

Benefit Regulations Sections 1.61-17

through 20.

Although the report and discussion draft did not provide

specific tests for includability in gross income, it did provide a

conceptual framework for determining the excludibility of fringe

benefits from gross income. Specifically, this framework includes

the following five criteria.15

15Ibid.

1. A General Guideline test which, if satisfied, provide

for the exclusion of the value of the fringe benefit

from the recipient's gross income. The guidelines

set out three general standards:

a* that the benefit is made available to all employees

or to a "reasonable classification* of employees

b. that providing the fringe benefit to the employee

does not cause the employer to incur a substantial

incremental cost and

c. that aggregate value of all fringe benefits received

by an employee does not, on a comparative basis,

equal the employee's monetary compensation.

2. A Convenience of pADloyer test, which provides for the

exclusion of the value of the fringe benefit if it is

provided in support of the employee's performance of

services.

3. A Do .Minimis test, which excludes small amounts of fringe

benefits from income.
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4. A Statutory EXCePtiOns test, which would be used to

exclude all items specifically afforded statutory

exception.

5. A Treasury Regulation test, which simply provides the

Treasury Department authority to establish regulations

which would provide for the exclusion of fringe benefit

items.

Despite this concerted effort, no Congressional action was

taken and the Task Force Report and Discussion Draft faded from

Congressional view. This de-emphasis may have been, in part,

attributed to the October 7, 1978, enactment of Public Law 95-427

which imposed a moratorium on the issuance of any new regulations

prior to January 1, 1980.

The passage of Public Law 95-427 initiated a series of

extensions for the moratorium on the issuance of new regulations.

On December 29, 1979, with the passage of Public Law 96-16,

congress extended this moratorium to Ju'ly 1, 1981. The Economic

Retzovery Tax Act of 1981, passed on August 13, 1981, extended the

moratorium to December 31, 1983. The Senate Finance Committee

has currently approved legislation which would further extend the

moratorium to December 31, 1985.

Despite the successive extensions of the moratorium, the

Treasury Lepartment, in January 1981, issued another draft of

Proposed Regulations. As with the 1975 version, this second set

of proposed regulations were issued as a discussion draft. They

were not, however, promulgated in the Federal Register. The most

significant change in the interpretation of the Code which the
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Proposed Regulations presented was the fact that the value of

fringe benefits, subject to certain criteria and exclusions,

would be included in the gross income of the recipient. Specifically,

under Proposed Regulations Section 1.61-17(a), the general rule

provides:

"If, in connection with the performance of services, a person

(or beneficiary thereof) either obtains or uses any property,

service or facility, the value of such item (as determined

under Section 1.61-20) shall be included in that person's

gross income..." 16

16Second Discussion Draft, Proposed

Regulations Section 1.61-17(a).

The exceptions to the above general rule include:

1. an item of working conditions and

2. an item of administrative' convenience.
17

17Ibid.

Under the Proposed Regulations, an item of working condition is

defined in Section 1.61-18 as a "working condition provided at

the recipient's place of employment for use during normal working

hours.0 18 If, for instance, a working condition was used for a

non-business purpose, the recipient would be required to allocate

the value of the condition between business and non-business use.

To this extent, the non-business valuation would be includible as

income. 19 In Proposed Regulations Section 1.61-19(a), as a matter

of administrative convenience, the value of property or services

received in the form of a fringe benefit may be excluded frGM the

recipient's income. In this situation, the facts, circumstances
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and valuation of each fringe benefit would be a factor in determining

its inclusion in or exclusion from gross income.

1 8 Ibid., Proposed Regulations 1.61-18(a).

19 1bid., Proposed Regulations 11.61-18(b).

On July 12, 1983, Representatives Stark (Democrate-California)

and Conable (Republican-Now York) introduced HR. 3525. Entitled

the wPermanent Tax Treatment of Fringe Benefits Act of 1983,"

this proposed legislation provides for very comprehensive tax

treatment of fringe benefits. In particular, HeR. 3525 mandates

the inclusion of fringe benefit values in the gross income of a

recipient. However, a fringe benefit will be excluded if it

meet one of the four following criteria:

1. it is provided at no additional cost to the employers

2. it is a qualified employee discounts

3. it is a working condition fringes or

4. it is a de minimis fringe benefit. 2 0

2 0H.R. 352A, Section 132(a).

A bill similar to H.R. 3525 was presented in the Senate in 1983.

However, neither bill was acted upon during the 1983 session.

The "Tax Reform Act of 1984" is essentially the same as its

1983 predecessor, HoR. 3525, with respect to fringe benefits.

Under new Internal Revenue Code Section 132 the value of a

significant number of fringe benefits would be included in the

gross income of the recipient. However, Code Section 132 would

provide general rules for exclusions from inclusion in income.
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In suuarizing the rationale for incorporating the provisions

of Section 132 into the Code, the Comittee on Ways and Means

concluded that statutory direction was required.

"Because of the moratorium on the issuance of fringe benefit

regulations, the Treasury Department has been precluded from

clarifying the tax treatment of many forms of non cash

compensation co only in use. As a result, the administrators

of the tax law have not had clear guidelines in this area,

and hence taxpayers in identical situations have been treated

differently."

In summary, the Committee believes that by providing rules

which essentially codify many present practicess under which

employers provide their own products and services tax-free

to a broad group of employees, and by ending the uncertainties

arising from a moratorium on the Treasury Department's

ability to clarify the tax treatment of these benefits, the

bill substantially improves the equity and administration of

the tax system." 21

21"Tax Reform Act of 1984, Supplemental

Report of the Committee on Ways and

Means U.S. House of Representatives on

L*R. 4170,' Prentice Hall (March 9,

1084) pages 1591 and 1592.

Under the provisions of Code Section 132, a fringe benefit

would not be included in the gross income of a recipient if it

meets one of four criteria. These criteria, which parallel the

1983 legislation, HeR. 3525, include the following.
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1. No additional-cost 4ervice - Under this criteria, a

fringe benefit would be excluded from income if (a) the

employer incurred no substantial additional cost, and

(b) the item is provided to customers in the ordinary

course of business of the employer. It is significant.

that the exclusion must be available in a non-discriminatory

fashion. That is, it must be available to all employees.

2. Qualified eMployee discount - This provision limits

discounts for employer services to 20 percent and

limits employee discounts on merchandise to a computed

percentage of the gross profit percentage.

3* working condition fringe benefit - Is a typical cost

which is deductible by the employer under Code Sections

162 or 167. If deductible, then an exclusion is allowed.

4. De minimis fringe.benefit - This exclusion would be available

if the amount of the fringe benefit is immaterial and the

administration and accounting for it would be unreasonable,

unrealistic or impractical.

Enactment of Section 132 provides statutory direction for a

wide variety of minor fringe benefit items. The most significant

attribute of this legislation is the establishment of nondiscririnatory

provisions for certain fringe benefits. In addition, Section 132

radically affects such traditional benefits as, employee discounts,

use of employer products for testing purposes, employer paid

parking and interest free loans to employees. The effect of Code

Section 132 on these items and other co-monly used fringe benefits

is described in Exhibit I below.



FRINGE BENEFIT

1. Use of Comp&ny
Automobile

2. Working Environment
Office and Job
Site

FORMER LAS

Generally not includible
in the gross income of
the recipient if reci-
pient's personal use of
the automobile is limited
to incidental use. A
deduction in the form of
depreciation and operating
cost is usually available
to the employer as well so
the investment tax credit.

Generally not included in
the gross income of the
recipient user. Deduc-
tions iu the form of
depreciation and expenses
are available to the em-
ployer. In addition, the
investment tax credit is
also available on quali-
fied items.

ANALYSIS OF THE TAX REFOUI ACT OF 1948
ON CERTAIN FRINGE BENEFITS

NEW TREATMENT

No chnge.

Under new Code Section
132(d). if the costs incurred for the
property or services are deductible by
the employee
under Code Sections 162 and
167, the fair market value of the
property or service provided to the
recipient is excludible from gross
income. Non-discrimination rules
are not applicable.

Specific examples of excludible items:

" Employer expenditures for oa-
the-job training;

* Employer expenditures for
safety including the use of
personal bodyguards;

11IIT I

COwENTS

The key concern is measuring. with any degree
of accuracy, the use of the employers car
for personal purposes. Secondly, a method
for clearly identifying incidental and more-
than-incidental use will have to be established.

More significantly, the criteria for defining
incidental use will be required.

Another issue involves the characterization
of income to the recipient. If personal use
is considered to be more than incidental,income is characterized as ordinary or as a
constructive dividend. (See ripple Ch~sler -
Plymouth v. Comer. 31 T.C.M. 230 (1965).) If
characterized as ordinary income, the value of
the excessive incidental use is deductible to
the employer under Section 162. However, if
characterized as a dividend, a* employer-
deduction is allowed.

The major consideration is whether the cost
of the office or job site environment is
unreaso able relative to similar businesses
and the concept of business necessity. If
deemed unreasonable, the deduction attributed
to cost may be disallowed in part or in total.
Other considerations in determining deduct-
ibility include:

0 Nature of item;
0 Purpose of item nod relationship to

business; and
* Type of ownership of corporation:

- publically held,
- S corporation,
- owner/employee, or
- closely held.

0-

0



ANALYSIS OF THE TAX nFORN ACT OF 1984
ON CERTAIN FkINGE BENEFITS

FORMER LAW

2. continued from
previous page

NEW TREATMENT

* Employee use of employer provided
consumer products for testing
purposes only if:

- testing of the product is
an ordinary and necessary
business expense of the
employer,

- off-site testing is justified
by business reasons,

- the item is furnished
specifically for testing,

- the employee is allowed access
to the item for a period
confined to testing and is
returned to the employer
thereafter,

- the employer restricts the
use of the item to the
employee which reduces limits
of any personal benefits to the
employee,

- the employee submits a de-
tailed report and evaluation
to the employer.

* Chauffered limousines for transporting
executive personnel from their place
of business to off-site appointments;

* Office furnishings and supplies,
equipment, etc.

* Taxi-fares provided to employees
working late.

I FRINGE BENEFIT
COkQMNTS



ANALYSIS OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1984
ON C91RAIN FRINGE BENEFITS

FRINGE BENEFITS FORMER LAW NEW TREAT

1. Recreational
Facilities

4. Personal Security

Generally. not included in
the gross income of reci-
pient. This is premised
on the condition that the
facility is substantially
for the use of all employ-
ees, spouses and children.
Deduction for operating
expenses and depreciation
are available. In addi-
tion, the investment
credit is available.

N

Generally not included in
the gross income of the
recipient. Expenses
incurred by the employer
are usually deductible.

The fair market value of on-premises
recreational facilities is excluded from
the gross income of the employee under
new Code Section 132(h)(5).
The recreational facility mat be
operated by the employer for its employ-
ees and mest he substantially dedicated
for use as a recreational facility.
Note that this provision requires that
the facility he located on the premises
of the employer. This does not require
location on business premises. The
facility may not be a residential unit.
Examples include:

* Swimming pool;
* Tennis courts;
• Golf courses; and
* Gymnasiuts.

Significantly, the provisions
do not apply to:

* Country club memberships; and
* Similar social clubs.

The fair market value of these
are includible in the gross
income of the recipient. A correspond-
ing deduction is allowed subject to
Sections 167 and 274. Note, see
Section 274 for non-discrinination
provisions.

No change.

The key consideration regarding this provision
is the stipulation that the facility meat be
located on employer premises. This does not
mean that the facility needs to he located
on the business premises of the employer.
The term premises may require clarification
for some practitioners. Accordingly, some
type of definition may be necessary.

I.
0

The Act considers the assignment of a body-
guard for personal protection to be within
the definition of a working environment fringe
benefit. As such, a deduction would be
available to the employer without a corre-
sponding inclusion to the recipient.

COMMENT



ANALYSIS OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1984
ON CERTAIN FRINGE BENEFITS

NEW TREATMENT

5. Use of Employer's
Aircraft

Generally, use of the
company aircraft in the
performance of company
business does not result
in income to the reci-
pient. Operating
expenses and depreciation
deductions are available
to employer. Investment
tax credit is also
available to employer.

No change.
Although conceptually similar to the uae of a
company automobile, employee use of an employer
aircraft represents unique issues. The mostsignificant of which is the substantial
expense associated with maintenance and
operation of the aircraft. A second consider-ation is that unlike automobiles, personalacquaintances of the primary business user,
such ad spouses, friends, children, oftenaccompany the employee on the aircraft. Thequestion then becomes whether the fair market
value represents income to the accompanying
passenger or the sponsoring employee.

There is both limited authority and case leon this topic. In 1974, a Joint Comittee ofCongress examined and issued the use of
government aircraft by the family cmd friendsof President Nixon. The Joint Committee
concluded that when members of the Premident's
party traveled in an other than official
capacity, income was created for the President.However, the Joint Committee also determined
that a restoration of income for tax purposeswas not required.

6. Employer Provided
Parking

Generally, the cost of
parking is deductible to
the employer and the
value is non-includible
to the recipient's gross
income.

No change.

"Personal Use of Government Aircraft by the
President's Family and Friends," S. tep.
No. 93-768, 93rd. Cong. 2d. Seas.,
(April 3. 1974).

FRINGE BENEFIT FORMER LAW

-a
0

01

No change.



ANALYSIS OF TIM TAX REFORM ACT OF 198.
ON CERTAIN FRINGE BENEFITS

NW TREATMENT

7. Employer Discounts
or Bargain Sales
to Employees

In general, the discount is
not includible, either as
ordinary or a constructive
dividend income, to the
recipient. No corresponding
deduction is available.

New Code Section (132)(c)
substantially changes the
tax treatment of employee discounts.
The most significant change is the
establishment of a limitation on the
maximum rate of discount.

Specifically, under Code
Section 132(c),
an exclusion for certain employee
discounts
would
be allowed only if the discount was
available to all employes on a non-
discriminatory basis. in addition,
the exclusion would apply to direct
discounts from the selling price or
cash rebates. The exclusion would
not apply to items of real property
or investment property.

The major criteria for qualification
include:

" the goods and services subject
to the discount must be those
which are offered for sale by
the employer to non-employee
customers;

" the goods and services subject
to the discount mast be the
same as those sold in the
ordinary course of business;

" the goods and services subject
to the discount must be within
the employer's line of business
in vaich the employee works;
note a grandfather rule exists
extending back to October 5,
1983 which provides relief
to this provision;

* the discount limitation is
calculated separately for
servit.es and merchandise:

This provision presents several items of
potential concern. First, the administration
of this provision would be difficult.
Secondly, it seems plausible to expect that
many of these discounts will fall within the
de minimis provisions.

Note that the salliens price referred to in
Section 132(c)(2)(5) is defined as the game
price as offered by the employer to non-
employee customers. The Committee Report -

on the Act provides that the fair market
value of the discounted products or services
"is to he measured by reference to the
regularly discounted group selling price.-
This may create difficulty in computing the
selling price where multiple product lines
and discounts are involved.

I.J
0

FRINGE BENEFIT FORMER LAW
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ANALYSIS OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1984
ON CERTAIN FRINGE BENEFITS

NEW TREATMENT

7. continued from
previous page

8. Demonstrator
Automobiles

Generally, the value of
the auto's use pass is not
included in the income of
the recipient. Operating
expenses are available
to employer. tn certain
situation depreciation
and the investment tax
credit may be available.

MERCHANDISE: The discount is limited
to the selling price times the
employees gross profit percentage.
The gross profit percentage is defined
as the excess of the aggregate sales
price over the aggregate cost of the
merchandise divided by the aggregate

sales price. See Code Section
132(c)(2)(A).

SERVICES: The discount is limited to
20 percent of the selling price of
services. Cross profit percent is
not considered. See Code Section
L32(c)(1)(5).

Code Section 132(b)(3) stipulates
that the use of a demonstration automobile
by a salesperson vould be excluded from
income only if:

" there were substantial restric-
tions placed on the personal
use of the automobile by the
salesperson;

" the automobile is provided
primarily for the employee in
performance of service for
the employer.

* the automobile salesperson must
be a full-time salesperson.

FRINGE BENEFIT FORMER LAW



ANALYSIS OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1984
ON CERTAIN FRINGE BENEFITS

NEW MRmN

9. Tuition Remission
Plans

10. Subsidized Eating
Facilities

Scholarships as and grants
are generally not included
in gross income of reci-
pient under Section 117.
Tuition remission is
includible.

Cenerally not includible
in the gross income of
the recipient under
Code Section 119.
Operating costs,
depreciation and invest-
ment tax credit are
available to employer.

Section 532 of the Act provides for
a new provision to amend Code Section
117. This provision would provide an
exclusion for qualified tuition reduc-
tions from the gross income of employees
of an educational institution. See
Code Section 170(b)(l)(A)(ii) for
definition of educational institution.

Under the amendment, an exclu-
sion is allowed only if it was made
available on a non-discrimnatory basis
to all employees. The
exclusion is available for tuition
remission for elementary, second&ry or
undergraduate schools. The exclusion
does not apply to graduate level
courses.

Under the provisions three classes of
employee would qualify for the exclusion:

0 Current employee;
. Separated from service employee

provided said separation was
attributed to retirement or
disability; and

0 Surviving spouse of an employee
who died while in service to
an educational institution.
See Code Section (132(f).

Under Code Section
132(e)(2), if an employee dining
facility is located on or near the
employer's business premises and
the revenue generated from operation
of the facility exceeds the direct
operating costs, an exclusion from
income is provided.

Should benefit employees of all institutions
who have a tuition remission program.

This is a good example of the de minimis
provisions. The Coemittee Report concluded
that the accounting for any excess revenues
would be unreasonable.

FRINGE BENEFIT FORMER LAW COMETS



ANALYSIS OF THE TAX REF 0K ACT OF 1984
OK CEiTAIN flIUG BEKIITS

NEW T3A&TMNT

11. Luxury Automobiles Generally, not includible
in gross income of
recipient.

Under the Act, ACRS deductions are limited
to $16,000 for the first 3 years ($4,000,
$6,000, $6,000). Thereafter, the maximum
amount of depreciation available in each
yar is limited to $6,000. In addition,

a $1,000 limitation for investment tax
credit purposes is imposed.

Significantly, these limits would also
be reduced for proportionate business
and personal use. Additionally, if
personal use exceeds 50 percent of
total usage, the taxpayer could not
utilize the investment tax credit
or ACRS provisions and must use 5
year straight line depreciation.

This provision effectively creates a hurdlecost of a new car to $17,000 for 3 year

recovery. In addition, the provision
establishes new criteria for determining
business use. These criteria disallow
commutation mileage and require taxpayers
to keep a log detailing mileage and use.

Host importantly, tax preparers are required
to inform clients of the log maintenance
requirements, and taxpayers are required
to formally notify the tax preparer of
the log.

DPUIGE DEKEFIT FORMER LAW
COMEMS
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Missouri Bankers Association
Voluntary Employees Beneficiary Association

102 Northeast Drive Jefferson City. Mo. 65101 Phone: (314) 639176

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Comittee on Finance
Room SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D, C, 20510

RE: Finance Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management - Fringe Benefits -
Hearing Dates - July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The purpose of this letter and the attached statement is to
provide your subcommittee with the views of our organization
concerning proposed employee benefit tax legislation.

The comments outlined on the statement are those of the Missouri
Bankers Association Voluntary Employee's Beneficiary Association.
Our office administers the MBA/VEBA program for some 236 banks in
the State of Missouri insuring 4,770 employees. The MBA/VEBA pro-
gram includes a variety of employee benefits such as medical,
dental, disability and life insurance.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Marla Cline

Administrator

MC:rc

Attachment

cc: The Honorable John C. Danforth
Mr. Bill C. Lee, Chairman, MBA/VEBA Trust
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Missouri Bankers Association

Voluntary Employees Beneficiary Association
1022 Northeast Drive Jefferson City, Mo. 65101 Phone: (314) 6359176

STATEME T

RE: Finance Subcommittee on Taxation
and, Debt Management - Fringe Benefits -
Hearing Dates - July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

* Employee benefit plans, such as ours, provide the most efficient

and cost effective way to insure an employee econcdc security.

Effective management of our funds and plan designs have made our

program very successful. The employees of our member banks have

benefited from these management practices.

* The benefits offered by MBA/VEBA benefit employees at all wage

levels, not Just key employees.

* The preferential tax treatment of our program has encouraged growth

of the MBA/VEBA. Should this tax treatment cease, additional strain

would most certainly be placed on public programs of all types. We

do not believe this is the result your committee desires.

In summary, we feel tax policy should continue to encourage employee

benefit programs such as ours, not to look upon them as an untapped

source of revenue. The long-term effect of restricting tax policy

would most certainly be disastrous.

8/10/84

39-707 0 - 85 - 66
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Mississippi Conference Group Insurance
The United Methodist Church

POST OFFICE BOX 266

ELLISVILLE. MISSISSIPPI 39437
W. H. WICKER,AWMIN.H.-KoE August 13, 1984

4601) 477-9233

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee On Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Taxation of Employee Benefit

Hearing July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

There are 491 ministers (employees) and staff insured in the Health plan

through our Conference, The Mississippi Conference of The United Methodist

Church. The plan is so designed that all active eligible people in the Associ-

atiqn share the same health benefits, All the retired people share the same health

benefits. The plan Is the same, whether male or female.

Those who elect may insure their dependents, These benefits for dependents

under age 65 are the same benefits is for the active minister (employee). The

benefits for the dependents age 65 and over is the same as for the retired minister

(employee).

These benefits are an essential aspect of the economic security of everyone

in our association. We feel comfortable in knowing that we will not face a complete

financial collapse when illness comes our way, or to one of our dependents. By and

large, the salary of the average minister is less than that of other people with

the same degree of education. If the benefit becomes taxable, the spendable in-

come of the minister would be greatly deminished.
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We feel that private enterprise has built an effective and efficient

arrangement covering the needs of our people, through the employee benefit

system. It is our feeling that the private enterprise can continue to render

a very valuable service, perhaps in a far greater way than could a government

program.

On behalf of the 491 employees in the association, I strongly feel that

the health benefit through the private enterprise is essential and should

continue to be a tax-free benefit to the minister (employee) and the dependents.

Sincerely,

W. H. Wicker

cc W. D. Blalock
Executive Committee,
Group Insurance
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STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD
BY

A. A. WEISKOPF, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
MOBILE AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

REGARDING
TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

PUBLIC HEARING
JULY 30, 1984

We appreciate the opportunity to submit for the record

a statement regarding the positive effects of employee benefits.

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrange-

ment covering the needs of employees through the employee

benefit system. It is far superior to any government program

which would replace it. It should not be systematically dis-

mantled in the name of greater tax revenues. The employee

needs are there and must be met. If private enterprise is

not encouraged to meet its needs, government must; and we

believe the ultimate pri.e to our nation will be greater.

The emplcvee benefit program of the Mobile Area Chamber

of Commerce acczues to the benefit of each employee of the

organization. The benefits do not accrue primarily to those

in a higher income bracket, nor do they accrue only to a given

gender or ethnic background.

The benefit program of our organization is an essential

economic factor for the security of current employees, retirees

and the'.r dependsats. The absence of employer-sponsored benefits

would cause harc'ship for our employees.

We sincerely hope that the efforts of the Senate Committee

on Finance in developing a full hearing record will not result
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in a diminishing of the employer/employee benefit system.

As stated earlier, the employee's needs are constant and must

be met. We, in the private sector, are willing to meet these

needs, however, as mentioned above, if we are discouraged

we believe'the ultimate price of government fulfilling these

needs will be greater.

We appreciate this opportunity to present these comments.

AtA. N Weiskopt,f

Executive VicePPresident
Mobile Area Chamber of Commerce
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MONARCH LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
1250 STATE STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 01133

413) 78-5811

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. De Arment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

RE: Finance Sub-Committee on Taxation
and Debt Management Hearings on
Fringe Benefits, Scheduled for
July 26, 27, & 30.

I am writing this letter on behalf of Monarch Capital Corporation, a holding
Company whose subsidiaries are engaged in the Financial Services Industry and
Real Estate. I am requesting that this letter be included in the record of
the hearing on Fringe Benefits. I am Vice President, General Counsel, and
Secretary of the Corporation of two of the life insurance subsidiaries of
Monarch Capital Corporation, namely Monarch Life Insurance Company and
Springfield Life Insurance Company Corporated.

The purpose of this letter is to advise you of the Fringe Benefit Plans which
Monarch Capital Corporation has made available to all of its employees, some
on a contributory and some on a non-contributory basis. These Fringe Benefit
Plans are as follows:

1. Basic Group Life Insurance. Equal to 1-1/2 times salary in the previous
calendar year; accidental death benefit equal to life insurance but
not in excess of $100,000; dependent life insurance on siouse and
children; and $2,500 benefit after retirement. All benefits are non-
contributory.

2. Supplementary Group Life Insurance. Employees are able to purchase at
term rates up to 4 times their previous years salary and in the
initial year of employment up to 4 times salary.

3. Basic Group Health Insurance Program. This is a contributory plan
providing basic hospital and major medical benefits. Total limit of
$1,000,000. Premiums depend upon family status, that is single or
married.

4. Dental Insurance. A contributory program. Premiums depend ppon family
status. Available after one year of employment.
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5. Long-Term Disability Benefit. This is employee paid, and
benefits depend on length of employment and salary. Available
after one year of employment.

6. Thrift Plan. This is a 401K Plan. Employees may contribute up to 4%
of their salary and the Company matches that contribution up to $ .50
per dollar. There may be a higher matching contribution depending
upon company earnings in the previous year. Contributions may be
made of more than 4% of salary but they are not matched by employer.
Employees may join this plan on the July lst or January 1st following
one year of employment.

7. Retirement Plan. This is wholly Company paid. Benefits are based on
length of service and compensation.

8. Employee Stock Purchase Plan. Stock is purchased by the Company and
each employee with 3 years of service will be credited in 1984 and
1985 with stock equal to 1/2 in 1984 and 1985 of 1% of the employee's
annual salary.

9. In addition to the foregoing, there are other Fringe Benefits such as
paid vacations, 10 paid holidays, sick pay plans, personal time
allowance of 3 days per year for other than exempt employees, an
anniversary bonus of $25 for each year of employment paid every 5 years,
and a medical leave of absence policy.

It should be noted that all of the Fringe Benefit Plans are available equally to
all employees regardless of age, sex, or salary. The Pension Plan does adjust
to inflation and in addition retirement income is based on salary and on length
of employment not on sex.

It is the opinion of my employer that fringe benefits are essential to the
physical, emotional, & economic well being of each employee. Without employer
sponsored Fringe Benefit Plans, whether they be contributory or non-contributory,
employees would be left to their own devices in planning for their futures,
for their own medical care, and all of the other types of benefits that the
fringes provide for. In most cases employees could-not purchase on their
own benefits that can be provided through Fringe Benefit Plans.

Employees looking for positions with companies will often look for those
com paies vhich provide in addition to a reasonable salary the best Fringe
Benefit -Plin-r-f some instances they may take a position which has a lower
salary if the Fringe Benefit Plan is better. This indicates the importance
of fringe benefits to employees, and also to the American businessman.
Fringe Benefit Plans are devised to be fair to employees and employers and
to attract those employees who will benefit their employer as well as themselves.

As indicated, private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement
covering the needs of its employees through its Fringe Benefit Plans. It is
far superior to any government program which might be devised to replace it,
and should not be dismantled in the name of greater tax revenues.
I believe that the price our nation would have to pay for Fringe Benefits
provided by government would be higher than the current costs of programs
provided by our nation's employers.

Attached is a list of the benefits available to all employees.

-I,.

RA2t:lal

Atftachment
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A. Benefits available immediately upon employment:

Basic Group Life & Health Insurance
Supplemental Group Life
Voluntary Group Accident Insurance
Credit Union - savings only
Paid holidays
Medical services
Salary on direct deposit - if elected
Subsidized bus pass
Home and auto insurance under payroll deductions
Full salary while on Jury duty
1250 Store and Club
Emergency leave
Employee Assistance Program
Home Office sponsored insurance courses
Cafeteria
Parking facilities

B. Benefits available after six months of employment:

Personal time - non-exempt employees
Paid sick leave
Paid vacation time
Educational Payment Program
Apply for Job Posted positions or request transfer
Apply for leave of absence
Fitness Center using specified company time
Salary review (end of probationary period) if agreed upon at time of hire

C. Benefits available after one year of employment:

4o(K) Thrift Plan - January I 6r July I nearest one year of service
Retirement Plan plus 25 years of age - eligible January 1 or July 1

after eligibility requirements are met

Long term disability - January 1 nearest 2nd anniversary
Dental Plan
Credit Union - personal loan
Stock Purchase Plan

D. Benefits available after two years of employment:

Credit Union - auto loan

E. Benefits available after three years of employment:

Employee Stock Ownership Plan
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Auut 9, 19%

Mr. Roderick A. Do Arment
Chief Council Consittee on Finance
Room S D - 219
Dirkseon Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Do hruent,

I would like to present this submission in regards to *Employ"e Fringe
Benefits*. I an presently covered by the Wisonsin Carpenters Pension Plan
and the Wisconsin Carpenters Health Plan.

I believe that our Health Plan provides so with very good Health Insurance
and because we have a large statewide group of participants, we receive this
coverage at a very reasonable contribution rate which is both beneficial to the
participant whom, if he has to make a self payment for insuranco,(Ho has run out
of his bank of extended hour coverage) the rate is very affordable. And secondly,
the contribution rate for the employer is fair and reasonable because they only
contribute on the employees in their employ and ony on actual hours worked. They
also contribute on a rate per hour as established by a equal number of Labor and
Management Trustees. And that rate is also very reasonable beauso of the large
group sims.

Economically, I feel that if a major medical claim strikes my family I will
not be strapped with dopleeting my savings and or applying for a loan to pay the
bills.

My family of four receives the same coverage and service from our self.
administered fund as any other participant, be it a household of one or a house-
hold of twenty. We also have a life policy in our plan which covers some of the
family expenses in the event of my death.

I feel that our Pension Plan is second to none, and I have a very good idea
as to what will be awaiting me or my faily financially upon my retirement or
death. All members and/or families of participants will receive all monies
contributed on their behalf plus interest.

If the pension or welfare monies were not tax exempt and this money we
added to my check and taxed to purchase a Health Pla and a Pension Plan for
myself and family, I'm sure that I could not purohace the equivilant of one half
of either present plan. I don't believe that I or many of the other participants
would have such fine plans if it were not for the emp2yer and union providing
those benefits.

JM/dj j1es. oo
" Brie Pd.

Grem n D, VI 543D
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Janu A. AtIw The Mutual Life Insance CoMPany of Now York
Chairman 1740 6,aoway
Chief Executive Officer New York. New York 1019

212 7a2995

August 8, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management - Hearings on Fringe Benefits
(July 26, 27, and 30, 1984)

Dear Mr. DeArment:

As Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of The Mutual
Life Insurance Company of New York, MONY, I-am writing to
urge the Subcommittee to recognize and preserve the existing
taxation structure for employee benefits. This structure
has enabled the private sector of American industry to
underwrite a cost effective and efficient comprehensive
system of retirement, health care, disability, life insurance
and other benefits meeting the needs of American employees
in a manner unparalleled in size, scope and benefit level.

In accordance with Senator Packwood's request, we in the
life and health insurance industry have consolidated much of
the substantive aspects of our testimony by designating our
trade association representatives, The American Council of Life
Insurance and The Health Insurance Association of America, to
represent our industry's viewpoint and to respond to the specific
areas of concern noted in your Subcommittee's release of June
4, 1984. I am informed that your Subcommittee has now received
the benefit of our perspective in this regard.

In addition, I have enclosed for the Subcommittee's con-
sideration a summarization of our employee benefits structure
here at MONY. The data provided in this enclosure readily
demonstrate that our employee benefits structure is non-
discriminatory in its application. Our plans are not restricted
in any sense to the more highly compensated, nor are their
benefits structured so as to provide men and women with disparate
retirement, health care and life insurance packages.
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Moreover, as an insurer, MONY provides similar non-
discriminatory employee benefit plan coverage for employer
clients representing thousands of employees and their bene-
ficiaries. Based on my long experience and familiarity with
the full range of employee benefit plans in the course of
my employment in an industry which designs and underwrites
such plans as its principal business purpose, I can assure
you that MONY's experience as an employer and as an insurer
in this regard is common to American industry in general.

In closing, I would like to respectfully submit that the
existing private-enterprise sponsored, funded and administered
employee benefit system, encouraged by the heretofore judicious
use of specific, targeted and sensible tax incentives, has
produced a system far superior and at less cost to the tax-
payer than could be duplicated by the government replacement
mechanisms which would be required to continue the safety net
of economic security our Nation must provide to its working
populace. We must not allow the lure of short term tax revenues
to tempt us into destructive action to dismantle the existing
system so absolutely essential to the economic security of
American workers, retirees and their dependants..

Thank you for your consideration of our viewpoint. If we
here at MONY can provide you with any further information which
will benefit the Senator and the Subcommittee in its review of
these critical issues please do not hesitate to call on us at
any time.

Very truly yours,
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SUBMITTED AS PART OF THE RECORD OF THE HEARING
ON EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS HELD ON JULY 26, 27, AND 30
BY THE UNITED STATES FINANCE COMMITTEE, SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

By E. Lee Morris, III

Apparently a number of Congressmen feel that the private

employee benefit plan system does not deserve the tax incentives

which currently support that system. This statement is being

submitted by a certified public accountant and tax lawyer who has

practiced extensively in the field of private employee benefit

plans for many years.

While it is true that many small businesses and

professional corporations adopt qualified retirement plans

because of the tax incentives and for the benefit derived from

such plans by the owners and highly paid decision makers, it is

also true that a good number of socially and economically useful

purposes are served, including:

(1) Alleviation of pressure on the Social Security

System and other government support programs. I have seen in my

practice a number of occasions when a non-highly paid employee

has only social security and his private retirement plan benefits

to fall back on at retirement, not having built up otherwise a

personal estate. With life expectancies-continually rising, with

standards of living continually rising, and with costs of living

continually rising, individuals would put more and more political

39-707 0 - 85 - 67
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pressure on the government for retirement programs, if the

private sector support were to be eliminated.

(2) A heightened awareness on the part of individuals

at earlier ages, of the need to plan for retirement. In my

practice, I have i$een hundreds of examples giving rise to my firm

belief that the existed .e of employer-sponsored qualified

retirement plans cause even persons right out of high school to

be reminded that some day they will be old and not be earning

wages. While this is a subtle benefit difficult to measure, it

exists nevertheless and is of extreme and utmost importance to

the economic and social well-being of our country. I was

reminded again recently of this phenomenon in a brief

conversation with one of my wife's young woman friends, who at

the age of 26 has built up in her employer's profit sharing plan

approximately $15,000.00, and who is extremely proud of it, aware

of its potential importance to her, and views it as a significant

aspect of her self-sufficiency and self-esteem. She,

interestingly enough, acknowledges that she probably never would

have begun an Individual Retirement Account program (which she

now has), if the profit sharing plan had not raised her level of

consciousness, because she never would have had occasion to sit

down and think about getting old.

(3) The private employee benefit system is significant

for the saving and investment impact it has on the economy.
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Totally aside from individual benefit, there is a collective

national benefit in the accumulation of funds available for

investment as a result of the private employee benefit plan

system. Some might suggest that the capital investment would

occur anyway, but my practice has demonstrated to me that as to

the small employers I represent, the funds which presently go

into the private employee benefit plans and get invested in the

economy's capital markets would generally be consumed rather than

invested in the capital markets, if the private employee benefit

plan system did not exist.
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THE MOSES H. CONE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA 27401-1020

July 31, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
(Xmittee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room ME-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: Taxation of Employee Benefits
Hearing Dates: July 26, 27, & 30, 1984

Dear Mr. DeAnment:

For 30 years, The Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital has been greatly
interested in the econamic security of their employees, retirees,
and their dependents. We not only have offered them immediate
compensation, but also enployer-sponsored benefits to protect them
against catastrophic medical bills, to provide death benefits and
to provide incm upon retirement. These benefits do not princi-
pally go to the highly paid employees or only to men, but they are
provided for all employees equally from the President of the Hospital
to the service workers.

Although these benefits are costly to the Hospital, we consider it a
good investment in our employees. Private enterprise has built an
effective and efficient means of covering the needs of employees
through the employee benefit system. It is far superior to any
government program which would replace it. This arrangement of
providing for these needs that all people have should not be syste-
matically dismantled just to provide greater tax revenues which in
turn would have to be used to meet the needs which private enterprise
would no longer be able to provide. The employee needs are there and
must be met by somso~e. If private enterprise is not encouraged to
meet the needs, then govern t must. We believe the ultimate price
to our nation will be greater if it meets the needs than the result-
ing tax revenue loss if private enterprise continues to provide the
benefits.

HUMAN RE!SO/IJU
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NACSA
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION of
CASUALTY & SURETY AGENTS

Government Affairs Office
600 Pennsylvania Avenue S.E.

Suite 211
Washington, D.C. 20003

(202) 547-6616
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I. Revenues from the tax would be unpredictable since employers
may shift taxable employee health benefits to other non-taxable
fringe benefits. Also, If the tax achieves Its objective, many
employees will move to health plans with premiums at or below
the proposed tax threshold eliminating much of the projected
revenue gain;

2. Linking a rhort-term assistance program to a permanent change
in the tax code would make it difficult to eliminate the tem-
porary programwhen Its usefulness ends;

3. This tax would constitute a form of double taxation. Since the
government does not reimburse hospitals for all costs associa-
ted with treating Medicare/Medlcaid patients, the private sec-
tor is forced to absorb the difference. In 1982 alone this
'cost shift' amounted to $5.8 billion. This, In effect, Is a
hidden tax. It would be unfair for the government to shift
these costs to private payers of health care and then tax the
resulting higher premiums;

1913.OUR SEVINI-YFIRSt YEA.AM1W

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Taxation and Debt Management Subcommittee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Hearings on Employee Fringe Benefits

Dear Chairman Packwood:

The National Association of Casualty and Surety Agents (NACSA), an associ-
ation representing the leading commercial property/casuilty insurance agencies
and brokerage firms throughout the United States, would like to submit for the
hearing record on taxation of employee fringe benefits the following brief com-
ments.

NACSA opposes the Administration's proposal to tax employee health care
benefits, whether used to raise funds to reduce the federal deficit or to pro-
vide health care to the nation's unemployed. NACSA opposes in principle this
tax as both discriminatory and unfair. We also believe strongly that this pro-
posed tax would not raise the revenues suggested by Its proponents,

A health insurance tax cap proposal would discriminate against older work-
ers, those in high risk occupations, and those living In areas with a high cost
of living since these groups pay higher premiums than the average for the saee
health insurance. NACSA believes It would be unfair for these workers to pay
more in taxes than others for the same health protection.

NACSA believes further that using a tax on employee health care benefits to
fund the federal deficit or health Insurance for the unemployed would be unwise
for other reasons as well:

'. 10 ?aw% , !) -
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4. Greater unemployment may result for the marginally employed
(the aged, sick, and disabled) as a result of such a tax. A
tax on employee health benefits would present a greater dis-
llicentive than under current law to employers to hire or re-
tain these workers whose predictably higher health care costs
drive up insurance costs for all employees in a group.

5. A tax on employee health benefits may reduce employer Incent-
ives to offer and provide health insurance. Employer plans
have broadened the availability of medical coverage to Ameri-
cans and improved the health and welfare of the vast majority
of our citizens. It has also lessened the burden on the govern-
ment to provide national health benefits above and beyond those
provided by the Medicare/Medicaid programs.

6. Finally, such a tax may remove incentives for employers to con-
tinue any health benefits voluntarily afforded to laid-off
workers. To the extent that health insurance premiums for the
unemployed would be counted as taxable Income, employer payroll
tax costs (FICA and unemployment) would increase. As these costs
rise, employers might determine that they can no longer afford
such voluntary benefits.

Mr. Chairman, NACSA recognizes the breadth of your recent hearings on
fringe benefits has gone beyond a tax cap on employee health care benefits.
Since the issue of employee fringe benefits will be the subject of further
debate in the next congress, we would like to reserve the right to submit ad-
ditional comments next year on health care benefits and other employee fringe
benefits under consideration by your subcommittee and others.

Sincerely_

JaAlbert reux
Jvn'uttve Director
Government Affairs

JAD:js
cc: Chairman Robert J. Dole and Subcommittee Members
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Dear Chairman Packwoodp

The National Association of Private Psychiatric Hospitals,

(NAPPR) representing the nation's freestanding,

nongovernmental psychiatric hospitals appreciates the

opportunity to submit this statement on the issue of taxation

of employee fringe benefits.

Employee fringe benefits serve a useful social purpose by

permitting American workers ready access to a wide range of

services that would otherwise be unaffordable or unavailable,

or both. Sociological and psychiatric studies have shown--and

continue to show--that an increasingly larger proportion of

the American workforce must cope with a high-stress

environment. There is ample evidence of a higher rate of

utilization of health insurance benefits as workers struggle

to cope with stress and to treat a physical or a mental

illness.

The NAPPH strongly believes that these fringe benefits should

be fully available, affordable, and accessible--and should not

be subject to arbitrary limitations or reduction through

taxation. To limit or reduce these benefits not only penalize

the worker and his family but also harms society as a whole by
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placing in Jeopardy the guarantee of physicalF and mental

well-being of the American worker.

Employee fringe benefits are socially desirable as public

policy for these reasons.

1) These benefits provide economic security for American

workers and their families and social stability for the

country as a whole in the area of health insurance. Tax

preferences for employer-paid health insurance help to

cushion workers and their families against financial risk or

catastrophic expense. Data from 1982 show that 76 percent of

all workers and 90 percent of full-time full-year workers

receive health coverage through an employer-paid group health

insurance plan. Coverage as extensive as this promotes a

social good by assuring workers a stable and consistent

benefit that protects them from unforseen catastrophic health

care expenses.

2) The issue of taxation of employee fringe benefits affects

a large population--approximately 150 million employees,

employers, and unions. The increasingly large percentage of

workers who have acquired employer-provided insurance coverage

shows a growing appreciation of the value of fringe benefits
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to the productivity of the workforce. In particular, data

furnished by Washington Business Group on Health show

conclusively that adequate and affordable mental illness

coverage reduces absenteeism and markedly improves employee

performance in terms of morale and productivity. A stable

healthy and productive workforce is due in no small part to

the availability of employer-paid benefits, such as medical

and psychiatric inpatient services.

3) The majority of workers--some 73 percent--who would be

most affected in an adverse manner by taxation of fringe

benefits are the middle class. These workers are in the

middle income range from $25-30,000 (1982 figures). It would

be unwise public policy for the Congress to enact legislation

that subjects middle-class workers, already struggling with

high interest rates for homes and other living costs, to a

regressive tax that further diminishes their spending power.

The NAPPH is strongly opposed to taxing the value of

employer-provided health benefits. Use of a tax cap to

control health care costs or raise revenues is both bad tax

policy and bad health policy for the following reasons:

1) Our present tax system encourages the private sector to
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undertake programs in order to minimize the need for tax

supported programs. The tax cap on employer sponsored

programs would reduce the government's commitment to use tax

incentives to assist the private sector to provide protection

against health care costs.

2) A tax cap would have serious effects on older and

chronically ill employees. Adverse selection of high or low

option health plans will seriously impair the viability of

many programs.

3) A tax cap would not effectively contain health care costs.

Other measures such as prospective payment, lMOs, and PPOs

have demonstrated significant savings. More and more

employers are offering their employees options which contain

financial incentives to control health care costs while

providing all employees with necessary care.

4) The tax cap proposal would have an adverse impact on those

with lower incomes. Statistics from Blue Cross/Blue Shield

report that workers who earn less than $10,000 a year would

pay an additional 2.8 percent of their income average.

This Association is unalterably opposed to a single national
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ceiling on employer contributions to health care benefits.

Such a ceiling would fail to recognize that medical costs vary

widely by geographical area, age composition, population

intensity, provider distribution, aiid a host of other factors.

Most important, a single national cap would signal the

reduction of coverage for psychiatric benefits already limited

at best, since health insurance policies, more likely than

not, would be restructured to fit a lower premium dollar.

The NAPPH, therefore, urges this Committee to reject any

proposals designed to limit the tax exclusion of employer-paid

health insurance benefits and to discard any scheme intended

to raise revenue for the Treasury by imposing an arbitrary and

inequitable tax on other employee fringe benefits.
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The following statement is submitted by the National Association

of Professional Insurance Agents (PIA) for inclusion in the record of

the hearings on fringe benefits, held by the Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management of the Senate Committee on Finance on July 26,

27 and 30, 1984.

PIA is a trade association representing over 40,000 independent

property and casualty insurance agents in all 50 states, the District

of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Our members

provide and are involved in the sale and service of some employee

benefits.

Employee benefits represent virtually any form of compensation

that is provided in a form other than direct wages, paid for in

whole or in part by the employer, even if provided by a third

party. Different benefits serve different social and economic

needs. Through employer-provided benefit programs, the bulk of

the working population are given protection.

PIA believes fringe benefits are a proven way by which economic

prosperity is shared among all employees. They are more cost-

effective than reliance on individual initiative as a way of

assuring a basic level of security. As small businessowners, our

member-agents have the social responsibility of adequately pro-

tecting their employees.

PIA is concerned as to how Congress will define fringe benefits

for federal taxation purposes. We are opposed to taxation of the

"core benefit package" -- basic benefits like life, health, dis-

ability and pension.
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Before- the advent of this core benefit package, unless an agent

was able to sit down with an individual and sell him a policy, in-

dividuals generally put off the purchase of essential insurance

protection -- often with disastrous results for surviving families

and additional strain on social, charitable and governmental services.

By supplementing individual sales and underwriting, group insurance

has opened chanels of insurance to millions of employees regardless

of age, sex, physical condition or nature of employment.

The advent of group health coverage for the small business-

owner was a great assistance. Insurance agency principals could

offer comparable health benefit packages to those offered by larger

employers. This improved the competitiveness of the insurance

agency in recruiting employees. As insurance agents, we have prided

ourselves on being able - in most cases - to offer a better-than-

average health benefit program.

Employers are able to attract and retain employees through the

provisions of health coverage. Employee morale and productivity

are enhanced as a result of increased job satisfaction and this,

in turn, strengthens our nation's economy.

Tax laws favoring specific employer retirement and health

insurance plans and other statutory employee benefits were enacted

under the premise that extensive coverage of employees and their

dependents under these plans is desirable social policy. The

growth of employee coverage by pensions and health insurance has

been strongly encouraged by the-tax advantage accorded these plans

and by the needs of employees and their dependents and survivors

for economic security.
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With respect to "plus benefit package," i.e., vision care,

dental care, etc., PIA will be willing to look at those, if

appropriate, and the degree of favorable tax treatment.

Defining fringe benefits as "corporate perks" would depend

on the nature of the organization providing the benefits and the

position of the recipient of the benefits. As an association, PIA

will assess them on a one-on-one basis to determine how important

they are to the particular industry. The use of a company car,

for example, is important for insurance agents to make their calls

on clients. Thus, this benefit should not be taxable.

The key to the development of employee group insurance and

essential to its continuation is the favorable tax climate that

permitted its development.

The current system of employee benefit taxation is working well

and should be continued. The present structure has fostered a very

efficient informal partnership between Government, employers and

employees. Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient

arrangement covering the needs of employees through employer-sponsored

pension and welfare plans. It benefits the majority of employees and

their dependents. One major reason for the success of the current

system is its flexibility in accommodating the varying needs of

different types of employees.

The Department of the Treasury is concerned that the expansion

of the fringe benefits has reduced the Federal income and social

security tax bases and has caused tax rates to be higher than they

would otherwise be. Treasury is also concerned that the tax benefits

derived from the existing statutory fringe benefits are not fairly

distributed among taxpayers.
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PIA recognizes the need for Congress to reduce the federal

deficit. However, if broad reconsideration is to be given to the

tax treatment of employee benefits, it is essential that before

any decision is made, Congress not lose sight of the value of

fringe benefits on our nation's social program. While the primary

purpose of the Department of the Treasury is to collect revenues

for the Federal Government, the Internal Revenue Code is also

designed to encourage many socially desirable activities in

furtherance of a commitment to certain national objectives.

Employer-sponsored benefit plans provide essential financial

security for employees. PIA believes we should not take an ax

to fringe benefits merely for the sake of generating more tax

revenues. Doing this may be a "penny-wise and pound-foolish"

decision.

Finally, PIA views the tax law as an important instrument

that promotes national economic policy. We, therefore, recommend

a fringe benefit law that promotes employee benefits in an

effective and cost-efficient manner and, at the same time, achieve

national economic objectives.

LMA: mc

39-707 0 - 85 - 68
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The National Automobile Dealers and Associates Retirement

Trust (NADART) is part of the National Automobile Dealers Associa-

tion (NADA), a trade association representing approximately

18,500 retail new car and truck dealers throughout the United

States. NADART is the Plan Administrator of a Pension and

Profit Sharing Master Plan approved by the Internal Revenue

Service; NADART also administers a 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan.

Members of NADA may adopt one or more of the plans sponsored

by NADART. Currently NADART administers approximately 4,000

small employer plans, covering approximately 70,000 employee

participants and $575 million in assets.

We are pleased to have this opportunity to present our

comments with regard to the effectiveness of current tax lawk

and the impact of future legislation on the tax incentives

available to employers who sponsor private pension plans.

We believe that the existing tax incentive system for

private pension plans is effective and should continue with-

out substantial modification. Over the past several years,

employers in this country have been responsible for a signi-

ficant increase in the personal security enjoyed by American

workers. Employers have been encouraged to provide benefit

plans for their employees in exchange for favorable tax treat-

ment. Employers have, in turn, saved the federal government

substantial amounts which would otherwise have been necessary



to fund and operate government welfare plans.- Employee bene-

fit plans have been the most efficient and cost effective way

an employer can provide for the economic security of his

employees - - the type of security which the federal govern-

ment is not in the position to provide. Unfortunately, with

each new piece of legislation, the tax environment for pension

plans, particularly plans provided by small employers, is be-

coming more and more uncomfortable and unstable.

Since the enactment of ERISA in 1974, we have seen a

major piece of legislation dealing with pension benefit plans

just about every two years. Each piece of legislation seems

to be increasingly motivated by concerns over the federal

deficit - - the Tax Reform Act in 1976, the Revenue Act in

1978, the Multi-Employer Act in 1980, ERTA in 1981, TEFRA in

1982, and the recently enacted Deficit Reduction Act in 1984.

The laws affecting pension plans are passed in such rapid

succession that it is impossible to determine the impact of

each piece of legislation on the pension system. Small em-

ployers, in particular, can hardly keep up with the costs and

administrative complexities of the constant amendments required

by Congress and IRS. With still further changes in pension

policy anticipated in 1985, and the possibility of Congress

negating the current beneficial tax treatment protecting employee

benefits, it will only be a matter of time before a substantial

number of small employers terminate their plans.
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NADART believes that the existing non-discrimination and

minimum standard rules are adequate to ensure that pension

plans benefit employees at all salary levels. A 1983 nation-

wide survey sponsored by the Employee Benefit Research Institute

(ERI) revealed that 76% of the 49.5 million covered workers

and 70% of the 28.7 million workers with a vested right to

some future benefit earned less than $25,000 annually. These

figures reinforce the conclusion that pensions benefit em-

ployees in low and middle income ranges. There appears to be

no factual argument that employers provide benefits primarily

for the highly paid.

NADART feels that the tax law should continue to encourage

employers to provide pension benefits, and not regard them as

an untapped source of revenue. It would be particularly devastat-

ing to small employers if they were to lose the existing tax

incentives available for employer sponsored pension plans. In

the absence of favorable tax incentives, a small employer

could not afford to offer a retirement plan to his workers. As

a result, the small employers would lose their competitive

ability to attract and keep qualified employees. We feel that

benefits are not provided by the employer solely for the pur-

pose of sheltering income, but also for the purpose of promoting

good morale, security, and productivity among workers. At a

time when the availability of government provided benefits is

increasingly the subject of speculation, the need for continued
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encouragement of the private plan system through reasonable

tax incentives is vital. Preferential tax treatment for these

plans have encouraged their growth in the past, and is a wise

investment in the economic security of our nation. The Social

Security system alone is not able to provide the appropriate

benefits needed for an employee to maintain his pre-retirement

standard of living. It is only with the combination of social

security, individual savings, and the private pension system

that an employee can achieve adequate retirement security.

We realize that Congress is responsible for finding ap-

propriate ways to reduce the federal deficit but, in doing so,

we hope that they will consider the significant value of employer

sponsored pension plans. Legislation enacted simply to increase

revenue without fully taking a good look at the social policy

reasons for these tax-preferred arrangements is a serious mistake.

We believe Congress, in drafting the constant barrage of legisla-

tion affecting pension plans, has placed too much emphasis on

creating revenue in the near future, and not enough emphasis

on the long-term effects this legislation may have on the economic

security of our workers.

We hope that our concerns as to future Congressional tax

policy will be considered, and urge that the tax incentives

available under current law be continued in order to encourage
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the formation of private pension plans - - plans\which are

the most reliable mechanism for the long-term growth of

retirement savings.

Thank you.

Respectfully Submitted,

National Automobile Dealers
and Associates Retirement Trust

By: Barbara Collins
Compliance Department
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

The 1.7 million members of the National Education Association are the

teachers, faculty, and education support personnel in the public schools and

institutions of higher education in every state of the union. These men and

women have dedicated their careers to the largest single social program funded

totally within the public sector--the education of our young. Yet those serving

in this demanding profession receive less than adequate salaries for the vital

services they provide. Now we :ind also that their attempts to improve profes-

sionally have been warnedd by tax code revisions in a false economy move aimed

at taxation of fringe benefits.

As a result of the conference on HR 4170, the Tax Reform Act of 1984,

employers must again make withholding judgments on whether educational assis-

tance courses are "job related" or not, even though no clear definition of "job

relatedness" exists. More importantly, all employers who have not withheld taxes

since December 31, 1983, may have to withhold for back taxes, and may even be

subject to penalties. The application of FICA and FUTA amounts to a combined

employer-employee tax of 16 percent on educational assistance. This is harsh. In

a profession with a beginning average salary of $14,000, it represents a clear

disincentive for professional improvement.

The job-relatedness criterion for excluding educational assistance clouds

the support of further education by employers and employees alike, The revenues

captured by this move would be more than offset by individuals who learn more,

earn more, and pay more taxes.

But the participation of workers in educational programs should not be

encouraged solely because of the taxes they might pay. Worker productivity also

increases with knowledge and the incentives gained from knowledge. As
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productivity expands, the economy is strengthened. Educational personnel who

participate in inservice training and other programs to increase their skills

and knowledge return great benefits to students and to society as a whole as a

result of that participation. And it has been demonstrated that employee par-

ticipation in education programs greatly increases when tax law encourages it.

It is counterproductive in a rapidly changing, technological society to

legislate disincentives to further education. It also runs counter to the

promotion of economic growth.

Our members strongly support the reinstatement and extension of Section 127

of the tax code, as provided for in Senator Packwood's bill, S 249. This measure

would provide for the exclusion of employer-provided educational assistance from

employee income.

Impact on Elementary/Secondary Education

The Tax Reform Act of 1984 specifically thwarts the national effort to

promote excellence in education. Recent federal education legislation, and the

proposed American Defense Education Act, recognize the upgrading of teacher

skills as a key element to guarantee success of the national effort. State

legislation and local school board policies enacted in the past two years have

the same emphasis. Thus, tax policy at the national level which impedes

educational progress is unacceptable.

The total instructional staff of public schools in 1983-84 is estimated at

2.4 million, including 2.1 million teachers and 300,000 principals, supervisors,

librarians, guidance and psychological personnel, and related instructional

workers. The number of public classroom teachers decreased by an estimated

18,000 during the school year just ended. We know that enrollments will rise in

the years ahead and that the demands on the schools will be greater in response

to the rapid changes in society and the workplace. Adequate salaries will have.
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to be paid to attract the best young people to the teaching profession. In

addition, existing staff and for new personnel alike will need continuing

education opportunities to enhance their skills.

in many school districts educational assistance is a significant factor in

recruiting and retraining instructional staff. According to Educational Research

Service (ERS), 28 percent of all school districts offer some kind of tuition

reimbursement. The regional breakdown is as follows.

Region Percent of Districts Offering
Tuition Reimbursements

New England 54.1
Mid-Atlantic 57.5
Southeast 25.8
Great Lakes 29.6
Plains 12.1
Southwest 15.8
Rocky Mountains 7.3
Far West 13.6

A summary table prepared by ERS is attached (Attachment A).

The educational attainment of teachers is often a factor in job advancement

as well as job placement. It is common for school systems to require an advanced

degree plus a specific number of years inservice for an individual to reach the

t6p of the salary scale. Currently more than 52 percent of all teachers have a

master's degree, according to NEA Research estimates.

Impact on Higher Education

A substantial drop in enrollment in adult and continuing education programs

would result from the provisions of the new tax law, according to the American

Society for Training and Development (ASTD). This group estimates that some

seven million employees now receive some kind of tuition assistance from their

employers. Officials at the University of California at Los Angeles estimate

that one-half to two-thirds of the 36,000 students enrolled in business and
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management courses there could be forced to change their educational plans. The

hardest hit employees will be those earning less than $25,000 annually. These

people represent an estimated 55 percent of the enrollees in continuing

education. If a substantial number of employees drop out of such courses or

cancel plans to enroll, employment opportunities at schools and colleges will be

reduced, along with a shrink~ie in course offerings.

A Raid on Fringe Benefits

The taxation of educational assistance sets a precedent for a wholesale

assault on fringe benefits which we believe would be catastrophic. Given the

generally low level of salaries in public education, the taxation of fringe

benefits would be a further disincentive for education personnel to remain in

the profession. Pension coverage and health benefits are two of the benefits

that to some degree balance the small paycheck. For many teachers and support

staff, the taxation of these benefits would be the "last straw" forcing them to

leave education.

NEA Research reports that the average classroom teacher salary for 1983-84

is estimated at $22,019. This is roughly twice the average salary of ten years

ago, but Attachment B shows how teachers have actually taken cuts in pay when

their salary patterns are shown in constant 1971-72 dollars.

Taxing Fringe Benefits is Poor Economy

A significant longterm effect of taxing fringe benefits would be the need

to enact additional money measures to compensate for- the relative dollar loss of

employer-paid benefits. NEA believes the nation cannot now or in the future

afford the loss of those benefits.

The case for tax laws favoring employee benefits is based on the premise

that such benefits are good social policy. The encouragement of health insurance

protection or improved education of workers strengthens our citizens. The
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encouragement of employers and employees in this area is good public policy. For

example, the tax law has succeeded in distributing pension coverage 'broadly

among lower- and middle-income workers, affording families a type of savings

plan that could be difficult to maintain on individual initiative. It has helped

spread health insurance coverage across the income spectrum. Educational

assistance has helped the unemployed, underemployed, and the lower wage earners

to help themselves. Group life and accident insurance provide enormously

valuable protection to families, and such programs are, for most workers, an

irreplaceable supplement to their private insurance and Social Secur.ty cover-

age. Tax law which provides these significant benefits-to society must be

preserved without taxation of fringe benefits for individuals.

Action Needed Now

The success story of educational assistance is compellingly told by the

experience of education personnel, but we believe that the benefits of such

programs are significant in all areas of employment. So significant, in fact,

that in the remaining few weeks of this session, we urge the Congress to place

this issue high on its agenda and reinstate the exemption. It car be done easily

and quickly if there is a will to do it, and the National Education Association

will gladly help in any way to secure enactment of the legislation.
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ATTACHMENT B

TAL n3. AVERAGE CUSROOM TEACHER SALARM IN CURRENT ANDCO ,ANT 19742 DOLLARS 173-74 a,, U4K, IV STATES
Average Average Percent
teacher teach r change in

Average Av p Percet aa salary (constant
teacher teacher change 1973-74 1983.4 S salary)
salary salary 1973.74 to (constant (constant 1973-74 to

State 1973.74 1983-4 1983-84 1971-72 ) 1971-72 S) 1983-84
I 2 3 4 3 6 7

I

18.00
36.564
21.605
16.929

26.403
22.895
22.624
20.925
27.659
19.343
18.505
24.337
18.640
23.345
21.587
20.140
19.59
19,780
19.100
17,328

24.095
22.500
28.877
24.480
15.895
19.300
20.637
18.785
23.000
17.376
23.044
20.760
26.750
18.014
20.363
21.421
18.490
22.833
22.800
24.641
17,500
16.480
17.900
Z0.100
20,256
17,931
19,867
24.780
17.412
23.00
24.30

U.S. and D.C ....... 10.778 22.019

95.1
1334
107.2
116.5
101.5
126.0
103.0
83.1

1172
95.7
97.6

119.2
125.7
94.8

105.7
104.4
120.3
138.3
108.4
87.6

103.2
102.2
131.3
121.0
109.0
102.6
119.1
104.9
98.7
80.8
93.7

126.1
100.2
76.1

140.4
112.1
124.7
130.0
108.8
116.0
104.7
103.2
102.3
123.3
121.6
100.6
100.3
119.4
110.3
112.4
152.9

104.3

8.037 7.212 -10.3
13.647 14.649 7.3
9,084 8.656 -4.7
6.812 6.782 -0.4

11.416 10.578 -7.3
8.825 9.173 3.9
9.615 9.064 -4,7
9.846 8,383 -14.9

11.091 11.061 -0.1
8.701 7.831 -10,0
8.158 7.414 -9.1
9.681 9.758 0.8
7.195 7.468 3.8

10,439 9.353 -10.4
9.139 8.649 -5.4
8.584 8.069 -6.0
7,748 7.852 1.3
7.231 7.925 9.6
7.984 7.652 -4.2
8.047 6,942 -13.7

10.227 9.653 -5.6
9.693 9,014 -7.0

10.865 11.59 6.3
9.648 9.808 1.7
6.625 6.368 -3.9
8.298 7,732 -6.8
8.213 8.276 0.8
7.986 7.526 -5.8

10.084 9.21 -8.6
8.372 6.962 -16.8

10.363 9.232 -10.9
7.997 8.317 4.0

11.639 10.717 -79
8.910 7,217 -19.0
7.380 8.138 10.5
8.799 8.582 -2.5
7.169 7.408 3.3
8.647 9.148 5.8
9.313 9.135 -4.0
9.936 9.872 -0.6
7.448 7.011 -5.9
7.064 6.603 -6.3
7.701 - 7.171 -6.9
7.772 8.053 3.6
7.963 8.115 1.9
7.785 7.184 -7.7
8.640 7.960 -7.9
9.839 9.928 0.9
7.241 7.004 -3.3
9.434 9,213 -2.3
8.440 9,816 16.3

9.389 8.822 -6.0

Source: U.S. Depamu of LAor. Bure of Labor Statistics. The Consumer
Pn'ce Irdex. various issues: NEA Research. Estimes of k/tool Sismics data file.

39-707 0 - 85 - 69

9.227
13.667
10.428
7.820

13.106
10.131
11.038
11.303
12.733
9.989
9.365

11.114
8.260

11.984
10.492
9.854
8.895
8.301
9.166
9.238

11.741
11.128
12.473
11.076
7.606
9.326
9.428
9.168

11.576
9.611

11.897
9.181

13.362
10.229
8.472

10.101
8.230
9,927

10.921
11.407
8.550
8.109
8.841
8.922
9.141
8.937
9.919
1,295
8.313
0.830
9.689

Alabma ..............
Alaska .................
Arizon ..............
Arkansas ..............
California .............
Colorado ........
Connecticut ..........
Delaware .............
Dist of Columbi..a
Florida ..............
Georgia ...............
Hawaii ................
Idaho .................
Illinois ................
Indiana ................
Iow a ...................

Kentucky .............
Louisiana .............
Maine .................
Maryland .............
Massarhusnms ........
Michigan .............
Minnesota ............
Mississippi ...........
Missoun ..............
Motan ..............
Nebraska .............
Nevadl ................
New Hampshire .....
New Jersey ...........
New Mexico .........
New York ...........
North Carolin ......
North Dakota ........
Ohio ...................
Oklahoma ...........
or... ..... ,........

Pennsylvania .........
Rhode Island ......... I
Soud Carolina .......
South Dakota ........
Tellnessee ............
Teas ..................
Utah ...................
V*rmonl ..............
Virginia ...............
Washington ......... I
West Virginia ........
Wisom in ............ I
Wyoming .............
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ATTACHMENT C

TABLE S. STATE AVERGE TECHE LAWE AS A MUCEN OF
,,4"I AVERAGE. I19;-4 Oid 1"34Ml

Classroo point change in
tacher una teacher salary teache salary a

as S of "% f of" U.S. average
U.S. average U.S. average 1973-74 to

State 1973-74 1983434 1983-114
I 2 3 4

Wyoming .............. 9.9 111.3 21.4
Alaska ............... 145.4 166.1 20.7
Michigan .............. 115.7 131.1 15.4
North Dakota ......... 78.6 92.5 13.9
Kentucky .............. 77.0 89.8 12.8
Oregon ................ 92.1 103.7 11.6
Colorado .............. 94.0 104.0 10.0
New Mexico .......... 85.2 94.3 9.1
Texas .................. 82.1 91.3 81.5
Minnesota ............. 102.8 111.2 8.4
Idaho ............. ... 76.6 84.6 8.0
Washington ....... 104.8 112.S 7.7
Oklahoma ............. 76.4 14.0 7.6
Hawaii ................. 103.1 110.6 7.5
Dist. of Columbia... 118.1 125.6 7.5
Utah 6................... 4.8 92.0 7.2
Kansas ................. 82.A 89.0 6.5

. A Montana ............... 87.5 93.8 6.3
6 Rhode Island ......... 105.8 111.9 - 6.1

A .............. 72.6 76.9 4.3
Wisconsin ............. 100.5 104.5 4.0
Ohio .................. 93.7 97.3 3.6
West Virlinia ........ 77.1 79.4 2.3
Pennsylvania ......... 101.3 103.5 2.2
Louismna .............. 85.0 86.7 1.7
Mississippi ............ 70.6 72.2 1.6
Arizona ................ 96.7 91.1 1.4
Indiana ................. 97.3 98.0 0.7
Maryland .............. 106.9 109.4 0.5
Connecticut ........... 102.4 102.7 0.3
Nebraska ............ . 85.1 85.3 0.2
South Caroline ....... 79.3 79.5 0.2
Iowa .................... 91.4 91.5 0.1
South Dakota ......... 75.2 74.8 -0.4
Missouri ............... 8.4 87.7 -0.7
Tennessee ............. 82.0 81.3 -0.7
Massachusetts ........ 103.2 102.2 -1.0
Vermont ............... 82.9 81.4 -1.5
California ............. 121.6 119.9 -1.7
Virginia " 92.0 90.2 -1.8
New York ............. 124.0. 121.5 -2.5
Geonia ............. .. 86.9 54.0 -2.9
Nevada ............... 107.4 104.5 -2.9
Alabama ............... 85.6 81.7 -3.9
Florida ................. 92.7 81.1 -3.9
Illinois ................. 111.2 106.0 -5.2
New Jersey ........... 110.4 104.7 -5.7
Maine .............. 85.7 78.7 -7.0
Delaware .............. 104.9 95.0 -9.9
New Hampshire ..... 89.2 78.9 -10.3
North Carolin ....... 94.9 81.8 -13.1
Now: Detail nay not add to total due to rounding.
Source: NEA Resea mch Esiwn aVS oo wiSea s dati file.

I-

I
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National People's Action (NPA) is a coalition of 300 church,

community, and senior citizen groups. With affiliates in 38

states, NPA represents the concerns of low and moderate income

people, the majority of whom are working class, across the entire

nation in their fight for economic survival.

For the past year, NPA has been actively opposing the pro-

posed taxation of employee health benefits. During this time

NPA canvassers have spoken with nearly 200,000 voters in the

metropolitan Chicago area alone, the majority of thea recipients

of some form of medical benefits through their jobs%

After paid vacations and holidays, health insurance is the

most widely offered employee fringe benefit, and it is without a

doubt the most essential to the well-being of the average.yorker.

Given the cost of health care today, one major illness coil wipe

out a family's entire life savings. Yet the cost of individual

health insurance policies is prohibitively hLgh--as evidenced by

the family in Oak Forest, Illinois, who told an NPA canvasser

that they were forced to drop their private health plan because

they could no longer afford the $4,000 per year premium. Not

covered by any group plan through work, they had to gamble that

they would remain healthy!

The income level at which a family is considered to be

"middle class" nowadays is approximately $24,000 per year; a

$4,000 insurance premLum--not unusual for a family of four--

represents one-sixth of this yearly income. It is not hard

to under tand how a working class couple with children,
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struggling to make ends meet as it is, would be forced to risk

going without insurance at all rather than pay such a large

chunk of their sorely stretched budget to private coverage.

Because employer paid health insurance plans are group

plans, they are more cost effective than Individual policies,

so that even in cases where the employee pays a portion of the

premium it is at a rate which he or she can afford. Employee

health benefits have enabled the majority of workers to receive

insurance coverage which they could not afford to pay for on

their own.

There are some people, however, Including some members of

Congress, who feel that it is the widespread availability of

insurance which has led to the incredible rise in health c~ate

costs in recent years. They argue that people use the health

care system, and particularly some of the expensive, modern

technology, because they do not have to pay for It--as if people

were regularly scheduling open-heart surgery for their vacations

or popping in for CAT scans for their weekend fun! People do

not deliberately become ill, and to blame the patient for the

cost of his/her treatment is both callous and stupid.

It is clear that employer provided health plans fill a great

need in our society today, and should be encouraged whereever

possible. Without such widely available coverage adequate health

care would be a luxury of the rich.

The question, then, is how the tax system can encourage the
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availability and use of these plans. Treating these benefits as

taxable income would certainly not encourage them, and in many

ways would serve to discourage both the employer and the employ**

from participating in such plans.

" Studies have indicated that such a tax would mainly fall on

families earning less than $35,000 per year--those least able to

afford an increase in their taxes. As the following table shows,

taxation of health benefits would add a significant avw4 nt to

the average worker's annual tax bill.

Taxable Income

$15,000

$20,000

$25,000

$30,000

$35,000

$40,000

$50,000

Current Tax Tax

$1680

$3760

#5371

$7182

$9219

$11,419

$16,306

Bracket

1 ZI

18.8%

21.5%

241

26.3%

28.6%

32.6%

Additional Tax*

$294.00f

$353.00'

$404.00

$451.00

$494.00

$537.00

$612.00

*Based on a group policy for a family of four with

Au4na Life and Casualty with a monthly rate of $315.00

Calculations are based on proposals contained in S.640,

introduced for the Administration by Senator Dole.

Taking three hundred dollars from a family of four trying
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to survive on #15,000 per year is the same as stealing food from

their table. Many people have told NPA canvassers over the past

year that such a tax increase would be a significant burden, and

would tempt many of them to reduce, or even drop, their insurance

coverage rather than pay the additional tax.

Employers, too, would be discouraged from even offering such

plane to their employees if they were taxed as income. The cost

to the employer would rise immediately as he would -ber required

to pay FICA taxes on his contributions to employee health plans.

Plus they would be faced with demands for increased wages by

their employees to cover the tax. A union negotiator in

Blmhurst, Illinois has stated that if health plans became taxable

to the employee, for every $1.00 in additional income taxes paid

by the union members he would demand $1.33 in increased wages.-

,just to bring back the buying power of the employees to the level

it was at before the taxi The temptation would be very strong,

indeed, for the employer to discontinue any health plan offered

to the employee.

Rising health care costs are a serious concern in this

country, but the taxation of employee health benefits will not

control them. Indeed, such a tax may very well aggravate the

problem even further. People without adequate health insurance

are likely to delay treatment of health problems until the

symptoms become unbearable--in other words, to the po4nt at
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which the disease to move difficult, and hence more expensive, to

treat. Prevent.Ive care covorage'is likely to be the first

coverage dropped by an employee seeking to avoid paying higher

taxosp and yet It Is good preventive care which is the best way

of keeping people healthy# and health care costs down.

Put simply, Congress should do all in its power to

encourage employers to offer health benefits to their workers.

The best way to do this is to VOTI AGAINST any proposal to

tax any part of these benefits as income.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to present this

statement to the Committee.

-Bnd-
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION

ON TAXATION OF FRINGE BENEFITS

FOR TIlE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

HEARINGS, JULY 26-30, 1984

WILLIAM P. FISHIER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

The National Restaurant Associaton's view on fringe benefits

are presented here on behalf of our more than 10,000 members

who own and operate oxer 100,000 foodservice establishments, and

on our own behalf as a trade association.

We appreciate the action of Chairman Packwood in convening

these hearings and providing us the opportunity to state our views.

Within the foodservice industry, many employers both small and

large offer health insurance plans, life insurance coverage,

retirement and pension plans, and other important fringe benefits

to their employees. As an association, the National Restaurant

Association does the same, partly as a means of attracting key

employees, and in order to satisfy the sense of responsibility

the association has for the well-being of its employees.

The Chairman has asked that certain general questions be

addressed. We would like to provide an answer to each question.

(1) Should the tax law encourage employers to provide
fringe benefits, and if so, which benefits or services
should be encouraged and what type and level of tax in-
centive is appropriate?

The current tax system, whereby certain fringe benefits are

non-taxable, has served us well and has proved to be of im-

mense value to our society and great advantage to the federal
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government. Under present tax law concepts, health insurance,

life insurance, and retirement plans are available to a large

proportion of Americans. In no conceivable sense could the

U.S. Government provide a comparable level of benefits to

workers, nor would as many workers choose to provide proper

coverage for themselves and their families if employees were

forced to purchase these benefits , their own. Further, group

rates may not be available where participation is low.

Congress, through the tax code, should continue to encourage

private sector employers to provide fringe benefits. The

deductibility of the cost by the employer and the non-taxable

nature of the benefits to the employee have proven to be adequate

incentives to encourage the provision of benefits.

Health and life insurance coverage should continue to be

encouraged through federal tax policy. A variety of retirement

options should be encouraged, as is currently done with the

various defined benefit and defined contribution plans permit-

ted by the code. Finally, tax policy should encourage employers

to provide for the personal development of their employees. With

respect to this latter point, the National Restaurant Association

supports tax incentives for employer-sponsored educational assist-

ance. We hope that Congress will consider retroactively reinstating

the non-taxable status of educational benefits.

(2) What conditions or restrictions are appropriate
on tax incentives to encourage employers to provide
fringe benefits?

Congress and the Internal Revenue Service have encouraged the

provision of benefits on a non-discriminatory basis. To a point,

non-discriminatory requirements are fair; however, there are
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important reasons why Congress and the Service should not become

involved in setting restrictions or conditions on the level or

distribution of fringe benefits.

The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 requires taxation of certain

benefits which are not made available to all employees on substan-

tially the same basis. This requires an estimation of the market

value of the benefit in order that income can be recognized by

the employee. The estimation of market value could in some cases

be quite speculative and not easily verified. For example, if

the non-discrimination requirement were extended to company pro-

vided parking benefits, how would the value of parking be computed

if the company owned the lot rather than rented parking facilities?

Would the value of parking to the employee be the cost of parking

a few blocks east in a commercial lot? What if there were a less

expensive lot a few blocks away to the west? Would employers, to

the further detriment of the inner city, seek out less expensive

suburban office space so they could afford to offer parking to

all employees? And should the tax code have this kind of effect

on business practices?

In addition, some benefits cannot or should not be provided

without distinction based on salary level. Life insurance

coverage is based on salary level in order that the insured's

survivors may sustain their standard of living beyond the bread-

winner's death. Thus, highly compensated employees need greater

amounts of insurance. Congress determined in 1964 that the excess

cost of premiums over and above that necessary to purchase

$50,000 of coverage were taxable to the insured employee. This
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$50,000 level has not been increased since 1964. We urge Congress

to increase the maximum non-taxable coverage level to compensate

for the effects of inflation, or to eliminate altogether the

requirement that the value of employer-paid premiums be taxable

to the employee.

Finally, we believe that conditions and restrictions on the

nature of fringe benefits which may qualify for preferential tax

treatment should not be discussed as a means for raising revenue.

Any tax revenues from revisions in the employee benefits area

would not be likely to offset losses from government expenditures

for social programs necessary to provide a "safety net" in the

absence of substantial employer provided coverage. Whatever the

"cost" to the federal treasury of the existing tax incentives for

employee benefits, it is far outweighed by the societal benefits

reaped.

(3) Are the existing rules concerning fringe benefits
sufficient to ensure that all employees benefit fairly
from the tax incentives?

Where an employer provides benefits such as health and life

insurance, the availability of group rates ensures that younger

workers and workers at the lower end of the income scale will be

able to receive a level of coverage that they could otherwise not

afford. Similarly, older workers and those most likely to have

health problems are able to receive coverage at a reasonable rate.

Thus, although the distribution of benefits is not necessar-

ily the same across all seniority or income levels, the existence

of those benefits is of undeniable value to the recipients and

to society in general.
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(4) Are the existing tax incentives for benefits such
as health care, life insurance, day care, educational
assistance, and cafeteria plans effective in encouraging
employers to provide these benefits to a broad cross
section of employees at a lower total cost than if the
Government provided the benefits directly, if the em-
ployers provided the benefits on a taxable basis, or
employees purchased these benefits on their own?

We- believe that private sector employers have developed an

excellent system for providing employee benefits, and that the

federal government could not approach the level and breadth of

coverage which is currently provided.

If employers provided benefits only on a taxable basis,

coverage would not be the rational economic choice for certain

employees. Those who are young and in good health would choose

low levels of medical coverage; those who have no dependents would

choose to forgo life insurance. The lower number of employee

participants would result in higher rates for all.participating

employees. Health insurance rates for older workers with a greater

likelihood of health problems would increase, as would life in-

surance for workers with dependents and financial obligations.

For the same reasons, employees would almost certainly not

purchase the proper level of coverage on their own if tax incen-

tives did not exist for employer provided coverage.

(5) How will tax laws that encourage employers to provide
fringe benefits affect compensation planning?

The existence of tax incentives for benefits is an important

factor in the continuation of benefit programs for the National

Restaurant Association and its member restaurants. If employees

were taxed on the value of employer provided life and health

insurance benefits, for example, some classes of employees would

begin to demand cash wages instead. This would lead to an
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erosion of the entire employer sponsored program for the provi-

sion of benefits.

(6) Will tax incentives for employer-provided fringe
benefits affect potential employees' choice of employment?

While applicants for employment may shop for better tax-free

benefits packages, the organization offering the best benefits

will be an economically healthy and better managed business

entity. A good employee benefits program builds a secure and

stable workforce. As a result, our society as a whole is better

off.
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I F E EFI NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
loo -Msseoft Avonue, N.W.
WsEngon, D.C. 200/O20N246.WO0

August 13, 1984

The Honorable Bob Packwood
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management

SD-219 Dirksen Senate
Office Building

Washington. D.C. 20510

Hearings on Fringe Benefits
Press Release No. 84-148

Dear Senator Packwood:

On behalf of the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association and its members I am submitting today with this
letter a written statement giving our views on current fringe
benefits and their desirability as a means of promoting the
welfare of our working and retired citizens. Our perspective
is that of a trade association providing and administering
employee benefits for its employees and employees of its mem-
bers for some 40 years. I hope they will be of some help to
you in developing a fair hearing record.

We will also take this opportunity to express our thanks
for your foresight and thoughtfulness in calling these hear-
ings. You have on many past occasions stood firm in your
support for fair and equitable benefits for employees. We
fully believe these hearings will lay a record to correct
misunderstandings by others (including, apparently, some members
of Congress) of the purpose and necessity of welfare and pen-
sion benefits. We support what you are doing and will take an
increasingly active role in the legislative process regarding
employee fringe benefits.

Cordially, 4
Martin D. Wood - Director

Retiren:ent, Safety & Insurance

Enclosure
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N~FI NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONI100 Memawuses Avwnu N.W.wee g~n D.C. am/203457l.N0o

STATEMENT OF

NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION

ON FRINGE BENEFITS

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

AUGUST 13, 1984

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee.

My name is Martin D. Wood. I am the Director of the Retirement,

Safety and Insurance Department of the National Rural Electric

Cooperative Association (NRECA) and the Administrator of the various

welfare and pension programs sponsored by NRECA for its members.

NRECA is the national service organization of the approximately 1,000

rural electric systems operating in 46 states. These systems bring

central station electric service to approximately 25-million farm and

rural individuals in 2,600 of our nation's 3,100 counties. Our var-

ious programs provide pension and welfare benefits to over 40,000

participants in those localities.

These hearings have been called at a very opportune time.

Congress has just passed, and the President signed, the Deficit Re-

duction Act of 1984, which is intended to make a "down payment" on

our huge budget deficits. As Congress faces the difficult task
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of reducing the budget deficit, we expect it will rethink many of

the policies that have until now shaped our tax laws. There will

be great pressures to abandon previous, long term commitments and

seize upon shortsighted plans to raise revenues without thought

to the long term consequences to the nation. We are aware that

the treatment of employee benefits is one of the policies that has

been suggested for re-examination, especially because of the large

amounts of revenue involved.

Employer provided benefits serve essential social purposes.

They provide medical care when the worker or his family is sick,

income when he is disabled, a pension when he retires and an estate

to his family when he dies. They collectively involve very large

amounts of money because they assume great social obligations. Any

attempt to change the present treatment of benefits for short term

revenue gains will have a drastic affect on the provision of these

benefits. These are issues of long term consequence; changes should

not be made for merely short term gains.

Today it is difficult to recall the state of the nation's rural

citizens in the 1930's and 1940's. Social Security was a new, radi-

cal innovation and employer provided retirement plans were almost

unknown for rank and file employees. Health insurance (and Lndeed

health care) was not a major concern of government or employees.

Basically, rural Americans were left to fend for themselves so far

as life, health, disability and retirement needs were concerned.

As rural electric cooperatives were formed throughout the United

States in the 1930's and 40's they needed to secure insurance, both

39-707 0 - 85 - 70
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to protect themselves and their employees from economic loss covered

by injury or sickness. Because of the newness of the industry and

because the cooperatives were located in rural areas, rural electric

cooperatives had great difficulty in obtaining insurance. The major

insurers, whose business was predominately urban, considered rural

electric cooperatives as "farmers playing with electricity." The

failure of the insurance community to respond to their needs was one

of the principal motivations for the formation of NRECA. We are

proud to say we have come a long way from the situation in those

early years. Employer provided welfare and pension benefits now pro-

vide for the rural electric worker and his family upon illness, dis-

ability, death or retirement. The basic benefit programs discussed

below are provided to most rural electric cooperatives through NRECA.

The typical employee of a rural electric cooperative is a 41

year old electrical worker living in a rural community.. The pay

standards are moderate with the average pay approximately $22,700

but the work involves a degree of risk higher than the norm for

injury or death.

Medical insurance is provided to rural electric employees to

cover expenses above deductible and co-insurance amounts. These

coverages are essential to the participant and family for financial

security in the event of illness or injury. These benefits are

available to all employees of the cooperative without discrimination.

Two long term disability programs are offered: One which pro-

vides 50 percent of salary without offset for Social Security dis-

ability benefits and one which provides 66 2/3 percent of salary
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but offsets for Social Security. In the context of electrical

workers# disability benefits are particularly important because of

the nature of the occupation, which involves a relatively high risk

of serious job related injury. These benefits are available to all

employees at the cooperative without discrimination.

Life and Accidential Death and Dismemberment insurance is pro-

vided in multiples of one to five of annual earnings. The typical

employee is insured for approximately $53,000 or about two and one-

third times salary. This insurance accounts for a major portion of

the typical employee's estate and thus is a primary source of support

for the employee's family in the event of death, often serving to

preserve the family unit. These benefits are available to all employ-

ees of the cooperative without discrimination.

In addition to the basic care welfare benefits described above,

some cooperatives have small amounts of short term disability, dental,

vision care and business travel insurance which serve those needs.

Pension benefits are provided through a defined benefit and a

money purhcase pension plan. These programs are available to all

employees of the cooperative without discrimination. The typical

employee will receive 43 percent of his salary from the defined bene-

fit plan as a retirement benefit. In addition the employee may

receive benefits accumulated from the money purchase plan.

Benefits are Distributed Efficiently and Effectively

Rural electric cooperatives are tax exempt cooperative organiza-

tions that are familiar with the advantages of the cooperative prin-

ciple. It is not surprising that most rural electric cooperatives
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have elected to cooperatively pool their resources through NRECA to

utilize their collective purchasing power. The benefits of the wel-

fare programs are cooperatively provided through a common trust that

is tax exempt under I.R.C. section 501(c)(9). Pension benefits are

provided through two master multiple-employer trusts as defined in

I.R.C. section 413(c). The group and master trusts exist to provide

services for the insured individuals in the form of optional benefits

at the lowest possible cost. The group trust utilizes self funding

of its welfare benefits (except life insurance) to optimize the

return to the cost of the benefit and reduce the cost of outside

services to the lowest prudent level. The welfare and pension pro-

grams provided through NRECA are self-administered by professional

staff. The cooperative nature of the programs encourages the

cooperatives to reduce cost and prevent injury and disability by

peer pressure, educational programs and professional counseling. In

addition, various methods of cost sharing and provider auditing helps

keep down cost and over utilization of benefits.

Benefits are Distributed Fairly Among Plan Participants

The welfare and pension benefits are distributed just about

evenly across the employee population. Health benefits are provided

on the same basis to all participants at the time of need. Disability

and life insurance benefits are provided as a common percentage of

compensation to all employees. Retirement benefits are similarly pro-

vided to all employees as a percentage of compensation, factored by

the length of service.
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The benefits provided are adequate, but not by any standard

excessive. They are designed to provide for the reasonable replace-

ment of lost earnings or reimbursement of expenses.

Tax Incentives Are IMortant in Encouraging

Employee Provided Benefits

Among employees of rural electric cooperatives, benefits con-

stitute approximately 37 percent of gross salaries paid to employees.

This 37 percent figure includes the cost of all employee benefits,

both those that have incentives and those that do not. When

vacation, sick leave, holidays, and other non-tax incentive benefits

are excluded we find that tax incentive benefits contribute only 26

percent of gross salaries paid to employees. Of this 26 percent,

approximately 16 percent consists of tax deferred contributions to

pension programs. Approximately 10 percent consists of truly tax

exempt medical and other similar benefits. Because the great bulk

of the tax favored benefits provided to rural electric employees are

pension and welfare benefits our discussion will be primarily direct-

ed towards those programs.

Rural electric cooperatives have absolutely no tax motivation

themselves for providing any type of employee benefits. Rural elec-

tric cooperatives are almost all tax exempt under I.R.C. section

501(c)(12) and since tax exempt, derive no tax advantage from the

provision of employee benefits. Employee benefits are provided

because they serve a social purpose - the protection of the employee's

health, and the provision for disability, death or retirement.

Pension and welfare benefits are provided by rural electric

cooperatives as a part of an unwritten but long standing social con-
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tract among government, employers and employees whereby Social Secur-

ity, medicare and medicaid are provided by government as a mandatory,

basic portion of employee protection. A second level of protection

is provided by employers on an optional basis, which government

encourages by favorable tax treatment. The final portion is provided

by etaployee savings, some forms of which are also encouraged by the

tax laws. It is the employer provided benefits to which these hear-

ings are primarily addressed.

Of course there is a revenue cost to the Treasury when benefits

are provided to employees on a tax favored basis. The question is

whether the cost of forgone revenue equals the social benefit derived

from those forgone revenues. There is no doubt in our minds that the

revenue cost of tax favored fringe benefits is more than adquately

paid for by the broad participation of rank and file employees in

essential welfare and retirement plans. Most of the participants in

our programs are blue collar workers, there are relatively few manage-

ment level or highly compensated employees. It is simply not realistic

to expect the average employee to forego his immediate income needs to

set aside the substantial sums needed for retirement or for his health

and disability needs. It is our experience that the vast majority of

employees do not protect themselves against these eventualities unless

the coverages are provided by the employer. A shortsighted philosophy

often prevails in which the employee elects to "take home" payrather than

prepare for contingencies of this nature. It is the employer who

recognizes the need and makes the allocation of resources to employee

benefits. Tax incentives represent an essential cost sharing between

government and private industry to encourage the maximum availability

of these benefits.
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Reconendation for Public Policy Debate

In closing, we would like to raise several issues deserving of

further consideration by the Congress and the Administration as

debate on the appropriate tax treatment of fringe benefits evolves.

First, and foremost is the need for a predictable and consis-

tent policy on the tax treatment of the benefits discussed in these

hearings. What was once a ten or fifteen year review and reform of

the tax law has now become an annual affair. Frequent changes in

the laws affecting these benefit plans adds significantly to the

costs of their administration and makes planning for future contin-

gencies difficult. If our 1,000 member cooperatives each administer-

ed their own benefit plans, we have no doubt that many would have

terminated them in the face of these yearly changes. This is fre-

quently the choice many small and medium sized businesses are faced

with.

Second, we would like to state again that our benefit plans are

meeting the economic security needs of our large rural electric

family across the nation. When no one else would meet the light and

power needs of these areas, the rural electric cooperatives did.

Before there were sponsored plans to care for the disabled employee,

plans to provide for his loved ones in the event of death, or plans

to provide an adequate income during one's golden years, the rural

electric cooperatives offered this protection to its employees.

These benefits are non-discriminatory, offering a high quality of

benefit at the lowest possible net cost. If we were not to provide

these plans for the basic economic security of these 40,000-plus

participants, there could be little doubt that each Member of Congress

would be petitioned for similar protection to be provided by the

Federal government.
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With regard to specific policy changes,we would like to recom-

mend three proposals for your consideration in the area of salary

reduction money purchase pension plans, the $50,000 limitation on

the tax-free treatment of employer paid life insurance premiums,

and proposals to limit tIe amount employers may pay in health

insurance premiums.

Our national pension policy has encouraged individuals to save

for their retirement and has sought to make such pension benefits

available to a broad spectrum of Americans. In furtherance of that

policy, the Revenue Act of 1978 added Section 401(k) to the Internal

Revenue Code permitting profit sharing and stock bonus plans to

adopt special salary reduction features that encourage employee sav-

ings. However, under present law a plan that is not a profit sharing

or stock bonus plan can not provide such a feature. The exclusion

of money purchasesension plans has denied the benefits of the in-

creasingly popular salary reduction savings programs to employees of

nonprofit organizations and to employees of for-profit organizations

that have no current or accumulated profits. Apparently, it was

simply a matter of oversight that Congress did not extend the avail-

ability of salary reduction arrangements to money purchase pension

plans. The Treasury Department has twice supported such legislation

in public testimony on June 14, 1984 and September 21, 1983 before

the Ways'and Means Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures. It is

our hope that Congress will soon adopt legislation to promote regular

retirement savings through salary reduction arrangements under a

money purchase pension plan.
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The present $50,000 limitation on the amount of employer paid

life insurance premiums that is tax-exempt was first enacted by

Congress in 1962. Since that time the cost of living has continued

to increase significantly, reducing this benefit to only 29 percent

of its value in 1964 or $14,560. As mentioned earlier, the average

coverage for our employees remains at roughly two and one-third

times annual salary or $53,000 per employee. It is.our recommendation

that Congress review the present limitation to develop a means of

preserving the current dollar value of protection provided.

Finally, we would like to speak against proposals that have

circulated over the last year to limit the tax-free treatment of

employer-paid health insurance premiums. It has bein our experience

that the appropriate level of health insurance crverage is best left

to the individual cooperative's management ir consultation with

their employees. Differerces in geography, availability of health

services, and job related risks would make a national standard diff-

icult to reach and unwieldly to administer. The record of our

members in developing a level of coverage adequate to meet their

employees' needs and in pioneering efforts to control health care

costs has been impressive. We urge the Congress to consider the use

of flexible spending accounts which encourage employees to hold down

the costs of non-taxable benefits like health insurance, rather than

impose an inequitable and unworkable cap on those benefits.

This concludes our recommendations for public policy debate and

we remain available to provide this subcoeuittee or any other body

with any further information that may be helpful in deliberations on

these important concerns.
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NORTH CAROUNA.
N a tu r alIcr&%-;; DRAWE A O ST. 483)315

FAYETTEVILLE. NORTH CAROLINA 8302

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Congress will create more problems than itwill solve if it continues
its attempts to tax employee benefit plans.

Employer plans provide benefits more efficiently and at a lower cost than
the federal government could, in our opinion. Without our benefit plans,
employees would be more dependent on the federal government. And it is more
practical for private companies to provide these plans.

So-called tax-free benefits, like group health insurance plans, in
which an employer receives tax deductions for its contribution and the
employees are not taxed on premiums that are paid by the employer, comprise
just 5.54% of employee compensation at North Carolina Natural Gas Corporation.

Our employee benefits do not discriminate in favor of the highly compen-
sated, but the benefits provide a wide range of protection to all workers.
Workers at all wage levels -- not just highly compensated workers -- are
covered by our benefit plans. Some 95% of our 430 employees earn less than
$30,000 a year. These employees are covered by optional group health, life,
and AD&D programs, and 100% are participants in the company's pension plans
and long term disability plans. Pensions are tax-deferred, of course.

The tax-fiee status of some employee benefits not only protects employees
from catastrophic health care costs, but it also helps to ensure that social
goals are met. Employees likely would not purchase educational an insurance-
related benefits on their own if they were compensated in cash rather than
benefits. If benefits were taxable, our employees would ask the company to
give them more cash instead of giving them the benefits. The tax-free
status was intended to encourage such employer furnished benefits.

If the government takes over benefits from private employers, it will
be hit with enormous costs and everlasting contention. Our life, health, and
long term disability plans relieve the government of a substantial economic
burden. The government will have to increase Social Security and welfare
benefits if we cut bdck on these benefits.

Tax-free benefit plans are integrated into the nation's compensation
structure. Their taxation would destroy the differential advantage of smaller
employers and create a tremendous uproar among influential employee groups
of the larger employers. It would be the most unfair tax of all -- hurting,
mostly, the lower paid people. And, in short, "more squawks than feathers".

Sincerely,

ralia m L.AyA
PersonnelCDir~ or /4

raj
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The Nature Conservancy
1800 North Kent Street, Arlington, Virginia 22209

(703) 841-5300
STATEMENT OF THE NATURE CONSERVANCY

ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT, SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

August 13, 1984

The Nature Conservancy is a non-profit corporation which employs more than
500 people in many different kinds of jobs throughout the United States. In
order to compensate our employees equitably and to be competitive with other
employers, we provide a broad program of employee benefits which we review
periodically. We believe that such a program is an important part of a total
compensation plan which gives an employer the opportunity to provide direction
and guidance to employees to anticipate their needs and plan for their
long-term financial security. Employers who emphasize salary to the exclusion
of benefits which are not legally required are missing this valuable
opportunity.

Because our employee group is so diverse, a broad based program of
employee benefits is necessary in order to meet all needs. Some of the
benefits we elect to provide are so basic that virtually all employees
perceive the need and are enrolled. Examples are health and dental insurance,
life insurance, accidental death and dismemberment insurance, travel accident
insurance, long-term disability insurance, and our savings and retirement
plan, which is governed by section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code. All
of these plans make it possible for our employees to use a portion of their
total compensation to protect themselves from the effects of expensive
emergencies and the loss of earnings, whether they come as the result of an
unplanned event, such as disability, or from their anticipated retirement. By
encouraging employees to take responsibility for themselves and by requiring
them to use self-determination in saving and investing for retirement income,
we believe we are fostering self-reliance and reducing the chances that
Conservancy employees will have to rely on health and welfare benefits funded
by taxpayers', dollars.
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The fact that these benefits are tax-free helps make them attractive to
employees and provides an incentive for them to take advantage of the plans we
provide. All employees need these benefits and, if the incentive to take part
of their compensation in the form of benefits is removed, many employees might
elect to spend their salary dollars on items which provide more immediate
gratification.

In addition to those benefits which all employees need, the Conservancy
also provides benefits which meet special needs. These include educational
assistance for job-related training or study, student loans for post secondary
education for employees and their dependents, sabbatical leave, and a
tax-deferred annuity plan which encourages employees to save for major
purchases rather than to incur debt. These benefits have allowed us to
encourage employees to improve their knowledge and skill level and to be
thrifty.

A recent survey of employee needs and preferences revealed that our
employees are enthusiastic about the concept of flexible benefits, which would
allow them to design their own benefits program around their individual
situations. This would allow us to provide some additions to our plan, such
as child care for families where both parents are employed, and to introduce
some diversity into the package by permitting employees to select the level of
life or health insurance best suited to their needs. The Conservancy is

committed to designing and implementing such a plan for its work force in 1985.

The Nature Conservancy believes that by providing a well-designed program
of employee benefits, employers foster an awareness of individual
responsibility and provide opportunities for employees take care of themselves
and their dependents. The elimination of incentives to employees to
participate in employer-sponsored benefits plans would almost surely result in
lower levels of participation and increased reponsibility on the part of the
federal, state, and local governments to provide for employees who do not
provide for themselves. We urge the Congress to encourage employee
participation in benefits, by continuing their tax-free status, for the public
good.
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July 26, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Arment:

Consistent with your requiremnts I am submitting this letter and
the attached statement to be included as part of the record on the
Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by
the United States Senate Finance Coinittee, Subcomittee on Taxation
and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Via Trst Officer

GOD:csw
Attachment
19995
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Submitted as part of the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: Gary 0. Daniel

My firm is the Corporate Trustee for approximately 1,000 employee benefit
plans representing a broad cross-section of businesses and industries located
in approximately 25 states. These plans cover over 1,000,000 participants and
beneficiaries and represent a broad-based constituency of Middle America.

I believe it is important for the Congressional Records to reflect the strong
prevailing attitudes of these participants and beneficiaries and those of us
who directly provide services for these plans, with reference to important
issues effecting private employee benefit plans.

Therefore I respectfully submit the following statemets on behalf of the
individual participants and beneficiaries of the private employee benefit plan
system that my company represents.

1. The private employee benefit plan system provides a useful social and
economic purpose by forming the vital third leg of a retirement security
objective that includes social security and private savings. True social
and economic independence for our citizens in retirement cannot be
achieved without congressional support and nourishment of all three of
these important sectors.

2. The private employee benefit plan system touches all income levels but is
counted on most heavily by rank and file employees, who have less means to
accumulate personal savings for retirement.

3. Plan sponsors will not and cannot maintain adequate employee benefit plans
for their employees without the needed tax incentives from Congress.

4. IRAs are a welcomed means of encouraging greater personal savings by all
individuals toward retirement but again, personal savings has to be
supported by a sound social security system and private employee benefit
plan system if meaningful retirement security is to be achieved by the
average working American.

5. These issues are paramount in the minds of all employees covered by
private employee benefit plans and has *grass root" support that is far
reaching across America.

19g5s
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GORDON D. MaCKAY, CW
-ew New England Mutual Life Insurance Company Senor V"c PreeideriEniland 501 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02117-Lf 617.578.2658 W4 AK -6 A 10 46

July 31, 1984

The Honorable Bob Packwood
U.S. Senate
259 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

New England Life Insurance Company commends you and your Subcommittee
members for your efforts to bring the issue of taxation of employee
benefits to the public's attention through hearings on July 26, 27 and
30. We would like to add our voice in support of the broad social
purposes served by employee benefits.

There are some primary social dangers against which most people feel
protection is essential: high medical costs; loss of income due to
disability or death; and the potential for poverty in retirement. New
England Life is proud of the quality of its employee benefit program,
both as an employer and as a provider of life and health insurance
coverage to other employers. We continually endeavor to build fairness
into our program by providing benefits to all employees, not just to the
high paid. Our pensions are adjusted to meet the burdens of rising
inflation. We assist our employees in attaining economic security by
helping them meet medical expenses and income-loss needs caused by
disability or death.

The federal government cannot meet fully these needs for every citIzen.
As long as the private sector provides the necessary protection for its
employees, the government can fulfill its promise of taking care of the
truly needy.

The private sector has built an effective and efficient arrangement to
cover the needs of employees through its benefit programs. Employee
needs are there and they must be met. If the private sector is not
encouraged to meet those needs, the government must. However, we know
the government's burden becomes the public's burden.

Some protection is provided to workers through the Social Security
System. However, we were all aware of the financial strains on the
System despite the major changes that were made earlier this Congress.
Employers recognize the need to supplement Social Security benefits and
attempt to do so through employee benefit programs. For employees whose
costs for benefits are paid largely by the employer, taxation of benefits
would constitute a cut in pay. This almost certainly would lead a
significant number of workers, particularly the lower paid, to drop
their insurance coverage. The resulting substantial medical expenses
would become the public's burden. Some would create a greater demand on
the Social Security system. Some would result in bad debts for
hospitals to cope with. Many more would be forced into Medicaid.
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The system works well now. It should not be systematically dismantled
for the sake of greater tax revenues. By funding through the private
sector, we not only relieve pressures on the Social Security system, we
enhance the economy. A new tax program on fringe benefits would drive
up the cost of medical care, hit hardest those with the least resources
and ultimately be unsuccessful.

The private sector can and Is willing to do its part of help employees.
Tax incentives for employer-provided benefits are a means of
encouragement to do more. The price to our nation of removing those
incentives is far greater than the revenue that could be gained without
them.

Very truly yours,

Gordon D. MacKay?

/1c
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STATEMENT OF

VICKIE L. FISHER

SECRETARY

NEW MEXICO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT

CONCERNING S. 463

LIMITING STATE SEVERANCE TAXES

3ULY 24, 1984

SUBMITTED TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND AGRICULTURAL TAXATION

OF THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

I appreciate this opportunity to express my opposition to 5. 463 and to the

general proposition that state severance taxes should be limited. I will confine

my comments to a few points.

S. 463 seeks to limit the amount of severance taxes on crude oil, natural gas and

coal transported from a producing state to the costs incurred by the state which

are directly attributable to the production activity. This is to be done in the

name of reducing "fiscal disparity between States".

The concept of "fiscal disparity" itself is illusive. In this context, it seems to

imply that all of the states are equally endowed, except in one respect -- that

nature has perversely concentrated deposits of the major energy resources in a

few of the states. Because governments raise revenues from the economic base

39-707 0 - 85 - 71
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available to them, these few states somehow have an "extra" source of taxation.

This is an obviously faulty premise. States are not equally endowed. In fact we

all take great pride in the diversity of this great land. Our differences are one

of the major reascns for the success of our federal form of government. The

states are the laboratories in which great social and political experiments are

first undertaken.

If this bill's fundamental concept were to be accepted, wouldn't we New

Mexicans be justified in complaining about Minnesota's taconite deposits, Iowa's

magnificently productive farmland, Florida's endless beaches, California's

"Silicon Valley" and New York's financial industry? This could only lead to more

and more extensive and intrusive federal control ever state revenues.

Ultimately this process would convert the states into mere administrative units

of the federal government.

Another apparent assumption of S. 463 is that there are no forces restraining the

states fortunate enough to have deposits of energy resources within their

borders. The market forces of supply and demand do exist and do impose very

real limits on any state's ability to tax these minerals.

A severance tax raises the producer's cost for bringing a mineral to market. In a

freely operating market, such as the international market for oil, price is set not

just by the producers but by the interaction of buyers and sellers. When prices

a. e set by market forces, no individual producer can simply raise his own prices

to recover the full cost of severance taxes paid. The producer winds up bearing
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the cost of the tax, not the consumer. Higher severance taxes, other things

being equal, mean lower profits for producers. That creates incentives for the

producers to shift operations to states with lower taxes.

States compete keenly for industries and jobs. Governors and legislatures are

well aware of the negative consequences on investment and jobs in their states

from tax rates that are perceived to be too high. Industry representatives are

not shy about pounding this message home during legislative sessions. As a

result, states take great care to maintain competitive tax structures.

5. 463 contemplates restricting a state's severance taxes to a level equal to the

costs incurred by the state directly attributable to the production activity. This

will guarantee an expansion of the Attorney General's staff, more courts and

prosperous times for the accounting and legal professions. Defining "directly

attributable" costs will provide endless subject matter for litigation.

Furthermore, we would probably be shooting at a moving target -- technology

changes. We keep learning more about our environment -- how yesterday's

events in Illinois affect the people in New York today.

We have had some experience with a related concept in New Mexico. For many

years New Mexico's severance tax on copper, gold and several other minerals

tried to determine a value for these minerals when they first achieved

marketable form. This involved the Taxation and Revenue Department and the

several producers in non-stop battles over definitions of what costs could be

considered "directly attributable" to the mining activity per se. Even worse, the

answer for one company did not suit another. The companies are organized
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differently. They use disparate mining and processing techniques. Naturally the

accounting systems varied also. We were able to solve this by altering the focus

of the tax through corrective legislation this year but this side-stepping of the

problem will not be possible with S. 463 because the problem ip the bill.

Finally, the whole thrust of this bill Is to punish those states which happen to

have energy resources for the rapid rise in oil prices over the last decade.

Congress has tried several times, and failed on every occasion, to wish away a

hard fact of life: energy costs a lot more than it used to. We all have had to

make a lot of adjustments in the way we do business# in the way we live. Taking

aim at the energy-producing states will not bring back the low prices, the easy

times; it will only divide the nation.
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July 25, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Senate Finance Committee
Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
Room 219, Dirksen Senate Building
Washington DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this
letter and the attached statement to be included as
part of the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on
TAxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Best regards,

MTR/J lt

Attachment
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate
Finance Committee, Subccmittee on Taxation and Debt Management, I
urge your continuance of current tax treatment of employee fringe
benefits.

Employee benefits provide an effective means of providing financial
security for employees of Nissan Motor Manufacturing Corporation
U.S.A. This feeling of security, in the event of death or
catastrophic illness of the employee or family mtrs, contributes to
the productivity of our employee and I am sure it is also a factor in
other major corporations in the United States.

In support of my position, Nissan benefits are provided for all our
employees and do not primarily benefit higher paid employees. Through
May 1984 health care benefits paid for higher paid employees
represented less than four percent of total employee health care
benefits paid. Our insurance carrier, Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, has more specific data regarding these statistics.

If tax-favored employer sponsored benefits are eliminated, this would
create a burden for the majority of Nissan employees. Therefore, I
reccAaran Congress proceed cautiously in making any changes in the
private employee benefit plan system.

KXJ:ds
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_ NOMEC, INC.
1674 West I Norlh, (713) 932-0853
Houston, Texas 77043 Tee 790-58

August 3, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg., Room SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Gentlemen:

This is to address the Public Hearing held on July 26, 27 and 30, 1984 on

the subject of Employee Fringe Benefits and Their Taxation. Our office

has several benefits which have been taken in to consideration by most

employees of this company at the time they were interviewed for their

respective positions. These benefits include Life Insurance in the amount

of $20 000 and Accidental Death and Dismemberment Benefits of $20,000

for the employee and $2,000 for spouse and $1,000 for children over 14

days old. Also we have the standard Major Medical Expense Benefits of

100% of the first $500 and 80% of the excess after the deductible for

any one accident up to $1,000,000 and for other expenses 80% after the

deductible-to $2,500 and 100% to 1,000,000.

If it were not for these provisions for the employees, many people would

certainly be under a hardship throughout the year, especially those with

large families. Many people are quite appreciative of these benefits

as you can well imagine - they pay for pharmaceutical expenses, surgeries,

doctor's visits, etc., as well a having a permanent plan for the future

with the provision of the Life Insurance. To charge extra taxes on these
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types of benefits would put an even greater burden on\the employer than

already exits. However, there is little question that the employer is

able to provide at a lower cost and with less hassle a better quality

service by dealing directly with the insurance companies than if the fed-

eral government attempted such. One can just imagine the extra cost of

forms, offices, salaries, telephone expense, etc. to have another branch

of the federal government trying to provide these same services.

These benefits, by the way, are provided to each and every employee, from

the president of the company down to the file clerks and truck drivers -

and the benefits begin from the first day of employment. These benefits,

in other words, are provided on a purely equal basis - regardless of length

of tenure, salary considerations, sex, race or ethnic background, religious

affiliation, etc. If these benefits did not exist, it would put a great

hardship on any who worked here, for as we all are aware, hospital costs

are quite expensive and they do not take into consideration how much money

you deposit in the bank.

Private enterprise has provided these saivices in an efficient manner

to its employees for years at no cost to the federal government. In the

sense that it is a service it seems unfair to tax the plans so carefully

researched and administered in behalf of the workers. It would seem to

be more carefully administered than would a governmental program in that

there is, at least in our company, one employee who handles each claim

for the other employees, and she deals directly with the insurance company.

There is very little of the "red tape" involved that would be involved

in dealing with the federal government.
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The employee needs are there and must be met by someone. If each employer

is not encouraged to meet its needs, government must. And we believe,

along with many others, that the ultimate price to our nation will be

greater.

Very truly yours,

Karen C. Lloyd,
Secretary/Treasurer

/kcl
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219 N. BOYLAN AVENUE RALEIGH, N.C. 27603 (919) 821-1314

July 23, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirkeen Office Bldg., Room SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Hearing on Taxation of . ioyee Benefits
July 26, July 27, July L., 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

On behalf of our Association, I wish to make a statement for the
record concerning the subject matter of the hearing referred to
above.

Some 175 of our member-companies are currently participating in
our Association's Group Life/Health/Hospital Plan, with over
1,400 persons enrolled as primary Insureds; about half of them
also have their dependents insured under the Plan.

Our Plan benefits do not benefit our owners and officers more
than they benefit their employees. Each insured person receives
exactly the same benefits, including the same amount of Group
Term Life Insurance. The same thing Is true with regard to bene-
fits for men and women; the benefits are identical.

We believe that Life/Hospital Insurance and other employee bene-
fits are absolutely essential to the welfare and economic
security of employees, retirees and their dependents. Many
employees cannot afford to pay for good solid benefits and they
would certainly suffer If employer-sponsored benefits were driven
out of the picture by new taxes on fringes.
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So, we further believe that our tax laws should encourage
employers to provide fringe benefits. Our present laws ensure
that all benefits for employees are distributed fairly, but
further tax incentives are needed to encourage more employers to
provide fringe benefits for a broader cross section of workers in
America.

Those American employers with vision and compassion have built an
employee benefit system that Is effective and efficient in
meeting employees' needs. We need this system In place and
working. It is far superior to and more cost-effective than any
government program which might replace It. This fact has been
proved over and over again In our history. Private Enterprise
must be encouraged more than ever to meet the needs of employees.
If private enterprise does not do this, the government will have
to do It. We all know that, if this turns out to be the case,
the price tag will be a great deal higher!

Sincerely,

ohn C. Gill, Jr.

Executive Vice President

JCG/rr
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TESTItIONY OF MR. MOtITY BURI'E
PRESIDENT, NORTU DAKOTA FARM BUREAU,

McKENZIE, NORTU DAKOTA

TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND AGRICULTURAL
TAXATION OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
RELATIVE TO S. 463, A BILL TO RESTRICT

STATE SEVERANCE TAXES ON OIL, NATURAL GAS AND COAL

Hearing Date - July 24, 1984
Submission Date - July 27, 1984

I appreciate the opportunity that you have afforded me to

express the concern that our organization has in regard to

S. 463.

North Dakota Farm Bureau i; a voluntary, non-governmental

organization financed by membership dues and organized to pro-

vide a means by which farmers can work together to achieve

benefits usually denied them as individuals. The 20,095 Farm

Bureau member families represent all counties in the State of

North Dakota and are an important part of the American Farm

Bureau made up of over 3,000,000 Farm Bureau member families

from 2,834 counties in 49 states and Puerto Rico, united for the

purpose of analyzing their problems and formulating action to

achieve educational improvement, economic opportunity and social

advancement. Farm Bureau is county, state and national in scope

and influence and is non-partisan, non-sectarian and non-secret

in charter.

Farm Bureau members have banded together to be an effective

force in furthering the interest of agriculture as well as the

general interests of our total economy.

Our policy positions were developed through a program

featuring decisions by members on the county level, meeting to
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determine attitudes toward the various issues. These recommend-

at ions were then passed by the county I:arm Bureau organizations

and forwarded to the North Dakota Farm Bureau Resolutions

Committee which acted on them and submitted its amended list to

the voting delegates of the 41st annual North Dakota Farm Bureau

convention. The voting delegates considered, amended and adopted

these resolutions as official Farm Bureau policy for 1984.

At our annual convention last December in Minot, ND, our

delegates reaffirmed "the following policy statement:

We believe that the present Coal Severance Tax and method

of distribution is fair and equitable, both to the consumer

and to the counties where the coal is mined.

We recognize that the coal severance tax and coal conversion

tax together are not major sources of revenue for our state yield-

l.ng, about $45.8 million for the current hi ,nniti butt realize that.

if this legislation is passed it will require property owners

to pick up the slack in meeting the educational, welfare and

other needs of our state.

Of much greater concern to us is any limitation of the oil

and gas' production tax and the oil extraction tax. Our yield

in those areas have been vital in meeting our educational needs.

We are also concerned about the impact of energy development

to the schools, counties and townships as is indicated in the

following policy statement:

We urge the North Dakota Legislature to distribute an

adequate amount of the oil and gas tax money to the schools,

counties and townships to offset the impact they are having

because of the energy development.
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Mr. Chairman, members of this subcommittee, we are pleased

that you are holding this hearing and allowing this testimony

for those of us who are unable to be present in Washington, D.C.

so that we might focus on the various misconceptions behind

federal severance tax legislation such as S. 463 and HR 4869

introduced by Representative Concoran (R-IL) that severance

taxes disrupt Interstate Conmmerce, impede economic development

in the energy consuming states and result in a tax windfall

for the taxing states. 
N

S. 463 and IR 4869 are not the first attempt to take away

the constitutional right of producer states to make their own

judgments on the level of resource taxation they should impose.

Several bills have been introduced in previous congressional

sessions to limit Montana's coal tax to 12 %.

In the 1981 session, S. 1778, introduced by Senator David

Durenberger (R-Minn.) applied only to coal mined on federal lands,

while HR 1313, introduced by Representative Sam Gibbons (D-Fla),

applied to all coal. If either of these bills are enacted, S. 463

or HR 4869, many western states will be adversely affected, since

they have historically levied taxes on the extraction of natural

resources.

Because there is a great deal of misinformation on the

subject of energy severance taxes I think that son)c pertinent

facts need to be presented to help clear the air. First of all,

we should know the background and then address such important

points as:

1. Is there a need for severance?

2. What effect does that severance tax have on the consumers
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3. flow about looking at the whole picture?

4. Has the higher severance tax reduced production
of coal?

5. Shouldn't we think in terms of energy content - or 3TUs?

Our members believe there is a need for severance.

Due to the increased activity In the past several years

in the search for and the development of alternatives to foreign

oi.1, there has been a great increase in coal exploration,

surface mining;, energy conversion, and energy transmission in

North Dakota. This activity has created a host of problems

within the state and created numerous burdens upon state and

local governments where these activities have taken place. With

the influx of mining and energy personnel, roads, schools, law

enforcement, social services and other essential local government

services have had to be created, improved or enlarged at: great

expense to the taxpayers In North Dakota. North Dakota is pay-

ing for he costs of siting, reclamation enforcement and regula-

tory procedures associated with that coal development. North

Dakota is contending with the increased air atd water pollution

and the threat of a long-term loss of agricultural productivity

as a result of that coal development.

These necessary government programs must he paid for; North

Dakot. and other states have looked to coal severance taxes

for a share of these costs and for compensation for nonrenewable

resource. Many of the other states In the West have done like-

wise, each having learned a lesson from the history of Appalachian

coal development.

North Dakota sponsored a regional environmental assessment

program at a cost of over $6 million to determind the environ-
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mental and economic impacts of coal development on our state.

One of the products of that study was a comprehensive review

of the costs and revenues associated with coal development in

the period from 1976 to 1983, considering all projects approved

for development.

That study looked at all costs to state and local govern-

nents resulting from coal development and all state and local

revenues associated with that same development. A conclusion

of that study was that the combined deficits to state and local

government from coal development for the period from 1976 to

1983 would be $44 million.

That conclusion did not include any costs for the negative

impacts of air and water pollut-ion, potential long-term loss

to the agricultural productivity of land, aquifer damage, or

any other environmental costs. It also did not include costs

for projects completed prior to 1975.

It has been said by some that At these severance taxes

are but ill-disguised attempts by the states to carve out a

bigger piece of the pie, to the detriment of sister states which

do not have the natural resources of the western states. The

fact remains that the extraction of coal, from North Dakota and

other similarily situated states, depletes the physical weall:h

of the state, imposes undesirable consequences on portions of

society and forecloses alternatives available to the state.

Examples of this are the desolation created by an open pit strip

mine ind the deterioration in air quality caused by coal coti-

version. State taxation of natural resources, in the form o.f a

severance tax, is an appropriate means for the citizens of North
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Dakota and other western states to receive just compensation for

adverse impacts caused by the extraction and renioval of coal

and extraction of oil and natural gas from within the bioundiiries

of North Dakota.

Our members are concerned about the costs and other impacts

of energy development and their affect on state revenues. We

have ten member, representative Taxation and Natural Resources

committees, which have traveled in the impacted energy develop-

ment areas and contacted local citizens. In addition, they

and the staff coordinator monitor interim legislative committee

meetings as well as legislative sessions.

These members seek out the facts on the responsible natin'

of the application of severance tax revenues to meet the

immediate and long term needs of our people for public services

delivered, riot by federal agencies, but by itate, county and

city governments directly for the benefit of the people most

affected.

The North Dakota Energy Impact Office works daily with

local governments to meet the demands placed upon government

services due to increased energy activity.

A review of the facts have demonstrated conclusively to

our concerned Farm Bureau members that North Dakota is both

reasonable and responsible in its levying of severance taxes and

its distribution of revenues acquired from such taxes.

Many of our members have expressed the opinion that the last

thing the federal government ought to be doing Is trying to tll

North Dakota how to conduct our business.

They believe that some resource developers are inclined to

39-707 0 - 85 - 72
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want to reap all of the benefits but bear little or none of the

costs associated with resource development.

Our members feel that North Dakota is wise in adopting a pay-

as-you-go approach asking the resource developers to pay a reason-

able severance tax to cover all of the costs of that development.

To me, the establishment of a federal severance tax limitation

on the states would be contrary to the long standing recognition

of the Congress to defer to the states in matters relating to

severance taxes and their distribution and application toward

mitigating community impacts in coal producing areas.

North Dakota Farm Bureau does not believe that in the fore-

seeable future the Congress needs to change its long standing

policy to allow states to tax the severance of minerals unencumber-

ed by national standards. The western states have generously

responded to our country's energy needs. They have also acted

responsibly as stewards of the land and as trustees for future

generations.

What effect does the severance tax have on the consumer?'

Let's look first at the oil taxes.

In November of 1980, the voters of North Dakota passed on

an oil extraction tax of 6 % to apply to tLe value of oil at the

wellhead. That tax is in addition to our 5% tax on the value

of oil and gas at the wellhead, which is in lieu of all property

taxes. Therefore, our total tax on oil in North Dakota is 11 %,

and our total tax on natural gas is 5%. We anticipate total

collections for all unites of government of $301 million from these

taxes during the current biennium. The North Dakota consumer

benefLts from that increased revenue. What about he
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Minnesota consumer of oil prodticed in North Dakota, is ln(!

adversely affected? In order for consumers to be adversely

affected by the additional tax imposed by North Dakota on oil,

the price of crude oil would have to have increased as a result

of the additional tax. , Before imposition of the 6 7% tax o iI wa;

$39.50 per barrel, and the current price after the 6k% oilltax

has been fully implemented is approximately $30 per barrel.

The reason for this is that the price of oil is determined more

often by world market conditions than by the oil producers.

The oil producer, like the wheat farmer, in most cases caim-

not add increased taxes- onto the price of his product because

neither the oil producer nor the farmer controls the price of

his product. World market conditions control the prices of

both commodities and are less affected by levels of St.ate taxatiM.

Then why should the level of our current oil production and ex-

traction taxes be limited?

The suggestion by some that a state like North Dakota wiih

large energy reserves can rely on that tax base to keep energy-

poor states at a permanent, competitive disadvantage neglects

to evaluate the natural competitive advantages of other states.

For-example, the state of Minnesota with its ten thousand lakes

has enjoyed a competitive advantage over the state of North

Dakota for decades. The lakes have attracted thousands of

North Dakotans who have paid sales taxes, property taxes and

income taxes to the state of Minnesota, but at no time did

North Dakota suggest that we ought to have national legislation

passed to limit the levels of Minnesota state taxes because
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of thac competitive advantage.

I am providing you with a study done by the North Dakota

Tax Department on the effecLt of that severance Lax on the

consumers of electricity provided by Minnesota Power & Light,

Minnkota Power, Montana-Dakota Utilities, Northern States Power,

Northwestern Public Service, Otter Tail Power, and the United

Power Association. I am also providing you with a similar study

conducted by the state of Montana on the cost to the consumer

of the Montana severance tax in 1980.

North Dakota levies a coal severance tax of $1.04 a ton,

which the N.D. Tax Department will generate $45.8 million for

the state of North Dakota over the current biennium of July 1,

1983 through June 30, 1985.

It is interesting to not-e that the effect of North Dakota's

severance tax on the Minnesota Power & Light customer is one-

half of 1% of the total residential electricity bill. The effect

of Montana's severance tax is 1.27, for a combined effect of

coal severance taxes on the Minnesota Power & Light consumer

of 1.7% of the total residential electricity bill.

Similarly, a customer of Northern States Power pays virtually

nothing as a result of North Dakota's severance tax and approx-

imately 1.17. of their average annual residential electricity bill

as a result of Montana's coal severance tax. A customer of

United Power Association pays 1.8% of their total residential

electricity bill aa a r@@ult of North Dgkota's coal severance

tax. A customer of Minnkota Power Cooperative pays approximately

1.4% of their average annual residential electricity bill as

a result of North Dakota's coal severance tax (Al, A2). The
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point is clear that less than 2% of a Minnesota consumer's

elecLricity bill is due to coal severance taxes in Montana and

North Dakota.

The state of Minnesota actually receives more revenue

from the product of one ton of North Dakota lignite than does

the state of North Dakota. That is true because one ton of

North Dakota lignite produces approximately 1,000 kwh of

electriciLy which markets in the state of Minnesota for $50.

Minnesota attaches a 6% sales tax to that amount and receives

$3.00 in sales tax revenue on the electricity produced in North

Dakota. North Dakota receives $1.04 in coal severance tax on

the one ton of lignite coal used to produce that electricity.

So Minnesota is receiving nearly 3 times what North Dakota is

receiving on the product of one ton of North Dakota lignite.

N',rth Dakota, however, is having to pay for all of the

impacts associated with the production of that electricity.

North Dak .ta is paying for the tiew roads, the new scho ls, ald

the increased fire and police protection associated with t ht

Loal development, plus the other costs that I mentioned earlier

in my testimony. If Minnesota were truly concerned about the

impact of our severance taxes on its consumers, the state of

Minnesota could do what we have done in North Dakota and remove

the sales tax from electricity. That one action would offset

the entire effect of our severance tax on the Minnesota consumer

by a factor of 3 times.

I believe that it is easy to focus on. the severance taxes

of the states which provide the coal and the electricity nec-

essary for consuming states, but an investigation of the entire

tax structure of the producing states on the coal industry
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would be necessary to make a fair judgment as to whether or

not producing states are'being unfairly compensated.

For example, you should be aware that North Dakota has a

cut-rate property tax on the plants that produce electricity

for the consumers of Minnesota. In North Dakota we have a tax,

in 'lieu of all property tax, which is known as the coal con-

version privilege tax, which is levied at the rate of .50 mills

per kwh. That tax generates tax revenue of approximately $1.5

million a year on a 440 megawatt plant, which costs roughly $550

million to build. If that amount of property were taxed as

all other commercial property is taxed in North Dakota, it

would pay a property tax'of approximately $5 million a year.

The plants used to generate electricity to air condition

Minnesota homes, heat Minnesota schools and power Minnesota

indiistry, pay a tax in lieu of property tax, which is one-third

to one-fifth the rate all other North Dakota property taxpayers

are expected to pay. If you seek to limit our coal severance

tax, it would be a relatively easy matter to more than make up

for the revenue loss by increasing our taxes on the plants.

To judge the fairness of our tax structure on coal develop-

ment in North Dakota, it is interesting to review what a 440

megawatt plant pays in North Dakota compared to what it would

pay if it were sited in the state of Miniesota. The following

comparison between property taxes in Minnesota and coa]. convers-

ion and coal severance taxes in North Dakota understates the

differential between the two states, because we omit Minnesota's

much higher levels of corporate and individual income tax and

state sales tax:
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440 MW plant cost $ $550,000,000

Minnesota Property Tax $ $ 10,200,000
(63% exempt; 5% on remainder)

Less: N.D. Conversion Tax - $ 1,500,000
(based on actual receipts)

Less: N.D. Severance Tax $ $ 2,700,000
(2.7 M tons @ $1.00)

Savings to Consumer by
Locating Plant in North Dakota
vs. Minnesota $ $ 6,000,000 per year

As the table shows, there is a savings just on property taxes

to consumers of $6,000,000 a year by locating a 440 megawatt plant

in North Dakota instead of Minnesota. Perhaps we should have our

Congressional delegation introduce legislation to limit the amount

of Minnesota's property tax.

It is really interesting to notice that while Minnesota's

public officials complain of the severance taxes in North Dakota,

our state bears the brunt of the factor which is actually re-

sponsible for the geometric increases in the cost of electricity

- increased demand. The capital costs of new generating capacity

is what is really driving up the cost of electricity to consumers.

North Dakota suffers from Minnesota's hunger for electricity.

Minnesota utilities are siting their plants in North Dakota,

stringing their high voltage power lines across our state. And

what do we get? We get the higher electricity prices that result

when those new plants open.

In other words, North Dekotsa consumer. or@ hurt by the

demands for new electricty supples mad@ by consumers in

Minnesota, We were energy eeWf-sufftciant before thenew plants

were constructed, Those plants aro being constructed largely
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for the benefit of consumers in Minnesota. But every time a

new plant goes on line, the costs of that plant must be paid

for by all the consumers of electricity in that system. That

means North Dakota consumers are being asked to pay millions

of dollars in increased electricity bills every year to pay for

plants constructed to meet the electricity demands of Minnesota

consumers.

If legislation is passed placing a limitation on our state

coal severance tax, then perhaps we should ask our Congressional

delegation to introduce legislation limiting the amount of

electricity Minnesota consumers can use because of its adverse

impact on North Dakota consumers.

Thomas R. Stauffer, of Harvard University, has attempted

to quantify all of the taxes on electricity collected by con-

sumer states in terms of cost of the oil, coal or other energy

source. In New York, for example, the gross receipts tax, gross

earnings tax, and sales tax on electricity plus the local property

tax on electric generation equipment amounts to $15 a barrel of

oil. In New Jersey, it is $27 a barrel of oil and $16 per ton of

coal (as opposed to about $2 per ton of Montana severance tax

for the same grade of coal).

Transportation is a far more significant factor in the

ultimate consumers' electric bill than Montana's coal tax. On

an average, 59% of the delivered price of coal is attributable to

transportation eosts.

-The following figures give an indication of the relative

impact of transportation afti N6ntaha production taxes:
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Utility Cost of Coal + Tax + Transportation - Del.Price

Detroit Edison $ 9.36 $2.51 $ 8.06 - $19.93
Northern States Power 6.69 1.76 9.36 = 17.81
Houston Light & Power 10.70 2.89 23.30 a 36.89

The increase in freight rates in 1979 for most coal - Just the in-

crease - was higher than the entire Montana coal severance tax!

It is interesting and disturbing that many of these bills

that have been introduced in Congress single out three states,

Montana, Wyoming and North Dakota, even though many other states

collect far more severance tax.

In 1979, for example, 35% of all the severance taxes collected

in the United States were collected by the State of Texas.

The following chart for FY 1980 shows that Montarn's coal

tax collection was relatively small by comparison with the

severance tax dollars collected by some of the giant oil and gas

producers.

Texas $1,525.1 Million (oil & gas)
Louisiana 525.3 Million (oil & gas)
Alaska 506.5 Million (oil)
Minnesota 111.8 Million taconitee & natural ore)
Florida 63.9 Million (phosphate)
Montana 75.0 Million (coal)

The tragedy of this ill-advised legislation is that the

proposed limit on state severance taxes misses the mark.

It will do little to stop the massive flow of dollars from

the energy-poor to the energy-rich states like Texas and Louisiana

since their severance taxes on oil and gas would not be affected

by the limit. The legislation is skewed in favor of states with

hight valued resources and against states like North Dakota that

receive relatively little per BTU of exported energy.

In answer to the question of whether or not the higher
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severance tax has reduced or will reduce production of coal, we

believe the record will indicate that the answer is no.

I'd like to quote from testimony given by former Montana

Governor, Thomas Judge on S2695, Coal Severance Taxes, before the

Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, U.S. Senate, Washington,

D.C. on August 6, 1980:

"In our economic system, the market place and not the

Congress should determine the cost of a particular product,

commodity or service. The Montana coal tax is a legitimate

cost of doing business. in our state. If 'the rate is too

high, coal from other states will have a competitive

advantage, demand will decline and the state will lose

revenues as the tax is applied to a lower volume of pro-

duction. This has not happened in Montana.

"Since the time the 30 per cent tax was enacted in 1975,

coal production has increased from 4 million tons to more

than 30 million tons and could reach 60 million tons by

the end of this decade, according to federal projections.

The tax has not limited coal production in Montana. The

real impediments have been duplicative and expensive

federal regulations, delays in the delivery of equipment

and the cost and availability of transportation.

"If the tax is too high, we will get the message from the

market place and adjustments could be made to protect the

competitive position of Montana producers. This decision

should be the responsibility of the Montana Legislature,

however, and not the United States Congress.

"In Montana, we understand the mechanics of tax policy and
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the effect that excessive rates wopld have on the pro-
,.

duction of coal in gur state. We believe the 30 per

cent tax is equitable because it generates the revenues

to mitigate the impacts of today and to invest in

tomorrow without destroying the competitive position of

our producers. And the wisdom of this theory has been

confirmed by the market place."

In a publication from the N.D. Coal Impact Office the

following figures on statewide production seem to indicate that

it has not had an appreciable effect:

STATEWIDE PRODUCTION IN'TONS

FY 1977 ......... . ... ........... 12,000,000

1978 ....... ................. .14,790,818

1979 ........ ................. 15,251,666

1980 ....... ................. .16,764,468

1981 ....... ................. .17,449,233

1982 ........ .......... ....... 17,632,568

1983 ............. ........... .17,609,536

1984 ........ ................. 19,891,505

Another way to determine the reasonableness of the coal

severance tax ts to recognize the difference between the ton of

coal and the energy end-product derived from that ton. We should

stop conceptualizing energy in terms of barrels or tons and in-

stead think in terms of energy content - or BTU's ( a BTU or

British Thermal Vhiit, is thi ainihi' di6 eery it takes to raise

one pound of water 6ie degree fairenheit.) For comparison

purposes, oe ton of g0iitana suBb t6uih6us coal (higher in,.BTU's

than ND lignite) has the average heat content of 3.5 barrels of

oil.
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Looking at it from that perspective, the Montana coal

tax becomes more favorable in comparison with other severance

taxes as is illustrated by the following information which

shows the cost per million BTUs:

Louisiana Oil Tax - 27.624
Oklahoma Oil Tax - 26.86C
Texas Oil Tax - 14.85C
New Mexico Oil Tax - 13.27C
Montana Coal Tax - 12.11C

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members of this subcommittee,

I would like to thank you for allowing me to address some of

these important" considerations of the energy severance taxes. I

would hope that some of our Illinois, Minnesota and Texas friends

and those from other states, who have been such strong proponents

of these attempts will better understand why these severance

tax limitation bills are so unfair, unreasonable, and unprecedented.

We were also pleased a few years ago to learn that on

August 14, 1981 the Midwestern States of Tax Administrators,

comprised of professional tax a.Jministrators from such important

industrial states as Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin

and Missouri, in addition to North and South Dakota, Nebraska,

Kansas, Oklahoma, Iowa and Minnesota, passed a resolution on

August 14, 1981 opposing any intrusion by the United States Congress

on the states sovereign right to determine their own tax policy.

The fact that states as diverse as those passed the resolution

indicates very clearly that it is simply poor public policy for

Congress to interfere 1 @ n irnt stats sovereign right.
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Iealdential Avg* Coot per Average Severance
Severance severance I of of Reaidenatil Annual tax a aUtility Quantity Tax Tax Total Residentlal12  Customer Reeidenctial percentage
per ton paid KIwi Sales Cuatomer. bi1.. of total b1.t

ltmneeota Fover 4 Light1  2.246.1882 .89 $1.999.107 8.35 96.265 $1.73 $368.6 .

3
lnkt44708 .89 1o294.690 32.99 . 59,180 7.22 -- 0.43 1.4
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United Tover Aoeocist eft 2,229.96L? .19 .993,78L 7t.53 128..5 11.04 _01.00- 1.8
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i All lmIstuatlee for DPLL Is front their Uniform Statiaticel Report except where othervie noted.It Square butte 1980 Annual Report
31 Minskota Pawer Cooperative. INC. 1980 Annual Report
4/ laformet.ee for MWU is from form 01 Report to the FlRC except where otlervlee noted
3/ Obtalmed from MMV directly
61 Information for KSP Is from their Uniform Scatisical Report except Ubero otlhetvise noted
"3I Obtined from USP directly
I Uniform Stetistical report
5/ Uniform Statistical keport--except were otherviee noted

10/ Obtained from Otter Tail directly
!il UPA Annual keport
T21 For Cooperatives, residential Inclujes FarmNOTE: Thaee are tvo other cooperativee utilizing ND. coal for electrical Seneration purposes. however, there to an ine ufficent amount of iaforepotavitilabie fIre whc&, to perform en analysis elmilar to thet above. The tvo cooperativee are beam SlectrIc a&d Cooperative Pover Aseoclatic-
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SUtMARY OF THE COST TO THE CONSU!'ER OF THE M'ONTANA SEVERANCE TAX

Cut of Fontan. coal Residential Average Average Average Severance -:(per con) Severance Severance percencago number of annual annual percentage.
Ut0l00y touanciy

1  
t&W tax of total residential residential residental average ann.-(1000. tons)lulvrd3  

f.o.k..2  
CP 3 

~per ton4  
paid Kwh SAles 5  

customers 5  
cost bill sidentil

Central 111loia Litht 523.6 S30.71 51.62 $8.12 $2.#.4 $ 1.278,000 :0.4 165.075 c2.35 $551.25 0.4Comonealt, Edison 4.313.0 36.47 17.91 12.8t. 3. .- 16,6g 00i) 28.7 2,695,895 . 1.77 412.74 0.6
Detroit Edison 2,616.0 19!93 11.87 8.36 2.51- 6,616,000 30.4 3.622.025 1.24 359.86 0.3
Houston LIhglic & pewer 9'..4 36.89 13.59 9.64 2.89 273.000 24.3 833,755 '.08 711.28 --
Interst-ate Power 249.h 25.44 8.00 5.51 1.65 412.000 23.5 122*097 C.79 414.82 0.2
Lower Colorado Rliver Amtl,. 925.5 43.32 20.76 14.90 4.49 4356,000 £.jf 17.239k 9.88 4.90 2.
Hinnesoca Power & Likt 3-028.0 15.94 b.50 5.59 1.68 5067,000 8.. 96,765 -. 4/ 368.56 1.2
liontana Dakota Uittims - 292.8 12.8(, 1.15 8.37 1.56 457,000 42.88 09,790t 2.35 315.62 0.'O n t ga n a P ow e r C om pa vo 17 7 7 .6 7 .66 6 .1 9 4 .24 1 .2 7 2 125 8 0 0 0 1 9 .9 1 1 9 13 0 2 5 1 2 .3 5 .. .. 52 9 . 6 2 0 .

Northern Sctes Pomowr 7,292.3 1.81 8.45 5.87 1.7t 12 436- U 27.6 958036 3.72 332.1 1.1
Puget Sound Power & Lie h 1 _

2 9
J.4 6.19 6.19 4.24 1.27 1643 OUO 5,., 460.276 1.72 371.66 0.5

Wlsconin Power & t.ihkt 1.985.1 19.63 7.73 5.36 3.63 3.196,000 26.4 264,401 3. 13 605.26 0.1
'Delivered coat. Source: U.S. Department of Energy, For. 423 sua.miry, uinpublished computer prlntout.2f.o.b., freight on board, delivered cost less estisatated trasportation charges.3C.S.P., contract sales price, fob - CSP + 0.CSp -t0 .O05CSpb + (

0
.45)(CSP)11! levy)C I $0.354 + 0.02 f.o.b.430 percent of CSr.5Source: Co,any'a Ualfol Stati.tlcal Rteport to Edison Electric Institute fur year ended December 31. 1980.4l1ontana Severance Tax. b source In-lemnLty Trust 7ax. CGros- k'r-eedb (local aJ vaslorem property tax).'ederae Aea,.C .a.ed fietc Recla,,atiln Fe,. Federal huck Lusig Tax, -,as an upper l1iei ot $0.25 per ton.IScwrce: Cpany'. Annsai report to tie Economic Reculatory Adaslnlstration, U.S. Dept- of EnergygSource:.v Comipany'. F.E.R.C. Form 1, for the year ending December 3
i. 19f0.
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THE COMBINED DEFICITS TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
FROM 1978-1983 COAL DEVELOPMENT UNDER EXISTING AND PROPOSED

COAL TAX LAWS FOR ALL APPROVED PROJECTS

(INCLUDES ANG I)

HB 1267
854 PER TON WITH Id INCREASE FOR EVERY 4 POINT

INCREASE IN WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX

1976.1983 Gross Deficit - State & Local Government ...................... $156,247,000

Projected Coal Severance and Conversion Taxe .............. $130,223,000
Less Allocation to Trust Fund ............................ 17,636,000

Available to Meet Impact ........................................... 112,587,000

NET SHORTFALL ...................... ..................... $ 43,660,000
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY

REGARDING TAX EXEMPT FRINGE BENEFITS

SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

BY

JEROME C. PRENO

OF THE

NORTHEAST CORRIDOR COMNTER RAIL AUTHORITIES COIITTEE

39-707 0 - 85 - 73
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I AM JEROME C. PREMO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF NJ TRANSIT

CORPORATION AND CHAIRMAN OF THE NORTHEAST CORRIDOR COMMUTER RAIL

AUTHORITIES COMMITTEE (NECCRAC). ON BEHALF OF NECCRAC, I APPRECIATE

THE OPPORTUNITY TO SUBMIT TESTIMONY TO THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT WITH RESPECT TO YOUR HEARINGS ON

FRINGE BENEFITS. FOR THE EIGHT NECCRAC MEMBERS (SEE ATTACHED), THE

ISSUE OF TAX EXEMPT FRINGE BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYER SUBSIDIZED TRANSIT

COMMUTATION PASSES IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE OF THE HIGH INCIDENCE OF

EMPLOYER SUBSIDIZED AUTO COMMUTATION AND THE LACK OF PARITY BETWEEN

SUCH AUTO AND TRANSIT SUBSIDIES.

BESIDES BEING COMMUTER RAIL OPERATORS, MANY NECCRAC MEMBERS ARE

ALSO PROVIDERS OF BUS, SUBWAY AND TROLLEY SERVICES. FURTHERMORE,

THERE ARE OTHER PUBLIC AND PRIVATE OPERATORS OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

SERVICES WHICH MAKE UP THE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS THAT ARE SO

VITAL TO BOSTON, NEW HAVEN, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, WILMINGTON,

BALTIMORE AND THE ENTIRE STATE OF NEW JERSEY. THERE ARE 2 MILLION

DAILY TRIPS MADE ON THE COMMUTER RAILROADS WHICH OPERATE ON THE

NORTHEAST CORRIDOR. AN ADDITIONAL 12 MILLION DAILY TRIPS ARE MADE ON

THE BUSES, TROLLIES AND SUBWAYS OPERATED BY NECCRAC MEMBERS.

COMBINED, WE ARE TALKING ABOUT 14 MILLION TRIPS MADE DAILY ON THE

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SERVICES PROVIDED BY NECCRAC MEMBERS IN THE

NORTHEASTERN PORTION OF THE UNITED STATES. THIS NUMBER IS EVEN

GREATFR WHEN YOU INCLUDE NON-NECCRAC MEMBERS AND PRIVATE BUS

OPERATORS.

IT IS CLEAR THAT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION OPERATORS IN THE NORTHEAST

ARE ATTRACTING MILLIONS OJ RIDERS. *WHAT IS ALSO CLEAR, HOWEVER, IS
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THAT THE HIGHWAYS OF OUR GREAT METROPOLITAN AREAS CONTINUE TO BE

CONGESTED AND OVERBURDENED BY (HOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO OPT FOR THE

AUTOMOBILE OVER PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION.

THERE ARE MANY . EASONS WHY THE AUTOMOBILE SOMETIMES IS CONSIDERED

A MORE ATTRACTIVE MODE OF TRANSPORTATION. MANY AUTO COMMUTERS

CONSIDER TRAVEL BY CAR SAFER, MORE CONVENIENT AND FASTER. IN NEW

JERSEY WE RECOGNIZE THIS AND HAVE TAKEN STEPS TO MAKE PUBLIC

TRANSPORTATION MORE COMPETITIVE WITH THE AUTOMOBILE. IN THE PAST

SEVERAL YEARS, NJ TRANSIT HAS RESTRUCTURED ITS BUS ROUTES SO THAT THEY

MORE EFFICIENTLY AND EFFECTIVELY MEET RIDERS DEMANDS. WE HAVE

INITIATED A HIGHLY VISIBLE AND AGGRESSIVE MARKETING CAMPAIGN SO THAT

RIDERS ARE MORE AWtRE OF THE ACCESSIBILITY OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION.

WE HAVE RECENTLY INITIATED A COMPLETE REVIEW OF HOW TO SPEED UP OUR

TRAINS IN ORDER TO REDUCE TRAVEL TIME. WE HAVE TAKEN MAJOR STEPS,

SUCH AS THE TRIPLING OF THE POLICE FORCE OF NEWARK PENN STATION TO

ENSURE THAT SAFETY IS MAINTAINED AND IMPROVED THESE EFFORTS, IN

ADDITION TO THE MULTIMILLION DOLLAR CAPITAL INVESTMENT BY THE URBAN

MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION (UMTA), THE STATE AND THE PORT

AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY HAVE INDEED SUCCEEDED. RIDERSHIP

IS PROJECTED TO INCREASE 3 PERCENT OVER THE LAST YEAR. WE ARE

REACHING OUR CITIZENS AND THEY ARE GETTING THE MESSAGE -- PUBLIC

TRANSPORTATION IS JUST AS SAFE AND FAR MORE EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE

THAN COMMUTING ALONE IN AN AUTOMOBILE.
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NJ TRANSIT IS NOT ALONE IN MEETING THIS CHALLENGE. SEPTA, METRO

NORTH, PATH AND THE LONG ISLAND RAILROAD (LIRR) ARE ALL UNDERTAKING

MAJOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS WHICH WILL INCREASE THE

ATTRACTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION.

THE LIRR HAS A MARKETING PROGRAM WHICH IS HIGHLY VISIBLE AND

EFFECTIVE. SEPTA CONTINUES TO PURSUE PUBLIC/PRIVATE OPPORTUNITIES TO

PROMOTE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION. IN BALTIMORE AND BOSTON MAJOR

EXTENSIONS AND NEW STARTS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED OR ARE UNDERWAY WHICH

WILL TREMENDOUSLY INCREASE THE ABILITY TO MEET THE PUBLIC

TRANSPORTATION NEEDS OF THEIR URBAN CENTERS,

WITH ALL OF OUR EFFORTS AND INVESTMENTS, HOWEVER, OUt% MESSAGE

RARELY IS ABLE TO INFLUENCE ONE TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL -- THE COMMUTERS

WHO ARE SUBSIDIZED BY THEIR EMPLOYER. AND NO MATTER HOW WE IMPROVE

SERVICE, MAKE IT SAFER, OR MARKET IT. WE WILL NEVER CONVINCE THESE

PEOPLE THAT A FULL FARE TICKET ON A CLEAN, EFFICIENT AND SAFE PUBLIC

TRANSIT VEHICLE IS BETTER THAN AN EMPLOYER SUBISIDIZED AUTOMOBILE

RIDE.

PRIOR TO THE ENACTMENT OF THE DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT WHY WOULD AN

EMPLOYER FULLY OR PARTIALLY SUBSIDIZE AN AUTOMOBILE COMMUTATION AND

NOT CONTRIBUTE TO THE COST OF A TRANSIT COMMUTATION TICKET? FROM OUR

DEALINGS WITH THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY IT WAS BECAUSE THE TAX LAW WAS

UNCLEAR. . PRIOR TO ENACTMENT OF THE DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT, THE

SUBSIDIZATION OF AN EMPLOYEES TRANSIT TICKET MAY OR MAY NOT HAVE

RESULTED. IN A TAX BURDEN TO THE EMPLOYEE. EMPLOYERS DID NOT WANT TO
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GET INVOLVED IN A PROGRAM WHERE THE TAX LIABILITY FOR EMPLOYEES WAS

UNDEFINED.

DOES THE DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT NOW ENABLE US TO SEEK EMPLOYER

SUBSIDIZATION OF TRANSIT PASSES? CERTAINLY IT DOES. THE $15 PER

MONTH TAX EXEMPT FRINGE BENEFIT CLEARLY DEFINES THE TAX LIABILITY.

FURTHER, IT ENABLES THE TRANSIT OPERATOR TO BETTER PROMOTE PROGRAMS

WHERE EMPLOYERS CONTRIBUTE. CONGRESS MUST BE COMMENDED FOR CLARIFYING

THE LAW, AND MUST BE CONGRATULATED IN RECOGNIZING THE NEED. HOWEVER,

THE $15 TAX EXEMPTION WILL HAVE MINIMAL IMPACT OF PROMOTING RIDERSHIP

IN URBANIZED AREAS.

WILL THE $15 EXEMPT FRINGE BENEFIT PROMOTE RIDERSHIP? MAYBE IN

SOME PARTS OF THE NATION. I DOUBT IF IT WILL IN NEW JERSEY OR BOSTON

OR BALTIMORE OR THE OTHER URBAN CENTERS OF THE COUNTRY WHERE AUTO

COMMUTATION SUBSIDIES ARE DISPROPORTIONATELY HIGH IN COMPARISON TO THE

$15.

WHILE THE DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT CLARIFIED THE TAX LAW, IT ALSO

CONTINUED AN INEQUITY BETWEEN THE TRANSIT USER AND THE AUTO USER. THE

TRANSIT USER CAN BE PROVIDED $15 PER MONTH AS A NONTAXABLE BENEFIT TO

OFFSET THE COST OF TRANSIT COMMUTATION. THE EMPLOYER SUBSIDIZED AUTO

COMMUTER, HOWEVER, HAS NO TAX EXEMPT LIMITATION PLACED UPON HIS OR HER

BENEFIT. THE BOTTOM LINE IS THAT TRANSIT CANNOT COMPETE WITH THE

AUTOMOBILE REGARDLESS OF WHAT THE TRANSIT INDUSTRY DOES.
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WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF THIS CONTINUED INEQUITABLE TREATMENT? IN

NEW JERSEY THE IMPACT IS CLEAR. NORTHEASTERN NEW JERSEY'S PUBLIC

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES PRIMARILY SERVE NEW JERSEY COMMUTERS WHO NEED

ACCESS TO THE MANHATTAN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT (CBD). THE

MANHATTAN CBD IS ONE OF THE MAJOR EMPLOYMENT CENTERS FOR NORTHEAST NEW

JERSEY CITIZENS, AND THEREFORE WE PROVIDE A HIGH LEVEL OF COMMUTER BUS

AND RAIL SERVICE TO NEW YORK CITY. WITHOUT A DOUBT THE PUBLIC

TRANSPORTATION NETWORK CONNECTING NORTHEAST NEW JERSEY TO MANHATTAN IS

CONVENIENT, EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE. EVEN WITH THIS QUALITY AND

QUANTITY OF SERVICE, OVER 3,900 DAILY AUTO RIDERS CONTINUE TO USE THE

THE HOLLAND TUNNEL DURING THE PEAK PERIOD--EVEN THOUGH THIS CROSSING

HAS AT LEAST 20 MINUTE DELAYS.

RECENTLY THE PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY UNDERTOOK

A SURVEY AT THE HOLLAND TUNNEL TO DETERMINE WHY PEOPLE WERE DRIVING.

THE SURVEY REVEALED THAT NEARLY 58 PERCENT OF THESE 3,900 AUTO DRIVERS

WERE SUBSIDIZED BY THEIR EMPLOYER. SUCH PRACTICES ONLY EXACERBATE

CURRENT AND PROJECTED CONGESTION AT THE HUDSON RIVER CROSSINGS.

IF AN EQUAL TAX EXEMPT SUBSIDY WAS PERMITTED FOR TRANSIT

COMMUTATION, OR CONVERSELY IF AUTOMOBILE TAX EXEMPT SUBSIDIES WERE

LIMITED TO $15 A MONTH, WE JUDGE THAT A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER OF

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS USING THE HOLLAND TUNNEL DURING PEAK PERIODS WOULD

SHIFT TO PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION. NOT ONLY WOULD THIS RELIEVE THE

HIGHWAY CONGESTION, BUT IT WOULD ALSO GENERATE APPROXIMATELY

$1 MILLION A YEAR IN ADDITIONAL REVENUE FOR NJ TRANSIT.
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IS THE LACK OF PARITY BETWEEN TRANSIT AND AUTOMOBILE COMMUTATION

BENEFITS CONSISTENT WITH PAST CONGRESSIONAL POLICIES? I BELIEVE NOT.

SINCE THE ENACTMENT OF THE URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1964,

CONGRESS HAS STRONGLY AND REPEATEDLY ENDORSED THE REVITALIZATION AND

EXPANSION OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SERVICES AS A CRITICAL MEANS TO

INCREASE MOBILITY, SERVE THE ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED, INFLUENCE URBAN

DESIGN, ENHANCE ENERGY CONSERVATION, AND REDUCE HIGHWAY CONGESTION AND

THE NEED FOR HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION. INDEED, SINCE 1964, CONGRESS HAS

PROVIDED OVER $25 BILLION IN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE.

FURTHERMORE, CONGRESS RECOGNIZED THAT A VICIOUS d1CLE OF

INCREASED FARES AND DECLINING RIDERSHIP HAD TO BE REVERSED. AS A

RESULT, CONGRESS ESTABLISHED AND HAS MAINTAINED ITS LONG STANDING

COMMITMENT OF PROVIDING FEDERAL OPERATING ASSISTANCE.

FINALLY, PAST TAX LAWS HAVE RECOGNIZED THE SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN TRANSIT AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR. THE SAFE HARBOR LEASING ACT

OF 1981 IS A PRIME EXAMPLE OF THIS PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP.

THE LACK OF PARITY BETWEEN AUTOMOBILE AND TRANSIT USER CANNOT BE

JUSTIFIED. THE CURRENT FRINGE BENEFIT TAX LAWS CONTRADICT

LONGSTANDING FEDERAL GOALS CONCERNING THE USE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

AND THE BENEFITS DERIVED FROM SUCH USE.
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AS THE HOLLAND TUNNEL SURVEY SHOWS, TAX EXEMPT FRINGE BENEFITS

LAWS, AS THEY RELATE TO COMMUTATION, RESULT IN THE UNDERUTILIZATION OF

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AND THE OVER UTILIZATION OF THE HIGHWAY NETWORK.

EVEN MORE IMPORTANTLY, FRINGE BENEFIT PROVISIONS RESULTS IN THE

DIVERSION OF POTENTIAL PASSENGERS, AND THEREFORE REVENUE, FROM PUBLIC

TRANSPORTATION.

THE ABILITY TO INCREASE RIDERSHIP AND OPERATING REVENUE ARE

ESSENTIAL IF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SERVICES ARE TO BE MAINTAINED AND

IMPROVED. ONE MEANS OF INCREASING RIDERSHIP AND REVENUE IS THROUGH

THE ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR.

CAN WE AFFORD TO DISCOURAGE FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO TRANSIT

FROM PRIVATE EMPLOYERS, ESPECIALLY TO THE EXTENT THAT IT OFFSETS THE

NEED FOR PUBLIC SUBSIDY? I THINK NOT. THE AMOUNT TO BE GAINED

THROUGH INCOME TAX RETURNS STANDS TO BE OUTWEIGHED BY THE LOSS OF

PRIVATE REVENUE. EFFORTS TO INCREASE PRIVATE PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC

TRANSPORTATION IS A LONGSTANDING THEME OF THIS ADMINISTRATION, AND

SOMETHING THAT NECCRAC STRONGLY EMBRACES. NECCRAC MEMBERS ARE

CONSTANTLY SEEKING THE INCREASED INVOLVEMENT OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR.

SEPTA AND MBTA, FOR EXAMPLE, ALREADY HAVE IN PLACE AN EMPLOYER TRANSIT

PASS PURCHASE PROGRAMS WHICH PROVIDE LIMITED DISCOUNTS TO EMPLOYEES.

IRONICALLY, THE $15 LIMITATION MAY PLACE PORTIONS OF THESE PROGRAMS IN

JEOPARDY. THE METROPOLITAN TRANSIT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK IS IN THE

PROCESS OF DEVELOPING A TRANSIT PURCHASE PROGRAM. AT NJ TRANSIT,

STAFF IS DEVELOPING METHODS FOR PROMOTING AND INVOLVING THE PRIVATE
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SECTOR IN THE PURCHASE OF PASSES FOR EMPLOYEES. UNTIL PARITY BETWEEN

THE AUTOMOBILE AND TRANSIT IS REALIZED, HOWEVER, THE BENEFIT OF SUCH

PRIVATE/PUBLIC VENTURES IS LIMITED.

CONCLUSION

I URGE THIS SUBCOMMITTEE TO REOPEN THE ISSUE OF TAX EXEMPT FRINGE

BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYER SUBSIDIZED TRANSIT PASSES. WHILE THE $15 PER

MONTH EXEMPTION IS A DRAMATIC FIRST STEP IN RECOGNIZING THE NEED TO

INCLUDE TRANSIT UNDER THE FRINGE BENEFIT PROVISION, IT IS A SMALL

BENEFIT COMPARED TO THE LARGE AUTO SUBSIDIES WHICH REMAIN TAX EXEMPT

(E.G. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY PARKING RATE IN MANHATTAN IS $120).

AT THE SAME TIME, HOWEVER, I RECOGNIZE THE NEED FOR A FISCALLY

SOUND TAX POLICY AND, THEREFORE, THE RELUCTANCE BY SOME INCREASE

NONTAXABLE COMPENSATION TO EMPLOYEES. IF THIS IS THE CASE, I SUGGEST

THAT CONGRESS CREATE EQUITY BY CAPPING THE AUTOMOBILE SUBSIDY. SUCH A

CAP COULD CREATE PARITY BETWEEN AUTO AND TRANSIT.

ONCE AGAIN, THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SUBMIT WRITTEN

TESTIMONY.
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Northeast Corridor Comuter Rail Authorities Comittee

(NECCRAC)

NJ TRANSIT

Port Authority Trans-Hudson Corporation (PATH)

Long Island Railroad (LIRR)

Metro North

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority (SEPTA)

Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA)

Connecticut Department of Transportation

Maryland Department of Transportation
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NORTHWEST OHIO PLASTIC SURGEONS. INC.
JOHN C, KELLEHER. M.D. O9O409 J. *AIEAK. M.D.

JAMES 0. SULLIVAN, M.D. JOHN H. ROSINSON, M.D.
MICHAEL A. YANIK, M.D.

320 TWENTY-SECOND STREET
TOLEDO. OHIO 436U

TELEPHONE: 4111 Ss11?0 OPPICe HOURS RY APPOINTMENT

August 6, 1984

Submitted as part of the record of the hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30, by the United States Finance Committee
Sub Committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By N. W. Ohio Plastic Surgeons and its employees who maintain
qualified Pension and/or Profit Sharing Plans for their employees.

We need to have a strong private pension system in this countLy
to augment social security retirement benefits. The private sector
makes the difference between "making it with dignity" and just
barely getting by.

It stands to reason that.with small companies, less than ten employees,
the larger percent of benefits would go the highly paid Individuals - not
recessarily only to men, since the highly paid receive more compensation
than the lesser paid employees.

I believe empbyees would suffer if employer-sponsored benefits would be
done away with; these pension and/or profit sharingplans are essential to
the economic growth and stability of all workers and their dependents.

I do not belive the government can continue to meet the needs of older
retired workers without some outside help; if the private sector is not
encouraged to meet the demands of its employees the government must.
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0MlOAK
FEST

cDL *nrR aC UB 601 TOMUNSON PRKIFA Y *LONG VIEW TL'CA 75604 *(214) 297-3 932

July 24, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on finance
Dirksen City Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Mr. DeArment:

I am sending a statement in regards to tbb hearing to be held on the

dates of July 26th, 27th, and 30th on the topic "Taxation Of Employee

Benefits", and give you my opinion.

Our group benefits do not go to just the highly paid, nor do they go

only to men. I will add however, that workers will suffer if there

are not employee sponsored benefits, even the employees themselves can

admit that for some of them it is the only way to receive these types

of benefits. The benefits are now, and will continue to be the security

of our workers, retirees, and their dependents.

Private enterprise had built an effective and efficient arrangement coverilig

the need of employees through the employee benefit system. It is far

superior to any government program which would replace it. It should not

be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax revenues. The

employee needs are there and must be met. If private enterprise is not

encouraged to meet its needs, government must. I believe that the ultimate

price to our nation will be greater.

Respectfully Yours,

General Manager
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TRUSTEES

N L MCCLAIN
CHAI AMAKt
OKLAHOMA CITY

RALPH MCCALMONT
GUTH0114t

*05(0T L HOLLIS

THOMAS W TRAOWELL
HOLOD .IVILL |

JOHN MCMILLIN

ZLII CITY

PATRICK 0 NEILL
OKLAHOMA CITY

OKLAHOMA BANKERS ASSOCIATION INSURANCE TRUST
P. 0. BOX 54089 0 5005 N. LINCOLN 0 l405)521-171 1
OKLHOMA CITY. OKLAHOMA 73154

July 20, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

RE: Fringe Benefits
Senate Finance Committee Hearing, July 26, 27, and 30

Gentlemen:

It is our understanding that the Senate Finance Committee

is considering changes to the current tax laws regarding

employee pension and welfare benefits. Please accept

this letter as our strong statement in support of the

current tax favored treatment in this area. Unfavorable

tax treatment will cause hardship on the majority of

employees working for Oklahoma banks.

The primary benefits provided by our Oklahoma banks

involve health care, life, disability, and vision care

insurance. Favorable tax deductibility for these

services is a major consideration by these employers and

employees. These type of benefits are provided to all

employees on an equal basis without discrimination. The

cost of the services is the same whether an employee is

earning $15,000 or $50,0)0 and, without favorable tax

treatment, could be dropped by the employer. This would

hu (etrimsntal to the lower paid employees.
THE KEMPTON COMPANY AOMINISTRAbOw OF THI TRUST

P 0 Ro $40*9 J WAYNE KEMPTON. AOMI0ISAVO

OP1AH4MA CITY. OP. 7*154 140 0S80-I P11
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As of July 1, 1984, The Oklahoma Bankers Assoclatfo Insura-ce

Trust contained represented over 370 Oklahoma Rankq tnd 8,5,0

employees. In our opinion, over 60 percent of thest employes earn

less than $30,030 annually. Oklahoma banks are currently facing

difficult times ana are doing whatever necessary to -ontain costs.

Any changes in the current tax status for employee b nefits would

increase costs, providing the employer continued the e needd and

necessary coverages. Your serious attention to reta ning the

current tax favored treatment of employee pension ane welfare

benefit is necessary.

Sincerely,

W ayne Kempton
dmi istrator

cc: Senator Nickles, State of Oklahoma
Senator Boren, State of Oklahoma
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owd
100 Ses-Horw Driv

OUTBOARD MARINE CORPORATION Weukepn, Illinois 0086-2195
Phone 312/689-8200

August 9, 1984 Telex 026-3891

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

In response to the recent hearing on employee benefits held on July 26, 27
and 30, Outboard Marine Corporation would like to add a brief description
of how we have met the needs of our employees and their families for the
last several decades.

The last time we took an employee census, we had more than 6000 hourly and
salaried, union and non-union employees covered under our pension program.
Almost one-half of these are fully vested in their accrued benefits. In
addition, there were more than 2600 retired employees and beneficiaries
receiving monthly payments without which their financial situation would
certainly be less manageable than it is. Also, there are more than 1200
former employees who are vested in their monthly accrued benefits and when
they reach retirement age these payments will be a welcome addition to their
old age income.

O4C also provides all of its employees with life insurance and accidental
death and dismemberment insurance.

In the area of hospital and medical benefits, OMC provides all of its em-
ployees with very comprehensive coverage with little, if any, payment from
the employee. As everyone knows, such coverage against large medical
expenses is absolutely imperative today.

We could go on and on, but rather just let it be said the Outboard Marine
Corporation, as part of private industry, is doing much to protect its
employees at all levels from the social calamities of ill health, death,
and financially insecure old age. The favorable tax climate which has
enabled OMC and other private companies to do this should not be changed.

Yours truly,

P~vid H. Vtall
Corporate Manager

of Employee Benfits

DHV:ksb
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OWENS BRUSH COMPANY

Divilon of CooporCero, Inc.
P.O. BOX 552 * LOWER MUSCATINE ROAD o IOWA CITY, IOWA 52244
PHONE (319) 330-5411 e TELEX NO. 484409

July 18, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee of Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

It has come to my attention that a Finance SubCommittee Hear-

ing will be held on the issue of fringe benefits on Thursday,

July 26, Friday, July 27 and Monday, July 30, 1984. Please

accept this written statement of my views on the subject of

favorable tax treatment of employee benefits.

I have been in the profession of Personnel/Human Resources for

over 20 years and have seen the tremendous impact in the im-

proved personal security enjoyed by American workers and their

dependents over these years. Most of this improved security

has come directly from voluntarily created, employer-sponsored

life, health, and disability insurance, pension plans and other

benefits that cover the vast majority of employees. In most

cases, these programs have been encouraged by favorable federal

tax treatment.
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As a benefit plan sponsor, I wish to make my views known on

the tax environment for employee benefits. I do favor increases

in tax-preferred employee benefits and retirement income incen-

tives for the following reasons:

1. Employee benefit plans are the most efficient and cost

effective way the market has devised for delivering econo-

mic security to employees.

2. Pension, life insurance, disability, and health plans benefit

employees at all wage and salary levels, not just the highly

compensated top executives.

3. Preferential tax treatment for employee benefit plans have

encouraged their growth and is a wise investment in the

future economic security of the nation. Preferential tax

treatment is the best, and perhaps the only effective way

to motivate employers to provide a *good" benefit program

for their employees. Without the tax incentive, there is

nothing "in it for the employer" to provide benefits to

employees, except higher costs which will eventually result

in higher prices or business failure.

4. If tax policy ceased to encourage employee benefits, ad-

ditional strain would inevitably be placed on public

institutions and programs ranging from community hospitals

through the Social Security retirement and disability in-

come system. Eventually the funding necessary for the

39-707 0 - 85 - 74
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federal government to provide and operate government

welfare programs would become even more excessive than

it already is.

5. Congressional tax policy should continue to foster employee

benefits, not regard them as simply an untapped source of

revenue.

Please consider these views in support of fay, able federal

tax treatment of employee benefits. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wm. L. Robinson

Director of Human Resources
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the past, and might do so again. Scar.I1 an old believer in da struggle
resrted to mine-pte violence in

the hope of stirring ancient memories
of repression. But a la number of
mim ae saying they won't strike
without a democratic vote, which
ScWl didn't dare hold this time.

Wst's the issue, if anyl Only 12%
of the industry's 100.millon-metrie-
ton output produced lmost all its
560 million loss In fiscal 1963. The
board wants to close the uneconomic
pits and encourage 20,000 miners to
retire early with generous severance
payments. With some of the savings,
the board would invest $1 billion a
year to boost mine productivity. It's a
sensible program, but the union left-
wingers, playing on old worker fears,
have turned it into a political issue.

A Thatcher victory in the strike, the
longest since the unsuccessful Ouner-
al Strike of 1926, would mean another
crack in the class lines of the U.K., a
blurring of the we-versus-them atti-
tude of much of the population.

Listen to Roland Taylor, 29, a union
member who crosses the-picket lines
to work at the profitable Shirbrook

UfMl m qewrwql lanw -

pit. "If you have three stores and one
isn't making a profit, you close it.
This is a business, after all."

Says Andy Brogdale, 28, at the same
pit: "In 1974 this union was the stron-
gest in the country. Now it's broken."

The coal board says working miners
in four regions are Ignoring the picket-
ing an producing 25% of the indus-

try's normal output. With unprece-
dented stockpiles already at the pits
and power stations, the government
predicts the strike won't hit the pow-
e supply until early rmxt year. By
then, minoe miners will probably drift
back to their S25-a-week lobs.

Shrewdly, Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher has not yet used her labor
laws, which ban secondary picketing
tie., union members picketing away
from their own mines). She thus has
avoided inflaming other unions. She
knows the dock strike wasn't broken
by court orders, but by angry dockers
and truckers who wanted to work.
Nor is she likely to allow face-saving
concessions to the union. The union
wanted a fight, and she gave it one.

At the entrance to Corwonwood col.y, where it all started in March,
ofl pickets man a strike hut apt-

ly named The Alamo. Don Keating,
whose father and grandfather worked
in the mine, says defiantly: "This is
our last stand." Soon he may bemore
sad than defiant.

Maggie Thatcher has given the coal
mining union its rope: The union is
conveniently hanging itself. U

The corgorateincome tax is to blamefor c
lot of waCongress complains about. Her
are some leading proposabfor reform.

3mySm
Ifs Coa cus is siaous about taxL It will have t tackle the

corpomte tax mess-amae sfde-
ductions, exemptions sad edits, and
a system that is almost perfectly de--ged to hind"wprodVed ve economic
endeavor.

Eorts to reduce some of this mad-
am have led to tax red that has, in_tw atunw do, tax banm. Tis

fisl T, W Instance only% o
corporate tasas opposed to 17%
in l970. Moreover, the loopholes get

erase distortions, inequities and com.
plicstio that violate the standards
of an ideal tax system rm(s .).

Among othe aasd features, corp.
rt taxes penalize equity investment
by hitting dividends twice, taxing the
moneyncome and agin
a jaonal incom. At the wont, a

his-becke peemins& fully tawed
soepotio would pay close to 75%
on that Pre mad emass os th

dt"tuqdd . . buyou.

double tazaon of dividenm s Ips the
face thai interest an deb is a deduct-
ible expeneL1 b orrw ca1pid is
much eper than equity capital.
Most LBO* involve subtittion of
debt capital for equity cataL Thus
they w% in efi:4 s d by the
t tp y. moves to reai the per.sWIncome tax (~w Fonsi, Ju(p 16

asdJauhl 30 have spilled over to the
corcport tax. Thus, It's likely that
the reform expected early in 1915 will
include a fix For corporte tax.

Two of the hotter options involve
so-called flat-ts plans: the Bradley-
Gephardt bill introduced by Senator
3t dley ID-N-1.1 and Repreoenta.
tin, Richard Gephazlt ID-M., and
the Kemp-Kasten bill introduced by
Representative lack Kemp jJ J.

ram AUGUA;*, ftW

k
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ldes,10q bdnsx sates of airelativieoth nososorqate ecsol., the cororteta bss'm 7* the =90044 u~.
investment oytoadtennosscq.

Widhl thec e sector d be taxation of
dividends crtesalacmve Iorc to rtin
earnings. While ea*% wauwth retained

eannsper Se.fbedeney seved if the
deiso on hoi inn o keep and how much to pay

t , I.I .. ' .v ' -..

and Senator Robert Kasten (K-Wis.l.
Bradley-Cephardt lowers the coupo-

rate rate from the current maximum
of 46% to a flat 30%. A lower rate is,
of course, a friendly gesture toward
business. But Brsdley-Cephadt also
contains some less friendly measures.
It would raise the business capital.
pins tax fron 28% to 30%, with no
Indexing for inflation. It would be less
=~w in depreciation alowances{schedule& would be extended from
the curreit 3-to-IS years to 4-to-40
year), and it would end the invest.
meat tax credit along with the exclu-
Sion of certain hinges.

LUke Dradley-Cephard, KewpKas-
ten lowers the top corporate rate to
30% and eliminates most sax credits

preferences. Unlike Iradley-Cep
hat, KepKasten, extends a friend.

ly hand toward small businesses. It
affsa lMwe rate d 15% on taxable
income up to Mom aom-
mNeather it u 9 0 r med theWusscpitad via to 2M,. wit
Wain, n would maid u t .
rnt ac l m mlm a dbad-
U14 Lef aMmotL2::1o !Oqhow-a, Keapp"Mm t
the investment Ita M&Lts

Neither measu reanm the is-
voted treatment of debt over equity I
financing. (Tes penalties on equity
Capital wouldhaiever,hbe reduced byu

AS rate dri belo cospri&*AraQd ehfe of
loophoes violates the princ ip ht entities with Iden-
tics)l nlcee shudj liAdenlctaxes. "
*itucy= 7tnt Pigurhnjcporte tax habit-

Wei is nothing ift cupcr4&

virtue of the lowered tax rates called
for in the proposals.)

A third alternative, a bill to levy a
value-added tax on business, was in-
troduced by Senator Dennis DeCon-
cini (D-Ariz.). Based on the work of
economists Robert Hall and Alvin Ra-
bushka, it offers a totally different
approach from the current system, by
shifting a lot of the tax burden away
from capital and toward labor.

The VAT proposal would tax gross
sales minus two categories: the cost of
goods and services purchased for pro-
duction (taxed earlier on other busi-
nesss and wages, Salaries ad pen
sins (taxed later at the household
level). The tax would be one flat rate
of 19%. That is lower than Bradley-
Cephadti or KempKasten because
DeConc would tax many Items
currently untaxed (Mnges like em-
ploye contributions to pensions and
Social Security)L and would eliminate
deductions for interest payments an
debt. Diviends, interim and -,now tend a p9MMW incomek would
do be taxed at the business level.Asg Am ai the "Im-ddedl
tax sn a something
new: aOt first-yer deduction on
all outlays for plant, equipment and
Land. Equally favorable, capital gains
would be taxed at the low 19% rate
ad rly at the business' level.

Thus, the DeCoc propel
would abolish the double tax.

Immediate expensing of in-atm of dividends, while the

vestment would eliminate
the double taxation of husi.
ness savings. The initial ia.
vestment-which is, after

all, Saving-would go un.taxed C alhugh returns

would be taxed a they are
earned.

Should there even be a corporate
come tax? Isn't this tax simply

passed on to the ultimate consumer?
Nobody really knows. As economist
David Bradford points out, "Only one
thing is for sure. Business does not
pay." The possible real victims are
shareholders, as legal owners of the
corporations; consumers, as purchase.
ers of tax-inflated goods or services;
and/or employees, as receivers of tax-
reduced wages and salaries. This, of
course, is a political advantage in the
tax. Since no one is certain who pays,
thr is little organized opposition to
the tax. To the tai-leviers it is a vic-
timless crime.

From time to time, many business
people (and some economists) have
suggested the corporate tax be abol-
ished altogether, usually through the
integration of corate and personal
income taxes. Unr integration, bothdl= d~ and reaind --nns
wou be aributd t ndaZ
atvindidual stockholders pMo-nal
Income tax rates, hus ending the dou-
ble taxtion of dividends.

But Congress has been loath to con.
side such acange fo two simple (for

ress)J reasons. The fiat is dimin-
iled//venue. Abolishing the coso-
rate tax would allow income attribut-
ed to tax-exempt institutions to es.a cape taxation alto-

gether, and would
permit shareholders

PO5MS5 AUGUT i, 1904
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PACKAGING SERVICE CORPORATION OF KENTUCKY
MI WST K(NIUCY ST PO Box lis9

t0usvitlE KY 0* PHOP4I 502'?SS!4%
MAOCTuPF AND COY' RITE OF WJNUTAL C PAN)XWTS OESI4IAS AND EM (IftN[

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Enployee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30 by the United States Finance
Committee Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: Packaging Service Corporation of Kentucky

It is the considered opinion of the management of our organization
that the socialization of the United States by the Congress and the
Senate of the United States for the purpose of their members to be
re-elected year after year has created a situation under which no one
can start and build a business without the small tax incentives presently
available to those who wish to build commerce, serve the needs of the
populace and function in a historically traditional manner.

With the taxes in this country running at a rate of nearly 700
billion dollars a year (See chart attached) it would be impossible
for any business to exist, large or small, without tax incentives.

This company has used employee stock ownership from it's beginning
in 1959 to reward willing and able employees and attract people who
are willing to work with the long-term view to retire on well-earned
profits.

When the formalized statutes permitting Employee Stock Ownership
Plans were passed, our company adopted one as a means of giving in-
centive to everyone in our company to save and build for the future.
To categorically deny and change such a plan, which is at best minimal,
would not only be criminal but catastropic to our company.

The Social Security System is "bankrupt" and all our employees
know it. Their only hope to keep up with inflation and rising living
costs caused by ill-considered and ineptly handled social welfare
spending of our Congress, is our ESOP Retirement Plan.

In a recent publication concerning the Boy Scouts of America it
is reliably asserted that were the organization's work done by a
government agency, the cost would be 30 times greater than it is now.

You can take away tax incentives only if the graduated income
tax is repealed and everyone is taxed at the same rate and that rate
be no more than 30% of the gross national product. That is the lesson
of history, in Egypt, Greece, Rome, China and our world today.

Business creates jobs but that is not its purpose. Its purpose
is to supply customers with a better and better product at a lower
and lower price. It would do so today if it were not fettered by
unconscionable taxation and regulation. The lessons are in front of
us, the Eisenhower years, the recent years of President Reagon's
efforts to lower the tax on everyone. "None are so blind as those
who will not sea."
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Pg, 21: The Financial Forecast Letter -Aug.,1984

We 'believe the best part of the supply-side tax-
cutting ideas wi stay in place, such as the
personal income tax cuts, You can see below how
the Government's "take" from personal income tax
levies has now turned flat. Where Kemp and some
of his allies have gone wrong is in thinking that
rapid growth can only occur with fast growth in
the money supply. Kemp has all but demanded a
higher inflation rate. The truth is that the
greatest growth in history came in 1866 to 1896,
a thirty year period marked by steady DEFLATION.!

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS
NIA BASIS
SEASONALLY ANJUSTEO ANNUAL RATES, QUARTERLY
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PACIFIC mUTUAL

OFFICE Of APORATE RESPONSIBILITY 700 NEWPORT CENTER DRIVE
P.O. Box W0

NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA "MO
TELEPHONE (714) B403014

WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF PACIFIC MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
REGARDING THE HEARING ON FRINGE BENEFITS ON JULY 26 AND 27,
1984 BEFORE THE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT
MANAGEMENT.

Pacific Mutual life Insurance Company, headquartered

in Newport Beach, California, employs approximately 1,900 people

throughout the United States. Additionally, we provide life and

health insurance protection to thousands of other employees.

Our own employees and nearly 800 retirees and former employees

benefit from tax-favored pension plans, health insurance, life

insurance, disability insurance, and incentive savings plans.

These fringe benefits offered by Pacific Mutual are provided

without regard to level of compensation or sex.

\Congress established the favorable tax status for

fringe benefits for very good reasons. Those reasons are still

valid today. Employers can and should be induced to provide

adequate levels of life, health, and pension security for their

employees. The majority of American workers receive such pro-

tection from privately offered plans. To tamper with this

successful and growing trend would prompt detrimental changes

in the levels and types of protection made available to all

employees.
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Much attention in recent years has focused on pro-

posals to tax employer-paid employee benefits as earned income.

Presumably such a tax would raise a substantial amount of new

revenue to slightly offset the large federal deficit. We at

Pacific Mutual agree that the federal deficit is a significant

threat to our future economic recovery. Clearly the magnitude

of the deficit will require the Congress to further curtail

expenditure increases as well as develop new and equitable

sources of additional revenue.

A tax on fringe benefits would do little to ease

the deficit. It would, however, create inequities among

workers in different regions of the country where health care

costs vary significantly. Additionally, it would impose a

greater burden on the middle and lower income worker and the

aged.

Our record of management of such government programs

as Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security suggest that a

National Health Insurance Program would be ill-advised and

financially unfeasible. Tampering with the current system of

employer-offered health benefits will only jeopardize the

status quo and heighten pressures for national insurance.

Employer-sponsored health plans covered 162 million

Americans under age 65 in 1982. Group life insurance in force

in the United States totalled $1.7 trillion in 1983. Among

workers at middle-sized to large companies, 96 percent are

covered by group life insurance. Seventy-two percent of

American workers will receive employer-provided, private
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pension benefits at retirement by the year 2007, significantly

easing current pressures on the Social Security system. This

is a report card of which Congress should be proud.

Employer-provided fringe benefits have greatly en-

hanced the quality of life for almost all American workers

while also enabling them to obtain protection from health and

life threatening crises. Congressional tax policy regarding

these benefits has been a tax expenditure of equal or even

greater importance than the favorable tax treatment of mortgage

interest.

With the encouragement of Congress, private enterprise

has developed an effective and efficient method of meeting the

basic needs of employees through the employee benefit system.

This system should be protected and nurtured. Government works

best when it can leverage its influence to encourage the private

sector to meet these important employee needs. The alternative

is direct government involvement in providing a service which

it is ill-equipped to provide and unable to afford.
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SENATE FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

HEARINGS ON EMPLOYEE

FRINGE BENEFITS

STATEMENT OF HAL BOEL

VICE PRESIDENT - FEDERAL RELATIONS

PACIFIC TELESIS

August 13, 1984
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STATEMENT OF HAL BOEL

My name is Hal Boel and I am Vice President - Federal Relations

for Pacific Telesis. I appreciate the opportunity to submit my

remarks on behalf of Pacific Telesis and its subsidiaries to the

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management. The taxation of

fringe benefits is a matter that we regard as extremely

important to the Corporation and to our employees.

Pacific Telesis is opposed to any attempt to tax employee

benefits for many reasons. Favorable tax treatment for employer

provided fringe benefits was implemented to encourdge-those

employers to develop benefit programs that would protect and

provide for employees and their families. Employees have

benefitted from these programs through better medical, dental

and vision care that the great majority either couldn't or

wouldn't normally be able to afford. If tax incentives for

employers to provide employee benefits are eliminated, serious

consideration must be given to what will replace these

programs. It is unrealistic to believe that we are about to

roll back the considerable progress made over the years and

start requiring employees to provide their own coverage. The

other alternative would be to use programs directly administered

by the federal government..
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Tax incentives to business represent a far more efficient method

of providing for these programs. Taxes have traditionally been

used to provide for social programs. It would seem inconsistent

to say that the tax code, and the exemptions it provides, should

not likewise be used to the same advantage.

Undoubtedly some of the expansion of tax free benefits can be

linked directly to an increase in Federal income and social

security taxes. However, Pacific Telesis has, as have many

other employers, recognized that this could have been a

combination of the treatment of some benefits and faulty plan

design. That is one of the reasons we are presently redesigning

our programs and actively considering cost sharing with our plan

users. The Rand Study on Health Care Cost Containment reached

that very conclusion and pointed out that certain preventative

programs for employees were very effective in reducing overall

health care costs. At the very least, tax incentives for health

cae programs that aid in the early identification of disease

should not be discontinued.

Pacific Telesis supports any and all restrictions placed on

abusive employee fringe benefit programs and would be willing to

participate in any review of existing rules and regulations

concerning the fair implementation of tax incentives. Such

abuses do not represent the social interests of the citizens at

large and, in fact, often only provide for a select group.

Pacific Telesis has only one health care benefits program. It

applies to and benefits all employees, regardless of position.

It does not, and will not, favor only the highly paid or any
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other select group. We are concerned that all of our employees

enjoy adequate health care protection, as well as other fringe

benefits. Congress must realize that it will be the middle and

lower income people, not the highly paid employees, who will

suffer from the discontinuance of such programs. They can least

afford medical coverage and will avoid preventative programs in

the present interest of saving money. This has been shown to

ultimately increase the cost of health care through

hospitalization that could have been avoided with early

identification of health problems.

Congress should consider the implementation of a national

employee benefit policy. But that policy should not be driven

solely by tax considerations. Other social and economic

objectives must be recognized. Pacific Telesis is just

beginning to estiblish itself as an independent company. We are

successfully attracting young, creative, energetic professionals

to help us run our business. Part of that attraction is what we

can offer our employees in the area of health care planning and

other fringe benefits. Without the ability to offer these

programs, the cost to the company to provide the financial

incentive to Join our corporation would be unreasonably high.

A national policy would provide the stability essential to

effective planning by employers. Only through a cooperative

effort between business and government can we deal with the

rising costs of health care, the social policies inherent in the

provision of non-discriminatory, preventative health care

programs and the problems of the federal deficit. Discontinuing
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tax incentives for employee fringe benefits is not the answer.

If benefits are not provided by employers, then the government

will have to step in and do so. If government provides the

benefits, business will have to pay for them anyway through

increased taxes ultimately passed on to the citizens.

In summary, Pacific Telesis urges Congress to fully consider the

impact of discontinuing these tax incentives before dedding

that this is the only answer. We encourage you to implement a

much needed national policy and allow employers to redesign

their plans before summarily removing incentives to effectively

plan for full health care cost containment. Pacific Telesis

believes the responsible planning of these programs, based on

some stable, national policy can achieve the purpose for which

the incentives were designed while, at the same time, help in

ultimately reducing costs for all concerned, including

government.
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JAMES W, PEACOCK, JR.
1536 CAVE ROAD N.W

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30327

August 8, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Offi-e Building
Room 219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter
and the attached statement to be included as part of the record
of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27'
and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Committee, Sub-
committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

s W. Peacock, Jr.
1536 Cave Road, N. W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30327
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the
Hearings on Employee Fringe Benefits
Held on July 26, 27 and 30 By the
United States Finance Committee,

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

By: James W. Peacock, Jr.
1536 Cave Road, N. W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30327

Tax Incentives And The Private Pension System
I. maintain that the private pension system is an integral and vital
part of our society and that it will not long survive without
existing tax incentives, such as:

- deductibility of contributions to qualified plans
- tax exclusion of trust earnings until time of distribution

My position on this subject is not the product of mere
generalization but results from many years of practical experience
(as a professional engaged in the day-to-day administration of
employee benefits trust accounts) in helping to create various
retirement programs, providing services to them and paying benefits
to retirees and their beneficiaries. We know from this experience
the following:

- Realistically, few employers could or would provide
retirement programs for employees without deductibility of
contributions

- Realistically, few employees could or would systematically
save enough money to meaningfully supplement social security
benefits at retirement age without the benefit of
employer-sponsored programs

One of the primary goals and aspirations of working people in this
nation is to achieve economic security and financial independence at
retirement ago. The collective efforts of many people striving for
this goal have made our economy productive and innovative. The
private pension system has been and is a dynamic and effective
ingredient in reaching this objective for the great majority of
American workers.

I think any efforts to dismantle or significantly alter the private
pension system are ill-considered. The system is economically
efficient, effective and enjoys the confidence of its users. It
eventually pays the Treasury for its tax breaks in the form of taxes
on distributions to retirees. Consequently, the system only causes
tax collections to be postponed, not forgiven.

To pass legislation hampering the growth or effectiveness of the
private pension system would only accellerate the near-future problem
of providing the average American with a decent and dignified way of
life during his retirement years.
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PEAT
JMARWICK

Pet, Mawwik, Mitchel & Cs.
345 k Avenue
New York, New York 10154

Executive Office

August 10, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirkien Senate Office Building - Room 219
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Enclosed please find 23 copies of a statement by WUliam A. Dreher, a principal of our
firm, for inclusion in the record of the hearing that the Senate Finance Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management recently held on tax treatment of employee fringe
benefits.

Thank you for your consideration. If you need any further information, please call me
collect at 212-372-6576.

Very truly yours,

Charlotte P. Armstrong

Enclosures
CPA:fm

39-707 0 - 85 - 75
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. DREHER

PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO.

Submitted to the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management

in Connection with the Subcommittee's Study of the

Tax Treatment of Employee Fringe Benefits

August 10, 1984

Mr. Chairman, I am William A. Dreher, a principal of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. I am

partner-in-charge of our firm's human resources consulting practice and also a member of

the firm's tax practice committee. I welcome the opportunity to respond to the request

of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management for statements of

views on the tax treatment of employee fringe benefits.

Peat Marwick is one of the country's largest and most diversified public accounting and

management consulting firms with a professional staff of over 12,000 operating out of

more than 100 offices throughout the U.S. We provide audit, tax, and consulting services

to a wide range of clients - large and small, public-sector and private-sector, and profit-

making and nonprofit - throughout the United States. Our human resources consulting

services Include compensation and benefits among the other disciplines that comprise the

full spectrum of human resources concerns, and our clients it this area mirror the

diversity of the firm's clients generally.

To assist its consideration of the tax status of fringe benefits, the Subcommittee has

posed six questions which commentators are requested to address. These questions, and
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our responses to each, follow. For purposes of this discussion, as seems consistent with

the questions themselves, we define fringe benefits to Include traditional economic

security benefits - such as life Insurance, health care and disability benefits, and

dependent care assistance - as well as the benefits that will now be specifically exempt

from income and employment taxes under Public Law 98-369, the Deficit Reduction Act

of 198#. We also define fringe benefits to Include benefits under retirement income and

asset accumulation plans, on which taxes are deferred until benefits are received.

1. Should the tax law encourage employers to provide fringe benefits: and if so. which

benefits or services should be encouraged and what type and level of tax incentive is

appropriate?

Public policy in the United States has long endorsed the provision of fringe benefits

for employees at all levels in all occupations. To the extent. benefits are

government-sponsored, they have come to be viewed as part of the social contract

to the extent benefits are employer-sponsored, they are part of the employment

relationship. They are matters of expectation and reliance both in the civic and

economic context. The partnership between public (mandated) benefits and private

(discretionary) benefits is a proven effective way to meet individual needs and

achieve a variety of agreed social objectives, Including protection against loss of

earnings, ready access to quality health care, retirement income and, until recently,

the opportunity to obtain additional training and education.

Given the desired results, the tax law should encourage employers to provide fringe

benefits. Not to do so would be counterproductive. Except as market forces might

otherwise dictate, employers would cut back on the cushion against adversity --

unemployment, illness, disability, and death - that they now provide for all
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employees. The goals of worker protection and satisfaction, however desirable, are

not alone sufficient motivators for employers to provide benefits. Financial

incentives are needed as well. Without them, the burden on social programs would

increase, Ironically at a time when the cost and cost-effectiveness of such programs

are under serious scrutiny. Ironically also, cuts in employer protection - especially

health care coverage - would fall hardest on low-income workers, who are least

able to afford to buy individual protection. This would simply make more people

dependent on public entitlement programs and increase the cost of these programs.

Tax laws that encourage employers to provide fringe benefits have historically

served the public Interest, as the following examples Illustrate.

Example 1: Health Care

Not only have traditional private-sector approaches resulted in a broad level of

health care coverage for the general population (see our response to question 3), but

in recent years flexible benefit programs have helped to slow the rate of increase in

health care costs.

CONTIMJ im mI 1 com11
HIAU CANE

FLEX NON-FLEX
PO IL11M1 POPULATION'

AMECAN CAN 9J% 28%
PWSCO10% 17%
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This reduction in the growth of health care costs is directly attributable to

employees electing less expensive forms of coverage In order to use their benefit

dollars in other areas, some of which are taxable, with a net revenue gain for the

Treasury. The following chart shows the shifts In enrollment that occurred under

the flexible benefit program at American Can Company.

FLEXIlU BENEFIT ENROlLMENTr
FII= KXa NOMxJml1

POKOMMPPOLNM
MOCAL IM Iw It"

0MR. 00% =O0WN0 OM 9% 10% 12%
Al: 80% $75/10 O 1 1I 33
A2: 90% $1OWM OW 2 1 1
AS: 000% 610020M O FI s 3
A4: 100% BAS100% M" J
AS: HMO OM 1 3

In 1979, the first full year that American Can's program was In operation, 71

percent of the employee population elected options that covered virtually 100

percent of their medical expenses. By 1984 only 31 percent did.

To curtail such programs, at a time when rapidly rising health care costs represent

a significant social and f isca problem, makes little sense.

EXampie Ih Dependent Care
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Tax-favored treatment for dependent care expenses has enabled many parents to

work, thus reducing the need for the government to support or asist them and their

families.

Dr. Deanna Tate, chairman of the Child Development and Family Living Department

at Texas Women's University, recently completed a study of three companies that

offer day care benefits to employees. Her cost-benefit study was able to determine

the Imp-act of day care benefits on productivity and profit.

The findings represent dramatic affirmation that day care benefits are good for

employers, employees, and society as a whole.

o After implementation of a child care benefit one employer found that annual

turnover declined from 40 percent to 7 percent, and absenteeism dropped from

10 percent to I percent.

o Child care saved each employer a substantial amount of money because of

lower absenteeism and turnover. For every dollar spent on child care, the

savings were:

Savings per

Company Dollar Spent

Textile manufacturer $6

Print shop $4

Hospital $3
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An increasing number of companies are taking advantage of its tax-favored status to

offer child care to their employees. These companies included

American Can Company

The Ford Foundation

IBM

Proctor & Gamble

Polaroid Corp.

The benefits are clear. Employers save money and have more satisfied employees

employees have access to child care that they otherwise might not be able to afford;

the Treasury obtains higher tax revenue, because parents who otherwise would have

to remain at home and personally care. for their children can go to work, and the

costs for welfare and other forms of public support are reduced as single mothers

are able to earn.

As an employer of more than 14,O00 individuals, in every state of the Union, and as

independent consultants to clients with greatly varied workforces, we strongly

support the provision of the broad range of currently available fringe benefits, on

the basis of employer and employee Incentives. Employees must be protected

against certain universal financial risks - retirement, unemployment, illness,

disability, and death. We believe that current types and levels of incentives are

appropriate and adequate to encourage this social objective. However, in this era of

diversity and disparate needs, we believe strongly toat employers should also have

latitude to accommodate different conditions and different employee needs and

preferences through flexible compensation arrangements such as cafeteria plans
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under section 125 and cash-or-deferred plans under section 401(k) of the Internal

Revenue Code. Tax incentives for employer contributions are essential to

maintaining broad-based benefit plans, and tax incentives for employee

contributions are essential to controlling employer costs under these plans,

promoting individual saving, and ensuring a range of useful benefits for a diverse

workforce. Significantly also, certain benefits - child adoption, for example -

serve an important social purpose and, at the same time, reduce the need for public

expenditure. Public policy should encourage such useful initiatives with appropriate

incentives.

2. What conditions or restrictions are appropriate on tax incentives to encoura e

employers to provide fringe benefits?

We note with approval the features of the existing mechanism, which operates

effectively to encourage or ensure broad coverage by employer-provided benefit

plan (a) nondiscrimination requirements for participation, contributions, vesting (as

applicable), and benefits, (b) funding requirements and limitations,.(c) limitations on

employer deductions, and (d) percentage or dollar limitations on benefits and

contributions for any individual. 3ust as clearly as this mechanism serves the social

purpose for which it was conceived, its disruption could spell the sharp decline, if

not the demise, of broad-based employer-sponsored benefit programs. A recent

survey of 400 chief executive officers confirms this prospect, with 78 percent

indicating that their companies would cut back on benefits whose tax-favored status

is ended. Educational assistance benefits are a vivid "reW world" illustration of this

point.
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Under Code section 127, many employers provided educational assistance -tuition,

fees, and required text books - and employees were not taxed on this assistance.

By Its tax-favored status, this benefit helped to achieve two major social goals:

0 Employees, especially the lower-paid, had the opportunity to obtain education

and training that prepared them for more responsible positions and even new

careers. At a time when our basic economy is undergoing enormous change

and structural unemployment faces thousands of employees in a variety of

shrinking industries, such training and retraining are essential.

o Racial equality was directly promoted, since many employees using

educational assistance were minority group members who never had the

opportunity to obtain an advanced education before entering the workforce.

The experience of the Hartford, Connecticut school board Is noteworthy.

During the last two years, 23, professionals have become full teachers after

completing their college education under an employer-sponsored educational

assistance program. All but one of these were membets of a minority group,

and as paraprofessionals their highest salary potential was $9,000 per year.

Unfortunately, section 127 expired on December 31, 1983. The result is that many

employers have begun to eliminate their educational assistance plans. Even

assuming that the elimination t.f tax-'avored status would bring an immediate

increase in tax revenue, we believe that in the long-run revenue will actually be

lower, as employees without the aid of this benefit are unable to qualify for higher

paying, more responsible jobs. Since educational assistance benefits represented

only an estimated 0.2 percent of the average company's payroll expense, the
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elimination of tax-favored status is a classic case of the government "biting off Its

nose to spite its face."

3. Are the existing rules concerning fringe benefits sufficient to ensure that all

employees benefit fairly from the tax incentives?

Based on our experience with a large number and variety of employers and benefit

plans and on our analysis of extrinsic data (e.g., tabulations by the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce and the Employee Benefit Research Institute), we are convinced that the

existing rules and safeguards ensure the availability of benefits across the board, at

all earnings levels, on a nondiscriminatory basis. Indeed, the evidence refutes any

allegations to the contrary. Predictably, because of their predominance in the

workforce, employees at low- or middle-earnings levels are the largest proportion of

individuals covered by employer pension and health care plans. Thus, EBRI reports

that in 1983, 76 percent of all employees covered by an employer pensor plan, and

80 percent of employees covered by an employer health plan, earned less than

$25 ,000.

Moreover, the %alue of these benefits based on actual utilization is distributed

relatively equally among all major income groups, as indicated by the following

Obarts.
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Family Use of Health Care Services
(Physician Visits) by Income Groups

(Visits per
I,-
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Proportionate Use of Hospital Facilities
by Income Groups, 1972 & 1977
(per 100 population)
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Family Income
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Lesa than $5,000 142.5 158.3 1,444.2 1,541.0
$5.000.$9,999 129.2 139.9 1.191.3 1,164.3
S 10.000-S14.999 119.5 124.0 1,092.3 1,051.8
S 15.000.$24,999 114.1 117.4 . 967.6 912.1
525.00 or more 9114 93.4 745.6 678.8

Swow.rknIh I wd ,wn 1. u p, i p, 145

In fact, lower-income individuals actually receive greater value than do high-income

individuals since they utilize medical services more frequently.
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However, to say that fringe benefit plans are broadly based Is not to say that they

are "fair." Fairness is defined by political philosophy and is very much a subjective

judgment. Yet, both in concept and reality, employer-provided benefits are

nonpreferential, nonexclusive, and nonelitist. Differential participation may

occur - although not necessarily because of earnings disc epancies - but even

voluntary contribution retirement progrens (e.g., 401(k) and IRA) evidence

significant participation across broad income strata.

4. Are the existing tax incentives for benefits such as health care, life insurance, day

care, educational assistance, and cafeteria plans effective in encouraging, employers

to provide these benefits to a broad cross-section of employees at a lower total cost

than if the Government provided the benefit directly, if employers provided the

benefit on a taxable bais or employ purchased these benefits on their own?

The existing tax Incentives are effective in encouraging employers to provide the

indicated benefits to a broad cross-section of employees. However, these methods

really defy comparison with existing tax Incentives, because they ignore the

proliferation and variety of benefits and the emphasis on employee preferences that

are today's realities.

The cost of discretionary employee benefits varies markedly from employer to

\ employer. This variation Is a function of industry, geography, and demography of

the employer's workforce - among other factors. Then too, employees have

markedly different needs, one from another and as individuals at different times

during their working lives. Employers have responded affirmatively to the

differentiation of needs and the resulting pressure for new benefits and more

choices, and tax incentives have been absolutely essential to their ability to do so.

11
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Child-care assistance is a case in points employers are able to accommodate the

needs of working parents, a growing proportion of the workforce. In fact, the latest

census data Indicate that in approximately 62 percent of husband-and-wife

households, both are employed. More dramatic is the fact that almost 17 percent of

households today are headed by single parents who are women. Without child care

assistance, many Individuals who are parents, especially single mothers, would be

unable to work and would require public sources of support.

If tax incentives are supplanted by government-provided benefits, the government

would be pressed to offer the full spectrum of discretionary bereflts currently

available to meet the needs of today's diverse workforce. The government would

take over all employee benefits and become the Insurer of all individual needs, and

employers would relinquish their role and responsibility In providing for the welfare

of their own employees. Even If this result were desired, which we do not think it

is, we know that it would not be cost-effective. Quite the contrary, in fact. The

cost would be unaffordable and a further, unsupportable burden on the federal

deficit. All the evidence suggests that whent the government assumes private-sector

responsibilities, it does so in a far more costly and wasteful manner. Benefits under

broad-based social programs are necessarily redundant, and the programs also

involve enormous administrative overhead, at great expense to the taxpayers.

The recent outcry over prices paid by the military for readily available tools and

hardware -- in some cases hundreds of dollars for a s..rew worth only pennies - has

helped ot focus attention on the Issue of just how cost-effective government

programs can be. The postal service is a classic example of a government agency

that has failed to operate cost effectively. Since 1951, the price of a first-class
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letter has risen over 600 percent, far more than the rate of Inflation, yet first-class

delivery is 10 percent slower than It was 13 years ago and Postmaster General

William Bolger concedes that delivery may have been more reliable In the 1920's.

The growth of hospital costs under the Medicare program Is another more relevant

example.

Hospital Costs
1965 Projected vs. Actual Federal Expenditures on Medicare

20

10

0 L-
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BILLIONS
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Not only have hospital costs under Medicare far outpaced official projections, but

the rate of increase in health care expenditures has been substantially higher for the

government than the private sector.
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Risin Expedtue on Healt Care by
Sector, 1965 & 1980

Ttal HOkW GoWI HMeI Puftt. HOW*k
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(846Mu of Defhn*

M5 41.7 10.1 30.9
IMO 247.2 104.2 143.0
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From 196%5 to 1980, total health care expenditures Increased sixfold, but government

spending jumped about ten times compared to a fourfold Increase in private

spending.

The available evidence clearly Indicates that the cost of health care increases more

rapidly when the government provides such coverage. In 3uly 1978# the journal of

the American Society of Chartered Underwriters reported that between 1950 and

1967 hospital expenditures rose 213 percent in Canada and 148 percent In the United

States; between 1950 and 1968 per capita health expenditures increased 912 percent

In Sweden and 221 percent in the United States. In both Canada and Sweden medical

coverage is provided through the government, while most medical care in the United

States during this period was provided through the private sector.

High cost is only one of the likely problems associated with government-provided

health care. The more significant issue is a decline in the quality and availability of

services for the average person.
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0 In the Soviet Union, most medical care is provided "free" at time of receipt

through a completely socialized system. But the Soviet Union really has two

distinct medical systems. One, for the great majority of citizens, emphasizes

quantity over quality; the other, for the nation's political, military, and other

elites, seeks to provide medical care at a respectable Western European level,

even If that requires bringing In foreign physicians to give consultations or, in

some cases, to perform surgery.

Cf. Vladimir Golyakhosky, "Soviet Medicine from the Inside. Bribery as a

Doctors Way of LJ%.t" Medical Economics, February 18, 1980, pp. 220-234.

.0 In Italy, a "free national health service" came Into existence January 1, 1980.

One account of the Immediate consequences related: "Now Rome's hospitals

are bursting at the seams. Nurses have been joining forces with patients to

keep out new arrivals. Ambulances charge frantically across the city trying to

find hospitals for their patients. At the hospitals of San Giovanni and San

Camillo, beds jamming the corridors have been thrown out of the windows by

angry nurses. Newspaper reports say patients have been pestered by mice,

rats, bugs and even ants, as the staff found themselves unable to cope with

overcrowding."

"Italy's Health Service Bedlam," The Economist, February 9, 1980, p. 36.

0 In Britain, the National Health Service (NHS) is now more than 30 years old. It

is based on a system in which all inpatient and outpatient care by NHS

personnel in NHS facilities i "free" at time of receipt, i.e., paid for primarily
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by taxation with Insurance premiums making a small contribution. British

physicians have been divided Into what are, with few exceptions, two mutually

exclusive groups general practitioners (GPs), who give outpatient care and

refer patients to specialists and hospitals, but do not treat their patients in

hospitals; and consultants (specialists), who focus on hospital care and are

aided by a small army of specialists In traning those corresponding very

roughly to residents and fellows in United States hospitals. The following

quotation describes an unanticipated consequence of the NHS:

"If you live In the northeast of England and are admitted to a hospital, you will

find that nearly every other doctor comes from overseas, most likely from

Asia. The chances are much lower If you live In the west or southwest; In and

around London they are roughly one in three ... In England as a whole, nearly a

third of hospital doctors qualified overseas, but only 14 percent of general

practitioners."

"Doctors, How's Your English?" The Economist, 3anuary 26, 1980, p. 26.

Even the Canadian approach to national health insurance, often pointed to as a

successful model, has resulted in a shift In the value of benefit expenditures

from the poor to the wealthy. A 1978 study concluded:

"Finally, our study has sought to find out who actually pays for National

Health Insurance. Our results here indicate cause for genuine alarm. We find

that both the hospital and medical care parts of the program have been

financed by displacement in the budgets of other social welfare spending

39-707 0 - 85 - 76
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categories. While It has been shown that, In the short run, low-income groups

seem to get somewhat more care than they would have been able to obtain

before NHI, they are not the only groups consuming care under this program.

Sixty cents of every dollar spent on these combined programs Is taken from

cutbacks in funds for aid to the blind and disabled, workmen's compensation,

and family allowances. Such an arrangement seems inconsistent with at least

some of the broader aims of all these programs."

Cotton M. Lindsay with Steven Honda and Benjamin Zycher, "Canadian

National Health Insurance: Lessons for the United States," (Roche

Laboratories, Nutley, N.J., 1978).

If, instead of providing coverage, the government were to tax employer-provided

benefits, several results - all undesirable - could be expected: (a) if the cost for

any benefit is the same irrespective of employees' earnings levels (as is true of

health care coverage), then the tax burden of having to include the amount in

income will tend to fall unfairly on lower-paid employees; (b) the employer might

drop some benefits curcently offered, creating unfortunate gaps in coverage; or (c)

rather than be taxed, employees might elect not to purchase coverage, with the

likelihood of detriment to their own well-being and of increased public expenditures

to fill unmet needs. Finally, if employees are left to purchase benefits on their own,

without the advantage of group rates, costs will be higher and coverage also will

drop, with the same adverse effects noted.
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The existing mechanism is the most rationalt cost-effective, and equitable way of

providing the type and level of benefits demanded by today's workforce and by broad

social policy considerations.

How will tax laws that encourage employers to provide fringe benefits affect

compensation planning?

Tax incentives - for employers and employees - are a powerful spur to total

compensation planning and provision of a broad range of useful benefits on a cost-

effective basis. They also enable employees to maximize the purchasL power of

their total compensation dollars - within the limits of plan qualification or

nondiscrimination requirements that ensure the availability of benefits at all

earnings levels. Incentives allow employees the flexibility to fashion their own

personal financial plan and to adjust that plan to different needs as circumstances

change-over their working lives. Compensation planning is significantly aided by

incentives, and the more it can meet the benefit needs of employees, the fewer gaps

in coverage there will be and the less likelihood of a vacuum for the government to

have to fill. At the same time, benefits that employees need and use on a tax-

favored basis can ease the upward pressure on wages and help to restrain inflation.

Thus, incentives are totally supportive of agreed public policy objectives: they

promote employer responsibility, employee well-being and self-reliance, and a sound

economy.

6. Will tax incentives for employer-provided fringe benefits affect potential

employees' choice of employment?

In our experience, when a choice of employment is available, the fringe benefits

offered will be an important factor in the individual's decision - and, as we have
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noted, tax incentives will significantly influence the type and level of benefits that

employers are willing to offer. More important, though, may be the fact that for

some Individuals fringe benefits, and thus incentives, are what makes work possible

at all. An example, as we have already noted, is child-care assistance for working

mothers. It seems thoroughly reasonable to expect that, as benefIt needs and

choices expand and the workforce becomes more sophisticated in this regard, fringe

benefits and the opportunity to utilize incentives will become increasingly central to

the employment decision.

In summary, we appreciate the opportunity to present our views and we strongly endorse

the existing rules, which enable private employers, in partnership with the government, to

meet the economic security needs of many millions of workers in an efficient, equitable,

and cost-effective manner. Current practices help to advance public policy objectives for

the health and well-being of our citizenry, they reinforce our country's commitment to

free enterprise, and they encourage workers in a meaningful way to be more self-reliant.

If we were, instead, to follow the pattern in 3apan, where social and corporate programs

are notably ungenerousj this would place the burden on individuals to save and provide for

their own protection - withtotally regressive results.

Finally, we do not think that erosion of the revenue base by incentives is as serious a

problem as portrayed by some observers. Much of the revenue forgone in one form or at

one time will come back to the Treasury in another form or at another time. And if tax

incentives are removed, the revenue loss they represent under current policies will pale by

comparison with the added burden on government expenditures of satisfying the resulting

unmet needs through social programs.
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Pennsylvania Lumbermens0Mutual Insurance Company
"o as"is9" 211 South Broso Street e Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107 * (215) 545-8375

August 8, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Commi ttee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I understand that Senator Packwood held hearings on Fringe Benefits
on July 26, 27, and 30, and that he has asked for written statements from
plan sponsors of as many companies as possible who are concerned about
the future of employee benefits.

I believe strongly that our company, through private enterprise, has
built an effective and efficient arrangement covering the needs of our
employees through the employee benefit system. It is far superior to
any government program which would replace it. It should not be
systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax revenues. The
employee needs are there and must be met. If private enterprise is
not encouraged to meet its own needs, obviously government must. I
believe the ultimate price to our nation, in such a case, will be greater.

A common mistaken impression concerning employee benefits is that
these benefits are paid principally to highly paid employees. Actually,
only a small percentage of the benefits under our employee benefit
plans are for highly paid employees.

In summary, I believe that employee benefits are essential to the
economic security of our workers, retirees and their dependents. Our
workers would suffer if employer sponsored benefits no longer existed,
or were curtailed, due to needless government interference.

Sincerely

Hart/fA Hundermark

AS, ANT SECRETARY

HLH:emh
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STATIEBNT OF PENNZOIL COMPANY IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAAEKENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE

BENEFITS JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984.

(1) Should the tax law encourage employers to provide fringe benefits; and

if so, which benefits or services should be encouraged and what type

and level of tax incentive is appropriate?

The Company believes that it is public policy to use corporate buying

power to provide adequate benefits for its employees. The unions that

represent a number of our employees also feel that this is public policy

because they give benefits such as medical care, retirement, etc., very

high priority in their bargaining progress. This hat resulted in bene-

fits that are oriented to meet employees' needs at each location within

the Company. We feel it would be almost Impossible, particularly for

lower Income employees to provide benefits such as medical care, dental

care, defined contribution plans, defined benefit plans, with their own

after tax dollars. The current tax laws provide adequate incentive to

companies such as ours to provide competitive benefit plans for a wide

sector of employees. It is obvious that these benefits meet employee

needs because those that are voluntary within the Company have partici-

pation rates from 85 - 100%.

(2) What conditions or restrictions are appropriate on tax incentives

to encourage employers to provide fringe benefits?

The Company believes that no further restrictions should be placed on

fringe benefits. Current audits by the Internal Revenue Service on
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501c(9) trusts, defined benefit plans, and defined contribution plans

ensure that these fringes are broadly based and operate without discrim-

ination. As a matter of fact, the restrictions that have been ena,:ted,

particularly to defined benefit plans, have only served to inhibit

future growth and make these plans less popular. Yet the defined bene-

fit type of plan provides the best opportunity 'for lower income employees

to have an adequate retirement income and avoid becoming public charges.

(3) Are the existing rules concerning fringe benefits sufficient to ensure

that all employees benefit fairly from the tax incentives?

The current rules as administered by the IRS and the Department of

Labor are quite sufficient to ensure that benefit plans cover all

employees uniformly.

(4) Are the existing tax incentives for benefits such as health care,

life insurance, day care, educational assistance, and cafeteria plans

effective in encouraging employers to provide these benefits to a

broad cross-section of employees at a lower total cost than if the

Government provided the benefit directly, if employers provided the

benefits on a taxable basis, or employees purchased these benefits on

their own?

The Company could in no way restrict its current benefit plans to

certain levels of employees. In the open marketplace to acquire

skills, health care, life insurance, defined benefits, defined con-

tribution plans are necessary in order to compete in the labor market.
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As indir.ated in question #1 above, negotiating benefits with unions

ensures that the needs of employees are met in plan design.

(5) How will tax laws that encourage employers to provide fringe benefits

affect compensation planning?

This Company considers fringe benefits as indirect compensation and

it must tie directly into the salaries and wages which we call direct

compensation. Fringe benefits are an integral part of the Company's

year to year compensation planning and budgeting.

(6) Will tax incentives for employer-provided fringe b..nefits affect

potential employees' choice of employment?

It is clear to us that failure to have reasonably well balanced fringe

benefit programs would seriously inhibit a company's ability to recruit

skilled employees at all levels. In this sense, tax incentives do

affect potential employees' choice of employment.

In addition to these questions, we have attached what we consider are

informative statistics prepared in a format suggested by EBRI so that

the Committee will have a basis for comparison. We appreciate, very

much, the opportunity to submit this document for the Committee's

review.
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PENNZOIL COPANTY - All Active Ieployees 0 8,682

EKPLOYEE BENEFIT DOLLAR COST, BY CATEGORY, 1983

Employer Payment $ Per Employee $

Total Benefits

Legally-Required Employer Payments

Social Security
Unemployment Coupenstion
Workers' Compensation
Other Payments

Discretionary Taxable Benefits

Tim Not Worked (Vac., Holidays, STD# etc.)
lest Period
Other Taxable Benefits

Discretionary Tax-Favored Benefits

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Capital Accumulation Plans
Disability Plans
Group Health and Life Insurance
Active Workers
Retirees

Other Tax-Favored Benefits

Benefit

$83182,291 $9,582

2,414

$1 734,479
1i798.514S,398t882

$40,179, 101

$11,650,428
4 502 908

,7T012.258

20485W.152

1J15935

0 29,519
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PENNZOIL COMPANY - ALL ACTIVE EMPLOYEES 0 8t682

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS PRECENTAGE COST, BY CATEGORY, 1983

Eplo/er Payments as -
Percent of WaSes

Benefit and Salaries

Employer Payments
as Percent of
all Benefits

Total Benefits

Legally - Required Employer Payments

Social Security
Unemployment Compensation
Workers' Compensation
Other Payments

Discretionary Taxable Benefits

Time Not Worked (Vac., Holidays,
Rest Periods
Other Taxable Benefits

Discretionary TAx-Favored Benefits

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Capital Accumulation Plans
Disability Pians
Group Health and Life Insurance

Active Workers
Retirees

Other Tax-Favored Benefits

36.2%

9.2%

6.4%
.8%

2.0%

9.5%

STD, etc.) 9.5%

17.5%z

2.0%
.9%

9.0%

.75%

100. O

25.4%

17.7%
2.2%

26.4%

26.4%

48.2%

14.0%
5.4Z
2.%

23.0%
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PENNZOIL COMPANY - ALL ACTIVE EMPLOYEES 8j591

RETIREMENT PROGRAM AVAIl ABILITY , 1983

Defined lenf it
Participate Vestedf z f' I-

ameioyer Capital Accumulation
, Iicrtli te Vested.... ' - 2 -• .. .. ... .

$ - $ 9999
10,000 - 19,999
20,000- 49,999
50,000 - 99,000
100,000 or more

TOTAL

NOT AVAILABLE

1,591 1001 8 91 t0ow

NOT AVAILABLE

4 58 .00 ** 10OX

* 3,251 - Fully Vested
1,261 - Partially Vested
4,079 - Won-vested

** 558 - Fully Vested
3,300 - Partially Vested

300 - Not. Vested
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PENNZOIL COMPANY - ALL RETIRED EMPLOYEES 1 4,298

RETIRED BENEFITS

Number of Persons
Total Distributions

or Cost

Defined Benefit Plan
Retirees in Pay Status

Defined Benefit Plan
Retirees Survivors
in Pay Status

Defined Benefit Plan Vested
Separate

Capital Accumulation Plan
Retirement Age Distributions

Capital Accumulation Plan
Termination Distributions

Retiree Health

Retiree Life

Retiree Other

#2j,227

# 481

#1,590

#N/Avail.

#I/Avail.

#2,200

# N/A

N9,488,410

, N/A...

$6,717,861 (2)

$6,717,861 (2)

$N^vail.

*N/Avail.

1983

1983

1983

1983

1983

1983

1983

1983

(1) Included in the $9,488,410
figure.

(2) Total distribution for
retired and terminated.

Benefit Year
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PERFECTION FINISHERS, INCORPORATED
P. 0. BOX 210 & WAUSEON. OHIO 43567 * TELEPHONES (419) 337-8015

August 2, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Council
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirkeen Office Building
Washington, DC. 205tO

Ret Employee Benefit Hearings

Fringe benefits, whether it be vacations, breaks, paid

sick leaves, workuans compensation, social security,

retirement or medical and life insurance, are very costly

for anyone in business today. Relief in any of these

areas would make the United States more competive in

the -,orld market.

It is our belief that the employee must become more

involved in paid sick leaves, workman# compensation

and medical insurance by personally contributing out

of pocket money toward their use. Perhaps, in this

way employees will critically consider the abuse of

such programs that exists in our workplace today.

Perhaps the Congress should consider taxing those who

receive benefits on the above items, or perhaps also,

allow employers to deduct from taxes those claims that

are paid to employees.
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We do not believe the government should provide health

insurance to working people.

We are aware that without employer benefit programs now

in effect, the employee's health would be greatly

affected, adversely.

Our program of health care is negotiated with the Union

and is provided for all employees regardless of wages

paid or sex of the employee. Dependant-covorage is

partially funded by the employee.

Our conclusion would be:

I- Involve the employee in funding the plan,

2- Additional tax relief or adjustment for frJrqes.

Sincerely,

G.O.Weaver , Ifd. Rel.
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STATEMENT OF PETROLEUM PERSONNEL, INC. IN CONNECTION WITH
HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION
AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

Petroleum Personnel, Inc. and its management believe that

we have a responsibility to our employees to make available

to them and their families health, medical and financial

security. In addition to providing our employees with

financially secure career opportunities, we make available

to all employees the following benefits:

A. Life insurance equal to or in excess of

two times the basic annual wage or salary.

B. Accidental death and dismemberment insurance

equal to the amount of life insurance.

C. No decrease in amount of life or AD&D

insurance if there is a change in wages.

D. Hospitalization and other medical expense

insurance.

This employee benefit program is made available on a

shared cost basis, with the company paying at least half

the cost, to-all employees, regardless of sex, race, color

or position within the company.
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Because the company can purchase this protection at a

lower rate than our employees can on an individual basis,

we have chosen to provide this program because we consider

these benefits and the protection they provide essential

to the welfare of our employees and their families. Any

changes in the tax laws which results in higher costs for

the employer or employee for these benefits may force

reduction of the level of protection offered by this program.

With the continuing rising costs of health care, we regularly

face higher premiums and actively seek methods of cost

containment. We have appointed a senior manager to conduct

our safety program as one means of containing costs by

increasing safety awareness and decreasing accidents and

injuries.

We believe it is important that employers be encouraged to

make available to all employees protection for themselves

and their families. We appreciate the opportunity to make

known our views to the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt

Management. We urge the Subcommittee to favorably consider

the continuance of the Internal Revenue Code provisions

which provide incentives to employers and employees alike

in providing this essential protection to the American

worker and his or her family.
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PFIZER INC, 235 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

EDMUND T. PRATT.R.
Chairman a the Board

August 8, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment

Chief Counsel

Committee on Finance

Room 219 Dirksen Senate

Office Building

Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: FOR THE RECORD OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

HEARINGS ON TAXATION OF BENEFITS

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I am writing to you in connection with the Senate Finance Committee's

hearings on the taxation of benefits. Specifically, I believe that

there are several key issues in this area which must be carefully

reviewed from the perspective of the employee, the employer, and of

the Government.

39-707 0 - 85 - 77
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Over the years Congress has protected American workers through various

statutes and regulations governing employee benefit plans. For

example, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ensures,

among other things, that employer-sponsored benefit plans do not favor

the highly-paid employees. We are at a point, however, where there is

a risk of regulating employer-sponsored benefit plans out of existence

if the tax treatment accorded employers sponsoring these plans is made

less favorable.

Tax laws should be structured to encourage employers to sponsor

benefit plans that are made available to broad-base groups of

employees. Current tax laws provide these incentives and, in

addition, provide adequate safeguards to ensure equality of treatment

for all employees participating in these plans. Since a balance

between providing incentives to employers and providing equal

treatment for employees has been created and maintained effectively by

existing legislation, I believe that it would be unwise to adopt more

restrictive measures. Therefore, it is important to review the

consequences that might result if this balance is changed.

Currently, the costs of most employer-provided employee benefit plans

are deductible by the employer. This affords an important incentive

to employers to continue to maintain the plans. Increased taxation

and regulation in this area can result in employers' decisions to

terminate certain benefit plans since it would therefore be far easier
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to provide the equivalent cost of the benefits as direct compensation

to the individuals involved. This can result in unfortunate

consequences for the vast majority of American workers.

For example, the current cost to Pfizer of providing medical and

dental insurance is $2,300 per employee per year. This represents

approximately 11% of the average base pay of our non-exempt employees

versus less than one-half of one percent for the highest-paid

employees. If Pfizer were to terminate its medical and dental plans

and to add the $2,300 to the pay of each employee several unfortunate

results might obtain:

o There is no guarantee that all employees would necessarily use

the money to purchase substitute medical and dental coverage.

Hence, there is the possibility that a number of employees may be

faced with severe financial hardships should they or their

families incur significant medical or dental expenses.

o Since Pfizer, like most employers, provides coverage for large

numbers of employees) it can obtain more favorable rates for this

coverage than individuals seeking to purchase similar coverage.

Therefore, even if we could rely on employees to purchase

substitute coverage on their own, it would cost each of them far

more to obtain the comparable insurance coverage. Thus, this may

be an incentive for employees to refrain from purchasing medical

and dental insurance. Even if they do purchase it, however, the

$2,300 may not purchase enough to afford them adequate levels of

protection.
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o Some might wonder then whether the Government could provide these

same benefits directly at lower costs. To answer this one would

merely have to review the escalation of costs in the private

sector versus the greater rise in the cost of government-

sponsored programs.

We have strongly supported President Reagan's advice that American

workers be provided with incentives to save for their retirement

years. Currently we provide an ideal vehicle for this in both the

Pfizer Savings and Investment Plan and our U.S. Savings Bond program.

In the former, employees may save up to 15% of their pay each year.

To provide a strong incentive for employee savings, Pfizer provides a

matching contribution -- $1 for each $1 on the first 2% of an

employee's compensation, and 500 for each $1 on the next 4% of an

employee's compensation contributed.

This employee savings incentive has produced noteworthy results --

over 90% of our employees participate in this plan. If the current

tax treatment of employee benefit plans is altered, employees may be

forced to utilize monies they currently can afford to save to purchase

heretofore employer-provided benefits. As a result, participation in

the Savings Plan may decline -- even to the point where the IRS

removes its qualified status because the only participants left will

be the most highly paid.

We at Pfizer have always maintained an egalitarian approach to

employee benefits -- every employee is covered by the same benefit
VO
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plans. Our most highly paid employees could probably replace whatever

coverage tax changes force us to remove but the vast majority of our

employees may not be able to replace this coverage. It is precisely

for these employees that our benefit plans were implemented, and it is

these employees who will be harmed should the private employee benefit

system be changed in the way proposed.

Accordingly, we would urge that the law not be changed to treat the

employer-paid cost of life, disability, health care, pension or other

benefits as income to employees, or to eliminate the deductibility of

companies' expenditures for such payments.

Sincerely,

Edmund T. Pratt, Jr.

CD/MEB/48
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F ,enix
LM ia1 Life Insurance Company

Corporate Headquartrs * Orw Amwrican Row * artford. Connectkut 06113 *Tlephone (203) 75.5 0

WILLIAM M. MAC LACHLAN
vIcE PRESIDENT

HUMAN RESOURCES
TELEPHONL- 27.3464

August 13, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dinksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Hearing on Fringe Benefits

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Enclosed please find a written statement on behalf of Phoenix
Mutual Life Insurance Company in accordance with the Finance Committee
on Taxation and Debt Management Press Release 84-148 soliciting
comments on fringe benefits.

Very truly yours,

William B. MacLachlan

Enc.
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Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company which is the eleventh largest

mutual insurance company in the country and employs 3500 agents and

employees submits this statement in connection with the Finance

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management Hearing on Fringe Benefits

held July 26, 27, and 30.

As a financial service company, Phoenix Mutual employees and agents

are its most valuable assets. Primarily because of concern for the

economic security of its employees and their dependents and secondarily

because of a desire to attract employees and agents. Phoenix Mutual

provides a complete program of benefits for its active employees and

agents and its retirees.

Medical coverage is critical to all active and retired employees,

agents and their dependents as the costs of health care continue to

escalate. Without such coverage, many employees would incur serious

financial hardships and would be forced to liquidate their assets in

the event of major medical emergency. In some situations, these

taxpayers might then be forced to seek government assistance.

In order to protect its active employees and agents and its

retirees, Phoenix Mutual provides Blue Cross-Blue Shield ad Major

Medical coverage, along with the opportunity to elect coverage under

one of several HMO's (health maintenance organization). Phoenix Mutual
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pays 75% of the premium for these benefits while the employee and agent

pay 25%. Substantially all medical expenses beyond deductible amounts.

This commitment to cost sharing reflects Phoenix Mutual's philosophy

that employees and agents are moro cost-conscious when they understand

the actual expenses incurred.

If Phoenix Mutual did not provide this coverage, employees as

individuals would need to spend a oonsiderble sum to duplicate theae

benefits. Even if the government were to provide the same level of

medical benefits, employees would have to absorb some of the costs.

Because individuals .:ould not believe that anything they could do would

make a difference thoy would not have the same personal stake in cost

savings and costs could escalate even-Aore rapidly.

Dental coverage is also provided. This benefit which includes

orthodontic treatment is supplemented by an on-site dental clinic which

offers a comprehensive preventive care program free of charge. Such

complete care is a result of Phoenix's recognition of the importance of

good dental care to overall good health. Without dental coverage, many

employees would postpone treatment until extensive immediate care was

needed. The government could not provide this level of care on a

cost-efficient basis.
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If an employee becomes disabled either temporarily or permanently,

the economic security and that of his/her family is protected by a

salary continuance plan and a long term disability benefit. These

benefits provide a continuing income stream while the employee is

unable to work. If these benefits were not provided by Phoenix Mutual,

the employee might then be forced to seek government assistance.

Phoenix Mutual's concern for its employees and agents and their

dependents is evident in their commitment to providing benefits at

retirement, As the base of people supporting each individual receiving

Social Security benefits continue to erode, the future availability of

thp'-' benefits for current employees, agents and their dependents

becomes more insecure. Private and pension benefits are important for

the economic well-being of all employees and agents upon their

retirement.

To meet these needs Phoenix Mutual provides a defined benefit

retirement plan with a cost of living feature for its employees which

ranked first in a recent survey of thirteen prominent insurance

companies. Agents participate in a defined contribution retirement

plan which also contains a cost of living adjustment feature.

Again to meet retirement needs as well as to provide a savings

vehicle for major expenses such as the purchase of a home and college

tuition, Phoenix Mutual offers its employees a thrift plan. As an
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additional incentive to employees to save more for retirement, Phoenix

Mutual is amending the thrift plan to allow for before-tax

contributions allowed under IRS Sec. 401(k). The agent plan contains a

voluntary supplemental savings feature similar to the savings feature

offered to employees.

Such retirement programs are critical to the economic security of

our employees and agents in their retirement years particularly in

light of the uncertain future of Social Security. Without such

employer sponsored retirement programs, most American citizens would

have a sharply reduced standard of living level in the years to come.

Instead of providing tax revenue through tax payments on retirement

income from employer sponsored plans, these older citizens will be an

additional drain on the already over-burdened tax system.

Death benefits are also provided to active and retired agents and

employees. These benefits help ease the immediate enocomic burdens on

dependents who would otherwise be ill-prepared to cope with the

eomotional and financial loss of a family member and wage earner.

Because the level of savings in the United States is far less than in

other Western nations, Americans generally would not have the resources

to cope with major economic losses. Therefore programs providing death

benefits are vital to active and retired employee, agents and their

dependents who might otherwise be forced to seek government assistance

in order to survive.
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The benefits described above are provided by Phoenix Mutual not

only as a means to attract employees and agents but more importantly

because of concerns for the economic security of our agents and

employees as well as their dependents. These benefits are provided to

all employees and agents and are not paid principally to the highly

compensated agents and employees. Furthermore, benefits are provided

to all employeeds and agents regardless of their sex. More than

one-half of the work force at Phoenix Mutual is female. Preference to

the highly compensated or men is not a reality either in design or in

fact.

;f businesses such as Phoenix Mutual are unable to provide benefits

to ensure the economic security of its agents, employees and their

dependents, the burden will ultimately and inevitably fall on the

government. Businesses are providing the needed benefits on a

cost-effective basis. Any attempt by the governmont to fill these

needs would be for more expensive. Because of the uncertain future of

current entitlement programs like Social Security, employees would not

have the same confidence in their economic security that they now

enjoy. Therefore, it is imperative that the current employee benefit

program not be dismantled is the name of greater tax revenues.

48561
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W D Re,P P Life
Senor VsGe President Insurance Company
Grop D v s PO Box 20727

Greensboro NC 27420
Telephone Bus 919 2994720

August 8, 1984 m

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirkson Center Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Senate Finance Committee on Taxation and Debt Management -

Hearings on the Taxation of Employee Benefits

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Pilot Life Insurance Company requests that this letter statement be
included in the printed record of the Public Hearings on the Taxation of
Employee Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30, 1984, before the Senate
Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Pilot Life Insurance Company is a North Carolina domiciled life insur-
ance company underwriting employee welfare benefit insurance products
and providing employee benefit services.

Group insurance and other employee benefits are essential to the sound
health, welfare, and economic security of employees, retirees, and their
dependents.

Almost all employee welfare benefit plans provide the employee coverage
at no cost to the employee. All employees are provided coverage regard-
less of race, sex, creed, religion, national origin, or position within
the company. In most plans the dependent coverage is elective and paid
in part or in total by the employee.

Tax laws should be and are currently structured to encourage employer
sponsored benefits. The present Internal Revenue Code tax provisions
enable employers to provide employees, their dependents, and retirees
the assurance that they will have economic security during sickness,
disability, retirement, and in the event of death.

Employers with vision and compassion have responded to the needs of
their employees and have built an employee benefit system that is
responsible, effective, efficient, and non-discriminatory in meeting
employees' needs through the provision of attractive employee fringe
benefits. The private enterprise system best manages the cost ofinge
benefit programs while at the ems time employers are able to prc
maximum personal support to employees. Current tax provisions p ly
encourage this employee benefit system. .. U
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The competitive system of providing employee fringe benefits, as it
presently exists in private enterprise, is far superior to and more cost
effective than any program that could be designed and administered by
the federal government. Current tax provisions encourage private
employers to provide for the needs of their employees so that a govern-
ment mandated program is unnecessary.

If the current tax provisions are substantially changed, the equitable
provision of employee fringe benefits will be threatened. Employers may
choose or be pressured to reduce or eliminate the level of coverage
currently provided. Unnecessary hardships will befall employees and
they and their dependents will suffer. Because of other personal or
family financial pressures, lower slaried employees may find benefits
totally unaffordable. In an emergency situation public support may
become the employees only source to meet basic family needs. If govern-
ment becomes involved, the ultimate price to our nation will be great.

If a governmental system of benefits were to replace the present private
enterprise system, employers will be adversely affected because of:
less competition in the market place; more costly and less efficient
delivery of benefits; more administrative paper work to deliver bene-
fits; less flexibility in choosing benefits; and less freedom in choos-
ing the most efficient provider of employee fringe benefits.

The current private enterprise system must be maintained and
strengthened. The present system is equitable, appropriate, and flexi-
ble in a way that cannot be duplicated by government sponsored, public
programs. The private enterprise system must not be systematically
dismantled and sacrificed in the name of greater tax revenues.

Pilot Life Insurance Company supports every effort to protect and retain
present Internal Revenue Code provisions which allow employers to
receive tax deductions for the cost of providing benefit programs and
which allow employees to receive those benefits without paying taxes on
their value. We oppose any effort to limit the incentive for employers
to provide,,employee fringe benefits and to tax the employees who receive
fringe benefits.

Sincerely,

W. Ilalock, FIJI

WDB:bm
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-InEHLReply to:
PINE HALL BRICK & PIPE CO., INC.
Lindsay Bridge Road
Post Office Box 838
Madison, North Carolina 2702.038
Telephone 919/548.6007

July 24, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Tirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Sir:

I would like to make some comments concerning the Public Hearings of

July 26, 27 and 30, 1984 concerning Taxation of Employee Benefits.

Ours is a small company, with about two hundred twenty-five employees.

We provide the "basic" employee benefits: health insurance, life

insurance, weekly disability insurance, pension, vacations, paid

holidays, jury duty pay, bereavement pay, call-in pay, continuation of

insurance and related benefits during sick leave, daily overtime, and

of course Social Security, Unemployment Insurance, and Worker's

Compensation insurance. Specific details of each of these coverages

has evolved, over time, through negotiations with the United

Steelworkers of America, AFL-CIO, and Local Union No. 85-A. Of course,

federal and state law also dictates provisions of some of these benefits.

In a state which is primarily non-union, we find that we pay our

employees a great deal more than our non-union competitors. Our

benefits are somewhat better, too. When these two costs are combined

it is somewhat more difficult to meet our competitors in the marketplace.

CONTINUED - - -
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We sometimes find we must forfit opportunities for sales when the

competition gets really tough, and the prices get very low.

In spite of this problem, I must admit there are certain benefits which

our group purchasing power provides which it is doubtful the individual

employee could - our would - buy on an individual basis.

As a case in point, we purchase group life term insurance at a cost of

sixty-three cents per thousand dollars per month. We provide six

thousand dollars of coverage for each hourly employee, plus an additional

six thousand dollars of accidental death coverage, at a cost of nine cents

per thousand dollars per month. In past years, upon the death of some

employees, 1 have found this to be the only life insurance the employee has.

We purchase group health insurance for all regular employees. It is not

cheap - and it keeps getting more and more expensive. However, when an

employee leaves our group, and begins to seek individual health insurance

coverage, they find it costs much more than our group coverage, and the

benefits are usually not as good.

The union frequently argues that we can purchase, with tax-free dollars,

coverage which the individual would have to pay much more to purchase,

and would then have to pay for with after-tax dollars. This is a good

argument, but it must be tempered with reason, and with economic

consideration of the total number of dollars available. We believe we

have maintained some reasonable balance in these costs - but some of our

industries have allowed this kind of reasoning to push their "fringe

benefits" costs so high they are no longer able to remain competative -
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steel and automobiles are prime examples As mentioned earlier, we find

our costs to be a problem sometimes - those industries are now saddled

with such high costs that they are pricing themselves out of the market -

perhaps forever!

It is my understanding that the concern of your committee is on the

effect these exceedingly high benefits have on the tax structure that has

led to the current hearings. I understand one of the proposed solutions

is to establish maximum dollar limits for tax-exemption, and to tax any

excessive benefits cost as if they were income. This would result in the

amount of taxes deducted from the paycheck being increased, and the net

pay being reduced.

It is my belief that such a change would be little noticed, and would not

be as effective as some other steps. Unless the tax on benefits was

clearly stated it would have little impact on the employee, because it

could not be identified. This is especially true because of the large

differences in cost of benefits from company to company, and from one

area of the country to another. Due to large differences in cost of

health care, for example, in California vs North Carolina, any Itfloor"

established which would reach the typical employee in North Carolina would

be very harsh on those who work and live in California. Or, any "floor"

which was an equitable percentage of total cost in California might not

affect North Carolina-residents at all.

Due to continually rising costs of medical care we recently had to make

some major modifications in our health insurance coverage. The union

agreeded to these provisions because the employee pays for dependent
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coverage, and therefore had personal expense involved, too. We

instituted an increase in deductables (from $100400 to $200.00) and an

80% coinsurance provision, so that our plan now pays 80% of "usual,

reasonable, and customary" charges, rather than the 100% which used to

be paid. There is an out-of-pocket maximum for each employee of $1,500.00

per year. Now our employees are concerned with medical care costs This

has already made a substantial reduction in utilization of coverage. As a

result, we expect our cost of providing this coverage to become more

stable in future years.

Perhaps it would be well if federal tax laws restricted employers from

paying over a certain percentage of the cost of certain benefits. Perhaps

if the employer could only pay 90% of the employee cost, and 50% of the

dependent cost for health care the employee would be concerned with the

premium cost - and the utilization. Each rate increase would be prorated

between employer and employee. It would then be applied to all regions

of the country, eliminating the problem mentioned above.

Perhaps regulations should require some deductable and some coinsurance

on group health plans, to continually remind all employees that they have

an interest in what the total cost is. Without these previsions, cost of

health care can continue to rise, but the employee has no involvement, and

therefore could care less, because the employer is absorbing all the

increase. Pressure from employees, especially in unionized firms, will

continue as it has in past years, will continue to push these amounts up,

sheltered from taxes.

39-707 0 - 85 - 78
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I strongly believe it is to the advantage of us all for the general

population to be covered under some type health insurance program.

After all, accidents and illnesses are likely to occur to all people

sooner or later. Some are able to pay for these costs. However it gets

handled, those of us "who pay for things" - through cash, or insurance,

or taxes, or whatever - also wind up paying for those who do not pay their

own way. If hospitals can not collect for services rendered, they must

raise their rates to those who do pay. This applies whether their inability

to pay comes from lack of money, lack of insurance, inadequate insurance, or

Medicare/Medicade "cost shifting" by setting unreasonable low rates.

I believe that if the federal government removes the tax credit, so the

employer has no incentive to provide health care benefits, many employers

will, over time, eliminate or greatly reduce the coverage. Many employees

will not be prudent enough to provide coverage on an individual basis,

especially since individual coverage is much more expensive than group

coverage. If that happens, those "who pay the bills" will wind up having

to assume an even greater share of the costs.

I have spoken primarily of health care. This is, with the exception of

Social Security, the most universal "fringe benefit," and by far the most

expensive. In recent years we have seen several additional benefits

added. Some of these, such as day care, are of interest and value to only

a small percentage of working society. Pressure has been applied (much of

it by government) for employers to provide these benefits. If providing

a day care center allows mothers to come off unemployment or welfare rolls

and become gainfully employed, they certainly serve a worthwhile purpose.

I'm not totally sure the employer is the one who should have to provide
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the service, but if he is willing, I can't argue with the tax deductable

status of the expense. I strongly suspect it is less expensive to the

taxpayers for the employer to do this than for the Department of Social

Services, or some other government agency, to do it.

Another question relates to Social Security, Pensions, and related items

concerned with retirement. In the early days of Social Security, it was

discussed as "one leg of a three-legged stool," with pensions and personnal

savings providing the other two legs. Our pension plan is rather modest.

Nobody is going to get rich from it. However, when you consider the fact

that we also provide half the Social Security funds for each employee, we

do make a major contribution toward his retirement. In dealing with

hourly employees, as they near retirement, it appears we have done much

more toward providing our share of the two legs of that stool than most of

them have done toward providing the third leg - personal savings.

This observation reinforces my beliefs about employer-provided life and

health insurance - if we d!d not provide these coverages, many employees

would not have them, or would have much less adequate coverage.

I believe one final observation is in order, concerning.disability benefits.

As our population lives long and longer, and medical care becomes more

and more effective, more and more of our populations lives on - although

sometimes disabled. Furthermore, it appears our disabled live longer and

longer. Medical science can frequently preserve life, but not cure the

disability, or restore the person to an active life. For our hourly

employees we provide twenty-six weeks of disability coverage. It's not

enough to live on, but it will help with the bills. The twenty-six weeks

was designed to dovetail with Social Security disability benefits,
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which should become available at that time in case of long-term disability.

Some employees have individual insurance policies to provide cash in case

of disability. Some have coverage on their individual financial obligations

(car loans, mortgages, etc.). Most have nothing, in my experience.

In case of disability, these people find themselves at the mercy of

the government. There must be a hundred various government agencies which

do something for somebody, but nothing for most people. If the employee has

been in military service he MAY be able to get a little money from that.

If he has nothing, he can apply for welfare benefits - from several different

agencies. If he has worked hard, and saved his money, and owns a home,

or other property, he may have to sell everything, and use up the proceeds,

before he becomes eligible.

He may find that he has to spend many hours, running down various possible

sources. A current employee,-on Medical Leave with terminal cancer, is

going through this now. Every few days I get a form from another government

agency, wanting to know how much disability, and how much pension, and

anything else, he is getting, so they can decide if they can help or not.

It disburbes me, as a taxpayer, that an unmarried woman with young

children can move into town, and seek assistance, and the government

agencies fall all over each other providing funds - welfare, aid for

dependent children, food staups, rent subsidies or low income housing,

and Medicade,juet to name a few. If she's not satisfied with her level

of income she needs only have another baby, and all the allowances are

increased. But let a sixty-year old male, who has worked all his life,

and paid taxes, and done his share to support this country get sick with
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a long-term or terminal illness. If he asks for help everybody treats him

like he's a crook. When these two extremes persist, somthing is wrong

with our system!

Surely, something could be done to put all these various agencies into one

package. Let someone handle the entire thing. Get one set of figures,

and calculate one benefit, and deal with the problem. We could save enough

on staff salaries for all these agencies to pay for the benefits provided.

Of course, lots of government employees would then become surplus, and

herpahs have to find other jobs - or even go to work. In spite of this,

our general population - the taxpayers - would be better off. A man with

terminal cancer - or his family - should not have to go through this ratrace

at a time like this.

The enclosed sheet shows our pay rates and benefits costs, as computed

for contract negotiations in January 1982. They cover the year 1981.

Several of these costs have increased since then, but the relationships

still exist.

As the sheet shows, our total benefits cost a total of $2.17 per hour.

Of that amount, $0.99 was included in payroll, and subject to the usual

payroll taxes. We even pay Social Security taxes on the value of these

benefits, compounding their cost!

Another $0.76 was paid for taxes and insurance premiums which are

required by law.

The smallest cost group is those benefits which are negotiable, and which
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the company pays for the benefit of employees, but which are not

included as taxable items. If tax credit for these expenses was

removed, it is likely there would be reductions in these benefits.

Incidentally, the benefits provided by the pension are taxable when

paid to the retired employees.

I might also point out that these benefits, with slight variations

between salaried and hourly plans, apply to ALL employees - hourly,

salaried, male, female, black and white.

In summary, I don't think the federal government should tax the cost

of reasonable benefits provided by employers. Perhaps some limits on

the amount of benefits is reasonable, but only to limit those benefits

which are excessive.

I recognize the government's "position" - that all money belongs to the

government, and thus any money which the government "allows" the

employee to keep "cost the government money." Many of us take the

opposite position - we believe that what we earn belongs to us, and

that what the government takes from us was really ours. If the government

takes a reasonable amount, and uses it wisely, most of us do not protest.

We do object to the apparent government view, "take all you can, and throw

it away if you please, because it does not cost anybody anything - it's

only tax money."

I thank you for this opportunity to present some of my views to your

committee.
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I recognize that my views may not be what your committee wants to hear,

and they may, therefore, be completely rejected.

Even if it makes no difference at all in what you decide to do, I feel

much better for having said iti

Tha

W. C. Payne, r
Personnel Director

Encl:

PS: The opinions stated in this letter are not necessarily the

opinions of the top management of this company. I did not

submit this letter to them for their approval - but 1 think

they would agree with at least mc't of it.
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PINE HALL BRICK AND PIPE CO., INC.
WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA

MADISON, NORTH CAROLINA

January 7, 1982

BASE PAY RATE AVERAGE, ALL HOURLY EMPLOYEES, PLANT AND W/S YARD ........ .$ 4.28

ACTUAL HOURLY AVERAGE RATE, INCLUDING OVERTIME, INCENTIVE PAY,
VACATION PAY, BEREAVEMENT PAY, JURY DUTY PAY, HOLIDAY PAY,
AND BREAK AND REST PERIOD PAY, YEAR 1981 .. ................ $ 6.54

PERCENT GAIN, ACTUAL HOURLY AVERAGE RATE OVER BASE RATE ............. ... 52.80%

BENEFITS COSTS PAID BY COMPANY FOR HOURLY EMPLOYEES - PER HOUR, PER EMPLOYEE:

Breaks, Rest Periods, Lunch Periods .. ............. $ 0.54h4
Vacations ... ........................... .2621
Holidays .......... ........................... .1814
Bereavement Pay ......................... 0023
Jury Duty Pay ............................ 0007

These items are included In pay to employees. 0.9909

Medical Insurance ... ....................... .1981
Pension ................................ 1669
Weekly Accident and Sickness Income Insurance .. ......... .0362
Life Insurance, Accidental Death & Dismemberment Insurance . .0243

These items are paid by the company directly to insurance
company and pevsion trustee for the benefit of the
employees. O.4255

FICA ("Social Security") .................. .. 329
Unemployment Insurance ................... .. 1081
Worker's Competisation Insurance .... . ............. .2152

These items are paid directly to the government or
insurance company for the benefit of the employees
as required by law. 0.7562

TOTAL OF THESE LISTED BENEFITS ....... .................... ... $ 2.1726

PERCENT BENEFITS TO ACTUAL HOURLY AVERAGE RATE ... ............. .... 33.22%

PERCENT BENEFITS TO AVERAGE BASE RATE ...... .................. ... 50.76%

ACTUAL LABOR COST PER MANHOUR ........ ...................... ... $ 7.72

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE COMPUTED BENEFITS THE COMPANY ALSO PAYS FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Cost of maintaining canteens (heat, air conditioning, power for machines,

housekeeping, etc.);
Safety Equipment (hard hats, .'afety glasses, etc.);
Cost of handling rental unifor, service (payroll deductions, handling);
Cost of handling paperwork in *nsurance claims;
Cost of paperwork in handling union dues checkoff;
Thanksgiving gifts;
Cost of employees parking on cmpany property insurancee, paving, fence, etc.);
Cost of employees participation on Safety Committee, taking part in safety

inspections, attending safely meetings, etc.;
Physical examinations for tru:k drivers;
Cost of Union Committee members attending meetings with company when requested;
Cost of administering Pensio,, program, including payment to outside advisors for
writing of plan, plan revisions, computing benefit statements to employees.
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Plan Administmon, Inc.
6337 Morrison Boulevard
Charlotte, N.C. 28211 Telephone: (704) 365-2077

July 24, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent vith your requirements, I an submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

r ohn D. Richards
resident

JDR/jls
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Imloy F Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance uommttee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Ibt Management.

By: John D. Richards

Having worked for the past 10 years with small companies that maintain pension
and/or profit sharing programs for their employees, I would offer the
following comments regarding the private employee benefit plan system:

1) For most of the retirees I have worked with during the past 10 years,
the monies accumulated in their company's pension or profit sharing
plan represents the nucleus of their retirement assets. They are
vitally concerned with the use of these funds to supplement what lit-
tle assets they have otherwise such as social security, personal sav-
ings, etc.

2) The benefits derived are as much if not more meaningful for the rank
in file employee as compared to the highest paid employees as it us-
ually represents a greater percentage of their total assets.

3) In my opinion, if the tax incentives for maintaining pension and profit
sharing plans were eliminated most small companies would terminate
their plans and continue to provide benefits on a non-qualifled basis
for key employees only.

4) If the ultimate retirement accumulations were left up to the individual
(IRA&), it would have a devastating effect on lower paid employees..
Companies that provide payroll deduction IRAs often have extremely low
participation (less than 10Z).
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SUBMITTED AS PART OF THE RECORD OF THE HEARING ON EMPLOYEE

FRINGE BENEFITS, HELD ON JULY 26, 27 AND 10 BY THE UNITED STATES

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT

MANALLQENT

BY TREVOR G. SMITH

VICE CHAIRMAN, PLAN SERVICES, INC.

It has come to our attention that some members of Congress may

feel that employee benefit plans no longer need tax incentives

provided, feeling that such incentives and such programs do not

appropriately serve the public for whom they are designed, and

that such benefits would continue even without tax favorable

treatment.

The business of Plan Services deals specifically with supplying

informational expertise and admiLnistrative support to insurance

companies for employers generally classified as "small

employers" with respect to the welfare plans provided through

insured group insurance programs.
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We service more than 50,000 such employers in the United States

who employ better than a quarter of million employees. While we

have not solicited their approval for us to represent them

before you, we do feel that our thorough knowledge of their

needs from lengthy experience in dealing with them should be

part of your deliberations.

As noted above, most of our employers are "small" - each

averages less than 10 employees. This is a very significant

part of our American economic system, and currently provides the

greatest opportunity for new jobs in our economy, according to

most economic analysts who review these matters.

These employers must provide an adequate work place, rewarding

employment, and adequate compensation to attract and retain

quality personnel. Included in the concerns of every one of

these employers is the need for welfare benefit programs for

their employees. While these are needed in order to compete for

that employee's skills, there is also the advantage of knowing

that an employee can dedicate his complete efforts to the task

in hand without overt concern for excessive costs of health care

services that have to be provided to him or her or respective

family members.

The American public expects to be able to obtain insurance

coverage to allow them to level out the costs of health care.

Nothing that the government has provided to date allows these
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costs to be at all budgetable by individuals, witness the

average daily cost of hospital confinement for unpredictable

illnesses or accidents. Therefore, some leveling of these costs

through the purchase of insurance seems absolutely mandatory to

wage earners. For them to finance these with after-tax dollars

would cause a significant rise in that cost, and would cause

many people to make an inappropriate choice against the purchase

of those insurance benefits, resulting in an unbudgetable and

unmanageable cost when health care expenses inevitably

occurred. This would have a deleterious effect, both to the

employee and any affected family member, and also to the

employer and his function In our economy in the production of

goods and services.

No useful purpose would be provided by increasing the cost of an

already difficult to manage health care delivery system by

deleting tax incentives currently allowed employers. Welfare

benefits by their design do not favor the highly compensated,

but strongly favor those whose economic needs are the greatest,

the average employed wage earner. Adequate insurance benefits

would not be made available to that person at a cost he could

manage, and the results would simply be a call for additional

funding at the hands of governmental resources for those who had

not cared for themselves.

Our modest efforts to provide group insurance coverage to these

small firms, as one of many similar organizations in the United
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States, bears strong testimony to the grassroots interest of the

population to purchase insurance benefits, and we feel that the

tax incentives are an integral part in making this possible.

If it is felt in any way that the elimination of tax

deductibility of premium costs will help in the management of

health care costs, please let us further note that this is

entirely inappropriate and incorrect.

Our purpose in preparing this statement is not to provide you

with burdensome details, but to give you a summary of our

experience in dealing with a very large number of employers

throughout the entire United States who have found it

appropriate to provide insured benefits for their employees.

These businesses represent an important part of our economy, and

they feel it appropriate to help their employees meet an

absolutely required need in their economic lives; they can best

do so with the present tax-favored cost distribution against the

employers' income. We would be happy to supply additional

detail to you to any extent it would help you in recognizing the

importance of this mechanism.
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Planters National Bank
Post Office Box 1220
Rocky Mount. North Carotina 27801

Telephone 919 977-8211

Planters
Bank

August 7, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee of Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting
this letter and the attached statement to be included
as part of the record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

B. Powers
rman of the Board
f Executive Officer

Attachments:
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the
Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the
United States Senate Finance Committee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

By: Planters National Bank and Trust Company

Over the years, private enterprise has continued to develop
and improve employee benefit programs which are designed to pro-
vide for both the present and future well-being of the individual
employee, and his or her family, in terms of financial, physical,
and psychological needs for security. These programs are far
more efficient and effective than any government program, and
should not be destroyed in the name of increased tax revenues.

For example: Planters National Bank and Trust Company
provides for the present security needs of its' employees
with such plans as Medical Insurance (including coverage of
expenses related to catastrophic illness), Life insurance,
and Disability Insurance. Future needs are covered by a
defined Benefit Pension Plan which, when supplemented by
Social Security Retirement Benefits, allows retired individuals
to maintain an acceptable standard of living in the "Autumn"
of their lives. Additional present and future benefits are
provided by means of an Employee Stock Ownership Plan, the value
of which is enhanced by increased productivity and efficiency.

These benefits are provided to all employees on a ron-
discriminatory basis, and are reviewed each year in an effort
to assure adequate and proper levels of benefits. To illustrate:
we have increased the pensions being paid to retirees twice in
the last four years as a result of the steady increase in the
cost of living.

The Pension and Welfare Benefits being provided by Planters
Bank are absolutely essential to the economic security of our
employees, retirees and their dependents. If tax incentives
were to be removed, employers could no longer afford to fund
such plans and as a result would have to terminate them, leaving
the individual unprotected. In such event, it would become the
government's responsibility to provide benefits.

Planters National Bank and Trust Company does not believe
that the burden for the cost and administration of such benefit
programs should be borne by the government, since 6uch a burden
would ultimately be passed on to the already overly-encumbered
taxpayers. We, therefore, respectfully submit that private enter-
prise should be encouraged to provide employee benefit plans
and that such encouragement should take the form of continued
tax incentives. In so doing, the welfare and dignity of the
American Worker will be assured.
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The Prudential Insurance Company of America
Atlanta Group Olice
Suite 310. Tulane Buildino
Koger Executive Center
2888 Woodcock Boulevard
Atlanta, GA 30341
Tel. 404.458.8144

Paul D. Kerstlng, CLU
Regional Group Manager

"SUBMLTI'ED AS PART OF THE RECORD OF THE HEARING ON EMPLOYEE FRINGE
BENEFITS HELD ON JULY 26, 27 AND 30 BY THE UNITED STATES FINANCE
COMMITTEE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT."

BY: Paul D. Kersting

I am writing because of my personal concern that more than a few
members of Congress share the misguided impression that the Private
Employee Benefit Plan System is a tax sham only for the benefit of
highly-paid employees.

In view of the disasteraus state of the Social Security System, I
find it incomprehensible that a group of Congressmen should suggest
that the Private Employee Benefit Plan System serves no useful social
or economic purpose, and further, that it might be eliminated in
favor of a Social Security System plus a supplement from individual
IRA's. I sincerely hope that those voicing this opinion are few and
can be informed of the facts before they negatively impact our
future.

Certainly, there are abuses in the system which need to be addressed.
I encourage steps be taken to restrain such abuses. However, far
outweighing any negatives in the existing system, is the tremendous
support provided by the private system in securing financial
stability for all of us in the future. There are few of us in the
financial services industry who believe that Social Security will be
a source of income for us in future years.

I am proud to have served a majority of employers Whose purpose has
been to provide a meaningful and secure financial benefit for all
their employees, not just for top management. These employers
represent the norm! Thoee who abuse the system are the few, and they
should be restrained. I suggest Congress review all of the facts
pertinent to this subject, not just those which are related to abuses
in the system. 4.nd make an enlightened decision to protect the tax
exempt status of the Private Employee Benefit Plan System.

39-707 0 - 85 - 79
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9601 W. Silver Spring Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53225J.. 462.7810

Business Manager August 9, 1984
Richard Lansing

Mr. Roderick A. DoArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Employee Benefit Hearings

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I am a union member who has had the good fortune, along
with the other members of my Local to have negotiated
fringe benefits. These include a health and welfare
plan and a pension plan.

I became a member of my Union in 1951. At that time, no
fringe benefit programs existed. In 1955, we started a
health plan which provided limited coverage for me and -
my family. However, it certainly was better than noth-
ing, and has improved, where today it is a comprehensive
plan 85/15, which includes eye and dental, with a $200.00
family deductible, at a cost of $1.40 per hour to a
maximum of 40 hours per week.

In 1959, we started a pensioii plan at .100 per hour, and
at a benefit rate of $2.50 per 1000 hours worked. Like
our health and welfare plan, it also has improved, where
today at a cost of $1.35 per hour paid on a maximum of
40 hours per week, the benefit rate is $15.50 per 1000
hours worked. This plan also includes provisions where
the disabled are adequately taken care of and the widow
of a deceased participant.

Both of these programs have dramatically improved the
quality of life, not only for the active member and his
family, but also for the retired member and his family.
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For example, the member who retires between the age of 55-65,
continues in our health plan at a cost of $70.00 per month with
full comprehensive benefits. Over age 65, the cost is $40.00
per month and is a supplement to Medicare.

The pension plan which provides the necessary economic safeguard
when a person retires, believe me, has been a godsend benefit to
our entire membership. I often think how fortunate I am because
of the foresight of others. Along with that, we are not dependent
on the Federal Government sponsored programs. We, not the Federal
Government have taken the needs of our family into our hands and
we have done a remarkable job. We have been effective and efficient
in building this structure of benefits. I believe it is, and will
be superior to any Federal Government developed programs and cer-
tainly far less costly.

Now, however, as I understand it, the Federal Government is con-
sidering taxing both health and pension benefits. What else is
new !.!

I strongly suggest and protest that no tax levy be ever considered
against benefit programs that provide a very significant social
and economic benefit that protects our members at all income levels.

Those benefits surely would change if they would be fully taxed.
The only one that would benefit from that is the Federal Government.
If anyone believes that the absence of a employer/union provision
will benefit anyone, other than provide a greater burden and a
lesser benefit to the individual, certainly should go back to school
or develop greater empathy for those workers of the United States
who are on the same economic level as I and my fellow union members.

However, rather than considering a tax on fringe benefits, how about
some tax laws that would encourage fringe benefits, especially a
pension benefit. This benefit is the benefit most lacking through-
out the United States. It, along with a health plan is the most
vital requirement in a working person's life. However, where it is
not provided because of employer resistence, and because of the lack
of quality employment opportunities for a large share of American
workers, it'is often overlooked until later in life, and then it is
almost too late.

I would hope that whoever is considering change, will only consider
change to improve the American worker's quality of life, and not a
change that will create a greater burden to an already over-taxed
American worker.

Sincerely,

Business Manager 6
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SP()PE &: TALIOT, INC.

Gary A. Ns
Secretary. Trowurer

August 9, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment: -

Senator Packwood held hearings in the Senate Finance Committee
on Fringe Benefits. I understand that the hearings are still
open for written statements from plan sponsors who are con-
cerned about the future of employee benefits.

I am concerned that the future of our employees may be jeopar-
dized by governmental action in an attempt to generate addition-
al current tax revenues. Pope & Talbot has put together an
efficient and comprehensive program of employee benefits to pro-
vide for our 2600 employees and their dependents, both today and
in the future. Our plans provide medical protection, dependent
support and retirement benefits that otherwise would have to be
provided by the government. It would be penny wise and pound
foolish to enact laws which would bring about the end of these
benefits just to raise current tax revenues.

In a large public company such as Pope & Talbot the majority of
the benefits provided by our program go to the rank and file
employees. Only a small percentage go to the highly paid indi-
viduals. Our employees would suffer if these benefits were no
longer available.

GAN/rms

P.O. BOX 8710 IB0 SW. FIRST AVENUE * PORTLAND. OREGON 9720"7 *AREA CODE 503 2263-1
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STATEMENT
OF THE

PROFESSIONAL INSURANCE AGENTS ASSOCIATION
OF NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY AND CONNECTICUT

ON
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

PRESENTED BY
CATHY KINGSBURY PLAN ADMINISTRATOR

BEFORE THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

AUGUST 13, 1984
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I AM CATHY KINGSBURY PLAN ADMINISTRATOR FOR THE PROFESSIONAL INSURANCE

AGENTS ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY# AND CONNECTICUT. THIS

WRITTEN STATEMENT IS BEING PRESENTED ON BEHALF OF THE TOTAL MEMBERSHIP OF

THIS REGIONAL ASSOCIATION. THE ASSOCIATION REPRESENTS A MEMBERSHIP OF

4300 INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENTS WITHIN THE THREE STATE REGION. OF THE

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP 43% ARE INSURED BY THE ASSOCIATION SPONSORED GROUP

INSURANCE PROGRAM.

WE ARE PLEASED THAT YOUR SUBCOMMITTEE HELD A PUBLIC HEARING ON JULY 26s

27 & 30 TO DISCUSS EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND THAT YOU ARE ACCEPTING

WRITTEN STATEMENTS ON THE SAME SUBJECT. THE STATEMENT AFFORDS US THE

OPPORTUNITY TO DOCUMENT THE IMPORTANT ROLE THE EMPLOYEE BENEFITS PLAY

IN ECONOMIC SECURITY OF MANY AMERICAN EMPLOYEES, THEIR FAMILIES, AND

RETIREES. IN RECENT YEARS# CONGRESS SEEMS TO HAVE LOST SIGHT OF THIS

IMPORTANT FACT. LEGISLATION HAS BEEN ENACTED AFFECTING EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

AS A TOOL TO INCREASE REVENUE IN THE SHORT RUN WITHOUT FULLY EXAMINING

THE LONG TERM IMPLICATIONS OF SUCH LEGISLATION.

ALL TOO OFTEN SUCH LEGISLATION HAS BEEN FORMULATED IN THE "ELEVENTH

HOUR" WITHOUT ADEQUATE COUNSELING WITH PLAN SPONSORS SERVICE PROVIDERS,

AND REGULATORY AGENCIES. A NATIONAL POLICY MUST BE ADOPTED BY ALL ON

HOW WE WANT PRIVATE EMPLOYEE BENEFITS TOi IMPACT OUR LIVES AND THOSE OF

OF THE NEXT GENERATION. A LONG TERM SOLUTION MUST BE FOUND. IT IS

OUR HOPE THAT THE WORK OF THE JULY HEARINGS AND THESE STATEMENTS WILL

HELP IN COMING TO A LONG TERM SOLUTION, RATHER THAN "SHORT TERM FIXES".

THE FOCUS OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE I8 EMPLOYEE BENFITS. HOWEVER# WE FEEL

THAT CONGRESS NEEDS TO LOOK AT ALL AVENUES OF FEDERAL SPENDING AND

TAX INCENTIVES BEFORE ACCEPTING THAT THE ONLY WAY TO REDUCE THE

DEFICIT COMES WITH CHANGES IN THE EMPLOYEE BENEFIT SYSTEM. ONLY

AFTER CAREFUL EVALUATION, IS IT POSSIBLE TO DISCUSS ANY CHANGES IN THE

TAX STATUS OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT ARRANGEMENTS.
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PRIVATE ENTERPRISE HAS BUILT AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT ARRANGEMENT

COVERING THE NEEDS OF EMPLOYEES THROUGH THE EMPLOYEE BENEFIT SYSTEM.

IT IS FAR SUPERIOR TO ANY GOVERNMENT PROGRAM THAT MIGHT REPLACE IT.

IT SHOULD NOT BE SYTEMATICALLY DISMANTLED IN THE NAME OF GREATER TAX

REVENUES. THE EMPLOYEE NEEDS ARE REAL AND DEMAND TO BE MET. IF THE

PRIVATE SECTOR IS NOT'ENCOURAGED TO MEET THOSE NEEDS GOVERNMENT WILL

HAVE NO ALTERNATIVE. THEY WILL HAVE TO MEET THE NEEDS. AND WE BELIEVE

THAT THE ULTIMATE PRICE TO OUR NATION WILL BE FAR HIGHER.

ASSUMPTIONS HAVE BEEN MADE THAT ARE NOT FACT. SOME OF THESE ASSUMPTIONS

ARE:

" BENEFITS O0 PRINCIPALLY TO THE HIGHLY PAID

* BENFITS GO PRINCIPALLY TO MEN

" WORKERS WILL NOT SUFFER IF THL EMPLOYER SPONSORED PROGRAMS DIE

" EMPLOYEE BENEFITS ARE NOT ESSENTIAL TO THE ECONOMIC SECURITY OF
WORKERS, THEIR FAMILIES, AND RETIREES

WHAT ARE THE FACTS?

* EMPLOYEE BENFITS ARE ESSENTIAL

AT LEAST 43% OF OUR MEMBERS THINK THAT THEY ARE IMPORTANT ENOUGH TO

BELONG TO OUR ASSOCIATION SPONSORED GROUP INSURANCE PROGRAM. THE

PLAN COVERS 1500 AGENY UNITS, 7200 INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES, 500

RETIREES. LOOK CAREFULLY AT THOSE NUMBERS. THE ASSOCIATION PLAN

IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM THE AVERAGE GROUP PROGRAM. THERE AiE 2000

EMPLOYERS USING THIS PLAN TO PROVIDE BENFITS FOR THEIR EMPLOYEES

AND FAMILIES. GROUP INSURANCE BENEFITS ARE FAST BECOMING THE LARGEST

MONTHLY EXPENDITURE IN THESE SMALL AGENCIES, YET WE HEAR VAILY THAT

THEY CANNOT RUN THEIR OPERATION WITHOUT THESE EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.

MORE THAN A QUARTER A CENTURY AGO THESE SAME EMPLOYERS LOOKED TO THEIR

ASSOCIATION FOR HELP IN PROVIDING THE BENEFITS.
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A PLAN WAS DEVELOPED WITH A MAJOR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. THAT

- PLAN IS STILL IN OPERATION TODAY. WHY IS IT STILL OPERATIONAL?

BECAUSE OUR MEMBERS NEED AN EMPLOYEE BENFIT PROGRAM AT A FAIR

PRICE IN TODAY'S ECONOMY, ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP IS ONE OF THE FIRST

AREAS OF EXPENSE CUT. OUR MEMBERSHIP CONTINUES TO GROW EACH YEAR.

THE PRIMARY REASON FOR GROWTH IS THE NEED FOR EMPLOYEE GROUP

INSURANCE BENEFITS.

* WORKERS WILL SUFFER IF EMPLOYER SPONSORED PROGRAMS DIE

TODAY THE TYPICAL WORKING PERSON CAN LOOK AT THE EVILS THAT MIGHT

BEFALL HIM AND KNOW THAT EMPLOYER SPONSORED BENEFITS WILL:

- PAY HEALTH BILLS WHEN HE IS ILL

- PROVIDE INCOME DURING PERIODS OF BOTH SHORT AND LONG TERM
DISABILITY

- PROVIDE A SOLID FOUNDATION OF LIFE INSURANCE BENEFITS# AND

- PRODUCE IN RETIREMENT YEARS AN INCOME GENERALLY PROPORTIONAL
TO HIS WORK LIFE EARNINGS

LOOK AGAIN AT A OUR SMALL GROUP PLAN. IN THE YEAR JUST ENDING WE

PAID IN EXCESS OF $6,253,088.00 FOR 30,000 MEDICAL CLAIMS,

$309,'318.00 FOR LONG TERM DISABILITY BENEFITS, AND $56,088.00

IN LIFE INSURANCE CLAIMS. WHERE WOULD OUR MEMBERS BE WITHOUT THESE

BENEFITS?

" BENEFITS DO NOT GO ONLY TO MEN

" BENEFITS DO NOT GO PRINCIPALLY TO THE HIGHLY PAID

EVEN IN OUR SMALL GROUP WN;IERE THE AVERAGE UNIT SIZE IS 5 PEOPLE, THESE

FACTS ARE EVIDENCED. LESS THAN 20% OF THE BENEFITS GO TO THE HIGHLY

PAID. THE MAJORITY OF THE BENFITS ARE DERIVED BY THE EMPLOYEES AND

TtHEIR FAMILY UNITS. BETTER THAN 55% OF OUR BENEFITS ARE PAID TO FEMALES.

OUR PLAN IS NO DIFFERENT THAN MOST. WHILE THE NUMBERS MAY VARY# THE

FACTS REMAIN.
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IN SUMMARY, THE MEMBERS OF THIS ASSOCIATION WOULD LIKE TO VOICE

THEIR OPPOSITION TO CHANGES IN THE EMPLOYER BENEFIT SYSTEM WITHOUT

CAREFUL EXAMINATION OF THE RAMIFICATIONS. MUCH HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED

BY THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN PROVIDING THESE MUCH NEEDED BENEFITS. WE ARE

VERY SKEPTICAL THAT MAJOR CHANGES CAN BE MADE TO GENERATE NEW REVENUE

WITHOUT WEAKENING THE PRESENT EMPLOYER HEALTH BENEFITS STRUCTURE THAT

HAS WORKED SO WELL.

THE PRIVATE SECTOR HAS ACCOMPLISHED MUCH IN PROVIDING VALUABLE

BENEFITS TO AMERICAN WORKERS AND THEIR FAMILIES. THE JOB, HOWEVER,

IS NOT DONE. THERE ARE STILL GAPS IN COVERAGE. THE PRIVATE SECTOR

IS ANXIOUS TO CLCSE THESE GAPS, BUT IT NEEDS HELP. TAX INCENTIVES HAVE

WORKED IN THE PA,T, BUT THEY MUST BE CONTINUED AND, WHERE APPROPRIATE,

EXPANDED* TO PRCVIDE THE IMPETUS NECESSARY TO COMPLETE THE JOB.

WE APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT THIS STATEMENT.
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I15550

PROFESSIONAL INSURANCE AGENTS
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS OFFICE

&RANCK 4O PENNSYLVANIA AV, S.. STE 2 03, WASHINOTON, D.C. 20003

9 August 1984

Roderick A. DeAment, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

We respectfully request that the enclosed statement on
Employee Fringe Benefits by the National Association of
Professional Insurance Agents (PIA) be made a part of
the hearing record of the Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management, Senate Committee on Finance. Hearings
were held on this subject on July 26, 27 and 30, 1984.

If you have any questions concerning the above-mentioned
statement, please contact our Federal Legislative
Assistant, Lydia M. Astorga.

Sincerely,

F. Wayne Bowman, FMS
President

J.Kox Hil rn,2., FMS
Chairman,
Government Affairs Committee

LMA:mc

Encl. (5 ccs)
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STATEMENT OF

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL INSURANCE AGENTS

ON

EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS

TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

JULY 26, 1984
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The following statement is submitted by the National Association

of Professional Insurance Agents (PIA) for inclusion in the record of

the hearings on fringe benefits, held by the Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management of the Senate Committee on Finance on July 26,

27 and 30, 1984.

PIA is a trade association representing over 40,000 independent

property and casualty insurance agents in all 50 states, the District

of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Our members

provide and are involved in the sale and service of some employee

benefits.

Employee benefits represent virtually any form of compensation

that is provided in a form other than direct wages, paid for in

whole or in part by the employer, even if provided by a third

party. Different benefits serve different social and economic

needs. Through employer-provided benefit programs, the bulk of

the working population are given protection.

PIA believes fringe benefits are a proven way by which economic

prosperity is shared among all employees. They are more cost-

effective than reliance on individual ir.,tiative as a way of

assuring a basic level of security. As small businessowners, our

member-agents have the social responsibility of adequately pro-

tecting their employees.

PIA is concerned as to how Congress will define fringe benefits

for federal taxation purposes. We are opposed to taxation of the

"core benefit package" -- basic benefits like life, health, dis-

ability and pension.
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Before the advent of this core benefit package, unless an agent

was able to sit down with an individual and sell him a policy, in-

dividuals generally put off the purchase of essential insurance

protection -.- often with disastrous results for surviving families

and additional strain on social, charitable and governmental services.

By supplementing individual sales and underwriting, group insurance

has opened chanels of insurance to millions of employees regardless

of age, sex, physical condition or nature of employment.

The advent of group health coverage for the small business-

owner was a great assistance. Insurance agency principals could

offer comparable health benefit packages to those offered by larger

employers. This improved the competitiveness of the insurance

agency in recruiting employees. As insurance agents, we have prided

ourselves on being able - in most cases - to offer a better-than-

average health benefit program.

Employers are able to attract and retain employees through the

provisions of health coverage. Employee morale and productivity

are enhanced as a result of increased job satisfaction and this,

in turn, strengthens our nation's economy.

Tax laws favoring specific employer retirement and health

insurance plans and other statutory employee benefits were enacted

under the premise that extensive coverage of employees and their

dependents under these plans is desirable social policy. The

growth of employee coverage by pensions and health insurance has

been strongly encouraged by the tax advantage accorded these plans

and by the needs of employees and their dependents and survivors

for economic security.
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With respect to "plus benefit package," i.e., vision care,

dental care, etc., PIA will be willing to look at those, if

appropriate, and the degree of favorable tax treatment.

Defining fringe benefits as "corporate perks" would depend

on the nature of the organization providing the benefits and the

position of the recipient of the benefits. As an association, PIA

will assess them on a one-on-one basis to determine how important

they are to the particular industry. The use of a company car,

for example, is important for insurance agents to make their calls

on clients. Thus, this benefit should not be taxable.

The key to the development of employee group insurance and

essential to its continuation is the favorable tax climate that

permitted its development.

The current system of employee benefit taxation is working well

and should be continued. The present structure has fostered a very

efficient informal partnership between Government, employers and

employees. Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient

arrangement covering the needs of employees through employer-sponsored

pension and welfare plans. It benefits the majority of employees and

their dependents. One major reason for the success of the current

system is its flexibility in accommodating the varying needs of

different types of employees.

The Department of the Treasury is concerned that the expansion

of the fringe benefits has reduced the Federal income and social

security tax bases and has caused tax rates to be higher than they

would otherwise be. Treasury is also concerned that the tax benefits

derived from the existing statutory fringe benefits are not fairly

distributed among taxpayers.
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PIA recognizes the need for Congress to reduce the federal

deficit. However, if broad reconsideration is to be given to the

tax treatment of employee benefits, it is essential that before

any decision is made, Congress not lose sight of the value of

fringe benefits on our nation's social program. While the primary

purpose of the Department of the Treasury is to collect revenues

for the Federal Government, the Internal Revenue Code is also

designed to encourage many socially desirable activities in

furtherance of a commitment to certain national objectives.

Employer-sponsored benefit plans provide essential financial

security for employees. PIA believes we should not take an ax

to fringe benefits merely for the sake of generating more tax

revenues. Doing this may be a "penny-wise and pound-foolish"

decision.

Finally, PIA views the tax law as an important instrument

that promotes national economic policy. We, therefore, recommend

a fringe benefit law that promotes employee benefits in an

effective and cost-efficient manner and, at the same time, achieve

national economic objectives.

LMA: mc
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PROFIT Sharing Council
Of America

SUITE 722 20NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CJOCAGO. ILLINOI 006 (3121 372.3411

STATEMENT OF THE PROFIT SHARING COUNCIL OF AMERICA TO WlE SUBCOMITTEE
ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE,
HEARINGS ON FRINGE BENEFITS, JULY 26, 27 and 30, 1984.

The Profit Sharing Council of America (PSCA) is a non-profit association

of approximately 1,300 employers who maintain profit sharing plans. Theme

plans cover approximately 1,750,000 employees. Council members are located

throughout the United States and are engaged in prrictlc:ally all areas or

economic activity. Member companies range in size from Fortune 500 size

companies down to very small businesses.

Some of the material presented in this statement comes from the

Profit Sharing Research Foundation (PSRF), Evanston IL, a non-profit

publicly supported research and educational foundation.

INTRODUCTION

The nation's retired workers currently receive their retirement

income from one of three sources. Active employees count on the same

sources: (1) Social Security, (2) personal savings, and (3) private

pensions (defined benefit plans, money purchase plans, deferred profit

sharing plans, and employee stock ownership plans).

Of these, deferred profit sharing is an important retirement income

source that may not be fully appreciated or well understood.

The purpose of this paper iA to explain the role of profit sharing

in the economy and the social structure of the Uolted States, how profit

sharing fits the retirement needs of the individual, how profit sharing

contributes to capital formation and how it helps improve productivity,

thus helping to control Inflation.
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Briefly, profit sharing plans are established for the following

purposes:

1. To provide both retirement income and benefits in the event

of a pArticipant's disability, death or separation from

service prior to retirement.

2. To create an incentive for increased productivity and decreased

costs -- antidotes to inflation.

3. To accumulate a tax-deferred capital reserve for employees.

These savings provide capital formation which advances tech-

nology, permits modernization of plant and equipment, combats

inflation, and raises the standard of living.

4. To attract and retain quality personnel by sharing the rewards

of the free enterprise system throughout the'organization.

This paper will show how these goals have been and are being met.

PSRF estimates that there are approximately 360,000 companies practicing

deferred profit sharing; that some 17 million employees participate and

receive a share of the company profits; that capital assets invested in

securities amochnt to an estimated $75 billion.

Profit sharing plans provide participating employees with special sums

of money placed in trust, in addition to their pay at prevailing rates.

These extra payments are based on the profits of the employer and average

8% to 10% of payroll but can range up to 15%, which is the legal limitation

of deductibility. In addition, some plans permit participants to make

contributions to build up employees' accounts for the future.

39-707 0 - 85 - 80
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A large majority of plans offer options to participants as to how

and when their accumulated profit sharing accounts are received, although

typically the participant receives all, or the bulk of his or her share

at retirement. The plan can provide that the participant's share will be

paid in a lump sum in cash, or part cash and part securities. Many plans

allow the retiree to receive account balances in installments spread over

several years. Some plans permit account assets to be converted to annuities

at retirement. If the participant dies, the account is Zully vested and is

distributed to designated beneficiaries. Many plans also permit partial

withdrawals or loans during employment for such purposes as (1) purchase

of a house, (2) payment of heavy medical expenses, (3) costs of college or

technical education and (4) financial emergencies.

It would be difficult to overstate the impact of profit sharir; plans'

investments on the financial vigor of the nation. The investment and re-

investment of some I75 billion of profit sharing assets provide broad and

sturdy support of financial markets by continuously dealing in stocks and

bonds of established companies and in new equity and debt issues to finance

growth and the research and development that produces new products, new

markets, and new enterprises. In addition, hundreds of millions of dollars

in new money is generated each year by new employer contributions, new

employee contributions, and the income and gains earned by account assets,

and these funds must be invested, producing still more capital formation

benefits for our society as they find their way into stock, bonds, mortgages,

real estate, certificates of deposit, money market funds and new investment

vehicles that come to market.
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Members of profit sharing plans become active participants in the

free market private enterprise system because each person becomes the

beneficial owner of the portion of the fund's total assets that are

credited to hi. or her vested account. Such ownership effectively produces

greater and personalized understanding of American capitalism, since the

participant must be precisely advised at least annually of the activity

in his or her account. Understanding fostered by long-time profit sharing

participation takes on An added dimension when the retiring employee

considers the critical choices about how to take distribution of the account

and what to do with assets received In a ltmp suim distribution. Whether he

or she reinvests cash thus received, or takes down employer stock and

receives dividends, or rolls over into an Individual. Retirement Account,

the individual remains an active participant in the same dynamics that

characterized his or her profit sharing participation, becoming the actual

owner of investments that have the capacity of dollvering continuing, income

and keeping pace with inflation. The evidence we have seen suggests that

such retirees have been and continue to be well-rewarded beneficiaries of

this system.

HISTORY OF PROFIT SHARING

Profit sharing has shown tremendous growth in the United States since

Albert Gallatin, Secretary of the Treasury under Jefferson and Madison,

established the first plan at his glassworks In New Ceneva, Pennsylvania,

in 1797.
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Because the American economy was, by and large, ian agricultural

small-craft economy up through the Civil War, there was very little need

for formaf profit sharing programs. Cooperation and an informal method

of sharing were inherent in the structure of the family-owned farm and

the small-craft partnership.

This personal involvement of the individual in the fortunes of the

enterprise began to be lost with the closing of the frontier and the

emergence of the corporate form of business organization. rhe early

inventors and developers most often financed their own ideas. But as the

country grew and railroads permitted wider marketing to masses of consumers,

a larger entity was required.

As late as 1850, the average manufacturer of farm implements might

have had only five employees and a capital of $2,600. By 1910, it took

$400,000 to be an average manufacturer of farm implements. An army of

scientists, engineers and professional managers replaced the struggling

little band of producers of earlier days.

In a little over 100 years we have moved from an economy where most

people were motivated and rewarded by profits to one where millions of our

fellow citizens who are wage earning employees are not directly rewarded

and, therefore, not motivated by profits. A vital and traditional element

of free enterprise economy was almost lost -- thi element of personal

involvement in the fortunes of the enterprise.

\ Profit sharing can, and does, restore to the wage earner the sharing

in the success of the business that was long ago jeopardized by the birth
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of the corporate form. Profit sharing is an old and solid idea,

revitalized, that makes each individual feel, once more, that he is a

responsible member of the group. Profit sharing is the recognition of

the importance oT the individual, whatever his Job, to the success of the

work in which he is engaged.

After the early beginnings of the concept, Colonel Wiliam Cooper

Procter set up the Procter & Gamble plan in 1887. The idea began to catch

on in the 1900's. From 1910 to 1920, some of the most famous profit sharing

plans were established: Eastman Kodak Co., Sears, Roebuck and Co., Harris

Trust & Savings Bank and Johnson's Wax. (I might add that each of these

companies is a member of PSCA.)

There was relative inactivity during the depression years. A revival

was given impetus in 1939 when a U.S. Senate Subcommittee of the Com, ittee

on Finance, published findings of its survey and stated:

"The committee finds that profit sharing, in one form or

another, has been and can be eminently successful, when properly

established, in creating employer-employee relations that make for

peace, equity, efficiency, and contentment. We believe it to be

essential to the ultimate maintenance of the capitalistic system.

We have found veritable Industrial isJands of 'pence, equity,

efficiency and contentment' and likewise prosperity, dotting an

otherwise ... relatively turbulent industrial map, all the way

across the continent. This fact is too significant of profit

sharing's possibilities to be ignored or depreciated in our
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national quest for greater stability and greater democracy in

industry."

Partly influenced by these favorable findings, Congress passed

legislation providing tax advantages for qualified, nondiscriminatory

deferred profit sharing plans. During World War II the government con-

tinued to encourage establishment of deferred plans that met IRS standards

by exempting them from Federal wage controls.

Profit sharing plans and membership have continued to grow. Today

there are currently more than 360,000 deferred profit sharing and stock

bonus plans in existence.

TYPES OF PLANS

There 4re many variations as to how plans work. In deterred plans,

used by 802 of PSCA members, employer contributions are put in trust and

invested. Some plans permit early withdrawals or loans, but in general,

payouts are made upon retirement, termination, disability or death.

In cash plans, used by only 4% of PFCA members, participants are paid

at stated times, usually annually.

Cocabination plans pay part in cash with the rest deferred. In option

plans, the participant can elect to receive part in cash and have part

deferred. These two types are used by 16% of PSCA members.

Profit sharing contributions by employers may be determined In several

ways. In fixed formula plans, the employer agrees to share a stated per-

cent of profits; e.g., 25% of profit before taxes.

In discretionary formula plan, each year the employer's Board of

Directors determines the percentage of profits to be shared. This is

usually the case with companies with less than 100 employees.
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In fixed plus discretionary plans, the employer agrees to share a

stated percentage of profits plus an amount to be determined by the

Board of Directors based on the year's results; e.g., 10% of profits

before taxes or such greater amount as the Directors may determine.

Approximately 602 of Council members' plans accept employee contri-

butions. Some permit voluntary contributions; some require contributions;

some do both. Others allow none.

Eligibility requirements involve waiting periods, typically one year

or less and, in a few plans, an age requirement. Plans must rneet a non-

discriminatory classification test or cover a percentage of employees so,

that most profit sharing plans do not exclude any significant group.

"Vesting" means the acquisition by the plan participant of a non-

forfeitable right, according to a schedule, to a percentage of the

participant's'account.

In full (100%) and Immediate vesting, participants are vested after

their first year in the plan. In graduated vesting, vesting taken place at

established percentage rates each year. In other plans, the participant

will not be vested for a period of years, at the end of which he or she will

be fully vested. In class-year vesting, each year's company contribution

vests separately; i.e., year-one contribution is vested in year three,

year-two contribution in year four, and so on.

Profit sharing plans generally vest under a significantly more rapid

schedule than pension plans.
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Allocation of the employer's contribution is based, in most plans,

on the participant's pay since this is a generally accepted measurement

of merit, skills, performance, level of responsibility -- the individual's

total contribution to corporate profitability. The individual participant's

share of the company contribution is in the same ratio as his or her com-

pensation is to the total compensation of all participants. In other

plans, allocations may he based on a combination of compensation and service.

Some plans base allocations solely on participant contributions. Various

combinations of these methods also may be used.

Loans and/or partial withdrawals are generally more liberal if a

pension plan is also provided. Withdrawals of a participant's own

contribution is the most prevalent arrangement. WithdrAwals in excess of

employee contributions are taxed as ordinary income.

Except in cases of death, disability or retirement, if a participant

terminates membership, he or she forfeits nonvested amounts in the account.

Usually the forfeited amount is reallocated to remaining participants. In

a few plans, company contributions are reduced by the forfeitures. For-

feitures are placed in a segregated contingent account so that they may be

returned to the participant if he or she is rehired prior to a one-year

break in service.

Plans frequently offer participants a choice of investment options,

such as (1) diversified portfolio of common stocks, (2) a balanced fund of

stocks, bonds and possibly real estate, (3) bonds, mortgages and other

fixed-income securities, (4) savings accounts and certificates of deposit,

(5) a guaranteed-principal-and-interest contract with an insurance company.
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(6) stock of employer company. A few companies guarantee-that the

value of a fund will never be less than the amount of contributions plus

a minimum earnings rate based, for example, on the interest rate paid on

bank savings.. Such plans put a floor under a participant's account.

Profit sharing plan procedures generally are directed by adminis-

trative committees. Assets are usually owned and managed by trustees; e.g.,

corporate trustee such as a bank, individual trustee or a combination.

When a plan owns its own company stock, participants usually give

the trustees voting instructions on employer stock credited to their

respective accounts.

TRENDS IN PROFIT SHARING CHARACTERISTICS

The following are current trends: (1) deferred plans increasing

rapidly, cash plans tapering off; (2) an Increase in plans combining

deferred and cash distribution elements; (3) slight upward trend in the

percentage of profit shared; (4) an increase in plans permitting voluntary

contributions; (5) a falling off in annuity distributions due to require-

ments of Employee's Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) which

makes plans with an annuity option more burdensome to administer and explain;

(6) an accelerated trend toward shorter waiting periods; (7) swifter and

more uniform vesting patterns; (8) a shift toward voluntary contributions

so that participant savings in profit sharing plans are increasing; (9)

increasing flexibility in the purposes for which loans and/or withdrawals

may be made; (10) a trend toward more conservative investments due to

heavier fiduciary responsibilitiesImposed on managers and trustees by

ERISA; (11) no discernible trend in investing In own company stock.
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PROFIT SHARING IN RELATION TO BROAD SOCIAL PROBLEMS

A pension, or defined benefit plan, provides retirement through

definite, predetermined and regular payments. Company contributions are

set actuarially. The only specific asset the participant owns is the

conditional right to a pension in the future. In contrast, a deferred

profit sharing, or defined contribution plan, gives participants an interest

in the success of the employer's business. Thus a participant is not assured

of definite benefits upon retirement (except in guaranteed plans) but assumes

the opportunity for gain or the risk of loss like any investor. However,

PSRF's study, Profit Sharing-in 38 Lnrge Companies, Vol. I, shows that

over half of these companies had both pension and profit sharing plans.

But pensions are not nearly as prevalent in medium-sized and small profit

sharing companies where profit sharing is the only private retirement plan.

PSRF also made a study of 33 large companies with deferred profit

sharing plans and set a "pension standard" in dollars per year at 1.3%

of final average pay times years of participation/credited service (with

no Social Security offset). Six of these plans generated profit sharing

benefits below the pension standard, but also provided a pension plan.

In the other 27, the profit sharing programs generated benefits ranging

from 1022 to 1,011% of the pension standard.

Specific examples of financial benefits to participants are cited by

Bert L. Metzger, President of PSRF, as follows:

"At DeLuxe Printers, Inc., a participant with 26 years of service

and final average pay of $12,966 had a profit sharing acqunt balance of

$99,625, providing him with profit sharing benefits equivalent to an annuity

of $12,000 a year versus the $4,383 per year he would have received as a

typical pension benefit.
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"At Signode Corp., a participant with 35 years of profit sharing

participation and final average pay of $14,466, received $127,752 in

profit sharing, an annuity equivalent of $15,300 a year versus the

$6,582 typical pension benefit.

"This is not to assert that all deferred profit sharing participants

end up as well, but it does Imply that if the company consistently con-

tributes around the median input of 8Z to 10% of pay Into a deferred profit

sharing trust, and the invested return over the years falls at least in

the 6% to 102 range, participants should receive enough in profit sharing

income, complemented by Social Security, adequately to fund their retirement

program."

It should be noted that the trust assets of the 38 companies in the

PSRF's study grew on the average 12% a year, compounded, from 1962 to

1976, a period including the severe market decline from 1972 to 1974.

Profit Sharing in 38 Large Companies. Vol. II showed evidence of

superior performance by profit sharing companies versus comparable companies

in Fortune's 500 for the four years 1973 to 1976. Average return on sales

for 23 industrial profit sharing companies was 6% versus 4.3% for the

Fortune 500; return on equity, 13.9% versus 12.7%. For ten profit sharing

retailers, return on sales was 2.2% versus 1.25%; and return on equity,

12.1% versus 10.2%.

A study was conducted for the Profit Sharing Council by Professor

Bion B. Howard"of Northwestern University comparing the financial performance

,_of profit sharing companies and non profit sharing companies in six industries

*over a 19 year period. The study covered 202 companies, of which 75 were

profit sharers and 127 were non profit sharers. The results showed that
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the financial performance of the profit sharing companies was clearly

superior to the non profit sharers for the six industries as a group.

This study analyzed ten accepted measures of financial performance.

There are many individual examples of increased efficiency and

productivity by profit sharing companies. Longs Drug Stores, Inc., had

sales of $664 million for the year ended January 31, 1979 versus $122

million ten years earlier. Sales and earnings have increased every quarter

since the company's founding over 40 years ago. Joneph M. Long, the

company's president, attributes Long&' success largely to the principle

of sharing profits.

PROFIT SHARING GROWTH TRENDS

The number of profit sharing plans approved annually by IRS rose

from under 2,000 in 1955 to approximately 10,000 in 1968. Thereafter

annual approval rose rapidly to around 26,000 in 1974. Then a drop took

place, partly due to complexities of ERISA. In 1983, approvals were

25,251 plans covering.744,908 participants.

CONCLUSION

Deferred profit sharing meets the goals Implied in the President's

Commission's review of retirement, survivor and disability programs,

private capital formation and economic growth.

Deferred profit sharing:

" Contributes substantially to retirement income.

. Provides survivor and disability benefits.

" Helps capital formation.

" Encourages and adds to individual savings.
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improves productivity by Increasing efficiency, cutting waste,

lowering cost of production.

* Combats inflation.

• Reduces burden on Social SecurJty.

. Provides portability of retirement benefits to younger

and short-term workers.

. Offers the most feasible method of providing retirement

benefits to mall and medium sized companies, the area

most in need of retirement programs.

Public policy has fostered deferred profit sharing for nearly sixty

years for the above reasons. This long established policy should be

continued.

Re pectfully su fitted,

I/L
President 'j

President
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The Providence O&n Company
75 Fountain Stree, Providence, RI 02902 - (401) 277-7000

CHARLES N. MOCK
Ww-o"S -" M" July 30, 1984

Mr. Roderick DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee or, Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

RE: Hearing on Fringe Benefits
Subcommittee on Taxation & Debt Management
U. S. Senate Committee on Finance

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The Providence Journal spent a total of $10.8 Million on employee benefits in
1983, almost 32% of total payroll. Of that amount, $2.9 Million provided
legally required payroll taxes and workers compensation; $3.7 Million was spent
in pay for time urot worked and other taxable items.

Tax favored employer sponsored benefits cost $4.1 Million in 1983. This amounted
to 122 of payroll and approximately 382 of all "benefits."

Coverage at the Providence Journal under the major employee plans is near uni-
versal; pension and health insurance benefits are provided to all full time
and all regularly scheduled part timers who work 22.5 hours per week.

The per person costs illustrate the significance of the benefits. Approximately
$1,581 per year is spect on the group health and life insurance programs. This
tax free value represents 15.82 of pay for a $10,000 per year employee, half
that for a $20,000 per year employee and only 3% of pay for a $50,000 per year
employee.

Efforts t6 restrict this availability or to tax this value would most severely
impact the lower to middle income recipient. These benefits particularly
favor the lower paid in terms of the relative compensation.

The impact of reducing or eliminating the tax incentive would naturally lead
lower and middle income persons to look to the federal government for national
health insurance and other social programs.
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We cover about 2,000 employees in Rhode Island with health and retirementsecurity plans; and in divisions across the country, we provide similar pro-tection to another 3,000 employees. This eases the pressure oil Social Security,Medicare and Federal health insurance initiatives. Congress should be commendedfor preferring this private, efficient system through the tax code; and shouldbe looking for ways to simplify the regulatory paperwork burden associated withthese plans. To do otherwise would be to jeopardize the health needs and re-tirement security of literally millions of workers.

Very truly yours.

Charles M. Mck
CNM: f
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STATEMENT OF PROVIDENT LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE

COMPANY TO THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

This statement has been prepared in regard to hearings announced by Senator

Bob Packwood to begin on July 26, 1984 for the purpose of developing a full, fair

hearing record on current fringe benefits and tax policy. This statement was prepared

and mailed by the required date. August 13. 1984

We are pleased that Provident has this opportunity to present a statement regarding

the value of a consistent an. sound tax policy for employee benefits. Chartered in

1887, Provident Life and Accident has long offered group products including life, health,

disability, dental, and pensions. Plans are offered through the parent company or one

of its subsidiaries in the fifty states, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and Canada.

The interest of Provident in offering effective employee benefit programs begins with

its own employees who are provided life, health, and pension benefits fully paid by the

company, and dental coverage partially paid by the company. In addition, sick leave

and long term disability benefits are provided in tandem so that Provident employees

never experience a gap in earnings during periods of extended illness or disability.

Provident employees are also given the opportunity to purchase additional life

insurance, automobile, and homeowners coverages through payroll deduction facilities.
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Provident provides a non-contributory pension plan for eligible Provident employee!

whose assets now exceed $45 million. Also, a 401k savings plan has just been
6

implemented. Certain employee contributions are matched by Provident according to a

schedule based upon corporate earnings.

The employee benefits provided by Provident for its own employees are aeoproximately

36 percent of total salaries, and Provident provides these benefits in line with all

non-discriminatory requirements.

By serving employer's needs for group products in all 50 states and the District of

Columbia, Provident has become a major private enterprise source for protecting the

health and security of employees throughout the nation. Using traditional group life

and health yardsticks, Provident has consistently ranked among the top 20 companies

in the nation

More than 2,700 companies rely on Provident employee benefit coverages to provide

protection for approximately 2 million employees. It is not surprising that the

management )f Provident Life and Accident has long recogniz',id the need for employee

protection and provided the prooucts enabling employers to offr group life protection.

Over a period of 75 years the significant industry growth of group life is an example of

what can be accomplished by private enterprise toward providing economic security for

the wage earner and his family EmploVers should be provided every possible

encouragement to provide employer sponsored group life protection. Insurance

companies oftei report the grateful comments of beneficiaries whose only source of

money was a group life insurance benefit to help through their financial difficulties

39-707 0 - 85 - 81
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Employer sponsored group life insurance results in coverage for individuals who in

general are not inclined to purchase life insurance on their own initiative such as

employees which are younger, lower in income, or women. Group life insurance

performs a valuable service by providing life insurance to all employees regardless of

age, sex, or physical condition.

Many employers through their group life policies are also providing coverage for retired

employees. Surveys have shown that more then 80 percent of the large employers and

two-thirds of all employers provide some form of group life protection Into retirement.

0

The role of Provident Life and Accident as a leading health Insurance carrier has been

well documented During 1983, Provident Companies' plans incurred medical claims

amounting to more than $1.2 billion. Many of the medical payments under these plans

were made to young families who simply could not afford medical coverage except

under a group plan. It is important that tax policy governing all employee health

benefits be based on encouraging private enterprise to continue its development of

these employee benefits. In addition, Provident group disability plans (short and long

term) protected more than 250,000 employees as a result of farsighted decisions by

more than 400 employers.

For many years Congress has encouraged private enterprise to offer benefit programs

which provide security for the worker and his family. It is essential that Congress

resist the temptation to gain tax revenues-at the expense of these programs, For

employers to commit their companies to the long term protection and security of their

employees, there must be a long term consistent tax policy on employee benefits. The

public/private partnership of American business ;,nd government can bring a sense of

well being and security to the American wage earner. A level of needed and expected

protection has been established in the minds of the wage earner. Any discouragement

to the employer to provide benefits for his employees will add enormous pressure on

government entitlement programs
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Recognizing the increasing burden of health care costs, Provident has established a

division to assist employers in developing programs to control health care costs.

Working with employers, health care delivery systems, and existing government policy,

Provident seeks to assist companies in the wise management of their health care plans.

Group Pensions are marketed and administered by Provident National, a wholly owned

subsidiary of Provident Life and Accident. A variety of pension funding vehicles are

available for the small employer all the way up to large defined benefit and defined

contribution plans. Provident is becoming a major participant in these markets with

more than $1 billion in funds under management.

In addition to participation in long recognized major group markets, Provident has

joined with employers in providing mass merchandised products which may be

purchased by the employee with the convenience of payroll deduction, These

arrangements permit the employee to purchase life. disability, automobile, and

homeowners insurance coverages.

The role of ths employer has become extremely important in the eyes of the employee

in guaranteeing a secure future for his family. With the strength of a long term

consistent tax policy supporting this three-way partnership of the employer, employee,

and insurance carrier, the American worker can take pride in his ability to meet the

health and security needs of his family We must not let legislation designed and

passed "at the last minute' become the "norm' for employee benefit tax policy.
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We believe the present private enterprise system of employee benefits is superior to a

governmental approach which could erode values of the American work ethic and pride

In providing for our own needs. The superiority of the private enterprise system Is

reflected in the lower costs of these benefits as well as the pride of self-reliance.

It is important that the public/private partnership which exists in health and welfare

programs be improved. Now is the time to establish a sound long term policy backed

by supportive legislation. Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient

arrangement covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit system.

This system should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax

revenues. The employee needs are there and must be met. If private enterprise is not

encouraged to meet these needs, government must. And we believe the ultimate price

to our nation will be greater.
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Qualified Plans Services, Inc.
P. 0. Dr.wer 5286, Charlottesville, Virginia 22905DEVELOPMENT (804) 296-0015 DESIGN & SERVICE

George W. Eudailey, Jr. Lynda 9. Jones

Pno C..4wI..

Kay QuinUvan
Melinda Brown

Auqust 13, 1984 mmmjonW
Goftyxmmt Form

Mrs Wdlerick As Deahmnt
Chief Oxanli
Oamittee on Farme
Ejkm 219
Drkeme Ssnate Office bdildinM
IrksAgtvn, D.C. 20510

\Dsar Mr. DeAumt:

0mnistmt with yo=r We' I r a', I am wmittig this
letter and the attahed status to be inwlWmd as prt of the
rrmrd of the hfearV on Dp oym Fringe DsfUm held an Jdly
26, 27 and 30 by the UP3itWd States Sminte Frlamr Clmtittes,
Suboamittason Taxatlm ad Debt MN-ngm .

mnk you for yow assistance.

Slnoerely,

eor g w. adily, Jr.

Emlosuree

Retieem I Pam: Design - Intailtiom - Record Keepiug

AFILIATI LOCATIONS. ATLANTA. GA.. CHARL3TOW, C.. lUNIMSORO, N.C.
MIPHJI, TN. - SAN ANTONIO, TX. - WHKKLINO, W. VA.
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Sumitted as Part of the Icvrd of the Hearing on Effvloee Frin e Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Comittee,
Subcomittee on Taxation and Debt Management.
By: George W. Eudailey, Jr.

I understand hearings were held in July on the private employee
benefit plan system. I have a company, Qualified Plans Services, Inc.,
which does the recvrdkeeping and filing of forms for about 200 small
retirement plans. (Average number of participants is 5.4). We also help
with the design of plans. Therefore, I can speak fran experience about how
stall plans operate, their purpose, appreciation by participants and why
employers establish these plans.

Without the tax incentives, we could not even get tine to talk to
employers about setting up a Retirement plan. The type of small employer
we work with wants to do something for their employees but without the tax
deduction, they would not consider a retirement plan. A salary increase
would not help their employees save for retirement as very very few of the
non owner employees in our plans put mcney into an IRA.

Most of these employees believe they can retire on Social Security.
They are not concerned about inflation or about what may happen 30 or 35
years from ncw. With these small qualified plans, the employer creates
money for retirenmt in spite of what the employee wants. As the employer
wishes to have money for his own retirement but cannot accumulate money for
his retinment without also acctmulating money for the employees
retiement, he is forced to accumulate for the employee also.

The system has evolved into something which works and would seen to be
desirable from a social standpoint. But, I am tired of reading the
misinformation put forth by people who have r*,ver been in business nor ever
worked with the system.

Continue to give the businessmen incentives to help his employees with
their retirement needs and he will do so. This does not mean the employer
will appreciate the help right away. most employees do not start
appreciating their retirement plans until they reach their 50's.

Of course these retirements plans benefit the owners (the higher
paid). If the plan did not benefit the owner, he would not establish the
plan. Most of these people (businessmen) are pitting the maximum into an
IRA and could also arrange other tax shelters for hir.self if retirement
plans become too complicated.

If the private pension system is taxed out of existence, this county
will end up with most of the labor force depending only on Social Security,
welfare or being forced to continue to work.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT FOR RECORD OF

FRINGE BENEFIT HEARINGS JULY 26-30, 198.4

Submitted to:

UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION
& DEBT MANAGEMENT

Submitted by:

THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY
MERCHANDISE MART -

CHICAGO, IL 606511
CONTACT: ROBERT C. PENZKOVER

DIRECTOR, EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

(312) 222-7546
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WRITTEN STATEMENT FOR RECORD OF

FRINGE BENEFIT HEARINGS JULY 26-30, 1984

Over the years the Congress of the United States has shown economic

and social wisdom in legislation designed to encourage employers to

provide workers with employee benefits. Death, old-age, sickness,

poverty, disability are the principal contingencies for which benefits

exist. Without employer sponsorship, government programs would have

to fill the void. Congress should be extremely proud of its past

insight and accomplishments in encouraging the private sector to

develop these programs.

More recent Congressional attitudes and activity indicate an intent to

undo these carefully planned achievements. The motivation undoubtedly

stems from concern over the federal deficit, but that does not account

for the singling out of private health and welfare programs as abusive

contributors any more than, for example, equally desirable and

necessary programs such as Social Security and Medicare.

The explanation probably lies in misleading and unfounded information

being fed to Congress by government offioia)s who appear to have

certain assigned missions which they intend to pursue regardless of

harmful consequences or evidence to the contrary.
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The employees of The Quaker Oats Company (as well as millions of other

people) have recently been victimized by such counterproductive,

harmful actions, On their behalf, we seriously hope the Congress will

use the valuable information being gathered Ly your Subcommittee to

repair the damage inflicted by the Deficit-Reduction Act of 1984 and

prevent further harmful legislation. To that end, we can offer some

concrete examples of the beneficial design and operation of employee

benefits at The Quaker Oats Company and thereby refute

misrepresentations influencing our legislators.

Ne Medical Tax Counter ffective

Our opening subject must address the provision of DEFRA which

destroyed the incentive value of Quaker's pioneering health care

program which has proven to reduce health care utilization and cost

while increasing tax revenues. By not allowing a year-end cash-out of

unused, employer-funded expense accounts, this plan will not work.

The result will be exactly the opposite of the avowed intent of that

DEFRA provision.

The impressive results are listed below and a more detailed accounting

is In an accompanying exhibit.
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1283 HEALTH C03T RBDUCTIONWSREvEN9g-INCREASES
If MILLION31

Employer
Tax

Deduction

Maintaining Old Plan $9.8

New Plan Results 8.6

#Plus 4.7 dividend part of which
years

Received
Tax Free By
Enplofeea
But Paid to
Providers

$9.6

7.5

will be taxable

This plan reduced the corporate tax deduction by $1.2 million

(12$); reduced the amount received tax free by employees by $2.1

million (22%) and created more than $.4 million in new taxable

employee income. The U.S. Treasury gained revenue; health care

utilization and cost esclation decreased and employees received a

more valuable benefit.

The facts directly contradict the uninformed, publicity-stated

opinions of Messrs. Chapoton (Treasury), Rubin and Steinwald

(DHHS) that such plans cause revenue loss and increase health

care utilization.

Interestingly, IRS and Treasury representatives have privately

conceded that the Quaker type of plan was not intended to be a

target of their recent attack. And various DHHS departments have

been impressed with the Quaker approach to the point of

Received
Taxable To
Eaclovees

None

.4#

cash next

milrow ulpstopm Tupcog*Tuzp Rime
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requesting inclusion in research projects to demonstrate the

effectiveness. Despite our providing this evidence to the Senate

Finance Committee, the House Ways & Means Committee, the House

Republican Research Committeep and individual legislators and

their staffs, Congress passed a new tax on this benefit beginning

next year. Considering these results, it is with some skepticism

as to utility that we proceed with further comments.

Benefits Are Based On Need

Responsible employers design benefit programs first and foremost

on the basis of needs of a broad cross section of the workforce.

The levels and types of oenefits are based on competitive

considerations and affordability.

These objectives have given rise to more flexible benefit

programs. Because of changing demographics, traditional benefits

no longer have the same value to large segments of employee

populations. Furthermore, some benefits are becoming

prohibitively expensive. Flexible programs typically cap

employers' expenditures and allow employees to choose the

benefits most valuable to them within the budget limitations.

These benefit principles do not suggest any motivation in

principle nor in practice to transfer large pieces of otherwise

taxable income to non-taxable benefits.
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When Congress invites employers to adopt benefits through

favorable tax treatment, naturally employers will respond, but

only if the above principles are met. Quaker Oats' employee

stock programs are a good case in point.

In 1976, Quaker gave employees with five years of service five

shares of stock to give them a stake in the success of the

Company. Employees had to pay taxes on the value. A payroll

deduction stock purchase plan was also put into effect because

many employees wanted to purchase more shares (with after-tax

dollars). Later on, Congress authorized TRASOPs, then PAYSOPs,

which Quaker Implemented. We were encouraged to do so by

legislation and we believed In the principle of employees having

a stake in the Company to stimulate productivity and cost

consciousness. Once again, we think Congress should be commended

for their insight.

Tax-Free ftth

A generalized myth seems to be that benefits are all tax-free.

Pensions and profit-sharing/savings plan funds are taxed when

received by individuals. Life insurance coverage above $50,000

is taxed currently and proceeds are includible in estates when

paid. To the extent that these are tax "breaks", they primarily

enure to the benefit of the lower paid.
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Short-term disability income, workers' compensation supplements

and supplemental unemployment benefits are fully taxable wage

replacement plans. Long-term disability income is taxable except

for a nominal exclusion. Vacations, holidays and other time off

with pay programs are fully taxable.

That leaves primarily medial, dental and educational benefits in

the non-taxable realm and now Quaker employees will be taxed on

the first $325 of medical benefits and most educational benefits

as a result of DEFRA.

Almost all benefits are immediately or eventually taxed.

Percentage Growth MYth

Misleading quotes from benefits surveys indicating an increase in

benefit costs as a percentage of payroll probably cause further

unnecessary alarm. Most of the percentage growth has been in the

area of taxable benefits, time off with pay being a leader. Also

included in these figures are legally required payments for

Social Security, Medicare, Unemployment and Workers'

Compensation, etc. Admittedly, medical costs have been

skyrocketing, but solutions, notwithstanding IRS and DEFRA, were

at hand. Also the cost of other benefits (life insurance,

pensions) has been decreasing.
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For the last ten years, Quaker's cost for pension, life

insurance, medical, dental and long-term disability has remained

.... biinly at i&ut 12$ of payroll.

Higher-Paid Discrimination Myth

The regulatory and tax controls existing today result in

considerable discrimination against the higher paid in order to

ensure non-discrimination against the lower paid. Pensions are a

prime example. Consider two workers with 30 years of service,

one earning $20,000 and one earning $100,000. The lower paid

receives from his pension and social security about 70% of his

after-tax pre-retirement income. The higher raid receives about

33%. This occurs without the impact of Sectloh 415 dollar limits

on pensions which cause the wage replacement ratio to sink

further for those with higher incomes.

These types of controls may have gone too far beyond the original

....... ntent of ERISA (another good achievement of Congress). By

dropping the defined benefit pension and freezing it at $90,000

and not allowing projected increases for funding purposes, plans

may become underfunded requiring higher annual contributions. In

one of Quaker's pension plans covering salaried and hourly

employees, over one-third of employees will hit the $90,000 limit

before retirement. For most of them, retirement is 20 to 30

years in the future. (DEFRA's restrictions on funding employee

benefit trusts will similarly have an adverse funding effect.)

39-707 0 - 85 - 82
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Other than some measure of inequity and counter productivity,

however, non-discrimination controls have not been a serious

problem. For example, Quaker has had a cash-or-deferred profit-

sharing arrangement since 1967 (11 years before 401(k) was

invented) and has never had a problem with the "1/3 - 2/3" test.

For the last year, our experience shows high deferral rates by

the lower paid and higher paid.

1984 DEFFERAL EXPERIENCE
QUAKER PROFIT-SHARING AND INVESTMENT PLAN

Annual Voluntary Salary 5 of Total
Company Award Reduction Option 12.5$ of Pay

Pay CateRory (7.5% of Pay) (5% of Pay) Deferred

Upper 1/3 86% 86% 86%

Lower 2/3 74% 76% 75%

Two further points are relevant:

1. This deferral is not a sudden phenomenon. It increased gradually

over the 17-year history of the plan and has been at a high level

for the last several years.

2. Eventually, all these funds plus accrued investment earnings are

taxed; i.e., when received as hardship withdrawals during

employment or when distributed at death, retirement or

termination.
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Again this testifies as to the value of tax-deferred programs

authorized by Congress. Our employees see the value of saving

for retirement, medical and financial emergencies, home purchase

and higher education. This plan benefits young, old; married,

single; low-paid, high-paid--it is the ideal benefit.

In a Quaker subsidiary savings plan, 80% of the workforce are

production employees, primarily female. The plan has a 90%

participation rate.

At another Quaker subsidiary, a high percentage of higher paid

and lower paid choose to take their annual profit-sharing award

as a cash bonus with immediately taxable income. Obviously,

different mocio-economic values exist there.

Criteria For Benefit Tax Incentives

Some advantageous tax treatment should be allowed for benefits

which safeguard tbo health and welfare of our nation's human

resources by:

1. helping people obtain or maintain jobs (which produce income,

which produce tax revenue and reduce reliance on government

aid);

2. providing income replacement when the wage earner can't work

due to sickness, injury, death, disability, old age, etc.;
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3. guarding against unforeseeable economic hardships beyond the

individual's ability to pay.

4. maintaining, correcting or improving one's physical and

mental health (the current Section 213 definition is

adequate).

These programs should be available to a broad cross-section of

employees, but without requiring all employees to accept the same

benefit or benefit levels.

Safeguards Against Abuse

For the most part, Congress has previously recognized the above

criteria and employers and plan sponsors have faithfully followed

the rules. A few have stretched the letter and intent of the

law, but the lack of regulatory guidance has generated that

result. With good legislative safeguards already In place, the

most desirable further safeguard would be for the Treasury and

IRS to get caught up on issuance of regulations.

Conclusion

Congress has made some serious legislative mistakes of late,

which has blotted an exceptional record of past achievements in
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humanitarianism and economic wisdom. Lack of factual

understanding In a complex area compounded by frenetic reactions

to the budget deficit, seem to cause these legislative errors.

Senator Packwood and members of this subcommittee represent an

eleventh hour hope that these hearings will bring factual data to

their colleagues. Regardless of party affiliation and regardless

of income level, American people are being hurt by ill-conceived

benefit tax legislation without any corresponding social or

economic value to the country.

Benefits are not a guns or butter issue--they represent bread and

butter.
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EMPLOYEE
BENEFIT
UPDATE

HEALTH INCENTIVE
PLAN REPORT

March 1984

QUAKERS KEEP PLAN COSTS BELOW TARGET

Dear Quaker, QUAKERS EARN HEALTH PLAN DIVIDEND

Congratulations are certainly in order for your achievement
of a dividend under our Health Incentive Plant You will re-
call that at the beginning of last year we embarked on a
health management program to:

* contain the annual rate of medical cost escalation to
acceptable, affordable levels, and

a improve the value of the medical plan to a greater num-
ber of employees by providing more flexibility and cov-
ering more services such as, hearing and preventive
care.

Those objectives were certainly met In 1983. Compared to
1962, the total cost of (he plan increased only 5.6 percent
compared to a forecasted rate of 20 percent under the prior
plan. Of even more significance, payments for medical care
dropped 6 perent from 1962. That allowed $204 of the
$1,535 target amount to be refunded to employees through
dividends and unused expense accounts. Clearly, the ma-
jority of employees received higher benefit payments than
they would have received under the prior plan.

Judicious use of health care by Quaker employees played a
major role In achieving a 1983 Health Incentive Plan divi-
dend. Under the Plan, Quaker committed to a minimum a
gregate benefit expenditure of $1,535 per employee. Actual
expenses averaged $1,407; therefore, these dividends
were earned.

$154- Employee with deoendents
$ 88- Employee without dependents

The dividends were credited to 1984 expense accounts of
employees who were enrolled in the Plan as of December
31, 1983. Amounts were pro-rated for less than a full year of
participation. (You will receive a statement showing the ex-
act dividend amount credited to your account shortly.) Dur-
ing 1984, Quakers will have an expense account of $325
plus the dividend available for use as medical reimburse-
ment or as a cash payment at the end of the year.

For 1984, Quaker's guaranteed expense level has been in-
creased to $1,658 per employee.

It is extremely gratifying to see a bold and unique program
accomplish its mission in the first year. Assuring continued
success will be far more challenging however, because ad-
verse economic forces are still at work. Medical price In-
creases exceed the general inflation rate and
governments' policies of shifting Medicare and Medicaid
costs to the private sector continue at an even greater
pace.

In 1984, it will take increased diligence by each of us to
learn more about our choices in obtaining cost effective
treatment and t pursue more active measures to Improve
and maintain our health.

Robert C. Penzkover
Director
Employee Benefits

HEALTH INCENTIVE PLAN
1983 FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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AVERAGE MEDICAL PLAN COSTS
PER EMPLOYEE
SUMMARY COMPARISON- 1982 VS. 1983

11112 1 3
Medical Claims $1,421 $1,336
Administrative

Expense 71 62
Employee
Contributions (6

Nt Claims Cost =

76 Unused 1983
Expense Account
Refunds

128 Dividend Added to
1964 Expense
Accounts

$1,53 TOTAL PLAN CQST

1964 PLAN LEVELS

LEGISLATIVE BULLETIN
As this newsletter was being prepared for printing, the In.
ternal Revenue Service had issued a news release stating
that payments from flexible reimbursemert accounts which
are funded by nontlaxed employee salary reductions must
be considered income even if the payments are for medical
expenses. Quaker's Health Expense Account is not that
type of plan. It Is funded entirely by the Company However.
the release contained other language which could be con-
strued as applying to our Expense Account.

Quaker and many other major employers who adopted
these plans in good faith based on the 1978 tax law related
to "cafeteria compensation" have voiced disagreement
with the timing, the method and the technical merit of the
IRS position. We have attempted to demonstrate that there
are differing types of plans involved, only a few of which
employ practices the IRS considers abusive.

This message has been carried directly to the House Ways
and Means and Senate Finance Committees who are con-
sidering new tax legislation as well as the IRS and Treasury
officials.

In view of the national publicity the issue has received, we
felt it important to advise you as to Quaker's position and to
alert you to the potential of the new employee benefit taxes
and restrictions being considered by Congressional Com-
mittees.

The issues are not likely to be resolved in the near future.
Meanwhile, Quaker and other employers representing mil-
lions of employees are doing everything in their power to
bring important facts to the attention of appropriate govern-
ment agencies.

BRINGING IT ALL
TOGETHER

Pubished by the Employee Benefits Department The Quaker Oats Company
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LINCO

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTIRt. 
1, box 340

BOLI VAR. TENNESSEE 3ROM

Glen OurN. Executr Diroctr Ju0lge NOW Smith, 1 1 01400 1
Toklphom 91-15WO1 13 Solird of Dioti)(1

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Council-Committee of Finance
Dirkson Center Office Building-'Room SD 219
Washington, DC 20510

SUBJECT: Public Hearings July 26, 27, and 30, 1984 concerning
taxation of employee benefits

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I wanted to express my concerns for not taxing employee benefits.
The benefit program that we provide to our employees is basically
providing group health, life and disability insurance. The em-
ployer is paying 60% and the employees are paying 40%. Also, we
provide the employees with a 54 retirement plan that is a definecontribution plan. These benefitp are provided to all employees
not just to key employees. We feel that the benefits that areprovided will adjust with inflation based on the fact that as sal-
aries increase on the employees we will increase contribution dol-
lar volume based on percentage of salary especially retirement
benefit.

Group health insurance is an example of my concern in your taxingemployee benefits. By making a mecha:.ism taxable, you may encour-age many employees not to choose to receive that benefit from their
employer by virtue of it now being taxable. Should this be the case,
I could conceive a greater burden and strain upon the medicaid sys-
tem and would very likely offset any tax increase based upon taxing
benefits of this nature.

R
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The attached statement is offered for the record of
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30, 1984, by
Finance Committee's subcommittee on taxation and debt

the hearing on Employee
the Un!.ed States Senate
management.

The statement is submitted on behalf of the 55 employees of Radiology and
Nuclear Medicine.

Respectfully,

6/John W. Travis, M.D., FACR, FACP
President

Gay2 L. Vernon, CLU, FACMGA
Administrator
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STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

US SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS HEARING

30 JULY 1984

Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, a Professional Association, of Topeka, Kansas,
is a small business professional service corporation with 55 employees. It
has consistently provided a generous fringe benefit package to all employees.
The Pension and Profit Sharing Plans cover 53 employees. Of the 53 employees
only 16 are stockholders. Contributions to the Profit Sharing and Pension
Plans are made for all employees based on thuir income. In fact, the
contributions made for many non-stockholder employees represent a far higher
percentage of compensation than do contributions made dn behalf of
stockholders. The plans are nondiscriminatory with regard to sex, age, and
race.

Within the past five years, five employees have retired, only one of whom was
a stockholder. Each of the retiring employees would have experienced a
substantial decrease in their standard of living were it not for the benefits
provided by the R&NM benefit programs. The non-stockholder employees would
suffer in a significant way if employer-sponsored deferred compensation and
fringe benefit programs were to be discouraged by adverse tax treatment.

In addition to the pension and profit sharing plans, R&NM also provides group
health insurance, disability income replacement, and group life insurance to
all employees. The lifo insurance is based upon salaries, permitting higher
insurance upon the lives of stockholders who work to produce income for the
organization through the provision of medical services. Disability income
coverage is provided through a plan which is relatively advantageous to lower
salaried employees. Radiology and Nuclear Medicine is representative of the
thousands of small business employers who provide benefits for their employees
using employer-sponsored programs of deferred compensation and employer-paid
insurance plans. etc. It is virtually certain that many employees of our own
organization would not be able to provide these benefits for themselves at
reasonable cost or with the even handedness which characterizes our present
employee benefit structure.

It is frightening to employees and the employers alike when we hear tbat the
Congress intends to change the law in a manner which will discourage employers
from providing benefit programs for their employees. This seems to us to be a
transparent effort to increase taxable income to the government.* This is
an especially bleak perspective in a time when there is so much evidence that
Congress is not inclined to reduce its own generous prerogatives. We believe
changes in the basic tax laws which discourage employers from providing plans
which support security, retirement, and health maintenance for employees will
lead only to more government programs with their attendant bureaucracy and
inefficiency and an increased burden on all citizens. The government has a
poor record of sustained, reliable, and cost effective support for citizens;
the private sector has done far better. Government-sponsored benefit plans
are uniformly underfunded and overpromised.
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30 JULY 1984
STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD (CONT)
Page 2

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient benefit system to meet
the needs of employees. It remains far superior to any government program
yet devised. It should not be sacrificed and dismantled in the name of
greater tax revenues. Employees benefit needs exist and must be met. If
private enterprise is not encouraged to meet this need, government will bear
the burden. If this were to come about, the ultimate cost to our nation would
be far greater.

The attached reprint of a recent editorial summarizes what our organizatioV
believes is the important role of private fringe benefit and deferred
compensation plans.

We strongly urge the Senate Finance Commictee and the Congress as a whole to
favorably consider legislation which would protect and stabilize the entire
area of employer-sponsorid fringe benefit and deferred compensation programs
which derive from, feed back into, and strengthen the private sector of our
economy. The presumption that there is good in increasing federal revenues
through elimination or restriction of such programs in the private sector is
economically unsound and poor public policy.

Radiology and Nuclear Medicine,
a Professions..A sociation

'-"John W. Travis, M.D., FACR, FACP
President

Gayly./Vernon, CLU, FACMGA
Administrator
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Let's not tarnish
the golden years

They're called the golden years: the time
when America's more than 21 million retired
persons are free to savor the rewards
they've earned after 30-plus years of work
and responsibility.

For most of them, the leisure they enjoy
is made possible by what is often called the
"three-legged stool" of retirement income-
pensions, savings, and Social Security.
According to the Social Security Adminis-
tration, 9 percent of retired persons were
covered by private pensions in 1962. By
1982, this coverage had grown to 23 percent.
Moreover, 70 percent of all currently em-
ployed Americans in private and govern-
ment jobs are covered by emplo,,er-provided
pension plans, compared with only about 49
percent in 1962.

This trend may accelerate. Secretary of
Labor Raymond J. Oonovan recently pre-
dicted that private pensions will replace
Social Security as "the bedrock or the
cornerstone" of retirement income. Pen-
sions will, as he put it, "exceed Social Sbcu-
rity in importance in the lives and in the minds
of our retirees." And he cited figures which
support that notion. Between 1970 and now,
private pension funds have grown from $150
billion to $900 billion, and they are expected
to reach $3 trillion by the end of the century.

There is a basic economic difference
between private pension systems and Social
Security The latter collects its funds from the
pay envelopes of current wagi- earners in
order to distribute them immediately to cur-
rent retirees. Private pensions, on the other
hand. are normally funded by employer com-
panies well in advance of thp retirement of

their beneficiaries. In the meantime, these
billions of dollars are invested. They become
part of the nation's supply of capital. In short,
they help create jobs.

In view of this distinction, the growth of
private pensions is welcome news. Of
course, Social Security must be preserved
as a bulwark against financial distress
among retired Americans, particularly those
who may not have Iarticipated in a pri.-
vate pension plan At the same time,
the growth of private pension plans should
be encouraged.

Still, therc, are some in Congress who
would chip away at the scope of private
pension plans. They feel that these plans cut
into tax revenues at 0 time when the federal
budget needs them most. Money socked
away in pension plans, they argue, defers
income taxes otherwise due on those
amounts. Moreover, when the retiree finally
collects his pension and the tax falls due, the
tax payment is lower, because retirement
usually puts the taxpayer in a lower bracket.

While all this is true, it's also short-
sighted. Consider how much tax revenue the
government collects from business enter-
prises financed in part by the investment of
hundreds of billions by pension funds; or
from the income taxes paid by those whose
jobs were created through the investment of
pension fund money. Private pensions bene-
fit government and the economy as richly as
the retired recipients. '

But quite aside from economics, hard-
working Americans have earned the right to
the golden years when their wo, king days
are done. Let's not devalue that gold,
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RBX INDUSTRIES. INC.
P. 0. BOX 8128

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23285

PHONE: 804-320-5095

August 3, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Submitted as part of the record of the Hearings on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
States Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management by N. H. Turbeville, Jr. on behalf of the employees
of RBX Industries.

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Recently branches of the Federal Government have had
discussions centering around the proposition that private
sector Qualified Pension and Profit Sharing Retirement Plans
should be eliminated or further curtailed from the restrictions
imposed by TEFRA-1982. In our view this would be a colossal
error that will adversely impact our employees and all
others covered by such plans.

In recent years it has been necessary for congress to
pass a succession of laws to bail out the Social Security
System which, without this help, would have quickly reached
insolvency. What has happened to the Social Security System
is a perfect example of the inability of Government to look
ahead and provide an adequate retirement for our older
citizens. The private sector has also had its' problems;
however, the record is clear in stating that private retire-
ment plans have been an enormous benefit to a large segment
of the American public. In fact, if it were not for private
plans, a greater burden would be forced on Government at all
levels.
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The social issues at stake in this regard should not be
overlooked. In the specific plan adopted by our company,
benefits are available to all employees regardless of pay
scales, race, or sex. Our plan is essential to the future
economic security of our employees and their dependents.

We urge you to encourage and support the principal of
private pension and profit sharing plans.

Sincerely,

RBX INDUSTRIES, INC.

N. H TubevileJr.

President

NHT/sdw
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Office of the Treasurer

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Troy, New York 12181

August 7, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I understand that Senator Packwood held hearings on July 26, 27 and 30,
regarding fringe benefits, and that he has asked for written statements from
plan sponsors of as many companies as possible who are concerned about the
future of employee benefits.

I strongly believe that private enterprise has built an effective and
efficient arrangement covering the needs of employees through the employer
benefit system. I believe it is far superior to any government program which
would replace it and it should not be systematically dismantled in the name of
greater tax revenues. I also believe the ultimate cost to our nation will be
greater if employer sponsored plans are replaced by government plans.

A mistaken impression concerning employee benefits is that these benefits are
paid principally to highly compensated employees. Actually, only a small
percentage of the benefits under our employee benefit plans are for highly
compensated employees.

In summary, I believe that employee benefits are essential to the economic
security of our workers, retirees and their dependents and that our workers
would suffer if employer sponsored benefits no longer existed.

Sincerely,

Ernest . Con
Director, Risk Management

ELC/p

cc: S. Ekdom
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REYNOLDS ALUMINUM
REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 2301

Vice Preident of Peronnel August 14, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Reynolds Metals Company wishes to take this opportunity

to comment for the record concerning our position regarding the

current tax-favored treatment of employee pension and welfare

benefits, as addressed during the hearings held July 26, 27 and

30, 1984 by the Taxation and Debt Management Subcommittee of the

Senate Finance Committee. Reynolds is a major, worldwide

producer of primary aluminum, reclaimed aluminum, and fabricated

aluminum products. It is the second largest aluminum company in

the United States, and the fourth largest in the world. Our

company is headquartered in Richmond, Virginia, with a network of

51 domestic operating locations and a current employment of

29,000 people.

Reynolds Metals has long provided a comprehensive

program of benefits for its hourly and salaried employees. These

benefits have assured a significant level of financial security

for employees, without which the responsibility of the public
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sector to provide for its citizens would have been substantially

increased. We provide benefits for our employees primarily for

two reasons:

- our employees have certain needs that can be

met more effectively through corporate-sponsored

plans covering a group of employees than

through their own individual efforts; and

- companies with whom we compete for employees

provide employee benefits, and iur ability

to attract and retain qualified people would

be severely restricted were we to provide no

benefits.

While it is clear that if no employers provided employ-

ees with benefits, the second of these reasons would no longer

apply, the first will always apply irrespective of individual

employer practices. Because this is the case, and because our

providing benefits to our employees reduced the government's

burden, we strongly believe that it would be unwise to eliminate

the basic tax structure which encourages employers to provide

employee benefits.

Obviously, there must be a balance between revenue loss

and support for corporate-sponsored benefit programs. However,

if a reduction in a current tax incentive for a benefit results

in a greater government cost in the long term, all that has

happened is that the revenue loss has been delayed.

39-707 0 - 85 - 83
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While there questionably are abuses of the tax system,

they are the exception rather than the rule. National tax policy

should not be designed on the basis of the exception.

Our national policy on employee benefit plans needs to

reflect social and economic interests that go far beyond tax

expenditures and the abuse of tax shelters. Many other factors

need to be taken into account. A critical example of this is in

the area of medical cost control.

Health care cost containment is a critical national

concern. Nonforfeitble spending accounts (or benefit banks) are

techniques that provide significant assistance in achieving cost

containment. In the opinion of many, these were and should

continue to be techniques permissible under Section 125 of the

Code. Yet for revenue considerations and concerns over potential

tax abuse, the Internal Revenue Service Las held that such

techniques violate the law. (In passing the Deficit Reduction

Act of 1984, it has been asserted that Congress has sanctioned

the Internal Revenue Service position.) In this instance, tax

policy seems to conflict directly with the broader social

objective of achieving health care cost control.

It is not a given that Reynolds Metals or other employ-

ers will provide an employee benefit program in the absence of

tax incentives. If all tax incentives were eliminated, i.e., the

value of all benefits would be included in an employee's taxable

income, a logical position for employers to take might be to

eliminate an employee's benefits and increase his pay. For

employees the result, in some cases, would unquestionably be that
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much-needed benefits coverage would end. Therefore, any

consideration of reductions in tax incentives must recognize the

possibility that benefit programs could be eliminated by

employers unwilling to bear the administrative burdens of benefit

programs without financial/tax incentives.

The Subcommittee, in its press release of June 4, 1984,

solicited testimony on various issues relating to employee

benefits and identified six specific areas of interest. Our

comments above have touched upon most of these areas, but we

would like to conclude with some brief observations on each

point:

(1) Should the tax law encourage employers to provide

fringe benefits; and if so, which benefits or services should be

encouraged and what type and level of tax incentive is appropri-

ate?

In our judgment, tax laws should encourage employers to

provide the major employee benefits, i.e., those that provide

economic security against the major hazards faced by employees.

Thus, we favor the support of retirement, death, disability and

medical expense plans.

(2) What conditions or restrictions are appropriate on

tax incentives to encourage employers to provide fringe benefits?

The answer to this questions varies depending on the

nature of the benefit. However, we believe that reasonable

nondiscrimination requirements are appropriate for all employee

benefit plans, and such restrictions will not discourage those

employers not presently abusing the system from providing
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benefits. We believe, further, that any conditions and

restrictions must be clear and must not be subject to frequent

change.

(3) Are the existing rules concerning fringe benefits

sufficient to ensure that all employees benefit fairly from the

tax incentives?

In our judgment, the existing rules appear to be

sufficient. In some respects, the rules may be unnecessarily

rigid and thus counterproductive.

(4) Are the existing tax incentives for benefits such

as health care, life insurance, day care, educational assistance,

and cafeteria plans effective in encouraging employers to provide

these benefits to a broad cross section of employees at a lower

total cost than if the Government provided the benefits directly,

if employers provided the benefits on a taxable basis, or if

employees purchased these benefits on their own?

We believe that the most cost-efficient way of deliver-

ing employee benefits is through the current system and with the

current tax incentives. However, we want to emphasize that the

efficiency of the private system is vulnerable to excessive and

unwarranted regulation and restrictions. For example, the growth

of cafeteria plans has been hampered by the positions taken by

the Internal Revenue Service. Much of the IRS position appears

to exceed the agency's statutory authority. Further, Congress'

has;ty action on Section 125 in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

does not encourage the continued growth of the cafeteria plans.
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(5) How will tax laws that encourage employers to

provide fringe benefits affect compensation planning?

We believe that such laws can have a positive effect on

compensation planning. However, because of its frequency, recent

legislative activity is having just the opposite effect. Employ-

ers are increasingly reluctant to plan ahead or to commit them-

selves to long-term obligations. Most find themselves in a

reactive mode and are simply trying to cope with almost constant

change.

(6) Will tax incentives for employer-provided fringe

benefits affect potential employees' choice of employment?

We believe the presence and level of benefits has an

impact upon an employee's choice of employment, especially when

the employee reaches age 40 and later. This belief is a

motivating factor behind Reynolds' position as a company

providing first-tier benefits to its employees. The current tax

structure helps make it possible for Reynolds to offer such a

benefit package.

Reynolds Metals Company appreciates this opportunity to

participate in the process of establishing sound governmental

policy. We strongly believe that the private sector is the most

effective way to provide for employees' financial security. As

stated above, we are committed to supporting an approach which

has proven successful.

Sincerely,

RM
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RIVER IDE HoSPiFAL

July 16, 1984

Senator Robert Packwood
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management
SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 21510
Re: Hearing on Fringe Benefits

July 26, 27, 31, 1984

Dear Senator Packwood:

As the Personnel Director of a corporation with over 1800
employees, I am concerned about the continued efforts to tax the
fringe benefits of employees. It is my observation that such
legislation will affect a broad cross section of employees and
the benefits they now enjoy. These benefits range from the
traditional health and life insurance programs to the newer
benefits such as child care. As such, the taxation of fringe
benefits will not result simply in the reduction of benefits of
upper income employees but, indeed, will economically impact all
employees at most corporations. Additionally, over a period of
time, this impact on the employee will increase with the
proportionate increases in the costs of such benefits.
Therefore, I urge you and your committee to change your focus
from the taxation of employee fringe benefits to another area
that does not undermine the traditional role employer sponsored
and assisted benefits have played in the financial security of
the typical working person.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Personnel

LLB:gm
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13329 Florence Avenue 0 Sonta Fe Springs, CA 90670
Phone 1213) 944.9793 * Statoe Licenso No. 234793

July 24, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dir'sen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Sir:

The benefits my company buys my employees are beneficial to the company as a

tax write off and benefit the employees in several ways. If these benefits were

taxed (to the employee or the employer), the net result would be an increased

cost for these benefits and therefore would make the benefits less available

(because of increased cost).

Furthermore, if these benefits were optional on the employees part, there

would always be a more immediate need arise, where they wouldn't find the

money (for insurance, etc.) and would suffer when the medical needs arose.

In as much as a government agency taking care of these needs, I think the record

of past performances on the behalf of bureaucracy immediately rules out

that viability.

Please find another way of taking more of our money and don't screw up part of

our free enterprise system that is working just fine for everyone in our business

One of the main reasons our country's economy is so superior is because busirn-is

has a strong vested interest (tax wise) to re-invest constantly.

Please let us re-invest in our employees welfare without destroying that incentive.

Sincerely,

Glenn R. Scott
President

GRL/ldr
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CONTROLS COMPANY

1701 BYRDAVENUEOPO. BOX208 RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 12WI-544 TELEPHONE O4M1-70

July 24, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. Dehrment
Chief Counsel, Coemittee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

We are submitting this comment to you to indicate our Company's concern about

the treatment of employee benefit programs under existing and proposed federal

legislation.

Robertahaw Controls Company employs approximately 8,300 persons throughout the

country and offers a comprehensive package of fringe benefits to virtually

every employee. Included in this package are defined benefit retirement

plans, life, health, dental and disability programs as well as a Tax Reduction

Act Stock Ownership Plan. Because of the favorable tax treatment afforded

both employers and employees in many areas of these fringe benefit programs,

our company has been able to expand these programs over the years to assure

our employees of needed protection and a meaningful income upon retirement.

We believe tax legislation should continue to encourage the formation of these

plans, not discourage them throug, proposals such as a tax cap on health

premiums or severe limitations on the deductibility of dollars pledged to

these programs.

It has taken many years to develop our existing programs and it appears that

under existing legislation, we have the means to provide the benefits that are

todays social necessities* Since each employer's fringe benefit package is
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tailored to the needs of its employees, we cannot agree to a government

mandated level of benefits that may only be appropriate for a few corporate

sponsors.

At Robertbhaw, we are promoting the three-tiered approach to providing

benefits and retirement income, i.e. programs of the employer, the government

and personal plans. Only by maintaining a balance among these three areas are

we confident of providing quality benefits to our employees. Rather than

limiting the tax incentives on employer and employee, which would tilt the

tripod toward the federal government as the main supplier, we encourage the

retention of existing standards and regulations regarding pension, savings and

welfare plans. Also, we would applaud the liberalization of certain

legislation that would lead to increased participation by the individual such

as expanding the IRA allowance.

In any event, the favorable tax treatment of fringe benefits has promoted the

numerous plans that are in effect today and have given employees throughout

the country opportunities and needed protection that was not available in the

past. We see no reason to deteriorate this vital system for the want of

revenue dollars.

In summary, the overall administration of employee benefit plans should remain

the responsibility of the private sector. The group insurance and pension

plans of this company have been in effect for many, many years and have

expanded and improved with company growth. Through this history of

experience, the company as sponsor has developed prudent policies and

efficient procedures. These cost effective measures have enabled the company
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to apply the resultant savings toward enhancing plan benefits. It is logical

to presume that similar developments have occurred in the benefit area in all

segments of business in this country - manufacturing, professional, service

organizations and others.

The employee benefits system aa it exists today promotes goodwill between

employers and employees. To dismantle any segment of existing benefit

programs and move them from the private seotor to the public 3eotor would

hinder its progress. We urge you to support the present system for the good

of all plan sponsors and participants.

Respectfully Submitted,

ROBERTSHAW CONTROLS COMPANY

Anthony S. ozna
Administrator-Eeployee Benefit Plans/
Assistant Treasurer

AB: se
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Rollins College

SePre ,d19t

September 25, 1984

Roderick A. DeAnment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Rcam SD-219
Dirkse Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

IM: QIARITABLE ODWTRIBTMCNS IAW - Senate Bill S.337, sponsored by
Senator Bob Packwod

Dear Mr. DeAent:

I feel strongly that the Charitable Contributions Law, which allows non-itemizers to
deduct their charitable contributions above the line, should be nade permanent,
rather than expiring in 1987. Educational institutions like RIllins College, which
I serve as president, depend upon private sport. For sce years now we have sought
to expand the base beyond a few wealthy donors to enmcpass a larger segment of our
alumni. Significant numbers of them are in the younger classes, and because of
income levels are unlikely to itemize. We also have substantial numbers of loyal
older graduates who, now that their mortgages are paid off and they are living on
retirement incomes, probably do not itemize. The help of these individuals is badly
needed if we are to raise our participation in omuil giving beyond the present 32%
of our graduates. The Charitable Contributions Lwa provides important encouragement
to them to make charitable contributions to RDl1ins and other eleemosynary institu-
tions.

I also support Senator Packood's bill for the following reasons:

1) A charitable deduction for non-itemizers is an incentive to charitable giving
and enables taxpayers to give more than they would otherwise contribute;

2) With the cutbacks in federal spending, a pernmnent deduction for non-
itemizers would provide a dependable source of funds on a continuing basis;

3) A permanent deduction will enable charities to provide increased and better
services to the public;

-more -
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4) The deduction boadens the base for cdritA c nr iibutions, involving w
lo inoae dnors in private philanthropy;

5) 1Th deduction for non-i aizer helps offset any deline in gLving resulting
the decrease in incm and estate tax rates Indsr the 1981 TM Act.

I ur derstand that witten statements in lieu of testimmi will be in the prlntad
reooxd of the hearing and reuest that mine be Inclded.

Sircrely,

President

/Cr

cc: Senator Bob Packood
Senator Paul Hakins
Senator Lawton Chiles
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RONALD F. ROBBINS, D.D.S., P.S.
ORTHODONTICS

A-10, ALLENMORE MEDICAL CENTER
TACOMA, WASHING ON 96406

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

"Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
States Finance Committe, Subcommitte on Taxation and Debt
Management." "By" Ronald F. Robbins, DDS.

Recent discussions on eliminating the private sector Qualified
Pension and Profit Sharing Retirement Plans has Prvoked us to
commit to writing our feeling on why we need to have a strong
Private Pension System in this country to supplement Social
Security Retirement Plan.

We need to preserve and strengthen the Private Sector Retirement
Plan System rather than imposing more restrictions and penalties.
We have earned the right to retire and enjoy the fruits of our
labors over and above what Social Security allows us. Needless
to say, it is unfair to someone who has been paying into it
since 1936.

The monies generated in the private sector affect every part of
American business. The loss of this sorce of capital would
have a great effect on the continued economic growth of our
country.

In my company there are only five employees, but they all share
in our Retirement Plan. If the tax incentives are removed, it
no longer becomes beneficial to maintain the plan and it would
be dropped and the employees would lose their benefits. In as
much as most people do not have an IRA this becomes another blow
to the .working public who is trying to maintain some kind of
retirement program.

In short, it isn't fair and it's about time we received some
consideration from our government.
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In my plan:
a. all are women employees but me.
b. all receive benefits over and above retirement.
c. are adjusted with inflation.
d. gives employees peace of mind about their futures,

Private enterprise has built an effective arrangement covering
the needs of employees through benefit plans. It is much better
than any government program. It would not serve the purpose
of greater tax revenues, because it would upset the program of
serving the employee needs. If this program is destroyed it
becomes a burden to the government which has shown it cannot
meet the need as well as the private sector.
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CITY OF ROCK HILL
105 JOHNSTON STREET, P.O. BOX 11701
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA 20731

August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg., Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20S10

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I wish to submit this written statement into the record of the hearings
of the Finance Committee on the subject of Taxation of Employee Benefits
to be held July 26, 27, and 30, 1984.

As a municipality, the City of Rock Hill has a two-fold responsibility.
The City needs to be responsive to the needs of the community by provid-
ing programs and services that best serve the needs of all its citizens
and it must provide a degree of economic security for its employees.
Benefits are essential to the economic security of employees, since they
provide for needed long and short range financial assistance and necessary
services that supplement what employees can provide from their pay.

Benefits such as wellness programs, employee assistance programs, and
education and training assistance serve to improve the standard of living
and lifestyle of employees. These are of great holistic value.

You are urged to consider the great value to many millions of Americans
of benefit programs provided by employers. The quality of living in this
country is seen in the high value placed upon human needs. You are encour-
aged not to take any action that would prove to be detrimental to the well-
being of millions of our citizens, who honestly give their labor.

Sincerely,

Mayor
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ROLL FORMING PO. Box 36 (5W) 6334435
CORPORATION SheOk, Cuk4M rWX 51- 543-21

August 9, 1984

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearings on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30, by the United States Finance Committee Sub-
committee on Taxation and Debt Management

By: Roll Forming Corporation
P. 0. Box 369
Industrial Park
Shelbyville, Kentucky 40065

The idea that the private employee benefit plan system in this country
no longer needs or deserves tax incentives is inaccurate.

Roll Forming Corporation, as a corporate employer, sponsors two funded,
trusteed employee benefit plans, each of which serves a distinct and impor-
tant purpose for the approximately two hundred employees participating.
One is an IRS approved Profit Sharing Plan with employees' participation
optional. The Profit Sharing Plan encourages increased productivity and
efficiency which contribute to the corporate profits to be distributed to
the employees in accordance with the IRS approved plan. The second pro-
gram is a non-contributory IRS approved Pension Plan (defined benefit)
which provides retirement income in addition to that paid by Social Security.
There is no out-of-pocket cost to employees participating in either of these
IRS approved benefit plans. Social Security retirement benefits alone do
not provide a sufficient income replacement ratio for the majority of our
employees.

I would certainly not want to be the one to tell our employees that all of
a sudden their Retirement and Profit Sharing Plans a-ie-being terminated
since, thanks to Congress, their tax advantages no longer existed.

As you are probably aware, recent legislation mandates certain minimum
levels of funding for lower paid employees. Just because virtually every
benefit plan contribution formula is tied, some way or another, to salary,
is no reason to believe plans in general primarily benefit higher paid
employees.

The controls are in place, and really have been since 1974, to protect all
levels of participating employees. The concept of eliminating tax incentives
for private employee benefit plans would destroy the privately funded plans
and force our nation's employees to rely on inadequate Social Security
benefits which alone would reduce the living standards of our nation's retired
to the poverty level. Perhaps a more useful project for this Subcommittee
would be to hold hearings on the mismanagement of public pension funds.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. LYNCH IN CONNECTION WITH
THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT
OF FRINGE BENEFITS - JULY 26. 27 AND 30. 1984

Saga Corporation is a major U. S. employer with over 55,000 employees.
The current and future welfare of our employees is greatly affected by the em-
ployee benefits Saga provides them. Because of the positive impact of these
programs, we are concerned about employee benefit tax legislation. Our chief
concern is the potential for unfavorable tax legislation that could prove damag-
ing to these programs and our employees' welfare.

Current employee benefit tax legislation has resulted in corporations
going to great expense to design, implement, communicate and administer employee
benefit programs. These programs have met enormous fiscal and social needs for
thousands of Saga employees and millions of other U. S. employees over many years.

Over the past 40 years, tax law has evolved to provide incentives
for employers to implement numerous employee benefit programs for the protection

and welfare of its employees. This body of tax law is a result of numerous and
august groups of legislators reviewing, developing and sanctioning it. The
reasons for its evolution are numerous and, it seems to us, powerful. Simply

put, the law that provides these tax incentives for corporations to take care
of its own employees by providing health, welfare and retirement programs that
will financially protect them during their working careers and their retirement
years. should be left intact.

These employee benefit programs are ingrained in American corporations
and represent as much as 30% of a large employer's payroll. In Saga, health
and welfare retirement programs protect thousands of hourly and salaried em-
ployees and cost some sixteen million dollars annually. These programs provide
our broad-based workforce with protection against illness, injury, disability,
death and provide capital accumulation for retirement needs. In short, they
have a very positive short and long term impact on our employees.

Future tax legislation in 1985 or after that would unfavorably affect

the tax incentives of employee benefit plans could have very negative and long-
lasting effects on these programs and employees.

As a major employer, we urge our legislators to consider the positive
results from these programs. We ask our legislators to continue the current
tax incentives for these employee benefit programs that protect millions of U.S.

employees.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. LYNCH

Most Americans are concerned about our federal deficit. In attacking
this problem, we suggest they seek advice from major U. S. employers and pri-
vate citizen groups on prioritizing deficit reduction possibilities. While
not a perfect process, it would provide direct feedback from employers and
citizens on what reductions have the highest priorities. Our sense is that un-
favorable tax legislation affecting employee benefits programs would be a low
priority across the country.

We urge your committe, tax law drafters and fellow Congressmen to
recognize the tremendous value of employee benefit tax incentives and resist

reducing them.
We hope the hearings have a positive result and that our Congress

listens to their constituency on this most serious matter. Please do not
enact legislation which might negatively affect sound employee benefit programs
that protect millions of our fellow Americans.

SAGA CORPORATION
One Saga Lane
Menlo Park, California 94025

By:: _ _ _

Charles A. (fynch
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Dated:

I
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Telephone: 515 257-2422

SALSBURY LABORATORIES, INC. Charles City, Iowa 50616

August 8, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment

I understand that Senator Packwood held hearings on Fringe Benefits on July
26, 27 and 30, and that he has asked for written statements from plan sponsors
of as many companies as possible who are concerned about the future of em-
ployee benefits.

I believe strongly that private enterprise has built an effective and effi-
cient arrangement covering the needs of employees through the employee benefit
system. It is far superior to any government program which would replace it.
It should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax
revenues. The employee needs are there and must be met. If private enter-
prise is not encouraged to meet its needs, government must. I believe that
the ultimate price t, our nation will be considerably greater under the
governmental alternative than the private one.

We need only look at the governmentally-controlled employee benefit programs
of the world's economy to easily note that they are usually inefficient, over-
ly costly, and detrimental to both the productivity and competitiveness of
those nations in the international marketplace. Indeed, many European nations
are now seriously studying how to get out of these governmental programs in
order to survive in the increasingly competitive world economy of the future.

A common mistaken impression concerning employee benefits is that these bene-
fits are paid principally to highly paid employees. Actually, only a small
percentage of the benefits under our employee benefit plans are for highly
paid employees.

In summary, I believe that employee benefits are essential to the economic
security of our workers, retirees and their dependents. Our workers would
suffer if employer sponsored benefits no longer existed.

Sincerely,

T. V. Thaller

Vice President - Finance

TVT:amb

PHARMACEUTICSFEED ADDITIVES BIOLOGI1CS
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EVERETT H. SANNEMAN, P.S.C.
EVERETT H. SANNEMAN, M.D.

26 - SUSUASAN MEDICAL PLAZA

4001 DUTCHMAN$ LANE
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40207

(602) 6T-52514

August 9,1984

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing
held on July 26,27 and 30 by the United States
on Taxation and Debt Management.

on Employee Fringe Benefits
Finance Committee, Subcommittee

By Everett H. SannemanM.D.

I wish to speak for the continuance of the private Employee Fringe Benefits
plan

Before this plan was implemented it was not possible for self-employed small
business or professional persons to establish any sort of pension/retirement
program, with the same tax benefits as persons employed by large companies
or corporations enjoyed.

This program allowed these people for the first time a
could be set aside to supplement their Social Security
Certainly it would be simplistic thinking to think any
Social Security benefits alone.

way in which moneys
payments after retirement.
one cold survive on

In fact, the original ideal of Social Security benefits was to supplement
individual savings or pensions/retirement plans, rather than to be the sole income
for a retired person.

In view of the above statements I would strongly urge you to consider continuing
the present Employee Benefit Plan in its current form.
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BERNARD J. SCHOO, M. 0.
1151 M OICAL ARTS BUILOINo

1169 EASTERN PARKWAY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40217
(50 ,450-1374

August 11, 1984

Submitted as part of the record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management by
Bernard J. Schoo, M. D. I graduated from Medical School in 1946
and after spending my tour of duty with the U.S. Navy and eight years
of further training as an intern, a resident in General Surgery and
Fellowship in Pediatric Surgery, I entered private practice and
earned my first dollar in 1956. I have spent the next twenty-eight
years raising and educating my six children in private catholic
universities in various parts of the country to give them the best
education possible. This included medical school for one, and post-
graduate school for others. All of them are now happily married and
I have a total of nine grandchildren. Everyone is a successful young
budding professional in his or her field. All of us have agreed that
it is now time for Dad to spend the rest of his working days saving
money for.him and his wife for retirement in a few years. I did
join the Keogh Pension Plan from the very first day of its existence
until three years ago when I incorporated and my accountant put me
in the Defined Benefit Pension Plan. This appealed to me and seemed
logical to be the only way I could accumulate enough money to retire
at sixty-six years of age. It is the only system I have had of
accumulating a significant amount of money when I need it the most.
Now I am told your committee is considering altering this Plan
severely. I have always worked an average of sixty hours a week
and I have always considered my children, my wife and myself hard
working, above average American Citizens and I believe I deserve
some means ofsafe financial retirement. I do not believe the IRA
and Keogh Pension Plan can possibly accumulate enough money for my
adequate retirement. There must be thousands of people across the
country in my age group who are depending on the present private
employee benefit plan system for retirement and we deserve it. My
one and only secretary, who has been with me for twenty-eight years,
has been in all of my pension plans with me and she also deserves
financial security. I am using the Plan exactly as it was designed
to be used to accumulate some money during my last years of practice
for a more secure financial retirement. The government will obtain
the taxes from this money during my retirement years but at the
present time the Plan is obviously serving a very useful, social and
economical purpose for the thousands of people like myself and I do
not want it to be altered significantly.

Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

BernaiJ. Schoo. M. D.
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POT FICE BOX 1027
SEA ISLAN4D, GEORGIA 31561 912438,3611

August 6, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Since ely,

R. Gibson
Director of Personnel

/ cIa

Enclosures
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe
Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

• . . by the Sea Island Company

While oe can speak with authority on only our own commitment to
designing employee benefit programs with integrity and a sincere belief in
addressing the needs of all of our employees, it is hoped enough other
employees indicate that they too subscribe to this philosophy so as to
convince participants in these proceedings that such is the "rule" and not
the "exception."

Our employment is 848 of which approximately 45% are black and 45%
women. Our termination rate is under 10% annually. Our current average
employment is 5.7 years (above average for the hospitality trade). The
reason most employees cite for continuing their employment and being
motivated to "do their best" is the company benefits program. To them, it
is tangible evidence that the company cares about their health, the health
of their families and their future needs as well as their present monetary
requirements.

Our health, dental, life and disability insurance plans and our
pension plan enc.ompass all employees who meet minimal service requirements.
In addition, our employees' eligible dependents are provided identical
health and dental coverage at. no employee expense. The pension plan is
also wholly funded by the company.

These benefit plans are expensive to provide. With health care costs
continuihg Co rise and pension benefits having to adjust for the consumer
index, the very idea of imposing increased taxation is appalling.
Increased taxation would certainly lead many small businesses to
contemplate plat terminations. Then who would the American worker look to
for assistance whtn a catastrophic illness seizes a member of their family?
How much pride in workmanship can you instill through "company
identification" with. an IRA?
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SB4LRIGH[ CO.,INC.
606 W 47th STREE
PO SOX 4487
KANSASC rY. MO 64 142

M?6 - 31 6W6
CA LE SEALRaGHY
TELEX 42.602

August 3, 1984
LFW-288-84

Roderick A. DeArment, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the written statement of our company, Sealright
Co., Inc., in connection with the hearings of the Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management on July 26, 27, and 30, 1984 on the
issue of fringe benefits.

Respectfully yours,

SEALRIGHT CO., INC.

Lou F. Williams
Manager, Benefits

enc.
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STATEMENT OF SEALRIGHT CO., INC. IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS
OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOIITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT

MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS
JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

We at Sealright Co., Inc. believe that it is our responsibility as

employers to meet the basic needs of our employees for financial security.

Accordingly, we offer the following benefit package to all of our employees:

Group Life Insurance, Accidental Death & Dismemberment Insurance, Disability

Insurance, Medical Insurance, and Defined Benefit Retirement and Pension

Plans.

Sealright Co., Inc. employs a total of approximately 1150 people, 100%

of whom are covered by the above benefit package. These plans cover 414

women, 321 minorities, 975 non-management employees as well as management

employees.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash wages

because we consider the benefits to be essential to the economic welfare of

our employees. We ace in a position to purchase insurance coverage at a

better rate than could our employees on an individual basis. This factor

added to the tax incentives provided by existing law allow us to provide

valuable benefits at a price we and our employees can afford. Increasing

the cost of benefits through changes in the tax law will mean that we will

not be able to provide the same level of protection in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising health

care costs. Since these costs are reflected in the premium we and our

employees must pay, we are vitally interested in cost containment. We

are constantly studying this problem and evaluating proposed solutions.
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We welcome the opportunity that the Subcomittee on Taxation and Debt

Management has provided to make known our views on the importance of

employee benefits. We believe that encouraging employers to provide

these benefits is consistent with the social policy of our nation and

merits continuance of the Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide

incentives to employers and employees to commit their dollars to this

purpose.

;4-- -• _..-
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.SELF INSURED SERVICES COMPANY - SISCO -
[MPIOY[I ItNifITS

DIVISION

August 7, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment$ Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office, Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management Hearings held
July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

John Butler, President of Cottingham & Butler, recently made me aware of the
referenced hearings. John knows how strongly I feel about the advantages of
employers self-funding their benefits, and of the good job that I feel we do for
these employers.

As Claims Manager of a growing, young Third Party Administrator (TPA), I would
like to explain how and why our firm came into beitig. Self Insured Services
Company, commonly known as SISCO, is a subsidiary of a long established Dubuque
firm--Cottingham & Butler, Inc.--who is the insurance advisor for many Dubuque
area companies.

Many of these clients provide health benefits as part of their employee fringe
benefit package. Many of these same clients found conventional insurance costs
spiraling to the point where they could not afford to continue at the same rate
of commitment. They realized cutting back on fringe benefits not only hurts
employee/employer relations, but also in actuality would be a form of cost
shifting to the tax payor in many instances.

It was at this point that SISCO was born. It had been proven by other self-
funded plans that a Third Party Administrator (TPA) can dramatically cut the
costs of administering claims while still paying the claims in a timely and pro-
fessional manner.

In a self-funded plan, the employee and employer set aside a certain amount
monthly (same as an insurance premium). That money is deposited in a Trust and
can only be used for employee benefits. The employer cannot use this for any
other purpose.

This same TPA (SISCO) has grown from 1 client approximately three years ago to
22 today. Our clients are from all areas--manufacturing, trucking, education,
hospital and service areas. Employers using VEBAs are not just one segment of
the population. These employers are not abusing the system, but are providing
benefits to their employees in the most economical approach, and SISCO is paying
these claims in a fair, efficient and non-discriminatory manner.
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lswintI. 8dVice.eCompen
Dubuque, IA 52001

Every time an employer can purchase a needed item or service at a lover cost, he
should be allowed to do so. Would you prevent a company from "self manufactur-
ing" a needed part if he could provide the same quality/end result? WHY NOT
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS?

The high cost of employee benefits is one of the reasons we are pricing our-
selves out of the world market. L~t "good old American ingenuity" have the
freedom to provide needed, wanted and quality benefits at the lowest cost. Low-
er costs benefits everyone-not only the employer, but also the employee, the
consumer and the tax payor.

SISCO has grown from I employee approximately three years ago to 7 full-time
employees (and I part-time) today...and we are still growing. We pay claims for
approximately 25,000 individuals. We are creating jobs in a community that has
an employment problem. We believe in education, on-the-job training and comu-
nity involvement. One of our most recent full-time employees was our Voc-Tech
student-trainee from last year.

Besides the advantages of lower administration costs and the fact that a self-
funded plan does not provide a profit, self-funded plans can be designed to meet
the needs of the employees in unique situations. Young employees do not have
the same wants and needs as a married individual with a family. In self-funded
plans, employee- realize this is indeed their money. If we can educate the
American publJ! . be a wise consumer in the health care field, we cancontain
health care couis.

I, as well as other members of the SPBA (Society of Professional Benefit Admin-
istrators), feel restrictions should be lifted and tax incentives should be in-
creased--not the other way around. Free enterprise is the key to keeping costs
down. If the employer does not have the freedom to provide quality benefits at
the lowest possible cost, it will become economically impossible for him to pro-
vide them. These costs would eventually fall on the tax payor. Government has
never administered any program cheaper than private enterprise.

If I could answer any questions, show how our facility works, introduce you to
any of our clients or their employees, I would be honored to do so.

Sincerely,

SELF INSURED SERVICES COMPANY

Willy Schuller
Employee Benefits Claims Manager

WS:gs

cc: Senator Robert Packwood
Senator Roger Jepsen
Senator Charles Grassley
Representative Tom Tauke
Fred Hunt/SPBA
John Butler
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lonna Simons
Rt. 5 Box 510 A
Berea, Kentucky 40403

August 9, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment,
Consistent with your requirements, T am submitting this letter and the

attached statement to be included as a part of the record of the hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits held on july 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Senate Finance Comnittee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Sincerely,

Donna Simmons

39-707 0 - 85 - 85
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Senate Finance Ccmmittee,
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management. By Donna Simnns

I am employeed as a medical transcriptionist, making less than 12,000
dollars a year - with two children. There is no extra money to set aside
for retirement. Social Security at its present stage does not provide enough
incaue for our senior citizens to live comfortably now, unless they have some
sort of added income.

Therefore, I urge you to reconsider any possible changes you might wish
to make for the sake of those of us who can not afford to set money aside but
who have employers, who because of the tax incentive are giving to private

employee retirement funds.
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q11 ADMINISTRATORS
P.O. BOX695 9 EUGENE, OREGON 97440 * 5031683-4279

August 2, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD, 219 Dirksen
Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: USS Committee on Finance, Sub Committee on Taxation
and Debt Management, (fringe benefits)

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Please include this statement in the printed record of the above hearing.

My points of interest in this hearing result from being a Tax Payer, Em-

ployer, and an Employee Benefit Administrator.

It has been pointed out to me that Government works best when it can en-

courage the Private Sector to perform as many functions as possible to reduce

the number of functions needed to be performed by Public Agencies.

In terms of addressing a public need such as health insurance, we need to

consider the most efficient delivery system to satisfy the needs of the consumer

and not be locked in to the consideration of profit, loss, or taxation. Exper-

ience has shown me that the private enterprise system is a much more efficient

delivery system for health care.
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This most efficient delivery system will be eliminated if Congress contin-

ues to pursue taxation policies which would eliminate the incentive of private

enterprise to provide these employee benefits.

We need only to look at the Pentagon who regularly pays $269 for a socket

wrench that can be purchased in the hardware store for $15 and Medicare and

Social Security and many other Government run social programs to prove our

point that Government is not an efficient delivery system.

Give us little guys a break and let us do the job that our free enterprise

system was designed for.

Sincere,
/ , /

GOfk tewart

GS/tb /

cc: S.P.B.A.
Hon. Robert Packwood
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DR. WILUAM E. SNOWDEN, P.S.C.
1216 West Lexington Avenue

WINCHESTER, KENTUCKY 40391

606-744-4211

Submitted as part of the record of the Hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30
by the United States Finance Committee, Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management.

By Dr. William E. Snowden, P.S.C.

I would like to speak to the very important social
and economic purpose of this Employee Benefits bill.
It enables each person to add tax dollars to government
budget when we retire and not have to live on Social
Security. It would make a more even flow of cash spent
on the economy. Not all of the people that are under this
Employee Benefits are highly paid employees. To the ones
that have no other way to produce a retirement fund, it
is a God-sent item. How else can other people that are
single corporations fund a retirement program without
these benefits?

We could survive without these tax incentives but
not as well and not as long. If we provide a good service
to our fellowman we too should be allowed to have a
tax advantage.

I feel IRAs are good but they are too little, too
late for those that were able to take advantage of that
program after forty years of age.

I find Washington people are no judge for what is
or is not a grass root supported item. They loose contact
with the real world of the working people and become
sterio-type persons listening to each other each day.
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ngineerin
"INCORPORATED"

32032 DUNLAP BOULEVARD
YUCAIPA, CALIFORNIA 92399
PHONE (714) 795-2434

FAX (714) 795-2434, Ext. 232

"Precision Automatic Lathe Products"

July 31, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the written statement of Sorenson
Engineering, Inc. in connection with the hearings of the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management scheduled
for July 26, 27, and 30, 1984 on the issue of fringe
benefits.

Respectfully yours,

SORENSON ENGINEERING, INC.

MRK:sf

Enclosure a/s
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STATEMENT OF SORENSON ENGINEERING, INC. IN CONNECTION WITH
THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION

AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS -
JULY 26, 27, AND 30, 1984

We at Sorenson Engineering, Inc. believe that it is our respon-

sibility as employers to meet the basic needs of our employees

for financial security. Accordingly, we offer these benefits

to all our employees:

(1) Group Medical Insurance ($150 deductible then 80-20
coverage)

(2) Group Dental Insurance ($50 deductible then 80-20
coverage)

(3) Group Life Insurance

(4) Sick Leave

(5) Vacations, 11 Paid Holidays, Profit Sharing, Bonus
Plans

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash

wages because we consider these benefits to be essential to the

economic welfare of our employees. We are in a position to

purchase insurance coverage at a much better rate than could

our employees on an individual basis. This factor added to the

tax incentives provided by existing law allows us to provide

valuable benefits for our employees at a price we can all

afford. Increasing the cost of benefits through changes in the

tax law will mean that we will not be able to provide the same

level of protection for our employees.
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We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising

health care costs. Since these costs are reflected in the

premiums we pay, we are vitally interested and involved with

cost containment. We are constantly studying this problem and

evaluating possible solutions.

We appreciate the opportunity to express our views on the

importance of employee benefits. We believe that encouraging

employers to provide these benefits is consistent with the

social policy of our nation and merits continuance of the

Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide incentives to

employers and employees to commit their dollars to this purpose.
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$26 W. J00fmon

Ph. 61143242

HARLINGEN, TEXAS U.S.A. 78551 T. 2143

August 6, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Reference: July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

Taxation of Employee Benefits

Dear Mr. DeArment:

As a small manufacturing firm, less than 40 employees,

we wish to add our statement for the record of the Senate

Finance Sub-Committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Or - area, the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas, is

known for its low rate of income. Subjecting our people

to an additional taxation would be an added burden to an

already desperate situation.

It is the company's intent to continue maintaining

fair and equal benefits for men and women employees,

regardless of their rate of pay.

These employee benefits boost moral as well as

being essential to the economic security of our workers

ar- ther--dependents.
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Page 2.

Committee on Finance

We believe arrangements provided by private enter-

prise for its employee benefit system to be effective and

efficient -- understanding the needs of our own people --

can government? Private enterprise deserves our govern-

ment's encouragement not the dismantling of the employee

benefit system.

What is good for

our employees --

is good for

our Valley --

is good for

our Country.

With sincere appreciation for the opportunity to submit

our opinion, we remain

Very truly yours,

SORT-R E INTERNAT 2OJ INC.

Shirley Metzger
President
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South
Cawlina
Federal 1500 HAMPTON ST., P.O. BOX 69, COLUMBIA, SC. 29202 803/254-1500

August 9, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I submit this letter and the attached
statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing on Em-
ployee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Vice President

CWG/sw
Attachment
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"Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Comittee, Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Managemen*."

By: i qe
C. W. Gdsque

Vice President
South Carolina Federal

I" am profoundly concerned with suggestions and proposals that tax
incentives which now support the private sector employee benefit system need
to be reduced. On the contrary, I can think of numerous reasons why those
tax inducements should not only be kept in place but even enhanced.

I have nearly 30 years experience in employee relations and the
employee benefit programs which are an integral part of employee relations.
I am convinced that our private sector benefit system is far superior to
any government-spor.sored program which would seek to replace it. It will be
a grave mistake to dismantle or to reduce the private benefit system simply to
enhance tax revenues.

If our private benefit system is not encouraged and permitted to
meet the needs which it addresses, inevitably government will be called upon
to meet those needs. The ultimate price paid by our entire nation for such
government activity will greatly exceed the price of the benefits to private
businesses and, assuredly, the value of those benefits to private citizens
will be reduced. One has only to reflect upon the dissatisfactions with, and
the deficiencies of, the Social Security Program to observe the results of
government programs as employee benefits.

Beginning with the introduction and popularity of group term life
programs in the 1920's, the private benefit system has steadily expanded its
offerings to workers. Health care and medical programs came into being in
the late 1940's and 1950's, along with capital accumulation (profit sharing,
pension) plans. Subsequently, we have seen the introduction of long-term
disability insurance plans, dental care plans, vision care plans and employee
assistance plans. All of these benefits constitute now a package available
not only to highly paid employees, available not only to male employees, but
offered to the whole body of working Americans. They are evidence that the
private sector has been responsive to changing needs of the working population.

In spite of enormous inflationary pressures largely produced by the
government, benefits plans and particularly pension plan benefits have been
adjusted repeatedly to alleviate the affects of that inflation. It is pain-
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ful to contemplate how elderly retired citizens, dependent on fixed incomes,
would have fared during the 1970's had employer-sponsored benefits, flexible
and adjustable, not existed.

Finally, with the clear and urgent need for enhancing savings and
capital formation throughout the entire United States, it seems imperative
that we preserve, particularly, our private capital accumulation plans. The
savings accumulated in such plans can bo. a powerful engine in our programs
for economic development and progress.

In summary, I believe that private sector employee benefits have
enormous social value to this nation. I wnuld view with dismay and regret
efforts to shackle or to reduce our benefits system.
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Palmetto Center
1426 Main Street
Columbia SC 29226-0001

South Carolina
August 9, 1984 National Corporation

South Carolina
National Bank

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this

letter and the attached statement to be included as part of the record

of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30

by the United States Finance Committee, Subcommittee un Taxation and

Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Jean Galloway Bissell

Vice Chairman and General Counsel

JGB/rl

Attachment
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Statement

Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee

Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States

Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt

Management.

By South Carolina National Corporation and The South Carolina

National Bank.

The private employee benefit plan system needs and deserves

the tax incentives which currently support that system. Our

experience in administering such plans through our Trust Depart-

ment has shown us that there is strong "grass roots" support

for such plans and that they could not survive without certain

tax incentives. IRAs and IRA type vehicles cannot meet the

needs currently being met by these plans. Contrary to some

claims, private employee benefit plans do not primarily benefit

highly paid employees.

We could go on at length about these points but will let this

suffice as our statement in favor of continued support for the

private employee benefit plan system.
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Southern Stung*
Cooperwe*tI Inc.

6 Wes! Broad Strom
Post Of fice Box 26234
Richmond, Virginia 23260
Telephone 804 28)1. 1000

Southern
States

Statement of P. E. Campbell in connection with the hearing of the Senate

Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Managemen on the subject of Employee

Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27, and 30, 1984.

Southern States benefits program provides benefits for a non controlled group
of 121 employers with the aggregate number of employees numbering about 3300
in a five state area. Annual welfare benefit insurance premiums exceed $6,000,000.
The mediLal insurance policy alone will provide about $4,000,000 of benefits
during the current policy year. The funding of the retirement plan this past
plan year required the companies to contribute about $3,500,000; the plan is a
defined benefit plan and as such requires only employer contributions.

Southern States benefits program is structured to provide the same benefits
for all eligible employees regardless of status. For example the President
and C.E.O. has the same family medical benefits and pays the same annual
contribution as the lowest paid employee with like family coverage.

Some welfare benefits are provided through various group insurance policies.
These policies provide the same benefits to women as to men for like claims.

Most benefits provided under the retirement plan have been increased twice in
the last four years; the most recent increase was effective July 1, 1984. These
changes permanently increased the monthly benefit for the eligible retirees and
surviving spouses of retirees.

Altering the tax treatment of these benefits in the name of greater tax revenues
whereby the employees and the companies would no longer have an economic incentive
to participate would, in my opinion, be a disservice to all our plan participants
and contributing employers.

Annually we review the cost of all of our benefits with the objective to control
these costs while providing meaningful benefits to all employees.
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STATIENT OF SOUTH GE0RGIA MEDICAL CENTER IN CONNECTION WITH THE
HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCC(lITEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT
MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS JULY 26, 27, and
30, 1984.

We at South Georgia Medical Center accept the responsibilities

incumbent upon employers to meet the basic needs of our employees

for financial security. Accordingly we offer a benefits package

o our employees which amounts to about twenty percent of

base salary. The package includes health and dental insurance, paid

vacation, holidays, sick leave, attendance bonus, retirement and

savings plans and life insurance.

Of our 850 full time equivalents, 80 percent of whom are female and

thirty-four percent of whom are minorities, about 800 are eligible

for our benefits plans. The plans are available to all levels of

employees.

It is our choice to provide these benefits, in addition to regular

wages, because we consider the benefits essential to the economic

welfare of our employees. We are able to provide health insurance

coverage for example at a far better rate and a mich more comprehen-

sive plan than our employees could obtain on an individual basis.

Increasing the cost of benefits through changes in the tax law will

mean that we may not be able to provide the same level of protection

in the future.

We are in a unique position as both a provider and a consumer of health

39-707 0 - 85 - 86
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care. We clearly recognize the fact that health care costs have risen

dramatically. We, along with our employees, share in the premium costs

and are vitally interested in cost containment. In recent years we

have increased the amount of our deductible and modified the plan and

method of premium payment. At this moment we are evaluating our coverage

for the next year and giving consideration to requiring second opinions

before surgery and limiting coverage for cosmetic procedures.

We welcome the opportunities provided by the Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management to express our opinions on the value and importance

of employee benefits. It is our belief that encouraging employers to

provide such benefits is consistent with the social and economic

policies of our nation and merits contJnuance of the provisions which

provide incentives to both employers and employees to commit their

dollars for this purpose.
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SOUTHERN CARDIOVASCULAR ASSOCIATES, P.C.
1680 DOCTORS DRIVE. SUITE 301

LA GRANGE, GEORGIA 30240

4041884-2641

ROSEN? 0. COPELAND, MO.. f.A.C.P. PRACTICE LIMITED TO CARDIOLOGY

August 3, 1984

Mr. Roderick DeArment, Chief
Council Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Hr. DeArment:

For the July 26th 27th and 30th, 1984, hearings on taxation of employees'
benefits, Southern Cardiovascular Associates, P.A., would like to include
the following statement:

Our Profit-Sharing Plan was created in June of 1977 when this business was
organized. One year later a pension plan was established. These plans have
been carefully designed and managed for the good of all of our employees,
not principally to the highly paid. The minority of the participants in the
plan are men. We have attempted to adjust for inflation adequately with
salaries, and the percentage calculations for contribution to the Profit-Sharing
and Pension Trust reflect that, therefore,adjusting for inflation. Our
,mloyee benefits are essential to the economic security of our workers and

their dependents. The plans were designed for their benefits, and they have
been managed very carefully to provide what they were meant to do: economic
reward for the retirement years earned by responsible work and free of the
insecurities of Social Security. Our workers certainly will suffer if employee-
sponsored benefits do not continue to exist.

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement to cover

needs of employees through employee Tenefit plans. I am not aware of similar
government programs that begin to provide the same measure of benefits for
the same cost. To systematically dismantle such system for greater tax revenues
is penny-wise and pound-foolish. Private enterprise needs to be encouraged to
meet the needs of our people, not be forced to be increasingly dependent on and
subservient to an increasingly large and expensive government. Steps should be
now being taken to preserve and strengthen private enterprise retirement benefits
systems rather than imposing more costly restrictions and encumberances.

-continued-
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Without tax incentives, we would have to close our qualified plans. In that
case, our employees would lose more than the owners of our business. We would
cancel our plans if deposits to the trust were not tax-deductible.

I trust these strongly felt, basic concerns and commitments will be noted at the
hearings on employees fringe benefits.

Sincerely,

Robert B. o nd . D., President

Southern Cardiovasctdar Associates

RBC:vw
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South Mountain Medical
Twenty .fohr Buxton Avenue

Asheville, NC 28801

704.-284W

July 25, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. De Arment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. De Arment:

This is our statement for the record of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management. Our hearing on Taxation of Employee Benefits
is July 26, 27, and 30, 1984.

We are a small manufacturing company of disposable medical products and have
been since March of 1981. South Mountain Medical is an Equal Opportunity
Employer who employes approximately 75 people. The majority of our employees
are low income persons with very little income outside of what they earn
from us. These employees would have to live off of government subsidy
without the jobs that we give them.

Our health and life insurance plan is designed to encompass each employee
who wishes to participate. We offer a health care program designed to aile-
viate the economical burden that a catastrophic illness would encurr. Our
$100.00 deductible is designed to keep the medical cost low enough for the
hourly employee to handle. We also offer an incentive program that pays
100% for a second opinion on surgery and 100% for any surgery done outside
the hospital, as in 6 clinic or doctor's office. Many of our employees have
taken advantage of this program at no extra financial burden to themselves
of to their families.

Our company also offers a life insurance plan with the health care plan to
ease the burden on the family (I case something should happen to the employee.
This pays for the funeral and gives some extra to help the family through
the transition period following the death of a loved one. Our company has
a disability plan in addition to Worker's Compensation, should the employee
become disabled outside of Worker's Compensation. This plan pays 80% of
their annual salary until retirement.

With medical costs as astronomical as they are today, many of our employees
choose a company, and our company in particular, for the fringe benefits we
offer. As small and young as our Company is, we could not offer these ben-
efits if we were taxed on them.

We look ahead to continued growth which will enable us to add more benefits
such as retirement and pension plans. If we are taxed on what we are doing
now, we would regress instead of progress with our benefit package.

(1)
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Companies can effectively and efficiently cover the needs of the employee as
we deal with them on a daily basis. Because of this, we can determine their
individual needs better than any program the government could provide.

There is no doubt that the employee needs to be protected against the finan-
cial ruin that a catastrophic or prolonged illness can bring. We feel that
this need would be better met through the employer, not through the govern-
ment with higher tax revenues.

Very Truly Yours,

Dennis E. Farrell
President

DEF/cvn
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Southwestern Life Insurance Company
A Tenneco Company

KEITH W. LEWIS
|t' , l":r lv1l l ;orl M a. ' l f I]

P0 61). 14 5
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July 26, 1984-

Mr. Roderick A. DeAnent
Chief Counsel
Ccmaittee on Finance.
RoTm 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArrent,

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter
and the attached statement to be included as part of the record of
the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30
by the United States Senate Finance Cammittee, Subcumittee on
Taxation and De-t Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

7-

JKL:dr

Attachment

AwwIt

11.00
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Sukitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on EMplo Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Ommittee,
Subcamittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: Keith W. Lewis
7623 Bryn Mawr Road
Richmond, VA 23229

I am very concerned about the congressional mvment to reduce the
tax incentives accorded the private employee benefit plan system. To
do so would be a grave injustice to the citizens of this country. Somne
of the many reasons are listed below:

Reduced employer/employee incentives would inevitably
result in fewer employees being covered under pension
and welfare plans. These results wold put added
strain on the federal government safety net. The
federal government proved long ago that it was the
most inefficient delivery system yet devised.

- The private pension system aids in the capital
formation so necessary for a strong economy. Our
economy needs more, not less capital formation.

- Pension and welfare plans sponsored by employers
serve society by providing coverage for many
employees who might otherwise go without.

- Reducing the attractiveness of private pension plans
might well add additional strain to an already
strained social security system.
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1SPARTA PIPES, Nc.
DIVISION OF OR. GRABOW PRESMOKED PIPES

. OX 849 0 SPARTA, NORTH CA* (919 3-621W " ~ ~ 'dtj)17 0 (919 37-2-

July 24. 1984

Senator Bob Packwood
259 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

According to your recent Press release you will be holding public
hearings on July 26, 27, and 30, 1984 concerning "Employee Fringe
Benefits". I would respectfully submit my views on benefits and
taxation pertaining to these benefits.

I am a firm believer that America's strength and general welfare
depend on the strength of America's economy, not the strength of
the Federal Government. Fringe benefits strengthen the individ-
ual, the company they work for, and the nation in general. Com-
panies compete for employees, and fringe benefits are one of the
tools. Fringe benefits keep workers on the job, protect them in
times of need, and in some cases provide a small estate at retire-
ment to supplement social security.

With our present federal and state tax structure, it is difficult
for an individual worker to make ends meet. I am sure manv"would
like for each company to drop their fringe program, and put that
money in the paycheck. What happens then in case of illness, death,
or retirement? Would the Federal Government take care of all needs?
We all know that any program administered by the Federal Government
will cost substantially more than if administered by private enter-
prise.

Relieve all taxation from fringe benefit programs and let the
companies grow. A growing economy will always put more tax dollars
in the till than more taxation.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

PARTA PIPES, INC.

\ 46' / j
/ Jack Martin

President

JM/bp

cc: Mr. W. D. Blalock
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Spartan Food Systems, Inc.
Post Office Box 3168 Spartanburg, S. C. 29304 Telephone 803/579-1220

August 1, 1984

Mr. RoPAerick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg., Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: July 26', 27, 30, 1984
Senator Packwod Hearings
.... loyee Fringe Benefits

Dear Mr. DeAnent:

As a company with several thousand employees, we

are quite-cancerned about our employees' benefit program totally and have

always provided excellent benefits. We firmly believe the benefits provided

are valuable to our employees and just as important will protect them from

public assistance programs.

Our entire benefit program is keyed equitably to all

our salaried employees and does not in any way overly reward the highest paid

employees. All are included regardless of age or sex on the same basis of

benefits.

For years, we have maintained a oarensive pro-

gram from sick pay through pensions to assure our employees a good measure of

security and freedman from worry.

_ The reaction of our eployees is one of appreciation

and pleasure for the benefits and we therefore, believe it is extremely im-

portant to be able to continue the company program.
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We also are confident we can provide a superior

total program to any government program which would replace it and at a

more favorable cost.

The benefits programs should not be altered or

dismantled simply because of the government ts need for more tax revenues.

This would be totally self-defeating.

Private enterprise should be encouraged to provide

their employees a good program and benefit taxation would be in direct op-

position.

We respectfully request your consideration of the

above position. Our basic benefits are briefly outlined on the attached

page for your review.

Respectfully subinitted,

SPARTAN FOOD SYSTEM, INC.

C. R. Sanders
Director of Personnel

CRS/dk

attachment
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Attachment

Benefit

,opital and Major
Medical including dental
$250,000 major medical
$2,000 stop loss

Life Insurance
21 x annual cxmsation
Double indeninity

Sick Leave
2 to-4 weeks full pay
I pay per year add as
short ten disability

Vacation
1 week after 6 months
2 weeks after 18 months
3 weeks after 66 months

Pension
Vesting after 3 years
Full vesting at 15 years
Pays 60% average compensation
coupled with social security

Cost

Company paid all employees
Employee paid
Part of dependent cost

Ccqpany paid all employees

OCcupany paid all employees

Ccmpany paid all employees

Company paid all employees

Additional benefits are provided upon promotion and length of service.
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August 6, 1984

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Senate Russell Building
Room 259
Washington, D. C. 20510

SUBJECT: POSITION STATEMENT REGARDING HEARING ON FRINGE BENEFITS, JULY 26-30, 1984

Dear Senator Packwood:

As the employer of approximately 5,000 employees in North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Georgia, I would like to make our feelings regarding the proposed legislation concerning
fringe benefits known to the Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Employee benefit plans have been and still are the most efficient and cost effective way
for delivering economic security to employees. Pension, life insurance, disability and
health plans benefit employees at wage and salary levels, not just the highly compensated
top executive. Preferential tax treatment for these plans has encouraged their growth
and is a wise investment in the future economic security of our nation. If tax policy
ceased to encourage employee benefits, certainly additional strain would inevitably be
)laced on public institutions and programs ranging from community hospitals through the
social Security retirement and disability income system. Congressional tax policy should
:ontinue to encourage employee benefits as a great contribution to the security of working
-eople as well as our nation, and not regard them as simply an untapped source of revenue.

It is our position that should favorable tax status be denied employers in providing
Fringe benefits that are best suited for the needs of their employees within the frame-
ork of the dollars available for this purpose, a greater burden would be placed on the
Federal government to provide such needs. Such a burden would be at a much greater cost
:han the revenue received through legislation which lowered the incentive for employers
:o provide such benefits. In addition to benefits provided by employers, it is our
:eeling that allowing employees the opportunity to pay personal costs for child care,
doctor, dental, legal, medical, and other expenses which are covered as deductible items
)n income tax returns with pre-tax dollars is a tremendous help to working individuals
ind families.

- firmly believe that private enterprise is the most effective and efficient, as well
ts economical, vehicle for providing the benefits needed by its employees and should not
e erroded or further restricted by legislation.

r ntg
President
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0. C CARMICHAEL, III P 0 BOX 100340
CHAIRMAN OF THE UOARO 2005 ELM HILL PIKE

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37210

July 16, 1984

The Honorable Robert Dole
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Dole:

We received a letter from our insurance company explaining that the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management will hold hearings to
discuss the role of employee benefit plans in the United States. The
letter listed questions on which members of the committee would like
to receive ideas. The questions, along with my answers, are as
follows:

*Should tax law continue to encourage employers to provide fringe
benefits, and if so what ones? What level of tax incentives are
appropriate?

Fringe benefits are a matter between an employer and an employee and
can be decided best by the market. The government should not
interfere in any way. The phrase "tax incentives" makes it sound as
though earnings belong to the government which kindly allows us to
keep a percentage as an incentive to keep on earning for the
government coffers. If we must use that phrase, all I can say is, the
more "incentives" the better off all of us will be.

*Are the present rules on coverage requirments adequate to ensure that
all employees benefit fairly from the tax incentives?

"Fair" is an ill defined word used all too often by a government
hungry to redistribute taxpayers money. The market is a most
efficient way to allocate benefits appropriately.

*Could the government provide employee benefit coverages at cheaper
cost, considering the loss of tax revenues from their present tax-
advantaged status?

Once again, it sounds as if the government is hungry for our wages.
No one should be so foolish as to believe the government could provide
the necessary benefits, such as health insurance, more efficiently
than the private sector. A business sees health insurance costs rise
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dramatically year after year, and has every incentive therefore to
seek the best policy at the least cost. Government, which uses other
people's money, has no incentive whatsoever to control costs. Every
government program always proliferates into an oblivion of numbers so
large all one can do is count the zeros.

*Should employees purchase these benefits themselves rather than have
them provided by their employer?

This is a question with which the government need not trouble itself.
Employers could pay more if they did not provide benefits. Perhaps
some employees would choose to receive higher pay and provide for
their own health insurance, etc. However, this is best left to the
individual employer and employee in a free market. No matter how
benefits are provided, they should not be taxed.

I hope these remarks have been helpful to you and that you will vote

to retain a free market in employer/employee relations. I am,

Sincerely yours,

0. C. Carmichael, III
Chairman of the Board

OCCiii/egp
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Spradley&Coker
WU Arek Dr.I Saik 2W Em Bf
P. . am 8MW
Ldne Rod. AR 72212-2MM
(501) 224-1237

July 24, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Taxation of Fringe Benefits

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I strongly urge you and the Senate Finance Committee to con-

tinue the current tax favored treatment of employee pension

and welfare benefits.

As both a concerned employer, as well as the largest employee

benefits firm in Arkansas, I know the value and importance

of this matter to businesses in our state. To imply that

benefits accrue to the highly paid is simply not true.

In our own firm, 67% of the Group Life, Medical & Dental

benefits go to those earning under $25,000 per year.

We assist small and large corporations throughout the South

in helping design and purchase group insurance benefits --

i.e., qroup life, medical, dental, disability, etc. If

these benefits suddenly become taxable to the employees,
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or non-deductible to the employer, there would be a great

injustice inflicted onallworkers throughout the country.

I do not know of a single corporation we work with anywhere

who deliberately provides more benefits at a higher premium

cost just so their tax deduction will be greater. Quite

the contrary, most all employers we see are now trying to

find ways to hold down the cost and control their expenditures

in every way possible.

Fringe benefits are a very important part of a corporation's

total employment package -- both the cost of them as well as

the quality. I sincerely hope nothing is passed or recommended

to the Senate that would destroy this important tax incentive.

cc: Senator Dale Bumpers

39-707 0 - 85 - 87
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August 9, 1984

STATEMENT BY

BENJAMIN R. WHITELEY, PRESIDENT

STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY

PORTLAND, OREGON

TO THE

UNITED STATES SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

,SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION & DEBT MANAGEMENT

HEARINGS ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

HELD JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

This statement on the issue of employee benefits is submitted on

behalf of Standard Insurance Company, Portland, Oregon.

In the press release announcing the hearings and inviting written

statements (PR#84-148), the Chairman of the Subcommittee requested that six

specific issues be addressed. Before specifically addressing these ques-

tions, I would like to present background information documenting Standard's

interest in these issues, both as an employer and provider of employee bene-

fits. Standard Insurance Company is a regional life insurance company, doing

business in fourteen western'states and the District of Colubia. At the end

of calendar year 1983, Standard employed 698 full-time employees, working in

eight western states, an l approximately 270 life insurance agents.

Standard's annual payroll for 1983 was approximately $13,769,000. Commis-

sions paid to full-time agents approached $7,250,000. In addition, Standard
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disbursed approximately $4,021,000 in employee benefits, or approximately 19%

of its payroll and commissions. This percentage is actually unusually low.

Due to an adjustment in one of our retirement trusts, contributions to that

trust were not necessary for 1983. Normally, Standard will spend from 22 to

23% of its annual payroll and commission for the provision of benefits to its

employees and agents.

Standard's employee benefit information is presented in detail in

Attachment I.

As a life insurance company, Standard is also in the business of pro-

viding employer-sponsored benefits to other employers. Standard's primary

market for its group insurance and pension products is small and medium sized

employers (10-100 lives). Scope of Standard's involvement in employee bene-

fits is shown in Attachment II.

In 1983, Standard paid more than $80 million in benefits to covered

employees. This amount paid by a relatively small western company should

demonstrate the importance that employer-sponsored benefits possess for

employers, employees, and the national economy. To many of our approximately

3,500 disability claimants, the benefits paid by Standard under the employer-

sponsored benefit plan represent their sole source of income. Without such

benefits, these claimants would be forced to seek assistance from already

overtaxed state and federal programs. Less tangible than actual benefit pay-

ments, but equally as important, is that these benefits are fully guaranteed.

By state law, Standard must commit sufficient funds to its legally protected

reserves to assure the future payment of the benefits which it is contrac-

tually obligated to provide. The funds will be there when they are needed.
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Therefore, these amployer-sponsored benefits provide a blanket of financial

security for the American worker.

I would now like to address the six issues listed by Senator Packwood.

1. "Should the tax law encourage employers to provide fringe bene-

fits; and if so, which benefits or services should be encouraged and what

type and level of tax incentive is appropriate?"

Many provisions of the Internal Revenue Code have been enacted to fos-

ter certain perceived social needs. The legislative histories of the Social

Security Act and the Medicare Act manifest Congress' concern over the econom-

ic security of the American people. These histories also indicate that

Congress early recognized that government programs are only one tier in a

three-tier system. The two other tiers are employer-sponsored benefits and

personal savings. As the present Internal Revenue Code evidences, Congress

has chosen to encourage employers to provide the benefits necessary to sup-

plement government mand ted programs. This encouragement has come at minimal

cost to the national treasury--minimal when compa d to the drain which would

result if the national and state governments wore responsible for Rroviding

even the most basic of these mployer-provided benefits. The cost may be

minimal, but the advantages which have accrued to the American worker by this

conscious congressional encouragement are substantial.

While Congress has chosen to encourage employee financial security

through various tax incentives, these sae incentives have lessened the in-

come of the national treasury. One such incentive, medical expense, has be-

come an increasing and continuing drain on federal revenue. As Indicated
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in At achment I, Standard paid $910,000 in medical claims on behalf of its

employees in 1983. Our present projection is that we will pay approximately

25% mre in 1984. These payments are deductible by Standard and tax exempt

for our employees. As medical costs continue to spiral upward--they have

nearly quadrupled since 1967--federal revenue will continue to decrease pro-

portionately. This spiral needs to be broken, not by removing the tax incen-

tive, but by Congress fostering equitable, effective cost-containment incen-

tives in the health care industry.

In brief, Congress has long acknowledged the importance of encouraging

employer-sponsored benefits. Congress should continue tts encouragement of

these benefits as a necessary element to guarantee the financial security of

the American worker.

2. "What conditions or restrictions are appropriate on tax incentives

to encourage employers to provide fringe benefits."

As is evident from the data contained in Attachment II, the present

taxation system is effectively encouraging employers to provide benefits on

the broadest possible basis to the American work force. Further conditions

or restrictions imposed on employer-sponsored benefits would have, a chilling

effect. Employers would become more cautious in their compensation planning.

Naturally, however, Congress should move quickly and effectively to cure any

clearly documented abuse.
3. "Are existing rules concerning fringe benefits sufficient to in-

sure that all employees benefit fairly from the tax incentives?"
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Existing legisTation, such as the Tax Equity and Fiscal Reform Act,

the Deficit Reduction Act, and the Civil Rights Act, adequately safeguard the

right of all employees to participate in benefit programs which are available

to them through their employer on a fair and equal basis. For example, cur-

rent laws have effectively discouraged employer-provided pension plans from

disproportionately favoring the highly compensated employee. According to

the United States Department of Comerce, 68.5% of the civilian work force

who were covered under a pension program in 1981 earned less than $20,000.

4. "Are the existing tax incentives for benefits such as health care,

life insurance, day care, educational assistance, and cafeteria plans effec-

tive in encouraging employers to provide these benefits to a broad cross sec-

tion of employees at a lower total cost than if the government provided the

benefits directly, if the employers provided the benefit on a taxable basis,

or employees purchased these benefits on their own?*

As indicated in the information contained in Attachment II, employee

benefits and the economic security which they guarantee are being provided on

the broadest basis to the American worker. Standard alone insures or covers

over 1,800,000 lives. The types, quality, and quantity of employer-sponsored

benefits could be provided in no other way. To suggest that the government

should assume responsibility for these benefits Is to lose sight of the les-

sons taught by Social Security and Medicare and the increasing tax burden

these programs impose upon the American people. Certainly, an individual

employee could not provide himself or herself the same quality of protection

if he or she purchased these benefits on the open market. A preexisting
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illness may not, for example, permit an individual to purchase certain types

of benefits, such as life or medical insurance, which require proof of insur-

ability. In all probability, however, such coverage will be provided to the

individual under an employer-sponsored benefit plan. The individual employee

will find that some benefits are prohibitively expensive when purchased indi-

vidually as opposed to a group basis.

It is clear that the intent of Congress to foster the growth of

employer-sponsored benefits has been achieved. The present taxation system

has served to encourage employers to provide benefits to their employees

which in conjunction with mandated benefits and savings creates a cohesive

whole in the employee's financial security.

S. "How will tax laws that encourage employers to provide fringe

benefits affect compensation planning."

This question can be succinctly answered. Compensation planning is

essential to a viable, profitable organization. The purpose of compensation

planning is to design a competitive compensation package by blending salary

and benefits. Compensation planning, in pqt, also seeks to minimize taxes

in order to maximize profits. It is, therefore, more likely that an employer

will provide those benefits which possess tax incentives rather than benefits

which have no tax advantage to either the employer or the employee. This is

particularly true when the benefit is taxed at the employee end. The employ-

er will be less than enthusiastic about the additional administrative ex-

penses which will be incurred in order to account and to report the addi-

tional income to the employee and to the taxing authorities.
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6. twill tax incentives for employer-provided fringe benefits affect

potential employees' choice of employment?"

To a certain extent, this is but the reverse side of previous ques-

tions. Present flexible tax incentives have encouraged employers to provide

benefits in a multitude of different packages with varied schedules of bene-

fits and costs. Certainly, benefits play a role in a prospective employee's

deliberation whether he or she will take a certain position. A prospective

employee is more likely to choose a position which offers a particularly at-

tractive benefit program which meets his or her particular needs. If tax in-

centives decrease, the present variety of choice among employers offering

different forms of benefits will as proportionally decrease to the prospec-

tive employee's detriment.

Finally, in the last three years, Congress has enacted three major

pieces of tax legislation (ERTA, TEFRA, and the Deficit Reduction Act). Each

piece of legislation has substantially affected in one way or the other the

taxation of benefits. It may be appropriate for Congress to allow time to

study the effects of this legislation. In fact, such breathing room is es-

sential Just to allow the Internal Revenue Service time to issue implementing

regulations on several important changes brought about by these acts. In the

same light, such a breathing space will allow employers and others the neces-

sary time to review and readjust their benefit program to comply with these

new laws.

Respectfully submitted,

Benjamin A. Whiteley
President A Chief Executive Officer

BRW:mph
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ATTACHMENT I

CALENDAR YEAR 1983

Employee Benefit 1

[Employee/s
Standard's Agent I of Employees Benefits

Contributions Contributions Participating Paid

a) Tax Preferred Benefits

Defined Benefit Retire-
ment Trusts

Thrift Plan
Health Insurance

(including HO)
Group Term Life Ins.

(including dependent
coverage)

Accidental Death and
Di memberment

Travel Accident
Long Term Disability
Dental
Educational Assistance

b) Statutory andated Benefits

Social Security
State Unempl moment
State Workers Coop.
State Disability

$ 551,258
232,681

840,364

94,167

9,727
995

34,100
144,260

5,940

1,361,750
235 500

6,00
9t820

1 - This table does not-include those benefits which cannot be broken out with
any accuracy from our payroll systems--such as temporary sick leave, vaca-
tion, and educational bpnuses.

2 - 109 Employees or agents are 100% vested.
3 - 442 Employees or agents are fully or partially vested in Standard's

contribution.
4 - Includes dependents and retirees.

$ -0-

varied

172,660

104,650

-0-
-0-

86,675
50,040

-0-

1,361,750
-O-
N/A

9,820

7892
5043

2,3714

1,200

1,027
N/A

1,004
1,2004

60

1,082
N/A
N/A
129

$445,864
N/A

910,748

39,000

-0-
-0.

115,978
137,000

5,940

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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ATTACHMENT II

CALENDAR YEAR 1983

Premlum or f Of Beneflts Amount Insured
Benefit Type Contributions Lives Paid or Assets

Pension & Deferred
Cappensatton Plans 29,000,000 28,000 4,800,000 233,000,000

Melfare Beneftit Plans
Group Life Insurances 38,772,467 675,947 27,790,690 10,S09,553,111
Group Depend.Life Ins. 997,416 129,942 549,800 313,271,970
Accidental Death & 4,145,438 442,017 2,156,873 7,082,302,245

Dismemberment
Disability 79,007,063 524,196 44,543,994 912,871,410*
Dental 1,333,300 12,609 401,g988 N/A

*Insured Payroll
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Statley' FURINITUREy

a dh, ofhu 1
Stanley Interiors Telephone: 703-629-7561 0 Stanleytown. Virginia 24168

Corporation

August 7, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing
on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United
States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Fred Gehrke
Vice President-Human Resources

FG:jh

Attachment
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on

July 26, 27 and 30, 1984 by the United States Finance Committee, Subcommittee on

Taxation and Debt Management by Stanley Interiors Corporation, Stanleytown, VA 24168.

"Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement covering the needs

of employees through employee benefit programs. We believe this system is far superior

to any government programs designed to replace them. It should not be systematically

dismantled in the name of greater tax revenues. If private enterprise is not encouraged

to meet it and Its employees needs, government must. And, we believe the ultimate price

to our nation will be greater.

Stanley Interiors' benefit programs are designed to be shared fairly and equitably by

all employees regardless of wages, sex or age. Stanley Interiors' pension plan benefits

is based on last years' earnings and therefore keeps pace with inflation; the 401K plan

is open to all employees regardless of income. There are no special health, insurance

or pension plans available to only the most highly compensated employees. Stanley

Interiors' benefits for all of its employees and their dependents are essential to

their economic security now and in retirement."

August 7, 1984
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Stanley,
Holcombe
& Associates, Inc.

August 6# 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArments

Consistent with your requirements* I am submitting this letter and the
attached statement to be included as part of the record of the Hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Senate Finance Committees Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely.

Randall L. Stanley

RLS/dp
Attachment

Eight Piedmont Center/Suite 310 . 3525 Piedmont Road, N.E. . Atlanta, GA 30305 • (404) 262.7522
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Submitted as Part of the Record of Hearing on WamI..e, FrIgE AMnAta held
on July 26s 27 and 30 by The United States Finance Committeep Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

By Stanley# Holcombe and Associates, Inc.

We under .tand that some may feel that the private employee benefit plan
system no longer needs or deserves any of the tax incentives which
currently support that system. The purpose of our submitting this
statement is to provide you with the collective opinions of our organi-
zation.

Social and connIn Purnsa

While It Is theoretically true that everyone could, perhaps establish
individual retirement objectives and set aside the money to fund those
objectives, the facts are that few do.

The Social Security System. originally designed to provide a floor of
protection, despite Its massive expansion over the years, does not provide
adequate benefits by itself. In addition* there is widespread belief.
particularly on the part of younger Individuals, that they will not receive
the Social Security benefits promised them under current law.

There Is. in our judgement, little comparison between the proper finding of
private-sector plans and those In the public sector. Privately-sponsored
defined benefit plans# which are subject to the minimum and maximum funding
limitations of ERISA. are generally properly and adequately funded. Social
Security, by contrast* seems constantly to be In danger of bankruptcy. Our
lesson from this Is clear - the private sector has done a significantly
better job n planning for, and meeting, its coemibent to the elderly.

Private plans do help provide retirement Income for lover-copensated
individuals and those who have no individual retirement accounts, thereby
keeping them from becmng wards of the State'.
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Survival Absont Ta Inciantivua

The exemption of trust income from current taxation (Revenue act of 1921)
and deductions for contributioni to properly fund retirement programs
(Revenue Act of 1926) have resulted in the current status of properly
funded plans. The genesis behind these Acts was the strong concern, proper
In our Judgment# that employers wore not funding their plans soundly.

In our Judgements any elimination of current tax treatment would trigger a
complete reversal in the system. Those employers who rh,.ld would terminate
their plans entirely. Those who could not terminate w I no longer fund
their plans properly. The result would be the complete collapse of the
private system and strongly increasd pressures on the Social Security
Systm. •

Primary Bnefiearles of the Systm

Prior to the 19a2 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act* benefits were
limited by the provisions of Internal Revenue Code Section 415. The extent
to shich employer contribution& to Social Security could be reflected in
the benefit or allocation formula was determined under the provisions of
Revenue Ruling 71-446. TEFRA's topheavy requirements mandated accelerated
vesting and minimum benefit accruals In plans where more than 60S of the
benefits are for the higher-paid.

Given all of this. It is difficult for us to perceive merit In the argument
that the private system primarily benefits highly-paid employees.
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Prior to 1979 Individuals who were covered by their employers' taxqualifted
plans could not purchase Individual retirement accounts. Our eXperience
was that very few found this limitation to be objectionable, since they
preferred to rely on their employer-sponsored plan. Even today, with IRAs
available to everyone, we suspect that they are far from universally
utilized, due to two factors

- Many cannot, or believe that they
cannot, afford the costs

- Choosing# establishing, ad main-
tafning IRAs requires considerably
more effort by the individual than
participation in an mployer-sponsored
plan;

Any type of defined contribution pti provides Indeterminate benefits,
dependent on the level of contributions and the length of time and
investment return on the money. For this reason they are not adequate
replacements for the type of plan (defined benefit) under which an employer
can commit to a predetermined level of benefit, taking Into consideration
such factors as length of service, compensation level, and other sources of
reti rment benefits,

In addition, individuals may rot maintain their IRs until retirement,
since the 1)! withdrawal penalty is In fact not that severe.

In our Judgements relying on IRAs or IRA-type vehicles, to the detriment of
the current pension system, would be a disastrous mistake.
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JOHN L. REYNERTSON

July 27, 1984

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon
United States Senate
230 S. Dearborn, Room 3960
Chicago, 11 60604

Dear Senator Dixon:

It has come to my attention that the United States Senate is scheduling hearings
by the Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management on the effectiveness
of the fringe benefit, hospitalization insurance, that American industry have and
are providing for employees. Needless to say, it is a very costly amount for any
employer, and particularly for those who are trying to compete in the world market-
place it basically adds to our costs of manufacturing product and helps to make us
less competitive in the world marketplace. Other countries such as Sweden provide
this to their people through the government and therefore the individual manufacturer
may not be directly charged except in the total taxes that are paid. I, however,
do not believe that socialized medicine is effective either from a quality of care
or cost/economic standpoint. Realistically the goverment cannot operate a business,
which health care certainly is, effectively. I do believe that the government
should provide tax incentives to those employers that provide their services to
partially offset the increased costs of providing these services, enabling them
to be more competitive in the international marketplace.

Even with this tax law encouragement, the acceleration in the cost of medical care
must be reduced. The government's treatment of classifications of acceptable and
non-acceptable charges has created some of the problem. We currently should be
encouraging patients from hospital care to out-patient care, which would save
considerable money. I would encourage you to vote for such legislative moves to
correct the current requirements. We must remove the incentive to the medical
profession to seek hospital care vs. out-patent-care. This will tremendously
decrease the cost of hospital insurance.

Also, I feel we should change our health insurance policies from payment for the
first dollar to payment for excessive or abnormal medical costs. This would also
discourage people from seeking help for common injuries or sicknesses which can be
cared for by the person themselves. The largest costs in total of our health
insurance is in the relatively minor injury or sicknesses which occur more frequently
but many times become tremendously expensive due to hospitalization that may be
unnecessary,but at the complete control of the Doctor, who derives economic benefits
to a greater extent while a patient is hospitalized.

I do believe, however, that, without the health and life insurance program most
manufacturers and businesses provide their employees, the employees would not
provide it for themselves and could therefore incur serious financial losses due
to a major medical problem. Their insurance programs should be dedicated to
providing help on major losses rather than the minor ones.

M NO M FF MA PR4IMLU W 4L WW -OW(a 481M1

39-707 0 - 85 - 88
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Our own hospitalization program is provided to all employees and costs 5.2% of sales.
We have two distinct plans; one is based on union negotiations which were agreed upon,
and the other for all office administrative and executive personnel. It includes
dental, life, hospitalization and major medical coverage. Unfortunately, we need
tax incentive support by the government to encourage manufacturers, businesses and
consumers to increase the deductibility of the plans for the aforementioned reasons.
I would certainly encourage you to vote on any change that would incorporate
corrections of the problems enumerated above, but above all to encourage "wellness"
programs to reduce medical costs.

I would also encourage you to, at a minimum, leave the tax advantages at their current
level and, hopefully, increase the tax benefits to the employer and employee.

Sn yyours

(~esident & CEO

JLR/Jg
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SumX Corporation

August 9, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room 5D-219
Washington, DC 20510

Subject: Hearing on Taxation of Employee Benefits held July 26, 27, and
30, 1984.

Dear Mr. DeArment:

SuaX is a small company with 25 employees. We provide life insurance
and health insurance to all of our employees free of charge. Each em-
ployee can elect to cover his dependents with our major medical coverage
with Pilot Life. Of our 25 employees, 19 are mfn and 6 are woman. Each
employee, Including officers, is provided the same benefit.

We believe that these employee benefits are essential to the economic
security of our workers and their dependents. Private enterprise has
build an effective and efficient arrangemet covering the needs of em-
ployees through the employee benefit system. It should not be systemat-
ically dimantled in the name of greater tax revenues. The employee
needs are there and met be mt. If private enterprise is not on-
comraged to mets its needs, governmet sAst.

,nancial Officer

iNL:jg

i11 DENTON DW~vE * P.O. Box 14884 a AurlN. TX 78761 * (S12 835-0330
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,CHOOtI~ cDA~' DOINRD
0 wI4 SOUIRH I wP4TCOMl'E"~

427 NInth Avenue North, Nashville, Tennessee 37234

August 1, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finanoe
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArments

The attached statement relates to the Finance Suboommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management hearings on fringe benefits. We
appreciate this opportunity for input.

Sincerely,

Steven R. Lawrenoe, Manager

Personnel Department

SRL:kw

Attachment
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The Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention

is an agency of the Southern Baptist Convention responsible for

publishing and educational programs. The Board is a nonprofit

organization employing about 1,850 employees across 23 states.

The Sunday School Board has provided an attractive package

of fringe benefits for over 30 years. Attached. is a sunary of

the benefits provided employees. These benefits have always

been provided to all employees on a nondiscriminatory basis.

All employees including laborers, clerical employees, professional

employees, and our executives are treated alike.

Tax laws should encourage employers to provide fringe benefits

to the level they can afford in order to provide society with

benefits which government might otherwise have to provide. No

doubt, the national health and welfare of society is much

better because of benefits employers have provided over the

years. It is doubtful that generally speaking an employer

would provide nontaxable benefits in lieu of taxable wages

because wages must be competitive from employer to employer.

Even then, employer provided pensions and thrift plans become

taxable when taken at retirement.

We favor retirement plans and other fringe benefits such

as medical insurance, disability insurance, life insurance,

etc. to be treated as nontaxable benefits or tax deferred

benefits as they are now. It is our belief that employers

have done a good job in providing benefits for their employees

and that the alternative to the current system is one of

government expanded social welfare programs.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL BOAR DMPLOY BE IT

1 Group Hospitalization and Medical Insurance for Eployee. and Dependents
* Hospital - 100% of first $500 in any calendar year, then 80N of balance.
e Other covered medical expenses - $50 deductible in any calendar year,

then 80% of covered expenses.
e When 206 co-insurance reaches $1,000, plan pays 100% instead of 80%.
e Unlimited benefit.
* Board pays employee coverage employee pays small portion of dependent

cost.

2. G Life Insurance
* Board-paid employee coverage is 2j times annual earnings up to $120,000

maxim u coverage.
* Dependent coverage is $2,000 each-small charge to employee.
* Rmployee-paid supplemental employee coverage is 1 times annual

earnings up to $120,000 maximum coverage.

3. Travel Insurance
• Board-paid coverage is $130,000 accidental death and dismemberment and

$1,000 medical.
4. Accidental Death Insurance

* Employee-paid employee coverage up to 10 times annual earnings ($250,000
maximum).

* Employee-paid spouse coverage up to j employee coverage($100,000 maximum).
* Employee-paid child coverage is $10,O00.

5. Retirement Plan
e Participation--after 1 year credited service or age 35, whichever is earlier.
e Completely Board-paid.
* Vesting-20% after 3 years graduating to 100) after 7 years.
* Plan includes provisions for disability retirement, early retirement,

and spouse benefits upon the death of the employee.

6. Employee Savinge Plan
* Employees may save up to 6% of earnings with the Board matching 25 of

the employee contributions.

7. Vacations and Holidays
# Depending upon length of service, vacations provided from 1-4 weeks
per year.

* 8 holidays each year are observed.

8. Absences With Pay

* Regular employees are allowed time off with pay within some limits for
hospitalization, illness, injury death in the family, jury duty, etc.

9. Christmas Gift
* Upon authorization by the Administration, employees receive Christmas
gifts amountJng to 2 of the January-October employee's earnings.
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one Sun Life Executive Pork
Wellesley Hills. MossschuSft 02181
Telephone (617) 237-10

"CNDA

U.S. Hedquarters Office

August 1, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I am writing you this letter on behalf of Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada
and its subsidiary companies. We would like this written statement to be
included in the printed record in the hearing on fringe benefits scheduled by
the subcommittee on Tax and Debt Management for July 26, 27 and 30.

Sun Life vigorously supports the concept of government tax incentives to
employers providing fringe benefits to employees. We as a company provide our
employees with the following benefits:

- Unemployment compensations

- Workers compensations

- Pensioni

- Life Insurance and Accidental Death and Dismemberments

- Major Medical and Disability Insurances

- Dental Insurance; and

- Tuition Reimbursement plan.

These benefits are offered to all full-time employees a majority of which are
female. The amount of benefit provided to each employee is the same except
for the life and pension benefits which are determined by salary. Dependents
of employees are eligible for coverage under our benefit program.

Speaking both as an insurer which provides the type of benefits enumerated in
this letter as well as an employer, we believe there is a genuine cost savings
to the employee by having these benefits provided in a Obenefit packages by
the employer. We believe that current tax incentives are generally appropri-
ate to encourage employers to continue providing these fringe benefits. We
would suggest however that the cost of living indexes be built into the incen-
tives, for example, in the area of life insurance, to insure that employers
will provide a level of benefit commensurate with the economic needs of their
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employees. We also do not believe that existing rules governing fringe bene-
fits favor one class of employee over others# however, we are certainly in
favor of rules and regulations of the kind currently in effect to insure
generally that all employees receive benefits.

In closing, Sun Life's position is that employer sponsored benefit plans are
essential to the economic wellbeing of employees. Government sponsored tax
incentives promote the continuance of these benefits. Tax disincentives would
substantially jeopardize these benefits, particularly in the case of the small
employer. This would surely result in an economic hardship for employees
across the nation who could ill afford the *street cost' of such-benefits
since the tax incentives, as well as the economics of group purchase, enable
employers to absorb part of the cost of the benefits provided. This could
lead to increased need for government sponsored welfare benefit programs, the
cost of which could more than offset any tax gained by eliminating tax
incentives for employer sponsored benefit plan programs.

Very truly yours,

C

Robert 8. McGinness
Vice President and Counsel

REM/dmh
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July 20, 1984

The Honorable Robert Dole
The United States Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

REs Employee Benefit Hearings

Dear Senator Dole:

In connection with fringe benefits provided by employers,
we feel that the present laws should be left intact.

Any changes that would tax employeess for the benefits
would place a hardship on employees and would only start
a round of pressure for salary increases.

We do not believe that the government could provide employee
benefit coverage at cheaper cost

The cost of fringe, benefits for employers has escalated
over the. past ten years due to rising health care costs.
Doctors'-have a tendency to charge top fees tbr treatment
when a patient has insurance provided by an employer.
The patient seldom questions the doctors about his charges
and this gives the medical provider a free hand in
determining the charge. A set fee for each type of treatment
or a method would be beneficial thpt would encourage employees
and patients to be conservative Nf the funds being paid out
by the insurance company on behalf of the employer.

Very truly yours,

GylS. Moriso #Presid ent

dne
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SYSCO

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. Dearment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Statement of SYSCO Corporation in Connection with the
Hearings of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxaticn
and Debt Management on the Subject of Fringe Benefits
July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

Dear Mr. Dearment:

I am writing to express SYSCO Corporation's (*SYSCOI) strong
opposition to any form of taxation of employee benefits.
SYSCO and other private enterprises through their employee
benefit systems have built an effective and efficient
arrangement covering the needs of employees. It is far more
beneficial and cost efficient than any public sector program
which would replace it. It should not be systematically
dismantled in the name of greater tax revenues. Employees'
needs exist and must be met. If private enterprise is
discouraged through taxation from satisfying the needs of
middle class working Americans, then the federal government
will find itself providing such benefits at greater costs.

Specifically, SYSCO offers pensions, group health insurance,
and tuition reimbursement to most of its 8000 plus
employees. These plans treat all SYSCO employees fairly,
providing a pension, group insurance, and tuition reimburse-
ment to all employees regardless of compensation level,
gender and race. Most of the employees covered are middle
income individuals who rely on these benefits to provide
for their living expenses in their retirement years,
expenses during periods of illness, and to advance their
level of education and thereby their economic well being.

Consequently, any tax on employee benefit programs would
hurt those individuals that can least afford it. Any tax
would discourage employers from expanding their coverages
and could possibly lead to cutbacks in the programs already
available. The government would in the end not be reducing
the deficit. It would have to increase its expenditures for
health care, social security, and education programs by the
amount, if not more, than would be derived from any such
tax. SYSCO strongly urges that Congress take a more

Sysco Corporation 1177 West Loop South Houston, Texas 77027 7131877-1122
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farsighted approach towards resolving the deficit and not
harm an employee benefits system that works better than any
other.

Sincerely,

F. Woodhouse

President

BJL/jg

cc: E. James Lowrey
Michael C. Nichols
La Dee G. Riker
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THOMASVILLE OBOYN ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Thomn E. Armgtt, M.D.

Willam A. Thompson, M.D.
DO maw OAmwm hfwd of Obwlmm & 0-y nuWe

w AisM C44W of ObssW0*0w G,"s.IsM

August 6, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr DeArment,

Submitted as part of the record of the hearing on
Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and
30 by the United States Finance Committee, Sub
Committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By William A. Thompson, M.D. and Thomas E. ArnettM.D.
of Thomasville OB-GYN Associated, PC. In view
of recent discussions on eliminating the private
sector qualified pension and profit sharing retire-
ment plans we would like to submit to you our own
situation and views concerning this.

Our pension profit sharing plan is designed for a
medical practice employing two physicians and five
full time employees that are nonphysician. Contri-
butions have been annually in proportion to salaries
and have averaged about half of the maximum that the
law allows. With such a small number in this
corporation the majority of the contributions obviously
goes to the professionals. After seven years of
incorporation there is already a substantial accumu-
lation of retirement funds for employees who have been
here for duration. The alternative to this retirement
plan *ould of course be a Keogh contribution by the
physicians. At our rate of contribution we would
probably have not exceeded the maximum of this with
absolutely none going to the employees.

In our particular situation the employees have definitely
benefited by our incorporation status and the use of
the pension profit sharing retirement plan through
our corporation. We strongly believe that the social
security system is inadequate for retirement and
additional retirement plans are essential especially
in view of the projected increase in the longer and
more productive life after retirement. As the "service
industry" continues to grow the numbers of employees
in this situation will certainly increase and the
need for retirement plans such as ours in small corpo-
rations will provide a substantial proportion of
the necessary retirement fund for an increasing
segment of this nation's population.

We support the continuation of qualified pension
and/or profit sharing retirement plans for small
corporations.
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UNITE STATES SEATE
CCa~mMIT Ct FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGE4Eq

HFARIN4S CI FRINGE BIj!ITS
JULY 26, 27 AND 30,1984

STAT THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CC4PANIES
FIT2 AUG)ST 13, 1984

JCHN F. TROY
VICE PRESIDENT

MOVEMENT AFFAIRS AND TRADE ASSOCIATIONS



THE TRAVR INSURANCE OWANIS ARE WLESE TO HAVE THE OPO-

TEPITY TO SUIT A WRrr'1EN ST~nM 0 THEM SUBC4UTIE ON TAXATIONI AND

DEBT W424MW AS IT CNSIDM TAX POLICIES 371l F E ITS.

WE APPLALV THE -[' OF C IIAN PAGMM AND THE SUBCOMH4TZ TO

CAREFULLY ANALYZE THE IMPLICATIONS OF THIS ISSUE MICH IS OP CRITICAL

IMORTIfE TO MILLIONS F WKERS AND THEIR DEPJEDETS.

THE TRAVEL IS IN A UNIGJE POSITION TO C)CMENT ON THE BENEFICIAL

USES CF EMPLOYEE BDEFIT PRGM. AS AN EMPLOYER (F ,TARLY 30,000

f)PLE ACROSS THE CY , WE C*FER CuR cwN DOYEES N3ES LIFE,

HEALTH AND PENSION BENEFITS. IN 1983, THE TRAVELF4S C NTRIBUTI3 TO ITS

DGWME BENEFIT PACKAGE WAS OV/ER $237,000,000, WHICH MOUTED TO EAY

74% OF THE CS (F ALL BENE'ITS.

IN ADDITION, THE TRAVELERS IS MG THE LARGE INSURANCE COMPANIES

IN THE UNITED STATES. WE rYr ONLY SELL POLICIES TO INDIVIDUALS, BUT

ALSO UNDEWRtTE BENEFIT PLANS FOR ALL SIZES (F ELOYERS FRLM INTER-

NATICNAL CORPORATIONS TO ILCAL L BusINESSES. aR STANDARD PRAMCE

IS TO COVER ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES OR M R (F A GROUP. THE ELIGIBLE

PERSONS ARE TYPICALLY ALL FULL TIME EMPLOYEES WHO HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED FO

A MINIM"R PERIOD, SUCH AS THREE MONTHS, WITH REGAR TO AGE, SEX OR

SAlAY LEVEL. BASED CN 1983 DATA, THE TRAVELERS PROIDED 15,637,000 OF

OUR CLIENTS' EMPLOYEES AND THEIR DEPENDENTS WITH MEDICAL INSURAE, TOOK

IN $4.6 BILLION IN PREMIt AND BQJIVALMM AND PAID OVER $4 BILLIN IN

CLAIMS. OUR LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES COVERED 4,663,000 PEOPLE, PREMItI4

VOUME WAS OVER $478 MILLION AN CLAIMS PAID WEE WORTH $433 MILLION.
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THE TRAVEL PENSICIN PROGRAMS C OVER 1,000,000 RET-IREE, PAYING

OUr $1.4 BfLLICN IN BENEFITS %I E TAKIG IN $3.1 BILLICI IN PREMIUMS.

DISABILITY INSURANCE PLANS, n ING IMLY INDMNUITY AND LONG-T

DISABILITY BEFITS, PRIDED NEARLY 3 MILLIC BEEICIARIE WITH OER

$167 MILLION IN PAY4WTS. TOTAL DISABILITY PRdKMM AMOUNTED TO $220

MILLION.

TWOE ROLES AS BOTH A LARGE EPLOYER AND A MAJCR INSURANCE COMPANY

ENBLED US TO DRAW (N A LARGE BANK CF IN DEVELOING CUR

PCSITIN CN FRINGE BENrTS. THE TAV UP ON OF TH

TESTING SYSTEM CF FR BEIT TAXATICN tWER 0HICH THE PRIVATE

HAS BEEN A VITAL SOURCE IN E TPE Y PRIDING BENEFITS.

WITHIxr (UhSTICI, THE PROVISIN CF LIFE, HFMATH, DISABILITY AND PESION

BENEITS IS !SSEITIAL TO THE EICIOMIC MEARE OF THE EMPLOYEES, DEPEN-

DEITS AND RETIRED PERSON COVERED.

Eww r N-RELAED BENEFITS CAN BE TRAM B( TO THEIR ORIGINS

NEARLY A CENTR AGO. A M3B CP PRIVATE MPDX RW AND SOW. PUBLIC

DElITIS OF PESICNS AND OTHER BNFITS B REU THE TRN OF THE

CIUR!Y. THE CREATION AND GROWTH CF IE W EIT URAILY EVOVE AS

THE W1 UCE BECAME INCREASINGLY INDUSTRIALIZU) AND SPECIALIZE). THIS

E OWMIN CANNOT BE ATTRIBEMED SOLELY TO TAX ADVW1TA CtT TO

D 'LOYES OR IMDYEES, SINCE MCH C THE EARLY DEVENT OCCUMD

WIM THERE WAS NO PERSNAL INOOE TAX OR WHN IT APIPLIK) TO A VM FEW

AT LOW MGINAL RATES. DEA'f, EMLOY BENE'IT PLAN DMMLAWD AS A

EANS O PEDIN OMIC SECURITY FOR ELOY AND THEIR -S

IN = EVENT (p PRw DETH, DISABILITY, flL-E OR maLH mDm.
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THE BNEIT Pam MECHIANISM CC?1lM] To~ namsH~ mm mom ttwE

CUREPNT TAX P=LCIES SINCE IT STML PROIDES M MOST EFFICIWNT AMI

EEANSL TO C E %ES FINANCIAL SEURITI. THE MVL

PAMM;H*P BETWEEN THE GOVETMMMNJ , EMtIDYES AND WPILOYERS THAT NOW

EXSTS HAS BEEN EXTRARINARILY StVCESF L IN DEVLOING PRGRAMS THAT

ARE Emal'JVE, RESPOSIVE AND LE COSTLY TO A HLGE PUION OF THE

POPULATIONS.

THE GREAT WORM OF FRINGE BENEFITS, SUCH AS PENSIONS, MEDICAL,

HOSPITAL AND DISABILITY PAMMM, SERVE IMPaWW SOCIETAL PURPOSES.

THESE BENEFITS SPPLENT SOCIAL S3CJRTY AND FARE PAYM , RMIEV-

ING THE BIRDI ON THESE PUBLIC SYSTEM TO A SIGNIFICANT DT EE. IN

AMMDITON, A NL14M OF F l HAVE TRADITIONUALY WORKED TO RESTICT THE

GRMOF SAVINGS. "ISTll EPW1 CREDIT, ADVM7PSING, PEIOIDIIC HIGHI

LEVELS OF TAX RATS AND INFLATION HAVE ENCOURAGED E~fl (NFi

GOODS - THAN ACUMLAION OF SAV FOR RE i KT. BEIT PLAN

WITHIN aGANIZA1IONS, SUCH AS THE TRAVELS, OFT D4IDWEES THE T'I'-

IVENESS AND EASE (F THE GROUP SAVINGS APA IN PI40IDING FINANCIAL

SECURITY FOR . FJm rsi9E, AS HEALTH CARE COSTS HAVE BEEN

SKYO T , THE PRIVATE SFI'OR HAS BEEN ACTIVELY WOOING TO KP E

COSTS AFFUMABLE FOR E E INVD. BUSINESSES HAVE BEEN

EOURGING GREATER D4PIOYEZ INVOCZW IN HOLDING COSTS DOW BY

INSTITMIV G PRELVE HEALTH PROAM AND REWIRNG PAYMENT OF

IN ADDITION, THE G P INSURANCE MCMNIS IS (F DI1ASUABLE VALUE

TO THE MANY DIMEE WHO, FO VARI(XS RMS(, MLD BE UNBLE 10
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OBTAIN INDIVIDUAL LIFE OR HEALTH POLICIES. THROUGH THE USE CF GROUP,

RATHER THAN INDIVIDUAL UNDE14RITING, THESE PEOPLE BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR

INSURANCE COVERAGE. IN THE EVENT OF A FINANCIAL LOS, THE EMPLOYEES

TURN TO THEIR FRINGE BEEFIT PLAN RATHER THAN TO THE GME/MENT FOR

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.

THE VAST MAJORITY OF EMPLOYERS DO NOT ABUSE THE EMPLOYEE BENEFIT

MECHANISM. IN ONLY A FEW INSTANCES HAVE EMPLOYERS UNFAIRLY USED THE TAX

LAMS TO BENEFIT ISELVES IN A DISPROPORTIONATE MANNER. CONGRESS CAN

EASILY REMEDY ANY IMPROPER PRACTICES WITHOUT DESTROYING TE MAJORITY CF

FAIR AND HEALTHY BENEFIT PROGRAMS.

UNFOMMTELY, IT APPEARS THAT SOME MEMBERS OF CaWGESS ARE LABOR-

ING UNDER THE MISCOCEPTION THAT BENEFIT PLANS ARE DESIGNED TO ADD TO

THE INCOMES OF THE RICH AND THEREFORE COST THE TREASURY SUBSTANTIAL

LOSSES OF REVENUE. HOWEVER, NOMhING COULD BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH.

GROUP HEALTH BENEFITS SUPPLY, IN GENERAL, THE SAME AUNT OF COVERAGE

FOR EMPLOYEES OF LOW, MIDDLE AND HIGH MM. IN FACT, CUR EXPERIENCE

AT THE TRAVELERS DEMONSTRATES THIS POINT. WER 27,000 OF CUR 30,000

EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATE IN THE TRAVELERS CM1TRIBtRYY GROUP LIFE AND

HEALTH PLAN. OF THESE 27,000 PLAN PARTICIPANTS, NEARLY 96% HAVE SAL-

7WES BETWEEN $10,000 AND $50,000. THESE MIDDLE AND 10M DECX4E

EMPLOYEES COMPRISE THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE PLAN'S BENEFICIARIES AND ARE

RECEIVING THE SAME BEITS AS THE SMALL PERCENTAGE OF EMLYEES WITH

HIGHER INCOMES. IT SEEMS CLEAR THAT REXCTION IN ETE AND USE CF

BENEFIT PLANS CAUSED BY CHANGES IN TAX LAM WOUID HAVE MORE OF AN

ADVERSE IMPACT CN L0WRN CCI4E EMPLOYEES THAN WN THOSE WITH HIGHER

INCOMES.

39-707 0 - 85 - 89
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THE TRAVEL[W BENEFITS PLANS ARE APPLIED EQUALLY AM BIT ALL

EMnaIYEES. LIKE THE GROUP TSURANCE PLAN, 96% CE THE EMPLYEES PARTICI-

PATING IN CUR RETIRME21 PLAN AND SAVINGS AND U PLAN HAVE

SALARIES BETW $10,000 AND $50,000. IN ORDER TO MAKE CERTAIN THAT OUR

RETIREES CAN MAINTAIN THEIR STANDARD OF LIVING, THE TRAVELERS RElIRMEW

PLAN CONTAINS A COST-C-LIVING ADUSISTMENT. EACH RETIREE WHO HAS BEEN

RETIRED FOR ONE CALENDAR YEAR WILL RECEIVE A COST-CE-LIVING ADJUSTMENT

TO AN ANNUAL MAXIMUM OF 3% BASED ON THE BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX. IN 1980 ALL OF CUR RETIREES RECEIVED AN EXTRA

BOCMIC ADflUSIRT OF 2% PER CAtENDAR YEAR OF RETIREMENT.

INSTIUTIING A TAX ON DLPM BENEFITS WOULD WOK SEVERE CCWSE-

OENCES ON ALL OF THE PARTIES INVOLVED. FIRST, s ZWfERS ARE NOW ABLE

TO PUIHE tSRNCE COVERAGE AT BETTER RATES THAN EMPLOYES CWLW BY

ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS. THIS FACTOR, ALONG WITH THE TAX INCENTIVES

R-LFXIDX BY EXISTING LAMS, AlLW EMPOYERS TO PRIDE BiEFITS AT

PRICES EMPLOYEES CAN AFFORD. INCREASING THE COST CE BENEFITS THROUGH

CHAN IN THE TAX LAW WOLD PROHIBIT EMPLOYERS FRam CCNTINUING TO

PROVIDE THE SAME LEVEL OF PROOTTICN. SECOND, MAKING FRIN E B EFITS

TAXABLE In E TO DWLfEE WJJ RM4WENT A HAMDSHIP FOR THE, PARTIC-

ULARLY THOSE IN MIDDLE AND IAMR INCOME BRAKES. THOSE EMPLOYEES WIO

CHOOSE TO STAY IN THE GROUP PLAN WOULD FACE HIGHER INSURANCE COSTS DUE

TO THE TAXATION OF THEIR BENEFITS. IN ADDITION, EMPLOYEES RDLAINING IN

THE PLAN WOUD EVENTUALLY FACE HIGHER COSTS IN THE FOR OF RISING

PREKIlS AND DECTIBLES AS THE GROUP INSURANCE PLAN IS WEAKENED BY

ADVERSE SELECTION. ADVERSE SELECTION CULD RESULT AS HEALTHY EMPLOYEES

UNABLE TO MEET THEIR RISING INSURANCE EX?4M DROP OUT OF THE PLAN.
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THOSE EMPL fE WHO DO LEAVE THE GROUP PLAN WOULD FIND PRICES FOR

INDIVIDUAL POLICIES EVEN tbKE PROHIBITIVE THAN THEIR EMPLOYEE PLANS DUE

TO THE LACK CF GROUP UNDERWRITING ADVAES. FUR EXAMPLE, TRAVELERS

COST PER EMPLOYEE FCR ALL BEFITS DURING 1983 WAS $8,476. IF AN

E4PLOM TRIED TO PURCHASE THIS CMEMM ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS, THE

COST WOULD BE SUBSTANTIALLY HIGHER SINCE THE ECONOMIES CF GROUP RATES

WXD BE LOST. FINALLY, THE GOVEEi4E WILD BE PRESS TO INCREASE

ITS RESPCNIBI= TO PRIDE ASSISTANCE THROU( PUBLIC PROGRAMS.

EMPLOYEES WHO DROP THEIR GROUP COVERAGE BECAUSE OF PROHIBITIVE COSTS OR

BECAUSE THEY ARE HEALTHY AND DECIDE TO TAKE THE RISK THAT THEY WILL

REMAIN HEALTHY COUID BECOME PUBLIC CHARGES. THE PRESSURES OF ADDITIONAL

PEOPLE REQUIRING PUBLIC ASSISTANCE WJLD BE AN EXTRAClRDINARY BURDEN CN

THE GOVEME IT. THE CONSEQUENCES OF THESE WELFARE PRESSURES (W THE

GWMMU COULD BE DISAMTOM, PARTICULARLY IN THE FACE CF FEDERAL AND

STATE BUDGET DEFICITS AND THE FISCAL DIFFICULTIES PLAGUING MEDICARE,

MEDICAID AND SOCIAL SECURITY. AT A TIME WHEN FEDERAL FUNDS ARE NOJIN

AAY FROM SUPPORTING BENEFITS, IT DOES NOT MAKE SENSE TO DISCOURAE

RELIEF CN PRIVATE SEKOR BENEFIT PLANS. INSTEAD, EFEW MUST BE

CX2C 'RA.TW ON INCENTIVES TO ENOURAGE PRIVATE PLANS TO DEVELOP AND

COVER AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE.

THIS DISTINGUISHED SJlCOMMITTEE HAS BEEN PRESENTED WITH THE COMPLEX

TASK OF RESOLVING A SERIOUS FEDERAL DEFICIT PROLEM. IT IS OUR FIRM

BELIEF THAT TAXING EMPLOYEE BENEFITS WULD NOT RESOLVE THIS PRLEM BUT

WOULD CNLY CREATE NEW ONES. THE REPEFCUSSICNS CF TAXIN BENEFM W

BE SO WIDE SPREAD THAT THE ISSUE DESERVES INTENSE REVIEW OVER AN

EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME RATHER THAN EERIMENTL (UICK-FIX APP ES.
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ONLY IN THIS MY WIL A NATIONAL POLICY BE DEVEWPED TO OCTNUE TO

PROVIDE SHORT AND LQE TERM EOMIC SECURITY TO EMDYEES AND THEIR

FAMIIJ. WILETHE SYSTEM DOlES CWlAIN SOME GAPS IN COVERAGE, IT CAN

BE FIND-TUNED WITH MINOR ADJUSDUI. WE BELIEVE THAT THE EXTENT cF THE

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAW IN THE UNITED STATES IS A NATION AL RESOURCE IICH

SHOD BE URIUM AND IMPROVE, I14CUJING QWX RESULTING FROM% A

cm E RVI5N E mXISTI LAWS. IT W=D BE DUMNATE, TO SAY THE

LAS, IF A FAIR, TKIVE AND EFFICIE T SYST OF PROVIDING BNE'ITS

FCR MILLITS OF PELE WE TO BE ABRUPMY DIS1.I=4A D.
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bijTRIAD ENERGY CORPORATION

July 26, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Triad Energy Corporation would like to have enclosed statement (5 copies
attached) included into the printed record of the hearings on Employee
Fringe Benefits to be held on July 26, 27 and 30, 1984 by the Senate
Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.

Very truly yours,

S. K. Bradshaw
President
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STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

Hearing dates: July 26, 27, and 30, 1984

Subject: Taxation of Employee Benefits

Triad Energy Corporation furnishes to its employees a complete Employee

Benefit Program at no cost to the employee and, therefore, would not

want the present tax exempt status on employee benefits to be changed.

Our Benefit Program is non-discriminatory. All employees have the same

benefits under our medical, dental and disability programs regardless of

their salary, sex or age.

We also provide a Thrift Plan for our employees under which they may

contribute 2%, 4% or 6% of their salary to the Plan. Triad will match

$.50 for each $1.00 contributed by the employee under this Plan.

If the tax laws were changed and Triad was no longer able to provide

these benefits, we think it would cause unnecessary hardships on our

employees. Our employees would be forced to provide for their own

medical, dental and disability coverage which in today's health care

market would cost approximately $300 a month for family coverage and

sixteen of our eighteen employees have family coverage.

Triad believes our Employee Benefit Program enables us to provide our

employees and their families with the assurance that they will have

economic security during an illness or if they are disabled. Also, our

Thrift Plan will provide economic security for them when they retire.
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Triad has developed an effective and efficient Employee Benefit

Program which covers the needs of its employees. It is far superior to

any government program which would replace it. It should not be

systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax revenues. Employee

needs are present and must be provided for. If private enterprise, such

as Triad, is nut encouraged to meet employee needs, government must.

And we believe the ultimate price to our nation will be greater.

S. K. Bradshaw, President
Triad Energy Corporation
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THE TRINITY -BAPIST CHURCH

DR. BUCKNER FANNING

W. w. FORT4ER
wr~ey Mflsyv ~. ~. j jgus Adminticior

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Build., Room SD-219
Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: HEARING DATES JULY 26, 27, & 30, 1984
TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The purpose of this letter is in order to be heard and to

become a part of the written record in support of leaving employee

benefits out of the taxation structure. For over 50 full-time

employees Trinity Baptist Church furnishes a benefit program which
includes all levels of personnel. It is not restricted principally

to the higher paid people. The benefits ave not restricted to

men only.

Our employees would suffer considerable economic impact if

employer-sponsored benefits did not exist or were taken away.

I believe that employee benefits are essential to the overall

economic security of our workers and their dependents.

The program which we have as an employer which is offered to

all full time employees are as follows:

1. Major medical benefits which are carried through a

private company and which are available both to the

employee and their dependents. To encourage the
insurance of the total family, we the employer have

for over 15 years paid the full premium for the employee.

2. As an employer, we also furnish for our employees a

life insurance program which they pay half of the
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premium and the employer pays the remainder.

3. Also, we as the employer insure, through a private

insurance company, our employees for long term

disability benefits.

4. Rather than having a pension plan, we through a

denominational annuity plan, have set up an annuity

program. Employees are required to pay a percentage

of their income after a stated period of employment

into the annuity program and the employer matches

this with a like percentage. This full amount is

vested for the employee after five years employment.

It is their responsibility and full option to determine

usage and how to receive it at retirement age.

It is my opinion that private enterprise and a number of denomi-

nations have built an effective and efficient arrangement covering

the needs of enployecs through an employee benefit system. This

system, in my view, is far superior to any that a government program

could plaa or design as a replacement for it. This system of

employee benefits should not be systematically dismantled in the

name of a greater tax revenue. The employee needs are very real

and they must be met by a cooperative effort between the employee

and the employer. If private enterprise is not continually encouraged

to meet the needs of an employee, government will find itself doing

so. We believe the ultimate price to our nation will be far greater

if government tries to meet the needs than through encouraging

private enterprise in this matter of employee benefits.

Thank you for adding this to your file.

Most sincerely,
1

J. W. l'ortner

JWF/ls
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TRUST FUND COMPUTER
632 W GRAND AVENUE

OAKLAND. CALIFORNIA 941R12
(415) 465-1712 - (213) 681 3282

July 24, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 5D-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Fringe Benefit Taxation
Hearing fatps July 26, 27 and 30 of 1984

As a contributing employer to a multiemployer Health and Welfare Trust,
I would very much appreciate the Committee's consideration of my opinions
with regard to taxation of fringe benefits.

1) to take away or substantially reduce existing tax incentives
would of necessity oblige this corporation to discontinue
participation in any plan of fringe benefits for our employees.

the financial impact to this Corporation would be devastating----
it is safe to assume that a like adverse effect would be
imposed upon tens of thousands of other small and medium size
corporations.

2) equally, if not more devastating, would be the hardships
placed upon millions of workers who with after-tax dollars
will be forced to seek and to medically qualify for Individual
policies of insurance.

It appears to me that the proponents for the removal/restrictions of
fringebenefit tax incentives have been "blinded" by $$$ signs and have
not completely examined the dire consequences their proposals would
wreak upon the populace and the economy.

Yours truly,

Daniel F. Sheehan

President

DFS:fs
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TWIN CITY ADMINISTRATORS. INC.
SUITE 915

PARK PLACE WEST OFFICE CENTER
6465 WAYZATA BOULEVARD

ST. LOUIS PARK, MINNESOTA 55426
(612) 545-1101

August 3, 1984

Roderick DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. DeArment,

This letter is in reference to the finance subcomittee on taxation and debt
management who have set hearings on fringe benefits.

I would just like to taKe a minute to share with you my exposure to the pri-
vate employee benefit network that I have interacted with both from a personnel
executive working for a large corporation, and as a private business man own-
ing and operating a third party administrative firm. Basically it has been
my experience that the offering of fringe benefits through the private sector
has at times been subject to inflationary increases and confusing industrial
adjustments due to state and federal regulation, however it represents the
most feasible method of offering employee benefits available today. When you
'onsider the cost of social security and the cost of implementing ERISA one
could well imagine what a publicly offered employee ber-fit program might cost.
In addition with the wide variety of state and federal regulations that have
inundated the private sector fringe benefit programs over the past tqn years
it is hard to believe that governmental bodies and agencies continue to consi-
der further ways of restricting and taxing very heavily needed and mandatory
offering such as employee benefits.

Employees today generally have a selection of private sector benefits and
often time public programs such as HMOs. A vast majority still interact with
the private sector and receive millions of dollars of benefits annually through
the insurance and self insured programs offered throughout this nation. The
cost of provider services has increased over the years substantially, however
with fewer regulatory requirements on these programs the impact would have been
substantially less.

For our congress to consider further restriction or burdens in this area maybe
catastrophic. Without the private sector interaction the potential cost of
offering these benefits through the public sector could be catastrophic.
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I strongly urge you through this letter and whatever action I might take to
assist you decide now and hopefully forever that the employee fringe benefit
program offered through the private sec.or of our economy is the best alter-
native available not only to those benefiting through payment of their pro-
viders, but our tax payers. To further emphasize my concern in this area I
have forwarede this letter to our senators in Minnesota and through this ef-
fort am urging their attendance to the hearings which will be held on July
26, 27, & 30, which will include testimony from our professional association,
SPBA.

If you or any of your staff would like to personally contact -m for further
clarification of my letter please feel free to do that at your convenience.

Very truly yours,

Edward D. Bates
President

EDB/dmd
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UNIFOUR BU81NESS/MEDICAL COALITION. INC.

P. 0. Box 384
""Id,erN.C. Imos
Tel. (?04) 334-916

August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Consel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArmeni,

The Unifour Business/Medical Coalition is a non-profit organiza-

tion whose members include 48 of the major employers in this four

county area of western North Carolina. The counties included are

Alexander, Burke, Caldwell and Catawba. Our purpose Is to assist

our members to control their health care expenditures. My com-

ments relate to the hearings on a taxation of employee benefits

held between July 26 and 30, 1984.

In my ro!e as the Coalition Director I have had the opportunity to

discuss health care benefits with each of our members. I believe

that the existing tax incentives do provide some encouragement for

employers to include health care insurance as a fringe benefit.
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The results of an assessment of the health care insurance plans of

our members indicates that these benefits are essential to the

economic health of the employees of our members. I found that the

health care plans were offered equally to all employees of our

member companies. I did not see a different plan for executives,

women or minorities. Many employees would not have coverage, were

it not for the employer. As seen in the example of Medicare/Medi-

caid the dollar cost to society for governement to provide health

care services will substantially exceed that of business providing

the same coverage.

While financing our health care system is costly, the removal of

the existing tax incentives will possibly shift the dollars from

the employer to the employee. Because the employee may not be

willing to "buy" health care Insurance, the federal government

will become more involved in providing health care services. Our

system needs help, but not in the form of government. Business is

aware and concerned about these dollars and is working to solve

the issues related to providing quality health care coverage as

part of the fringe benefit package.

Thank you for allowing me to comment.

Yours rul y,

Charles N. Burg,
Executive Director
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Submitted as Part of the
Record of the Hearing on Employee
Fringe Benefits held on July 26,

27, and 30 by the United States
Finance Committee, Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management

By: David L. Thomas
United Carolina Bank

This statement is intended to address some serious concerns that
existf fn- my mind concerning the elimination of the tax incentives
which are one of the supports of the private employee benefit plan
system (hereinafter referred to as "the system"). The information I
have received indicates the committee believes that one or more of the
following circumstances exists:

1. The system serves no useful social or economic
purpose.

2. The system primarily benefits highly paid

employees.

3. The system would survive absent tax incentives.

4. The system should be eliminated in favor of
IRAs and IRA type vehicles.

5. The system could be eliminated without any
adverse impact on the Social Security
System.

6. The system has no "grass roots" support.

I would like to address each of these points and respectfully
point-out why I think the committee is misinformed on them.

The private employee benefit plan system does serve a useful
social and economic purpose. There are millions of Americans who are
retired to date whose livelihood comes from funds provided by private
employee benefit plans. These payments to retirees are used by them
for their support and their expenditures are reinvested into the
economy for goods and services. Those funds keep the retirees from
depending on federal or state funded welfare and benefit funds. The
funds in the employee benefit plans are invested in all type of
investments. The equity investments that are made by the plans help
support the stock market; it helps give corporations a source from
which to raise equity and debt capital; it provides funds for insures
of debt obligations such as the Federal Government; it invests funds
in commercial and residential mortgages giving support to the
construction and housing industry; it provides avenues for developing
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new and innovative financing for corporation which could not be sold
to a fund that had income tax consequences, i.e. zero coupon bonds.

The system does not benefit the "highly paid employees".
Congress passed a law called the Employee Retirement Income Securities
Act (ERISA) of 1974 which totally reformed the private employee
benefit system and was designed to eliminate abuses. That law,
because of its enormous complexity, caused a reduction in private
plans. The employer for which I work has a pension plan which
requires no contribution on behalf of the employee. Of the 1500
employees who work, 1300 are covered under the plan. I dare say that
this covers more than the "highly paid employee" of the organization.
In fact, ERISA prohibits covering just the "highly paid employees".

The statement that the system would survive without the tax
incentives is dubious and highly questionable. Clearly, the system
might not be completely eliminated. However, elimination of the tax
incentives would hve-a severe impact n? a corporation willingness too
fund it, employees willingness to make contributions to it and the
social and economic support it would give at retirement. A greater
dependency would exist on self-accumulation outside the plan and
government funded programs.

If the system were eliminated in favor of IRAs and IRA type
vehicles it is unclear as to whether the committee would propose to
eliminate the tax incentives from those plans and/or whether the
limits would remain the same. Clearly a major incentive of creating
an IRA is the tax incentive that exists for them. If the tax
incentives were eliminated, an individual would have no reason to make
contributions to an IRA. They would disappear as a retirement medium.
If the tax incentives remained and the limits remained the same or
were increased, I don't believe the increase in usage would be the
same. In the majority of employee benefit plans the contribution is
made by the employer not the employee. If the employee were left to
make his own contribution, the funds in the plans would severely
diminish. Therefore, the funds available at retirement would be less
and an adverse social and economic impact would occur.

I do not see the relationship bedeen the social security system
and the private employee benefit system. Plans, unless they are
integrated with social security, don't have a relationship with social
security. The integration or non-integration with social security
doesn't increase or decrease the social security payment at all. The
impact of the elimination of the system would be on other federal and
state welfare benefit plans because there would be less funds
available at retirement.

There are millions of "middle-age" Americans, who truly feel
that they will never receive any payments from the Social Security
System. They view it to be so actuarially unsound that it cannot
support them at retirement. The private employee benefit system is
the only mechanism by which they feel they will be able to retire and
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survive with their own resources. To eliminate this only retirement
vehicle they have for such capricious and unreasonable reasons as
outlined above would generate a "grass roots" voter rebellion
unparalled . I think support for the private employee benefit plan
system is based in and supported by the people.

In summation, I believe that to eliminate the system would be to
impose injustice to those who participate in it and have severe
economic impact on the participants and retirees. It would also have
an economic impact on the investor community and economy as a whole.
If the committee was to do anything, it should enhance the rules so
as to make it easier for more employers to create private plans for
their employees, to help them build a private retirement program and
share in the profits the employees help create.

39-707 0 - 85 - 90
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UNITED CONSTRUCTION WORKERS
Local No. 84

Aftfll&ithblen CHRISTIAN LABOR ASSOCIATION, U.S.A. All Trades ROM

413 LAKWAD DRIVER M.L
PHONZ 012/23.474 - P.O0. BOX 738

WUA". UINNZOOTA U201-0738

Rode.'tak A. DeA~ment, E4q.
Ch.e6 Couwet
Committee on Finance
Room SD -219
PDjkk~en Senate 06j.ce &z.Ztcing
WaO ington, D.C. 7050

DeMl SiA:

Enetoud pteae 6ind the written 6tatemenU od thAee o6 out FAi.ne
Senedit PltogltJm, the CLA Heatti and Wetdae Fund 84C, the CLA Heatth
and Wet~aAe tenWt Ptan and the Unit d Con6tAuction Qoleu, Locat 084 PenAion
Ptan, Zn connection with the hea i.M 06 - om ttee on Taxation and
Debt Managemnent .6cheduted 6oft Juig 26,2 and 0, 1954 on the i~uue og 6dtinge
benefit. 7

5CLA mona Repreentative

Encto~muw e4

CL.A. EM
led
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STATEMENT OF CLA HEALTH AND WELFARE FUND 84C
IN CONNECTION WITH'THE HEARINGS

OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT
MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

The Trustees of the CLA Health and Welfare Fund 84C believe that it is

important to meet the basic needs of our employees for financial security.

Accordingly, the following benefit package is offered to all insured employees

through the fund: We provide full family coverage for all members wishing

to participate in the program and contributions for these benefits are paid

for in the form of a fringe benefit by the employers. This same coverage is

extended to all employees whether they are a beginning Apprentice making

minimal wages through the experienced Jounryeman making maximum wages and fringe

benefits. The benefits provided under our Health and Welfare Plan are as follows:

A life insurance policy for each employee of $10,000, for said employees spouse

$2,000 and for each dependent child $1,000. Hospital benefits that are provided

for Inpatient: daily room and board is paid in full for a semi-private room.

Intensive care is also paid in full for a semi-private room to a maximum of

70 days. All other eligible charges are paid in full excluding television and

phone charges. The maximum paid for ambulance is $66. Outpatient benefits that

are paid in full are minor surgery and emergency treatment within 48 hours of

an accident. In-clinic charges are handled as follows: minor surgery is paid

in full and emergency treatment within 48 hours of an accident is paid in full.

Maternity benefits are paid as follows: semi-private room is paid in full

and hospital miscellaneous charges for both the mother and the baby are paid in

full. All pre-natal care in the clinic is subject to the deductible. X-ray and

lab charge. in the clinic are paid in full and the first $220 charged for the

delivery fee is paid in full and the unpaid balance is subject to the deductible.

If a C-section is involved, the benefits are higher. A sterilization benefit

is included with a maximum of $200. In-hospital doctor visits are paid at the
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rate of $9.00 for one visit per day. Outpatient x-ray and lab work is paid in

full. The major medical benefit has a $100 deductible per person per year

to a maximum of S300 per year for any family. Any charges beyond the $100

deductible are picked up at 80X by the health and welfare fund to a maximum

of $250,000. This is merely a summary of the health protection plan provided

for Local 184 membership and all benefit plans are strictly governed by the

master plan document.

The collective bargaining agreement under which the welfare fund operates

provides benefits rather than additional cash wages. Benefits are considered

to be essential to the economic welfare of our insured employees. As Trustees

of a welfare fund, we are in a position to provide insurance coverage at a

better rate than could the contributing employers on an individual basis.

This factor added to the tax incentives provided by existing law allow us to

provide valuable benefits at a price we and the contributing employers can

afford. Increasing the cost of benefits through changes in the tax law will

mean that the same level of protection in the future may not be provided in

the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising health care

costs. Since these costs are reflected in the premium we must pay and, in

turn collect from the contributing employers, we are vitally interested in

cost containment. The Health and Welfare Trustees are continually striving

to keep premium costs at a minimum and have, therefore, developed this program

that is currently self-insured which has proven to be a very successful program

to the benefit of both employer and employee.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt

Management has provided to make known our views on the importance of employee

benefits. We believe that encouraging employers and unions to provide these

benefits is consistent with the social policy of our nation and merits
continuance of the Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide incentives

to employers and employees to commit their dollars to this purpose.
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United Technologies Building
Hartford, Connecticut 06101UTECHNOOIES

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Senate Finance Committee Frinqe Benefit Hearings

Dear Mr. DeArment:

We are pleased to have the opportunity to submit written
testimony for the July 26, 27 and 30 Fringe Benefits hearings.

United Technologies Corporation sponsors 50 pension plans in
the United States which cover over 100,000 employees and

40,000 retired members. The trust fund for these plans has
grown to $3.5 billion and provides annual benefit payments of

$160 million.

UTC also sponsors a number of savings plans for our employees.

Assets of these plans have grown rapidly since inception six

years ago. At the beginning of 1984 assets exceeded $500

million.

We maintain major programs of life insurance, medical, dental

and disability coverage for our employees. Each year these

programs provide substantial financial help to our employees.

Our plans pay claims of over $300 million each year.
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UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

Following minimal eligibility requirements, these programs are

provided to our employees on a nondiscriminatory basis. For

the most part the company pays the entire cost of the program.

We believe there are several positive considerations for

maintaining the present system of privately-sponsored employee

benefit plans:

o The sponsoring company is best able to design

benefit plans which will attract, retain and

motivate employees for the company's particular

business and location.

o Without the substantial benefits commitment of UTC

and the vast majority of other companies across

the country, the financial security of U.S.

workers would be severely impaired.

" The Federal and State governments cannot be

expected to replace the existing financial

security in any way approaching the current

efficiency of private industry.

o Benefit programs such as those sponsored by UTC

are long-term in nature and would not be

successful if they were designed and administered

in an environment of Washington politics.
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UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

o The current system of deferring taxes on company
contributions and investment income of retirement
plans until retirement is a positive and

appropriate way to maintain the health and
encourage the growth of private employee benefit

plans.

In conclusion, we believe that privately-sponsored employee
benefit programs are an essential part of the free enterprise
system. Employee benefit plans do not absorb any federal
funding and need only to maintain their current tax status.
We would greatly appreciate a period of time with no new
federal legislation regarding benefit plans so that we might
avoid the need to amend our plans annually and be able to
concentrate on more efficiently and effectively administering

our employee benefit programs.

Again, thank you for hearing our concerns and recommendations.

I will be happy to further discuss the subject with you at
your convenience.

Keith. Goodell

Mana' r -
Actuarial Services

KJG: cd
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Ronald T. Osten
Manager
1, )rporate Service Group
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July 26, 1984

The Honorable Robert Dole
Senate Hart Building
Room 141
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Dole:

I am writing to you in your capacity as a member of
the Subcommittee on taxation and Debt Management.
You are currently conducting hearings on tax policy
issues surrounding fringe benefits. As a former
trust banker who finds himself in a privately owned
business environment, I understand that the most
important ingredient to continue our country's
economic revival is the deminishment of the large
government deficits we currently experience and
which are forecast to increase. The responsibility
for the health and welfare of 2200 employees is
important to me. I have watched our company health
care costs rise to an estimated one million dollars
this year. Over the last forty years, employers in
the country have been responsible for a tremendous
increase in the personal security enjoyed by
American workers and their dependents. Voluntarily
created, employer-sponsored life, health and
disability insurance, pension plans and other
benefits cover the vast majority of employees.
These programs have been encouraged by favorable
federal tax treatment and have in turn saved the
federal government substantial sums which would
otherwise have been necessary to fund and operate
government welfare programs.

A number of proposals to reduce the favorable tax
treatment of employee benefits were considered in
the recent tax conference or are on the horizon.
They cover a wide range of tax preferences,
including, for example, restrictions on Voluntary
Employee Benefit Associations and cafeteria plans;
a cap on the exclusion of employee contributions
to group health insurance plans in particular or on
all employer-sponsored benefits in general;
taxation of employer-funded educational assistance;
imposition of the Social Security tax onall
non-retirement benefit plans; more restrictive
limits on pension benefits; prohibition of IRA
deposits for employees who are vested in their
employer's pension plan; and a variety of flat tax
proposals that would eliminate the exclusion of
benefits from employee income.
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Employee benefit plans are the most efficient and
cost-effective way the market has devised for delivering
economic security to employees. Pension, life-insurance,
disability and health plans benefit employees at all wage and
salary levels, not just the highly compensated top executives.
Preferential tax treatment for those plans has encouraged

their growth and is a wise investment in the future economic
security of the nation. If tax policy ceased to encourage
employee benefits, additional strain would inevitably be
placed on public institutions and -programs ranging from
community hospitals through the Social Security retirement and
disability income system. Congressional tax policy should
continue to foster employee benefits, not regard them as
simply an untapped source of revenue.

The bottom line is simple and logical, the quest for a cure
for the budget deficit is admirable but the consequences of
this experiment could likely be "pneumonic" and end up costing
the government, business and the employee more in the long
run. I watched many businesses curtail or fold their pension
plans after ERISA was enacted and prefer not to witness a
repetition of this action relative to these fringe benefits
being examined as a possible source of revenue.

As a longtime active republican, financially supportive and
active in 19 political campaigns as a worker, this is the
first letter I've written to state my concern. I thank you
for your consideration.

Respectfully,

Ronald T. Ostan

RTO/rsj
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STATEMENT OF VAN KAMPEN MERRITT INC. IN CONNECTION WITH HEARINGS
OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT

MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS
JULY 26, 27, and 30, 1984

We at Van Kampen Merritt Inc. believe that it is our responsibility as

employers to meet the basic needs of our employees for financial security.

Accorditigly, we provide an excellent benefit package to all of our employees

(See attached summary). These benefits are provided to all 185 full-time

employees at no cost to them. Our 185 employees include 93 women and

minorities and 140 are non-management employees.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash wages

because we consider the be~iefits to be essential to the economic welfare

of our employees. We are in a position to purchase insurance coverage at a

better rate than could our employees on an individual basis. This factor

added to the tax incentives provided by existing law allow us to provide

valuable benefits through changes in the tax law will mean that we w.ll not

be able to provide the same level of protection in the future.

We are well aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising health

care costs. Since these costs are reflected in the premium we pay, we are

vitally interested in cost containment. We have instituted an education

program called "Taking Care" that is designed to improve the health of our

employees and produce a more cost conscious consumer of heath care services.

We are constantly studying this problem and evaluating proposed solutions.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt

Management has provided to make known our views on the importance of employee

benefits. We believe that encouraging employers to provide these benefits is

consistent with the social policy of our nation and merits continuance of the

Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide incentives to employers and

employees to commit their dollars to this purpose.



S1*MRY OF BENFITS

I. LIFE URC; AIDWTAL DEATH AND
DI14MENBUM INSJRACE; ON TERM
DISABILITY INJRANCE FoR YOU ONLY.

A. Life Insurance
1. Amount of Insurance - 2 times your basic

annual salary or wage with a minmim
amount of $10,000 and a maximun amfmt of$200,000.

2. An additional 5 times your basic annual
salary or wage with a maximum of $500,000
without a medical exam.

B. Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance

1. Benefit Amount - equal to amount of your
Life Insurance.

C. Changes in Amoumts of Insurance

1. Change in amounts of insurance due to
change in your salary or wage will be-
-1e effective on the 1st day of the moth
following the date your salary or wage ischanged except that -
a. If you are away from work due to dis-

ability on the date an increase inamounts of insurance would become
effective, it will be postponed umtil
you return to active full-time work..

b. No increase in Benefit Amount of Acci-
dental Death and Disntenent Insur-
ance will increase the amount to be
paid for injuries sustained in an acci-
which occurred before date of increase.

c. No decrease in amout of Life Insurance
or Benefit Amount of Accidental Death
and Di .=a- nt Insurance will be
made if your salary or wage decreases.

D. Reduction in Amount of Life Insurance andDismembermnt Insurance

1. Your Life Insurance and Accidental Death
and Dismemberment Insurance will be re-
duced on your 65th birthday to 65% of theamount you had on the day before age 65.

E. ng Term Disability Insurance

1. Goes into effect after 90 days of ab-
senoe from the job for the sam illnessor injury.

2. Maximum Benefit - 60% of salary with amaximum of $10,000 per month.
II. HEALTH I/U NE FOR YOU AND EACI OF YOUR D -DENTS.

)WOunt
A. Hospital Expense Benefits

1. Rom and Board per day
a. Private Acummdatiiua - Hospital's

regular semi-private rate
b. All other aoxxr!xmdatIcns - Full A.

2. Maximum benefit period - 120 days-
3. Mise Fees Full Amunt
4o Out Patient Expense Full vmunt

B. kmulatorv Surgical Center
Expense Benefits

C. Surgical Procures Exp)ens
Benefits

D. Radiation Therapy Expens
Benefits

Full Amount

Beascnable

charge

n-ascihable
Charge

I.

0~



E. Benefits for Expense of
Physician's Hospital visits

1. Maximum benefit Period - 120 days

F. Diagnostic Prooedures Expense
Benefits

G. Supplemental Accident Expense
Benefits

Amount

Reasonable
Charge

Reasonable

Charge

$500

H. Dental Care Expense Bfits

1. Non-Crthodontic
a. Applicable Percentage
i. as to covered dental charges for diag-

nostic oral examinations, cleaning and
scaling of teeth, x-rays, fluoride
applications, space maintainers and
emergency treatments for relief of
dental pain - 100%

ii. as to covered dental charges for
crowns, fixed bridgework, inlays
gold fillings, and full or partial
dentures, other than charges incurred
for repairs or additions to existing
dentures - 50%

1il. as to all other covered dental charges
- 85%

b. Cash Deductable
i. as to covered dental charges for diag-

nostic oral examinations, cleaning and
scaling of teeth, x-rays, fluoride
applications, space maintainers and
emergency treatment for relief ofdental pain - noe

ii. applicable to all other covered dental
charges - $50

c. Maximum Amunt per calendar year - $1,000

I. (thodontics
a. liable Percetage - 50%
b. Deductible Amount - $50
c. Maximmn Aount per lifetime - $1,000

J. Major Medical Expense Benefits
1. Cash Deductible -

a. per person - $100
b. per family - $300

Maximum
Amount

Eftlimited

The above benefits will be modified when you
become a Retired Emploee as described in theprovision captioned "Benefits for Retired
Ermployees- and will be further modified when
you or your Dependent become a Person Eligible
under Medicare as described in the "M~ditigal
Provision as a Consequence of edicarem.

IMPOR!MAN NOTICE ABOUT MEDICARE FROM YOUR EMPLOYER

This Plan does not provide benefits for expenses
for which coverage is or could have been available
under Medicare. Benefits that are or could have
been available uzder Medicare will be deducted
front the amounts payable under the Plan for any
Employee or Dependent who is eligible under
Medicare, regardless of whether that person has
enrolled for Medicare.
Failure of any covered family member to enroll forboth Medicare Parts A and B will result in a sub-
stantial increase in the expenses not covered by
the Plan. 7hese unoered expenses culd be large
amounts of money.
See the Medicare provision for what happens when
you or your Dependent becomes eligible forMedicare.



V. SICK LEAVE

A. During the first froar years vacation is
earned at the rate of one day for every
24 days worked. (2 weeks)

B. During the fifth through ninth years
vacatiA is earned at the rate of one
day for every 16 days woked. (3 weeks)

C. After the ninth year vacation is earned
at the rate of aie day for every 12
days worked. (4 weeks)

D. Assistant Vice Presidents will receive
three weeks vacation mtil the end of
their ninth year hen theymome to
four wmeks.

E. Vice Presidm ts and above will receive
four meks.

F. Neo w empyees nust work six Eamths to
beam eligible to use vacation days.

G. Vacation days must be used during the
caleidar year earned or forfeited
unless mamagment decisions require
a carry-over into the next year.

H. Vacat ons of more than tw omeks at am
tine require approval of the depart-
ment head.

A. employees are al inwd 10 sick day per
calendar year.

B. Sidc days may accmmlt to a uwd"u of
90.

IV. VACNI
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VAN KAMPEN MERRITT INC.
PROFIT SHARING PLAN SUMMARY

I. All employees will-be considered "participants" and be 100% vested
after meeting the eligibility requirements listed below.

A. Employees hired on or after December 1, 1983 become participants
as of the first day of the calendar month coincidental with or
next following the completion of a 12 month period during which
he has at least 1000 hours of employment.

B. Employee's hired on or before November 30, 1983 shall be
participants in the plan as of the first November 30, December 1
or June 1 following a 3 month period of employment.

II. A company contribution, as determined by the Board of Directors, will
be made to each "participant's" account at the end of the plan year.
The contribution will be in proportion to salary earned.

III. "Participant" contributions

A. Salary conversion 401(K) Pre-tax contributions: A "participant"
may elect to have his salary reduced by any whole dollar amount
per pay period (minimum $10) and direct that his employer
contribute such amounts to the profit sharing plan on his behalf.

1. The contributions will not be subject to federal or state
taxes (except In Alabama, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania) but
will be subject to Social Security taxes starting in 1984.

a. Residents of Pennsylvania 401(K) contributions
i. pay state tax of 2.452 of gross salary
ii. Philadelphia residents pay an additional city tax

of 4.96Z of gross salary
iii. Non-residents of Philadelph'ia pay an additional

city tax of 4.3125% of gross salary

b. Residents of New Jersey 401(K) contributions
i. pay state tax of 22 of gross salary under $20,000

2.5% of gross salary over $20,000
3.52 of gross salary over $50,000

ii. pay an additional non-resident Philadelphia city
tax of 4.31252 of gross salary (may take a tax
credit for the same amount on New Jersey tax
return)

2. There are limitations on the amount employees can defer
(limits listed belOv are totals of company contribution plus
salary conversion contributions)

a. Not more than 252 of salary in any plan year
b. Not more than $30,000 in any plan year
c. The average percentage of pay deferred by the top one-

third compensated employees is limited based on a
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formula relating to the average percentage of pay
deferred by the bottom two-thirds.

B. Voluntary, after tax, contributions: Employees may elect to ake
voluntary contributions to the plan through payroll deductions or
by lump sum payments. The rules for payroll deductions will be
the same as for 401(K) contributions. Total voluntary
contributions during the plan year may not exceed 6% of W-2 pay
earned during the plan year.

IV. The committee may provide for optional investment funds. Employees
will have the option at the end of each quarter to allocate their
accounts and future contributions samoung the optional funds.

V. Loans to participants may be approved by the committee up to the
smaller of the participant's vested account balance on the limits
permitted by law.

VI. Distributions shall normally be made within 9b days after the end of
the plan quarter in which the employee terminates employment, unless
the employee requests that the distribution be deferred to a later
date, but not more than five years after the accounting date following
termination of employment. Distributions prior to termination of
employment may be made from a participants after tax contribution
account, but the committee may limit such withdrawals to one in any
twelve month period.'
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V

COMMONWEALTH of VIRQINIA

X"Q CASTLES Department of Military Affairs
MAON OCIA farsPoCMttsI4MAM

7. ADJOTANY OGINAL A djaant General ' Qfi ,e
50i E. Franklin Street

September 26, 1984

Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
259 Senate Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. Chairman:

Application of IRS Ruling 83-3 will have an adverse affect
on r-cruiting and retention in the National Guard. This comes at
a time when our goverment is placing increased reliance on the
Guard and Reserve for national defense.

Discouraging the retention of those trained people we now
have in our force and the recruitment of those we need in it
makes no sense in this environment.

The estimated pay loss if IRS Ruling 83-3 iv applied is
shown at enclosure 1.

Letters from soldiers on AGR tour as well as trom
technicians who are not presently affected by this ruling are
attached.

Sincerely,

Enclosures " John G. Castles
Major General, VaARNG
The Adjutant General
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Enclosure #1

ESTIMATED PAY LOSS IF TAX DEDUCTIONS
ARE DISALLOWED

ANNUAL AVERAGE

NUMBER AFFECTED

2
4
8
5
2
1

6
0
2
2

4
10
73
71
72
24

3
1

DOLLAR VALUE LOST

$360
520
900
600
230
100

850
000
200
300

600
980

2,000
1 ,355
1,000

856
197

0

GRADE

0-06
0-05
0-04
0-03
0-02
0-01

W- 04
W-03
W-02
W-01

E-9
W-8
E-7
E-6
E-5
E-4
E-3
E-2

39-707 0 - 85 - 91
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September 26, 1984

Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
259 Senate Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As a technician and a member of the Virginia National Guard,
I would like to go on record as being against the bill taxing the
housing allowances on military members. I feel military
personnoi need all the incentives they presently have, and
possibly more if the can get them. Their job is not easy, and
the effectiveness of the job they do depends on their finiancial
well being, among other things.

If I was offered an AGR tour and a job with a civilian
employer in the same salary range, I'm sure I would think twice
about taking the AGR tour considering the tax on the housing
allowance and other allowances that may be taxed in the future.

Sincerely yours,

SP5 Patricia L. Hill
Technician, Military Pay Section
VaARNG
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September 26, 1984

Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
Senate Finance Committee
259 Senate Russell Building
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am opposed to the authorization bill IRS Ruling 83-3.
When I first applied for an Active Guard Reserve position, the
most appealing aspects were the benefits that the military
provided. By cutting down on the benefits you make the military
less appealing to my self and to others who may be interested in
joining.

If this bill were to be implemented it would cause me to
take a serious second look at my present military career. To
take away the tax exempt housing allowance would also be
detrimental to myself and my family. We have just purchased a
home and are relying on the little extras that being in the
military provide. Without these extras that we figured in when
purchasing our home, we could not have afforded to buy at this
time.

Being in the pay grade of E-4 is difficult enough in todays
day and age. But, if my monthly take home pay is cut and my
yearly taxable income is raised, I may be forced to look for
employment elsewhere.

In closing, I think that the passing of IRS Ruling 83-3
would have a negative impact on the Active Guard Reserve program.
I also believe that this bill could present future problems with
meeting strength requirements in both the active and reserve
components.

RICHARD R. CARBONNEAU
SP4, VaARNG
Personnel Information Specialist
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September 26, 1984

Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management

Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
259 Senate Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman

I, SP4 Brooks, a member of the VsARANG would like to express
my disagreement concerning the possiblity of applying Ruling 83-3
to military housing allowances. By taxing this previous
tax-exempt allowance you are creating more of a financial burden
on young servicemembers like myself who are trying to purchase a
home. During this era of high inflation and high interest rates
every little bit helps.

Another crucial concern is that you will be dampening the
moral of dedicated servicemembers, who put in long hard hours to
serve their country. I urged you for the sake of the VaARNG, my
fellow servicemembers and myself to please do not tax the
military housing allowance. Thank You!

In God We Trust,

/JAMES ORLANDO BROOKS
SP4, Mil Pay Clerk
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September 26, 1984

Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
259 Senate Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I have been requested to respond by correspondence to the
Internal Revenue Service Ruling 83-3. As A member of the Active
Guard/Reserve personnel of the Commonwealth of Virginia, I will
freely respond to this request.

Although I do not currently own a home, I feel that Ruling
83-3 will deter my husband and I greatly from even considering to
become homeowners. We are discussing buying our present abode,
however with the passage of IRS 83-3 it would be impossible for
my husband and I to purchase a home.

Each year that I have been an AGR employee, my income has
been increased by percentage raises by Congressional action. By
paying taxes on my BAQ and VHA, my yearly income would be reduce
extensively by the amount of taxes assesed on my income.

In closing, I feel IRS Ruling 83-3 would effect the current
strength of the National Guard, in all states, by forcing
personnel to seek employment elsewhere. The incentive to work
for the Guard and be a part of this country's defense would be
lost to IRS Ruling 83-3.

Sincerely,

(6 0 LAWRECE
SP5, VaARNG
Accounting Technician
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September 26, 1984

Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
259 Senate Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman

I wish to take this opportunity to voice my opinion
relative to the impact on military members should IRS Ruling 83-3
be passed by Congress. As a Sergeant (E5) on tour with the
Virginia Army National Guard, this drop in my spendable income
would have a far more reaching impact than at first visable. As
a renter I do not enjoy the same tax benefits as those who own a
home, therefore the offset enjoyed by the home owner should this
action become law would be a complete loss of imcome in
situations such as myself. This coupled with high interest
rates, and inflation rates that far exceed the military annual
cost of living increases makes even the possibility of ever
owning my own home very dim indeed.

As of this writing my counterparts in the civilian sector
bring home approximately 1 1/2 time my own salary making my
retention in the service harder and harder with each cut in
spendable income. At this rate the current surplus the military
enjoys in its retention of highly trained senior personnel will
fall back into the hard times of the late sixties and early
seventies when retention was at an all time low.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I urge you to reconsider the positions
you take concerning IRS Ruling 83-3. Weight the impact on the
lower ranking individuals in the military today, and vote this
ruling down before it can do any damage.

L)zt44-
VICTOR W. BRADLEY
SGT, VaARNG
Personnel Information Specialist
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September 26, 1984

Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
259 Senate Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is the way I see the situation as a National Guard
Technician on taxing the housing allowances. As a technician one
day I might decide to go on a AGR Tour for whatever reason I
might choose. For one thing the types of benefits I would
receive would be number one on the list. Taxing one benefit,
then pretty soon there will be a hearing on to see about taxing
the other benefits, which would leave the serviceperson not
anything to gain from an AGR Tour.

The way mortgage payments and rent cost are these days, some
personnel might have to chose to move out of their homes or move
out of the type of apartment and find other means of living.

AGR Tours is a stepping stone to whatever goal a personnel
is trying to gain. It could be to get that home they have always
wanted, to buy a new car, fix up their home, save for their
children's future, etc. I don't think the committee have stopped
to realize taxing the housing allowance will hurt the personnel
check, but also will put a hurting on their families as well.

If this taxing the housing allowances comes into effect the
AGR Tours will cease in the number of personnel. If this came
into effect, I would not sigh up for a AGR Tour.

SP4 gina T. Webb
Record Section, VaARNG
Military Personnel Clerk
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Vvloan Mterlala Company
P. 0. IOX 747 0 BinMINOHAM. ALA A 3620-"97

Submitted as Par, of the Record of the
Hearing on Emplo, ;e Fringe Benefits held

on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States
Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee

on Taxation and Debt Management

by
Vulcan Materials Company

The future social and economic interests of the United

States will be best served by a strong private pension system

providing retirement benefits for employees of private

businesses. To lose ..his system would result in an impoverished

future for this country, and the millions of individuals

currently receiving benefits from the private pension system.

Vulcan Materials Company sponsors 17 defined benefit pension

plans and 5 defined contribution pension plans which provide

benefits for approximately 6300 hourly and salaried employees.

Approximately 95% of these 6300 employees have total company

earnings of less than $40,000 annually. In addition, Vulcan

sponsors three medical benefit plans and two life insurance plans

which provide benefits for these employees and their dependents.
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Contributions by Vulcan Materials Company to these plans during

1984 will total approximately $14,000,000. These pension plans

are designed, when combined with other benefits (including social

Security benefits), to provide career employees with

substantially the same spendable income during retirement that

they received as an employee prior to retirement. While no

employee contributions are required under our defined benefit

pension plans, our defined contributions plans, which require

employee contributions, encourage our employees to participate in

their own retirement planning. Our medical benefit plans are

designed to require employees to share the cost of minor medical

expenses while protecting employees and their dependents against

catastrophic medical expenses.

If tax incentives designed to encourage the establishment of

private pension and benefit plans are discontinued, many of the

plans currently in existence may be terminated. The counter

incentive would be to pay total compensation in wages and

&alaries and force individuals to plan and fund for their own

pension benefits. Many, who und:r the current private pension

system will have a pension benef:t, may not exercise prudent

judgment in planning for their o~n retirement and become a burden

to government sponsored programs funded through additional taxes.

Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA's), while useful, cannot

take the place of our private pension system. The amounts which

2
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can be contributed to an IRA are limited and do not have the

added incentive of employer matching contributions to encourage

individuals to save money for future economic needs. Without

the3e private pension plans, Social Security benefits alone would

prove inadequate to sustain these employees. The Social Security

system would be unable to meet the demands required of it,

particuarly in light of the ever-increasing number of retirees

being supported by proportionately fewer young people paying into

the system.

This company and its employees would find any increase in

tax impact on employee benefits quite disturbing. Instead of

controlling government expenses, all the pressure generated by

such a move would be toward increasing government expenses.
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Wadsworth, Inc.
August 3, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

RE: Taxation of .Rmployee Benefits
July 26, 27 and 30

This memo is intended as a position statement about Wadsworth's
benefits for employees.

Wadsworth, Inc. is a college textbook publisher headquartered
in Belmont, California. We publish texts in virtually all college
disciplines for sale to almost all colleges and universities
in the United States and also institutions of higher education
in other countries.

The benefits which Wadsworth provides are designed to protect the
employee, to provide future benefits, and to enhance the employee's
relationship with our company.

Our benefits do not principally go to the higher-paid employees.
Most of the benefit programs that we have are applicable to all
employees at all levels with the primary criteria being only
that you are a Wadsworth employee.

Since more than half of our employees are women, our benefits
do not principally go to men. Men and women participate equally
in our benefit programs.

Our pension plans are designed to provide benefits in a non-
discriminatory manner. Employees participate on a non-discrimina-
tory basis.

We believe that our employees would suffer if Wadsworth-sponsored
benefits did not exist or are reduced. We believe that our
benefits are essential to the economic security of our employees,
our retirees, and their dependents.

It seems to me that the spirit of Congress in employee benefit
ma .ters has changed in the last several years. Wadsworth and
many other companies have sponsored employee benefits partially
because there were incentives to do that (e.g. tax deductions).

Belmont, Cal!fornia 9400210 Davis Drive 1415) 595-2350
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It now appears that Congress plans to take away or at least tax
that which it originally encouraged.

I would urge you to consider these factors in your review of
employee benefits. Wadsworth opposes additional taxation of
employee benefits.

Very truly yours,

Ed Key
Personnel Director

cc: William L. Armstrong
Max Baucus
Lloyd Bentsen
David L. Boren
Bill Bradley
John H. Chafee
John C. Danforth
Robert Dole
David Durenberger
Charles E. Grassley
H. John Heinz
Russell B. Long
Spark M. Matsunaga
George J. Mitchell
Daniel Patrick Moynihan
Bob Packwood
David Pryor
William V. Roth
Steven D. Symms
Malcolm Wallop
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Washington Co. - Johnson City EMS, Inc.
507 EAST MAIN STREET

JOHNSON CITY, TN 37601

EMERGENCY PHONE SUS4NESS PHONE
(61S)S"63131 July 27, 1984 (615)2S14I

Hr. Robert A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Washington, D. C. 20510

Sir:

In regard to Senatehearings on taxation of employee benefits scheduled
for July 26, 27, and 30, 1984, I offer my feelings on t,is most impor-
tant of issues.

I represct Washington County-Johnson City EMS as Director and want you
and other legislators to realize the gravity of a governmental decision
to tax employee benefits. The Paramedics and EMT's in this service have
a very generous benefit package including health insurance, sick and com-
pensatory time, vacation time, paid holidays, life insurance, retirement
benefits and credit union privileges. This has been a godsend for em-
ployee morale as my men have received this in lieu of proper pay increases.
My people have never been paid an equitable wage for the services they
perform.

I can assure you that just about everything .lse, from pay to recreation,
is taxed in our area. To add insult to an already injured salary will
slowly choke to death the economic security of those who work for small
businesses.

Please think twice and act only once. Decisions in matters such as this
should be made responsibly and with thought to the impact on those you
are elected to serve.

Sincerely yours,

WASHINGTON COUNTY-JOHNSON CIT EMS, INC.

M rlton, Director

JMC/hb
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Wmulnqton
namionmlai
wNsult" C C IqWIY STEVEN J KOLLMANN. F.L.MI

Administrator
Salary Administration and Benefits

August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

PUBLIC HEARINGS ON THE TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
JULY 26, 27 & 30, 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

On behalf of Washington National Insurance Company, a major life and health

insurance company employing over 4,000 home office and field agency associates,

I solemnly oppose the Treasury Department's latest efforts in challenging

what employers throughout the country have been historically encouraged

(via tax incentives) to offer the American labor force . . . employee benefit

plans which insulate workers and their survivors against life's greatest

threats . . . namely, loss of Income associated with retirement, death and

disability as well as extraordinary medical expenses triggered by staggering

increases in healthcare costs. Without the levels of financial security

being offered to American workers by employer-sponsored benefit programs,

the burden would once again be placed on government to sustain an employee's

or survivor's standard of living when income is jeopardized following one or

several of life's contingencies. As Congress continues its struggle with

evawNstN"9 Ittnt OSA ^Arstitn~'NatonalCo"tpoon PttwWto .vt ComnlY
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existing government-sponsored Old Age, Survivors, Disability & Medicare

Insurance programs, I fail to comprehend the government's capacity to assume

even greater liabilities of this nature and, thus, categorically oppose the

Treasury Department's position in this regard.

The attached exhibits reflect the magnitude of Washington National's

commitment toward its employee benefits program, including specific dollar

amounts credited per employee. In terms of participation eligibility require-

ments, no Washington National benefit plan discriminates in favor of race,

color, creed, national origin, age, sex, income or any other factor not

permitted by governmental mandates.

Washington National Insurance Company firmly endorses a continuation of

tax-favored benefit programs for American workers and urges Congress to support

further changes in the tax code which, through employer-sponsored benefit

plans, will offer America's labor force greater incentives to accrue personal

savings and to minimize personal cash outlays for medical attention.

Sincerely,

SJK:lb
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Company Nume (optional) I 7 All Employees # tL _.
Salaried Only #- . C

. EF TARI B1

DMPLOY19 BENEFIT DOLLAR COST, BY CATEGORY, 19.13

Enployer Payment $ Per Employee $

Total Benefits

Letaly-eovired Mloyer PLpUor

Social Security
Unemployment Compensation
Workers' Compensation
Other Payments

Discretionary Taxakle DenofIts

Time Not Worked
Rest Periods
Other Taxable Benefits

Risetionary JjTa-Favored Ienefits

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Capital Accumulation Plans
Disability Plans
Group KerLth and Life Insurance

Active Workers
Retirees

Other Tax-Favored benefits

Benefit

31 , 3,0a

,"

.7 1 0

IL1403/Y

7 ~#~I

/ a3JI-

3_:a-
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Company Name (Optional) £ All employees 0..,_0
Salaried Only /A 2 .5.1

TABLE 2

EiLOYEE BENEFITS PERCEUTACE. COSTt BY CATEGORY, 19.M

Employer Payments as
Percent of Waxes

Benefit and Salaries

Employer Payments
as Percent of
all Benefits

Total Benefits

Lgs1llyq-Rguirde Employer Plyments

Social Security
Uneployinent Compensation
Wore's* Co=pensation
Other Payments

Discretionary Taxable Benefits

Time Not Worked
Rest Periods
Other Taxable Benefits

Discretionary_.rax-Favored Benefits

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Capital Accumulation Plans
Disability Plans
Group Health and Life Insurance

Active Workers
Retirees

Other Tax-Favored Benefits

39-707 0 - 85 - 92

JLJ

'.3

a .i

L.M1

ILL -llt



Company Name (Optional)
4a7 All Employees D.JJQ

Lj7 Salaried Only 9 -.4Li3

TABLE 3

RETIREMENT PROCWIq AVAILABILITY, 1913

Defined Benefit
Participate -Vested

0 7. 9 7

Employer Capital Accumulation
Participate Vested

Participate Vested1 7. 7. 1 7. a

4011k)

$U-$ 9,999
10,000- 19,999
20,000- 49,999,
50.000- 99,999
100,000 or more

Total ~4.L100%. /5 1007. LQZ100% 100%. 10m 20 07
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Company Name (Optional) _ _ _7 All Employees _ o,050_
A7 Salaried Only 0 ,

TABLE 4

HEALTH BENEFIT AVAILABILIUO, 19_S3

Croup Insurance
0 %

125 Plan -e H010
e%

$0-$ 9,999 -.-..-.

20,000- 29,999 -. ..--.
20,000- 49,999 -. ..--.
50,000- 99,999 -.....

100,000 or more -.-.-.-

To-al100% o00!.Total
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Company game (Optional) L= All Enployees 47,050
Aa7 Salaried Only 17

TANLE 5

RETIREE BENEFITS

Number of Persons
Total Distributions

or Cost

Defined Benefit Plan
Retirees in Pay Status

Defined Benefit Plan
Retirees Survivors
in Pay Status

Defined Benefit Plan Vested
Separated

Capital Accumulation Plan
Retirement Age Distributions

Capital Accumulation Plan
Termination Distributions

Retiree Health

Retiree Life

Retiree Other

, /1 ,

I

N/A

/50, 771t

{It i- 

f-

Benefit

19_13

19

19-L

i 9L_3
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w

WYovia Bn & l&sM Comlyn N.A
P.O. Bo 3099

WInmSai m NC 27150

August 13, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dirkeen Senate Office Building
YWashington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Consistent with your requirements, I am submitting ;his letter and
the attached statement to be included as part of the record of the
Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the
United States Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely#

Assistant Vice President

lh/

Attachment
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Submitted as Part of the Record of the Hearing on Employee Fringe Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by the United States Finance Committee, Sub-
committee on Taxation and Debt Management.

By: Joe 0. Long
Employee Benefits Department, Trust Division, Wachovia Bank and Trust
Company, N.A.

As these hearings go forth it is important that certain important
points regarding the employee benefit system be made a part of the record
of this Committee.

I. The present employee benefit system serves useful social and
economic purposes:

The argument that the present system serves no useful social
or economic purpose presents a myopic view of the employee benefit
system. The futures of millions of workers should not be destroyed
by those who would raise revenue now and sacrifice the future of
our country's workers.

Private pensions assist in providing, and will continue to assist
in providing if left alone, an adequate level of retirement income
for millions of middle-class and working class American families.
There are three sources of income available for retired Americans:
personal savings, social security and private pensions.

As a practical matter private savings are becoming less of a
source of retirement income for most people. There are two major
causes. The first is taxes. Our present system of taxing earnings
on savings removes the impetus for saving. Second, the emphasis in
our society is on current consumption rather than saving.

The Social Security system provides coverage for the vast
majority of American workers, and delivers from 25% to 50% of
the final average earnings for a majority of workers. However,
the system is heavily skewed in favor of those earning less
than $15,000. This leaves the private pension system to fill
the needs of the middle-class and working class in America.

Wachovla Bank and Trust Company, N.A. is trustee of over 900
companies' retirement plans ranging in asset size from a few
thousand dollars to plan of over 2 billion dollars. These
plans range in size from those covering I employee to those
covering thousands. From these plans we now make approxi-
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mately 29,500 monthly payments to participants and their
beneficiaries and approximately 3200 single-time payments per
month. These payments are of widely varying amounts to people
of all classes of society. For some these payments help pro-
vide for more than the subsistence living available If their
only retirement plan Is social security while for others these
payments allow the maintenance of their life style and homes
for which they have worked all their adult lives.

As a bank trust department we invest the assets of these plans in
a manner which puts forward valid social and economic policies.
We invest In security issues of many corporations which help
these companies meet their capital needs. Some assets may S- Into
venture capital which help new and fledgling companies develop
Portions of the assets may be used to develop real estate to
be used in commerce. Finally, portions of the assets of the
trusts may be used to acquire debt instruments of the United
States and Its agencies so that the government may continue to
operate.

The taxes on retirement plan assets are deferred while the
funds are In trust but are available for tax at the time of
distribution to the employee. With the removal of shelter-
ing of this money in the estate of a participant by recent
legislation taxes on plan assets are deferred, not avoided.
However, this deferral allows the accumulation of an amount
which provides a meaningftil benefit to the employee.

II. Retirement plans benefit all groups of employees, not just
the highly paid.

As stated above, as Trustee we make approximately 29,500 monthly
payments and 3200 lump sum payments per month. These payments
go to all classes of workers at all income levels.

According to a recent study by the Employee Benefits Research
Institute charges that benefits go to the higher paid are not
substantiated. The research results show that 54 percent of
the pension-related tax benefits flow to middle class workers
with incomes between $20,000 and $50,00 per year. The study
concludes that the distribution of tax benefits closely re-
sembles the distrbution of tax liability under the present tax
system. Copies of the study are available from the Imployee
Benefits Research Institute.

III. The present system is more favorable than IRAs or on IRA type
benefits system as a stand-alone retirement system.

While providing an extremely valuable supplement for retirement
the major weakness of IRAs or IRA type plans i that the benefit
at a worker's retirement depends on his account balance. This
account balance grows solely from employee contributions
ind earnings thereon. This account balance grows without
assistance from the employer, often without the aid of pro-
fessional management of the funds within the account and with con-
tributions being limited to small amounts by the tax code.
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Accumulations for an employee are initially hampered by the fact
that employees may contribute small amounts or even nothing to
their accounts when they are young, This is caused by the fact
that wages are generally lover In the first years of employment
with most of a worker's pay covering the expenses of starting a home
and a family. Younger workers also do not realize fully the
need for retirement savings. Finally, without an employer
matching contribution or the discipline of payroll deductions
the Impetus for IRA saving is not available to the majority of
workers.

As a result the smaller savings of the e,.ly years are invested
at compound interest for longer periods of time than the
larger contributions of later years. With extended inflation,
the higher contributions made in later years may not offset the
lower contributions of the early years -- unless superior invest-
sent results are achieved. Superior investment results generally
result from hlgher levels of Investment risk. This risk rests with
the employee.

Through employer contributions to a defined contribution plan
for younger employee earnings may compound longer over greater
anouvts in order to give a more appropriate benefit. Additionally,
if a defined benefit plan is maintained by an employer past service
(early years on the job) can be given Imediate recognition and
benefit amounts tied to the later, higher paid years of service.

As stated above these IRA accounts do not always receive the
assistance of professional management. With a broad based IRA
retirement savings system the IRA funds are invested by the
individual over, many of whom do not have Investment expertise.
With conflicting advertisements bombarding him the individual say
choose an inappropriate vehicle for his only retirement saving vehicle.

It has only been since 1982 that all workers could have IRAs.
Previously, those employees covered under a qualified plan
could not establish and contribute to IRA. Most Individuals
who will be reaching retirement aS within the next twenty years
therefore do not have substantial IRA accounts. Additionally, the
IRA contribution limits (2000 individual and $2250 individual with
nonworking spouse) do not allow for large contributions in later years
when an employee has the disposable income to sake such a contribution.

As presently constituted IAs serve best as a supplement to en
employer sponsored retirement plan, not as a stand alone re-
tiement plan.

For the reasons given above the present retirement system deserves the tax
incentives which support the system.
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IWEINER MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
VSOWAY C CON MA4N41

July 24, 1964

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Cowittee on Finance
Room 219, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, OC 20610

Dear Mr. DeArment:

I wish to take this opportunity to express our concern for the
discussions the Senate Finance Committee is having regarding the future
of tax free employee benefits.

We employ 265 people, the majority of whom are non-professional
employees earning less than $12,000 per year. We have been able to
offer them benefits that they otherwise would not have, namely, health
insurance, dental insurance, long-term disability, and life insurance.
If they must begin to pay taxes on these benefits, I'm sure many of them
would drop the insurance. They participate in the premiums now, but
the majority have still opted for the coverage because in most instances
these benefits are not available through their spouses.

I know the thought people in the Congress have is thae these benefits
are mainly given to the higher paid employees. This is njt the case with
our organization.

Sincerely,

Administrator

RLJ:kb
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TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Submitted bY Weilco Enterprises, Inc,, of Waynesville, N. C.

Taxation of Employee Benefits Hearing Dates July 26, 27 and 30, 1984

This company, a North Carolina corporation, on behalf of its employees

and the employees of its wholly-owned subsidiary, Ro-Search, Inc.,

also a North Carolina corporation of the same address as Wellco, has

maintained for more than forty (40) years medical and hospital group insurance

and since 1967 for the employees of the two (2) corporations a Pension

Plan.

(a) Benefits are the same for men and women, irrespective of their

pay scale.

(b) Except for the adjustment in life expectancy, rights for women

are identical to those as they are for men. The present discrepancies, affecting

only contingent annuities and similar survivor rights, are in the process of

being eliminated.

(c) Our pension benefits for hourly-paid employees, having been the

subject of negotiations with Local 345 of the United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum

and Plastic Workers of America, have almost tripled over the years. No such

adjustment has been made under the Pension Plan for salaried employees,

a though the provision for co-ordination of benefits with Social Security.

payments might result for such salaried employees in proportionately lower

benefits, due to the continual increases in Social Security benefits.

(d) Our employees would undoubtedly suffer financially if the benefits

for health and medical insurance and pension rights would not exist.
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Furthermore, there is a great likelihood that a number of our employees
would fail to obtAin individual health and hospital insurance, possibly

resulting in tremendous hardship in cases of catastrophic illnesses. It

is also unlikely that the majority of employees would realize that in lieu
of company-sponsored pension benefits they would have to provide for

sufficient savings at the end of their working life.

(e) We believe that employee benefits are essential to the economic

security of our employees, both active and retired ones, and that especially
for younger employees our group health and hospital insurance are most
important.

We believe that businesses like ours, although a small business enter-
prise, have created an efficient arrangement covering the needs of our

employees through health and hospital group insurance and pension plans.
Though modest, compared to some of the giants of the industry, we have done

so to the great satisfaction of our employees. We believe that company-
sponsored plans similar to ours are superior to anything a Government program

could produce. We feel that if administration of such plans would be in the

hands of the Government, the cost to all of us would be higher without

necessarily improving the administration of the plans and the satisfaction

of our employees.

Ernes E. n, 5,ecre a treasurer
Wellco Enterprises, Inc.
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r WELEYSMEICAL CENTER
W NOM1WNLLNE a :1A K4W 4 •672U-4976

-Arnhevnbw oHoof h ho ne,~ w4C uN k*xy Hoq of #wie w~c

July 27, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the written statement of our company, Wesley Medical
Center, in connection with the hearings of the Subcommtttee on Taxation
and Debt Management scheduled for July 26, 27, and 30, 1984 on the issue of
fringe benefits#

Respectfully yours,

, nesitchell

Se or Vice President - Human Resources

RJMzps

t5

YOUR NEED IS OUR CONCERNW..UJE CARE
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STATEMENT OF WESLEY MEDICAL'CENTER

IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS

OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 279 AND 309 1984.
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U

WES LEY
MEICL CENTER

July 27, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Req.
Chief Counsel
Committee on finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

We were unable to attend the employee benefit hearings held by the Senate
Finance Committee on July 26, 27 and 30. However, we believe the private
employee benefit system is an extremely important aspect of the
employer/employee relationship.

The Congress has acted numerous times to encourage employers to protect the
economic security of their employees against health, disability, retirement
and job loss risks. These private programs complement Social Security,
Medicare and other public programs. Employee benefits are a living example
of how the public and private sectors can work together to achieve social
objectives.

At Wesley Medical Center, greater than 80 percent of our employee population
is female. Over 75 percent of the eligible employees are participants in
our retirement program, and 69 percent of the employees enrolled in our
health insurance programs earn less then $20,000 per year. These benefits
are vital to the economic security of these workers.

We have worked with employees in an attempt to reduce unnecessary use of
employee benefits and at the same time reduce the costs of those benefits.
We have improved the plan design of our long-term disability program by
extending the self-pay waiting period. We have made changes in premium
payment methods, from an all premium paid health insurance program to one
which pays administrative and claim cost only. We have encouraged the use
of lIOs to the point that 30 percent of our employees now participate in a
health maintenance organisation. More than 2,000 or our employees belong to
a well club, which strives to provide education and physical fitness
programs to encourage healthful lifestyles and reduce employee and family
health problems*

YOUR NEED IS OUR CONCERNED (ARE
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We believe that any future limitations on benefit plan design and operation
ultimately will serve to handicap our response to economic and social
change.

We would be happy to meet with you to discuss the private employee benefit
system, the vital ways in which benefits complement our Social Security
system, and the economic security they provide.

Very ruly yours,

0 ames Mitchell

or Vice President - Human Resources

MiNps

Enclosures

cct Bob Packwood
Robert Dole
Nancy Kassebaum
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VESMI MDICAL CENTR
EPLOYgS 3ENE8MT DOLLAR COST

July 27, 1984

TOTAL RENFITS

sa1- c _i..0 d Ems1-Z ! r Paymentg

Social Security

Unemployment compensation

Worker's Compensation

Discretionary Taabe ene f B i.t

vacation

Shift Differential

Weekend Differential

Holidays

Sick Pay

Holiday Differential

Jury Duty

Bereavement Pay

Discretionary Tax-favored Benefits

Vadical/Dental

Retirement Plan

Cafeteria (Employee)

Tax-eafermed Annuity

Long-Term Disability

Vellness Program

Parking

Discounts

Employee Health Services

Life Insurance

Tuition Aid

Child Care

Wesley Nedlcal
Center Cost

$ 21,437,205

4,825.221

4,087,515

632,202

105,504

10,699,104

2,944,571 .

2,759,737

2,019,352

1,721,240

1,146,656

78,561

14,995

13,792

5,912,880

2,539,841

1,441,232

481,000

325,190

284,879

226,544

221,313

140,334

101,691

75,650

64,667

10,339

TAILE #1 All Imployes 3 291
Salaried Only --....

Cost Per

0 6,514

1,466

1,242

192

32

3,251

895

839'

614

523

349

24
5

4

1,797

772

438

146

99

67

69

67

43

31

23

20

3
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VISLY NUICAL ClaiT
IKPLOY9I 55NPTS PBACINTAGS COST

July 27, 1984

All Elployeas 3 291
Salaried Only _S

TOTAL UBNEFITS

Legal r-4eauired Employer Paymnts

Social Security

Unemployment Compensation

Worker's Compensation

Discretionary Taxo e nefits

Vacation

Shift Differential

Weekend Differential

Holidays

Sick Pay

Holiday Differential

Jury Duty

Bereavement Pay

Discretionry Tax-favored Benefits

medical/Dental

Retirement Plan

Cafeteria (Eployee)

Tax-Deferred Annuity

Long-Term Disability

Wellness Program

Parking

Discounts

Employee Health Services

Life Insurance

Tuition Aid

Child Core

WKC Payments as
2 of w.e. ,s, Salarigs

34.61

7.79

6.60

1.02

0.17

17.27

4.76

4.45

3,26

2.78

1.85

0.13

0.02

0.02

9.55

4.10

2.33

0.78

0.53

0.45

0.37

0.36

0.23

0.16

0.12

0.10

0.02

WNC
Payments as

of-l 3112211alt

100.00

22.51

19.07

2.95

0.49

49.91

13.74

12.87

9.42

8.03

5.35

0.37

0.07

0.06

27.58

11.85

6.72

2.24

1.52

1.33

1.06

1.03

0.66

0.47

0.35

0.30

0.05
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WESLEY MWICAL CEtEM
July 27, 1984
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August 13, 1984

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF COLIN 0. CAMPBELL,
PRESIDENT, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

RE FACULTY HOUSING,
ON BEHALF OF

AMHERST COLLEGE, SMITH COLLEGE, WELLESLEY COLLEGE
AND WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
OF THE SENATE COMMIT EE ON FINANCE
PUBLIC HEARING ON FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27 and 30, 1984

This statement is filed on behalf of Amherst College,

Smith College, Wellesley College and Wesleyan Univeisity, for

inclusion in the record of the public hearing on fringe ben*-

fits held by the Subcoamittee on July 26, 27 and 30, 1984,

with respect to the faculty housing programs long maintained

by these institutions. A request on behalf of President

Colin G. Campbell of Wesleyan University for leave to testify

orally at the hearing was denied. However, the position taken

in this statement was supported in the oral testimony and

written statement of President William J. Byron, of the

Catholic University of America, on July 30, 1984 on behalf of

fourteen educational organizations.

President Nannerl 0. Keohane, of Wellesley College,

testified on this subject before the Committee on Finance on

June 22, 19831 and President Jill K. Conway, of Smith College,

testified before the Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures

of the House Committee on Ways and Means on November 2, 1983.
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The Tax Reform Act of 1984, in section 531(g), pro-

vides, in general, that any regulation providing for the in-

clusion in gross income of the excess (if any) of the fair

market value of faculty housing over the operating costs in-

curred in furnishing such housing (or, if higher, over the

rent received) shall not be issued before January 1, 1986.

The provision, which was inserted in the bill by the Senate

Committee on Finance, applies to faculty housing furnished in

1984 and 1985, but by its terms it is not applicable to

housing furnished in years before 1984 or after 1985.

Previously, in November, 1983, the Subcommittee on

Select Revenue Measures of the House Committee on Ways and

Means had reported favorably to the full Committee a bill,

H.R. 677, that would have applied a rule reaching substantially

the same result to years before 1984 A similar rule for

years before 1984 was approved by the Committee on Finance in

October 1982 as section 202 of H.R. 7094. The status of the

matter with respect to pre-1984 or post-1985 years was ruled

by the Chairman of the conference on the Tax Reform Act of

1984 not to be within the scope of the conference. The

Conference Report states that "No inference is intended by

imposition of a moratorium for such period (i.e., 1984-1985)

as to the proper income tax treatment of faculty housing prior

to 1984 or after 1985." P. 1172. The issue for pro-1984 and

post-1985 years thus remains to be decided.
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We respectfully submit that the moratorium in

section 531(q) that is applicable to faculty housing in the

years 1984 and 1985 should be extended by Congress to the

years prior to 1984. In addition, the rule provided in the

moratorium, or else some comparable rule, reasonably capable

of administration by the colleges and the Internal Revenue

Service, should be adopted by the enactment of specific

legislation for years after 1985.

In the discussion that follows, we provide support

for the conclusion that the moratorium's "cost" standard is

reasonable and appropriate and that the IRS has used unpre-

dictable and inappropriate standards in the past for asserting

withholding tax liability arising from traditional faculty

housing programs.

First, we recite congressional mandates calling for

regulations governing valuation of taxable fringe benefits

that will provide "appropriate and helpful rules" and we refer

to the Supreme Court's admonition that an employer's obligation

to withhold must "be precise and not speculative."

Second, we show that the IRS has failed to meet

these directives: the only relevant IRS rulings refer to

state lodging valuations (for state unemployment tax purposes),

which are substantically less than the rentals here involved,

and which have been completely ignored in the Service's

treatment of faculty housing programs.
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Third, we describe how the standards which have been

adopted by the Service for valuing faculty housing have been

inconsistent and disparate.

Next, we analyze the only relevant case law on this

subject, to show that it is devoid of any guidance on the

appropriate measure for valuing faculty housing.

Finally, we conclude that the moratorium's "cost"

standard is fair and reasonable, furnishes a feasible adminis-

trative standard, is supported by precedent, and is particu-

larly appropriate for nonprofit institutions.

I. Background

The colleges and universities have maintained that

participation in their faculty housing programs does not give

rise to income to the employee-tenants, that the programs are

covered by the moratorium on fringe benefit regulations

imposed by Congress since 1978, and that in any event any

income to employee-tenants does not constitute "wages" subject

to withholding tax liability of employers or to employment

taxes. This position was explained in the written statement

previously filed with this Committee on June 22, 1983.

The Internal Revenue Service has maintained, to the

contrary, that the excess (if any) of fair rental value of

each faculty housing unit over the rental charged is income to

the employee, is not covered by the previous Congressional

moratorium, and is subject to withholding by the college

employer and to employment taxes. It has issued thirty-day

letters to the four institutions mentioned above for years
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beginning with 1973 and 1974. But, so far as we have been

able to determine, the IRS is not asserting a similar claim

against any of the other colleges maintaining similar faculty

housing programs.

I. Valuation rules are needed and mandated,
but the Internal Revenue Service has
not yet provided any clear rules.

The House Committee report accompanying the new Code

section 132, relating to fringe benefits, states:

"For purposes of assisting both taxpayers and
the IRS, the Treasury is to issue regulations
setting forth appropriate and helpful rules
for the valuation of taxable fringe benefits,
and coordinating the applications of sections
61 and 83." (P. 1609)

The Conference Report confirms this statement. (P. 1169)1

In Central Illinois Public Service Co. v. LL. 435

U.S. 21 (1978), the Supreme Court said that "Ibjecause the

employer is in a secondary position as to liability for any

tax of the employee, it is a matter of obvious concern that,

absent further specific action, the employer's obligation to

withhold be precise and not speculative." (P. 31)

The Service has not heretofore provided any such

"appropriate and helpful rules the valuation" of the some

600 faculty housing units maintained by the four colleges or

The congressional committee reports accompanying the
fringe benefit moratoriums enacted in 1978, 1979 and 1981
repeatedly noted that "both taxpayers and the Internal Revenue
Service mist face difficult problems of valuing benefits
provided in kind." See, e., Sen. Rept. No. 96-433 (1979),
1980-1 C.B. 486, 488.
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by any other nonprofit educational institutions. Nor has the

Service provided guidance that would make the college employer's

withholding obligation "precise and not speculative." The

employers have thus been left with little or no guidance by

the Service aL to the appropriate rentals to be charged, or as

to the amounts subject to withholding or employment taxes if

the rentals actually charged are ultimately determined to have

been insufficient.

The only specific guidance furnished by the Service

with respect to valuing meals and lodging furnished by employers

was set forth in Rev. Rul. 68-321, 1968-1 C.B. 415 and Rev.

Rul. 68-322, 1968-1 C.B. 416, and later clarified in Rev. Rul.

76-148, 1976-1 C.B. 310. In the first ruling, dealing with

the value of meals furnished to employees, the Service ruled:

"With respect to the amount to be in-
cluded in wages for Federal employment tax
purposes, the Service has placed no specific
valuation on meals furnished to employees as
part of their compensation, but wii!.tke
into consideration tho approved valuation of
meals by the several States where the States
have laws or regulations relative to such
valuation. Where the States have no such
laws or regulations providing for such valua-
tion, the Service will recognize that amount
which is the reasonable prevailing value of
the meals, taking into consideration all
surrounding circumstances, such as the value
which the employer charges on his books of
account, if the accounts are regularly kept,
any agreement which may exist between the
employer and the employee relative to the
value of the meals, the place where the meals
are served, and the nature of the service,
etc. The cost of the meals to the employer
is not, in and of itself, determinative of
the fair value. No single one of the above-
mentioned considerations is conclusive but
may be a factor in determining the fair value
to be placed on the meals so furnished.
(Underscoring supplied.)
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In tJ)e second ruling the Service, with respect to

meals and lodging furnished by a college sorority to student-

employees, stated:

'The Internal Revenue Service has placed no
specific valuation on meals furnished to an
employee as part of his compensation.However, Rvnu ling 68-32, Page 415,
this Bulletin, sesor tefatrsta

-U A •IJGI k$cn. The cost of
he ieals and gng'to e sorority is not

In and of itself determinative of the value
of these Items for federal employment tax
purposes." (Underscoring supplied.)

Rev. Rul. 68-321 was "clarified" by the Service in.

Rev. Rul. 76-148, gHDr, which concluded

"Accordingly, although the State valua-
tion of meals is taken into consideation, it
is not exclusively determinativeof the value
of such meals furnished as part of the
employee's compensation, for purposes of the
federal Insurance Contributions Act, the
Federal Unemployment Tax Act, and the Collec-
tion of Income Ta at Source on Wages.

"Rev. Rul. 68-321 is clarified."

Thus this 1976 ruling indicated that:

(1) the Service thought that before its clarification

the 1968 ruling could be taken to mean that the

state valuation of meals (and, similarly, lodging)

would be treated as "exclusively determinative" for

federal tax purposes; and

(2) that for the future the state valuation would be

"taken Into consideration' but would not be conclu-'

sively determinative.
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Yet the Service asserts withholding tax liability against the

four institutions even for the periods prior to the 1976

clarification, and has failed to set forth for future years

any "appropriate and helpful rules" to guide employers or

Service personnel in the field.

Thus while referring, among other items, to the

value regularly charged on the employer's books, any employer-

employee agreement relative to value, and the employer's cost,

the 1968 and 1976 rulings, taken together, state a Service

position that it would take into consideration the approved

valuation of meals, and similarly lodging, by the several

states where the states have laws or regulations relative to

such valuation. The states have a significant interest in the

issue of board and lodging because most of the unemployment

insurance taxes (FUTA) flow to the states. The interest of

the states was particularly acute because from the earliest

days of FICA and FUTA the IRS ruled that board and lodging

were subject to employment taxes even if they were exempt from

income tax under section 119 because they were furnished for

the convenience of the employer. This position was ultimately

held by the Supreme Court to be incorrect in Rowan Companies

v. U.S., 452 U.S. 247 (1981), but the interest of the states

continues with respect to board and lodging not excluded from

taxation by section 119.

Attached as Appendix A to this statement is a

summary from the CCIk Unemployment Insurance Reports, 1121S,
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showing the values currently placed by each' of the 50 states

and the District of Columbia on meals and lodging combined, on

meals alone and on lodging alone. A review of this summary

table shows the following

1. While the values vary from state to state, the

table shows that more than two-thirds of the states place

a value on lodging at $20 per week (roughly $87 per

month) or less, and more than half use $10 per week

(roughly $43 per-month) or less. Only three states use

values of more than $25 per week (roughly $110 per

month).

By contrast the rental values asserted by IRS for

the years 1973 and 1974 for the faculty housing average

some $60 per week, or some $250 per month, and range up

to nearly $900 per month, far beyond the guidelines

prevailing in the state rules. For subsequent years IRS

is using steadily increasing amounts.

2. In Massachusetts, where three of the four

colleges involved in the pending audits are located,

lodging is valued at $10 per week; in Connecticut, where

the fourth college is located, lodging for a single room

is valued at $4 per week (shared room $3 a week). The

Massachusetts value applies, according to the state

regulations, *Until and unless in a given case a rate for

board and lodging is determined by the statesj Director";

the Connecticut regulation states that "Where lodging
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consisting of more than one room is provided, the admin-

istrator shall establish a reasonable value for such

lodging."

3. A few of the states, such as Missouri, Texas and

Utah, do not set a guideline figure, and since we have

not studied all the state regulations some may, as in the

case of Massachusetts, permit special determinations by

the state authorities in particular cases. Florida, for

example, provides that "Lodging shall be deemed to have

not less than one-half the fair market value of such

lodging to the general public. fair market value being

the rental value of such lodging to the general public."

California regulations state that "As a general rule, * *

* the department will consider a reasonably estimated

cash value of lodging to an employee, for the calendar

year 1984 and thereafter except as modified in accordance

with this subdivision, to be 66-2/3 percent of the

ordinary rental value to the public but not in excess of

$400 per month or less than $12.95 per week."

Without dwelling on thhe details of the various state

rules, it is obvious that the rules of thumb provided adminis-

tratively by the states use values well below the arms length

amounts generally associated with the concept of "fair market

value." A figure of $10 per week or less, used by a majority

of the states, represents less than 7-1/2 percent of the

minimum wage ($3.35 per hour, or $134 per week for a 40-hour
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week), far less than the amount normally budgeted for lodging;

and it would be a substantially lower proportion of an average

wage. Indeed, it seems to be clear that if a convenient rule

of thumb is to be used to cover a multitude of cases, some

leeway is necessary for employers or else endless controversy

would exist. Florida and California, for example, have used

one-half or two-thirds of full value.

It is clear that in the case of the four colleges

the IRS has not followed its own statement in Rev. Ruls.

68-321, 68-322 and 76-148, s , that" it "will take into

consideration the approved valuation" of meals and lodging set

by the state. It has wholly ignored the Massachusetts and

Connecticut lodging values.

i1. The IRS assertions of tax liability
against the four colleges have
reflected inconsistent and disparate
approaches to the determination of
rental values of the various faculty
housing units.

Instead of taking into consideration state lodging

valuation rules set by Masliachuaetts and Conne'.ticut, and

other factors (such as coet) discussed in the rulings cited

above, the IRS has sent two IRS valuation engineers, one for

each state, to determine the fair rental value of each of some

600 rental units, both houses and apartments, at the four

colleges. The engineers have made diligent effort to cope

with the problem, but the absence of National Office guidelines

and the magnitude of detail involved has led to internal

inconsistencies and discrepancies in their reports.

39-707 0 - 85 - 94
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For example, the Connecticut engineer calculated a

rental value by taking the last previous real estate tax

assessment in 1964, multiplying it by a factor to produce a

fair market value in the year in question, and then applying

an assumed rate of return on that value to produce the monthly

rental figure he deemed fair. The Massachusetts engineer used

a similar approach in the early part of his reports, and then

rejected it because he concluded it produced too high a

rental; he then used lesser figures but still higher in most

instances than the rents actually charged by the colleges.

As another illustration, in one report a total

rental value has been applied to each apartment house, and

then divided by the number of apartment units in the building

to fix an equal rental for each unit, regardless of its esii.

In another report the rental values assigned to each apartment

unit in the building vary significantly according to the

number of bedrooms in each unit, regardless of whether the

apartment is located in the basement or on the top floor and

regardless of the total square footage of space in the apart-

ment.

There are other differences and discrepancies in the

four reports. Suffice it for present purposes to note that no

college executive would have been able to foretell the method

of fixing rents for each of a large number of faculty housing

units that would satisfy IRS examiners who tiould ignore the

state lodging valuations and have no National Office guidelines
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• to follow. In fact, in some instances the IRS engineers

established rentals less than those being charged by the

college, indicating that in the IRS view tite college was

overcharging those tenants. Moreover, in other cases, while

the colleges have naturally sought to maintain rentals for

their various faculty units that in their best jud-iments are

relative to each other, according to size, location, etc., the

IRS has set rental values that vary from less than one percent

to more than 300 percent above the rent charged. And the

excess of the IRS figure over the rent charged bears no

relationship to the salary of the tenant. Thus the IRS

differs from the colleges not only in the aggregate level of

appropriate rents but to a substantial extent in the relative

rental values of the various units.

It is not sufficient for the IRS or the college to

set the aggregate rental values; rents for each unit must be

fixed -- a difficult administrative task. for back income tax

purposes IRS has asserted against each college a 20 percent

with' ilding tax on the excess of the aggregate asserted rental

values over the aggregate rents charged. But had the college

charged in the aggregate the rents the IRS maintains would

have represented fair value, the college would have had to fix

the rent properly for each unit, or if it did not it would

have had to withhold the correct amount from each employee-

tenant based upon his undercharge on his housing unit. In any

event, for FICA purposes the IRS has had to assign a rental
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value to each unit because the wages of some employee tenants

will not have exceeded the maximum amount subject to FICA tax

in each particular year; and it asserts that the college is

nov liable both for the employer's and the employee's FICA

tax. Thus under present law the proper rent for each unit of

faculty housing is an issue for pre-1984 years and for post-

)98S years.

in Central Illinois Public Service Co. V. ....

suprg, the Supreme Court said, as noted earlier, that "Because

the employer is in a secondary position as to liability for

any tax of the employee, it is a matter of obvious concern

that, absent further specific congressional action, the

employer's obligation to withhold be precise and not specula-

tive." (P. 31) We submit that employers are entitled to

advance guidance of some kind from the IRS National Office in

the withholding of income tax (by far the largest portion of

the tax asserted against the four institutions) as well as

FICA tax if the IRS seeks to ignore the rental valuations set

by the states. Indeed, again as noted earlier, the Ways and

Means report accompanying the 1984 Act calls on the Treasury

to establish for the future "appropriate and helpful rule for

the valuation of taxable fringe benefits" -- rules that are

lacking for pre-1904 years.

Moreover, although the Service has had the occasion

to examine similar faculty housing programs at other educa-

tional institutions, so far as we have been able to determine
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it is not asserting against them claims for tax liability

similar to that pending against the four colleges. This

circumstance underscores the inconsistency and lack of

predictability in the Service's position on this issue.

IV. There are no appropriate or helpful
guidelines for valuation of faculty
housing to be derived from existing
court decisions.

The Joint Committee on Taxation staff pamphlet dated

July 25, 1984, prepared for the present hearings, states on

page 10:

"Several court decisions have held that on-
campus housing furnished to faculty or other
employees by an educational institution under
the circumstances involved in those cases did
not satisfy the section 119 requirements, and
hence that the fair rental v'ue of the hous-
ing (less any amounts paid fo-. the housing bY
the employee) was includible in the employee s
gross income and constituted wages for income
tax withholding and employment tax purposes."'

A similar sentence was containee in the Senate Finance Com-

mittee report accompanying the 1984 Act (p. 777) and in the

Joint Committee pamphlet dated November 2, 1983. The latter

pamphlet cited as the four cases Bob Jones Universit v. U.S.,

670 F.2d 167 (Ct. Cl. 1982); Goldgboro Christian School, Inc.

v. U.S., 79-1 CCH USTC 1 9266 (E.D.N.C. 1978); Winchel v.

M.S., 564 F. Supp. 131 (D. Neb. 1983); and CoulbournH. Tyler,

44 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 12.21 (1982).

An appended footnote referred to the 1984-85 moratorium
contained in section S31(g) of the 1984 Act.
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The first three of these cases involved faculty

housing for which no rent whatsoever was charged, and thus did

not involve the issue whether participation in a faculty

housing program in which the rent charged is sufficient to

cover the college's cost of furnishing the housing neverthe-

less gives rise to income in the form of additional wages. In

the fourth case a rent was charged and the employee sought to

deduct the rent under section 119, a claim the court found

clearly incorrect. In none of these cases, where no rent was

charged, was there any apparent disagreement between the

taxpayers and the Service as to the value to be placed on the

frPe housing, and hence there is no discussion of the appropri-

ate measure of value in any of these opinions. Only in Bob

Jones University and Ooldsboro did the IRS seek to hold the

institution liable, and in those two cases there was no

dispute about the rental values subjected to tax.

Not one of these four cases therefore provides any

guidelines for determining whether rent actually charged by an

educational institution, even though reflecting its costs, is

so insufficient as to constitute additional compensation or

wages to its employee-tenants.

V. The "cost" standard for housing contained
in section 531(g) of the 1984 Act is
fair and reasonable, furnishes a feasible
administrative standard, is supported by
precedent, and is particularly appropriate
for non-profit educational institutions.

Non-profit educational institutions covered by

section 501(c)(3) obviously are not operated to make a profit.
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Yet that is precisely what the Service would require of the

four colleges with respect to their faculty housing for

pre-1984 years., The general principle used by these non-

profit institutions in operating auxiliary facilities, such as

cafeterias and housing for students, faculty, administrative

officers and other employees, is that they should be self-sus-

taining, resulting in no significant overall profit or loss to

the institution. This has been a policy recommended over many

years by the business officers of the nation's colleges and

universities. To the best of our knowledge, only for the four

institutions involved in the present came is the IRS asserting

a tax liability in such circumstances.

The educational institution must take into account,

in fixing rentals for faculty housing, its own housing operat-

ing costs and the rentals which its faculty tenants might

reasonably be expected to pay in their financial circumstances.

An additional factor might be the so-called "opportunity cost"

to the institution-employer. See C. Eugene Steurle, "A Primer

on the Efficient Valuation of Fringe Benefits", OTA Paper 51

(U.S. Treas. Dept. 1982). The "opportunity" that the college

has as an alternative is not to rent the housing to the

highest bidder, for that would undermine the college environ-

ment sought to be maintained. The alternative would be

renting to students; this is sometimes done, but the rents

charged to students in such cases is the rough equivalent of

the rent charged to faculty.
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For example, Rev. Rul. 68-322, s , involving

meals and lodging furnished to student-employees by a sorority,

states that "the cost of the meals and lodging to the sorority

Is not in and of itself determinative." Yet the proper

measure of value to the student-employees would doubtless be

the amount charged to student members who are not employees.

If, as is likely, those charges are based on cost, no inquiry

should be made as to what a public for-profit restaurant would

charge its customers.

It would be patently unfair to require every college

at its peril to determine a "fair market value" for each of

its faculty housing units each year, subject to second thoughts

by IRS personnel or judges who might have different views of

the aggregate rental levels or to the relative rentals of dif-

ferent units. Some "appropriate and helpful" national guideline

from the IRS is required, as the recent committee report

accompanying the fringe benefit provisions of the 1984 Act

concludes, for the guidance of the institutions for post-1985

years. For pre-1984 years the state valuation rules, to which

the IRS has referred -- but which it has ignored in the cases

of the four colleges -- furnish guidance, and the rents

actually charged are well above those amounts.

From an administrative standpoint the operating cost

standard used in the 1984 Act moratorium (section 531(g))

furnishes a readily determinable safe harbor test and elimi-

nates dispute as to the separate rentals to be charged for
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each housing unit, since it applies on an aggregate basis for

all the housing units. This is the standard that has been

applied by IRS with respect to meals (see Technical Advice

Memorandum #7740010, dated June 30, 1977); and section

132(e)(2). as added by the 1984 Act, similarly brings certain
"eating facilities" under the de minimis fringe exclusion if

"revenue derived from such facility normally equals or exceeds

the direct operating costs of such facility."

The 1984-1985 moratorium, the recent conference

report states, is not intended to furnish any inference as to

the rule applicable to earlier years. But the enactment of a

moratorium on adoption of any regulation relating to faculty

housing acknowledges the existence of a vacuum in the federal

regulations relating to earlier years. Unless this vacuum is

filled for those earlier years by the adoption of an appro-

priate and helpful rule such as is contained in the 1984-1985

moratorium, the issue would be left to litigation, and the

judiciary would have to supply guidelines for the past --

guidtlines that would have retroactive effect on the secondary

withholding ttx liabilities of the four colleges.'

I If litigation involving the four colleges should result
in judicially developed standards for prior years different
from those contained in section 531(g), an anomalous situation
would exist for the years 1984 and 1985 since section 531(g)
merely prohibits the issuance of regulations (and presumably
administrative rulings) but does not by its terms deal with
the application of judicial doctrines.
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VI. Conclusion: Section 531(q) of the 1984
Act should not be confined to the years
1984 and 1985, but should be made
applicable to preceding and subsequent
years.

We respectfully submit that Congress should not

leave the four institutions with this overhanging potential

liability in indeterminate amounts awaiting years of costly

litigation. We think it only fair and equitable that the

standards used in the moratorium in section 531(q) for 1984

and 1985 should be applied to the prior years as well, and

that the moratorium standards, or comparable provisions that

are readily administrable, should be provided by legislation

for years ifter 1985.
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APPENDIX A.

Cash Value for Room and Board

State
Alabaa

Arixona

Room and
Board

$5.70 per week

$63 pe week

$2"2.50 per
month

Arkansas t40 per weak

California

Csoto I $ pet week

Connecticut

Delaware
District of
Columbia

$29 per week

1e 14 t tale fe h11 1215

Meals

$4,20 per week; $60 per da
$20 per meal

$142,S0 per month; $2 A
dinner; $1.50 for lunch; $1.
for breakfast
$ZSO per week; $3.75 p
day; $1.50 per meal
Fort19W, $4.60 per day $1.0
for breakfast $1.40 fOi lu
$220 for dinner;, $1.60 ft
otber
$3 per week; $3 per mead

$60 per full meal; $3S pe
light meal

$20 per meal
$3.25 per day; $1 per meal

Lodging
y; SI.50 per week;

$23 pa day
; $31 per week; $4.50

per day; $389 per
month

S$120 per month-
t5 $4 per day

r$21 W week;

S$24 per week;
$,,.0 per day

r $4 per week; t60 per
day for single room;
.3 pra week or $45 per

day for shared room
$2.50 per week
on.7S per Week;
$1.50 We day

a If4, ComMMe Clearing HoWe U&

lie IIIIII
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I" 4.44 Basis of Tax-Wagos 4265s3

C&4h Value for Room and Board-(Continued)
Roem and

State Board __ _Lodging

Florida .. ........ , - $00 per breakfast; $Z.0O er At least 34 fair market
lunch; $3.00 per dinner; $6.00 value to genel public
per three meats a day ..

Georg;; ..... .. $,,Z...... OO .for breakfast; $3.00 for $100 per month; $23
lunch; $5.00 for dinner per week; S.0 per daZ

Haai $2M per week~ y&9O per week; $270 per day; .O per week;
$0 e mea l $2.30 per day

&40 pa day

Ine1,a. a .......... $65 meal- p

l~ ~ ~~~ ~~ f,3~~ $563 pr ek;$05 er per week;
day; $2.05 for breakfast; $2.60 $10 per day
fr lunch; $3.40 for dinner;

1 00 for other
Kan$" "0. M per wee J/ per mek; $3.00 per day; 0 week;

per af wek300 parday

.e...cky TIpe. .$6, per week; $1 per day; $3 per week
US Per mea

wee p;$. e s; er week single
X.am Ycieq 1.20 lunch; $2.00 dinner o~upacy; $10 per week

double double or multiple oc-
multiple oe-c Cuppancy $3.00 per da
pancy ile W-pacy; $12

per day double or multi-ple occupancy

Maryland $20 per week $13 per week* $2.00 per day; $7.00 per week;
$1.00per meal $1.00 per day

fassachusetts $20 per week $15.00 per week; $1.00 per meal $10 Jr week;$1.yJp: day

Ifit iagas $29.00 per wee& $19.50 per week; $3.25 per day; $9.75 per week;
$1 per meal $1.50 per day

Minnesota $19.60 per week $12.60 per week; $1.80 per day; $7 per week;
$.60 per meal $1 per day

Mississippi $5 per week S3 per week; $5S0 per day; $2 per week;
$25 per meal $.30 per day

11f;.4ouri Fair value Fair value Fair value

1Onttana $50 per week $30 per week; $1.50 per meal $20 per week

Nebraska $7 per week $4.50 per week; $.75 per day-, Furnished room--$2SO
$X per meal per week; $40 per dar;

house rnt-$3 per week

Nevada $7 per week SS per week; S1 per day: $29 $3 per week;
for breakfast; $.5 for lunch; $.50 per day
3.40 for dinner

New HAmpshire S12 per week; $S.40 per week; $.40 per meal S3.75 per week, $.60 pe
$1.75 per day day; reasonable value of

rent for house or apart.
ment

See end of table for footnotes.

Ur.-rleyc ent Insurunce Reports 2 1213
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Cash Value for Room and Board--(Continued)
Room ..... .

340t 2B Ir Meals Lodc

New JAer $10 per week $6 per week; $1 per day; $4 per week' 40 per meaty
New Mezico $10 per week $6 per week; $1 per day; $.40 $4 per weekper meat

New York . 1.15 per meal $1.35 per day
North Carolina $15 per week $10 per week; $1.50 per day; $5 per week;

,$_ ,.30 per meal $7Y per d ay
North Dakota $20,00 per week $14 per week; $2.0 per day; $7.00 per week

$75 per MW_
Oh6o .$30 for brukfast: $45 for $1.00 per day

lunch; $65 for dinner.

Oklalloma Fair ash value Flir cash valot Fair cash value

Oregon $I50 per moth; $1.50 per meal

Penrylvaa' ............. $4.50 pe- week; $.75 per day: $2.50 per week
_ _,_4 per meal

Rhode Island $11 per week $7.50 per week; $.SO per meal $1.50 per week;
S.60 per 'lay

South Carolina $6.80 per week $3.20 per week; $60 per day; $1.60 per week;
s_ _ 30 per meal S.10 per lay

South Dakota I

Tennessee . . . $75 for breakfast; $1.2S for $30 per month; $7.0 pe
__ __ dinner: $200 for supper week; $1.50"per day

Texas Reasonable cash Rteuonable cub value Rcisonable cash value
value

Utah VsauegTe~dupon Value agreed upon or estab- Value agreed upon or
or emtblishd by lished by Department established by Depart-
Depanmnt ment

Vermont $055 per week $15.30 per week;.- $X per meal $.5 per week;
iilIIIIII __ ___________ _ _ _.75 per night

Virginia 5 per week S=50 per week; $3.50 pea' day; $16 per week;
$1.30 per meal $250 per day

Washington $75 per week $2.00 per meat $50 per week
West Virginia $10.50 per week $6.75* per week; $125 per day; $3.75 per week

$_50 per meal

W"Isccoasin $22.55 per week; $1.05 per meal $.150 per week;

Wyoming $20 per week i $15 per week; $225 per day; $7.50 per week
$75 per meol

IC1ifornla: Value of board and lodging is generally 644 of ordinary rental value to thepublle but may not be more than 1400 per month nor Iem than L =S per week. Special valuesapply with re~sgct to rmom and board tot seamen am ashe-ent.
SConMeUcut: These are maxLmum values set by state rieUt|uio.
* Idaho: ln the €ise of hotel and rtstaurant employees, the valulUOon placed on meals is as

follows: Meals per day (or any part thereo). =.0; meais per 6-day week, $t; meau per ,day
week. 310.30.

* Indiana; Valuesae depndent upon the basis of wate payment, as shown below.
MIea pem day

Sas of py One Twe Three Lodtincoy $.................... .5 S 1.30 S L" $ L25
Weekly ..... ........... US2 6.30 9.75 1.2
Monty ................... MO0 2.00 31.00 3.0O

*Union there is a mitten agreement be. Peanuylvenla: 7ltNI shown are normaltwen emloyer a employee establishing minimums: regulatOfh prOide tot taublishl
dMothr ameunt moat of reasonable value different Utrm those

Ortaea: it riom ts furnished i addition shown.
tO board, at addAt"a vslu is ordinally South Dakota: Previllng wap rote tot
plwed upon the room If rit anldb055 15 typo Ot work perforn or. It Agreed upon Intrnihoed at hotels oes, or lodes or if a controt to, Y41M the valu of the board a&M
1m only, an apstment or bowe to provided. a di4 gt um tfa& th prevaillng wage rate.
te value is the etusi b vaise.

tusemploymea InAMUma IepeiW 1 1225
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W .W>WESTERN RESERVE LIFE INSAiRAPNE (OmPAnY

August 3, 1984

Senator Bob Packvood of Oregon recently announced hearings to discuss
the roll of employee benefit plans In the United State3. I vould like to
make my ideas knovn in that regard in a general nature and some thoughts
follow:

o ITe tax lay should continue to encourage employers to provide
fringe benefits to their employees.

o Present rules on coverage requrements seems sufficient fror.
a regulatory vievoint although simplification of these rules
should te rade.

" Governent should be ereourned to stay out of the employee
benefit area in total and no attempt should be made to provide
coverages through tax revenue.

o Emploees should be encouraged to purchase additional bent-fi'te,
beyond thit in vhich the erplnyer can afford, to cover their needG.

It has been ny observation that private employers have a better track
record at containingcoat and in providing benefits than than oP the Feck-ral
Government and I believe they should be continued.

Sincerely,

WFSTERM PESEM. LIFE INSUMANCE COMPANY

President

11%,i% 0It' * 27N.tih ANr. * P0. o0 b09 * Gadd 1unciun, Ctlorad. 81502 * Ph 3031242.6291
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Sno4RobtAt Plote
Senate o444ce ftLus~n
WUhJ~gono P.C.

Pmt Sulatott votes

stae. ol Uttni and that o4 my emptoyfee 4
Aegm tothehmig Siato% FOtho o on A odng on the ubjeet oS

tax-q"uAUed. ~Apotivtet 4w~ed empgolee benclit pitwsam4, tttt(Mmente -&avlg5,
Ujitand Ithptau , et.

We Jeut that these pitog~aft joovaided by the repo*yVe and Aeewved by the emptoyece,
ont a tx deductlibe Wa4 64t the t~oyetti and a tax J4" biAs4 4ot the emotoyee,
Me v~Utto the 44maa J.bW~y ~ h peuont who MvAU 4ott this company. it
4A tkUte that th ompa VcouU~ disconm tki toe 0 1 pwogtAm ad wise the *qeu
ol the :~oeN vpnv ek ott04hettOwnCOVenae. Re Cotauttb eton

bas. 4 pea1~m 4i~ltdas he nowi #Ae estabL~ d Itc govenWMI
nv.'ud coteAt moAte tx 4w. the 4iUWd&Awl and the mos&t tUat outcome o4d the sit-
utiA~n wutd be that the emp~oyee woutd d~op the eovenag due to cot and the money

wudgo 4o% som othet ps&pioe. When the need 4 this coverage w65 nec#.5a" the
peASOn Mouid be without. That peson COUUd then app(y 4OA Wde4ate 04 some OtkfA tote
OS pubuic as4tanee 00&&kh woud enhance the watiau~ sA... Wwch we WL Abho4.. we
SWe that the gVUWwet AhOatd ACtuv U's peesence, 4ttOm 4"e poA5b tf itt~Aence
4 the Live @4 the cdtZeSO 04 this cewttt and as 404 the cos&t O4 the goveAuwent
pwvUding bent4U at a cheae ante that Is the Joke *I the Centutty. Look at the
SociaL Sewty pAtoAA, Ut4 is ntpt and has been 4*4 yen due to managitment o(
the govvunment. The 9oveoAtA cannot wAe anytUl~d Dudoixg the govewnt an
it ppl t imes t cost o4 PULA~te induse 40" anytngiebg a ote
tkievu who do heb ngLokdeescotanthsadLtt hcs gone oil

in he enago 4tt ec~u 1 the 4.uation mee plot so.60 tae to each peaoll
and vitaL to ALL q4 u 4oA ou4tU being it wld be ZLhabte that 4anyne wuUd
coft*idie ma*king changuA on the viewp*UUt that the Conmsltte on lauvWio an Debt
Management have ttated.

We do not eL that the lnsustne lndustq~ has any pneat ttecottd to Wt 404th bmt
,ie~ty c&does beat whst the FedeW qoveelmenL has done tince the 4-ay @4 the
ideprtAion Inttp&atn and maagmet. Get thet Fedeet ove.'Jent oil the backs
o4 aLL O4 its andrtkl 0= =ty I be vAut again. Stop WL winecessaxy Avendi
and you wo't haVe to constaitty bok ui IW 4 04 mout meam OJ taZmtJ. Trhi tetttk
coutod go on 404 ten pages4 ttegfaAd to spending and mismanmagement in govv'jwent but
it wouUd be a uteo4 UPme. T411tenv pOil Ate iand ctean house, it WMW~ be most
appceciated
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ElectricCo"prafon
642 3800

August 10, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 80-219
Dickson Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20501

RE: Senate Finance Comittee

Hearings on Frinxe Benefits

Dear Mr. DeArmenti

As Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, I feel compelled to comment on
behalf of Vestinghouse Electric Corporation on the subjects that were to
be addressed in the Senate Hearings on Fringe Benefits.

Throughout its 98-year history, Westinghouse has been a leader in meeting
its social responsibilities to employee, their dependents and the
communities where it operates.

Among the many highlights and innovative firsts introduced by
Westinghouse are paid vacations since the 1880s; disability payments to
disabled employee since 1907; pension benefits since 1915; and life
insurance coverages since 1920.

From these beginnings, employs benefits at Westinghouse have continued to
evolve into a total benefit system. This system embraces a broad
spectrum of benefits designed to meet the major needs of all Westinghouse
employee. For example our medical, dental and pension benefit plans
apply uniformly to 100,000-plus Westinghouse employee at all levels and
in all categories throughout the United States.

Historically, the environment of government policy encouraged the
development of these programs. Government and industry alike recognized
the social benefits of such programs. Government policy consistently
encouraged the favorable tax treatment of benefits, both for employee and
employers, over any years.
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This stability enabled companies such as Westinghouse to develop clearly
tbought-out program which ,..ovided for the long-term economic security
of our employee. It also enabled us to provide programs which, over
ties, ave continued to met changing economic and demographic conditions.

I -m concerned that tax.rvenue considerations could disrupt this
long-term stability in such a way that the develcpment of new or improved
programs to meet those changing conditions will cease - or worse, that
present private sector program will have to be drastically curtailed.

Any retrenchment in the levels or the variety of benefits provided by the
private sector would inevitably increase pressures on govertwent to fill
the breach. The costs to the goversnt would alwst certainly exceed
any increased revenues resulting from taxing either the employer or the
employee on the value of the private sector benefit programs.

I sm confident that the private sector can continue to provide benefits
which are responsive to employs needs while remaining affordable. While
I as concerned by the rapidly escalating costs of providing medical
benefits to our employee, retirees and dependents, I believe that by
retaining control of our benefits programs, we will be in a far better
position to Implement measures to encourage sore effective utilization of
medical services.

I consider it our obligation to continue benefits program assuring
Westinghouse employee protection under a carefully tailored and
integrated benefits system -- unless it becomes impractical to do so
because of changes in the law.

A corporation has many responsibilities in the course of operating its
businesses. Our ability to provide benefits mst always be balanced
against many other factors to insure that vs remain economically sound.
If tax rules are adopted that would interfere vith this balance, they
would restrict our ability to modify benefits in a cost-effective manner
to the changing times. In fact, they could make it necessary for us to
reassess our ability to continue the broad spectrum of benefits now
available to our employee.

Westinghouse fully intends to continue providing a broad spectrum of
benefits tailored to meet the needs of all employes. We believe this can
be best accomplished under the existing tax laws, which have worked so
well in encouraging and supporting the private sector to provide
broad-based benefits that otherwise might fall on the shoulders of the
government.

Sincerely,
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STATEMENT

SUBMITTREO AS PART OF TUB RECORD OF THE HEARING ON
D4PLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS HILD ON JULY 26, 27, AND 30

BY TIE UNITED STATES FINANCE COKMITTEE AND
SUE-COM4ITTE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

BY: WILLIS 6 WILLIS, P.C., BAINBRIDOE, GEORGIA

PREFACE

Willis I Willis, P.C. is a CPA firm that spends a substantial part
of its time advising clients on private employee benefit plans,
implementing the same, providing annual administration, handling
amendments required by law changes, and advising on the investment
of plan assets. The firm's clients are all small businesses in
south Georgia and accordingly the following opinions are based on
practical everyday experience with small private pension plans.
Since Robert T. Willis, Jr. is a member of the Board of Trustees
of the Employees Retirement System of Georgia, the firm also has
exposure to the government sector of pension plans.

one - Social and Economic Purvose

Substantially all of the rank and file participants of small
private pension plans have social security as the only other
pension system for their retirement. Accordingly, the employer's
private pension plan offers a much needed supplement, or back-up,
for those employees. In many Instances, the social security
benefits alone will be inadequate making the private pension plan
benefits pivotal.

Private retirement plans offer the same social benefit as does the
Federal Social Security System. more specifically, it offers the
employees an opportunity for a greater standard of living at
retirement where there are no other substantial assets to provide
for retirement income. Benefits are also frequently provided upon
disability or death. More importantly, at a time when the Social
Security System is so suspect as to its soundness or longevity, it
is most important to provide an incentive for employers to estab-
lish and maintain a retirement system for employees outside of the
Federal Social Security System. Indeed, it seems the actuarial
shortage of the Social Security System could be substantially
mitigated if the incentives for private pension systems were
increased to the point that employers would more and more assume
responsibility for the employee's retirement benefits. That would
in turn take part of the burden off of the federal government. It
is illogical then, for Congress to continue imposing disincentives
on American business to provide private pensions.
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TMo - 5ef It AFA PDA ?zM10411 z thes Highly frj 0,01ee

Because many pension plans base the amount of benefits or contri-
butions on relative compensation of all the employees, including
the principals of the company, It is often proposed most of the
benefits therefore are for the highly paid principals. Of course
with some companies that will be the case. However, in many
private pension plans the benefits for the rank and file are
substantial and are relied upon by those employees as discussed
above in paragraph one. There are many sall businesses where the
payroll of the rank and file is so much greater than that of the
executives that the benefits definitionally are allocated more to
the rank and file than to the highly paid. A broad statement that
private pension plans primarily benefit the highly paid widely
misses the mark.

The mark being the indisputable fact that private pension benefits
for the raak and file, even in those cases where a greater propor-
tion is for the highly paid, is % crucial block in stiy employee's
retirement security foundation. Less than two years ago TEFRA
imposed the burdensome top heavy rules with the intention to
restrict private pension benefits for the hLghll paid and cause
more benefits to be allocated to the rank and file. Small em-
ployers have been, and will be, lets inclined to provide private
pension plans with those substantial restrictions because of the
added administrative* cost, the continuing wave of legislation that
requires costly amendment after amendment to the plan documents,
and the more complicated administrative rules. As a result, fewer
rank and file employees will have the supplementary, and perhaps
primary, retirement security offered by their company's private
pension plan because there will not be one. Some company's are
even terminatLng their pla-.s because of the added burdens, cost,
and other disincentives. The missed mark is the highly paid do
not need the private pension plans nearly as much as the rank and
file, as they have substantial other assets with which to rely on.
Because they depend on them most, It is the rank and file that are
hurt most by disincentives for private pension plans. When the
employer decides it is too costly to implement or continue a plan,
the rank and file miss the benefits most.

Three - Private Pension Plans Would Not Survive Without Tax
Incentives

As just discussed, many principals of small businesses already
have, or anticipate having, substantial assets to provide for
their retirement, disability, etc. outside of the company pension
plan. Therefore, they are not compelled to look to that source of
asset accumulation for their retirement needs. It is necessary
then to provide those companies, and principals, with significant
tax incentives in order for them to be able to justify the cost
oft

a. im~plementinP a plan,
b. adherLig to the annual administration requirements,
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c. amending the plan every couple of years following law
changes,

d. handling the expensive recordkeeping due to the top heavy
rules of TEFRA, and

e. providing the plan benefit itself, which is a true addi-
tional cost of doing business.

It is only when the employer can realize substantial tax savings
to offset part of the ongoing cost of maintaining a plan as out-
lined above will it be economically prudent to establish and
maintain a private pension plan. The overall administrative cost,
and reduced tax advantages of private pension plan% have already
reached the point where it is harder and harder for a small busi-
ness to justify establishing a plan. It is getting to the point
the costs obviously outweigh any potential benefit.

It is foolish to believe an employer, particularly a small em-
ployer, will be as inclined to incur additional business costs and
reduce his profit, to provide a retirement plan for his rank and
file employees when there is no reason to do so. As to the non-
economic reasons such as employee motivation, etc., the studies
are simply too inconclusive to rely on that reasoning.

We do not have one client that maintains a pension plan that would
have adopted the plan, or that would continue the plan, if the
present tax advantages were removed. The benefits simply would
not outweigh what has become a substantial cost to maintain a
plan.

Four - IRA Tpe Plans Are Too Limited

The present IRA structure, even if the limits were expanded, is
insufficient to provide employees with retirement security, and to
provide employers with adequate incentive to maintain such plans.
One of the best possibilities for the current Federal Social
Security System to remain a viable system Is for the private
sector to, over time, fund more and more of the responsibility.
It is counterproductive, then, to reduce the amount of, and the
incentives for, private pensions. It will take the present and
even expanded IRA limits, together with the present and even ex-
panded non-IRA private pension benefits, to adequately supplement,
or partially replace the Social Security System.

More fundamentally, it is totally illusory to believe an expanded
IRA system would benefit the middle to low income work force.
They will not benefit because they cannot even fully fund the
present $2000/4000 amount. In general, the average American can-
not fully utilize the present IRA limits. Since he cannot afford
that investment, he must necessarily rely on contributions by his
employer on his behalf.

Not only are the benefits from IRA's insufficient, as discussed
above an employer has to have substantial incentive to establish
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any sort of private retirement plan. The levels of contributions
and benefits for defined contribution and defined benefit plans
are substantially more than that allowed for IRAos. It Is neces-
sary for that type of substantial additional benefit level to be
available in order to provide adequate incentive for the employer
to offer a retirement plan for himself and his employees. Other-
wise, the level of contributions and benefits would be too small
in relation to the cost. And, once again the cost would far
exceed the perceived benefits by the employer.

Five - Reduction of Private Melgvee Plan Benefits Would Adversely
t he Socl Sl-yeur stem

Our views on the need of having the private sector take some of
the current pressure off the Federal Social Security System has
heretofore been net forth. We strongly feel the converse of that
is necessarily true. If the current private benefit system was
changed such that the incentives or advantages were reduced to a
point that businesses ceased adopting such plans, terminated the
plans they presently had, or otherwise reduced the benefits in-
uring from then, the Social Security System would necessarily feel
a greater burden of providing for the social and economic support
of those cut-off employees. It is totally unrealistic to believe
that the current pri vat* sector sharing of the social and economic
support of employees would not decline substantially if the cur-
rent system of tax incentives, etc. wore reduced. The sum total
of all private pension funds comprises the largest fund of in-
vestment money in the country. It is unrealistic to believe that
fund, and the substantial employee benefits they represent, would
have reached its phenomenal level, or that it will continue,
absent real economic incentives.

if the private sector reduces or discontinues its part in pro-
viding these benefits, who will make them up? There are only two
options. One, the federal government through the Social Security
System or otherwise, would have to take up the slack and it
would be a tremendous amount of slack. Or two, the slack simply
would not be taken up and the American workers would have a sub-
stantially reduced potential benefit.

Nothing could be more foolish or more short-sighted than to kill
the best partner the Social Security System has, i.e. the private
employee benefit plan system.
fiix- ="Grass Root#* Supprt

The only support we know of is 0Grass Roots' support as our
clients and the pension plans that we administer are all those of
small businesses in southwest Georgia. Our clients' employees see
their pension plans as a keystone to their economic future, and
even to the present inasmuch as they provide disability and death
benefits. Many young Americans have real doubts whether their
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contributions to the Social Security System will ever benefit
them. For them, and for owners of small business who have similar
concerns, payroll taxes for the Social Security System represent
lost funds as an additional cost of doing business, and not as an
investment in their future. It is only the private pension plan
of their own company that they believe in for their future retire-
ment benefit. It is perceived that up to 50t for income tax, and
possibly an additional "tax* where the social security benefits
may not fully pay off, is more than enough of a burden and, the
company and its employees should be allowed to slowly provide for'
their own retirement under the current rules without further
taxation.

CONCLUSION

The pension legislative pendulum has already swung too far against
the private pension system. All perceived abuses have been ad-
dressed in IRISA, TIFRA, DRA '64, and now the Pension Equity Act
of 1984. To aid the troubled Social Security System and perhaps
enhance American productivity, the private sector should be en-
couraged to continue its role as pension provider. The current
trend of disincentives will not only cause private plans to become
economically undesirable, it will severely damage the economic
security of the low and middle income American worker. Again, the
executive and business owner already have resources apart from the
private plan.

WILLIS & WILLIS, P.C.
Bainbridge, Georgia
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Hearings of

The United States Senate Committee on Finance

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

Pertaining to

Taxation of Employee Fringe Benefits

July 30, 1984

Written Comments

FOR THB RECORD

by

Whirlpool Corporation
2000 U.S. 33 North

Benton Harbor, KI 49022

August 9, 1984
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HIRLPOOL, CORPORATION

COMNUTS ON

TAXATION O ENlPLOYl FRINGE B3EBFITS

Whirlpool Corporation (2000 U.S. 33 North, Benton Rarbor, Michigan

49022) is the nation's largest producer of aJor home appliances

for the U.S. marketplace. We employ approximately 23,000 people

nationwide, and provide then a broad range of fringe benefits

costing the company tens of millions of dollars annually. Our

benefit programs include, but are in no way limited tot life,

health and dental insurance ... retirement pension plans ...

savings and profit sharing ... education tuition reimbursement ...

a Payroll-based Bmployee Stock Ownership Plan ... disability income

plans .. , an employee appliance purchase plan ... and a host of

other benefit programs too numerous to itemise here.

Bach of these programs is a special adjunct to employees' direct

compensation, and improves their overall financial well-being. In

most cases# these programs are extended at little or no cost to

eployees.

The majority -- if not all -- of our benefit programs were

developed by the company and distributed to employees with strong

encouragement of the federal government by means of favorable tax

treatment. in providing that support* Congress rightly determined

that government itself profits when employers, rather than the
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government, provide for such programs. Although privately funded

programs are directed only to a company's own employees, they do,

nonetheless, enhance the general welfare by reducing demands on

public programs by citizens who receive private sector benefits.

Congress's commitment to employee fringe benefits has deteriorated

markedly in recent months into a system of disincentives. There

are now several proposals in the 98th Congress to eliminate or

substantially reduce the favorable tax treatment of many of these

programs. Only last month, Congress killed most employee

educational assistance provisions in tax code Section 127 when it

passed H.R. 4170.

The vote on that legislation underscores all too clearly Congress's

uncanny knack to react contrary to national need and even against

its own stated goals. it's an acknowledged fact that technology

and international competition have created a new class of

unemployed workers in the U.S. in recent years. These are

displaced workers who, without vocational retraining and more

education to acquire new job skills, may have no hope to re-enter

the American workforce. One source estimates 3.5 million U.S.

workers make up this new labor class. At Whirlpool# up to 2,900

employees could fall Into this category. Thhese are jobless workers

whg can lea*t afford to shoulder more new taxes.

Now, in the face of compelling and obvious need for more government

support for education and retraining programs* Congress has elected

39-707 0 - 85 - 95
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to tax tuition reimbursement to unemployed as vell as employed

workers who are taking courses for career development that are not

related to their present work. We feel that that decision is

unwise and contrary to our national Interests.

In the main, employer provided benefit program like Whirlpool's,

oirer the long term, have reduced financial and social pressure on

public sector programs like Medicaid/Nedicare, Social Security and

many other publicly funded programs, than would have been exerted

in the absence of such private sector programs. Overall, private

sector programs have been administered in a cost-eicient, prudent

manner and, left untouched by government, will continue to serve

employees' and the nation's needs into the future.

That cannot be said with equal confidence for many government-

funded social programs. Medicare, according to one projection*

will need a massive infusion of tax dollars around 1987 to remain

solvent. Similarly, changing demographics, according to some

knowledgeable sources, will necessitate either historic tax

increases or benefit reductions, or both, later this century if

social Security is to fulfill the social goals It was designed to

accomplish.

Congress's poor record of fiscal and social welfare program

management underscores more clearly the need to keep the private

sector's benefit programs strong. We submit that it is precisely

because Congress has lacked the political resolve to manage the
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public purse prudently that the federal deficit has reached an

historic level. To lower the deficit, the argument now goes,

Congress must raise taxes ... and no potential source of new

revenue can be ignored -- even private sector programs that were

formerly encouraged by the government.

We believe it would be a grave mistake for Congress to target these

programs for new taxes because it would debilitate one of the

financially strongest private sector employee programs in

existence. If Congress would just discipline its propensity to

spend, there would be less need for it to reach into workers'

pockets for more tax dollars. The more something is taxed, the

less we get of it. The more Congress taxes employee benefits, the

fewer the number of U.S. businesses who will likely offer these

programs in the future.

If that chain reaction occurs, more Americans will need to look to

the public sector for financial and social security. That prospect

surely runs counter to the current national sentiment. At a time

when more and more Americana are asking for a more limited role for

Sovernmnt, we must look to the private sector to assume a greater

role. Congress should support -- not discourage -- that effort by

continuing to grant favorable tax treatment of employee benefits.

For additional information, please contacts

Andrew 3. Takacs, Vice President
Government a Public Affairs
WhirlpoA Corporation
2000 U.S. 33 North
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
616/926-3401
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WHIT! & Co. An-,,. ,C PA.
Cuwro Pusuc AccoumrTxAm $&.,I A

32 Salm Mo m WaCAw.4 C, A
I P.O. gWM "MwLMWU.c#A

July 23, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirkson Senate Office Building, Room SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Hearing on Taxation of Employee Benefits
July 26, 27, & 30. 1984

Our firm provides our employees with term life insurance and major
medical expense insurance as a fringe benefit, at no cost to the
employee.

Those benefits are for all employees, not just highly paid employees
and benefits go to women as well as men. We feel that workers will
suffer if employer-sponsored bmnef its do not exist. Employee benefits
are essential to the economic security of our employees.

Private enterprise has built an effective and efficient arrangement
covering the needs of employees through the employee benef't system.
It is far superior to any government program that might replace it.
It should not be systematically dismantled in the name of greater tax
revenues. The employee needs are there and must be met. If private
enterprise Is not encouraged to meet its needs, government must, and
we believe the ultimate price to our notion will be greater.

Respectfully submitted:

WHITE & CO.

JHJ/bl
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POUNOSO 1@*?
TeLePHONe (Sol) 647-1300

~ W. R. WILLETT LUMBER COMPANY

V40k*W$J Vmxbw
040 STAIsI SulLoweu

WLUISVJLL=. KY. 40308
July 206q 10P

Mr. RodorLok A. DeAnmmt, Chief Counsel
Cmttee on FIn&ne
iWom 219, Dirkeen Senate Offtoe Saildirg
Vashington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArunmt

Consistent with your requiromento, I am submitting this letter
and the attached statement to be included s part of the record of the
Hearing on Hoployee Pringe Benefits held on July 26, 27 and 30 by-the United
States Senate Finance O=mittee, Subosmittee on Tuxation and Debt Nanagesawt

ta you for your assistance.

Sincerely yw a,

Chif Exoutive Off ie r
SSCosee
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Submitted as part of the record of the Hearing on Employee Pringse Benefits
held on July 26, 27 and 30 by tMe United States Pinance Committee, Subcomiittee
on Taxation and Debt Management. D y Samuel 3. Caldwell, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer - W R Willett Limber Company, Inc. 849 Starke Building
Luoville, Kentucky 40202

The private employee benefit plan system serves a very useful and
worthwhile social and eonomic purpose. No employer likes to see faithful
employees reach retirement age and then find themselves without sufficient
mane to live without hardship. Social security by Itself is not enough. A
corporate pension or profit sharing plan io very mach needed to supplement
social security, Employees rely on these plans and understand how imporwnt they are
to their future well being in retirement. Thems plans have enormous grass
roots support.

Our plan does not primarily benefit highly paid employees. All employees

are treated the sme.

Without the tax incentive these plans would wither on the vine.

IRA vehicles are fine for those who do not work for corpa' ations
but these corporate plans ire better for corporate employees.

The social security system is not in the best of health. Such being
the case why tamper with or abolish corporate plans which are working so
well and providing such useful social and economic benefits?
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BIAYSITAT[ WESTr

...... .GO., , CW19LD. MA"8 01115

(413)700.7303

f ,. ,MLA POOLPI4 TAMA

July 25, 1984 A.DVOOM

VT O"W r1ft VA*

The Honorable Boo Packwood
Chairman of the SOcoMIttee on

Taxation and Debt Management
United States Senate
SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

Re: Pending Fringe Benefit Hearings

I have been informed of your pending hearings pertaining to the above
scheduled to be held on July 26, 27, end 30, 1984. The purpose of those
hearings evidently is to develop a full and fair hearing record on
current fringe benefit topics and I would Just like to submit uay own
personal comments for your consideration at those hearings.

Our firm is an employee benefit's organization having been In practice
for approximately 22 years. I have a staff of 12 people and we
specialize in the design, Implementation, and administration of various
types of benefit programs. We represent approximately 300 corporations
located primarily in the east and our average size corporate client
has between 300 to 500 employees. All of our corporate clients attempt
to provide attractive employee benefits so that they can attract and
retain an adequate work force.

The main issue here and primary question would have to be - what would
happen If tax laws did not encourage employers to provide fringe benefits?
Could Government provide those benefits in a more economic manner?
Is there a better way than generally through the existing tax favored,
free enterprise system? Vy personal experience in this area for the
last 22 years leads me to believe that there isn't a mowe attractive
method or a more economical manner available to deliver benefits to
employees than the existing tax favored benefit provisions (even though
they are dwindling!). The social security system is clearly in a state
of chaos with a lot of concern from ditizens as to the viability or even
survival of the social security system itself. Medicare financing Is
obviously in trouble, and hopefully national health care will never be a
topic of the future, but I know that's not really the case!

I'm not exactly certain what the total numbers are, but I know our 30(0
corporate clients last year in medical care benefits alone provided
in excess of two hundred million dollars of health care benefits to
their employees. We are a small firm in New England and while that
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numer is dwarfed by other large consulting firms, two hundred milliondollars in medical care benefits, to use bad english, ain't hay, If
those benefits weren't provided by the employers, the governmentwould have to assume that responsibility and I doubt that a cumbersome,financially troubled, and problemiatical system could provide thosebenefits any where near as economically as my corporate clients did.

and 0o

As far as what type and level of tax incentives is appropriate, Iwould simply say that the more attractive the tax law, the morebenefits employers will provide. If there are not tax Incentives,then I believe it would be financially impossible for my corporateclients to help their employees regardless of how much they might
like to do so.

In my opinion, any law should have conditions #nd restrictions on abusesto discopoaoj employers from eliminating rank ano file employees totallyfrom benefit programs. I believe, however, that it would be Inappropriate
to eliminate incentive for corporate executives by not allowing plansto discriminate in favor of higher paid executives so as to compensatefor the discrimination inherent In the social security system. Furthermore,It is those incentives tha "make Johnny run and Indeed Is the backboneof the American free enterprise system. Restating that, abuses should
be totally eliminated, but incentives encouraged.

After working with employee benefits for all these years and settlingmanj life insurance claims, there were many tims w the only checksbeing delivered to a family were from the employers group litfe insuranceplan. I recently delivered a check for S270,000 to a family where thebread win er had a heart/lung transplant. I wonder where that checkwould have coe from If the employer did not have a substantial medicalcare program? If employers did not offer educational assistance to theemployees of their firms, how would the Government be able to assume
those financial responsibilities with the cost of an education being
what it Is these days? Cafeteria plans certainly don't solve theproblem, but they certainly provide a greater awareness to employeesas to the substantial costs involved in employee benefit planning.
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1'm sure you will receive many letters froM benefit planners like myself
who certainly have a selfish Interest in seeing legislation continued
and developed in the future to encourage employers to provide benefits
to employees. While my Interest is admittedly somewhat self-serving.
I am totally convinced that to eliminate tax favored programs in the
future for employers would be devastating tO our country as well as over.-
all financial and fconomic positions in the future. I would encourage
you end yuur C¢nstituents to develop legislation and tax laws to encourage
companies to co',tinue providing employee benefits and incentives.

Think you In advance for your time and consideration in this critical
Issue.

II S erejy yurs,

if \ r la . I_._

President r 7
I WEM/eab

Enclosures
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STATEMENT OF THC WISER OIL COMPANY I4 CONNECTION WITH THE HEARINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE
SUBCOMI4TIEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

JULY 26, 27 AND 30, 1984

We at The Wiser Oil Company believe it is our responsibility as employers to meet

the basic needs of our employees for financial security. Accordingly, in addition to

those benefits legally required, social security, unemployment compensation and workers

compensation, we offer the following benefit package to all our employees Retirement

Income Plan, Savings Plan, Group Health and Life Insurance Plan, Group Long Terom Dis-

ability Plan and Paysop Plan.

Retirement Income Plan

Funding for this plan is borne by the company. Enrollment requires one year of

continuous service for all employees. Vesting requires completion of ter, years of

continuous service. Retirement benefits are computed in the same method whether hourly

or salary, male or female. The benefits are calculated using basic pay, years of service

with partial reduction for social security. Retiree benefits are reviewed periodically

for possible inflation adjustment. A death benefit is also payable on the life of

primary recipient in an identical amount for all retirees.

Savings Plan

Funding for this plan is accomplished through voluntary deductions from each

employee's base wage in the amount of 2% through 6% with company contribution of

50% of employee contribution. Eligibility requires one year of continuous service.

Vesting in company portion of employee account is graduated 20% per year over a five

year period. As of January 1, 1984 we had a total employment of 208 with 180 partici-

pants in the savings plan, leaving 28 not in the plan. Of these, 24 were not eligible

due to length of service and union contract, leaving only 4 eligible employees elect-

ing not to join. We, therefore, have a 98% participation of eligible employees with

a composite average deduction of 41% of each employees base wage. This plan was es-

tablished as a supplement to our retirement plan to encourage employees to set aside

a portion of their earnings for those future years.

Page 1 of 3
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Group Health & Life Insurance Plan

Funding for this plan is borne by both the company and the employee. We are well
aware of the continuing problem of rapidly rising health care costs. Since these costs

are reflucted in the premium we and our employees must pay, we are vitally interested

in cost containment. We have always required our employees to share in the cost of

health coverage since this gives them an awareness of the meaning of cost co.tainment.

We are constantly studying this problem and evaluating proposed solutions. Eligibility

requirement is three months of continuous service with automatic coverage after this

period. All employees, hourly or salary, male or female, have the same coverage ex-

cept for life insurance which is graduated for supervisory and executive officers.

GrouMp Long Term Disability Plan

Funding for this plan is borne by the company. Eligibility requirement is three

months continuous employment with automatic coverage after the waiting period. Monthly

benefit as based on earnings at time of disability with reductions for certain types

of other income and a $1500 cap on total mount payable. All employees, hourly or

salary, male v female, have the same covero;-.

Paysop Plan

Funding for this plan is accomplished through a tax credit taken by the company.
Eligibility requirement is one calendar year of continuous employment. Benefits are

distributed equally to all employees on a monthly unit of credit. Using this method

all employees receive equal benefit based on service credit only.

We have chosen to provide benefits rather than additional cash wages because we
consider the benefits to be.necessary to the economic welfare of our employees. We

are in a position to provide insurance coverage at a lower rate than could our em-

ployees on an individual basis. This factor added to the tax incentives provided

by existing law, allowing us to provide valuable benefits at a price we and our

employees can afford. Increasing the cost of benefits through changes in the tax

law could mean that we will not be able to provide the sm level of protection in

the future.

We welcome the opportunity that the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
has provided for us to express our views on the importance of employee benefits. We

believe that employers should be encouraged to provide these benefits and, also, con-

tinuance of the Internal Revenue Code provisions which provide incentives to employers

and employees to commit their dollars to this purpose.
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FLEXIBLE BENEFITS:

Promoting Individual Choice
And Preserving the Tax Base:
Reconciling Two ImperateS

TESTIMONY OF
LANCE D. TANE

MANAGER
FLEXIBLE COMPENSATION TEAM

THE WYATT COMPANY
WASHINGTON, D.C.

BEFORE
UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

JULY 30, 1984
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My name is Lance Tane* and I manage the Flexible Compensation Team of

The Wyatt Company, the nation's largest independent employee benefits

consulting firm. The Flexible Compensation Team is the largest

professional unit in the country working exclusively on the design and

implementation of flexible ("cafeteria") benefit plans for major employers.

Our clients include a number of Fortjne 100 manufacturers and the 50

largest bank holding companies.

Accordingly, I am focusing my testimony on flexible benefit plans -- which

are destined to play a central role in the future of employee benefits in

this country. Benefit flexibility Is a critical subject for this subcommittee

to consider in the development of appropriate tax policy with regard to

employee benefits in an overall sense.

The fundamental issue facing legislators is how to reconcile the critical

need of today's increasingly diverse work force for greater benefits choice

and flexibility with the equally critical need to avoid increasing tax

expenditures in the face of unacceptably large budget deficits.

Contrary to popular opinion, these two imperatives -- promoting individual

choice In employee benefits and preserving the Income tax base -- are not

mutually exclusive.

*The views expressed In this testimony are those of the author and are

not intended to represent the views of The Wyatt Company.

tug / ftPA'
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It is important to realize that greater choice and flexibility in benefits does

not in itself erode the tax base -- it merely surfaces a broad range of

underlying tax incentives that have long been in the tax code but have

not been fully utilized over the years.

Why have these tax incentives not been fully utilized? The answer is that

these incentives are available to employees only through their employers --

and employers could not make them readily available until recently.

They could not do so for two interrelated reasons -- the first based on

economics and the second on a doctrine of tax law. The economic reason

was well explained by Assistant Treasury Secretary John Chapoton in

testimony before the Finance Committee last year on S. 840. He said:

"Prior to the establishment of cafeteria plans, there was a practical
limitation on the extent to which employers could provide compensation
to employees in the form of non-taxable fringe benefits.
Economically, any individual employee would prefer to receive more
compensation in the form of non-taxable fringe benefits only if the
employee needed or would use the additional fringe benefit as much as
the cash payment that otherwise would be paid, less the tax that
would be imposed on that cash compensation. The need for additional
fringe benefits would differ from employee to employee. As a
consequence, the provisions of additional fringe benefits would be
sought by some employees and opposed by others. In the past,
employees as a group have reached a mutually satisfactory
accommodation where the level of fringe benefits offered by each
employer is acceptable to the employee group as a whole.

The level of benefits at which any group of employees develops
conflicting interests will depend on the type of benefit being
considered and the particular circumstances of the employees. For
example, all employees may desire medical insurance protection up to
a certain level. However, employees without dependents may want to
limit the level of employer-provided health insurance to coverage for a
single employee. Collectively, these employees will resist reducing
their general level of cash compensation in order to provide more
extensive insurance protection that would benefit only employees with
dependents.

'I47/ CO"MI
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The establishment of cafeteria plans eliminates 'employee jealousy' as a
constraint upon the use of fringe benefits as a principal means of
compensation. Under a properly designed cafeteria plan, an employee
will never bear any portion of the economic cost of the fringe benefits
enjoyed by other employees. Again looking to the example of medical
Insurance, an employee will not care if another employee receives
tax-free comprehensive health care insurance coverage for an entire
family so long as he or she can receive either cash or an equivalent
amount of compensation in the form of a desired tax-free fringe
benefit."

Until recently, employers could not offer their employees this kind of

tradeoff without running afoul of "constructive receipt."

Before this doctrine was waived for qualified cafeteria plans by Section 125

of the Internal Revenue Code, if employers offered their employees a

choice between taxable and non-taxable benefits, the availability of the

choice automatically resulted in taxable income for the employees regardless

of what they actually chose.

Thus, the combination of employees' economic self-interest and constructive

receipt encouraged employers to pursue a lowest-common-denominator

approach to benefits -- to offer a uniform benefits package of theoretically

universal appeal for all employees.

J z '
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For many years, the "one-size-fits-all" benefits philosophy was viable --

and it artificially protected the tax base from the full impact of the tax

incentives for all kinds of benefit-related items embedded in the Internal

Revenue Code.

But recently, several powerful trends have converged which have rendered

traditional fixed benefits obsolete and created an explosion of interest in

the kind of benefit. flexibility made possible by Section 125 -- and opened

up the underlying benefit tax incentives to greater utilization.

There are five major trends which have converged to reshape the benefits

environment:

TREND #1 -- The work force has been transformed by massive

demographic shifts. In 1960, 48 percent of American families were

supported by one breadwinner. But by 1980, only 33 percent still relied

on only one income -- and the number is dropping rapidly. During the

same 20-year period, women jumped from 38 percent of the work force to

51 percent.

At many of our large corporate clients, for example, the "typical" employee

for whom traditional benefits are designed -- a married man with a

non-working wife and children at home -- now represents less than 15

percent of the work force!
0
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TREND #2 -- Benefit costs have soared, largely due to virulent medical

inflation. According to the annual Chamber of Commerce study, average

company benefit costs have shot up from 19 percent of payroll in 1951 to

some 37 percent today.

In dollar terms, the 1,500 companies in the Chamber study spent $510

billion on benefits in 1982 -- about three times what they paid 10 years

earlier. Not surprisingly, healthcare cost-containment is a critical concern

for many employers.

Companies are attempting to control costs in many different ways. One of

them is flexible benefits, because unnecessary benefits (e.g., high levels

of life insurance for single employees) or redundant coverage (e.g.,

overlapping medical plans for two-career couples) can be avoided.

TREND #3 -- The recent severe recession has given even greater urgency

to controlling benefits costs. Employers have begun to realize that

traditional benefits programs are really blank checks -- management is

essentially committed in perpetuity to a specific market basket of benefits,

regardless of future cost.

Flex plans, however, redefine the company's benefits obligation in dollars

rather than in goods and services. This rips up the blank check. Each

employee is allocated a certain number of benefit credits, and every year

the employer decides how much to increase the benefit allowance.

To Q V/ CMPN
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Because flex increases the value of benefits to employees, it can be a

powerful tool to accomplish any of three objectives:

I. Add new benefits at lower cost than through a fixed benefit
plan.

2. Increase the value of benefits to employees without increasing
costs.

3. Maintain the value of benefits to employees while reducing costs.

TREND #4 -- A computer revolution has swept the country. Employers

who had been scared off by the complexity of administering a different

benefit plan for each employee now have powerful new technological tools

at their disposal.

Sophisticated software has become available to handle every aspect of the

administration of individually tailored benefit programs for companies of all

sizes. There are even versions of such software designed for the personal

computer.

TREND #5 -- A body of experience has developed which proves that flex

plans are feasible for employers. And that employees like them -- even in

cases where companies have actually reduced their benefit expenditures.

Several statistics from companies we are working with are particularly

revealing:

At one major client, only 6 percent of employees chose to buy back their

old benefit package when given the chance. At another, employee

satisfaction with the benefits package rose from 48 to 93 percent after

tug
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management introduced a flex plan -- and the company's costs didn't

increase at all. At a third, the company is saving $2 million a year and

employees prefer the new plan to the old!

As a result of these forces, flexible benefit plans are now catching on

rapidly in companies large and small in all industries and areas of the

country. Flex plans are particularly popular in companies where the

employee population tends to be young and female.

They are also becoming widespread in high-technology and professional

service businesses, as well as in fields such as banking that are evolving

rapidly -- and which must attract, motivate, and retain a higher caliber of

employee than ever before.

In addition, utilities and manufacturing companies have turned to flex --

and unions are starting to get past their initial negative reactions and

realizing the advantages to both labor and management.

Hundreds of companies large and small are making their benefits more

flexible -- ranging from adding elements of choice to conventional plans to

establishing comprehensive flex plans.

There Is a groundswell of employee interest across the country. And the

press -- always looking to spot a trend -- has caught on to the story.

Flex is an idea whose time has come. It is too powerful to stop because it

simply makes too much sense and responds too well to the needs of today's

work force.

to **A
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Giving people the freedom to control their own economic decisions strikes a

deep chord in the American psyche. Moreover, promoting individual

initiative is consistent with the philosophy of this Administration and

eliminating artificial barriers to consumer choice is in step with the

deregulatory mood of the times.

And contrary to the prevailing notion in Washington, flexible benefits do

not discriminate in favor of the highly paid and the concept has powerful

appeal to people in all income brackets.

On a legal and regulatory level, tough anti-discrimination requirements are

written into both the recently issued proposed regulations for Section 125

and the newly enacted Deficit Reduction Act of 1984.

In practice, employees in all salary categories tend strongly to favor

flexible benefits. As benefits consultants, our experience is that 85 to 95

percent of employees choose to rearrange their existing benefit package

when given the chance to do so with a flex plan. The 85 to 95 percent

range holds steady across the wage spectrum.

Finally, a sharp contrast to conventional wisdom is the fact that flexible

benefits appear to be of even greater interest to the lower-paid than to

the higher-paid. In a recent nationwide attitude survey conducted by the

Opinion Research Corporation, 49 percent of respondents in all income

brackets said that when considering roughly equal job offers from two

different companies, they would be more likely to choose a company

offering flexible benefits over one with conventional fixed benefits.

IV* Q/4 ' 2 010 myW/
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However, an extraordinary 59 percent of employees in the study earning

$15,000 per year or less said they would be more interested in a job that

offered a flex plan over one that did not. By comparison, only 48 percent

of the respondents earning $35,000 per year or more were similarly

motivated by a flex plan. So much for the myth that flex appeals only to

the highly-paid.

However, as the flex trend rapidly gains momentum, there is increasing

concern is some quarters that it may lead to erosion of the tax base

because employees have access to a larger portion of their total

compensation in a non-taxable form.

What is to be done? The answer is not to try to turn back the clock and

crack down on individual choice -- but to rethink the underlying tax

incentives. It is my belief that some of these longstanding incentives have

become misfocused and need to be reconsidered.

For example, let's look at medical insurance, the example cited by

Assistant Secretary Chapoton.

All payments to covered employees from employer-sponsored medical plans

have long been non-taxable to these employees. However, for people who

are not participants in an employer-sponsored plan, any medical expenses

incurred up to 5 percent of adjusted gross Income are non-deductible and

must be paid for with after-tax dollars.

h ,
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This contrasting tax treatment leads to some important questions:

0 Did Congress intend to have payments for everything covered by
employer-sponsored medical plans go completely tax-Mree?

* Should there be a distinction in tax status between essential and
non-essential coverage? Are eyeglasses deserving of the same
tax incentives as heart surgery?

* Was the enormous increase in medical costs -- and hence the
value of this tax exclusion -- foreseen?

0 Philosophically, is it fair to discriminate between
employer-provided and employee-purchased medical benefits?
Why should there be unequal tax incentives?

One way to redress this serious inequity would be to designate as taxable

income to the employee a portion of the payments -- not the coverage but

the proceeds -- that he or she receives from an employer-sponsored

medical plan.

For example, if we want to equalize the tax incentives for insured and

uninsured medical expenses, payments from employer-sponsored medical

plans could be made taxable up to 5 percent of adjusted gross income.

This would continue to protect employees against catastrophic expenses and

give them a tax incentive for medical cost-containment. It would also

avoid penalizing choice, Instituting a regressive tax, or creating an

administrative burden for employers.

tot Go,*
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This kind of approach could also significantly increase tax revenues.

Based on a reasonable set of assumptions, additional Federal tax revenues

in the neighborhood of $15-25 billion a year could be generated if

payments froir employer-sponsored medical plans were made taxable up to 5

percent of W-2 income.

!f proceeds were made taxable up to only 1 percent of W-2 income, this

would still raise $4-4 billion a year -- not an inconsequential sum in view

of the fact that the recent tax bill will raise only some $50 billion over

three years.

This is just one possible way to carry out what must be a fundamental

attribute of tax policy regarding fringe benefits -- it must accommodate

individual choice, The tax treatment of benefits provided by employers

through a "one-size-fits-all" plan or through a flex plan -- or purchased

by an individual outside of any plan -- should be the same.

The issie is the extent of the tax incentives various kinds of fringe

benefits deserve -- not the form in which the benefits are provided.

This leads to two other possible approaches that would help preserve the

tax base, while avoiding the imposition of a tax penalty on choice.

The first approach is to 'scale back the Incentives for various types of

benefits considered less deserving of tax-favored treatment. Do benefits

14, UM > , y
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such as van pooling, elective surgery, and emergency medical treatment all

deserve the same level of tax exemption? Should some items lose their tax

benefits? Should others have them reduced but not eliminated?

What is required are carefully considered judgments and even-handed

assessments of the proper level of incentives in particular cases.

Regardless of the determinations, this approach would promote choice

because the form In which the designated benefits are offered would

become irrelevant.

The second approach is simply to put a dollar cap on the total value of

fringe benefits that can be excluded from an individual's taxable income

every year.

Contrary to popular opinion, employers would support a reasonable cap.

Corporate management is every bit as interested as Congress in braking

the growth of benefits. Research shows that the increased costs of

providing more non-cash compensation to employees in the form of benefits

does not reduce employers' overall compensation expenditures. The

establishment of tax incentives for benefits creates employee expectations

and pressure for these benefits. That expectation and pressure is for the

employer to provide those benefits in addition to whatever direct

compensation the employee felt he was otherwise entitled. While most

employers agree it is socially desirable to provide a core of benefit

protection to their employees, unlimited tax incentives simply serve to
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increase employee expectations for the provision of more and more

expensive benefit packages. The implementation of reasonable limits on

non-taxable benefits would be well received by many major employers and

could be used by those employers as a rationale for benefit cutbacks.

A cap on total benefits would also avoid penalizing choice, again because

the form in which benefits are offered would be irrelevant, and also

because each individual could select whatever types of benefits he or she

most wanted -- all that would matter would be the aggregate value of the

benefits.

These are only a few ways in which the underlying tax incentives for

benefits could be refocused to protect the tax base without penalHIng

individual choice. No doubt there are many other viable approaches.

The central issue is the extent of the tax incentives various kinds of

benefits deserve and which fiscal realities can accommodate -- not the form

in which the benefits are provided.

The tax treatment of benefits provided by employers through either a

conventional "one-size-fits-all" plan or a flex plan -- or purchased by an

individual outside of any plan -- should be the same. This principle

should become a cornerstone of tax policy toward employee benefits.

q~t ONl
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However, making it a reality will require Congress to grapple with many

difficult and controversial benefit issues at the very heart of the present

structure of tax incentives.

The fact that this Committee is taking three days to hear testimony on

fundamental tax issues affecting employee benefits is a hopeful sign.

Unfortunately, benefits policy has been set in chaotic, patchwork fashion

for many years. Critical benefits issues have been addressed almost

exclusively in the context of loophole closing and frantic last-minute

revenue raising.

Benefits are no longer an arcane subject of interest only-to actuaries and

consultants. They have long fulfilled important social needs and have

contributed significantly to the nation's economic wellbeing over the past

generation.

But today, with the groundswell of interest in shaping benefits packages

to meet the needs of employees of all kinds -- including young singles,

divorced mothers, two-career couples, and older workers -- benefits have

become a critical issue for almost every constituency in American society.

More than ever before, employers need a clear, consistent, and

unambiguous framework -- a coherent set of tax policies which don't

change every year -- to move ahead with to design responsible and

effective benefit plans that meet the needs of both labor and management.

This tax framework must recognize that benefit flexibility is an idea whose

time. has come -- and that individual choice must not be restricted in a

misguided attempt to protect the tax base.
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August 1, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219, Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: Hearings

Dear Mr. DeArment,

Young Refining Corporation and subsidiaries (Laketon Refining

Corporation, King Asphalt Products Company, Inc., King Hardware

Company, and Gulf Coast Management Corporation) would like to go

on record as being in complete opposition to changing the current

tax-favored treatment of employer pension benefits, medical wel-

fare benefits and other employee fringe benefits. We particularly

are vehemently opposed to any plan that would change these pre-

mently privately administered plans to a government administered

bureaucracy.

The sucess of American business and labor cooperation has beeit the

result of the ongoing dialogue between management and labor which

has resulted in the best-paid, highest-motivated labor, force in the

world. To remove management's incentive for providing medical and

retirement benefits for it'P labor force would destroy the uniquely

\11'.-
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productive relationship of American business and labor. Further, to

intrude yet another government bureaucracy between business and labor

would be negative in effect and inefficient in operation.

Simply put, we urge you to remember the old adage, "If it ain't broke.

don't fix it".

Very t uly you S,

Vice-Presiden 7
cc: Rep. Newt Gingrich

Sen. Sam Nunn
Sen. Mack Mattingly
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4Young Women's Chrsfian Assocation
3420 Park Road Charlotte, NC 28209 (704) 525-5770

July 23, 1984

The Hon. James G. Martin
United States Congress
341 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Martin:

We have been informed that Congress and the Administration are very much against
tax-free employee benefits and that Congress may move to simplify the tax law
by either treating the employer-paid cost of benefits as employee Income or by
eliminating the deductibility of employer contributions, or, both. The Senate
Finance Comittee will hold hearings on July 26, 27 and 30 on certain aspects
of the taxation of so called fringe benefits. We wish you to know that the YWCA
of Charlotte, NC opposes any legislation to eliminate tax-favored status for
employer contributions to employee benefit plans.

The Charlotte YWCA employs 55 full-time people and we spend an average of
$1,517 per year per employee for health, life, disability, dental insurance
premiums and other employee benefits. The average employee salary Is $10,748
per year. If insurance premiums were treated as income, the impact would be a
252 decrease in take home pay and each employee would pay an additional $400
in Federal and State income taxes. Clearly, the average employee cannot afford
this increase in taxes, much less the decrease in available monthly income to
meet the cost of food, housing, utilities, etc.

If the employer deductibility for these benefits were also elianated, many
employers would discontinue providing them. Many employees would no longer
have coverage because they could not afford It, nor would they be insurable
at a reasonable cost outside of a group plan. Furthermore, the total number
of people covered by group insurance plans would drop and the cost of insuring
those remaining would increase significantly.

Even though the YWCA is a tax-exempt organization, we offer verp competitive
benefit packages to employees. We strongly believe in quality affordable
health care for all people and we want to continue providing our employees
with a good health/dental/life plan. We urge you to oppose any legislation
which would eliminate favored tax status of employer contributions to employee
benefit plans.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Lynn* Rayburn
Our One I hps : , Q u_ Director

Uptown Center 418 E. 1sde Street Chole.NC28202 (704)833.7883
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KENNETH N. ZEGART, P.O.C.
001 CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION SUILOINO

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY 40303

T"LSPO~hg f30) 333 1534

KENNETH N ZOAr. M o PRAMCIC LIMITIO TO
DOUGLA 0 PEENO. N 0 0T1T3.,S AND OMm0cLOSVEI

Aguat 8, 1984

o. RodeAmc A. PeAment
Chied Cowwet
Committee on F4.nance
Room 219
VDien Senate 06ice &ditding
Wkuhigton, D.C. 20510

PCMA Ma. DeA.4ment:
"5bmitted a.6 paAt o6 the 4ecod o6 the HeaAug on Emptoyee F4inge
Bened.tA held on Jty 26, 27 and 30 by the United StateA Senate
Finance Comittee, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management" by
Kenneth N. Zega~t, P~e~ident. I 6ee~t that the p~ivate Empto yee
Bee6i Ptan i a vdtuabte aet and comptmenUt the SocW SecutAg
System 14ti.ch at be~t i4 aced Wth a gtoomy 6u~tWe. In thi4 My,
people w t not depend on the Govesnment a much a4s they have in the
pa4t oa theA A etosAement ptan,.

I 4twngty u.~ge the conti.nuation o6 such a 4y~tem a& i4. csientty
aWowed.

Sin e7 j

Kent N. Zegawt, P.D.

KAZ/tgp
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TO; SUBCOMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

FROM: Frank Koval Inc., Executive Agent, MAPA

We have been alerted to the committee's interest in

hearing the pros and cons on having the tax law writ

to have certain employee benefits tax deductible. We

might cite our experience so you can better decide

for yourself which way to go.

We have 600 auto parts stores who average 6-7 employ,

per store. Many of them provide health insurance

coverage for their employees and families. Some Just

for the employee and

some share the cost

between the employer

and employee. We as

an association help

them to develop the

best possible program

to suit their needs.

This is working well.

What would happen if

the deductibility of

this fringe were

stopped? We are not

completely sure.

There would be pressu

for our marginal

mcmbcr3 tc lcck at

eliminating, or

reducing, the benefit.

Is this good? We

say no. What happens ,

to the employees?

Where do they go? Do

they look to the gov-

ernment or go to some--

one more able to pay?

Small businessmen

would suffer. L

You are urged to ex- S

amine all of the above.

MICHIGAN AUTOMOTIVE
PARTS ASSOCIATION
748 N. CEDAR ST
LANSING. MI 48906

ten

eas

0


